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Art. I.

—

Sketch of a Journeyfrom Canton to Hanhov
China ; by Albert S. Bickmore, A.M.

On the 7th of August, 1866, I left Canton, in company with

Mr. C. L. Weed, photographer at Hongkong, and Rev. Mr. Kevin
of Canton, on a journey through the province of Kwang-
tung and the eastern part of Kwangsi. Our course, at first,

was westward, for about sixty miles, when we reached the head
of the great Delta of the Sikiang, whose low, fertile fields

spread out widely along the river banks, and support a most
dense population. Along the borders of these low lands, rise ser-

rated mountains—some peaks attaining an elevation of fifteen

hundred to two thousand feet—their sharp ridges and project-

ing spurs coming out in strong relief, on account of the scanty

vegetation on their sides. To one who has been journeying in

tropical lands, and especially among the luxuriant forests of

Sumatra, these mountains appear surprisingly bare, and only
the more so, when he considers that he is but on the verge of

the temperate zone.

This nakedness appears to be a universal characteristic of

the mountain scenery in China, but it is not the fault of the

soil or the climate, for wherever the little pines have been suf-

fered to rise, they show a vigorous growth. The cause of this

universal d luent rebellions that is-

back and forth over the whole empire, like a desolating flood.

Am. Jouk. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 136,-Jult, 1868.



f through China.

In a few days the Chinese can rebuild their low mud houses;

but Nature requires years to cover her mountains with forests

;

and rebellion has followed rebellion too quickly for her to ac-

complish the ever recurring task ; and besides, the people do

not care to labor much, when there is every probability that

outlaws or robbers from a neighboring province will profit by

their industry. Yet it is true they do raise some trees in a few

places; but over all the wide area that I have traveled, not a

tenth part of the soil is thus improved that might be; and then

the trees are generally cut down before they attain any consid-

erable size; and this, in districts where the population is num-
bered by the hundred thousand. The grand old trees which
are occasionally seen around the Buddhist temples, owe their

fcion only to the superstitions of the destroyers, and
v well what splendid timber thousands of hill-sides in

China might yield.

But in regard to the low lands, it scarcely seems possible

that they could be made to produce more than is already
raised—two full crops being obtained in nearly every part of

the empire. The conti these lands has long
been a wonder to the world. It is due no doubt chiefly to two
causes

; first, the Chinese are careful to save every*
can possibly serve for manure—in some places even to the hair

they shave from their heads ; and secondly, their low lands
(where all their rice and most other sustenance is obtained)
are all, or very nearly all, subject to floods at least once a year,

and a rich deposit of fine mud is thus spread over them, just

as in the valley of the Nile.

Following up the Sikiang, through a deep pass in the first

mountain range, we came to the city of Shauking, where the
Viceroy of the provinces of Kwangtung and Kwangsi

first appeared off the coast. About two
bmd it rise the famous "Marble Bocks," or "Seven

Stars/ like dark, sharp needles, out of the low, green plain.
Mr Nevm and I measured them with an aneroid barometer,
and found them to range from one hundred and fifty to three
hundred feet high, though they had been previously estimated
at twice that height. The rock of which they are composed is
a highly crystalline limestone, of a dark blue color on the
weathered surfaces, and a rusty iron tinge where large frag-
ments have been lately detached, the whole traversed in every
direction with milk-white veins, and completely fissured through
and through, m every direction, by joints and seams. Over
the whole exterior they are extremely rough and jagged, and
furrowed by perpendicular grooves, worn by the small streams
that course down their sides during every slight shower.
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They form such striking objects in the surrounding plain as

the " Little Orphan" does in the waters of the Yangtse, and,

like it, abound in groups of little temples placed in the natu-

ral niches in their sides. Larger temples are ranged at their

feet, and one which we entered contained in the principal hall

three images in bronze six or seven feet in height. In another

room I noticed an idol with six arms. The whole building was

going rapidly to decay, and it was only after much seaivliing

that we succeeded in finding two poor old monks, preparing a

scanty meal in the refectory,—the last place they were willing

to desert in the whole temple.

Climbing up a steep, narrow stair-way, that rises diagonally

across the face of the precipice, we reached a second temple

perched high in a little rock. Along a part of ibis stair-way,

a rude heavy chain was fastened to the mountain side, that the

timid and weary might help themselv. -.I'M to the t tuples above;

and many must have been the pilgrims that ascended this diffi-

cult way, if we could judge from the depth of the places their

feet had worn in the steps of the solid rock. The entrance to

the temple was through a crazy gate-way or portal of loosened

bricks, that leans over the precipice . ; ml thr at. as to fall with

the first person who sets foot within it and immolate him to a

heathen god. This temple we were informed was built some

two hundred years ago when Shauking was a great and flour-

ishing city, but now the monks can scarcely beg enough from

their poor neighbors to answer their immediate nscessi

their once splendid temples are rapidly becoming only unsightly

heaps of ruins.

Here, as is frequently the case in masses of limestone, are

several- caves. We entered one of a bell shape. Its floor was

mostly covered with water, and a bridge led us to a platform

at the farther end. As we were crossing this Stygian stream,

we were saluted with a fierce barking, and certainly we did

seem to be approaching the regions over which Cerberus pre-

sides, but no other charm was needed for us to safely pass these

canine guardians than a threatening show of our canes. Many
tablets have been cut in the rocky sides and along a

that led up to where the cave opens out to the sky at the oppo-

During these excursions in the vicinity of Shauking, both of

my companions became quite ill, and at my earnest solicitation

finally consented to return and let me continue on alone

On the second day from Shauking, I came to " Cock's Comb

Rock," a huge wall or dike, of black or crystalline marble,

with a crest so jao-ged that the name the Chinese have given

'
it exactly describes it. Northwest of this, in a small plain, is
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a conical hill of limestone, whose whole interior has been washed
away, forming a much grander cave than the one we had pre-

viously visited in one of the "Seven Stars."
All the mountains in these regions are composed of fine,

hard siliceous grits, which in some places are compact and flinty,

becoming true quartzite or quartz rock, and in others are soft

as sandstone; and besides these, of slates that are interstratified

with these grits and are sometimes soft clay slates, and at

others as hard as shales. Half a mile below the village of

Kok-hau, on the left bank of the Sikiang, just before I reached
the boundary of the province of Kwangsi, I found these grits

and slates resting immediately on granite. Two miles below
Kok-hau rises " Ornamental Monumental" Rock. It belongs
to the lower part of this series of grits and slates, but is com-
posed of a coarse conglomerate, and perhaps represents the

conglomerates that are found near granite, in other parts of the

empire. •

Crossing the river from Cock's Comb Rock, we came to a

small village, and anchored for the night astern of a small

gunboat. On consulting my chart I found these words writ-

ten around the next bend, about half a mile up the stream,-—
" a favorite resort for robbers .'" But I believed we must be
safe with a gunboat so near, and taking care that my revolver
was in prime order, and that a heavy sword was within my
grasp—a provision that was constantly repeated every night of
my long journey—I laid down determined to sleep, despite a
continual din of tam-tams, and the most extravagant shrieking
and groaning of some women on the bank, who were lamenting
the decease of a friend.

Late in the night the watch began calling out loudly, then
my servant and my boatmen joined in. A strange boat was
stealing along toward us, and although it was already so near
that I could hear the noise of its approaching oars there was
no reply. At the next instant the gunner on the watch-boat
fired his cannon and at once the men in the suspicious boat all
answered m the meekest and most humble tones. Our would-
be robbers had that time mistaken their prey. This is but a

aple of the noises and a] m tantly re-
curring by night all the way to Hankow
As we slowly ascended the river by poling, tracking and

sailing, we stopped several times a day, that I might collect
specimens of the rocks and ascertain% dip and strii
strata, in this way, in a week we came to Wuchau, the last

rStT7rt** iV-^
8 direction

-
Here I met the Rev-

Mr-

Graves, and induced him to accompany me up the Kweikong,
or Cassia river, as far as Kweilin, the capital of the province
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It is so dangerous ascending this river, on account of rob-
bers, that boats leave Wuchau only when several are ready to

go and can keep together and afford each other mutual assist-

ance in case of an attack. As an additional protection, the

Mandarin oifered to send a small gunboat along with us, but
when we were ready to go, only one policeman appeared and
he earned no arms.

The boats used on this river are quite different from those

seen at Canton. They have flat bottoms and curve up high
at the bow and stern, that the helmsman and a man on look-

out forward may see some distance ahead and avoid the rocks,

as they come down with the rapid current.

The principal article carried up the river by these boats is

which is a government monopoly ; and, notwithstanding

oatmen all agreed not to bi
*

did buy a considerable quantity,
our part of the boat. We very plainly informed them tie v

had not kept their agreement, and if they left It there it w>>nhl

instantly go overboard. They finally, as near as I could ascer-

tain, bought a permit for a part of it and siniid I tin•u-Sn

the rest. This smuggling is so common, that I was repeatedly

informed that the Mandarin boats, which are not liable to be

searched by the custom-house officers because they carry high

never fail to improve every opportunity to avoid pay-
ing the regular tax.

As we passed along these rivers, every day or two we came to

a small house with two poles in front, each bearing a large

triangular flag. There we were obliged to stop, and allow our
boat to be searched by fierce looking fellows, each armed with

ick pointed with iron. Ascending this Cassia river is

little better than dragging a boat up one continued series of

rapids ; and though ours drew but five or six inches, it seemed
sometimes as if our boatmen would be quite unable to get her

along any farther. This fact indicates the shallowness of the

stream, and also the unfavorable fact, that steamers can never

be used on this river. The boatmen at Wuchau calculam r >

reach Kweilin in fourteen days, but to go all the way back in

four.

^
For the first hundred miles we passed only small, scattered

each having on the top of the highest hill near it a

fort, where they keep all their extra rice and clothing—every

thing they use from day to day—for every village pillages on
every other village, and on all the boats that pass, whenever
they dare. These fortified hill-tops reminded us of the pic-

tures drawn by historians, of the middle ages ; but these peo-

ple observe even less law and order than those of those early
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As an illustration of the complete state of anarchy that ob-

tains throughout all this region, I may mention that on our

third day from Wuchau we passed a large Mandarin I

had been robbed of everything the very first night after leaving

Kweilin, the officials even not being able to protect themselves

from these desperate thieves.

All along our route the Mandarins were very kind to us, but

kept asking how we could dare to come there, where only one

foreigner had ever been before, and who, though he had escaped

the people of Kwangsi, was murdered by the people of Hu-

nan. They referred to an eccentric genius, who did -

reaching Hankow, but was completely stripped of all his cloth-

ing. His difficulty with this people was certainly one cause of

their hostility to us.

Beyond the hien city of Chauping, the country becomes

somewhat more cultivated, yet even here it is very sparsely

peopled, and there is no need that a single man should i Leate

China to find plenty of good land to cultivate. The river here

flows through deep passes, and we entered one called " Forest

Pass," as the bright day was darkening into twilight. The

rock was a hard siliceous grit, an- i
range rose

up to a height of 1600 or 1700 feet. Like the famous Shan-

king Pass, this is also a cleft in a mountain range ;
but while

that is about 600 yards wide, this is only from 50 to 150, and

as we sailed between the high, almost overhanging precipices,

the effect was far grander than anything I have ever enjoyed in

China.

As night overtook us while in the pass, we moored our boat

to some huge rocks by the steep bank, and then climbed to the

edge of a neighboring ridge and waited for the full moon,

whose soft light was just then brightening the eastern sky

;

and when her silver disk rose over the jagged edge of the high

peaks above us and threw long pointed shadows down the

steep-sided pass, we had before us such a view as a lover of

crayon sketches might well roam the whole world over to

enjoy.

As we approached Pingloh, a high range of needle-shaped
peaks stretched across the river from east to west. They were,

composed of the same dark blue, highly crystalline limestone
traversed with white veins, that y noticed in

the Seven Stars at Shauking and Cock's Comb Rock on the
Sikiang. Here the pass gave a section showing this limestone
resting on the previously mentioned grits. In the muddy
places were large quantities of a beautiful blue Convolvulus in

full bloom, of the same species as specimens Mr. Graves had
frequently found in the limestone caves near Shauking.
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Our daily routine was to walk in the forenoon until the sun
got high, and again in the afternoon until the hoat reached a
safe anchorage, Mr. Graves collecting plants and sketching a
map of the river, and I gathering geological specimens, ascer-

taining the dip of the strata and the direction of the 1

1

details too numerous to be given in full in this hasty sketch.

3 suddn.'

ourselves on the edge of a valley, ten or twelve miles broad,

and extending farther than we could see to the right and left.

In every direction this whole valley was perfectly bristling with
sharp peaks of limestone. The strata of this limestone wav
nearly horizontal and once the whole valley was rilled with solid

rock, which, in the course of ages, had been worn into deep
channels that have been kept widening until only sharp peaks
are left of what were originally continuous sheets of rock.

From a single position on the low river bank I counted one
hundred and ninety-two separate peaks. The highest I judge
rose 1200 feet above the plain,* but even this did not represent

the original depth of the deposit. These dark rocks, rising ab-

ruptly up from the low, level lands at their feet, contrasted

most strikingly with the bright light green of the fertile plain

and made this view the most picturesque and remarkable seen

on this journey. A similar view is to be enjoyed among the

contorted and fractured Devonian rocks on the banks of the

Tchussovaya, on the western flanks of the Ural; and it is prob-

ably to this same Devonian period that these limestones, and
those previously mentioned, belong.

On passing out of this limestone region, a section was ob-

tained a little above the market-place, Hingping, where these

limestones were seen resting (conformably as near as I could

ascertain) on the grits that at Kokhau were in them found
resting on granite.

About Kweilin, the capital of the province, the valleys are

much broader and better cultivated ; and large water-wheels,

twenty or thirty feet in diameter, are common along the river

banks where the rapids are strong enough to keep them mov-
ing. Pieces of bamboo are fastened to the rim at a slight

angle, and bring up the water and pour it into a trough as

they reach the highest point and begin to descend on the re-

volving wheel.
A small pagoda, perched on the top of a ragged rock, and a

propose t 'fellow's Peak.
n by any particular _i

3 supported the roof c
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high watt of limestone, through which had heen chiseled a

large hole, were pointed out by our boatmen as indications

that we were nearing the capital of the province of Kwangsi

Instead of being situated on the west side of a lake, as repre-

sented on the best maps, we found it on the west side of the

Kweikong river, which in the rainy season probably overflows

its banks. The walls of the city are of limestone blocks neatly

cut, with a parapet of bricks.

We carefully closed our boat and in the evening rowed up

to the city. I at once dispatched my servant to the Yamun—
as the Chinese call the place where their officials reside—to ask

for chairs and policemen to protect me as far as the next city,

but all arrangements could not be completed till the next day.

Meantime we were careful not to let any one see us, but m
some way they found we had come, and early the next morning

all the streets and boats near us were perfectly packed with

people anxious to get a sight at the foreigners. At first we

tried to escape by ordering our boatmen to move, first to one

place and then to another, and thus we darted hither and

thither like a bird trying to escape from a hawk, but every-

where we found a greater and greater throng, and finally we

concluded it was best to try to partially gratify their insatiable

cariosity by going out on to the forepart of the boat and ex-

hibiting ourselves by turns.

When one crowd had satisfied their desire to see " the barba-

rians," they generally left us but they were immediately re-

placed by one still larger, until it seemed as if all the China-

men south of the Great Wall had come out to gaze at us.

Meanwhile my servant arrived from the Yamun, saying that all

was ready, and the Mandarin begged if I was going to Hankow
that I would depart at once, for the whole city was so much
excited by a proclamation issued by the gentry, that he feared

we would be attacked and he would not be able to defend us.

Mr. Graves kindly translated the proclamation for me. It

ran as follows :

t once put to death.

Despite this formidable threat, I determined to continue to

push my way through to Hankow, or perish in the attempt.
A great crowd gathered on the shore where I landed and the

boys hooted and shouted, but I could not understand what they
said and only hurried on my chair bearers through the suburbs,
which were everywhere perfectly thronged. Two or three times
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I feared they would block up the street in front of me and
stop me completely, but they seemed to have a suspicious re-

gard for the barbarian and concluded to allow me to pass on.

When we came to the chief gate and were entering the city,

some officials stopped my chair and drew me up into their of-

fice out of the press of the crowd, while they were instructing

my coolies to go round the city and not through it. One of
my chair bearers took this opportunity to run away and it

seemed an age before another could be found ; but finally I

continued on between the city wall and the river until we came
to a great rock, round which we were carried in a boat, and
thus we were at last freed from our tormentors. It gave me a
most delightful sensation to find myself once more able to walk,

so that I might hurry on my chair bearers to the top of their

sptvd and thus, with all possible haste, distance this City of
Destruction ! Night, however, overtook us when we were five

miles away and the two policemen guarding us selected an i

in a little village, where a
'

.
After such a frightful t

ly quiet that I was tempted out a little way into an adjoining

field to note, by aid of my azimuth compass, the direction of
the valley we were to travel in on the morrow and the form of
the mountains that bordered it. While I was thus absorbed in

the beautiful view before me a villager chanced to pass by and
notice my open compass, so I shut it up and went back to rest

for fear he might think I was like some of their own people—

a

geomancer. Later in the evening the whole neighborhood be-

gan to resound with a heavy beating of gongs, and soon a large

crowd gathered in front of the inn, shouting out in the most
fiendish tones, "Kill him! Kill him! Kill the white devil!!"

I plainly saw that they had come with the determination to

rob me and then kill me. I realized the danger of my position

and I feared the worst, for how could one man defend himself

against such an infuriated mob.
But my policemen proved firm, and at once showed the ring-

leaders my pass from their own Mandarin and assured them
that if they injured me in the least their Mandarin would take

every one of their heads off and completely destroy their vil-

lage. Then their wrath took another channel and they cursed

the Mandarin, and finally, after much angry disputing, they

offered to go away on the condition that I should leave their

village as soon as daylight appeared. My servant assured

them that they need have no fear that I should remain there

long, and ii. dd not have stopped short of the

next village if my coolies and policemen had not refused to

travel any farther that night. The only crime alleged against
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me was, that one of their number had seen me with a mysteri-
ous instrument observing the mountains and valleys, and that
they were all satisfied that I had come to take away the treas-
ures which they believed their land possessed. Almost every-
where over the whole empire, wherever thev saw me breaking
the rocks or observing the dip of the strata, they at once con-
cluded I was searching for gold or silver or precious stones.
Another common belief is that a foreigner who has blue eyes
certainly has the clairvoyant power of looking three feet into
solid rock

!

&

The next day at early dawn we started up the valley to the
north-east, the general direction of the Kweikong above Kwei-
im Ihe road, or more properly path, was three or four feet
wide and paved with blocks of limestone and small rounded
boulders from the bed of the neighboring river. Large num-
bers of coolies were passing to and fro, this being one of the
four great highways between the southern part of the empire and
the valley of the Yangtse. The others are that from the pro-
vince of Kwangtung over the Great Meiling Pass into the
province of Kiangsi and down the Kan river to Poyano; Lake;
another from Shauchau to Lohchiung and over the Lesser Mei-
ling ±-ass

; and the fourth from Yunnan, the capital of the
province of that name, to Kweiyang the capital of Kweichau
and thence down the Wu river to the Yangtse.

At io a. m. the road came to a small tributary of the
Kweikong coming m from the northwest. On each side of
trns stream there had once been a large flight of marble steps

™%?nt and carefully laid up, but when I passed they were
apart and the whole work going to decay, the amount

re air **
PrGSent n0t Mng sufficient even to keeP them in

On one bank was a small square pagoda-like tower, and near
it two great iron pillars surmounted by a large ornamental cap.
Around each pillar was an iron ring and to this was a
series ot buge chains large enough to anchor a sea junk. The
people said they were to fasten robbers to, probably the Miau-

™LT ^ V
1 ^e neighb°rmg mountains to the m^WGS

i and ^h° are 8aid t0 come down frequently and
plunder the smaller villages. Notwithstanding this formidable
array of iron pilars and great chains, these Miautse havemain-

Zw^^^P*"1 dependence, a proof of the continued
weakness of the Chinese government in every dynasty.

iJtlZi*
M

'
WG 8toPPed.

t0 lunch at a small inn. The policemen

onto!
d ™ m

+
y g°mg intoasma11 room and remaining there

all tbl
g

+ £ W
?
Were read^ t0 start aSai^ and after that

all the way to Hankow, a distance of some 800 miles I was so
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strictly guarded and attended that I found myself really a

prisoner. I could not make detours to the right and left as I

pleased when we were passing some object of special interest.

My compass I was compelled to secrete under my waistcoat,

and I dared to use it only when we were far away from any

village, and the road clear of coolies, and even then my police-

men generally manifested a belief that I was little better than

a spy, and my servant always felt it his duty to remind me

how. nearly my using it before had come to costing both of us

our lives.

2 p. m. we came to Lingsun a hien city, 60 li by the way

we came from Kweilin. I must confess that a sickening sen-

sation closely akin to fear crept over me as I entered the gate

of this city and thought of the danger I had passed through

the day before at Kweilin.
,

The Yamun was near the gate we entered, and the officials

that quickly gathered round all seemed to regard me with pity

rather than hate. I tried to show my appn

feelings they manifested by naming the places I had passed

and marking out a rude map on the wall, but my policemen

were afraid another mob might gather and therefore led me

away to a little dirty inn where every room was full but one,

and on one of the two beds in that an old opium smoker lay

stretched out nearly stupefied with" the intoxicating drug. Our

room was more properly a dungeon than a guest chamber. A
the roof, which was little higher

than our heads, admitted all the light we were pen

enjoy. But mv companion, at least, was blissfully indifferent

to the inconveniences of our prison and no doubt was imagining

himself floating on clouds in the high air or in some richly

gilded barge quietly gliding down Lethe's stream, whose waters

he had certainly drank to satiety.

Small boys climbed up the partitions to peep over and steal

a sight at me, but I was then quite accustomed to such slight

annovanivs. M.-anwhil.- numbers of the curious of both sexes

gathered in an outer room, and as a cloud of dust rose from the

dry matting on the hang whenever I moved, it soon irritated

my nostrils, and the whole party outside set up a loud laugn to

think that such a strange animal could sneeze !

After three hours in these uncomfortable quarters, — -

The whole city is merely one heap c

ely houses enough left to line the main street, so comple

m made by the Taiping rebels. In fact all t
.in me ties truenon iua,ue uy mc j-c**^^ w*««~. j— —- , p
way from Chauping I had come almost exactly m the tract oi

these rebels, and their hordes were composed of just such roD-
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bers and desperadoes as I had found there. Their leader was

undoubtedly stimulated to his undertaking by chagrin at not

being able to pass the government examinations, almost the

only way open to the subjects of that empire to obtain honor

and wealth. It would be strange indeed if, as some people

suppose, a man whose prime motive was to take revenge on

his government should care much about elevating his country-

men. It is true he and his confederates invited foreigners to

participate with them in overthrowing the dynasty of -the

Manchus, but I belie- only because they

needed assistance, and that if they had once gainedthe supreme

authority they would have been as hostile to foreigners as the

present dynasty ; and a partial proof of this appears in the

reserved manner in which their chief conducted himself as soon

as he had secured Nanking and believed the whole empire

within his grasp. This territory where the " Great Peace"

rebellion began, and the territory too that they held .the longest,

is the most despoiled, the most dangerous and the most un-

promising of any I have seen in my long journeys over China.

Revolution has followed revolution throughout the whole length

and breadth of China until her soil has been reddened with n><
J

blood of tens, even hundreds of millions of her people, and yet

she remains just where she was two thousand years ago ;
and

simply because all these movements have been origi

those whose only desire was to get the throne, to plunder or to

avenge personal wrongs ; and not by high-minded/ generous

men, having in view the good of their fellow countrymen.

A walk of 35 li brought us to Tai-uBg-.
on the Kweilin or Cassia river, for the water still flows toward

Kweilin. Before we reached it we crossed a small stream flow-

ing into the Kweikong from the north. In its bed I noticed

pebbles of granite and porphyry, but all the rocks seen in situ

were the common siliceous grits. Here were many rafts of

bamboos to be floated down to Kweilin and Wuchau. The
valley here is filled with small hills, but in this place only.

Among them I gatlt bell quite like that

found on our own hill ;ul. A kind of black-

berry that grew in the old ruins by the way side was just ripen-

ing, and the opening of the asters aU> h«-r;il««.-d the coming of

autumn, as at home. I had chosen the best season of the year

I
ir from the people when

it is harvest time and they are not suffering from want of food.

The next day we traveled 55 li to Hingan, a hien city. The
water here flows to.the north an is a few li to

the southwest. It is not natural but artificial, and what were
originally small streams have been changed into canals and
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ed to head waters of the Siang. The ....

„_ ^ these rivers and canals by building dams a

them whenever a rapid would occur and allowing the water to

escape only over a small gap deep enough for a single boat to

pass over. Hingan is in the same ruinous condition as Linjg-

sun. It is 150 li in a northeasterly direction from Kweilin.

The Siang here was so low that I had to go 17 li farther to the

Tankatse to take a boat for Sinchau, 140 h down the

river. All along this route the water was so low that we were

..;,:;
,

-,'; '

.
. .

• .. - •' : -

and coarse shingle, especially in the dams which we met every

one or two li. They are made with a gap for the boat to pass

over near one bank and near the other a sluice-way, where as

many as ten great water wheels were sometimes seen, one

behind the other. It seemed as if there were more rapids in

the 14 leagues from Tankatse to Sinchau than in the 16 leagues

from Kweilin to Wuchau on the other side of the water-shed.

I city in this region and appeared nearly as

large as Wuchau. It is not in the province of Hunan but in

Kwangsi. At the boundary of these provinces dark shales

appear apparently resting on the limestones over which we

had been passing on our way down the Siang.

At Sinchau my servant and boatmen purchased some fossils,

which all agreed in saying came from a waterfall 93 li distant

among the hills. Small boys gather them at the foot of the tail

and bring them to market to sell for curiosities. I hey were

Brachiopoda, probably of the Devonian period, and from the

curved parts near the hinge the Chinese call them hawks.

A Mandarin afterward gave me the .same account of them.

They .ome from the limestones already described as resting on

grits- and slates. .

The boundary between the provinces of Kwangsi an

is about 100 li down the Siang from Sinchau. There only low

hills border the river, and the valley of tin \

All the way from Shauking near Canton to this point, the

whole country is one mass of hills.

All through the province of Kwangsi I was attended by one

or two policemen, who carried a large paper from their Manda-

rin saying to all his people that I was traveling through their

country with the permission of the Imperial Government at

Peking, and forbidding any one to oppose or annoy me. W hen

we came to the next city this paper was countersigned by the

Mandarin of that place to show that I had reached his city in

safety and that those policemen were absolved from any farther

responsibility. But all through the province of Hunan I was

constantly guarded by one civil Mandarin and one policeman,
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and one military Mandarin and from two to four soldiers

besides.

In eight days from Sinchau we reached Kiyang, which is sit-

uated on the left bank of the river and not some distance back

from it as placed on the maps. Below this city the whole

country becomes thickly populated and well cultivated, and

the temples outside of the cities, which were nearly all destroyed

by the Taipings, appear everywhere newly built, contrasting

most favorably with the ruinous condition of such buildings

in every other part of the empire, and indicating how well the

people were prospering by whose contributions they were built. '

They are so numerous and form such a conspicuous part of

every view along the Siang, that Hunan may well be styled the

province of temples and the strong hold of Buddhism.
Eight or ten li below Kiyang, on the right bank, strata of

limestone were seen resting very unconformably on other lime-

stone strata as if the upper layers belong to an entirely different

formation. Nothing of this kind had been seen before. The
lower limestones had the jointed and fissured appearance of

that previously noticed. Eighty-four ii I.-low Kiyang, at the

village of Pin-cha-bu, we passed a hill of limestone interstrati-

fied with coal. Thev were quarrying the lime rock "and using

the coal obtained at the same time to burn it to lime. The dip

of these strata is 40° to the north. A little farther in that

direction came red sandstone with a similar dip of 15° to 20°.

Sept. 16th, stopped for the night in a little village 165 li

above Hangchau. As we arrived after dark no one saw me and
I was left unmolested. All the evening there was even more
loud talking than I had been accustomed to hear, as if most
of the village had been indulging rather freely in samshoo.
At night we always anchored in the stream, and that evening
my servant asked one of the Mandarins if he would like to

take a walk along the front street. But he only shrugged his

shoulders, shook his head in an ominous manner and said,
" they are all the worst of ruffians there If
About ten o'clock a loud talking and disputing began on the

bank near us and soon one man commenced screaming and
groaning as if had received his death blow. Immediately his

murderers brought him down the bank, put him in a small boat
and paddled out by us into the middle of the stream, their
victim all this time groaning more and more feebly and evi-
dently dying. My servant who was on the watch then informed
me that this man was a merchant and belonged to another vil-

lage and was taking some money to Hangchau, and when the
people there robbed him and he shouted out for the police, they
stabbed him and were finishing their work by sinking him in the
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river. By this time, after the eril was done, the Mandarins at

Yamun began firing small cannon every ten or fifteen minntes;
and this they kept up regularly for some two hours, showing
plainly to us all that they expected to be attacked next them-
selves.

I found we had thus unwittingly ran directly into a nest of
those assassins who prowl in bands over the whole country. I

trusted however that no one had seen me, for that was my only
hope of saving my life.

Nothing remained for me to do but keep as quiet as possible

and leave the place at the earliest dawn. I therefore sat down
quietly, opened the lid of my revolver box—for I believe it is a
duty every one owes to his Creator to save his life at any cost

until he is convicted of some crime—and coolly determined
when the event came to sell my life as dearly as possible.

But after listening with the keenest solicitude for many long,

lonely hours, I finally fell asleep, and when I awoke e J

boat was floating down the stream and this village of assassins

was far out of view behind us.

We soon came to Lichang the principal coal mine on the

Siang, It is situated on the left bank of the river some 50
miles above Hangchau. The coa^l beds here were seen resting

on limestone, and this is also the case in Sz'chuen, at the coal

mines near Peking, and probably in every part of the empire
where both occur. On the coal strata rests a red sandstone,

which originally covered all these coal deposits, at least, in

this region ; and the coal appears at the surface only where it

has been thrust up through the overlying strata of red sand-

stone or where this sandstone has suffered very considerable

denudation. As we were but six miles from the village where
the murder occurred, the Mandarin sent to protect me declared

he would not let me go on shore and inspect the mines on any
condition, and therefore I could note only what was to be seen

from the river as we passed. All the so-called " mines" that

thus came,in view were nothing more than deep pits in the

sides of hills and consequently only "surface coals" have been
obtained.

It is probable that the best coal occurs only below the water
level, and the Chinese are obliged to stop when they come to

oing apparatus. In support of

this view I may add that the engineers on the steamers at

Hankow informed me that this coal had improved considerably

since they first began to use it. The best coal in China there-

fore remains undisturbed, but there is much reason, in my opin-

ion, to doubt \vh ther it will ever equal the best coal in England
and America. Hangchau is the great coal depot for the pro-
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vince of Hunan, and the military Mandarin that accompanied
me from that city to Changsha, the capital, stated that it is

mined at Kweiyang and Laiyang (see Dr. Williams's map of

China) and also at Sinhwa on the Tsz'kiang. It probably
occurs almost everywhere beneath the red sandstone that covers
the wide plains in the whole province, but it is only miDed
where it crops out along the borders of those plains
From Lichang in Hunan to Moukden the capital of Man-

churia, there is an almost continued series of coal mines on the
flanks of the elevations that form the western border of the
Great Plain. This wide distribution of coal promises much
for the future development of this land.
The most important place for trade in Hunan is Siangtan,

90 li south of Changsha. All the boats that come down the
numerous branches of the Siang make this their point of ren-
dezvous, and there is water enough for small steamers from
ilankow, unless a shallow bar occurs where this river empties
into lungting Lake. That place I crossed by night and there-
fore had no means of satisfying myself on that point. When
1 reached the lake a heavy northerly wind had been blowing— ~r seven days and few or no boats had crossed it during—herly breeze then set in and all th.

'

i many creeks and bays came out
ia.Ke and at sunrise I enjoyed a view only to be witnessed in
tins land whose population is numbered by the hundred million.
As.tar as the eye could see before us, behind us and for several
miles on either side, the surface of the lake was perfectly feath-

«^ ™**kte sails, some in sunshine, some in shadow and
some m the dim distance, gliding on a thin film of air over the
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cities for the Mandarins, I have laid in the bottom of my boat

among the cargo with a straw mat over me without daring to

stir for nearly half a day, for fear of a repetition of what oc-

curred at Kweilin.

Once I had a severe attack of fever and ague, which seemed

to set my brain on fire, and for fear I should lose command of

my mind I gave my passport and money to my servant and

ordered him to be sure to take care of me if I should become

delirious, and to take me along with him to Hankow whaw my
friends would reward him with an ample present. Fortunately,

after suffering severely for a few days, I shook off the disease,

encouraged by the idea that every hour was bringing me nearer

the end of my weary journey. For the last fifteen days I did

not once have an opportunity of leaving my boat and walking

along the bank, the country was so completely submerged by a

flood. The fever again began to burn in my veins but the ex-

citing thought that soon I should be free from my persecutors

sustained me until I found myself once more in the house of

some American friends. All cause for solicitude was then over

and for a week the doctor ordered me to keep my chamber.

This journey was undertaken with the hope of ascertaining

the kinds of the rocks in the region traversed and the order of

their superposition. The time chosen was the dry season, and

admitted by all to be a very dry season. In such a coun

try where no artificial sections can be seen, perhaps the river

channels and the gorges in the mountains offer as good facili-

ties as can be found, to ascertain the geological structure of a

country. I therefore made my journey mostly in boats, which

over a large portion of the area were the only means i >i

from place to place. It was only necessary to keep the boat

near the bank and the strata could be seen and followed con-

tinously mile after mile, and when that series disappeared,

those above it or below it could be studied in the same man-

ner. In this way, from actual observation, the series was found

to be : First and loioest, granite; on which rests the second

formation composed of grits and slates. I am not aware that

any fossils have ever been discovered in these rocks. These

grits and slates are covered by the third formation of old

limestones, which the fossils obtained at Sinchau lead us to

regard as probably belonging to the Devonian age. On these

rest, fourthly, another series of limestone strata of the same

geological age as the coal beds. A rare collection of fossil

plants of these rocks in the neighborhood of Peking was given

me by l'Abbe David. They probably belong to the same

geological age as the fossil plants smt by Mr. Pump
Newberry, who regards them as later than the Carboniferous

Am. Jour. Sci.-Secosd Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 136.-Jclt, 1S6S.
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period and probably Triassic. My journey through the great

coal fields of Hunan also gave me an opportunity of more
narrowly defining its limits. The route herein described was
the one chosen for a railroad between Canton and the southern
parts of the empire, and Hankow and the central parts of the

country. But no one had been through the mountainous re-

gions and ascertained whether there was a break in the Meiling
Range or whether great tunneling would be necessary. Hav-
ing passed over the whole area, I am prepared to say that there
is no physical feature that would render the construction of

such a road a work of any greater difficulty there than in a

very hilly land. The great obstacles to such work in every
part of China are, first, their bitter hostility to foreigners, and
secondly, their superstitious fears that any such work " will af-

fect the winds and rain and deluge their crops with floods or
parch them with heat." The prevalence of this belief, and the
extent to which it influences all their actions, are most sur-
prising.

All over the empire are seen from place to place, deserted
quarries of limestone and sandstone, and lead and other mines
excepting coal. On inquiring why they do not continue to
work in these places, the invariable reply has been " because it

is forbidden by the Emperor." But in pressing this question
have found in every case except one that the Imperial

edict has been made in this way. When a man commences
an excavation, the neighboring community draw up a petition
that this man be compelled to stop forthwith, that they may
not lose their crops. This petition is handed to the Emperor,
who not daring to oppose the will of the majority in a most

iding manner says let the petition be granted. The
work is then Glided ;in<! thus the Emperor, while he plays the

a absolute monarch, is really a supple slave. These
is little or no inducement for

tsts to commence a railroad or
any other such work in China until the government will not
only give its consent, but also can and ivill guarantee to pro-
tect such property or fully make up any damage the people
may do. When this can be done, it is as certain that railroads
will pay there as that native and foreign merchants find it profit-
able now to use steamers on the Yangtse and Canton rivers and

sea coast. Then, and not till then, will these great
improvements be begun in China, and her future promise to
be something more than a mere repetition of the past.
Up to the date of this journey it had been a matter of spec-

ulation whether there Was a water communication between the
river system of the Sikiang and that of the Yangtse. This
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query is at once answered by the fact, that if the gentry of

Kweilin and the people in the adjoining country had allowed

me to proceed at my leisure and had not forced me to fly for

my life, I could, even in that remarkably dry season, have per-

formed the whole journey in boats except nine miles ; and I

am confident that if I had left Canton in the rainy season 1

could have made the whole distance of two thousand miles,

he interior of China, and come out to the sea coast

again at Shanghai in one and the same boat.

This enables us to realize that the next wonder in regaid to

China, after the density of her population, is the completeness

of her internal w '

Art. 11.—Preliminary notice of a Scorpion, a EvgrypUvw 1

and other fossils, from the Coal-measures of Illinois; by

F. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen.

Amongst some fossils discovered last summer by Mr. Joseph

Even, in the iron nodules of the Coal-measures at Mazon creek,

Grundy county, Illinois, and loaned by him for the use of the

Illinois Geological Survey, there are a few types of such unu-

sual interest, that we have thought it desirable to present a pre-

liminary notice of them, in advance of more extended descrip-

tions and illustrations, to appear in one of the reports of the

Survey.

The first of these is a ftne.Eurypterus, or a species of a

closely allied genus, between the size of E. remipes and E. ro-

bustus. The specimen consists of an impression in the matrix,

of the under surface of all the thoracic, and a part of one or

two of the abdominal segments, in a more or less nearly perfect

condition ; with the operculum or thoracic flap, the post-oral

plate, and the maxillary or basal joints of the swimming feet,

all in place. There are also prints of some of the succeeding

joints of one of the latter organs, and its oar-like expansion,

and obscure impressions of three of the smaller legs on one side,

and some of the basal joints of the same on the other side —
all converging to the position of the mouth immediately in

front of the post-oral plate. As the carapace and the dorsal

portions of the thorax are enveloped in the other half of
_

the

concretion, which was not found, and the posterior

of the abdomen and the telson extended beyond the limits of
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The post-oral plate is about 076 inch in length, and 55

inch in breadth, the widest part being very slightly behind the

middle. Its general form is subovate. From near, or a little

behind the middle, it rounds off rather rapidly to the rounded

posterior end, and tapers more gradually to the anterior ex-

tremity, which is rounded on each side, and rather distinctly

emarginate in the middle. The maxillary joints or plates oi

the swimming feet expose a subtrigonal outline—their length

being 0*85 inch, and their breadth at the posterior margin

about 070 inch. Their lateral slopes are slightly sinuous

along the middle, while their anterior ends (or the portions

exposed) are very narrow, pointed, curved inward, and extend

scarcely beyond the anterior end of the post-oral plate. The
succeeding joints are visible, but scarcely in a condition to be

described.

The thorax measures 2 -45 inches in breadth near the middle,

and a little more than 2 inches in length. Its middle seg-

ments (on the ventral side) are 0-35 inch in length or anterio-

posterior diameter, while the anterior and posterior ones, es-

pecially the latter, are shorter ; and they are all rounded on

their posterior lateral angles. Some impressions in the matrix,

however, show that the lateral terminations of the dorsal por-

tion of the posterior thoracic segments or rings extended out

beyond the rounded ends of those below into acutely pointed
extremities, directed obliquely outward and backward. These
projecting points of one of the posterior thoracic segments are

seen to extend out obliquely, 0*46 inch beyond the rounded
terminations of those below, and to terminate in very acute
points. A portion of one of the anterior abdominal segments
.remaining, if not accidentally slipped a little to one side,

shows that the abdomen is comparatively narrow and that its

segments have the posterior lateral extremities terminating in

strong angular processes, nearly straight behind, but with an
oblique aitenor margin.
The operculum, or thoracic flap, has its lateral ala>, as in the

typical species of Eurypterus, looking as if composed of two of
the body segments anchylosed, the anterior one being not more
than halt the breadth (more properly length) of the other, which
is ol the same size as the body segments.* Its mesial appendage
is remarkably long, as it can be traced back beyond the poste-

ilurian species, resemble body segments

eont. N. Y. vol. 3, p. 398, fig. 3, 1 and

This error has been pointed out and corrected

led by thePa-
>. 40 and 41—1866.
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rior margin of the fifth thoracic segment, or to a length of 1-60

inches, while we are almost positively sure it is not bipartite

at the extremity. There is also on each side of the anterior,

or attached extremity of the mesial appendage, a small spatu-
late piece, not corresponding to any of the parts of the opercu-
lum of Eurypterus, as hitherto illustrated, so far as we have
yet seen. These are about 041 inch in length, and 015 inch
in breadth, with nearly parallel sides and pointed anterior ex-
tremities, while their posterior ends are transversely truncated,

with lateral angles rounded. Their anterior pointed ends ter-

minate nearly in contact with the posterior angles of the two
little "intercalated pieces" (a a) of Prof. Hall's fig. 3, p. 398,
of third vol. Palaeont. N. Y. ; so that they occupy exactly the po-
sition of what are apparently intended in that figure to represent

the inner truncated ends of the lateral alee, immediately on each
side of the mesial appendage. They are proportionally wider,

however, and extend back slightly beyond the posterior mar-
gins of the lateral alee, and are certainly separate pieces. They
were evidently over-lapped, on their inner edges at least, by
the mesial appendage, and look as if, in case they were attached
at all to the operculum, it must have been to its inner side.

Possibly, however, they were really attached to the anterior tho-

racic segment, and form no part of the operculum itself; in which
case they would seem to represent, though greatly smaller, the

membranaceous modified feet of Limulus, bearing the branch-
iae. As now seen, however, in the condition of impressions,

they certainly look as if appendages of the operculum ;
while

they show the same scaly sculpturing seen on other parts of

the surface.

All the portions of the under side of the fossil, that have
left their impressions in the matrix, were provided with fine

subimbricating scale-like markings.
Prom some of the characters mentioned, particularly the

great length and non-bipartite extremity of the mesial appen-
dage of the operculum, and the presence of the two additional

spatulate appendages, one on each side of the mesial one, we
are very much inclined to believe other characters will be

found, separating this species generically, or at least sub-

generically, from the typical Eurypteri. If so, it may be

called Anthraconectes. For the present, however, we would
designate it as Eurypterus (Anthraconectes) JUazonensis.

It is worthy of note here, that Jordan and von Meyer have

proposed the name Adelopthalmus, for a type from the Coal-

measures of Bohemia, very similar to Eurypterus, but differing

in having no eyes, at least in the position they occupy in Eu-

rypterus
; while it also differs in having the lateral extremities
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of the dorsal half of each thoracic segment more pointed

and projecting apparently farther beyond those below.
#

As

OUT warn shows the latter character (but with these project-

ing extremities much more acutely angular), as well as the

same sudden contraction in the breadth of the body, behind

the sixth or seventh segment, it is barely possible it may be

found to belong to the same group, and have to take the name

Adelopthalmus Mazonensis. As their type, however, shows

only the upper side, and ours the impressionof the lower only,

we have not the means of settling this question at present.

Another specimen, from the black shale of the Coal-measures

of Grundy county, near the Mazon creek locality, but from appa-

rently a little higher horizon, has exactly the form and appear-

ance of one side of the carapace of a large Ceratiocaris ; to which

genus we would have no hesitation in referring it, were it not for

its rather solid shelly texture, non-striate surface, and the fact

that that genus has not hitherto, we believe, been found in

the Carboniferous rocks. It is quite thin, however, of an ir-

b ivate form, and nearly as large as G. acf&-

minatus (3d vol. N. Y. Paheont. pi. 84, fig. 6), which it resem-

bles in general outline, excepting that its truncated posterior

margin is so deeply sinuous as to leave the posterior dorsal

extremity above the sinus (as well as that below) rather acutely

angular; while its anterior extremity, above the obliquely

truncated antero-ventral margin, is obtuse instead of pointed.

Its basal margin is also more prominent slightly behind the

middle. The surface shows no striae, or other markings, and

the margins are smoothly and sharply defined ; that o£ its

posterior sinuous edge being also neatly beveled. It may be
.".-'

;
'

Length, 336 inch ; height, 275 inch.
The specimen of the scorpion alluded to at the head of this

notice, consists of a cast and mould of the fossil, as revealed in

splitting open a concretion
; and shows most of the cephalo-

thorax and mandibles, in a somewhat crushed condition, the

dorsal side of the seven abdominal segments, and three of those

of the tail, all in place :—also four of the legs on one side, and
one of the peculiar comb-like organs, characteristic of the fam-
ily Scorpionidw, detached and lying in the matrix near one
side of the abdomen.
The cephalothorax seems to be sub-quadrangular in form,

somewhat wider (behind) than long, the breadth being about
0-45 inch. Unfortunately it is not in a condition to show the

ocelli, nor can we see whether or not its anterior edge is emar-
ginate.

>

Its posterior edge has a very slender, minutely ere-

mite, raised marginal line, from a little in advance of which
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there originates a distinct mesial furrow, that extends forward
to near the middle of the shield, where it is intersected by two
oblique furrows, with the prominence for the mesial ocelli be-
tween them. Two other deep lateral furrows extend, one on
each side, from the posterior end of the mesial one, obliquely
outward near the posterior margin. The surface is ornamented
with irregular scattering granules, mostly upon the promi-
nences between the furrows. The mandibles are very stout,

with the structure of those of the true Scorpionidce, and seem
to be without distinct teeth ; movable finger curved and sharp
at the point. Palpi unknown. Legs stout, long, with long
joints gradually decreasing in breadth, and apparently like all

the other parts, without hairs, serrations or spines.

The abdomen is a little more than twice the apparent length
of the cephalothorax, or about O90 in. in length and 0-60 in.

wide, and has its segments (on the dorsal side) gradually in-

creasing in their antero-posterior diameter backward to the
sixth one, the anterior one being narrowest in the middle, in

consequence of the broadly sinuous character of its anterior

margin ; the first, second and sixth ones have their latter ex-

tremities rounded,—the third, fourth and fifth have them
rounded in front, and nearly rectangular behind. The seventh

or last abdominal segment is twice and a half as long as the
sixth or longest of the others (being 0-35 inch long and 0'48

in breadth), subtrigonal in form, with the posterior angle

broadly truncated for the attachment of the tail, and the ante-

rior lateral angles narrowly rounded. They all have the sur-

face a little granular, the granules being very small and ar-

ranged along near the posterior margins. The last one also

shows, on the posterior half of the middle, two longitudinal,

parallel rows of rather crowded minute punctures.

Of the tail, only the anterior three segments are preserved in

the specimen. These show that it was rather stout, but as dis-

tinct from the abdomen, by its sudden contraction in breadth,

and the form of its segments, as in the living examples of the

ISob. It segments measure as follows :—first one,
#26

inch in length and 0-24 in breadth ; second, 0-34 in length and
0-22 in breadth; third, 0-37 in length and 0-18 in breadth.

They are all oblong in form, more or less nearly rectangular at

their ends, and, as near as can be determined from a flattened

specimen, apparently provided with three longitudinal ridges,

with scattering granules above.

m

The single detached comb-like organ seen lying in the mat-
rix on one side of the abdomen shows eleven of the little bars

of division, but is incomplete at both ends.
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Although the discovery of such a type in our Coal-measures,
even in the mutilated condition of this specimen, is one of

much interest, it is still greatly to be regretted, that its condi-

tion is such as to show no traces of the ocelli, neither mesial

nor lateral, nor of the palpi and terminal portions of the tail,

—

since these, especially the ocelli, are the very parts upon which
generic distinctions are based by most of the naturalists who
have investigated the living Scorpions. Consequently, we are

left entirely without the means of deciding which of the known
genera it would fall into, if not a new generic type. Its gen-
eral physiognomy, however, the structure of its mandibles, and
particularly the possession of the peculiar comb-like organs,
leave no doubt whatever in regard to its belonging to the fam-
ily Scorpionidm, as denned by the generality of authors.
On comparison with the only other Scorpion known to us

from the Carboniferous System—{Cyclopthalmus Sternberg*
from the Coal-measures of Bohemia)—it will be found to differ

remarkably in having its tail as distinct from the abdomen, in

form and breadth, as in the modern Scorpions (with which it

agrees exactly in general appearance, so far as its parts are yet

known), instead of having its abdomen passing imperceptibly
into the tail, without any well denned change in the form of
the segments.

Although our specimen does not retain the anterior part of
the cephalothorax, and therefore shows no traces of the eyes,
it is evident they could not have been arranged in a large circle

around the central prominence for the mesial pair, as in Cyclop-
thalmus, since the posterior two-thirds of the cephalothorax is

well preserved, and would include more than half of the circle

of eyes if they were arranged as in that genus.
A comparison with recent Scorpions leads us to think it

most nearly resembles, in general appearance, the group of
specxes generally referred to Leach's genus Buthus. In size,

form, and particularly in the ridges and furrows of the cepha-
lothorax and the stoutness of its tail, it resembles 5*
sutus of Wood, from California. From these points of general
resemblance, and the necessity for some name by which the
fossil can be conveniently referred to, we would propose to
designate it provisionally, until specimens can be found show-
ing the generic characters, as Buthus ? ? carbonarius. In the
meantime, those who, like Gervais and others, do not admit
the modern subdivisions of the Linnajan genus Scorpio, can,
in a general way, call it Scorpio carbonarius.

I hat it will be found strictly identical with any modern
genus however, when all its characters can be made out, is

exceedingly improbable
; and we are prepared to believe more
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nearly perfect specimens will show it to be typical of a new
genus. If so, it might be called JSoscorpius, in allusion to its

early appearance in time.

Amongst the specimens we have, from time to time, had an
opportunity to examine from the Mazon creek locality, we
have frequently observed impressions of a long, many jointed
fossil, in regard to the true nature of which we have been una-
ble to arrive at any very satisfactory conclusion. We could
hardly doubt but it was an Articulate of some kind, and were
inclined to believe it a Myriapod. All our examinations, how-
ever, of the specimens at that time known, failed to quite sat-

isfy us that what looked like legs projecting out into the mat-
rix, were really not rigid, inarticulate spines.* Hence, we were
left in some doubt, whether or not it might be the mould of
the vertebral column of some little vertebrate animal ; and
after many careful examinations, we concluded to lay the speci-

mens aside, hoping that better examples might be found, giving

some clue to their nature. In the meantime, however, we
showed all of them we had seen to several of our most eminent
naturalists, none of whom could give us any suggestions in re-

) the affinities of the s

Several of the specimens now before us, of this same fossil,

found last summer by Mr. Even at the same locality, are more
complete, in some respect, than any we had previously seen ;

and from these we are satisfied that it is not a vertebral col-

umn, but really an articulated animal. As it seems impossible

that it can be a Crustacean, an Annelid, or larval insect, we can

scarcely doubt that it is a gigantic Myriapod.
One of the specimens now before us seems to be entire, and

has apparently a sub-hemispherical head, as wide as any part

of the long slender body. It is not in a condition to show the

eyes, if any existed, nor can we see any remains of mandibles,

antennas, or other appendages connected with it. The entire

length of this specimen is 3-90 inches, and its breadth about
0-20 inch. It tapers very little from the anterior to the poste-

rior end, which terminates rather abruptly. In the whole

length, as many as seventy-five or seventy-six segments can be

counted
; but it is worthy of note, that there are only half this

number on the dorsal side, where each one corresponds to two
below.-}- As seen in a side view, the downward curved ends of

the dorsal scutes, if we may so call the larger dorsal portions

of the segments, are rounded in outline ; while each of them

#

* At that time, we had only seen specimens showing the dorsal spines dis-

tinctly, and no well preserved legs.
+ This peculiarity of the segments of the body occurs in some types of existing

Myriapoda. (Family Cermatiidce, in which the dorsal scutes are also generally

spiniferous.)
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5 apparently three or four short, pointed, rigid spines, di-

d obliquely backward, and arranged so as to form as

bears

rected

many longitudinal rows along the back and dorso-lateral parts

of the animal. Some of these spines are seen to give off a

small, short, lateral fork, or branch, on the anterior or poste-

On the under side of the body there are, as already stated,

two segments, or rather two half rings of the dermal integu-

ment, to each one above, and these of course are scarcely half

the size of those above, though each bears a pair of small slen-

der jointed legs, about 0-20 inch in length, in the specimen

nearly 4 inches long. So far as can be made out, there are at

least five gradually tapering joints to each leg. In some of the

specimens these lower segments show appearances of something

like spiracles, though we are not sure that they are such. For a

long time we failed to detect joints in the legs, but in some ol

the specimens now before us they can be clearly seen.

Under a magnifier, the impressions of the body rings in the

matrix show a minutely granular kind of marking, that must

have been produced by minute pitting of the surface. N°

hairs, however, have been seen projecting from any part of the

For this uncouth looking creature, we would propose the

generic name Euphoberia, in allusion to the formidable

appearance a living example, more than a foot in length,

must have presented, when alive and moving about, with

its back bristling with forked spines, and its 150 legs in

motion. Some fragments in the collection are much larger

than the most complete specimen from which our measure-

ments are given, and if of the same proportions, the individu-

als to which they belonged must have been from 12 to 15

inches in length, and near I of an inch in diameter. The

specimens seem to belong to two species, one comparatively
small, and one large. For the smaller typical one, from which

the foregoing description was made out, we would propose the

name E. armigera, and for the larger E. major*
On comparing our specimens with a curious jointed, spinifer-

ous fossil, figured and described by Mr. Salter in the Quarterly
Journal of the Geological Society of London, vol. xix., p. 84,

fig. 8, from the Staffordshire Coal-measures under the name
Eurypterus ? (Arthropleura) ferox, we can scarcely entertain

* Jordan and von Meyer have proposed the name Chonionotus (see Palteonto-
graphica, rol I r a fragment of a jointed fossil, from the

Coal-measures, that may possibly belong to the under side of a species of tb»
genus, though it is not very probable that it does. If it does, however, our gen-

l— ^ be abandoned, and the name of our species would be-
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a doubt of their generic identity. Indeed, if it were not that

his species has the dorso-lateral spines each provided with

three instead of two prongs, and proportionally longer, it

would be difficult to point out even specific differences. His

specimen consists merely of the dorsal side of six of the seg-

ments preserving the dorso-lateral rows of spines, and two dor-

sal rows of tubercles, which we are inclined to think must

have also borne spines. Mr. Salter thought it probably B Dart

of the central lobe of a trilobate Eurypterus, or Borne allied

genus, an opinion he would not for a moment have enl

(provided we are right in regard to its relations to our fossil)

had he seen a specimen showing a side view of even a few seg-

ments of the animal. At any rate, our fossil is cntir. ly dw
tinct, in all respects, from the typical species of Arthropleura

of Jordan and von Meyer, which is almost certainly a Crus-

Supplementary Note on some of the Morris Crustacea, &c.,

formerly described.

A number of additional specimens now before us, in various

conditions of preservation, of some of the articulates already

described and figured in the Illinois State Geological Report,

from the Grundy county locality, enable us to add some tacts

in regard to these fossils not determinable from the specimens

first obtained. This additional information we give below :—

1. Genus Acanthotelson. It is a little remarkable, that all

the specimens of the two known species of this genus, at nrst

obtained, lie flattened in the concretions on one side or the

other, as shown in our figures. The fact that so many indi-

viduals had been thus found, and none enveloped as it stand-

ing with the thoracic legs spread out on each side for walking,

led us to tl i

foably their natural posture, and

that like tl •'a, they might not have had the

power of standing upon their legs. Several of those more re-

cently obtained, however, are enveloped in such a manner, that

i splitting open. the concretions in the plane of their greatest

(horizontal) diameter, we have exposed a dorsal view of the ios-

sil, with its thoracic legs extended out on each side, so as to

show that the animal could probably stand and walk upon

them, and that this may have been its natural attitude It is

also worthy of note, that in all these specimens, the thoracic

legs are all directed forward, and not a part of them forward

and a part backward, as in most of the AmpUpoda.
These specimens also clearly show that the last joint ot eacn

stylet is, as we had conjectured, bipartite, the two terminal
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pieces of each being exactly alike, and scarcely distinguishable

in size and form from the telson. They likewise appear to

show that the stylets do not, as we had supposed, connect

with the same segment as the telson, but probably with the

next one in advance of it, and that both the stylets and telson

are horizontally flattened. Our outline restorations of these

parts in this type, on the plate cited, would be corrected, if

this suggestion is right, by marking off a short inconspicuous

segment, from the anterior end of the telson, as now repre-

sented.

One specimen of apparently a new species, nearly allied to

A. Stimpsoni, has the peduncles of the outer antennae well

preserved, and shows them to be stout, and composed of three

joints. Its body is proportionally about one-fourth longer

than that of A. Stimpsoni, with proportionally larger anterior

legs. As seen on the dorsal side, its body is long, narrow and

rounded, with parallel sides, excepting a few of the posterior

segment, which gradually taper to the telson. For this larger,

more elongate species, we would propose the name A. Event,

after Mr. Joseph Even of Morris, who has discovered most ot

these interesting fossils.

Several of the specimens show that none of the thoracic legs

of this genus bifurcate as in the genus Gampsonyx.
2. G-enus Palasocaris. We are now nearly satisfied, from

additional specimens, that the caudal appendages and jointed

body represented by our figure 5a, pi. 32, of the Illinois Report,

really belong to the same species as the specimen represented

by figure 5 of the same plate, as we had supposed.
Since we now know that in Acanthotelson the stylets and

telson are horizontally flattened, and that the animal had its

legs constructed for walking, and, like its antennas, very simi-

lar to those of the type of Palmocaris, we think these types

more nearly allied to each other, and to Gampsonyx, in some
characters, than we had supposed, but still quite distinct from
the latter type, in not having the legs divided, and in the dif-

ferent characters of their telson and stylets. We hope to be

able to illustrate all these points by figures, before long.
G-enus Anthracerpes. As no fragments of this fossil have

i inclined to the opinion
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Art. III.—On the formation of Nitrite of Ammonia ; by

0. Loew, Assistant in the Chemical Department of City

College, New York.

Many years ago, Liebig showed that alloxan, the immedi-

ate product of the oxydation of uric acid, yields with ammo-

nia, a substance of a bright red color, murexyd. Aoimonja

has therefore been used for many years as a good reagent tor

alloxan, and for uric acid. Of course, therefore, alloxan can

be also employed as a good reagent for ammonia
;

i

small traces of ammonia indeed, can be found in this way, it

• precautions be used. Iu order to have alloxan - -

form as a reagent, I dipped strips of Swedish filter-

paper in a solution of alloxan and dried them in vacuo, after

having put them into dried ether. In preparing the paper at

first, I employed for drying it, the water-bath; but always

before it was perfectly dried, it became red. Afterward I

dried it in a bell-jar over sulphurio acid; but here too remarked,

that the ends of the strips became red. This appearance

seemed to me extremely singular and remarkable. Alt the

glass vessels, that I used, were perfectly clean ;
the air in the

mid not possibly contain ammonia, by reason ot the

contact with the sulphuric acid ;
and on the other hand I was

sure, that the bell-jar was well closed, so that it was impossi-

ble for a trace of ammonia gas to enter from the outside. I

repeated this experiment in a modified manner, namely :—

1

put some milligrammes of alloxan in a test-tube and poured

some drops of water on them (distilled water I avoided be-

cause of its containing ammonia) and placed some strips ot

Swedish filter paper in the test-tube in such a way that the

lower ends dipped into the above mentioned solution of alloxan,

and the upper ends projected a little above the mouth ot the

tube. The test-tube was then set upright m a bottle (lor sup-

port), and both were placed in a vessel containing sulphuric

landing on a glass plate. A bell-jar was put over the

whole, taking care that the junction was air-tight. The appa-

i then set in a place where ammonia had never beenplace \

used. Next day the tips of the projecting ends begi

i Ue redness increased, until the last trace of water

was evaporated out of the test-tube. I made this experiment

the third time, taking care as before, that the vessels I used

were perfectly clean. The bell-jar and test tube were washed

with diluted sulphuric acid, afterward with alcohol, the strips

were not touched with the fingers, only a pincers was em-
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ployed. At first I did not remark any reddening, but it be-

came visible in an extremely short time, when the apparatus
was placed in the sunlight. I repeated this experiment more
than once and always found, that—1, this red color appears

where the evaporation of the

3 after

all the water is evaporated and absorbed by the sulphuric

acid. 3. This phenomenon niak iy quickly

in the sunlight, and slowly in diffused daylight.

Now what are the reasons of this phenomenon ? Only one

explanation suggests itself, and that is given by the discovery

of Schoenbein, in regard to the formation of nitrite of ammo-
nia from water and nitrogen, There can be no doubt that this

coloration only comes from the nitrite of ammonia, formed by
the evaporation of such a small quantity rS water. The open

end of the test-tube was in contact with the dried air in the

bell-jar ; therefore, the upper ends of the strips projecting out

of the tube were the chief seat of evaporation. The lower ends

sucked up the same amount of water as the upper lost. Thus

a considerable amount of water evaporated from a very limited

space; the generated nitrite of ammonia was therefore also lim-

ited to this space, and on the other hand, the solution of al-

loxan became concentrated here also, forming a crystalline sur-

face on the ends of the paper. In the ordinary evaporation

of water, the newly formed nitrite of ammonia is quickly de-

stroyed again, generating water and nitrogen:

—

^q 4 >0=

2H 2 0-f2N (0=16.) But in our case every trace of this salt

is quickly fixed by the alloxan, murexyd being formed, which

is the cause of this reddening. If one employs a concentrated

solution of alloxan, the experiment will not always succeed, be-

cause the crystalline surface formed by it will not allow the

water to be sucked up, and therefore the place of evaporation

changes. On the other hand, the ammonia salt thus formed

is mixed with a large amount of alloxan, so that the phenom-
enon does not become so readily visible. That not only free

ammonia can produce murexyd, but also the nitrite, I have

proved ; many other ammonia salts produce this color, with

alloxan. One sees from this experiment that doubtless every

drop of water by its evaporation yields a certain quantity of

nitrite of ammonia, and further that the direct sunlight ac-

celerates in a great degree this formation. If we consider the

amount of carbonic acid and ammonia in the atmosphere, we

find the proportion of C : N=300 : 1 (N in the form of am-

monia), but if we compare with that, the proportion of these

two elements in the body of vegetables, we find on an average
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the ratio of 50 : 1. Whence then comes the nitrogen that is

reqttin d to make up the proper proportion? The ammonia of
the soil is not able to give a sufficient answer to this question,

but we have here the explanation : In the direct sunlight, not
only the carbon and hydrogen are taken up in a higher degree,

but also the nitrogen of the air, the luth r in ',,;/ quickly conver-
ted into the easily assimilable)orm of nitrite of ammonia.
New York, April 1, 1868.

Art. IV.—Notes on some Algm from a Califoi
" ring ; by Dr. H. C. W

University of Pennsylv

Some time since Prof. Leidy handed i

number of dried Algae, which he had received from Prof. Seid-

ensticker, by whose sister, Mrs. Partz, they had been gathered
in the " Benton Spring," which is situated in the extreme
northern point of Owen's Valley, California, 60 miles south-
west from the town of Aurora. Afterward a number of simi-

lar specimens came to me directly from Mrs. Partz by mail.

The subject of life in thermal springs is one of so much gen-
eral interest, especially in connection with that of spontaneous
generation, as to induce me to make a very careful examina-
tion of the material and offer the results to the readers of this

Journal. In this connection the following extract from a
letter of Mrs. Partz to her brother is very relevant

:

"I send you a few samples of the singular vegetation devel-

oped in the hot springs of our valley. These springs rise from
the earth in an area of about 80 square feet, which forms a
basin or pond that pours its hot waters into a narrow creek. In

r forms, partly at a temperature
124°-135° F. Gradually in the creek and to a distance of 100
yards from the springs are developed at a temperature of 110°-

120 P. the Algaa, some growing to a length of over 2 feet, and
looking like bunches of waving hair of the most beautiful

green. Below 100° F. these plants cease to grow and give way
to a slimy fungus growth, though likewise of a beautiful green,

which finally, as the temperature of the water decreases, also

disappears. They are very difficult to preserve, being of so

soft and pulpy nature as not to bear the least handling, and
must be carried in their native hot water to the house, very few
at a time, and floated upon paper. After being taken from the

water and allowed to cool they become a black pulpy mass.

But more strange than the vegetable are the animal organiza-
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tions, whose germs, probably through modifications of successive

generations, have finally become indigenous to these strange

precincts. Mr. Partz and myself saw in the clear waters of the

basin a very sprightly spider-like creature running nimbly ever

the ground, where the water was 124° F., and on another occa-

sion dipped out two tiny red worms."

In regard to the temperatures given and the observations aa

to the presence of animal life in the thermal waters, Mr. Wm.

Gabb of the State Geological Survey states that he has visited

the locality, knows Mrs. Partz very well, and that whatever

: .lay be relied on as accurate.

The color of the dried specimens varies from a very elegant

bluish green to a dirty greenish and fuscous brown. After

somewhat prolonged soaking, in hot water, the specimens re-

gained apparently their original form and dimensions, and were

found to be in very good condition for microscopical study.

The plant in its earliest stages appears to consist simply
J

cylindrical filaments, which are so. small that they are resolved,

with some difficulty, into their component cells by a first class

|th objective. Fronds composed entirely of filaments of this

description were received. Some of these were marked as

" first forms," and as having grown in water at a temperature

of 160° F. Probably these were collected immediately over

the spot where the heated water bubbled up. At this temper-

ature, if the collection made is to be relied on as a means of

he plant does not perfect itself. To the naked eye

these "first forms" were simply membranous expansions of a

vivid green color, and indefinite size and shape, scarcely as

thick as writing paper, with their edges very deeply cut ana

running out into a long waving hair-like fringe.

mens which grew at a much lower temperature exactly simu-

lated those just described, both in general appearance and mi-

croscopical characters.

These I believe are the immature plant.
The matured fronds, as obtained by the method of soaking

above described, were " gelatinous-membranous," of a dirty

greenish or fuscous brown at their bases and bright green at

their marginal portions, where they were deeply incised and
finally split up into innumerable hair-like processes. Proxi-
mally they were one or even two lines in thickness, .'.'-'.diy

they were scarcely as thick as tissue paper. Their bases were
especially gelatinous, sometimes somewhat translucent, and
under the microscope were found to have in them only a few
distant filaments.

Two sets of filaments were very readily distinguished in the

adult plant. The most abundant of these, and that especially
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found in the distal portions of the fronds, were composed of
uniform cylindrical cells, often enclosed in a gelatinous sheath.
The diameter of such filaments varies great

sheaths are generally apparent, in the smaller they are fre-
quently indistinguishable.

In certain places these filaments run more or less parallel
side by side, and are glued together into a sort of membrane.
It is only in these cylindrical filaments that I have been able
to detect heterocysts, which are not very different from the
other cells.

^
They are about one-third or one-half broader, and

are not vesicular but have contents similar to those of the
other cells. In one instance only was I able to detect hairs
upon these heterocysts.

The larger filaments are found especially near the base and
in the other older portions of the frond. Their cells are gen-
erally irregularly elliptical or globose, rarely are they cylin-
drical.

They are mostly of an orange brown color, and there exists
a particular gelatinous coating to each cell rather than a com-
mon gelatinous sheath to the filament. These larger threads
are apparently produced from the smaller filaments by a pro-
cess of growth.
Near the base and in the under portions of the fronds, these

filamentsare scattered in the homogeneous jelly, in which they
run infinitely diverse courses. In the upper portions of the
frond and at some little distance from the base, the adjoining
cells are very close to one another and pursue more or less par-
allel courses, with enough firm jelly between to unite them
into a sort of membrane.

This plant certainly belongs to the Nostochaceas, and seems

%-
mx

\ °* connecting link between the genera Hormosiphon of
Kiitzing and Nostoc.
The best algologists now refuse to recognize the former group

as generically distinct, and the characters presented by this
plant seem to corroborate that view.
The species appears to be an undescribed one, and I would

propose for it the specific name Caladarium, which is si

ny its place of growth. There are several species of allied
genera, which grow in the hot springs of Europe, but no true
Nostoc has, I believe, before been found in thermal waters.
The following is the technical description of the spi

N. caladarium, sp. nov.—N. thallo maximo, in
panso, aut membranaceo-coriaceo vel membranaceo-gelatinoso
vel membranaceo, aut Irate viride vel boi

vel olivaceo-brunneo, irregulariter profunde lacinia:
ultimo eleganter laciniato ; trichomatibus insequalibus, inter-

Am. Joub. Scr.—Second Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 136.-Jot.t, 186S.
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dum flexuoso-curvatis, plerumque subrectis et arete conjunctis,

in forniis duabus occurrentibus ; forma altera parve, viride,

articulis cylindricis, cum cellulis perdurantibus hie ill

_inis interdum obsoletis,sa3pius dim*uentibus, instructs;

forma altera maxima, articulis globosis vel oblongis, aurantiaco-

brunneis, cellulis perdurantibus ab ceteris haud diversis.

Diam. Cellulge cylindricae maxima -^^n unc- Celluk
perdurantes e^o unc.
Diam. Formas prima? articuli maximi T7i^ unc. Celhilse

perdurantes F „V<> unc. Forma) secundre articuli oblongi longi

^'«-^'" unc '' lati *•*>•< ~-'t
,

o*» articuli globosi ^V 5
-

r
?

-

lT
unc.

Adherent to, and often more or less imbedded in, the fronds

of the Nostoc, were scattered frastules of several species of di-

atoms, none of which was I able to identify. In some of the

fronds there were numerous unicellular Algge, all of them rep-

• s of a single species belonging to the genus Chroo-
coccus Ndgeli. This genus contains the very lowest known
organisms—simple cells without nuclei, multiplying, as far as

known, only by cell division. These cells are found
associated in small families, and in certain species thei
are united to form a sort of indeterminate gelatinous stratum.
In this species the .families are composed of but very few cells,

surrounded by a very large, more or less globular or elliptical

mass of transparent, firm jelly. The species is very closely
allied to Chroococcus turgidus, var. thermalis Kabenh, from
which it differs m the outer jelly not being lamellated.

I he
i

following is the technical description of the species :

t. thermopMus, sp. nov.—Ch. cellulis singulis, an:
vel quadngemims et in familias consociatis,°oblongis vel sub-
globosis interdum angulosis, haud strato mucoso fermantibus;
tegumento crassissimo, achroo, haud lamelloso, homogeneo \

homZe
a

nS '
mterdu^ subtiliter granulato, interdum

P''
1

;

1

^,;!;!. I;;

11
","

1
^;:':

:,,,

;
::,

.° teg«*iento longitudo maxima

Art. Vl.-On Faraday as a Discoverer; by John Tyndali,
F.R.S.

Parentage: Introduction to the -Rm.ni t» oI ; .- « ,. ~
r . u*t Experiments:Fust Royal Society Paper: Marriage. *

er. xne attempt to respond to this desire has
From the Report of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.
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been to me a labor of difficulty, if also a labor of love. For
however well acquainted I may be with the researches and dis-

coveries of that great master,—however numerous the illustra-

tions which occur to me of the loftiness of Faraday's character
and tie lif; ut\ oi j

'- lift ,— still
4
<• ;; isp i, ; . md ]iis researches

as a whole ; to seize upon the ideas which guided him. and
connected them ; to gain entrance into that strong and active

brain, and read from it the riddle of the world— this is a work
not easy of performance, and all but impossible amid the dis-

traction of duties of another kind. That I should at one
period or another speak to you regarding Faraday and his

work, is natural, if not inevitable ; but 1 did not expect to be
called upon to speak so soon. Still the bare suggestion that

this is the fit and proper time for speech sent me immediately to

my task : from it I have returned with sucli results as I could
gather, and also with the wish that those results were more
worthy than they are of the greatness of my theme.

It is not my intention to lay before you a life of Faraday in

the ordinary acceptation of the term. The duty I have to par-
form is to give you some notion of what he has done in the
world

; dw< n the spirit in which his work
was executed, and introducing such personal tra"

necessary to the completion of
though by no means adequate
the man.
The newspapers have already informed you that

Faraday was born at Newington Butts, on the 22nd of Sep-
tember, 1791, and th '

i p -
' H 1 iptc I

Court, on the'25th of August, 1867. Believing as I do, in the

general tru fcl ion—shar-

ing the opinion of Mr. Carlyle that "a really able man v, v-,v

I
parents"—I once used the priv-

ilege of my intimacy with Mr. Faraday to ask him whether

its showed any signs of unusual ability. He could

remember none. His father, I I eliVye, was a -< at sufferer dur-
ing the latter years of his life, and this might have masked
whatever intellectual power he possessed. When thirteen

years old, that is to say in 1804, Faraday was apprenticed to a
bookseller and bookbinder in Blandford street, Manchester-
square : here he spent eight years of his life, after which he
worked as a journeyman elsewhere.

You have also beard the account of Faraday's first contact
with the Royal Institution : that he was introduced by one of

the members to Sir Humphry Davy's L,«<t l« tures ; that he
took notes of those lectures, wrote them fairly out, and sent

them to Davy, entreating him at the same time to enable him
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to quit trade, which he detested, and to pursue science, which

he loved. Davy was helpful to the young man, and this should

never be forgotten : he at once wrote to Faraday, and after-

ward, when an opportunity occurred, made him his assistant*

Mr. Gassiot has lately favored me with the following reminis-

cence of this time :

—

" Clapham Common, Sukrey,
"28th November, 1861

<], or Tj/tuMl—Siv H. Davy was accustomed to call on the

, Pepys in the Poultry on his way to the London Institu-

tion, of w hii-h Pcnvs was o iu, of the original manu"vrs ; tin- latter

told me that on one occasion, Sir H. Davy, showing him a letter

*»'h " ] '\ >: -- ' ' "i 1 to ./.. !„ -, is iX | (
:
t ter from a young man

lay; he ln\< Keen :it r. inlli,-- | !IV leefuivs nnd wants me
t <

»
--'iy «

1
1
im .

1 1
i

. ;. i nciit at the Royal Institution, what can Ido f
'/>. replied Pepys,' put him to wash bottles; if he is good for

directly
; if he refuses, he is good for noth-

ing. k No, no,' iv^ied Davy; ' we must try him with something
better than that.' The result was, that Davy engaged him to as-

sist in the Laboratory at weekly wages.
"Davy held the joint office of Professor of Chemistry, and Di-

rector of the Laboratory; he ultimately gave up the" former to

the late Pit,! isisl( .;, tlia1 F:M , l(l:lv shouid be
:' the Laboratory, and, as Faraday told me,

this enabled mm on subs . p, >SH [on

v Davy. I
believe he held that office to the last.

«tv. r«_ n
„"BeKev* me, my dear Tyndall, yours truly,

Dr. Tyndall." "J. P. Gassiot.

From a letter written by Faraday himself soon after his ap-
pointment as Davy's assistant, I extract the following account
of his introduction to the Royal Institution :—

« a„ /• «-', "Lowdok, Sept. isth. 1813.As for myself I am absent (fr , a
'

nd night

mv mot^ I
8 V™*™*** more to say and a/the request ofmy mother) I will explain to you. I was formerly a bookseller

ap^or5wffi7d?S^rheh0n0.
rt° info™*he managers that he has found

William Payne.

arasSiraDa^Tastetab/t
6 '

**" His habits s
" '"

imaelfon the same terns «, *Z to engage himseu
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and binder, but am now turned philosopher,* which happened

thus:—Whilst an apprentice, I, for amusement, learnt a little

chemistry and other parts of philosophy, and felt an eager desire

to proceed in that way further. After being a journeyman for six-

months under a disagreeable master, 1 crave up mv buisness. an 1

through the interest of a Sir H. Davy, filled the situation of chem-

ical assistant to the Royal Institution of Great liritain, in which

office I now remain; and where 1 am constantly employed in ob-

serving the works of nature, and tracing the manner in which she

direct s the order and arrangement of the world. I have lately had

proposals made to me by Sir Humphry Davy, to accompany him

in his travel- assistant.

If I go at all I expect it will be in October next—about the end,

perhaps be as long as three years.

But as yet all is uncertain."

This account is supplemented by the following letter,
_
writ-

ten by Faraday to bis friend De la Rive,f on the occasion of

the death of Mrs. Marcet. The letter is dated 2d Sept., 1858

:

"My dear Friend,—Your subject interested me deeply every-

way ; for Mrs. Marcet was a good friend to me, as she must luu e

been to many of the human race. I entered the shop of a book-

seller and bookbiud. • at rh, a-e of 13, in the year 1804, remained

there eight
j

art of the time bound

books. Now it was in those books, in the hours after work, that

I found the beginning of my philosophy. There were

especially helped me, the 'Encyclopaedia Britannica,' from which

I gained my first notions of elect : "; * t •-'«-

vermtiom on Chemistry,' which gave me my foundation in that

"Do not suppose that I was a very deep thinker, or was marked

as a precocious person. I was a very lively, imaginative person,

and could believe in the < Arabian Nights ' as easily as in the '
Ency-

'* * But facts were important to me, and saved me. 1

a fact, and always cross-examined an assertion. So

when I questioned Mrs. MarcetV bookbv such little experiments as

I could find d nd found it true to the facts as I

could under* at I had got hold of an anchor in

knowledge, and clung fast to it. Thence my d

ration for Mrs. Marcet— first, as one who had conferred great

personal good and pleasure on me :
'• to convey

T
'

! > truth and principle of those boundless fields of knowledge

which concern natural things, to the young, untaught, and inquir-

ing mind.
"You may imagine my delight when I came to know

'ally; how often I cast my thoughts backward, delight-

ing to connect the past and the present; how often, when sending

ch.ji:
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a paper to her as a thank-offering, I thought of my first instructress,

and such like thoughts will remain with me.
" I have some such thoughts even as regards your own ja

who was, I may say, the first who personally at Geneva, and

ward by correspondence, encouraged, and by that sustained me,

Twelve or thirteen years ago Mr. Faraday and myself qi

ted the Institution one evening together, to pay a visit in Baker

street. He took my arm at the door, and, pressing it to his

side in his warm genial way, said, " Come, Tyndall, I will now

show you something that will interest you." We walked

northward, passed the house of Mr. Babbage, which drew

forth a reference to the famous evening parties once assembled

there. We reached Blandford street and after a little looking

about, he paused before a stationer's shop, and then went in.

On entering the shop, his usual animation seemed doubled ;
he

looked rapid contained. To the left on
_

en-

tering was a door, through which he looked down into a little

room, with a window in front facing Blandford street. Draw-

ing me toward him, he said eagerly, "Look there, Tyndall
j

that was my working-place. I bound books in that little nook'

A respectable-looking woman stood behind the counter: his

conversation with me was too low to be heard by her, and he

now turned to the counter to buy some cards as an excuse for

our being there. He asked the woman her name—her prede-

cessor's name—his predecessor's name. " That won't do," he

said, with good-humored impatience, who was Ms predeces-

sor?" "Mr. Kirl. in." sh • lvpli^d. and immediately added, as

if suddenly recollecting herself, " He, sir,was them:'
Charles Faraday." " Nonsense !" he responded, "there is no

such person." Great was her delight when I told her the name
of her visitor ; but she assured me that as soon as she saw him
running about the shop, she felt—though she did not know
why—that it must "Sir Charles Faraday."

Faraday did, as you know, accompany Davy to Rome ;
he

was re-engaged by the managers of the Royal Institution on

the 15th of May, 1815. Here he made rapid progress in chem-
istry, and after a time was entrusted with easy analyse*! by
Davy. In those days the Royal Institution published < The
Quarterly Journal of Science,' the precursor of our own 'Pro-

's first contribution to science appeared in

that journal in 1816. It was an analyses of some caustic lime
from Tuscany, which had been sent to Davy by the Duel uss o£
Montrose. Between this period and 1818 various notes and
papers were published by Faraday. In 1818 he experimented
upon "Sounding Flames." Professor Auguste De la Bive,
father of our present excellent De la Rive, had investigated
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those sounding flames and had applied to them an explanation
which completely accounted for a class of sounds discovered by
De la Rive himself. By a few simple and conclusive experi-

ments Faraday proved that the explanation was insufficient.

It is an epoch in the life of a young man when he finds himself

correcting a person of eminence, and in Faraday's case, where
its effect was to develop a modest self-trust, such an event
could not fail to act profitably.

From time to time between 1818 and 1820 Faraday published

scientific notes and notices of minor weight. At this time he
was acquiring, not producing ; working hard for his master and
storing and strengthening his own mind. He assisted Mr.
Brande in his lectures, and so quietly, skilfully, and modestly
was his work done, that Mr. Brande's vocation at the time was
pronounced " lecturing on velvet." In 1820 Faraday published
a chemical paper " on two new compounds of chlorine and car-

bon, and on a new compound of iodine, carbon, and hydrogen."

r was read before the Royal Society on the 21st of

Dec. 1820, and it was the first of his that was honored with a
place in the ' Philosophical Transactions/

On the 12 th of June, 1821, he married, and obtained leave

to bring his young wife into his rooms at the Royal Institution.

There for forty-six years they lived together, occupying the

suite of apartments which had been previously in the succes-

sive occupancy of Young, Davy, and Brande. At the time of

her marriage Mrs. Faraday was twenty-one years of age, he
being nearly thirty. Regarding this marriage I will at present

limit myself to quoting an entry written in Faraday's own hand
in his book of diplomas, which caught my eye while in his

company some years ago. It ran thus :—
«2~othJamcar\j, 1847.

" Amongst these records and events, I here insert the date of

' -• which, as a source of honor and hapj iuess, far exceeds all the
rest. We were married on the 12th of June, 1821.

" M. Fakaday."

Then follows the copy of the minutes, dated 21st May, 1821,
which gave him additional rooms, and thus enabled him to bring

his wife to the Royal Institution. A feature of Faraday's
character which I have often noticed makes itself apparent in

this entry. In his relations to his wife he added chivalry to

affection.

Oersted, in 1820, discovered the action of a voltaic current

n a magnetic needle ; and immediately afterward the splen-



did intellect of Ampere succeeded in showing that every mag-
netic phenomenon then known might be reduced to the mu-
tual action of electric currents. The subject occupied all

men's thoughts ; and in this country Dr. Wollaston sought to

convert the deflection of the needle by the current into a per-
manent rotation of the needle round the current. He also

hoped to produce the reciprocal effect of causing a current to

rotate round a magnet. In the early part of 1821 Wollaston
attempted to realize this idea in the presence of Sir Humphry
Davy in the laboratory of the Eoyal Institution. This was
well calculated to attract Faraday's attention to the subject.
He read much about it ; and in the months of July, August,
and beptember he wrote " a history of the progress of electro-
magnetism," which he published in Thomson's < Annals of
philosophy. Soon afterward he took up the subject of

Magnetic Rotations," and on the morning of Christmas day,
ibZl, he called his wife to witness for the first time the revolu-
tion of a magnetic needle round an electric current. Inciden-
tal to the « historic sketch" he repeated almost all the experi-
ments there referred to; and these, added to his own subsequent
work made him practical master of all that was then known
regarding the voltaic current. In 1821 he also touched upon a
subject which subsequently received his closer attention—the
vaporization of mercury at common temperatures; and imme-
diately afterward conducted, in company with Mr. Stodart,
experiments on the alloys of steel. He was accustomed in
after years to present to his friends razors formed from one of
the alloys then discovered.

During Faraday's hours of liberty from other duties he took
up subjects of inquiry for himself; and in the spring of 1823,
tnus seli-prompted, he began the examination of a substance
wmch had long been regarded as the chemical element chlorine,m a solid iorm, but which Sir Humphry Davy in 1810, had
proved to be a hydrate of chlorine, that is, a compound of chlo-
rine and water. Faraday first analyzed this hydrate, and
wrote out an account of its composition. This account was
looKed over by Davy, who suggested the heating of the hydrate
under pressure in a sealed glass tube. This was done. The
hydrate fused at a blood-heat, the tube became filled with a
yellow atmosphere and was found to contain two liquid sub-
stances. Dr. Paris happened to enter the laboratory while

rXiTi™ at W°?-
.
SeeinS the oily H

<l
uid ™ his tube he

ra lied the young chemist for his carelessness in employing

exSirel

!i .?
Qfi mg °ff the end of ^ tube its contents

DrS > a il
lly^?tter vanisM

- Early next morning
Ur. Pans received the following note :—



"Dear Sb-—The oil you noticed yesterday turns out to be liquid

chlorine. " Yours faithfully,

"M. Faraday."*

The gas had been liquefied by its own pressure. Faraday then

tried compression with a syringe, and succeeded thus in lique-

fying the gas.

To the published account of this experiment Davy added
the following note :

—" In desiring Mr. Faraday to expose the

hydrate of chlorine in a closed glass tube, it occurred to me
that one of three things would happen : that it would become

fluid as a hydrate : that decomposition of water would occur ;

. . . or that the chlorine would separate in a fluid state."

Davy, moreover, immediately applied the method of self-com-

pressing atmospheres to the liquefaction of muriatic gas. Far-

aday continued the experiments and succeeded in reducing a

number of gases till then deemed permanent to the liquid con-

dition. In 1844 he returned to the subject, and considerably

expanded its limits. These important investigations estab-

lished the fact that gases are but the vapors of liquids pos-

sessing a very low boiling-point, and gave a sure basis to our

views of molecular aggregation. The account of the first

investigation was read before the Royal Society on the 10th of

April, 1823, and was published, in Faraday's name, in the
1
Philosophical Transactions.' The second memoir was sent to

the Royal Society on the 19th of December, 1844. I may add
that while he was conducting his first experiments on the lique-

faction of gases, thirteen pieces of glass were on one occasion

driven by an explosion into Faraday's eye.

Some small notices and papers, including the observation

that glass readily changes color in sunlight, follow here. In

1825 and 1826 Faraday published papers in the < Philosophical

Transactions ' on " new compounds of carbon and hydrogen,"

and on " sulphonaphthalic acid." In the former of these pa-

pers he announced the discovery of benzol, which, in the hands

of modern chemists, has become the foundation of our splen-

did aniline dyes. But he swerved incessantly from chemistry

into physics ; and in 1826 we find him engaged in investiga-

ting the limits of vaporization, and showing, by exceedingly

strong and apparently conclusive arguments, that even in the

case of mercury such a limit exists ; much more he conceived

it to be certain that our atmosphere does not contain the va-

por of the fixed constituents, of the earth's crust. This ques-

tion, I mav sav. is likelv to remain an open one. Mr. Rankin

metals
; whence comes this odor, if it be not from the vapor

of the metal ?
* Paris: 'Life of Davy,' p. 391.
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In 1825 Faraday became a member of a committee, to which
Sir John Herschel and Mr. Dollond also belonged, appointed
by the Royal Society to examine, and if possible improve, the

manufacture of glass for optical purposes. Their experiments
continued till 1829, when the account of them constituted the

subject of a " Bakerian Lecture." This lectureship, founded
in 1774 by Henry Baker, Esq., of the Strand, London, pro-
vides that every year a lecture shall be given before the Royal
Society, the sum of four pounds being paid to the lecturer.
Ihe Bakerian Lecture, however, has long since passed from the
region of pay to that of honor, papers of mark only being
chosen for it by the council of the Society. Faraday's first

Bakerian Lecture, "On the Manufacture of Glass for Optical
-Purposes,

' was delivered at the close of 1829. It is a most
elaborate and conscientious description of processes, precau-
tions, and results: the details were so exact and so minute, and
the paper consequently so long, that three successive sittings of
the Koyal Society were taken up by the delivery of the lecture.*
Inis glass did not turn out to be of important practical use,
but it happened afterward to be the foundation of two of Far-
aday s greatest discoveries.f
The experiments here referred to, were commenced at the

falcon Glass Works, on the premises of Messrs. Green and
Pellatt but Faraday could not conveniently attend to them

rtfS f t
82J th

.

erefore a furnace was erected in the yard of
the Koyal Institution

; and it was at this time, and with a
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In 1831 Faraday published a paper " On a peculiar class of

Optical Deceptions," to which I believe the beautiful optical

toy called the Chromatrope owes its origin.

published a paper on Vibrating Surfaces, in wtocii lie solved

acoustical problem which, though of extreme simplicity

when solved, appears to have baffled many e

problem was to account for the fact that light bodies, such as

the seed of lycopodium, collected at the vibrating parts of

sounding plates, while sand ran to the nodal lines. Faraday

showed that the light bodies were entangled in the little whirl-

winds formed in the air over the places of vibration, and
1

eavier sand was r<

experimentalist

have heard him i

that this paper on vibrating surfaces was too heavily laden with

experiments.

The work thus far referred to, though sufficient of itself to

secure no mean scientific reputation, forms but the vestibule

of Faraday's achievements. He had been engaged within these

walls for eighteen years.* During part of the time he had
drunk in knowledge from Davy, and during the remainder he

continually exercised his capacity for independent inquiry. In

1831 we have him at the climax of his intellectual strength,

forty years of age, stored with knowledge and full i

power. Through reading, lecturing, and experimenting, he

had become thoroughly familiar with electrical science : he saw

where light was needed and expansion possible. The phenomena
of ordinary belonged, as it were, to the alpha-

bet of his knowledge ; he knew that under ordinary dream-

stances the presence of an electrified body was sufficii ttt to

excite, by induction, an unelectrified body. He knew that the

wire which carried an electric current was an electrified body,

and still that all attempts had failed to make it excite in other

wires a state similar to its own.
What was the reason of this failure ? Faraday never could

work from the experiments of others, however clearly described.

He knew well that from every experiment issued a kind of ra-

diation, luminous in different degrees to different minds, and

he hardly trusted himself to reason upon an experiment that

he had not seen. In the autumn of 1831 he began to repeat
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the experiments with electric currents, which, up to that time,

had produced no positive result. And here, for the sake of

younger inquirers, if not for the sake of us all, it is worth while

to dwell for a moment on a power which Faraday possessed in

an extraordinary degree. He united vast strength with perfect

flexibility. His momentum was that of a river which combines
weight and directness with the ability to yield to the flexures

of its bed. The intentness of his vision in any direction did not

apparently diminish his power of perception in other directions;
and when he attacked a subject, expecting results, he had the

faculty of keeping his mind alert, so that results different from
those which he expected should not escape him through pre-

occupation.

He began his experiments "on the induction of electric cur-

rents" by composing a helix of two insulated wires, which
were wound side by side round the same wooden cylinder. One
of these wires he connected with a voltaic battery of ten cells,

and the other with a sensitive galvanometer. When connec-
tion with the battery was made, and while the current flowed,
no effect whatever was observed at the galvanometer. But he

never accepted an experimental result, until he had applied to

it the utmost power at his command. He raised his battery
from 10 cells to 120 cells, but without avail. The current
flowed calmly through the battery wire without producing,
during its flow, any sensible result upon the galvanometer.

During its flow," and this was the time when an effect was
expected—but here Faraday's power of lateral vision, separa-
ting, as it were, from the line of expectation, came into play-
He noticed that a feeble movement of the needle always occur-
red at the moment when he made contact with the battery;
that the needle would afterward return to its former position
and remain quietly there, unaffected by the flowing current.
At the moment, however, when the circuit was interupted the
needle again moved and in a direction opposed to that observed
on the completion of the circuit
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tion with the inducing current. It appeared as if the current

on its first rush through the primary wire sought a purchase

in the secondary one, and, by a kind of kick, impelled back-

ward through the latter an electric wave, which subsided as

soon as the primary current was fully established.

Faraday for a time believed that the secondary wire, though
quiescent when the primary current h;nl been once established,

was not in its natural condition, its return to that condition

being declared by the current observed at breaking the circuit.

He called this hypothetical state of the wire the ekctro-f<ruic

state : he afterward abandoned this hypothesis, but seemed to

return to it in later life. The term electro-tonic is also preser-

ved by Professor Du Bois Keymond to express a certain electric

condition of the nerves, and Professor Clerk Maxwell has ably

defined and illustrated the hypothesis in the tenth volume of

the 'Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society/

The mere approach of a wire forming a closed curve to a
second wire through which a voltaic current flowed was then

shown by Faraday to be sufficient to arouse in the neutral wire

an induced current, opposed in direction to the inducing cur-

rent
; the withdrawal of the wire also generated a current

having the same direction as the inducing current ; those cur-

rents existed only during the time of approach or withdrawal,

and when neither the primary nor the secondary wire was in

motion, no matter how close their proximity might be, no in-

duced current was generated.

Faraday has been called a purely inductive philosopher. A
great deal of nonsense is, I fear, uttered in this land of Eng-
land about induction and deduction. Some profess to befriend

the one, some the other, while the real vocation of an investi-

gator, like Faraday, consists in the incessant marriage of both.

He was at this time full of the theory of Ampere, and it can-

not be doubted that numbers of his experiments were executed

merely to test his deductions from that theory. Starting from
the discovery of Oersted, the celebrated French philosopher

had shown that all the phenomena of magnetism then known
might be reduced to the mutual attractions and repulsions of

electric currents. Magnetism had been produced from elec-

tricity, and Fanalay, who all his life long entertained a strong

belief in such reciprocal actions, now attempted to effect the

evolution of electricity from magnetism. Bound a welded iron

ring he placed two distinct coils of covered wire, causing the

coils to occupy opposite halves of the ring. Connecting the

ends of one of the coils with a galvanometer, he found that the

moment the ring was magnetized by sending a current through

the other coil, the galvanometer needle whirled round four or
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five times in succession, the action, as before, was that of a

pulse which vanished immediately. On interrupting the circuit,

a whirl of the needle in the opposite direction occurred. It

was only during the time of magnetization or demag
that these effects were produced. The induced curren

I

a change of condition only, and they vanished the moment the

act of magnetization or demagnetization was complete.
The effects obtained with the welded ring were also. obtained

uht bars of iron. Whether the bars were magnetized
by the electric current, or were excited by the contacfof per-

manent steel magnets, induced currents w<
he rise and during the subsidence of the m

The use of iron was then abandoned, and the same effects ob-

tained by merely thrusting a permanent steel magnet into a

coil of wire. A rush of electricity through the coil accompa-
nied the insertion of the magnet; an equal rush in the opposite
direction accompanied its withdrawal. The precision with
which Faraday describes these results, and the completeness
with which he defines the boundaries of his facts, are wi mderful
The magnet, for example, must not be passed quite through
the coil but only half through, for if passed wholly through,
the needle is stopped as by a blow, and then he shows how this

blow results from a reversal of the electric wave in the helix.

He next operated with the powerful permanent magnet of the
Koyal Society, and obtained, with it, in an exalted degree, all

the foregoing phenomena.
And now he turned the light of these discoveries upon the

darkest physical phenomena of that day. Arago had discovered

: of non-magnetic metal had the power of
bringing a vibrating magnetic needle suspended over it rapidly
to rest

;
and that on causing the disk to rotate the

needle rotated along with it. When both were quiescent, there

W*™ +1
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;f
est measurable attraction or repulsion exerted

between the needle and the disk ; still when in motion the disk
was competent to drag after it not only a light needle but a
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plication, and in refusing to assent to the imperfect theories of

others." Now, however, the time for theory had come. Fara-

day saw mentally the rotating disk under the operation of the

magnet flooded with his induced currents ; and from the known
laws of interaction between currents and magnets he hoped to

deduce the motion observed by Arago. That hope he realized,

showing by actual experiment that when his disk rotated cur-

rents passed through it, their position and direction being such

M must, in accordance with the established laws of electro-

magnetic action, produce the observed rotation.

Introducing the edge of his disk between the poles of the

large horseshoe magnet of the Eoyal Society, and connecting

the axis and the edge of the disk, each by a wire with a gal-

vanometer, he obtained when the disk was turned round a

constant flow of electricity. The direction of the current was

determined by the direction of the motion, the current being

reversed when the rotation was reversed. He now states the

law which rules the production of currents in both disks and
wires, and in so doing uses for the first time a phrase which

has since become famous. When iron filings are scattered

over a magnet, the particles of iron arrange themselves in

certain determinate lines called magnetic curves. In 1831,

Faraday for the first time called these curves "lines of magnetic

force;" and he showed that to produce induced currents neither

approach to nor withdrawal from a magnetic source, or center,

or pole, was essential, but that it was only necessary to cut

appropriately the lines of magnetic force. Faraday's first pa-

per on magneto-electric induction, which I have here endeav-

ored to condense, was read before the Royal Society on the

24th of November, 1831.
On the 12th of January, 1832, he communicated to the

Royal Society a second paper on Terrestrial Magneto-electric

Induction, which was chosen as the Bakerian Lecture for the

year. He placed a bar of iron in a coil of wire, and lifting the

bar into the direction of the dipping needle, he excited by this

action a current in the coil. On reversing the bar, a current

in the opposite direction rushed through the wire. The same

effect was produced, when, on holding the helix in the line of

dip, a bar of iron was thrust into it. Here, however, the earth

acted on the coil through the intermediation of the bar of iron.

He abandoned the bar and simply set a copper-plate spinning

in a horizontal plane ; he knew that the earth's lines of mag-
netic force then crossed the plate at an angle of about 70°.

When the plate spun round, the lines of force were intersected

and induced currents generated, which produced their proper

effect when carried from the plate to the galvanometer. "When
the plate was in the magnetic meridian, or in any other plane
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coinciding with the magnetic dip, then its rotation produced no
|

effect upon the galvanometer."

At the suggestion of a mind fruitful in suggestions of a pro-
!

found and philosophic character—I mean that of Sir John

Herschel—Mr. Barlow, of Woolwich, had experimented with a

r :, ing iron shell. Mr. Christie had also performed an elabo-

rate series of experiments on a rotating iron disk. Both of them

had found that when in rotation the body exercised a peculiar
j

action upon the magnetic needle, deflecting it in a manner

which was not observed during quiescence ; but neither of them

was aware at the lime of the agent which produced this extra- r

ordinary deflection. They ascribed it to some change in the

magnetism of the iron shell and disk.

But Faraday at once saw that his induced currents must I

come into play here, and he immediately obtained them from
'

an iron disk. With a hollow brass ball, moreover, he produced

the effects obtained by Mr. Barlow. Iron was in no way neces-
|

sary : the only condition of success was that the rotating body I

should be of a character to admit of the formation of currents
j

in its substance : it must, in other words, be a conductor ot
j

electricity. The higher the conducting power, the more copions
|

were the currents. He now passes from his little

to the globe of the earth. He plays like a magician
earth's magnetism. He sees the invisible lines along which its

magnetic action is exerted, and sweeping his wand across these

lines he evokes this new power. Placing a simple loop of wire

round a magnetic needle he bends its upper portion to the west:

the north pole of the needle immediately swerves to the eas* -

he bends his loop to the east, and the north pole moves to t

west. Suspending a common bar magnet in a vertical position

he causes it to spin round its own axis. Its pole being con"""-

ted with one end of a galvanometer wire, and its equator i

the other end, electricity rushes round the galvanometer from

the rotating magnet. He remarks upon the "sing
pendence" of the magnetism and the body of the magnet which

carries it. The steel behaves as if it were isolated from its own

magnetism.
And then his thoughts suddenly widen, and he asks himself

whether the rotating earth does not generate induced currents

as it turns round its axis from west to east. In his i

with the twirling magnet the galvanometer wire rei

rest
;
one portion of the circuit was in motion relatively §

anotherportion. But in the case of the twirling plan.-t th

galvanometer wire would necessarily be carried aloDg
earth

;
there would be no relative motion What must be the

consequence ? Take the case of a telegraph wire with its two
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terminal plates dipped into the earth, and suppose the wire to

lie in the magnetic meridian. The ground underneath the

wire is influenced like the wire itself by the earth's rotation
;

if a current from south to north be generated in the earth

under the wire, a similar current from south to north would be
generated in the earth under the wire; these currents would run
against the same terminal plate, and thus neutralize each other.

This inference appears inevitable, but his profound vision

perceived its possible invalidity. He saw that it was at least

possible that the difference of conducting power between tbe

earth and the wire might give one an advantage over the other,

and that thus a residual or differential current might be ob-

tained. He combined wires of different materials, and caused

them to act in opposition to each other : but found the com-
bination ineffectual. The more copious flow in the better con-

dnctor was exactly counterbalanced by the resistance of the

i thus emphatic he would

y operating on the earth

itself. He went to the round lake near Kensington Palace,

and stretched 480 feet of copper wire, north and south, over

the lake, causing plates soldered to the wire at its ends to dip

into the water. The copper wire was severed at the middle,

and the severed ends connected with a galvanometer. No
effect whatever was observed. But though quiescent water
gave no effect, moving water might. He therefore worked at

London Bridge for three days during the ebb and flow of the

w ithout any satisfactory result. Still he urges, "Theo-
retically it seems a necessary consequence, that where water

: there electric currents should be formed. If a line

be imagined passing from Dover to Calais t

returning through the land, beneath the water, to Dover, it

traces out a circuit of conducting matter one part of which,

when the water moves up or down the channel, is cutting the

magnetic curves of the earth, whilst the other is relatively at

rest.
. . . There is every reason to believe that currents

do run in the general direction of the circuit described, either

one way or the other. a« .rdincr as the p issage of the waters is

np or down the Channel." This was written before the sub-

marine cable was thought of, and he once informed me that

actual observation upon that cable had been found to be in

accordance with his theoretic deduction.
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Three years subsequent to the publication of these researches,

that is to say on the 29th of January, 1835, Faraday read be-

fore the Koyal Society a paper " On the influence by inductioD

of an electric current upon itself." A shock and spark of a

character had been observed by a young man named
Will; in) Jenkin, who must have been a youth of some scientific

promise, but who, as Faraday once informed me, was dissua-

tt< I bj ! lis own father from having anything to do with science.

The investigation of the fact noticed by Mr. Jenkin led Faraday

to the discovery of the extra current, or the current ,'.

fin
L
>rim<inj ;r-V, itself at the moments of making and break-

ing contact, the phenomena of which he described and illustra-

ted in the beautiful and exhaustive paper referred to.

Seven and thirty years have passed since the dig

magneto-electricity ; but, if we except the extra current, until

quite recently nothing of moment was added to the subject.

Faraday entertained the opinion that the discoverer of a great

law or principle had a right to the " spoils"—this was his term
—arising irum its i.l j, ,] by the principle he

had discovered, his wonderful mind, aided by his wonderful ten

fingers, overran in a si ist domain, and hardly
left behind him the shred of a fact to be gathered by his s

And here the question may arise in some minds, What is

the use of it all ? The answer is, that if man's intellectual

> nvledge, then knowledge is useful because
it satisfies this thirst. If you demand practical ends, you
must, I think, expand your definition of the term practical,
and make it include all that elevates and enlightens the intel-

lect, as well as all that ministers to the bodily health and com-
fort of men. Still, if needed, an answer of another kind i

'

be given to the question, " What is its use ?" As far as .

as been applied for medical purposes it has been almost
v. You have noticed those lines of

3 the streets of London. It is Faraday's currents

were perfectly successful. Whilst h

n he stopped for a moment

1 a short time aft
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that speed from place to place through, these wires. Approach-
ant of Dungeness the mariner sees an unusually

brilliant light, and from the noble phares of La Heve the same
light flashes across the sea. These are Faraday's sparks ex-

citable machinery to sunlike splendor. At the
j
iresent

moment the Board of Trade and the Bretheren of the Trinity

House, as well as the Commissioners of Northern L'.

contemplating the introduction of the magneto-elect ik' light

at numerous points upon our coasts ; and future generations

will be able to refer to those guiding stars in answer to the

question, What has been the practical use of the labors of

Faraday ? But I would again emphatically say that his work
needs no such justification, and that if he had allowed his vis-

ion to be disturbed by considerations regarding the practical

use of his discoveries, those discoveries would never have been

made by him. "I have rather," he writes in 1831, "been de-

sirous of discovering new facts and new relations dependent on

magneto-electric induction, than of exalting the force of those

already obtained ; being assured that the latter would find their

full development hereafter."

In 1817, when lecturing before a private society in London
on the element chlorine, Farad: aimself with

reference to this question of utility :—" Before leaving this

subject, I will point out the history of this substance, as an

answer to those who are in the habit of saying to every new
fact, 'What is its use ?' Dr. Franklin says to such, ' Whatjs
the use of an infant ?' The answer of the experimentalist is,

' Endeavor to make it useful.' When Scheele discovered this

substance it appeared to have no use; it was in its infancy and

useless state, but having grown up to maturity, witness its

powers, and see what endeavors to make it useful have done."

Art. VII.—Chemical Apparatus; by W. P. Dexter.

Gas lamps for the ignition of crucibles, &c.—The ordinary

Bunsen burner is known to act upon the surface of platinum
vessels brought in contact with the inner line of the flame

:

the metal loses its polish, becoming superficially porous and
spongy

;
and requires the use of the burnisher to bring it

back to its original state. This alteration of the surface I

bave found to be attended with a change of weight, so that

for some years I have used a lamp of different construction

for the heating of platinum crucibles in analytical 0]

Such a lamp may be made by removing the air tube of a

common Bunsen lamp and putting in its place a somewhat
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longer one of glass or iron of about 12 millimeters internal I

diameter. The gas jet should have a single circular aperture, I

and be in proper proportion to the diameter of the tul

may be held in any of the ordinary clamp supports. Tbtl
tube being raised sufficiently above the jet to allow free en-

>

trance of air, and a full stream of gas let on, a " roaring" f

flame is produced, of which the interior blue cone is pointed,
|

Bharply donned, and extends only about half an inch from the I

top of the tube. A polished platinum surface is not acted I

ui -<iii by this ilame provided it be not brought into contact with

the interior cone. In the Bunsen burner, as usuallv made, tba

supply of air depends upon the diameter of the tube, the holes
|

at its baee being more than sufficient to supply the draught I
With the wider tube it is necessary to limit the admission oflH
by depressing the tube upon the lamp when the force of the

gas is diminished. Otherwise the proportion bec<
that an explosive mixture is formed ; for this reason
convenient to use an arrangement in which the access of air

srulated by an exterior tube sliding obliquely downward
over the air apertures. The gas jet should be on a level with

the top of these apertures, which must be much larger than

those of the ordinary Bunsen's burner.
On account of the liability to explode and burn at the jet

j
• lamp is not well adapted for ordinary use ; but for

[

3, working of glass, &c, it has proved effi-

1

Gas rcgu^'f *\—N w that gas is universally used as a source f

sirable to have a means of keep-

1

ad independent of th

By the Regulator of Kemp »

van k kept up for any length of time;

i
notuniver-

ts (1 in but one operation at a time.
]

f the gas, on the other hand, »
j

at is furnished, but the temperature*
•"onsequence of the m

( temperature of the
;

«id from currents of air. It is, however, as constant
>-i-r by a spirit lamp, which we are at present!

otten obliged, from the variations of pressure, to substitute for

connected with several buraers,
'

™ include the whole laboratory, if the gas pipes are ot"
j

angement which I have had in use for the last year

>n gasometer, made of zinc, and about 9
inches in height and diameter. The floating bell is connected



nutlets is suddenly thrown open t

probably, to the friction of the gas in the tubes

therefore be of considerable size.

The apparatus should not be
t

water which has been long in contact with gai

varnish seems to answer better.

Art. VIII.—On the Equivalent of Cerium; by the late Dr.

f, of Cin<

"

Charles Wolf,

At the suggestion of Professor Bunsen in Heidelberg, tfa

father of thelate Dr. Charles Wolf of Cincinnati, Ota

in my hands, papers and preparations relating to an U

ftm, which his son had made, while in the laboratory of Prof.

Bunsen, and requested me to collate the same and prepare

them for publication. This task I cheeri

more, that I deemed the death of this young and promising

chemist a real loss to the cause of science.

I here give a translation of Dr. Wolfs investigation on the

equivalent of cerium, which Bunsen pronounces very valuable,

-lined all the data with the greatest care and gone

over a great many of his analvsoandralnilations. The paper

was about complete, when it came into my hands, all but a few

of the last pages, which were in the shape of notes, ^t these

were sufficiently copious to enable me to finish it, with the aid

of some an .
<l among his papers.

I could not find the description of the crystalline form ot

his salts, to which he refers, nor is there the least evidence that

any measurements have ever been made. This investigation

may be of value to chemists laboring in the same field, as it de-

signates the probable existence of another foreign

in the "cerite-oxvds/'and we must deeply regret that its

author was not spared long enough to conclude his researches

on the nature of this oxyd, which so considerably increases

the equivalent of cerium.
,

. .

Let us hope that the hints and suggestions thrown out i>y
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Dr. Wolf may not be lost, but tbat they may induce some in-

vestigator to advance or conclude this highly interesting sub-

ject. F. A. Genth.

Philadelphia. April 26th, 1868.

Since the discovery of the peculiar os_

cerite by Berzelius & Hisinger* and Mosanderf they have been I

the subject of numerous researches. Their occurrence together

difficulties in their separation and indeed the mixture i

three oxyds was for a long time looked upon as the oxyd of :

one metal only, which was called cerium. Notwithst
many investigations made on this subject, the methods for the I

separation and purification of the three cerite-oxyds are very I

The oxyd of cerium, which in its properties differs most from
|

the oxyd of didymium and from lanthana, and which is the i

most common, is more readily obtained in a state of perfect
|

purity than either of the two others.

The following investigation was made for the purpose of pre-
|

Its of cerium of absolute purity, so as to «! ; rmiue

from them the equivalent of the metal. The material used

was Swedish cerite.

The method adopted for the preparation of the oxyds was I

tally that recommended by Bunsen,| with some slight I

alterations, as will be seen from the following description. I

The finely pulverized mineral, mixed in a porcelain
oil of vitriol to the consistency of a stiff paste, was put into a

j

hessian crucible and exposed to a dull red heat. The excess of

sulphuric acid was driven off and the ash-grey mass finely pal-
j

verized and gradually added to a large dish full oi
and ice. It was then agitated until the water had become sat-

urated, when it was allowed to settle. The saturate.
was afterward poured off and the residue washed
liquid became tasteless and gave no fort]
oxalic acid. l r

After having been concentrated by evaporation this solution
was precipitated by sulphydric acid and fi]

of sulphydric acid was driven off by heat, the liquid was then
oxydized by chlorine, after which the excess of the latter was i

also expelled by heat. It was then strongly acidulated by
cMorhydnc acid heated up to boil Ibvaboil-
mg solution ot oxalic i id, ,vhil !, j„l constantly stirred.
lhe precipitate of crystalline oxalates, which settled easily, was

* Berzelius & Hisinger, Gehlen's Journ. der Chemie, ii 397
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decanted and washed with boiling water. The mother-liquor
still contained a large portion of the rare oxyds, but these w-iv
very much mixed with other bases.

The dried oxalates were then placed into a porcelain dish
and decomposed by heat over an open fire, care being taken to

stir them constantly. Should this precaution be negli

might cake together, in which case a portion of the salt would
remain undecomposed. Concentrated nitric acid was now
poured upon the cinnamon-brown powder and the mixture

i - h i I until the oxyds were dissolved.

The deep red violet solution was freed as much as possible

from the excess of nitric acid by evaporation, and v

warm it was poured in a boiling mixture of water and sulphuric
acid, containing 2 c. c. of sulphuric acid per liter of water.

The red violet color at once disappeared, and while a great

evolution of gas took place, a dirty yellow precipitate of basic

ceroso-ceric sulphate was formed. The mixture was allowed to

boil up two or three times ; it was then removed from the fire,

when the precipitate settled rapidly.

Should the quantity of sulphuric acid and water have been
insufficient, a portion of the nitric acid solution remains un-
decomposed and the supernatant liquid is yellow ; this is also

the case when the sulphuric acid water is too concentrated,

because then a portion of the precipitate is dissolved by the

excess of the acid. If the right proportions have been used,

the supernatant liquid wall have an amethystine color from the

presence of didymium ; in it neither boiling nor the addition
of water or a few drops of sulphuric acid will give a precipitate.

A few preliminary experiments will determine the requiste

quantities of water and sulphuric acid.

The basic precipitate was washed by decantation, at first

•with boiling water containing per liter 1 c. c. of sulphu
then with boiling distilled water. The precipitate set

It is well to preserve the first wash-waters, since a
the precipitate dissolves in them even to the extent of
The last portion of the filtrate resulting from the washings
with pure water need not be saved, as they contain traces only
of the precipitate.

This basic sulphate, although sometimes prepared by a dif-

ferent process, has been used by most chemists as

point for the preparation of pure salts of cerium, and the sul-

phate obtaii rved for the determination of its

equivalent.

m
The washed basic salt, obtained by the method above men-

tioned, I divided into two equal parts; with the one I repeated

the experiments made by previous observers, while the other
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whiasupplied me with the material for some new experiments.

tail in due season. The first part was dig

the addition of a few drops of sulphuric acid an

heated, the yellowish-red solution reduced by sulphurous acid

and evaporated to dryness. The dry salt, heated in a platinum

crucible, was freed from its excess of sulphuric acid an

the cerous sulphate therefrom resulting was dissolved in cold

water, filtered and very slowly evaporated over a v

The slower the evaporation the better will the crystals be.

When but little of the mother-liquor remained, this was

poured off, the salt washed twice with boiling water, and the

purified salt dried over a water bath.

Upon being tested with the spectroscope, the mother-liquor

showed the whole absorption spectrum of didymium, with the

same distinctness as a moderately concentrated solution of

didymium would do.

A solution of the purified crystals gave such lines as in the

didymium spectrum are usually marked by I h< ir intensity. A

small portion of the mother-liquor precipitated by

gave on ignition of the oxalate an oxyd of a brown c
the ceroso-ceric oxyd obtained by a similar pnx.vss from the

sulphate had already a brick-red color. For the purpose ot

further purification the whole mass of the sulphate was recryfi- \

tallized five times in the manner above stated and the mother-

liquor always separated from the crystals, then the salt
^
was

y

separated by fractional crystallization into five equal portions?

as follows

:

The mass of the crystals into A : A„ ; A 3

Of these salts B
2 , C , and C

a were analyzed.
The following method was in general adopted : About 1'5

grams of the salt, which had previously been dried over chlo-

rid of calcium, was weighed in a tared platinum crucible; this

was transferred into a larger platinum crucible, in the bottom
of which was a thick platinum spire, upon which v,

crucible rested, fully surrounded by air The lar-
covered by a mica plate was then very carefully heated during
three hours, high over a small gas flame, and weighed. The*
weighings were repeated, the crucible remaining at the same

rer the flame, while the heat was gradually increased,
until finally a point was reached, when, notwithstanding a con-
siderable increase m the temperature, the weight of the cruci-
ble remained invariable. From five to eight weighings gene-
rally sufficed to give the amount of water
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The anhydrous salt was then dissolved in a large quantity

of water, the solution heated and precipitated by a concen-

trated boiling solution of oxalic acid. The filtrate should

always be tested by ammonia and should not give a precipitate,

if the proportions of oxalic acid are correct.

The greatest precautions are necessary in the ignition of the

oxalate, because the resulting ceroso-ceric oxyd is in such an
exceedingly finely divided condition that the slightest shaking

will occasion a loss, unless the crucible be covered by a well

fitting lid.

The resulting ceroso-ceric oxyd was always analyzed and the

amount of cerous oxyd corresponding with it determined ac-

cording to Bunsen's volumetric method by iodid of potassium

and chlorhydric acid from the amount of liberated iodine.

1.—1-4542 grs. of B 2
gave 019419 grs. water and 076305 grs.

ceroso-ceric oxyd," corresponding with 0*72443 grs. cerous

oxyd ; 070325 grs. of ceroso-ceric oxyd gave 0-66766 grs.

of cerous oxyd.
2.—1-4104 grs. of C

,
gave 0-1898 grs. water and 0-7377 grs. of

ceroso-ceric oxyd, giving 0-70217 grs. of cerous oxyd.

3.—1-35027 grs. of C 2
gave 0-1820 grs. water and 0-70665 grs.

of ceroso-ceric oxyd, corresponding with 0-67261 grs. cerous

oxyd; 0-6916 grs. ceroso-ceric oxyd gave 0*65829 grs. cerous

oxyd.

According to these results the anhydrous sulphate contains

as follows

:

giving as the mean result^ 46-187.
The anhydrous sulphate consists according to these numbers

of one equivalent of base for one of acid.

The composition of the crystals is as follows :

B„ C, C 3 Mean. Calculated.

Cerous oxyd, 49816 49765 49-813 49-805 49-628

cid, 36*830 36'758 36'708 36-765 36'634

100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000

These results agree with the calculated analysis, which corres-

ponds to the formula : 3(CeO, S0 3
)+5HO.
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3 equivalent 46-187 has been used for these calculations.
j

salt, which gave these results was crystallized in small
J

h, elongated in one direction, the crystallographic de- I

Thee
The salt,

crystals,
.

scription of which I shall subsequently give.

Let us compare this equivalent with the results which were I

previously obtained by other observers.
_ t

I

Beringer* made in Wohler's laboratory four determinations 1

of the equivalent of cerium. His salts were all prepared from 1

the residue, remaining after the extraction of the mixed cente- I

oxyds by dilute nitric acid. They were all rose-colored.

From the pale rose-colored cerous sulpl ate lie < l.taincd the iinni-

From tin ; Eorid, 576*97 46'158 I

By tl.-. c..:i-. ->!.-,,,,:
l I.i-:j!

i
.!.i.rmtooxyd, 576'69 46"127 I

Fr.MH th" <vr<.-u< formate, 576*00 46"080 1

Mean, 576-73 46-138 I

Hermannf found the number 575-00=46-00 by ai

of the cerous sulphate prepared from the basic sul]

this case likewise the mixed oxyds were first extract- •

Marignac^: used for his determinations the cerous sulphate,

is prepared from the basic sulphate, purified

Uizations. The basic sulphate was prepared froin tte ,

mixed oxyds, remaining after having been extracted
acid. The residue was dissolved in sulphuric acid, and the

It precipitated by dilution with water. Maligna
adopts the number 46 "00 as the equivalent of cerium. .

Under the guidance of Bunsen,§ Jegel made several experi- :

ments.^ The mixed oxalates were ignited with magn
then dissolved in boiling nitric acid and the solution
to crystallization. The solution of these crystal

"

when poured m boiling water, containing sulphuric acid, pro-

duced the basic eerie sulphate, from which the neul
salt was obtained, which gave

:

5
^*?n,

575 '25 57^5 M (57573
46-104 46-020 46-050 Mean

| 46058

*^£®f^<&*» analysis of the cerous oxalate

pLmXm, i£t
Chimie et Vhjs

->
ni - XMviLi- 148

;
Am - der chem.un*

§ Bunsen, AnnalenderChem.&Pharm w irsq
rRammelsberg., Poggendorfa Anl ™ui, Is59
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To facilitate comparison I will tabulate the different results:

0=100 £*?h
Beringer,

3Iarignac,

Bunsen,
Rammelsberg,
Wolf,

The new number differs from all the others and is even higher

than that obtained by Beringer with far less purified material

;

> were rose-colored, owing to the presence of didy-

mium, my salts, on the contrary, were perfectly color,

had been re-crystallized at least ten times (always rejecting the

-liquor). ,,.,-. *•_
Having used the verv greatest care both m the preparation

and in the analyses of the salt, it is difficult to account for

this high result : either the same analytical error Uas been

committed in the three analyses or there maj
;
be^present

another foreign substance besides didymmm. The first sup-

position is contradicted by analyses, which have been made by

exactly the same methods and which will be given hereafter,

while the second I shall discuss presently.
+w£Vn+v

A sample of salt, which had been ^crystallized twenty

times, still distinctly showed the line Dl^^80^1^? ;
tram of didymium, and it being evident that by crystallization

alone no absolutely pure cerous sulphate can be Prepared it

was therefore necessary to search for another methodJtoi its

preparation. To ascertain the purity of the reciting product

the cerous oxalate was used, and from the color of the mj*

produced by its ignition the state of purity was readily ascer-

^Motanderhad already correctly stated that the brows.color

of the mixed oxyds was due to the presence of:foreign ubstan-

ces ; he obtained the ceroso-ceric oxyd of a reddish w
Hermann had it of an Isabel color. By a shght aIter tion m
the mode of preparation, Bunsen obtained it ot a yen°™8"

white color. On my part I have made numerous experiments

in order to produce it as white as possible.

For this purpose the previously mentioned second portion

of the basic sulphate was used. Out of the numerous methods

which I have tried, but two have given encouraging results

The first was as follows : A small portion of the

was dissolved by heating it with a few drops of sulphuric acid

and this Bolui

.

>>imng it into

% of boiling water. After its conversion into «^f^
new precipitate gave a paler ceroso-cenc oxyd ,

a repeuu
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the same process still gave a better result, but the reduction in

color was not very rapid and it would have required at least

eight or ten precipitations to produce as pale an oxyd as that

obtained by the following process; besides, another disadvan-

tage, incident to these numerous washings, is the very lar
"

quantity of solution and the great loss of material, which a

the consequences. Far better results were obtained by the u

of nitric instead of sulphuric acid. The crude precipitate was

dissolved in a small quantity of nitric acid, and the deep red

solution treated as above, by which a far paler precipitate of

basic salt was obtained. The resulting mother-liquor gave on

evaporation the complete didymium spectrum and the color of

the oxyds prepared from it was brown like that of the original

mixed oxyds.

To save repetitions, I will call the crude basic salt N and the

precipitate resulting from it N«. N« was re-dissolved again in

1 and the solution treated as above; it gave a new
N/9, which was easily discernible from N and N« by its paler

color and greater purity. It separated far more readily from
the supernatant liquid than N and N« and was more easily

washed out.

The mother-liquor from NS examined with the spectroscope
still indicated the presence of didymium, and N|* itse
a yellowish white ceroso-ceric oxyd, in which traces of didymium—3 still perceptible.

" iofN-A portion of N3 was converted in
re-crystallized six times, the mother-L^„„.
rated at each operation. The crystallizations wereobtained by
a very slow evaporation of the liquid, and I observed that the
forms of the crystals had materially changed. As already sta-

ted the still impure sulphate always gave thin slender crystals,
while now, after repeated evaporations and crystallizations, no
other but small octahedral forms were produced.
*rom this salt several new determinations of the equivalent

were made. ^

The pulverized salt was dried over sulphuric acid and the
analyses conducted as already described :

ft. 1-4327 grs. gave 0-2733 grs. water and 0-69925 grs. of ceroso-

o
C
T?n«? '

corre8Ponding with 0-66491 grs. cerous oxyd;
tf
3 . 1;5U56 grs. gave 02775 grs. water and 0-7405 grs of ceroso-
ceric oxyd, corresponding with 0-70413 grs. of cerous oxyd

;

ft.«Sw
SKm cer?80-ceric oxyd from ^ and ? 2

gave
0-8383 grs. cerous oxyd.

8
3 .

1-44045 grs. gave 0-2710 grs. water and 0-7052 grs. ceroso-

n
G
?.no

0Xy
'
c
j
3

JesP°Ild^g with 0-67044 grs. cerous oxyd.
U-5102 grs. of the ceroso-ceric oxyd gave 0'48505 grs. cerous
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These results give for the anhydrous sulphate:

p, P% £3 Mean -

Cerousoxyd, -- 57'349 57'335 57'329 57-338

Sulphuric acid, 42-651 42-665 42'67l 42'662

100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000

Equivalent, 45'7S4 45"754 45-741 45*760

The hydrous sulphate has the composition:

Cevousoxyd,— - 46-409 46-767 46'544 46*578

... 34-515 34-802 34'642 34-6o3

Water, ." 19"076 18-431 18-814 18'774

100-000 100-000 100-000 100-000

From these analyses it becomes evident that the composition

of this hydrous sulphate diners from that previously described

and that it can be expressed by the formula 2(CeO, S0 3)+
5HO, which would give

:

Cerousoxyd, £*£
Sulphuric acid, — - ^406.

The equivalents'reVulting from these analyses differ v. n much •

from those previously obtained, but it is hardly possible that

the separation of didymium alone can be the cause ot the re-

duction from 46-187 to 45760. Bunsen's and Rammelsberg's

equivalents 46'058 and 46-072 were certainly made with cerium

salts free or almost free from didymium. The salt which

gave 45760 still contained a trace of this metal.

From all these facts we are led to conclude that the reduction

of the equivalent of cerium from 46- to 45-760 is not owing to

the separation of didymium, but to that of another foreign

substance. . ,

The mother-liquor and wash-waters from N? gave with am-

monia a very minute precipitate.

Encouraged by the results obtained by this method of sepa-

ration, I have continued in the same manner. A portion ot

N? was dissolved in nitric acid, and this solution re-precipita-

ted by boiling water. The new precipitate Ny was almost white.

In the mother-liquor the presence of didymium could hardly

be detected by the line D, while in the precipitate itself not a

trace was visible. , . , , .. »

The sulphate prepared from Nr again showed the habitus oi

the first sulphates and crystallized in slender crystals, which

gave the same angles with no new modifications ;
analysis

proved that their composition also was nearly the same, i

found that

—
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1-4684 grs. gave 01880 grs. of water and 07717 grs.

eerie oxyd,which gave 07338 grs. of ceroso-oxyd.

The sulphate contains therefore as follows :

The equivalent calculated from this analysis is again lower,

being equal to 45'699.

Although the cerous sulphate from which the last determin-

ations had been made was entirely Jree from didymium, still

I thought that a repetition of the same mode of purification

might lead to a still greater reduction of the equivalent, o

to the removal of the foreign substance above alluded to.

A portion of Ny was therefore treated as usual, and pro-

duced the basic salt N<5.

After washing it was perfectly white, though otherwise i

appearance similar to N, N«, Nj? and Ny.
The oxyds obtained, both from the oxalate, prepared from the

mother-liquor, and that from the basic salt, were white.
Tri

neither could the least trace of didymium be detected,

sulphate prepared from N<? after repeated and very careful re-

crystallizations, had the habitus of the first sulphates ar

gave on analysis the following results

:

1-3756 grs. gave 0'1832 grs. water and 07186 grs. of ceros

eerie oxyd, yielding 0-68318 grs. of cerous oxyd.
These results would give for :

The crystallized salt. The anhydrous as

Cerous oxyd, 49-664 57*294

Sulphuric acid, 37'018 42*706

Water, 1 3 .318

100-000 100-000

The equivalent was again reduced by this operation, which no*

makes it equal to 45*664, which number must be considered as

the equivalent of the purest cerium, which, has as vet been

prepared.

Further investigations will be needed to ascertain, whether
a continued repetition of the same operation can reduce the

equivalent of cerium to a still lower number.



Laws of Botanical Nomenclatu

Art. IX.

—

Laws of Botanical Nomenclature adopted by the

I, ternatio) al Bota, 'col Congress I 'd at Paris in August,

1867; together with an Historical Introduction and Com-
mentary. By Alphonse .DeCandolle. Translated from

the French.

Laws of Botanical Xomkxci.atuki-: aih'L'tko i:v tim: '

General considerations and k

Article 1. Natural History can make no real progress with-

out a regular system of nomenclature, acknowledged and used
hy a large majority of naturalists of all countries.

Art. 2. The rules of nomenclature should neither be arbitrary,

nor imposed by authority. They must be founded on consid-

erations clear and forcible enough for every one to comprehend
and be disposed to accept.

Art. 3. The essential point in nomenclature is to avoid or to

reject the use of forms, or names, that may create error or am-
biguity, or throw confusion into science.

_
Next in importance is the avoidance of any useless introduc-

tion of new names.
Other considerations, such as absolute grammatical correct-

ness, regularity or euphony of names, a more or less prevailing

custom, respect for persons, etc., notwithstanding their unde-
niable importance, are relatively accessory.

Art. 4. No custom contrary to rule can be maintained if it

leads to confusion or error. When a custom offers no serious

inconvenience of this kind, it may be a motive for < :

which we must, however, abstain from extending or imitating.

In the absence of rule, or where the consequences of rules are

questionable, established custom becomes law.

Art. 5. The principles and forms of nomenclature should be
as similar as possible in botany and in ji possible in botany i

Art. 6. Scientific names should be in Latin.
_
When taken

from another language, a Latin termination is given to them,
except in cases sanctioned by custom. If translated into a
modern language, it is desirable that they should preserve as

great a resemblance as possible to the original Latin names.
Art. 7. Nomenclature comprises two categories of names :—1.

Names, or rather terms, expressing the nature of the groups

comprehended one within another. 2. Names particular to

animals that observation has
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On the manner of designating the nature and sid)ordination of Ik

groups that constitute the Vegetable Kingdom.

Art. 8. Every individual plant belongs to a species {specie*),

every species to a genus (genus), every genus to an order (ordo,

familia), every order to a cohort (cohors), every cohort to i

class (classis), every class to a division (divisio).
Art. 9. In many species we distinguish likewise varieties and

variations, and in some cultivated species, modifications still

more numerous
; in many genera sections, in many orders

tribes.

Art. 10. Finally, if circumstances require us to distinguish

a greater number of intermediate groups, it is easy, by putting

the syllable sub before the name of the group, to form suV

divisions of that group
; in this manner suborder (subordo)

designates a group between an order and a tribe, subtribeK
tribus), a group between a tribe and a genus, etc. The ensem-

ble of subordinate groups may thus be carried, for uncultivated
or spontaneous plants only, to twenty degrees, in the following

retabila

mtrav^' in^Jf^T of^^ these names of grou^

andYhJItate o^^V^^ to dividual opinioB

custom imlSw i! •
?

' - sanctioned by

Vn
3f.

rt
.

ef Any classification containing,
ae division of or>nprH jnto order or °'

species into genera k in . l • n ,

genera mto orders
»

°
^
Ar . 1 9Tea'!. inadmissible.

Art. 13. The arrangement of species in f«i genus i
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division is made by means of typographical signs, letters, or

figures. Hybrids are classed after one of the species from which

they originate, with the sign x prefixed to the generic name.

The rank of subspecies under species is marked by letters or

figures ; that of varieties by the series of Greek letters «, p',
;

,

etc. Groups below varieties and half-breeds (mule of florists)

are indicated by letters, figures or typographical signs, according

to the will of the author.

Art. 14. Modifications of cultivated species should, where

possible, be classed under the wild or spontaneous species from
which they are derived.

For this purpose the most striking are treated as subspecies,

and when constant from seed, they are called races (proles).

Modifications of a secondary order take the name of varieties,

and if there be no doubt as to their almost constant heredity

by seed, they are termed subraces {subproles).

Modifications of minor importance, more or less comparable

to subvarieties, variations or subvariations of uncultivated >p,-

cies, are indicated according to their origin in the

manner :—1. Satus (seedling ; Gall, semis ;
Germ. E

for a form obtained from seed. 2. Mistus (blending : Gall

metis
; Germ. Blendling), for a form arising from croi

zation in a species. 3. Lusus (sport ; Germ. Spielart), for a

form originating from a leaf-bud or from any other organ, and

propagated by division.

On the manner of desiju •'' t / •
*< "*o >> "'

'
:

'

,,,}i °J P ' iis -

Section 1. General Principles.

Art. 15. Each natural group of plants can bear in science

but one valid designation, namely, the most ancient, whether

adopted or given by Linnams, or since Linnaeus, provided it be

consistent with the essential rules of nomenclature.

Art. 16. No one ought to change a name or a coml
of names without serious motives, derived from a more profound

* Since the meeting of the Congress, the author of r :

breed precisely Imp]
"• Iuhvcy. r. lik •

.

analogous

, or mixtus. will perliaps u
>rd half-breed. V v more express*
i the advantage of being intelligible

"

:a ; but is too obviously erroneous to be sand

• Jour. Sex—Secosd Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 1

i amongst English
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knowledge of facts, or from trie necessity of relinquishing a

nomenclature that is in opposition to essential rules (art. 3,

first paragraph, 4, 11, 15, etc. : see sect. 6).

Art. 17. The form, the number, and the arrangement ot

names depend upon the nature of each group, according to tie

following rules. '

Section 2. Nomenclature of the different kinds of Groups.

§ 1. Names of Divisions and Subdivisions, Classes and Subclasses.

Art. 18. The names of divisions and subdivisions, of classes

and subclasses, are drawn from their principal characters. They

are expressed by words of Greek or Latin origin, some similar-

ity of form and termination being given to those that designate

groups of the same nature (Phanerogams, Cryptogams ;
Mono-

cotyledons, Dicotyledons, etc.).

Art. 19. Among Cryptogams, the old family names, such as

Filices, Musci, Fungi, Lichenes, Algce, may be used for names

of classes and subclasses.

§ 2. Names of Cohorts and Subcohorts.

Art. 20. Cohorts are designated preferably by the name of

one of their principal Orders, and as far as possible with a

uniform termination.

Subcohorts (rarely used) may be designated in the same

§ 3. Names of Orders and Suborders, of Tribes and Subiribes.

Art. 21. Orders {Ordines, Families) are designated by tfe

name of one of their genera, with the final acece (Rosacea,

from Rosa ; Ranunculaceo3, from Ranunculus, etc.).

Art. 22. Custom warrants the following exceptions :—
(1.) When the Latin name of the genus from which is taken

that of the Order ends in -ix or -is (genitive -ids or -idis),W
termination -iceoz, or -inece, or -idece is admitted

I
S

from Sahx; Tamariscineee, from Tamarix; Berberidece, from

Herberts),

(2.) When the genus from which the name is derived has as

unusually long name, no tribe in the Order taking l

tion alter the same genus, the termination in -ece is admit 4*"

(Dipterocarpeo3, from Dipterocarpus).
(3.) Some large Orders, named long since, have n

exceptional names under which they are generally known (&*'

ciferce Leguminosce, Gvttiferce, TJmbelliferce, Composite?, L^
latce Cupuhferce, Coniferce, Palmeos, Graminece, etc.). . I

(4.) An old generic name, which has become that
or of a species, may be preserved as the foundation of that*
the Order (Lentibulariece, from Lentibularia ; HippocastanM
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from JEsculus Hippocastanum ; Oaryophyllece, from Dianthit.i

Oaryophyllus, etc.).

Art. 23. The names of suborders (subordines, subfamilicd)

are derived from the name of one of the genera that form part

of them, with the final -eee.

Art. 24. The names of tribes and subtribes are taken from

that of one of the genera included in the group, with the final

§ 4. Names of Genera and of Divisions of Genera.

Art. 25. G-enera, subgenera, and sections, receive names,

commonly substantive, which may be compared to our own
proper family names.
These names may be derived from any source whatsoever,

and may even be arbitrarily imposed, under the restrictions

mentioned further on.

Art. 26. A name may be given to subsections, as well as to

inferior generic subdivisions ; or these may simply be indicated

by a number, or by a letter.

Art. 27. When the name of a genus, subgenus, or section is

taken from the name of a person, it is composed in the follow-

ing manner :

—

The name cleared of titles or of any accessory particle, takes

the final -a or -ia.

The spelling of the syllables unaffected by this final, is pre-

served without alteration, even with letters or diphthongs now
employed in certain languages, but not in Latin, Nevertheless

/;. and ;. of the (ivrmun language become ee, ce, and ue,

whilst e and e of the French language become e.

Art. 28. Botanists who have generic names to publish show

judgment and taste by attending to the following recommend-
ations :—

(1.) Not to make names too long or difficult to pronounce.

(2.) To give the etymology of each name.
(3.) If they have formerly made a name that has not been

accepted, not to establish another genus under the same name,

particularly in the same Order, or in a neighboring one.

(4.) Not to dedicate genera to persons in all respects stran-

gers to botany, or at least to natural history, nor to persons

quite unknown.
(5.) Not to draw names from barbarous tongues, unless those

names be frequently quoted in books of travel, and have an

agreeable form that adapts itself readily to the Latin tongue,

and to the tongues of civilized countries.

(6.) If possible, by the composition or the termination of
the word, to call to mind the affinities or the analogies of the
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(7.) To avoid adjective nouns.
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Art. 33. Names of persons used as specific names have a
genitive or an adjective form {Glusil or ( 'Ins'mnu). The first
is used when the species has been described or distinguished by
the botanist whose name it takes ; in other cases the second
form is preferred. Whatever be the form chosen, every specific
name derived from the name of a person should begin with a
capital letter.

Art. 34. A specific name may be an old generic name, or a
substantive proper name. It then takes a capital, and does not
agree with the generic name (2 . Qorvn&Ua

Art. 35. No two species of the same genus can bear the
same specific name, but the same specific name may be given in
several genera.

Art. 36. In constructing specific names, botanists will do
well to give attention to the following recommendations :

—

(1.) Avoid very long names, as well as those that are difficult
to articulate.

(2.) Avoid names that express a character common to all,
or to almost all the species of a genus.

(3.)^ Avoid names designating little known or very limited
localities, unless the species be very local.

(4.) Avoid, in the same genus, names too similar inform,

—

above all, those that only differ in their last letters.

(5.) Beadily adopt unpublished names found in travellers'
notes or in herbaria, unless they be more or less defective Csee
Art. 17).

' J k

(6.) Avoid names that have been already used in the genus,
or in some nearly allied genus, and have become synonyms.

(7.) Name no species after any one who has neither discov-
ered, nor described, nor figured, nor studied it in any way.

(8.) Avoid specific names composed of two words.
(9.) Avoid specific names having, etymologically, the same

meaning as the generic name.
Art. 37. Hybrids whose origin has been experimentally de-

monstrated are designated by the generic name, to which is

added a combination of the specific names of the two species
irom which they are derived, the name of the species that has
supplied the pollen being placed first with the final i or o, and
that of the species that has supplied the ovulum coming next,
with a hyphen between {Amaryllis vittato-regince, for the
Amaryllis proceeding from A. regince, fertilized by A. vittata.

-Hybrids of doubtful origin are named in the same manner
as species. They are distinguished by the absence of a number,
and by the sign x being prefixed to the generic name
^previa, Kem.). ° l b
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Art. 38. Names of subspecies and varieties are formed in the

same way as specific names, and are added to them according

Live value, beginning by those of the highest rank

Half-breeds {mules of florists) of doubtful origin are named

and ranked in the same manner.

Subvarieties, variations, subvariations of uncultivated plants

may receive names analogous to the foregoing, or merely num-

bers or letters, for facilitating their arrangement.

Art. 39. Half-breeds {mules of florists) of undoubted origin

are designated by a combination of the two names of tne sub-

species, varieties, subvarieties, etc., that have given birth to

them, the same rules being observed as in the case of hybrids.

Art. 40. Seedlings, half-breed of uncertain origin, and sports

should receive from horticulturists fancy names in common

language, as distinct as possible from the Latin names of spe-

cies or varieties. When they can be traced back to botanical

species, subspecies, or variety, this is indicated by a succession

of names {Pelargonium zoriale, Mrs. Pollock).

Section 3. On the Publication of Names, and on the Pate oj

each Name or Combination of Names.

Art. 41. The date of a name or of a combination of name

is that of its actual and irrevocable publication.
Art. 42. Publication consists in the sale or the distribution

among the public of printed matter, plates, or autographs. J
consists, likewise, in the sale or the distribution, among tM

leading public collections, of numbered specimens, accompa-

nied by printed or autograph tickets, bearing the date of the

sale or distribution.

Art. 43. The communication of new names in a public meet-

ing, and the placing of names in collections or in gardens open

to the public, do not constitute publication.
Art. 44. The date put to a work is presumed to be correct,

till there is evidence to the contrary.
Art. 45. A species is not looked upon as named unless it^

a^nLnafe as Wel1 as a 8Pecific °«>.
Art. 4b. A species announced in a work under generic and

specific names, but without any information as to its I

cannot be considered as being published. The same may W

Art X/Tf aTUn
.

Ced witW beinS characterized.
.Art. 47. Botanists will do well to conform to the following

recommendations :

—

(1.) To give accurately the date of publication of their works

of 1»™T °i
W01\8

'
and that of the sale or the die

of named and numbered plants
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(2.) To publish no name without clearly indicating whether

it is that of an Order or of a tribe, of a genus or of a section,

of a species or of a variety,—in short, without giving an opin-

ion as to the nature of the group to which the name is given.

(3.) To avoid publishing or mentioning in their works un-

published names which they themselves do not accept, espe-

Ia ally if the authors of such names have not expressly author-

ized them to do so. (See Art. 36, 5.)

Section 4. On the Precision to be given to Names by the Quota-

tion of the Author whojirst publislial than.

Art. 48. For the indication of the name or names of any

group to be accurate and complete, it is necessary to quote the

author who first published the name or combination of names

in question.

Art. 49. An alteration of the constituent characters, or
_
of

the circumscription of a group, does not warrant the quotation

of another author than the one that first published the name
or combination of names. When the alteration is considera-

ble, the words : mutatis charact., or pro parte, or exd s«».,

excZ. sp., excl var., or any other abridged indication, a:

to the quotation of the original author, according to the nature

of the changes that have been made, and of that group that is

dealt with.

Art. 50. Names published from a private document
an herbarium, a non-distributed collection, etc., are individual-

ized by the addition of the name of the author who publishes

them, notwithstanding the contrary indication that he may
have given. In like manner names used in gardens are indi-

vidualized by the mention of the author who first publishes

The herbarium, the collection, or the garden, should be fully

quoted in the text. (Lam. ex Commers. ms. in Herb. Par.;

Lindl ex horto Lodd.) . _

Art. 51. When a group is moved, without alteration of name,

to a higher or lower rank than that which it held before, the

change is considered equivalent to the creation of an entirely

new group, and the author who has effected the change is the

one to be quoted. .

,

.Art. 52. Authors' names put after those of plants are abbre-

viated, unless they be very short.

For this purpose, preliminary particles or letters that do not,

strictly speaking, form part of the name, are suppressed, and the

hrst letters are given without any omission whatsoever. It a

name of one syllable is long enough to make it worth while to

abridge it, the first consonants only are given {Br. for Brown)

;
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if the name has two or more syllables, the first syllable and

the first letter of the following one are taken ; or, the two first,

re both consonants (Juss. for De Jussieu ; Rich, for

Kichard).

When it is found necessary to give more of a name, for the

sake of avoiding confusion between names beginning with the

same syllables, the same system is to be followed. For instance,

Lies are given, together with the one or two consonants

of the third ; or else one of the last characteristic consonants

of the name is added (Bertol. for Bertoloni, so that it may he

dist i u-uished from Bertero ; or Michx. for Michaux, to prevent

confusion with Micheli). Christian names or accessory desig-

nations, serving to distinguish two botanists of the same name,

are abridged in the same way (Adr. Juss. for Adrien de Jussieu,

Gcertn. fil. or Gcertn. f. for Gsertner son).
When it is settled custom to abridge a name in another

manner, it is best to conform to it (L for Linnasus, St.-ffl-

for Saint-Hilaire).

Seed m 5. On Mimes that are to be retained where a Group is

<h>'nl,,l, ,>,,mHhU,;l, trnnsf.wl, or wont/ from <•>,, r<mkt
(mother, or when, two Groups of (he same rank are united.

Art. 53. An alteration of characters, or a revision carrying

be exclusion of certain elements of a group or the ad-

dition of fresh ones, does not warrant a change in the name or

names of a group.
Art. 54. When a genus is divided into two or more genera.

its name must be retained, and given to one of ;

If the genus contains a section or some other din-
sion which, judging by its name or by its species, is the type

°J
™e

°l
lgm

•
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Art. 58. When a tribe is made into an Order, when a sub-

genus 'or a section becomes a genus, or a division of a species

becomes a species, or vice versd, the old names are maintained,

provided the result be not the existence of two genera oi the

same name in the Vegetable Kingdom, two divisions of a genus,

or two species of the same name in the same genus, or two di-

visions of the same name in the same species.

Section 6. On Names that are to be rejected, changed, or aUerecl

Art 59 Nobody is authorized to change a name because it

is badly chosen or disagreeable, or another is preferable or bet-

ter known, or for any other motive, either contestable or oi

little import. . . .. .

Art. 60. Every one is bound to reject a name in the following

(1.)' When the name is applied, in the Vegetable Kingdom,

to a group that has before received a name in due form.

(2.) When it is already in use for a class or for a genus, or

is applied to a division or to a species of the same genus, or to

-ion of the same species. _ .

(3.) When it expresses a character of an attribute that is

positively wanting in the whole of the group in question or at

least in the greater part of the elements it is composed ot

(4.) When it is formed by the combination of two languages.

,
(5.) When it is in opposition to the rules laid down m bec-

'Art" 61. The name of a cohort, subcohort, Order, suborder

tribe, or subtribe, must be changed if taken from a genus found

not to belong to the group in question.

Art. 62. When a subgenus, a section, or a subsecr

as such into another genus, the name must be changi

is already, in that genus, a group of the same rank, under the

same name. ,, •.

When a species is moved from one genus into another, its

rific name must be changed if it is already borne by one oi

species of that genus. So likewise when a subs

variety, or some other subdivision of a species is placed under

another species, its name must be changed if borne already by

a form of like rank of that species. ,

Art. 63. When a group is transferred to another, keeping

there the same rank, its name will have to be change*! it it

leads to misconception. n „„ „ co ,i a
Art. 64. In the cases foreseen in Articles 60,61 62 63, the

name to be rejected or changed is replaced by the oldest admis-

sible one existing for the group in question ;
m the absence oi

this, a new one is to be made.
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Art. 65. The name of a class, of a tribe, or of any other

group above the genus, may have its termination altered so as

to suit rule or custom.

Art. 66. When a name derived from Latin or Greek has

been badly written or badly constructed, when a name derived

from that of a person has not been written consistently with

the true spelling of that name, or when a fault of gender has

carried with it incorrect terminations of the names of species

or of their modifications, every botanist is authorized to rec-

tify the faulty names or terminations, unless it be a question

of a very ancient name current under its incorrect form. -this

right must be used reservedly, especially if the change is to

bear upon the first syllable, and, above all, upon the first letter

of the name.
When a name is drawn from a modern language, it is to »

maintained just as it was made, even in the case of the spelling

having been misunderstood by the author, and justly deserving

to be criticized.

Section 7. On Names of Plants in Modern Languages.

Art. 67. Latin scientific names, or those that are immediately

derived from them, are used by botanists preferably to names

of another kind, or having another origin, unless these areverj

intelligible and in common use. ,

Art. 68. Every friend of science ought to be opposed to the

introduction into a modern language of names of plants that

are not already there, unless they are derived from a Latin

botanical name that has undergone but a slight alteration.

Editorial Remarks and Suggestions.

We have reprinted this code in full, so that American nat-

uralists generally may be informed by it, and contrib
part if so disposed, to the discussion which probably is hardl?

tion issued by L. Keeve & Co. (at 2*. 6d. sterling), with its in-

teresting Preliminary Notice, Historical Introduction, and the

elaborate Commentary which of itself occupies more thanW
of the pamphlet. The considerable space which the code alone

occupies in our restricted pages prevents any extended commen-
tary^! our °^ Jt seems to be generally understood that tn

reference of this subject to the recent Botanical Congress*
Pans wasm some sort the result of a criticism made in 1

nal (for January, 1867) upon the course followed in a
nomenclature by a valued contributor to the latest issued vol'
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ume of DeCandolle's Prodromus. The innovation had to be
the more pointedly condemned because the work of a most ex-
cellent botanist, incorporated into the standard publication of
the time, and also the culmination of a tendency for a long
while manifest in various quarters ; but which, although com-
monly inspired by justifiable motives, and even claiming the
highest accuracy, needed only to be consistently carried out in

practice to show its harmfulness and ensure its reprobation.
The objectionable plan is explicitly condemned in the present
code (Art. 48, 49, 53), both in the original draught by De-
Candolle for presentation to the Parisian Congress, and as
adopted by that body.
The whole code as here printed, after careful discussion and

revision in committee, and in several sittings of the Congress,
was submitted to a final vote, in which the "following decision
was carried all but unanimously, and with manifest satisfac-

tion, by about a hundred botanists of all countries," viz: "That
these La'ws, as adopted by this assembly, shall be recommended
as the best guide for nomenclature in the Vegetable Kingdom."
The few dissenting voices were probably given mainly against

Art. 48, &c, and in reference to the long debated point as to
the name which should be cited as authority for a species trans-
ferred from its original genus to some other. "Whether, for

example, if we adopt Pursh's genus CMmaphila we shall write
" G. maculata Pursh," or " C. maculata L", with or without
an added " sp.", or " sub Pyrola" or whatever else may be de-
vised for incorporating synonymy or history with the binomial

Q and the authority for it. The code enjoins the or-

thodox practice, and the commentary, after an extended presen-
tation of the arguments on both sides, ably vindicates the rule,

as did Agassiz long ago, in his Nomenclator Zoologicus. We
maintained the same view in this Journal many years ago, and
also recently (March, 1864). and have nothing to add, except
to express the hope that the British Association, whit!
its Committee in 1842 to propose the innovation complained of,

yill at its ensuing meeting reconsider its recommendation,
borne of the arguments on the other side are worthy of serious

consideration
;. still we are convinced, as are most botanists of

long experience, that the evils of the proposed innovation, in
any of the forms suggested, far outweigh its possible advan-
tages.

Upon Art. 15, the commentary properly explains that its

terms must not be held as an impediment to quoting Tourne-
tprt [as Linnfeus himself was accustomed to do] or any other
*°r a generic name made before Linnams and adopted by him.
•to decline to recognize generic, any more than specific names
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before Linnaaus, or even those of his contemporaries whom Lin-

naeus himself cites, may no doubt save some trouble and re-

search
; but if the authority of Linnaeus be justly deferred to,

but we approve t

whenever no good reason appears to the contrary.
The concluding recommendation under Art. 25, is probably

worthy of attention : but Art. 60 declares, by implication, that

no generic name in botany is to be discarded because of prior

use m zoology. Names in both kingdoms are far too numerous,
and the obstacles to free acquaintance with them far too great,

to require botanists to look after zoological names, or vice versa.

it is quite as much as zoologists can do to avoid the use of the

same name in two or more classes of the Animal Kingdom.
It was doubtless an oversight, as the commentary Suggests,

through which, in Art. 33, specific personal names are required

to have a genitive form in one case and an adjective form m
the other

: a recommendation merely must have been intended.

it is by no mistake, however, that all such names, as well as

substantive proper names of species, are required to be written

with a capital letter. Some American zoologists, preferring

uniformity to sense or taste, write all specific names whatever
witna small initial: but the example has hardly ever been

followed in botany. The code omits all mention of geographical
specific names, being adjectives, such as Canadensis,
vanica, and the like about which the custom differs in differed
languages, the Enghsh language requiring a capital initial

lateTt vol^
1S a

i
S°

+

1
5 DeCa^olle's Prodromus, except in the

latest volumes
; but there is at present a tendencv to drop the
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fairly apply, and succeeding writers should not be required to

take the godfather for the father. If we rightly understand

the editor, he proposes that we should write Eulophus Lepto-

l Trepocarpus, DC, although the elder DeCandolle,

accepting these names with the specimens froin Nuttall scru-

pulously attributes them to "Nutt. inlitt." To us all such

names which the elder DeCandolle has, at his own discretion,

published for Nuttall, are of "Nutt. in DC. Prodr."&c

The Linnrean canon that hybrid names, part Greek part

Latin, are inadmissible, having properly been kept up (Art.

60 5 ) M DeCandolle, in the commentary, calls attention to

i by botanists in the case of personal nam**,

supposed to be Latinized, and which at least are not Greek, to

which the Greek -oides, -ides, or -opsis, is added. In his ong-

,v consider-

ing what numerous changes would be invol i

commentary he concedes that, as they are not really L:

Greek endings, theymust be permi aghiaulty.

It would surely never do to change lobelia:

campanuloides (Italian and Greek), ranuncUlotdes (good Latin

and Greek), scirpoides and the like, so freely used by_all bo -

anists, from Linnams to the present day : even A. ^eCandoUe

himself, who hopes he has none of the sort to reproach himse.t

v. to a section of Wahlenbergia the name of Lobek-

oides. As to specific names formed of -oides added to personal

lines of modern and unclassical origin, they cpuld not

now be dispensed with; so we must needs insist with such

reason as we may, that the main word is not really Latinized

but Grecified; while in case of real Latin words the Latin

form of adjunct is not only the proper one but often the more

euphonious,—e.g. re?. '• &c -
, , t

•,

This digest, as a whole, is to be highly commended and it

cannot fail to be useful. Its greatest value is this, that it does

not make, but only declare, the common law of botanists.^ uur

Phamogamous botanists in this country did not need it in the

way of correction Some of the Cryptogamists do, and many

The English translation is by Dr. Weddell, who states that

he has adhered as literally as possible to the original^text. in

some parts of it the neat French might possibly have been

rendered in more terse and idiomatic English with no sacrifice

of clearness or accuracy.
A

*
6 '



W. P. Dexter on the Sulphates of Antimony.

Dexter.

The various degrees of saturation of acids with the basic

oxyds have been considered, either in general as different

classes of salts, or have been studied in detail, as combinations

of the individual bases. The recent Memoir of Hr. Schult:

of Berlin,* has added largely to the number of compounds

known as acid salts. In a work now nearly finished, I hope to

show that, of the alum-forming bases, the sulphates of alumina

and sesquioxyd of chrome, are capable of combining with an

equivalent of hydrated sulphuric acid ; that these acid-sul-

phates stand in close connection with the so-called double

salts of the neutral sulphates of these bases ; and that they

may be regarded as compound acids, of which the double

sulphates are the derivative salts. With the view of extend-

ing thls inquiry to the salts of an oxyd of similar composi-

tion, but of a different class, the following examination of

the combinations of sulphuric acid with oxyd of antimonj

was undertaken. No compound was here found analogous

to the acid-sulphates of the alum bases ; as no salt of oxyi

of antimony is known which has the composition of the al-

ums. These compounds have been previously investigate

byBrandes and more recently, and with somewhat different

result, by M. Peligot. My own conclusions agree, as will be

seen, with those of the German chemist • but are given with

hesitation, from experience of the difficulties with which the

preparation of these bodies is attended

g

.For the purpose of demonstrating their existence, and exam-

ining their form under the microscope, the salts are easily made

by boiling oxyd of antimony or Algaroth powder wi
sulphuric acid, until the water of the acid is expelled. The hi-

trildit^T™-? a wMte sandy Pow^r, while the concen-
trated acid deposits on cooling acicular crystals of the ter-snl-

phate or neutral salt. By the action of h^waer these are

Z^LT^Sf^als °f the dill"if the con-

centration of the acid have not been carried so far, intermit

to atoao tn f ' °S
dlfferent form

:
and the liquid^^^^5?^ air

>.
deP<^s still other"

and base
°h C°ntain8 e<lual equivalents of ad*

suffidentlvl^!
*?

*!^ich *W ^ceeded in obtaining * a

sufficiently pure state for analysis. They are all crystal^
* Fogg. Ann., cxxxiii, 137.
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dissolve readily in hydrochloric acid, and, with the exception

of the disulphate, are decomposed by the action of water. To

free them from the adhering acid liquid, they were left for a

considerable time upon a porous earthen plate, protected from

moisture by a glass containing a vessel of concent rah-d sulphuric

acid. For the plates nothing was here to be found better than

the red earthen saucers upon which flower-pots are placed. I

had also flat discs made of the same ware, between which the

salts, when partially dried, were forcibly pressed by means of

a steel screw. The plates, before use, were heated, first in an

oven, and then over a large gas flame, or an anthracite fire, and

left to cool in a close vessel, over sulphuric acid.

For analysis the salts were dissolved in hydrochloric acid,

tartaric added so that the solution could be largely diluted

without precipitation, and the antimony thrown down by sul-

phydric acid : the sulphuric acid was then determined in the

filtrate as sulphate of baryta. If, on the contrary, the sul-

phuric acid be precipitated before the separation of the anti-

mony, a sulphate of baryta is obtained, which after ignition is

colored, and retains traces of the metal, that cannot be wholly

removed by digestion with dilute hydrochloric acid. All the

tartaric acid of commerce, which I have examined, —*
sulphuric acid ;

digestion of the solution in alcohol with a lit-

tle carbonate of baryta removes the acid, but the r

baryta is not quite insoluble in the alcoholic liquid. With
carbonate of lime, no better result was obtained. Through
the kindness of Mr. Melvin, druggist of this city, I received a

supply of tartaric acid, in large crystals, which were quite

tree from sulphuric acid and all metallic impurity.

The precipitated sulphid of antimony was collected on a

weighed filter, and dried at the temperature of boiling water
;

from its weight the quantity of the metal or oxyd was calcu-

lated. As the antimony was in the state of oxyd, and no ni-

tric acid, oxyd of iron, or other substance capable of decom-

posing the sulphydric acid, was present, an excess of sulphur

in the precipitate was not to be feared. It has been asserted

that the tersulphid of antimony retains at 100° C. a quantity

of water, not amounting to one p. c, and requiring lor k- ex-

pulsion a temperature above 200°, by which the sulphid is

converted into the black, crystalline modification. To deter-

mine the precise amount of the error from this source, as well

as from the possible presence of uncombined sulphur, the sul-

phid, after remaining many hours in the water bath, and until

its weight varied, at most, one or two tenths of a I

was heated in a covered crucible, in an air bath, to 212°—220°,
for half or three quarters of an hour at a time, with the follow-
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no constant weight being obtained.

The sulphid was then exposed to the same temperature, i

a bulb blown upon a narrow glass tube, while the air was dii

placed by a slow stream of carbonic acid.

0-3920 " 0-25 milligrams,

these being all products of different analyses ; the sulphid

was completely converted into the !>< u:k m ><lirieation, and the

weight on repeated trial remained unchanged. The error,
j

whatever may be its source, of at most the tenth of one p. ft,

becomes insignificant when compared with the tenfold greater

errors inevitable in the preparation of the salts.

Tersulphate, or Neutral Salt.—Oxyd of antimony and Al-

garoth powder are dissolved in considerable quantity by hot

concentrated sulphuric acid, the latter with disengagement of

hydrochloric acid, the solvent power of the acid seem
! temperature. On cooling, a salt is deposite

lantity, when the acid is satura'

e whole becomes a thick semi

i long, four-sided prisms, wi

. set often upon two opposite sides, alike at both ends

of the prism. They seem to belong to the oblique rhombic

system. The concentrated acid, in which they have formed,

retains so little of the oxyd in solution, at the ordinary tem-

perature, that it remains clear when diluted with v.

by sulphydric acid a slight precipitate is produced. In *e

acid, diluted with about half its volume of water, the oxyd m

the cold is much more soluble.

In the preparation of the salt, the oxychlorid was used

in preference to the oxyd, as the latter is not easily obtained,

free from alkali
; and the acid was heated until all wa»

was expelled, and vapor of hydrated acid abundantly g*en

oft. lhe semi-fluid mass of crystals was brought upon » :

funnel, the neck of which was imperfectly closed by a glass rod,

and they were then further freed from the acid upon the porous

plates, as has been described. These operations were performed
as rapidly as possible, in frosty winter weather, and in a roo©

j

which was not heated, and was entered for no other purpose.

When dry, the salt formed a mass of fibrous texture, very much
resembling asbestos.

My analysis shows this to be the tersulphate, or neutral salt:
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1. 0-5933 of the salt gave 0-3648 Sb S
3

:

2. 0-6792 of the same preparation gave 0*4173 SbS
3 , and

0-918 Sag.

3. 0-6413 of another preparation gave 03999 SbS
3,
and 0-0859

£aS.

Calculated. 1. 2. 3.

Sb0
3

54-94 52-82 5278 5358
3S0 3 4506 46-41 46-00

HXKX) 9919 99-58

The difference in the numbers found in the analyses, from
those given by calculation, is to be ascribed to impurity
of the preparations, rather than to analytical errors. It is

obviously difficult, by pressure between rigid plates, to re-

move completely all adherent liquid, and an excess of acid was
therefore generally found in the salts thus prepared. That this

was in the present case the cause of the discrepancy, will ap-
pear when it is considered that the acid which adhered to the
salt was hydrated acid, and that its water would be represented
in the analysis by a loss. The loss, then, should correspond
in amount to the excess of acid obtained ; or, reckoned in

equivalents as water, should be equal to the equivalents of the

acid in excess.

The composition of the salt from the above analyses, taken
in equivalents, is

HO (loss) 0-25

The earlier analyses gave

Sb0
3

56-4 50-2

99-6 102-1 974
Mr. Pcligot considers the salt to contain four atoms of acid,

a composition which requires 47'77 Sb0 3 to 52-23 S0 3 , if the

r of antimony be taken, as has been here done, at
122-34,-j- The question is one of considerable importance ; for
from the composition which he has assigned to this sulphate,
and to the other antimonial compounds described in his Me-

\f
*p^? ^I^8*1*5 data for calculation are given only for the first ofthe

~- ^e"got. if there be not a misprint, there is an error in this calcul i

many, of which

"* the memoir, there were 46-9 p. c. of acid, instead of 5 19.
t Pogg. Ann, c, 563 ; Proceedings of the Am. Acad, Jan. 1862.

**• Jocb. Sci.-Secosd Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 136.-July, 1S6S.
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moir, Mr. Peligot infers that the salts of antimony, likethos;

of uranium, depart from the recognized law, according to wMd

oxyds containing three equivalents of oxygen require the same

number of atoms of acid to form a neutral salt. The existence
j

of such a sulphate of oxyd of antimony is denied by lift

" En effet il ne m'a pas ete possible de rencontrer nn seol »j

contenant 3 equivalents d'acide combine avec 1 equivalent!

d'oxyde d'antimoine; de sorte que pour les sels d'antimoinei;

meme que pour les sels jaunes d'urane, toutes les foimutes»
culees dans les tables d'equivalents de M. Berzelius repress

des sels qui n'existent pas."*'

5 oxyd, or oxychlorid ^ ~-
phuric acid, until the excess of acid is expelled, a white reswffi

is obtained, the weight of which, however, is not quite con-

stant, a minute quantity of acid being continually given oft

probably on account of the moisture of the air. To obvia

*

this source of uncertainty, the oxyd, or oxychlorid was Put J*

a bulb blown on the end of a narrow and thick glass tube, ben

in the shape of a retort, close to the bulb. The neck wasthe"

drawn out so as to end in a point, in which, during the oistu-

lation, a drop of acid remained, and deprived of its moists

any air which might pass through it. A platinum en:

with asbestos, served as a bath, and was covered with a sb#'

of mica, perforated for the passage of the neck, over whicb as*

bestos was also heaped. The heat was such as just to cau#

the acid to distil slowly over, the distillation from between on*

and two grams of oxychlorid lasting several hours : the tem-

perature was above the melting point of lead. At the end-

a minute drop collected in the point, at intervals of fro©

quarter to half an hour. By too long continuance of the bef

the vapor of water-free acid is seen in the tube. The acid
{J

the neck having been driven off, the point was sealed with «|
e

blowpipe. The product was a coherent, triable mass, crystal*

line on the surface to the naked eye. ^Of a preparation made from the oxyd, 0-4471 gave 0-28#

Sb0
3 and 0-5953 feaS : of a salt made from Algaroth powder,

0-6177 gave 0-3946 SbS
3 and 0'815 Ba5 : in the hundred,

10000 99-96 10019
Ann. Ch. Phya., 3d Ser., n, 29T.
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Basic Salts.-—The basic sulphates of antimony form a se-

ries of salts in which the oxyd is combined with two, one, and

half an equivalent of acid. Besides these, there appear to be

others, only one of which I have examined, and which are pro-

bably combinations of these simpler salts. They occur under

various and often unexpected conditions ; but, in general, the

degree of dilution of the acid seemed to have the greatest in-

fluence in their production. When oxyd of antimony is boiled

with sulphuric acid diluted with about its volume of water, a

turbid liquid is obtained, in which, under the microscope, no

distinctly crystalline body can be perceived. On continuing

I he - 1 nllition, when the acid has reached a certain degree of

concentration, the liquid, provided more oxyd be present than

it can dissolve, becomes suddenly clear from the subsidence of a

heavy sandlike body. If the boiling have been stopped as soon

as this takes place, the substance will be found under the micro-

scope to consist of flat, rhombic prisms, of considerable size.

By continuing the boiling, but for a few seconds, these disap-

pear, without any change of appearance perceptible to the eye

:

hut by the microscope, the prisms are seen to be replaced by

octahedral crystals. Generally, however, the prisms are from

the first mingled with the octahedral salt, from which it is yory

difficult in this way to obtain them quite free. By a slight

concentration of the acid, as has been said, the octahedra are

left perfectly free from the prisms.

These octahedra appear to belong to the regular system, are

frequently more or less distorted, but very seldom show any re-

placement or modification of the crystalline form. The faces

are striated, and to these little projecting angles, a A

Prisms, is due, it seems to me, the slight amount of color which

they exhibit in polarized light. As the liquid in which they

have formed cools, crystals resembling those of the neutral sul-

phate generally separate. To prevent admixture with these,

the porous plate upon which they were collected was covered

and imbedded in hot sand. In their analysis were obtained-—

1. From 1-1663 salt, 0-863 SbS 3
and 1-1815 6a3.

2. From 1-1359 of another preparation, 0-847 SbS 3
and 1-1724

Calculated. 1- 2 -

SbO, 6465 63-57 6391

2SO, 3535 34-79 35-44

lOCMX) 9?36 99-35

The salt is the bisulphate, and its formula SbS„.

Mr. Peligot, by the action of fuming sulphuric acid upon
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oxyd of antimony, obtained a salt "in the form of small,

brilliant crystals," of which he has given the analyses

:

Sb0 3
63-0 64-3

SO 3
37-1 350

and which therefore seem to have been the salt just described

In fact, hydrated sulphuric acid, gently warmed, unites with

the oxyd to form this compound, which is then dissolved at a

tals, there appears to be direct conversion of tht

oxyd into the salts : they are also deposited from a solution of

the oxyd in sulphuric acid of the proper concentration. There

is, however, a peculiarity attending their formation. When they

have separated from the acid liquid, they can be decoi

addition of water, and again reproduced by concent

liquid. But if by still further evaporation they have been re-

dissolved in the acid, as neutral s tit, or if the oxyd be at first

dissolved in concentrated acid, and the solution in either

case decomposed by water, on evaporation the octahedral crys-

tals will not be obtained, or will be obtained only in small

quantity : the separated basic salt redissolves at last completely

in the acid. By arresting the evaporation at the proper period,

as has been said, octahedral crystals may be deposited from
_

trie

liquid on cooling, but no conversion of the basic salt into the©

seems to take place. By decomposing the basic salt witn

carbonate of soda, and treating the resulting oxyd with dilute .;

acid, the octahedral crystals can be again produced.

Finding it difficult to obtain the salt mentioned as occurring

in flat prisms free from the octahedral crystals by concentra-

tion of the acid liquid in an open vessel, experiments were

made with acid of various degrees of dilution. An acid ot

sp. gr. greater than 1-6, gave, by boiling with the oxyd, octa-

hedral crystals : at 1/597 the prisms first appeared : at sp.
g^

1-57 the oxyd was converted into prisms free from the otne

salt, but smaller than those produced by the gradual concen-

tration of the liquid ; and at 1*554 the product col
of needles. So that the production of the body in

confined within narrow limits of concentration of the acid-

The salt was dried, like the bisulphate, upon a plate surrounded

with hot sand.

0-624 salt gave
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Whence their composition was

Sb0 3

so
3

HO (loss)

66-97
31-42

1-61

3

516
1-17

6717 3
31-39 513
1-44 1-05

100-00 ltXMX)

and their formula £b 3s 5,fl, which requires

Sb0
3

-

S0 3
-

HO -

- '67-75

- - 30-86

- 1-39

100-00

The salt is most probably a compound of two atoms of bi-

of protosulphate,
'his composition explains the facility with which

sulphate,

changed by prolonged boiling, and concentration of the liquii

into the bisulphate ; it being only necessary that the equivalen
of water be replaced by one of acid.

The crystals of this salt appear large and well denned, under
the microscope with medium powers. They are four-sided
prisms, having for their section a rhomb with very unequal an-
gles, and terminated by two or four faces, which, from the flat-

ness of the prisms, are not distinctly visible : they belong ap-
parently to the right rhombic system. Formed by the gradual
concentration of the acid, they have always the same form

;

hut by exposure of the liquid, or of a solution of the oxyd in

<hlnte acid, to the air, crystals are. obtained of the same general

appearance, which seem to be of the oblique rhombic system.
By exposure for several weeks to the air, of the liquid from

wmch the prisms had separated, a fine white powder was de-
posited, consisting of minute irregular needles, in which, with
a power of about 600, no further shape could be made out. The
quantity was only sufficient for one analysis, and a subsequent
attempt to form them did not succeed. 0-3447 gave 0.2668 SbS

,

and 0-2167 SO ,.

Calculated. Found.

Sb0
3

74-92 73-89

S0
3 20-48 21-59

HO 4-60 (4-43)

10000 10000
The same salt, without the atom of water, was made hr

srandes by the action of alcohol upon the neutral salt. I
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have obtained in this way a salt in small needles, but which
;

was not analyzed.

The last of these basic salts, the combination of two atoms
i

of oxyd with one of acid, has been described and analyzed,

both by Brandes and by Peligot. It is produced by the de-

composition by water of the neutral salt, or its solution in

Iphuric acid. Precipitated from a solution, I have
j

found it amorphous, but by standing two or three days in con-

tact with the liquid, it crystallizes in needles. According to

Brandes, the amorphous salt loses the greater part of its acid

by washing with water. The neutral salt, or rather the magma

to which the solution of oxyd of antimony in concentrated

acid congeals on cooling, is resolved into minute crystalline

needles, when decomposed by warm water, or when by the di-

lution of the acid sufficient heat is evolved. They subsided

readily in the liquid, and eould be boiled with repeated por-

tions of water without changing their appearance, or the pro-

duction of an amorphous substance. When brought upon a

filter and washed copiously with boiling water, the filtrate con-

tained constantly a little sulphuric acid and deposited oxydot

antimony on cooling. From the agreement of the result ot

their analysis with the calculated composition, it would seem

that in the crystalline state, this salt is not decomposed, or is but

slowly decomposed by hot water. 08334 of the salt prepay

in this way, and dried by pressure in paper, gave 0'8393 Scbj

and 0-2735 BaS.
Calculated. Found.

2Sb0 3
85-66 86'52

SO, 11-71 11-27

100-00 10000

Brandes found in the salt 3 p. c. of water. Peligot ob-

tained it water free, and also with two atoms of water. Hea«J

to 100° it lost one half p. c. ; the rest of the "

for its expulsion a temperature above 240°.
The series of the sulph

the eartl

neutral i

drate of sulphuric acid to form an acid sulphate,*
most basic compound of both contains two equivab -;

to one of acid. In place of a bisulphate, they have salts *}

three atoms of acid to two of the earths, and no intermedia

salt, like that of antimony, has yet been discovered.
Fro

j

* Zirconia, Berzelius, but perhaps not quite certain—glucina, Berzelius, an

own experiments.
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bismuth the antimony series differs in that the salts of the for-

mer metal are decomposed by water, according to Heinz and
Ruge, into basic salts containing equal equivalents of acid and
base ; here, also, no immediate salt is yet known. A more im-
portant difference lies in the fact that oxyd of bismuth appears
to form one, if not two, acid sulphates. I have analyses indi-

cating the existence of compounds of the neutral salt with
three atoms of hydrate of sulphuric acid; and also of a salt

crystrallizing in beautiful pearly scales, and containing equal
equivalents of the neutral sulphates of bismuth and potash.
A salt with three equivalents of sulphate of potash has been
described by Heinz. The further account of these bodies must
be reserved until their analyses have given more trustworthy
results.

Boston, April, 1868.

Art. XI.—On the Secular Variation of the Elements of the

Earth'8 Orbit ; by Johs L. Stockwell. With a plate.

A knowledge of the elements of the earth's orbit is of great
importance in the discussion of many questions of physics
which occupy the attention of the scientific men of the present
day. Indeed, there are many important problems, whose solu-
tion depends entirely upon the values of these elements ; and
many others in which these elements are either intimately or
remotely connected. As an example, we may refer to astro-
nomical phenomena of eclipses of the sun and moon. Since
the intensity of the sun's disturbing force depends, to a certain
extent, upon the eccentricity of its orbit, the amount of lunar
perturbation depending on the sun's attraction must vary from
age to age

; sometimes hastening, and at other times retarding
the occurrence of such phenomena.
But it is not alone in astronomical phenomena that the

changing elements of the earth's orbit have an important influ-
ence. For the intensity of the sun's light and heat follows the
same law of variation as the force of gravitation ; and it is

endent that the secular variation of the conditions on which
Jjjese forces depend, must affect the intensity of the forces
tnemselves, and thus have an important bearing on the devel-
opment of the vegetable and animal kingdoms. Whether the
secular variations of the forces of light and heat, in so far as
juey depend upon the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, are suf-
cient to account for the changes which geology shows to have

jafcen place during the ages that are past, we do not purpose
ow to determine. Nor do we purpose to give the necessary
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data for determining the secular variation of the climate of

either hemisphere of the earth. It would be necessary, for

this purpose, to take into account the secular variation of the

j
precession of the equinoxes, and also of the obliquity of the

ecliptic to the terrestrial equator, in order to determine the ob-

liquity and intensity of the sun's rays on any given latitude ot

the earth's surface. But so far as the earth as a whole is con-

J
cerned, the only element which it is necessary to take into ac-

count, is the eccentricity of the orbit. And the values of this

element are given in the following table, at intervals of ten

thousand years, together with the longitude of the perihelion

of the earth's orbit.

The data and formulas on which this table is based, are

given in the Treatise on the Secular Equations of tl

Mean Motion, which we lately published. The materials used

in the preparation of the formulas, are the same as those used

in the construction of the American Ephemeris v.n<
]

Almanac, with the exception of the mass of the earth, which

has been increased to ^\ T^. With those elements an 1 ma
we have determined anew the secular variations of the elements

of the orbits of the lanets. The constants

which we have obtained differ somewhat from those obtained

by LeVerrier, in his Memoir on the Secular Ineq
the Seven Principal Planets ; not only on account of the dis-

turbing influence of the planet Neptune, which had not been

discovered at the time of his investigation, but also on account

of the improved values of the masses and elements of the

other planets. We find, in fact, that the superior limit of the

eccentricity of the earth's orbit, which LeVerrier gives as

equal to 007775, should be reduced to 006939 ; and an in-

crease of the mass of the earth, corresponding to the latest de-

terminations of the solar parallax, would reduce the value w

the superior limit still more.
Having thus explained the motives which have determined

the computation of the following table, and the authority on

wfaich it is founded, it only remains to explain very briefly th*

accompanying chart and the table on which it is based.
In the Treatise on Secular £ Av referred

to, we have given a table and chart, showing the e<

of the earth's orbit during the period of a million of years J

and the table and chart here given, are merely an extension

of that table and chart, over a preceding million of years;

so that the two tables together extend over a period of two

million yeais. The first date in the following table, therefore,

corresponds to 1175566 years before the year 1850, or to

1100000 years before the epoch of the integral, in the Treati*
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referred to. In the accompanying chart, the perpendicular dis-

tance from the line AB, to the -curve, shows the value of the

tricity, at the corresponding dates ; the distance of the

l'B' from the line AB, shows the eccentricity in the year

1850 ; the line XX', in like manner, shows the mean value

of the eccentricity, or, in other words, the square root of the

non-periodic term in the expression of the square of the ec-

centricity ; and lastly, the line A"B", shows the superior limit

of the eccentricity. The unit of abscissas is equivalent to

10000 years ; that of the ordinates is equivalent to 0-001.

A simple inspection of the charts indicates a curious rela-

i eotdd not be so readily discovered by Itadymg the

tabular numbers ; and that is, that the points of maxima and

minima are approximately repeated at intervals ot 1,4jO,OUU

vears. In other words, if at any epoch, there is a maxima or

minima of any given magnitude, in 1,450,000 years before or

after that epoch, there will be a corresponding maxima or

minima. Referring to the charts for a particular example, we

notice that for the abscissa -77, there is a very large maxima,

and equal to 0-066 nearly ; and if we add 145 units ot ab-

scissa to -77, we get +68, and for this abscissa the correspond-

ing ordinate,' or the eccentricity, is equal to 0058. The maxi-

ma which immediately precede the ones here referred to, are

respectively 0-061 and 0053. The preceding relation seems to

hold good for the twelve points of maxima and minima that

are repeated within the period over which the computation ex-

tends. The longitudes of the perihelion of the earths orbit

are given, for the purpose of showing the great irregularity in

motion of that element, and are referred to the equinox and

ecliptic of 1850. . „
We are not aware that any computation of a similar nature

has been performed by any one, nearly to the extent here given.

The only one at all similar, which we remember having seen,

was published by Croll a few years ago, and was derived from

LeVerrier's formula. But the intervals used in his computa-

tion were much too long, being 50,000 years, instead ot 1U,UW

years, which we have used in our computation. It is evident,

by inspection of the chart here given, that many points ot

maxima and minima would escape our notice, were we to at-

tempt to chart the curve by means of every fifth ordinate.
<

It is hoped that the following results may be found service-

able in the discussion of those problems of terrestrial physics

m which solar influence, (whether heat, light, or gravitation,}

acts as a controlling agent.
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Eccentri-
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<5y
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The plants here described have been obtained and sent for

; u by Dr. John LeConte of Philadelphia, and by far

the largest number by Dr. F. V. Hayden, director of the geo-

logical survey of Nebraska. It is by the direction of Dr. Hay-
den that this paper is prepared as a summary of a more de-

tailed report made for him, which embraces more complete

descriptions, with figures of all the species.

All these plants come from the Cretaceous formation north

of Fort Ellsworth, Nebraska, or its vicinity.

A small number of splendid specimens from the same forma-

tion, belonging to the Smithsonian Institution and obtained

by Prof. B. F. Mudge of Manhattan College, were lately sent

to me just in time to be described here as a valuable contribu-

tion to the flora of the Cretaceous of America. They have

been also figured for Dr. Hayden's report.

1. Fragment of a Fern, probably a Lygodium. It is too

small for determination, even for description, and is merely

figured as the only remains of Fern found among the Cretaceous

specimens. The veinlets are obsolete ; as far as they can be

seen, they appear slightly arched and nearly perpendicular to

the medial nerve, which branches above the middle of a narrow

linear leaf or part of leaf. The medial nerve is thicker than in

any Lygodium known to me ; but its branching from above

the base indicates a division of a linear leaf as it is generally

seen in species of this genus.
2. Pterophyllum Eaydenii, sp. nov.—Three parts of the

same plant in three specimens, viz : part of a frond, with a

pinna, and a cone. The surface of the frond is rugose, bear-

ing a row of dots which look like the scars of the pinnae. The
pinnae are linear, short, two inches long, half an inch broad,

slightly enlarged in the middle, and a little curved upward,
and also slightly attenuated at the base and at the round point.

They are marked by linear parallel strise, preserving the same
thickness in their whole length and undivided. The cone is

cylindrical, formed of large imbricated apparently round scales

placed in spiral around the rachis. From the broken speci-

mens it is not possible to get a good idea of the form of the

*nole plant. But it is evidently closely related to Pterophyl-
lum Ernestines, Stiehler (Paheont., vol. v, p. 76, tab. xv), a

species represented by the same parts of the plant
and which merely differs by slightly broader, more
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3. Glyptostrobus gracillimus, sp. nov.—This species r

bles G. Ungeri Heer, from the Tertiary of Europe, differag |

by more slender branches and shorter leaves. The branches
|

are thread-like, much divided, the leaves half embracing at the

base and either pointed or slightly obtuse. Some of the

branches inflated at the point appear to bear male flowen.

little conifer is traversed by a narrow cylindrical cone, of*

a few of the scales only are visible. The scales, rhomboidal m

outline but pointed at the four corners, are marked in the

middle by an oval dot or scar, from which thin, linear close J

approached striae diverge to the borders. It is very probably

the cone* of this species. .

,

4. Sequoia formosa, sp. nov.—A fine cone referred wita

1
' t to this genus. It is about two inches long, pro-

' narrow, spindle shaped, inflated in the middle, ana

pward and downward about in the same degree,

ind to the short pedicle. The rhomboidal scales are

)y an elevated margo, and marked by diverging

ending to a round point at the top of the scale*,

one of this kind has been published, except one DV

;

in his TJrwelt der Sehweitz, p. 310, as the cone oi

genus. It is about two inches long, p^
indie shaped, inflated in the middle, ana

downward about in the same degree, tc

the point and to the short pedicle. The rhomboidal scales atf

bordered by an elevated margo, and marked by diverging

wrinkles tending to a round point at the top of the

No fossil coi

Prof. Heer i

Sequoia Sternbergii Heer, from the Tertiary. This

round, obtuse, of a very different form. The scales omj —
the same shape. ,

5. Phyllocladus mbintegrifolius, sp. nov.—A small obovate

leaf, attenuated to a short petiole, abruptly rounded and undu-

late lobed at top. Its substance is pretty thick, subcoriaceoiis.

The medial nerve is narrow ; the lateral veins close together,

nearly contiguous, are thin, simple or undivided, a few only

appearing inflated or stronger than the others. No fossil pla&

is related to this. By the form of its leaf and its nervation »

much resembles Phyllocladus asplenifolius of Tasmania.
#

6. Arundo cretaceus, sp. nov.—Merely two small specimens*

representing knots of branches or of roots of an Arundo, as they

appear when separated from the stem. They are circulf

button-like scars, more than half an inch broad, elevated i»

the center, and marked at the borders and near the center by

two parallel rows of verrucose, irreonlar, mostly round convex

papillae. They resemble the scars of Arundo GiJpperti Heer,

from the Miocene of Switzerland. But as the specimens were

picked up, detached from the stem, the specification is some-

what uncertain. There is, nevertheless, from the same locally

a specimen representing part of a striated stem, H inch broad,

which is referable to an Arundo or a Cyperites. It shows tW
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double nervation of the stems of this genus ; deep, well marked
striae, separated by four or five close, thin lines, scarcely dis-

tinguishable with the naked eye.

7. Liquidambar integrifolius, sp. nov.—A well preserved,
large, and nearly entire leaf. Its form is about the same as
that of the leaves of our Liquidambar Styracyflua, It is

membranaceous, shining, round in outline, deeply five-lobed,

with lobes obtusely pointed and entire. The primary, sec-

ondary and ultimate reticulation is that of our living Liquid-
ambar. The petiole of the leaf is destroyed, but it is evi-

dently surrounded by that small basilar subdivision of the leaf

which is remarked in our living species. All the fossil Liquid-
ambar but this have the borders dentate or serrulate like the
species of our time.

8. Populus Lancastriensis, sp. nov.—Leaf of a thin sub-
stance, with a deeply marked nervation, broadly cordate, prob-
ably acute (the point is destroyed (, borne on a slender petiole.

Its borders are entire or slightly undulate ; its primary nerves
in five like the lateral ones are proportionally slender. It is

broader and more deeply cordate at its base than any of the
species of Populus from the Tertiary, resembling by its form a
Dombeyopsis.

9. Populites cyclophylla (Populus) Heer.— Leaves round,
entire, with slightly undulate borders. Primary nerves in
three attached to the petiole ; secondary nerves (4 pairs) nearly
opposite, running straight to the borders in preserving nearly
the same thickness ; angle of divergence 40°.—This is appar-
ently Heer's species : Populus cyclophylla, of which a short

gagnosis is given in Proceed, of Acad, of Nat. Sciences,

Philad., 1858, p. 266. The author remarks that the base is

narrowed and the leaf orbicular, a description applicable as
*ell to the following species as to this one. The form of the
eaves of this species is similar to that of Populus Griemana
(Lag.) from the middle Tertiary of the Rhine ; but the nerva-
tion is far different.

This and the four following species can not be considered as
belonging to the genus Populus. They differ not only by the
narrowed base descending in a curve to the petiole, but espe-
cially by the nervation which is truly craspedodrome, the sec-
ondary nerves running up to the borders as in the beach. By
the nervation, therefore, their relation is rather with Platanvs
than with Populus. But the leaves are all entire, oval, or
round, or rlabelliform. They belong evidently to a new genus
^hose relation and characters have not yet been thoroughly
ascertained.
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10. Populites elegans, sp. nov.—This species has larger I

leaves than the former, and also differs from it by its strong, I

slightly undulate, more divided secondary nerves, and by its I

more elongated base and long petiole. The number of the I

secondary nerves and their angle of divergence are the same. I

11. Populites ovata, sp. nov.—Leaves ovate in outline, with I

an obtuse or truncate point ; borders undulate, enlarging to-

j

ward the base and abruptly curved to a pretty long slender E

petiole. The primary nerves are in three or five ; the sec- I

ondary ones are thin, alternate, distant, few in number, with

an angle of divergence of 30°. The ultimate reticulation de-

rived from pretty large square subcontinuous areas is polygc-
j

nal and small, like that of a Platanus.
12. Populites quadrangularis, sp. nov.—This leaf is about

quadrangular in outline, with obtuse angles and convex bor-

ders
; the upper part undulate, the lower entire. The petiole

and medial nerve are slender, the primary nerves in five, the

lowest pair at a short distance from the upper, the secondary

nerves numerous, six on each side, running parallel ai

arched to the borders. The substance of the leaves is pretty

thick. The lowest primary nerves, shorter and more slender,

run along the borders as in Populus. .

13. Populites fiahellata, sp. nov.—A round fan-shaped leat

somewhat abruptly narrowed toward the base, petioled and

thin. The borders are slightly crenulate, especially in the

lower part of the leaf. The medial nerve, strongly curved to

one side, is thick as also the lateral and secondary nerves,

which are alternate, pretty close to each other and branching.

The veinlets are deeply marked, perpendicular to the nerves

and continuous.

14. Populites Salisburiafolia, sp. nov.—The general outline

of this leaf is about the same as in the former. It is fan-life

also, narrowed to the petiole where the borders are slightly de-

current. Its broadest part is above the middle, and the top,

nearly flat, is divided by two deep narrow sinuses, in three

obtuse, undulate or slightly crenate lobes. The nervation ot

this species is that of an Acer. The primary nerves in three,

from above the base of the leaf, are distinct but narrow ;
the

lateral ones ascend to the top of the lobes in dividing outward;

the medial one branching from above the middle in opposite

arched divisions, ascends to the slightly notched top of the leat

15. Salix proteafolia, sp. nov.—Except that the leaves are

smooth or polished, apparently thick and coriaceous, this spe-

cies so much resembles Salix tenera Al. Br., that no difference

can be pointed out in these forms. The leaves are lanceolate

or linear-lanceolate, merely pointed or tapering upward into an
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elongated point ; sometimes slightly enlarged near the baseband

gradually narrowed into a thin petiole, more than half an inch

long. The secondary veins rarely visible, ascending under an

angle of 40 to 45°, curve near the borders and are separated by

shorter intermediate ones. In some of the specimens referred

to this species, the substance of the leaves appears thinner and

the surface not polished. This difference may be due to the

nature of the stone in which the leaves have been imbedded,

or there may be two species whose leaves are exactly alike in

form and nervation. There is still among the specimens one

leaf which, though of the same form, is much smaller, obtusely

pointed, with a longer petiole. The nervation is totally obso-

lete. It may belong to another species.

16. Betula Beatriciana, sp. nov.—Leaf enlarged above the

obovate in outline, cuneiform to the petiole, tapering

a point ; unequall}

. nervation, general :

are those of the genus. There are many fragments of the

species. On some specimens the teeth appear somewhat obtuse.

17. Fagus polycladus, sp. nov.—An oval, probably obtusely

pointed leaf (the point is destroyed), narrowed to the petiole,

entire and wavy on the borders, with a narrow medial nerve

and very slender, numerous (14 to 16 pair) parallel secondary

nerves, ascending under an angle of 40° straight to the borders.

The substance of the leaves is thin, its surface polished. From
the great number of secondary nerves and their proximity, this

species resembles Fagus Deucalionis Ung. ; but this has den-

tate borders. By its form and its undulate entire borders, it

is like Fagus sylvatica S., of our time, merely differing by the

number of the veins.

18. Quercus primordialis, sp. nov.—This species is of a

type which has many representatives in the Terr

^hich is still found most predominant among our living oaks.

Its nearest relation is our Quercus prinoides Mich., which it so

j dentate, the teeth pointing upward, separated by ob-

tuse sinuses. The medial nerve is sharp and narrow like the

secondary nerves (about 14 on each side), which run straight

to the sharp point of the teeth under an angle of 40
5

.
The

vemlets are clearly marked, perpendicular to the nerves and

continuous.

19. Quercus hexagona, sp. nov.—There is only one broken

specimen of this species. In the middle of the leaf the borders

are nearly parallel and entire ; above they taper to a point and
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are marked by a few strong pointed teeth. Downward they

are slightly enlarged just above the base, and hence are atten-

uated to the petiole, giving thus an hexagonal form to the leai

The secondary nerves, seven on each side, slightly curve in as-

J
cending each to the point of a tooth.

20. Quercus Msworthianus, sp. nov.—A leaf somewhat I

like the following, resembling Quercus Lyellii Heer, by to I

oblong oval form and undulate borders ; the point is de-

stroyed ; the base ia narrowed to the petiole. The substance

of the leaf is thin and the secondary nerves very slender, camp-

todrome, sometimes branching near the borders.
21. Quercus anceps, sp. nov.—Allied like the former to

Quercus Lyellii Heer. Leave3 coriaceous, ovate-1

pointed, or short-acuminate, attenuated to the base, with very

entire, not undulate borders. Secondary nerves strong, camp-

todrome, curving near and along the borders ; veinh
dicular, nearly continuous, mostly branching. The base of the

leaf is destroyed.

22. Quercus semi-alatus, sp. nov.—The leaves of this specif

are irregular in form and nervation. The general outline is

ovate-lanceolate, obtuse at the base and at the top. Itis

more extended on one side than on the other, obtusely lobed on

one side and merely undulate and entire on the other. Sec-

ondary nerves alternate, strong, at variable distances, of vari-

ous length, craspedodrome and camptodrome, diverging under

various angles, with the reticulation of a Platanus. The sub-

stance of the leaves is pretty thick.

23. Ficus ? rhomboideus, sp. nov.—A remarkable leaf. K

is a little broader than long. From" its broadest obtuse part

in the middle, it is broadly wedge-form to the base, and also

to the top, having therefore a broadly rhomboidal form. TW
borders from the middle downward are entire : obtu
late or undulate upward. The nerves palmately di v

from the base, the exterior ones following the borders thoug*

not quite parallel, and ascending to middle of the leaf; to*

internal ones ascending in an acute ann-le nearly to the top-

where they curve inward to the medial n?rve. This one is

fthe same thickness, and does not branch but by veinlets. ^ultimate meshes of the reticulation are broad and polygonal*
mL ff* , ,

e affinity of tnis leaf is still uncertain.
24. Jficus ? fmbriatus, sp. nov.—This leaf, of which a frag-

ment only is preserved, is still more remarkable than the W'
\

mer. Kidney-shaped in outline, truncate at its broad base,

its whole upper border is surrounded by regular, erect teeth,

inflated or dilated at the point as if bearing small leafy expan-

sions, and separated by broad obtuse sinuses The petiole *
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thick, attached to the leaf a little above the lower border,

which is thus continuous. It is palmately seven-nerved, the

nerves scarcely branching, diverging all around and vanishing

before reaching the borders. The veinlets are jKBrpendicalai

to tlie veins, slightly arched, subcontinuous ;
ultimate reticu-

lation polygonal, small, like that of a Ficus. But the relation

with this genus is uncertain.

25. Platanus aceroides ? G-opp., var. latior.— Leaf broader

than long, palmately trilobate, with short scarcely distinct

lateral lobes ; borders distantly dentate, flat or undulate be-

tween the teeth, the short teeth like the lobes pointing out-

ward. The primary nerves diverge from the petiole just at the

border of the leaf, under an angle of 40° to 50°, like the sec-

ondary ones. The base of the leaf is slightly rounded or rather

truncate, the petiole thick, the substance of the leaves pretty

thick and the surface rough. It may be a distinct species,

differing from the more common forms of P. aceroides by a

comparatively broader leaf, shorter lobes, and teeth pointing

outward. But we find the same characters in Platanus rugo-

m& Gopp., a Miocenic species which Prof. Heer considers as a

mere variety of P. aceroides.

26. Platanus Newberrii Heer.—There is only one fragment

of this species among the specimens sent for examination, and

it is about as broken and uncomplete as the one figured by

Prof. Heer in Phyllites du Nebraska. It evidently differs from

the former by its more narrowed base, the leaf descending to

the petiole in a broad wedge-form. The primary and sec-

ondary nerves are proportionally narrower and the veinlets

more irregular and divided. In spite of these apparent differ-

ences, the relation of both species is not positively denied.

This Wf i;i™ +v.^ farmer ia Tirpttv thick, coriaceous and oiThis leaf, like the former, is pretty thick, i

large size.

27. Platanus obtusiloba, sp. nov.—This species, represented

by many specimens, has still more numerous and marked va-

in Platanus aceroides. It is palmately, obscurely,

irregularly trilobate, the lobes being sometimes marked merely

on one side of the leaves and always more or less obtuse.

The borders are rather deeply undulate than obtusely dentate,

and the base either cordate or rounded or attenuated wedge-

form. The size of the leaves is equally variable. The only

general character recognizable on all the specimens is the posi-

tion of the point of union of the primary nerves, generally in

three, at a distance above the base of the leaves or the point ot

attach of the petiole. Except this, the nerves themselves

differ in their mode of branching, the medial one especially,

A*. Jour. Sci.—Sbcokd Sekies, Vol. XLVI No. 136.-Jclt, 1868.
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which is sometimes pinnately and alternately divided and I

sometimes without any branches.

28. Platanus diminutivus, sp. nov.—Though far different in I

form, size, &c, from the former species, this may be still ape- I

culiar variety of it. It is a very small leaf, no more than one I

inch long, nearly as broad as long, cordate, obtusely pointed in I

outline, with wavy borders and round base. The primary I

nerves are in three, but one of the lateral is lower than the I

other ; all proportionally very thick and inflated here and I

there. The secondary and tertiary nervation and also the color \

and substance of the leaves are the same as in the former

species.

29. Credneria LeConteana, sp. nov.—The leaf, a part of I

which only is preserved, is large, measuring in its br<

about seven inches, being apparently somewhat longer. ft

form is broadly subcordate, rounded at base, with borders en-

tire. All the nerves and veinlets are deeply marked; the upper
J

secondary nerves diverging at an angle of about 50°, while the

two lower ones are shorter, narrower and nearly horizontal. It
|

is the position of these two lower secondary pair of nerves

which marks the essential character of the genus Credneria

(Zenker), as limited by Stiehler ; and this character is «
in our leaf whose size, outline, &c, correspom

with the species described by Stiehler from the Cretaceous of

the Hartz mountains. This species, like Pterophyllum Haf
denii, points out a relation of our Nebraska Cretaceous vrith

that of Europe.
30. Laurus Nebrascencis (Perscea Nebrascencis Lesq.)>

Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, vol. xiii, p. 431, pi. 23, fig.
940.-A

thick, coriaceous, ovate-lanceolate pointed leaf, narrowed down-

ward to a pretty long and thick petiole, with the nervation of

a Laurus or Persasa. From its pretty long petiole and its

great likeness to Perscea speciosa Heer, I formerly considered

this leaf as a Persua. But the fruit described below, of a trae

Laurus, found m specimens from the same locality as this leai,

forces the admission of it being a Laurus.
31.Laurus macrocarpus, sp. nov.—Fruit of a Laurus,

probably of the former species. It is a round, oval, pretty

large nutlet somewhat roughened, undulate across, and marked
lengthwise by narrow, equidistant, scarcely distinguishable
ribs, lhe support is club-shaped, smooth, marked upon its

top, or on the surface where it joins the nut, by four vascular
dots.

m

The nut is inclosed into a pretty thick, apparently

tLToTZon?:rskl2.
Ht aronnd

' at pointa—*—

*
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32. Sassafras Cretaceus Newb.—Much like our Sassafras

.from which it would be undistinguishable, indeed,
' " the thick, coriaceous substance of the leaves.

mi-

leaves taper to the base from an enlarged trilobed top; the-

lateral lobes, diverging and nearly horizontal, are slightly
" an the medial one, all obti

;ry distinct ; the primary r

living species, the reticulation exactly of the same kind.

33. Sassafras Mudgii, sp. nov—Though nearly similar to

the former in its general outline, it is evidently a different

species. The leaf, which is nearly entire, is 8 inches long, 5

inches broad, at the point of the lateral lobes, gradually nar-

rowing to the petiole, three lobate from the middle. Lateral

lobes oblique, not half as much diverging as in the former

species, proportionally narrower and more obtusely pointed.

The medial lobe is twice as long as the lateral ones ;
substance

of the leaves thinner, slightly membranaceous, polished.

34. Sassafras subintegrifolius, sp. nov.—The leaf appears

to be trilobate or merely emarginate at its rounded top,

broadly oval, tapering in an obtuse angle to the petiole, entire,

snhcoriaceous. It is palmately triple-nerved; the lateral

nerves not being opposite but at a short distance from each

other, as it is often the case in the genus Sassafras. This

species is distantly related to S. Msculapi Heer, of the Swiss

Miocene.

35. Proteoides Daphnogenoides Heer.— Leaves ovate-lan-

ceolate near the base, tapering upward to a very long, acute,

slightly scythe-shaped point, smooth and coriaceous, attenuated

downward to a short thick petiole ; medial nerve narrow, sec-

ondary nerVes obsolete, few, ascending under a very acute

angle along the borders. These leaves are very long. Our
specimens show two nearly whole leaves, one of which is 8

inches long, and only one inch broad near the base. As the

species of Prof. Heer in the "Phyllites du Nebraska" are repre-

sented by mere small fragments, it is not positively certain

that ours is the same.
36. Proteoides acuta Heer.—Leaves narrower than in the

termer, with a longer tapering base, undulate borders, thinner,
andnot polished on the surface. No trace of lateral nerve

distinguishable.

37. Lyriodendron intermedium, sp. nov.—A part of a leaf

evidently belonging to this genus. The upper segments are

comparatively long, obtuse, at a distance from the lower ones,

indicating a proportionally long and narrow leaf.

38. Lyriodendron giganteum, sp. nov.—A species repre-

sented still by a broken fragment. It is only one of the supe-
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rior lobes of the leaf, with the sinus which separates the upper

segments. It is broadly oval-oblong, very obtuse, thick and

coriaceous, with the medial and the three secondary nerves

which generally enter the upper lobes of a Lyriodendm.

This leaf is evidently of very large size.

39. Magnolia tenuifolia, sp. nov.—A large leaf of thin tex-

ture, 6 inches long, 21 inches broad, oblong, obtusely pointed?,

slightly rounded and attenuated to a pretty long petiole. Sec- i

ondary nerves narrow, open, angle of divergence about 60°
;
I

medial nerve sharply grooved.

40. Magnolia alternans Heer.—There is only one specimen

recognizable of this species. It is like that of fig. 3, pL 3, in

the Phyllites du Nebraska. The leaf is coriaceous, ovate-oblong I

lancolate, gradually narrowed to the petiole ;
medial nerve

|
thick, lateral veins ascending in acute angle, curving and anas- I

tomosing along the borders.

41. Dombeyopsis obtusiloba, sp. nov.—The finest specimen

of the whole collection. The leaf is whole, merely d

its petiole ; 7 inches long, 5 inches broad near the base where

it is the broadest. Its general outline is triangular-

rounded subcordate at base, gradually diminishing to an obtuse

point, deeply sinuous or obtusely irregularly lobed on

ders. It is palmately seven-nerved at the base, the medial

nerve thick, as well as the two proximate ones which ascend to ;

i of the leaf in an acute angle j the ultimate or basilar nerves.

not quite as thick, diverge near the base of the leaf to the point

of the lower lobe. The medial nerve branches from the mid-

dle ; the veinlets seem to be perpendicular to the nerves bat
;

obsolete ; the ultimate reticulation has pretty large, hexago-

nal, polygonal or square meshes, with their veinlets

as those of the areas.—This leaf, for its general outline and

nervation, is similar to B. Dechenii Web., Paleont. ii, p.
19j '

pi. 21, fig. 10, from the Tertiary lignitic formation of the

Under Rhein., differing by proportionally greater length, ob-

tuse lobes, round base, &c.
42. Acer obtusilobum? Ung.—An entire, well preserved

leaf, membranaceous, triangular in outline, obtusely p»*

mately five-lobed
; basilar lobes broad and undulate, super**

divisions short and obtuse.—This species might be consid-

ered as identical with that published under this name by V*
ger (Chloris,j>. 134, pi. xliii, fig. 12 and 13), if it was not**

•ence in the nftrvatinn Tn TTno-or's snecies, t"e
i marked difference in the nervation. In Unger's species, t

upper lateral primary nerve divide upward near the miad»->

and the branch ascends parallel to the medial nerve, unitmg

with the secondary nerves above. This kind of nervation, re-

sembling that of a Menispermum, is observable in the follow-
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ing species. In this leaf the nervation is craspedrome and
camptodrome as in other species of Acer.

43. Acerites menispermifolius, sp. nov.—A small leaf, trian-

gular in outline, five lobate, with short obtuse irregular lobes.

Primary nerves in five from the base, the upper lateral one
branching in the middle with one of the divisions ascending
upward. The base of the leaf is nearly truncate. It may be-
long to the former species or to a true Menispermum. Another
small leaf, also triangular, with a cuneate base, three obtuse
equal short lobes, the middle one abruptly short pointed and a

:ul of nervation, may be a variety of the same species.

44. Negundoides acutifolia, sp. nov.—Two thin leaves, which
appear to have been attached on a same common petiole, and
therefore to belong to a compound leaf. The upper leaflet is

smaller, ovate, lanceolate-pointed, . entire ; the lower one is

enlarged on one side, dentate-lobed, like an Acer, and with the
same kind of nervation, while the other side is narrow, entire,
with merely secondary nerves as in the upper leaf. Prof. Un-
ger in his Chloris has figured and described, under the name
of Acer, two lanceolate leaves, slightly dentate, which are op-
posite on a common rachis, and belong, therefore, to a com-
pound leaf resembling a Negundo. They have some affinity
with ours.

45. Paliurus membranaceus, sp. nov.—Leaf exactly oval-
obtuse, of a thick membranaceous substance and polished sur-
face

; palmately three-nerved from the base ; lateral nerves
ascending to above I of the leaf, branching outward and united
to the thicker medial nerve by perpendicular veinlets.

46. Rhamnus tenax, sp. nov.—A fine leaf represented by two
fragments on the same specimen. It is lanceolate or slightly

ovate-lanceolate, gradually tapering to a point and narrowed to
a short petiole still attached to a branch. The secondary
n?rves, 14-15 pairs, ascend in an acute angle of 30°, and curve

the borders ; the veinlets are obsolete, nearly continu-
m
l»

n^ PerPendicular to the veins
47. Phyllites Rhoifolius. sp.

°&g subcoriaceous thick leaf, v
8econdary nerves alternate, emerging in an open angle, arched
upward, curving near the borders where they unite. The bor-

. „_ Rhus cotinoides, which this species
^sembles, also, by the nervation. The base and top of these
le*ve8 ai-e destroyed.

of th i

glans Deheyana (Populus ?) Heer.—The general form
tne leaves of this species, represented by many specimens, is

r°ad, oval and slightly obtuse; sometimes oval-lanceolate,
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with a "blunt point ; borders always entire. Some of the leaves

are equal on both sides, and have a pretty long petiole ;
some

others are broader on one side or inequilateral, often curved

to one side from a short petiole, thus showing the form of leaf-

lets of a compound leaf. The nervation is exactly that ot i

Juglans ; I consider, therefore, these leaves as belonging to

this genus.

49. Prunus Parlatorii {Andromeda ?) Heer.—Among t»

numerous specimens of this species, one of them has

preserved its nervation, which is like that of a Prunus or ofai

Amygdalus. As the leaves are all entire, coriaceous, all lan-

ceolate pointed, attenuated to the petiole which, lik

dial nerve, is striated lengthwise, they have the essei

acters of the Prunus. The following fruit tends to suppo* I

this assertion. . ,

50. Prunus Cretaceus, sp. nov.—A broadly oval

nutlet, similar in every point to a large kernel of a I

to a very small almond. The surface is smooth ;
ti

base is notched by a groove ascending to above the

the nut. Another nutlet of the same kind seems i

whole thickness imbedded in the stone showing merely i
•

back ; though it is figured, its relation is not ascertained.

51. Phyllites Vannonai Heer.—The specimen does notdtfP

from the figure and description of this species in 1'

Nebraska. The leaf is ovate, taper-pointed, attenuated to w
base, entire, and slightly more enlarged on one side, at le»

near the base. Medial nerve narrow ; secondary nerves o

52. Phyllites umbonatus, sp. nov.—A leaf perhaps deform^

by compression, for the medial thick nerve is split in two w
the top to the middle of the leaf, which is thus deeply cut o

emarginate. The leaf about orbicular in outline is truncate

the base, irregularly lobate on the borders, with three or to*'

pairs of secondary veins, the upper ones curved upward, tnj

of the middle nearly at a right angle with the medial nem
and the inferior turned downward.

53. Phyllites amorphus, sp. nov.—Two fragments of a c*j?'

aceous obovate entire leaf, narrowed toward the petiole ; &^
nerve deep and narrow

; secondary nerves either horizontal,
°

turned downward, or ascending in an acute angle, branch
also in various abnormal ways.
To complete the list of fossil plants known at this time fa*

the Cretaceous formation of America, we have only to add v>

the above enumeration the plants collected by Dr. F. V. HayM
of which a short account is given by Prof Heer in Proceed, & 1

Nat. Sciences of Phil., 1858, p. 265 ; those of Profs. Marco
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and Capellini, described and figured by Prof. Heer in "Phyllites

du Nebraska ;" and those sent to me, still later, by
Dr. John LeConte, which are figured and described in Appen-
dix to Tertiary fossil plants of the Mississippi State, in Trans.

Amer. Phil. Soc, vol. xiii, p. 430, pi. 23. Considering the

species we find

:

1. hjriodcndron Meekii Heer, Proc. Acad, of Nat. Sciences.—A small

leaf with short round lobes not found among our specimens.

2. Sapoiacites Haydenii Heer, loc. cit.—A leaf of unknown affinity.

3. Laurus primign <• Gnpp. in Heer, loc. cit.—Not seen among our

specimens and evidently different of L. Nebrascensis.

4. Leguminosites Marcouanus Heer, loc. cit.—Unknown to me. The

author compares it to a Ccesalpinia.

5. Populus leuce ting, in Heer, loc. cit.—Not *:iti-fa -t >nl\ recognized.

6. Populus cyclophylla Heer, loc. cit.—Probably the same species as

the one of ours to which the specific name is preserved.

7. Phyllites- obtusilobatus Heer, loc. cit.—An imperfect fragment, per-

haps referable to Lyriodendron Meekii.

8. Phyllites obcordatus Heer, loc. cit.—Of unknown affinity.

9. Populus litigiosa Heer, Phyll. du Nebraska.—Fragment. Not seen

in our specimens.
10. Populus? Debeyana Heer, loc. cit.—Described above as Juglans

Debeyana.
11. Salix nervillosa Heer, loc. cit.—Not seen among our specimens.

12. Betulites dcnUc^'nto lb . r. !uc. .-it.—Not seen.

t —Not seen.

H. Platanus ? Newberriana Heer, loc. cit.—Described above.

15. Proteoides Grevilliceformis Heer, loc. cit.—Described above.

16. Proteoides acuta Heer, loc. cit.—Described above.

11. Proteoides daphnogenoides Heer, loc. cit, and Trans. Am. Phil.

Soc, vol. xiii, pi. 23, fig. 8.

18. Aristolochites dentata Heer, loc. cit.—Not seen.

19. Andromeda Parlalorii Heer, loc. cit.—Considered in this paper as

20. Diospyros primava Heer, loc. cit.—Not seen.

. loc. cit.—Not seen.
22. Magnolia alternans Heer, loc. cit.—Described above.
23. Magnolia Cap T>, i II- r. loc. cit.—Not seen.

24. Populites coriaceus Lesq., Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, vol. xiii, p. 430,

Ikes Betulcefolius Lesq., loc. cit.

26. Persata Nebrascensis Lesq., loc. cit.—Considered as a Laurus.
2'. Sassafras LeConteanus Lesq., loc. cit.

28. Cinnamomum Heerii Lesq., loc; cit.

Of these species, 8 are described in this paper and therefore

we have to add to our number twenty, making a total of 73
species, or rather forms of leaves, from our Cretaceous.*

s not taken in its precise sense. For indeed no species c
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Considering that we know scarcely anything of the Cretace-

ous flora of other countries, this number, though small, is in-

deed a valuable contribution to science. The scarcity of Cre-

taceous remains of plants explains perhaps the great number

of species established from the Nebraska specimens. In his

Phyllites, Prof. Heer remarks that between the Cretaceous

plants of Nebraska and those of Europe, there are no identical

species. The celebrated paleontologist sent to Dr. Debeyof

Aix la Chapelle, who has there discovered quite a Cretaceon

flora, the drawings of the species collected by Messrs. Maicou

and Capellini, inquiring about their relation to what had been

discovered in Belgium. The answer was, that non<

species were identical ; that even the genera were different I

Of course we can not conclude from this that there is not any i

existing relation between the Cretaceous flora of our continent

and that of Europe, because the materials which may serve as

point of comparison mav not have yet been discovered, "rot

Heer already finds some generic affinity between a C
flora of Moravia and ours, both containing Magnolias and Ftcus.

and from the remarks on the species described from Dr. Hay-

den's specimens, it is seen that the same generic affinity is ob-

servable with the Cretaceous flora of the Hartz mountains by

one Credneria and one Pterophyllum. Nevertheless, the more

we know of the floras of the geological ages of America, the more

we recognize in them peculiar types which in their grouping
j

constitute what may be called an American fades, which by
|

successive transitions has passed to our present flora and as-

signed to it its general character. Is it not remarkable, for ex-

ample, that our Cretaceous fossil plants should have a more evi-

dent relation with our present flora than with that of any etage

of the Tertiary of Europe. Sora e of the Cretaceous species are

undistinguishable from predominant species of our time. And

when we consider merely the general facies of our present crW*

rescent vegetation, we can but recognize it in the Cretaceous.

Liquidambar, Populus, Betula, Fagus, Quercus, Platan^
Credneria (closely allied to Coccoloba of which we have two

species in Florida),Laurus,Sassafras,Lyriodendron,Magnoha,
Acer, Paliurus, Bhamnus, Juglans, Prunus, &c, all genera ot

ours and this in seventy species discovered ! Is it possible to

point out a more evident characteristic affinity !

From this we may at once admit, that we do not have to

look for the origin of our actual vegetation to some i

country, and to account for its nature by peculiar and cataclys-

ti m leaves or mere fragments of leaves. But as paleontologists haj°

to recognize these forms described and figured, to compare them and use them
. WJ

J, it is necessary to affix to them specific names and therefore to consiaeT
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matic transportations. Its origin is not Australian as it has
been sometimes admitted, nor Asiatic, still less European

;

but it is born, has been cradled, and has grown up on this

continent. This preservation of peculiar types, present at
divers geological epochs, indicates a successive and slow devel-

opment of formations without such great disturbances as are

recognizable in other countries ; and it proves also that the
climatic conditions of our North American continent have con-
tinued about the same as they are now from the Cretaceous
through the Tertiary. No species found in these formations of
ours indicates a warmer temperature than that of the Southern
States.

We know very little yet of the vegetation of our Tertiary
formations, and it is impossible to attempt now a comparison of
the floras of the Tertiary and of the Cretaceous in America.
Nevertheless, from the species already published, even from
those of the Tertiary of Nebraska, obtained by Dr. Hayden
and Dr. LeConte, the generic affinity is striking and therefore
the general American facies is equally represented in both.

Vegetable remains are the records of the natural phenomena
which have governed the surface of our earth at different epochs.
Nowhere else can the successive development of a long series

of vegetable cycles, without cataclysmatic interruptions, be
Mowed as well as in America. When, then, the fossil plants
of our country have been thoroughly studied, they will
to us the history of nature's proceedings during the _
tones. Questions of a high order are therefore intimately al-
lied to the study of those remains of fossil plants so little val-
ued among us even now.
Columbus, March 19, 1868.

Am. XIII.—Recent Eruption of' Mauna Loa and Kilauea,

Hawaii.

th
lowing are extracts from some of the accounts of

e recent great eruption on Hawaii which have reached us.

•

I
j
e^er ^ill be aided in understanding the geography of the

d 4io
y referriag to a map in volume xxvii of this Journal,

Jj
V? » (or that in the writer's Manual of Geology, p. 696.) The

^strict of Kona is on the west side of the island, between c
a<y nearly; that of Kau, on the southern, from / to a line

south
1

*!
-

S 'E ' from KUauea
;

tliat of Puna
>
east of Kau

>
and

Run! •
^°* Kahuku lies almost in a direct line between the

t

£mmt of M. Loa and the south cape, 12 or 15 miles north of
e c*pe, and this line was the course of the principal fissures
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and flows of lava. The new island is situated just south i I

the south cape. Waiohinu is about 8 miles east of Kahuh I

(north ofk on the map), 5 or 6 miles from the sea at Eaaluali I

Eonuapo is at i ; Punaluu, 4 or 5 miles farther east on the coast

|

Hiilea lies 3 or 4 miles east of north of Punaluu. From Punnta I

the road to Kilauea leaves the coast and passes through MaTcuk I

Keaiva (about 26 m. from Kilauea), Kapapala (18 or 20 a I

from K. and 3000 feet above the sea). Mr. F. S. LymanM
j

near Keaiva. The mud-eruption of which he speaks in to

J
letter below was a little northwest of a line between Keam I

and Kapapala; and the lava eruptions near Hiilea are west ot I

south of the mud-eruptions ; both appear to have been con-

Le the eruptions near I

Lthis place may have

|

come direct from the central crater of the mountain. I

The letter of Mr. Lyman to his brother, David B. Lyman of

O&icago, was received by us through Prof. Lyman ofNew Ha«a I

For other communications we are indebted to Prof Alexander
j

of Honolulu, and the Honolulu papers.—J. D. Dana.]

1. Letter from Rev. Titus Coak, (to J. D. Dana,) dated &>

Hawaii, April 7, 1868.

History and tradition record
as we have just experienced. v~
and repeated shocks of earthquake were felt in Kau, the sontn-

ern district of this island. On the 28th these shocks became

more frequent and more energetic, extending to Hilo, K°f
and probably to all parts of the island. On this day the in-

habitants of Hilo saw steam and fire shooting up from severe

points on the summit, and down the S. E. slope of MaU

^
Loa. During the same day, all Kau was startled by wW J——»i and roarings, as of a tempest, from the mounta*

tain was rent, apparently, from near the summit cra-

ter, Mokuaweoweo, half way down its southern slope,
afl

jets of steam and smoke went up from many points, wj»

four distinct streams of lavas flowed out from separate
&•

sures, and rushed down the mountain. One of these strea^

flowed nearly due south half way down the mountain 1

^ward Kahuku. At the same time a terrible earthquake shoo

down the large stone church at Kahuku, and also all the^dwelling houses m that place, including the houses of f£
foreign gentlemen, who are grazing cattle at the foot of «*

mountain. & &

A letter just received from Rev. T. D. Paris, of Keatak**
South Kona, and dated March 29th, contains some facts ^
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ceraing that side of the island, which I take the liberty to

transcribe. . ,, , , ,

"For the last 36 hours, our house and all about us have

been trembling, shaking and heaving, as if the very founda-

tions were giving way. For ten hours there was a succession

of shakes at intervals of from two to five minutes—vibrations,

roaring and hissing, continuing most of the time, from one

shock to another. • ,

" Yesterday, during the heaving of the earth, four avalanches

fell from the Kaanaloa precipice into the bay.

"Friday morning (27th), between 5 and 6 o'clock, we dis-

covered the great mountain to be on fire, with immense col-

umns and pillars of smoke; but as yet we are ignorant as to

the course of the stream.

"Tuesday, April 1st. The shaking of the hill still con-

tinues. We have not undressed for sleeping since Friday

Thus far Mr. Paris. . „
On Saturday, the 28th, the lights on the mountain dis-

appeared on all sides, from Kona to Hilo scarcely a purl ot

steam was seen, and all subaerial volcanic demonstrations

ceased. All eyes were looking to the hills, and all were inqui-

ring with amazement, " What has become of the eruption ?

Meanwhile the whole island trembled and shook. Day and

night the throbbing and quaking were nearly continuous JNo

one attempted to count the sudden jars and prolonged throes,

so rapid was their succession. And even during the mtervals

between the quakes, the ground and all objects upon it seemed

to quiver like the surface of a boiling pot. The quaking was

most fearful in Kau, and anxiety marked all thoughtful minds.

The truth was, all the fires of the mountain and of Kilauea

were sunk in subterranean caverns and chambers, and were

struggling to force their way down to the ocean. The sea ot

lavas must have been enormous, and it was working, under-

ground, in numerous ducts, under a tract many miles broad

The shocks and quiverings continued with different degrees ot

intensity until Thursday, the 2d inst.

It was now evident that Kilauea, and the mother mountain,

Loa, were acting in concert. The fires in the former had be-

come fearfully intense, shaking down avalanches of rocks from

the outer walls, cracking the earth and bursting into an extinct

lateral crater, called "Little Kilauea."
At 4 p. m. on the 2d instant a shock occurred, which was

absolutely terrific All over Kau and Hilo, the earth was rent

m a thousand places, opening cracks and fissures from an men
to many feet in width, throwing over stone-walls, prostrating
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trees, breaking down banks and precipices, demolishing neariy

all stone churches and dwellings, and filling the people witt

consternation. This shock lasted about three minutes, w
had it continued three minutes more, with such violence, fe»

houses would have been left standing in Hilo or Kau. Horn-

nately there was but one stone building in Hilo, our pnsoi

and that fell immediately. . ,

As this awful shock died away, the sea rose some six iw

above high water mark, and all the dwellings, stores, mtm
shops, etc., near the shore, were in imminent peril. At

»

same hour all Kau experienced a much more awful COEVUlf
J"

Between Kapapala and Keaiva, about twenty-six m
Kilauea, the earth suddenly opened, among the foot hills o

the mountain, a mile or two above the road leading through

Kau, and a mass of earth, stones and mud was thrown up W>

to three miles long, and two to three miles broad, where t»

opening commenced, and one half to three-quarters of a rP

broad, at the terminus. This earthy eruption is said to

^
four to fifteen feet deep, and the disgorgement was so rap

that thirty people, and 2,500 to 2,600 bullocks and horses we*

crushed, and all the houses of the village buried from sig

The occurrence was on a cattle ranch belonging to Eeed a

Richardson, and near the sheep and goat ranch of r. »• J

man, Esq., son of Rev. D. B. Lyman, of Hilo. At
moment, the houses of Reed and Richardson, of Mr
and pearly all the native houses in that district, were snas

Simultaneously with this, there was a submarine
ment of lavas into the sea,* which caused a tidal v

15 to 20 feet high. This was fiery red, from the enormo*

eruption of igneous matter which broke up under the sea i

miles along the shore, sweeping away every building on t

lower grounds for some fifteen miles along the coast. &°.

many lives were lost by this influx we have not yet ascertain^

I have seen forty-seven names of the killed in the earthy en»F i

tion, some six miles from the sea, and this influx of the ocea& I

These statistics include only the eastern portion, or less tW

one-fourth part of Kau. We are anxiously waiting for
*f j

from the central and western portions of the district. Be»£ I

the terrible shock of the 2d, we had heard that the churcH®

and many dwellings at Waiohinu and onward to Kahuku,^ |m ruins
; but since that event no messenger has come from ^

that region to report.
It is said that the great earth eruption near Kapapala *f

not heated, and that there was no appearance of fire in the d^
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gorgements. The whole mass was thrown out of the earth like

the discharge of a cannon, with a rush of wind and an awful roar.

The whole action was seen by Mr. Richardson and others on

the N. E., and by Mr. Lyman and others on the S. W. side of

the eruption. The premises of both these gentlemen came
near being swallowed up in this upheaval.

For the last twelve days, few probably of the people of Hilo

and Kau have put off their clothes for sleeping. Many have

camped out in the fields, and all have been anxious to secure

places of comparative safety.

We still have repeated shocks, which send us out of our

houses by day and night, and our house has often jarred and
quivered since I have been writing these lines. But the shocks

are less frequent and severe from day to day.

The sympathy between Kilauea and Mauna Loa has been

distinctly marked during this eruption. Like the divisions of

a grand army, all the Plutonic forces of our island have seemed
to act in concert; the fires in the mountain and in Kilauea

rising and falling together, and the great subterranean move-
ments, and the rush into the sea, being simultaneous. The
fires of Kilauea have been drawn of and the crater has sunk

down several hundred feet, as in the eruption of 1840.

For four or five weeks previous to this eruption, we had
heavy and continuous rains, and a vast amount of water must
We gone down into the earth, filling the subterranean

streams and reservoirs, and causing them to overflow. The
descent of such quantities of water to the rising columns of

lava, and the rapid generation of steam, may have hastened

and intensified the catastrophe.
We give you the facts so far as we are able to do so, leaving

the philosophical reasonings and conclusions to our scientific

friends.

April 10. Last evening news came in from Waiohinu and
Kahuku, that all that region was in ruins. The terrors were
awful. Not an undamaged house left. 67 lives lost by the

influx of the sea, and no shore village standing. The lavas

have broken ground in Kau and are flowing to the sea. Our
shocks still continue at intervals.

_ • • . . In my last letter from Kau I left off writing

Tuesday evening, the 31st ult. That night from about ten till

two the shaking was almost incessant ; it then subsided. Wed-
nesday morning about sunrise there was a hard shock, and
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again at 5 p. m. there was a severe and protracted earthquak
with considerable swaying to and fro of the earth. Nearly il

that night the shaking was very severe with frequent shocb

and a rumbling sound from the south. • • * *

Soon after four o'clock p. m. on Thursday we experienced

a most fearful earthquake. First the earth swayed to andfo

from north to south, then from east to west, then round and

round, up and down, and finally in every imaginable direction,

for several minutes, everything crashing around, and the tree

thrashing as if torn by a hurricane, and there was a sound*
of a mighty rushing wind. It was impossible to stand; «
had to sit on the ground, bracing with hands and feet to keep

trom being rolled over. While this agitation was at its height

we saw bursting out, from the top of the bluff, about a mile

and a half north of us, what we supposed to be an immense

torrent of molten lava, which rushed across the plain below,

apparently bursting up from the ground as it went, throwing

rocks high in the air, and swallowing everything in its ways-
trees, houses, cattle, horses, goats and men, all overwhelmed a

an instant. This devouring current passed over a distance of

about three miles in as many minutes, and then ceased. Sons

one called our attention to the ocean, and as soon as the seventy

ot the earthquake had sufficiently subsided, we ran to a pi**

wnere we could see the coast. All along the shore from directly

Mow our place to Punaluu, a distance of three or four mil*
the sea was boiling and foaming furiously. The waves med
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very frequent and very severe, he remained only two or three
hours. While he was camping, that night, on the great sand-
plain southwest of Kilauea, the clouds were lifted from the
mountain, and he saw a great river of lava pouring down its

southern slope in the vicinity of Waiohinu or Kahuku, and
entering the sea near Kaalualu bay. At Kilauea he could see
neither fire nor smoke in the crater. Last evening (Thursday),
with two other white men and several natives, he sailed on the
sloop Live Yankee, bound for the coast of Kau, hoping to be
able to rescue all who are still endangered by the volcano.

Since last Saturday evening, the earthquake shocks at this

place (Hilo) have been infrequent and very slight, but the
mountain still smokes furiously. I should have mentioned the
fact that in the morning of the day after the great earthquake
we could see that there had been small eruptions of earth in
the margin of the forest all along the side of the mountain,
from the high land above Mr. Richardson's house to the hill be-
hind our house, a distance of four miles or more. The tract
covered by the great eruption was nearly a mile wide and three
miles long, forming a bank of moist, clayey soil fifteen or
twenty feet high. It looks precisely like a great bank of red
and brown clinkers (the aa of the natives). A stream of water
is now running through it, and far below toward the ocean.

In the earlier letter of Mr. F. S. Lyman, (dated Kau, March
31st,) addressed to D. B. Lyman of Chicago, he writes as
follows

:

Since we last wrote you we still live in tear and trembling.
You may have already heard that an eruption broke out on
Mauna Loa, a little to the southwest of the summit, about
six o'clock last Friday morning, the 27th inst., without any
forewarning. The fire burst up out of the ground, throwing a
spray of red lava high in the air ; and then a great column of
smoke rose straight up thousands of feet and arched over to
the east; in a few minutes a new jet was thrown up a little

southeast of the first, with its column of smoke. This was
soon followed by another, and then by a fourth ; and soon the
red lava began running down the sides of the mountain in four
streams, in a southerly and easterly direction. About seven
c
\
0<& we began to hear a roaring sound which grew louder

a&d louder until the air seemed to tremble with the incessant
roar of the volcano, but finally it subsided and ceased entirely
about eight o'clock. But before that time the clouds had shut
T>wn on the mountain so that we could see nothing more then.
About noon we began to feel slight earthquakes, and during the
jught they were very frequent, some of the time, every minute or
™o; though very slight, they were sufficient to prevent sleep, for
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almost every jar would rattle the doors and windows. After se-

nse Saturday morning (28th) the shocks began to be hank

coming often two together ; they increased in violence m
between one and two o'clock in the afternoon, when there oc-

curred the hardest of all, with three shocks, which lasted about

a minute; the swaying motion was so great that it was hard te

stand up. The rest of the day the shocks were not iw

severe. Saturday morning we could see the smoke, and the He*

had apparently gone about ten miles due south from the source.

but during the day and part of the night it was coveredm
clouds.

Saturday night the shocks were very frequent and qn*

severe ; and the house made such a noise and commotion I

every shock that we all moved to our native house, or none

Jus would have slept any. The next morning, Sunday, f
line of smoke had advanced about 15 miles since the morim?

previous, and seemed to be directly in the line towardW
Brown's house in Kahuku ; but, what seems singular, no^had thus far been visible except an occasional show of n»

the source. Sunday the shakes were less frequent, with sous

hard ones until about 2 p. m. when they nearly ceased ;
oc*

sional and slight all that night, and Monday also, and MoiW

night
; but to-day (Tuesday, the 31st), about ten a. m. «*

was quite a severe shaTdng, and at five p. m. a harder one.

3. Extract*from a letterfrom H. M. Whitket, editor off**
iiolitlu Ad,"-.

,..,_ A .u i3th,on the em

tions near Kehuku. (From the Advertiser.)

On ascending the ridge just west of and opposite the Ma^
Pah (precipice) of Kahuku, and which was separated from

us

a valley about one-eighth of a mile wide, the whole scene ope»J

before us m one grand panorama. The valley itselfwas flo#

over with a pavement of fresh pahoehoe lava (solid lava str#

f^n£an!arly. 8m00th
'
tho^ often rippled and wavy**

Z% ?^
ten t0 twenty feet <W, which appears to havebj?^-:^
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what clothes they had on, before the houses were all surrounded

and enclosed with streams of fiery aa lava varying from five to

fifty feet in depth. Fortunately all the inmates escaped safely

to Waiohinu : but how narrow the escape was, and how rapid

the stream flowed, may be inferred from the fact that the path

by which they escaped was
^
covered with lava within ten min-

utes after they passed over it.

The new crater, when visited by Mr. Swain, was at least one

and a half miles in extent, nearly circular, but constantly en-

larging its area, by engulphing its sides. While the above

gentleman was looking at it, a tract of at least five acres in

extent tumbled in and was swallowed up like food for the de-

vouring element. The enlargement is going on mainly on the

lower side, toward the farm-house, and it is thought that its

diameter is already about two miles. Four huge jets or foun-

tains were continually being thrown up out of this great crater,

ever varying in size and height, sometimes apparently all join-

ing together and making one continuous spouting a mile and

a half long. From the lower side of the crater a stream of

liquid, rolling, boiling lava poured out and ran down the plateau,

then down the side of the pali (following the track of the gov-

ernment road), then along the foot of the pali or precipice five

miles to the sea. . , .,

This was the scene that opened before us as we ascended the

ridge on Friday (10th). At the left were these four grand foun-

tains playing with terrific fury, throwing blood-red lavaand huge

stones, some as large as a house, to a height varying from 500

to 1,000 feet. The grandeur of this scene, ever changing like

a moving panorama, no one who has not seen it can realize.

Then there was the rapid, rolling stream, rushing and turn-

Wing like a swollen river, down the hill, over the precipice and

down the valley to the sea, surging and roaring like a cataract

with a fury perfectly indescribable. This river of fire varied

from 200 to 800 feet in width, and when it is known that the

descent was 2,000 feet in five miles, the statement that it ran at

the rate of ten to twenty-five miles an hour will not be doubted -

We waited till night, when the scene was a hundred fold

more grand and vivid. The crimson red of the lava now doubiy

bright, the lurid glare of the red smoke-clouds that over-

hung the whole, the roaring of the rushing stream, the noise

of the tumbling rocks thrown out of the crater, the flashes ol

electric lightning, and the sharp quick claps of thunder—alto-

gether made the scene surpassingly grand.

* Some corrections are here introduced from Mr. Whitney's later account in the

Advertiser of May 9th.—Eds.
Am- Joub. Sci—Segdnd Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 136.-Jtjly, 1868.
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The eruption lasted five days, it ceasing entirely in then$
between the 11th and 12th.

Finding it impossible to get over to Waiohinu, either k

going up the mountain or by sea, we returned to this place a

Saturday, and hope to go on soon by steamer.
The number of shocks which occurred at Waiohinu fin

March 29th to April 10th, is estimated by Mr. Sillowaytohaa

been upward of two thousand, there having been some dajs

between three and four hundred. The heaviest shock occurrfi

on Thursday, April 2d, being the same that was felt so sens-

bly at Honolulu. This destroyed every church and nearly even

dwelling in the whole district

From 10 to 12 o'clock of that da^
the large church in Waiohinu, and 1. „«.
Only four hours after they left the heavy shock came, the walls

tumbled in, and the roof fell flat—all the work of twenty sec-

onds. At the same instant, every man, woman and child weK

thrown from their feet. Horses and cattle dropped down ass

dead. A man riding on horseback had his horse tumble nn»

him so suddenly, that he found himself and horse lying flat

«

the ground before the thought of an earthquake entered b»

mind.
fo

The earth opened all through the district, and in somep
xeft dangerous fissures, while in others it closed up again. -

one place it closed twenty feet from where it opened. A{»

insures make it dangerous to travel in the dark. Every*!)*
the roads are broken up, and it will take much money andla^

to restore them to their old condition.
As the Kona Packet was passing the south point of the

and, about three n
"

hundred feet high, rose out of the" sea, midway between

land, emitting a nolnmn nf steam and sin

was passing the south point ot tn»

from the shore, a conical island,

»

-j -~e out of the sea, midway between £
vesse and the land, emitting a column of steam and tf*
The lava river flows into the sea at this island and has extend

tl£ uL° ™ "*T mile at !*»*, «> that ^ is n0W °nZ^S ,
The Packe* was so near when this island bursty

WhereTela~T"?* 0n the masts and sails of ** d>
ted 10 to 90 J f?^ed the 8ea

> th^re were bluish flames **

Tne ceneT^> besides *team and 8moke ' *
ness Twl *

t
m^ion was a mo*t melancholy one to*

who^ zih
zt::\^e cattle graf

d

g '

hemmed them ™ ™ a Streams 8urrounded

ger but «,»„;„ . P°or animals seemed aware oi w° ~j

learei till th. ZV° G8CaPe -
TheW lava drew neai^

mn Vhlvt. T\ *»*» them restlesl but they would

iSntf?nf^ the foe in the face
>
8tood*?

S

reacneu them, then fell m the stream__a mAA '

cloud of
&*
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followed, and not a sign remained. Thus one after another

ti 1! i ill over two hundred were consumed.

An incident which ought not to he omitted is the shower of

ashes which preceded the eruption. During Monday night (the

6th), prior to the eruption, the ground throughout the district

was covered with a coating of fine sand and light pumice stone,

of a light yellowish color. Where this shower of sand and pum-

ice stone came from is as yet unknown, but probably from some

vent hole near the summit crater.

The tidal wave was much greater than before stated.
_

It

rolled in over the tops of the cocoanut trees, probably sixty

feet high, and drove the floating rubbish, timber, etc., inland a

distance of a quarter of a mile in some places, taking out

to sea when it returned, houses, men, women, and almost

everything movable. The villages Punaluu, Ninole, Kawaa

and Hormapo were utterly annihilated.

4. Letter of Dr. Wm. Hillebraot>, on the Crahr of Kilcnu a <nul

the eruptions southwest, published in the Hawaiian Gazette.

Dr. William Hillebrand visited the crater of Kilauea and

the scene of the mud flow, and has published a very interesting

report of his observations, from which the following extracts

The ground around the crater of Kilauea, particularly on

the eastern and western sides, is rent by the great number of

fissures, one near the Puna road more than twelve feet wide

and very deep. Others of lesser size run parallel to and cross

the Kau road so as to render travel on it very dangerous. The

look-out house is detached from the mainland by a very deep

crevasse, and stands now on an isolated, overhanging
;

rocK,

which, at the next severe concussion, must tumble into tne pit

helow. Many smaller fissures are hidden by grass and bushes,

forming so many traps for the unwary. The Volcano House,

however, has not suffered, nor is the ground surrounding it bro-

ken in the least. From the walls of Kilauea large masses of roc*

have been detached and thrown down. On the west and north-

west side, where the fire had been most active before the great

earthquake of April 2, the falling masses probably have been

at once melted by the lava and carried off by its stream, tor

the walls there remain as perpendicular as they were betore,

hut that this portion of the wall has lost portions of its mass,

is shown too evidently by the deep crevices along the western

edge just spoken of, and the partial detachment m ma
of large prisms of rock. But. it is on the east and northeast

wall particularly, that the character of the crater has under-

gone a change. Along the descent on the second ledge, large
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masses of rock, many more than one hundred tons in wight

obstruct the path and form abutments to the stone pillars-

small buttress hills, similar to those observed in front of thehigl

basaltic wall in Koolau, Oahu. So also in the deep crater itsell

the eastern wall has lost much of its perpendicular dip, and

has become shelving in part.

The crater itself was entirely devoid of liquid lava; no incan-

descence anywhere
;
pitchy darkness hovered over the abyss tk

first night. I say the first night, because during the second

night of our stay, between twelve and one a. m., detonations

were heard again, and light reappeared for a short time in tk

South Lake. White vapors of steam issued from theflooiin

a hundred places, but of those stifling, sulphurous and aad

gases formerly so overpowering in the neighborhood of'm

lakes and ovens, only the faintest trace was perceived. The
J»was nowhere so great over the bottom that we could not keep

our footing for a minute or more, although in many places"

would forbid the touch of the bare hand. The great So*

Lake is transformed into a vast pit, more than five hund^

feet deep, the solid eastern wall projecting far over the hoM
below, while the remaining sides are falling off with a sbarf

inclination, and consist of a confused mass of sharp aa. »°«

than two-thirds of the old floor of Kilauea has caved in, *»

sunk from one hundred to three hundred feet below theW
oi the remaining floor. The depression embraces the *W
western half, and infringes in a semicircular line on a con^

erable portion of the other half. It is greatest in the nrf"
and rather gradual and gentle in its southern portion. En^;

mg upon the depressed floor from the southern lake, it *
some time before we became fully aware of its existence.

-

jas only on our return from the northwest corner, where i

deepest, that there presented itself, through the mist in f&
tplT T? oped

'.
a MSh wal1 of three hundred feet of gtesque and fantastic outlines At first we were quite W*

dered, fancying that we beheld tt great outerTa!? of the
g

singular wall™
aPPr°aCh

'
We 800n «atisfied ourselveS

SliTi? +VP?8ented the line of demarcation of a fra;L°or
°f

.

the crat<*> a fact that su

to apprise us ojE S'eT
fr°m ab°Ve had alto°ethe

cmtebe^^" 1?^6

^* the principal activity^

lake. Having arrIvtd
'

t ^ d
L
rection on lea™g *jl>

considerable rise m it
abo1

? the middle of the '

fewest. H^tff^^J^*
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brink of a fearful chasm, which fell off on our side with a

beetlino- wall to the depth of several hundred feet, and extended

about half a mile from north to south. Very hot air rose from

it. Around it, toward its northern extremity, the lava is

thrown up into an indescribable confusion
;
pile upon pile of

OO, goitte and ridge by turns.

The caving in of the floor seemed to be still in progression,

for twice during our exploration of the crater our nerves were

disturbed by a prolonged heavy rumbling and rattling noise as

from a distant platoon fire of musketry, coming from the

northwest corner. ° • * *
;,:

'

,

Thus far as to what we have seen. Now allow me to relate

what I learned from Kaina, who has resided near the volcano

without interruption for the last five months, and whose strong

nerves sustained him during the fearful catastrophe introduced

by the earthquake of April 2. He and the Chinaman who

keeps the house, were the only persons who remained at Ki-

lauea. He says for two months preceding the first shock, viz

:

from January 20 to March 29—the crater had been unusually

active, eight lakes being in constant ebullition and frequently

overflowing. During all this time (the date of its first appear-

ance could not be ascertained exactly) there was in the north-

west corner a "blow-hole," from which, at regular intervals of

a minute or less, with a roaring noise, large masses of vapoi

were thrown off, as from a steam engine. This ceased about

the 17th of March. At the same time the activity oi the

lakes became greatly increased, and Kaina anticipated mischief.

March 27 the first shock was perceived. Two days later Mr.

Fornander found the bottom of the crater overflowed with fresh

lava and incandescent. ,
t

Thursday, April 2, at a few minutes past four p. m., the.great

earthquake occurred, which caused the ground around Kilauea

to rock like a ship at sea. At that moment there commenced

fearful detonations in the crater; large quantities of lavajere

thrown up to a great height; portions of the wall"tumble* in
;

This extraordinary commotion, accompanied with unearthly

noise and ceaseless swaying of the ground continued from that

day till Sunday night, April 5, but from the first the fire began

to recede. On Thursday night it was already confined to the

regular lakes; on Saturday night it only remained in the greax

south lake, and on Sunday night there was none at *ll

J-*™
had left Kilauea. The noises now became weaker and were

separated by longer intervals. By Tuesday, April 7,
quiet

reigned in Kilauel On that afternoon the lava burst out at

a distance of forty miles southwest, in Kahuku.
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In Kapapala we were told that fire had been seen seveui

nights in a southeast direction, and that natives had reported

flowing lava there. We rode over on the morning of April 20.

At a distance of five miles from Mr. Reed's dwelling, where tie

Puna road turns off from the Kilauea road, heavy clouds o(

white vapor were seen to issue from the bush, which sparsely

covered the pahoehoe south of the road. Half an hour's ride

brought us up to the place, but we were obliged to leave our

horses some distance before reaching the spot, on account of

fissures.
_
After having crossed a number of them, heading for

the heaviest cloud of vapor, we at last came to a deep crevasse

in the pahoehoe at least twenty-four feet in width, no bottoi

visible. It narrowed and widened out in places, but nowhere

was less than eight feet wide. Its length was estimated at torn

hundred feet. Parallel with this great crevasse, constituting

belt about six hundred feet in width, were a number of smaDj

ones on each side, diminishing in size with distance from i,

trom six feet to a few inches. From the larger openings a*
iormer, heavy white columns of hot steam issued, which bad

»

decidedly alkaline smell. Smaller jets of vapor, to the numb*

ot thirty, rose from the smaller fissures. We could not d*

cover fire in anyplace, but it is very probable that duringW
nights the reflection of the underlying lava should be thrown**
for as the steam did not seem to contain combustible mate*
it is unlikely that the light seen should have been produced,

«. lne mean direction of all the fissures was northeast nj

degrees north, southwest nine degrees south, or nearly the

£

rection of a line connecting Kilauea with Waiohinu and K*

mlS'
QCe °f the8e fi88Ure8 from Kilauea iS

sitffn^v
6 ?^uake of April 2 reached its greatest j£sity m this district, so as even to rend in twain the fraj

^f^^^9^* give a short description^

tuSe ffiSdiE?
8 a Pr°Per .^standing

of *£
the ranch stathon offc ^T is that comPnSed

+tS
and Mr. F. g W^ ^7' Reed & Richardson, on

:

the**

tween them '

The^ ^ include *S broad **%.
'- ~* these valleys rise w^

i runs at right angles
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the spurs, and is covered with a dense pulu forest, which ex-

tends far up the gentle slope of the dome of Mauna Loa.
^
In

the second one of these valleys—that next to Mr. Lyman's

—

the so-called mudflow took place; but very extensive landslides,

confined simply to the loose earth and conglomerate, also oc-

curred in the other valleys.

The ground around Reed & Richardson's station is intersect-

ed by numerous small cracks and fissures, running in every c

as to shake off the face of the pali, burying in a minute thirty-

one human beings, many hundred head of rattle, entire flocks

of goats, and ending four miles from its beginning in a mighty

river of mud. Before reaching this mud flow, from Reed's

house, we passed two considerable streams of muddy water,

of a reddish yellow color, emitting a strong odor of clay,

such as may be perceived in potteries. Both streams have

their origin in the landslide of the first valley. When we

passed them again, two days later, they had nearly disappeared.

They evidently owed their origin to the drainage of the fallen

mass. The mud flow is met with three miles from Reed's. It

projects itself from the spurs of the hills two miles down on

the plain ; begins at once with a thickness of six feet, which,

toward the middle, where it forms a small hill, rises to thirty

feet, averages about three-fourths of a mile in width and con-

tracts toward its end. From this end a long cue of boulders

bears witness to the violent action of a torrent which shot out

of the mud after it was deposited, and which has since perpet-

uated itself in a stream of some size, quite muddy, and emit-

ting the above mentioned pottery odor, when we saw it first

on April 20, but perfectly clear and inodorous when we passed

it three days later. A little higher up, a koa grove gives still

stronger evidence to the strength of the propelling force. 1 tie

trees first seized are snapped off and prostrate, yet the mud m
that place is only a few feet deep. The mass itself is nothing

but the loose red soil of the mountain side, with a good sprink-

ling of round boulders, with here and there stumps of trees,

ferns, happuu and amaumau and entire lehua trunks. .Near

the lower end a vigorous, healthy taro plant stood erect in the

mud, as if it had been planted there. From its sides protru-

ded portions of the bodies of many cattle and goats, over-

whelmed in their flight ; a gain of one second in time mignt

We saved them. The surface of the mud in this hftf

was rather smooth, as if it had been forced down by t

of water, and it was still so soft that the feet sank deep into it.

After we had flanked it for some distance along the side ot tne

till, the mud became solid enough to bear our weight, ana we

walked upon it to the head of the pali. The surface gradually
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became more rough ; the boulders increased, and detached por-

tions of earth and stone were scattered beyond its borders

which also flattened out gradually. The ascent soon becam,

steep, and here, on a short spur, just in the middle of the mud

stands a native house on an island of grass and taro,flankec

by two trees. A poor woman who happened to be in it at thi

time of the outbreak escaped the awful fate which doomed tk

remaining members of her family, and was removed from he

perilous situation a few days after, when the crust had becom

solid enough to bear a man's weight.

As we went on, the mass became more rough and hard, to

trunks and boulders increased, even angular rocks appeared

until, at last, the mud ceased entirely, and gave place toas«

of huge rocks, all angular and exhibiting fresh fractures, lag

trunks of trees crushed between and under them, and stream

lets of fresh, clear water, meandering between them, Ito

continued for the last three hundred feet of rise, and endedn

a perpendicular wall of solid rock some twenty feet high, afie

having climbed which, we reposed under the refreshing soaj

of tall fern trees, for we had entered at once the great p
forest. Seated on the trunk of a prostrate tree, we could sm

vey the whole field of devastation we had just traversed. l»

mediately at our feet the rocky framework of the pali was tori

up, and its contents turned topsy-turvy in dire confusion. 1

rockv wall we had just climbed continued itself, until it reac

the sides of the two flanking hills. A perpendicular cu

the side of the latter laid open some forty feet of red eartn w

conglomerate. Looking behind us, we saw that the roc

were resting on was separated from the mountain by a

crevasse, parallel to the wall and only partly visible, as 1

tended under the dense trees. To our left, a clear, spar^

mountain stream leaped in a bouncing cascade over the- .

and after losing its course amid the maze of rocks, ga I

itself again, flowing over the solid bed rock in a deep gorge
,

in the mud. This stream had existed here before, but
^

reached half down the pali, became lost in the soil, *

easily be imagined what an amount of subsoil water mus

been deposited here. Bearing this in mind, a^Jrifc
depth of soil and conglomerate on this slope, as indica*

the cuts in the hill sidee, there seems to be no great aim

to explain how such enormous masses of earth, at k[st *L
tt

led horizontally through the air, hurled down the
>

valley ..

tremendous force which tore off the side of the mo ^

should then have been seized by the propelling 1°"*^
now liberated subsoil water, and carried in a mighty six

beyond the place where at first they were deposited.
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On returning, we concluded to reach and follow the ridge of
the hill flanking the stream on our left. Having arrived there,
we could survey the extent of the landslides on the opposite
side of the hill, which were considerable. From this place, our

3 pointed out to us a human figure in the distance, moving
y

hi'.ly «

the loss oi a wiie, two uttie boys, ana botn parents. All slept

i under that field of desolation. Following the

hill, still covered with grass and wood, we were
startled by the number of fissures and crevices intersecting it

in every direction. In some places one was tempted to say,
that more space was occupied by them than by the solid crust.

The direction of the solid rock wall and the crevasse in the for-
est, is northeast by north to southwest by south, nearly par-
allel to a line connecting Kilauea with the lava outbreak in
Kahuku. The stream running from the mud-flow is likely to
remain permanent, as it is a continuation of the mountain
stream above, and now runs upon exposed solid bed rock.

All this destruction was the work of the great earthquake of
April 2. During the five days preceding it, over one thousand
shocks had been counted. On that afternoon, Mr. Harbottle,
at Eeed^s with his men, was driving cattle across the hill to-
ward Hjlo when suddenly the earth shook violently, and a great
detonation was heard behind them. Horses and cattle turned
round involuntarily. The whole atmosphere before them was
fed and black. In a very short time this subsided—some say
ln

-
one minute, others in five minutes—but a black cloud con-

r^vf^i
h0V6r 0Ver the SCene f0r SOme time

'
A natiV6

'

Wh°
resided less than half a mile from the scene and who had friends

/
vmo on the hill, found courage enough to run to it, half an

jour after the occurrence. He thrust his hand in the mud and
*ound it cold.

From that Thursday to Sunday, the earth constantly rocked

~J?
8wayed, the hills seemed to alternately approach and re-

eae. Most people became sea-sick. Strange roaring and
^gmg noises were heard under the ground. When the ear

s ^PPked to the earth, it would often receive a distinct int-

erns?
011

'
aS if a 8ubterranean wave Btruck against the earth's

gCff
not

j
ler account states that Dr. Hillebrand had visited the

ther °
V Kab-uku eruption, and had found that there was

isR,,!i

a
•

ure ten to twenty feet wide, from which the lavas
^ed, instead of a proper crater.
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5. From the Hawaiian Gazette of April 15th, on the wr
quakes of April 2d, in nartlujrn as n-ell as other parti n
Hawaii, and at the islands of Maui, Lanai, and Oahu.

The whole island was shaken, but most violently along&
western, southern and eastern flank of Mauna Loa, the <k-

age extending from Kealakekua on the west to Hilo on I
northeast. On the northern side of Hawaii, through Hamak =

Kohala and Kopa, the shocks, though frequent, were compar-

atively light, except the one on Thursday aiternoon, but era

this, though causing people to run out of their houses, did d

damage to buildings. The Kohala plantation chimney 1
buildings were not injured. We believe that the immunity j

,

the northern districts is owing to the mountains of Mauna Ka

Hualalai, and the Kohala Range which intervenes betwee

them and Mauna Loa. It is believed that the Kohala Mont
j

tains are the oldest formation on the island, the volcsj

fires having moved southward as successive portions of « ;

island were thrown up.
At Kona the shock of Thursday was terrific. We are age

indebted to Mr. Williamson for accurate observations erg

and of the other shocks which visited that district. The vita

tions are described by the residents as continuous for horns*

a time, the windows and doors rattling with increasing
J

>

diminishing violence in response to the movements of the earl

,

A few buildings were thrown down, and the sea ebbed #

flowed, leaving fish stranded on the rocks. The motion ol t

water was equal to about eight feet perpendicular. The pet

of this and the Kau district were made sick by theM
the same as if at sea, with nausea and pains in the stc-m*-

and loss of sleep at night.
The great shock of Thursday afternoon, according toijj

from Judge Jones of Lahaina in the Hawaiian Gazette oi
.

8th, was felt at that place on Maui and lasted 90 second*;

shook furniture, pictures, and walls, and the sea recede**

small extent about 5 p. m. The sea ebbed and flowed ^ ;

times, the intervals between the successive flows 7 or 8mi»
B '

Similar shocks occurred on Lanai. n -

1

btill farther from the scene of eruption, on Oahu (i^

from Hawaii) the earthquakes were slight. At 4 p. M. '

°

D^
day, the first of them occurred. It was very UgH^ \

noticed mostly by those inside of stone buildings. TheW
g

of our people were not aware that a tremble had occurred

motion was lateral and quick. The sea, as at U>**%fi<.
observed to recede and flow, but the disturbance was not^On Friday night we were visited again at 12:30, f

tn^
severe shock. The vibration was very perceptible, *

,
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and doors rattled, and many were awaked from their sleep.
Another lateral shock occurred about 1 o'clock a. m., and two
others before 3 o'clock.

The same shocks were noticed at Kaneohe, and one planter
rushed out to look after his sugar house chimney; no harm came
to it. Probably these shocks of Friday night extended over
all of this Island.

[The fact that northern Hawaii was much less shaken by
earthquakes than southern, the island Maui just northwest
of Hawaii, feebly so, and Oahu only 150 miles distant,
much more feebly, indicates that the source of the disturkuuv
was situated directly beneath Mauna Loa, and not far (if at all)
below the level of the part of the ocean's bottom lying within
the Hawaiian seas, and that therefore it was eminently a local
phenomenon.
The submarine rocks of the island, everywhere cavernous or

somewhat loosely put together as common with volcanic accu-
mulations, must have all cavities filled with water from the
suberincumbent ocean. Mauna Loa, although nearly 14,000
ieet high, and 3000 square miles in area, has only one or two
surface streams over more than three-fourths of this area. As
the writer observes in his Geological Report on the Sandwich
Islands the larger part of the moisture that falls annually
upon the cavernous lavas becomes subterranean. Owing to the
numerous vertical fractures and dikes that intersect the moun-
"ua to its base (each eruption in its history having been con-

nf it
With 0ne or more deeP rendings of its sides), a portion

°i these waters may descend vertically to great depths, while
be rest follows subterranean slopes, to emerge along the shores

°r beneath the ocean. (Submarine outlets of fresh water streams
are common about all the volcanic islands of the Pacific.) It
s to be noted further that the subterranean water-courses may
ve m gome cageg considerable size from under-ground

erosion.

These facts appear to afford an explanation of the recent vol-

ume operations. As Rev. Mr. Coan observes, the abundance
jam during the preceding months may have been a predis-

to th
g
K
a
-

U8e
' The vertical channels of the mountains, filled

dm t +•
nm ^0m tne rams> would. have brought immense hy-

T
static pressure upon the deep-seated water-chambers below.

rocks^
ater may tllus kave been f°rce(l deeply into the hot

fissur
'
an
^ *^6re 8uddenly converted into steam, it caused new

hnn
6S

g
Wltn attendant earthquakes, and opened passages to

CrI u
8Vtaence came vaster rendings of the mountain and

took
l

ks
' and> as a natural sequence, all that subsequently
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On a neio mode of forming the organic s>tI/>/><< nh.—>
cetic, isethionic, methionic, and other organic sulphaci 1- gi i i

•

phurous acid when heated with potash, and may therefore here

garded as derived from neutral sulphites by the substitution

I

half the metal by an alcoholic or acid radical. Stkecker h
succeeded me : nation directly in a number o

cases. Thus iodid of methyl heated to 150° C. with a solution

o

sulphite of sodium yields methyl-sulphite of sodium

:

€H
3I+Na2Se 3=€H 3Se 3Na-(-NaL

Under the same ciiv mi-tanci >. bromid of ethylene and sulphite

o

potassium yield disulphethylenate and bromid of potassium

:

€ 2H4Br2+2K2SO a=€ 2H4 (Se 3
K) 2

+2KBr.

Trichlorhydrin and sulphite of potassium yield chlorid ofM
sium and the potassium salt of a new acid, which the author caL

trisulphoglyceric acid.

€ 3H s
Cl

3+3K2Se 3=€ 3
H

5
(Se 3

K)+3KCl.

The chlorinated acids behave in a similar manner ;
thus M

chloracetic acid by boiling with an alkaline sulphite, yields an*

kaline chlorid and sulphacetate

:

€H2C1€02K+K2S0 3
=€H2 | fe*!

+

KCL

Under the same conditions the chlorhydrate of oxyd of ethyk"

yields ethionic acid:

€TI2OH €H2OH . __,
,

H;C1
+K,se.= ,

H;K9e
+Ka

In these reactions either the whole or a part of the chlorine Tjffl><

directly to the carbon is replaced by RS0 3 . By heatingg
form with sulphite of potassium, the author obtained the pott*

salt of sulphodichloro-methylic acid

:

€HC1
3+K2SO 3

=€HC12.S0 3
K+KC1 I

The preceding reactions show clearly that the sulphacids con

the residue (SO
, K) diivctlv united with the carbon by.the

J?£ ,]

It is probable I borons acids isomeric in.
preceding contain the same group, but united to the carw>

^
means of oxygen.— Comptes Eendus, lxvi, 537.

£CKi
2. Onth4}tr<n,*f,n-n.of;.,n..t->n-l-'nr;j;Htnglg>-o.-olL-~ \-\

has found that when uric acid is heated in a sealed tube w
liO° C. with a concentrated solution •>(' ehlorhydric or io _
acids, it is transformed into glycocoll, carbonic acid and anu"

€
5H4N4e 3+5H2e=€ 2

H
b
N02+3€02

+3NH 3
.

The author remarks that if hippuric acid be considered as

acid conjugated with glycocoll, we may in like manner cons*
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acid as a combination of glycocoll and cyanuric acid. The two
acids characterizing the urinary secretions of the herbivores and the
carnivores present relations which are closer than has been hitherto
supposed— Comptes jRendus, lxvi, 539. w. g.

:i O/i an oxychlorid of silicon.— By passing the vapor of
chlorid of silicon through a porcelain tube either empty or filled
with fragments of feldspar heated to a very high temperature,
Friedel and Ladenberg have obtained an oxychlorid of siliconOXYC

and 1:

The oxyd of silicon-triethyl, O jfj{|*H
5

j

3
'

is another ]

which two atoms of silicon are united by one of oxygen.«u»m iwu atoms oi silicon are united Dy one ot oxygen
»n-triethyl may be formed by heating the c

with zinc-ethyl, no reasonable doubt can be entertained as to'the true
constitution of the oxychlorid. The authors call attention to the
analogy between the oxychlorid of silicon and perchlorinated oxyd

r. j SiCL r, j €C1 3
**

I
SiCl 3

**
I
€C1 3

and suggest that the former might be called perchlorinated silico-

Sfl
yllC ether or oxyd of trichlorosilicon.— Comptes Hendus, lxvi,

bodies with
jjv which, as he a a . ver may be
lonned into a hydrocarbon containing the same quantity of carbon
and the maximum of hydrogen. Alcohols, fatty acids, the aro-
maUc bodies, the ethylene series, benzol, naphthaline and anthra-
cene, the amids a vanogen and complex nitro-
genous bodies like indigotine and albumine, all take up hydrogen,
^en black matters like ulmin, coal, and wood charcoal, present no
exceptions to the general rule.

ine reagent which Berthelot employs is iodhydric acid in aque-
w» solution of density 2. The organic body is heated to 275° C.

J«a sealed tube for ten hours with a large excess of the acid, the
cess of the latter over the calculated quantity being greater in

m"i
01

S0n as the organic substance is poor in hydrogen. The re-
^rkable reduchig power of the iodohydric acid under the circuni-

io?
CeS d^Pends uP°n the fact that the acid is resolved at 275° into

as foil
Mrogen. The special results of the investigation are

Part 1st. Series of fatty substances proper.
A- Carburets of hydrogen.
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(1). Ethylenic carburets. C2nH2n . These carburets are fir?

converted into iodohydric ethers and then into hydrurets. Tb

for ethylene C4H4 we have

C4H4+HI=C 4H 5I and C 4H 5
I+HI=C4

H
6+Ia

.

So that the total reaction is C2nH2n+2HI=C 2nH2n+2+I2
.

(2.) Acetylenic carburets. C 2nH2n , 2 . These are first convert*

into lodohydrates and then into hydrurets. Thus for acetylene n

C4H 2 -{-2HI=C4
H

2
(2HI) and C4H2 (2HI)-f-2HI=C4

H6
+I

2
.

(3.) Formenes (marsh gas series) C 2nH2n+2 . These bwfe

being saturated undergo no change.

H. Alcohols.

The alcohols yield first iodids and then formenes. Thus I

common alcohol and glycerine we have

C 4H 6 2+2HI=:C 4H 6+I2-fH 2 2

C 6H 8 6+6HI=C 6H 8
+3l 2

+3H2 2

IE. Ethers. IV. Aldehyds. V. Acids.
.

For these substances the author quotes the results obtained in

former investigation. Various iodids, chlorids and bromicU !3
rt

the corresponding hydrurets. The same was the case for the ar

hyds and acetones. The monobasic fatty acids are changed

hydrurets by the substitution of hydrogen for an equal amouiit

oxygen. Thus acetic acid C4H 4 %
becomes C 4

H 6 .
ThisM

permits us to pass from any formene C 2n II 2I1 +2 t0 *V3m
homologue C2n+2H2n+4 . Thus hydruret of ^^^m iS
heated with chlorine gives chlorhydric ether °AH4(Hitag5f
with cyanid of potassium, gives cyanid of ethyl, ^«_ififlS[
This last gives with alkalies propionic acid, ^6"6^*»^qB
with iodhydri ,r of propylene C 6

H 8 . .

of ethyl, heated directly with iodhydric acid gives hydruret I

.

pyl directly, the reaction being

C
4H4 (C2HN)4-3H2^C 4H4 (C2H4)-r-^H 3

-

The bibasic acids C2nH2n\. 2 8 are also changed into ny°*^J^
vided that they can be heated to 275° in contact with the ny m
Thus succinic acid yields hydruret of butylene, C 9Hi - *1M
son has shown that -uccinir arid maybe prepared from .^

through cyanid of glycol, we have a process for the
g

tion of the carburets C PnH, n and C^tm
C2n-4H2n+6 .

VI. Alkalies. . ,_

M.ihyiannnu and i-tlivl.imiin- are converted respective

marsh gas and hydruret of ethylene

:

C 2H2(NH 3)+II2=C 2H2
(H 2 ).

C4H4(NH 3)+H 2=C 4
H4

(H 2
)+NH 3 . ^

This gives a new method of resolving the organic alka^«J^
monia and the generating hydrocarbons, and Bertn ^^
that it will prove of extensive application in the study

ural alkaloids.
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Part 2d. An
I. Benzol.

The action of the hydracid in this case depends upon its density
and the quantity employed. Benzol heated to 280° for 24 hours
with 80 times its weight of a solution of iodhydric acid saturated
in the cold is almost completely converted into hydrid of hexylene

:

^ 2 II 6 4-4lI 2=C, 2
H 14Vc i2H 6+sHIr=C 12H I4+4l 2 .

A tnm of hydrid of propylene is formed at the same time:

C l2H6 -f5H 2=2C 6H 8 .

When one part of benzol is heated to 280° C. with 15-20 parts of
'-' hydracid, this reaction is different and is represented l>y the

C l2H 6
+3HI=C 6H 8 +3C 2H-fI 3 .

Tlie chlorinated derivatives of benzol yield with the hvdracid hen-
wl, which in its turn with a large excess of the acid drives hvdrid
of hexylene.

Phenol in like manner reproduces benzol with a small quantity
of the hydracid, and hydrid of propylene with a larger quantity.

II. Toluol series.
Toluol when heated with an excess of the hydracid is completely

converted into hydrid of heptylene:

C 14H 8 4-4H2=C 14H 16 .

But the total reaction is expressed by the equation

C 14H 8+l2HI=C l4 II l6+2H 2+6l2 .

With a smaller quantity of the hydracid toluol yields carbon and
hydrid of propylene;

C 14H 8+2HI=C 6H 8
+4C 2

+H 2 -fI 2 .

Benzoic acid heated with 80 parts of a saturated solution of iod-
nydnc acid yields a mixture of the hydrids of hexylene and hep-

JJJ*
^he latter is the normal product, the first being formed

ni the benzol produced by the spontaneous decomposition of the
benzoic acid. The formation of hydrid of heptylene is represented
by the equation

:

C 14H6 4+7H2=C I4H I6+5H2 2 .

toll l J.

ess quantity of hydracid benzoic acid yields benzol and
uoi, of which the latter only represents the normal reaction.

ter l?l
tter almonds with iodhydric acid y "

whi! H 8mal1 quantities of benzol and xylc
mc

JJ

*e author leaves unexplained.

r„- V
U
,?

01
'
xJl°l an<I cymoL

nonyfene •

C°al^ heated ™th the h^dracid yields
hydrid °f"

^ C 18H 12+4H2=C lBH20 .

«Q a less quantity of the hydracid hydrid of propylene is formed

:

v c
, 8H |2 -f-6HI=2C 6H 8 4-3C 2-j-H2+3l2 .

p
i0lm like manner appears to yield hydrid of acetylene C l6H 18 .

ymol (from coal tar) ^^ h3rdrid of decylene:

ields toluol {

I the formation of
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c20h 14-hii,=c 20 ii22 .

III. Azotized bodies.

1. Alkaloids.

C 2H 5N-fII2=C 2 Il 4-fNH 3 .

Ethylamine under the 6ame circumstances yields hydrid of ethy-

lene and ammonia

:

C 4H 7N-f-H 2=C 4H 6-fNH 3 .

Aniline yields benzol and ammonia; toluidine with an excess of

hydracid yields hydrid of heptylene :

C ]4H 9N+12HI=C ]4H lC -fNlI 3 -hlI 2
+6l 2 .

Methyl-aniline yields ammonia, formene and hydrid of hexylene:

C 2H2 (C l2H7
N)+6H

2=C 2H 4 +C 12H 14+NH s
.

Ethyl-aniline yields ammonia, hydrid of ethylene and hydrid of

hexylene. Amyl-aniline yields the hydrids of amylene and hexy-

2. Amids.
Acetamid heated with iodhydric acid yields hydrid of ei

ammonia and water

:

C
4H 5

N02+3H 2=C 4H 6+NH 3
+II2 2 .

Propionitril, C 6II 5
N, yields hydrid of propylene and amffi

C 6H 5N+3H 2=C 6H 8
-
r-NH 3 .

3. Cyanogen compounds.
Cyanogen heated with iodhydric acid yields hydrid of e

and ammonia

:

equal volumes of carbonic oxy.l an.

c 2iiN-f2 1 1.
,<>,-(

TO <Vi ao 4 =r.,n.,+ii
When gaseous iodhydric acid" i. I,

the reaction is expressed by the cp.

C2HH-f-8H2=C
inis reaction gives a new *vuth< '

IV. Complex nitro_
To show the extent of i

thelot has studied thew al

f
uXin

t- £r**»^ L *
hydn*»«foctvh-»,r"

J „ 1gards the former as non
C ieH»NOa+9H =C
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The hydrid of heptylene results from a decomposition expressed
by the equation

:

C 16H 6
NO a+10Ha=C I4H 16+C2H4+NH 3 +II3Oa .

Albumine heated with 80 times its weight of the hydracid solu-

tion yields ammonia, liquid hydrocarbons of the formene series, a
little sulphydric acid and a very large volume of hydrogen. The
hydrocarbons begin to boil at 70° C. and rise to a very high tem-
perature. The author has not examined them in detail.

—

Bull
mensuelde la Soci^f chi.„:-jv< > /WW.-, ././v.. /•>'<•., Mars, 1868.

I in the March number of this Journal, and says " je suis

heureux d'en confirmer la parfaite exactitude." He gives in addi-

tion, some new and important observations of his own. He find-;

that potassic hydrate in aqueous solution absorbs carbonylic sulphid
gas with a rapidity notably greater than it absorbs the vapor of
carbonic disulphid, mixed will - air .»r; i \ • tl er inert gas; although
in both cases the absorption proceeds quite slowly.

Liquid bromine and concentrated sulphuric acid act similarly

upon both sulphids. Potassic hydrate, moistened with alcohol,

absorbs both very rapidly. Absolute alcohol and liquid hydro-
carbons dissolve "tl:. i:» 1,,'fh wit!, facility. Ammonia, however,
either gaseous or i for uisringuishmg
these two bodies from each other. While the vapor of carbonic
disulphid reacts only very slowly upon liquid ammonia, carbonylic
sulphid gas is ab*„ri„ 1 "im i.-diai \y. The vapor of €S2 mixed
with air, may

v
remain many hours in contact with ammonia gas,

without any notable action ; €0S on the contrary, being mixed
with dry ammoi da H it iful crystalline

compound which is deposited upon the walls of the containing ves-
sel. The formation of this body is gradual and requires * some
hours for completion. It results from the union of two volumes
ammonia gas and one volume of carbonylic sulphid gas, thus :

—

€eS-f(NH
3 ) 2
=(€;

^^|^ I S, amnionic sulpho-carbamate. The-

' iblei°ry foresees two remarkable reactions for this s

molecule of water being removed, amnionic sulphocyanate is left :-

2nd, if one molecule of bydric sulphid be removed, ammonic cy-
anate (or perhaps urea) is produced:—

Berthelot has succeeded in effecting both these reactions. The
first is easily accomplished by heating the aqueous solution of am-
nionic sulpho-carbamate to 100° C, in a sealed tube. The second
succeeds when an aqueous solution of the salt is maintained at a

Am. Jock. Sci.- . /!, No. l-'iC—Jclt, 1S6S.
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3 of lead by H2S and evaporated on the water-bath, leave

residue which, on being extracted with absolute alcohol, gives o

evaporation a substance possessing all the properties of im-
Bull Soc. Ch., H, ix, 6, Jan. 1868. g.f.h

6. Testfor naphthalin.—Vohl has published the following re*

tion, which he says furnishes an exceedingly delicate test for ti

presence of naphthalin. When this substance is treated with cm

centrated nitric acid, and the mixture diluted with consider^

water, a precipitate is produced, which, after being washed, fa

with water and then with dilute alcohol (1 part 90 pr. ct. aleobc

and 3 water), is placed in a watch-glass with a few drops of pot*

sic hydrate and potassic sulphid, and evaporated to dryness on th

water-bath. On moistening the residue with alcohol, a mapiJ

cent red-violet color is at once developed.—J. pr. Ch., cii, 29,Sepi

7. A Manual of Inorganic Chemistry, arranged to faeum

the Science; by Charles W. Eliot, Professor of Analytical (-«»

istry and Metallurgy, and Frank H. Storeb, Professor of Geoej

and Industrial Chemistry in the Massachusetts Institute of W
nology. Second revised edition. New York, 1868. Ivison,rto

ney, Blakeman & Co.—In a previous number of this J "™*1 *

took occasion to notice the 1st edition of this book. Thego«

opinion then formed from an examination of a portion of the aava*

sheets has been confirmed and heightened by its use in
^^

*

room and laboratory during two academic terms of the bhem

Scientific School. From no inconsiderable experience we <w

the conclusion that chemistry, when taught in the ^citation,

lecture room nu-ivh , is v<-rv fascinating to a few and excee^:
unprofitable to the many. The reason of this is obvious. _

t

istry has been and still is a science in which the disproportion^

tween principles and facts is great beyond any parallel, ana^

makes the matter worse is, that the facts are for the most p°

out logical relations and elude the ordinary grasp of mentals*

When the learner finds before him an enumeration of the j*

gen, to the effect that it is a gas, colorless, t;i-'
•'

ties ol oxygen, to the effect that it is a gas, colons,
• ^

odorless,_of such a density, such refractive power, such specif
^

~>« «j of combustion, he has a lesson that may be—-~

list of words which govern the ablative, but he shortly comes ^
his relish for such mental w n0 aca

, «f dic-

tions exalt this branch of drilling beyond all other means
wJt

pline, and no venerable authority pronounces it indispens^^ j

education, or r :i mth a certificate oi- ^ ^

Arts. We sympathize heartily with the student ^"J^to*
satisfied with this mode of learning chemistry, and e ^
complacently on the pedagogue who stuffs his .

bourg poulterer until their hypertrophied ~
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more. There is, to be sure, no royal road to learning, but there is a

lea-t difficult ami tolerable way, and this is well "worth looking
after, in these Jays, when there is so much to acquire. We have

fud with the study of chemistry, but so eager for it, as that which
has lately finished" a course in Eliot ami Kturer's Manual. spending
each week two hours in the recitation room and an equal time in

the laboratory. The book is not a reduction of some standard
treatise executed to order for a publisher's "series,'" but is the work
<>f accomplished chemists and successful teachers. As a judicious
selection and presentation of facts, the book is highly satisfactory.
It- clowning feature, however, is its instructions for experimenting.
Ti:« a-- have not been lacking attempts in the same direction, but
'"

i ' for t!i<' first time, Ave have a sufficient series of experiments,
I--) all of which can be made by any student with a trifling nut-

• tus ...; J materials, and a mall expenditure of time,
» ! ''l ••'.-! of which arc reasonably certain of turning successfully, and

>ly, by reason of the appropriate minuteness with which
the conditions of success are detailed.
As regards the development of " modern" theories, not much

tempted and in our opinion this is well. The " modern"
ighta are employed. The laws and consequences of com-

bination by volume, molecular formula and quantivalence are clearly

Cpoint of view. The
authors rightly hold that a wide basis of facts and established

dd as a foundation before any eminence in

ght of. We
heartily commend this book to all teachers and students of chem-
istry as the best we are acquainted with for really learning the
elements of the science. s. w. j.

8
- On a mode of extracting the metals Molybdenum and Chro-

J. Exeu LouGHLi^f, M.D. (Communicated for this

Journal.)—Molybdenum was first prepared by Hjelm in the year
1'82. His method consisted in heating the trioxyd of molyb-
denum in a porcelain crucible for 2 or 3 hours. Several other
methods have since been used, prominent among them being thai
<* heating the acid molybdate of potassium ; also the red

i of ammonium by heat, or the reduction of trioxyd of

mi by carbonate of soda. Molybdenum is described

-white metal, not altered by contact with air at ordinary
temperature. Sp. gr. 8-5; not attacked by chlorohydric acid or

•nthecon-
1 ry powerfully upon it with evolution of sulphurous acid

hyponitric acid. Having had occasion during June, 1867, to
some molybdenum, I tried the methods above stated; they were
rery satisfactory as regards the yield of pure metal, but the

Urn
17 satisfac*ory as regards the yield of pure metal,

me was rather long. I then had recourse to the reducing mvvwm
1 cyanid of pot a 3 id was prepared and tested
Acorclmg to Fresenius, page 179 and 180, Qualitative Analysis.

result being satisfactory as regarded the purity of the molyb-
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die acid, 10 grains of molybdic acid thus prepared were mire

with 15 grs. of cyanid of potassium placed in a porcelain crucible

which porcelain crucible with the lid luted was placed in anotk

'crucible, then surrounded by powdered animal charcoal and expos*

to a white heat for 12 minutes. At that time the craoibk^

removed, allowed to cool, and examined ; the porcelain cruciblen
found lined with a William silver-whi « metal of a sp. gr 8'5<

which was not attacked by chlorhydiic add, but \ iolently attacke.

bv nitric acid with evolution of hyponitric acid fumes; it reduce)

oxyd of mercury and oxyd of silver when triturated with

substances. An analysis of this showed it to consist of—

Molybdenum, - - -- 98*7

Impurities SiO 2 , C,
1-3

100-0

By the same process, using sesquioxyd of chromium in pbttj

molybdic acid, chromium was obtained possessing a ep.gr. »'

The best results were procured by using a reducing mixture c

cyanid of potassium and animal charcoal.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. A System of Mineralogy: Descriptive Mineralogy comQ

big the most recent discoveries; by James Dwight Dana, m

man Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in Yale College,

aided bv George Jarvis Brush, Professor of MmeraJogv

Metallurgy in the Sheffield Scientific School of lale ">?

I iftli edition, rewritten and illustrated with upward of six n

wood cuts, xlviii :u,\ H-2H pp., 8vo. New York, 1868. V

Wiley & Son, No. 2, Clinton Place. $10 m c ^Qti
aloofy is a growing science, as is very evident from tne s

volume before us. Instead of the 530 pages of the last edtfj.

the work, Descriptive Mineral..^' here covers 825 V^JL*
of an introductory chapter of near 40 pages. ^Moreover

^

of the letter press is large enough nearly for a quarto m
across) exceeding in area by a fifth that of the last «W>*

three-fourths of the volume is in small type and the
i

an

j

chemical formula? and other parts are presented ™m T ^
uble condensation and brevity, the covers conta

*k to make four or five ordinary octavo volun

author opens his preface with several reas<

of the work, alluding first to the 1 I
year- t

3 the last edition appeared, and

The:
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and first place of publication of a species, and of each name it has
borne, and of the names of all its varieties, are stated in i-hron..-

logical order, with the dates of all publications cited ; and bi>i.hs,
remarks are added in the text when the subject is one of special
interest. The author further observes that "the facts and conclu-
sions have been derived in almost all cases from the study of the
original works themselves, and the treatise has thereby become to
some extent, a work on ancient as well as modern mineraloirv.'"
The historical inquiries here alluded to "were prompted by a desire
to place the nomenclature of mineralogy on a permanent basis ; tiny
WW incident to a search after a reason for choosing one name
rather than another from among the number that stand as claim-
ants," in order thereby to escape the increasing confusion in names
by applying "the methods which has proved so successful in tb
other natural sciences, viz : the recognition, under proper restric-
tions, of the law of priority."
The classif ,>s is in system similar to that of

the preceding edition, the progress of chemistry and the kindred
species not only requiring, in the author's view, no modification <>•'

its general plan, but instead giving it new support. Yet in the
minor details, the changes made are numerous and important.
The Introductory Chapter supplies such tables and simple infor-

mation on chemistry and crystallography as were needed to make
the volume convenient of use, even for those not familiar with these
sciences. Tables oT atomic weights are here included, both accor-
ding to the new and old system ; and also multiples of the oxygen
percentages by the nine digits, to facilitate calculations. The vol-
ume is thereby complete in itself independently of the first part,
which we understand will be early issued as a separate work. The
jntroduction contains also sections on nomenclature in which the
history and true principles of mineralogical nomenclature are dis-
cussed at length ; a Bibliography giving a long catalogue of books
consulted, and showing that the work is an authority on historical
questions connected with the science ; and an annotated index to
tne useful metals and metalUc ores.

ine title page, as above cited, bears the name of Prof. Brush, and
t acknowledges his import the preface.

» the preparation of this volume, the author owes much to the

STratlon of his friend
>
Prof

-
George J

-
Brush

-
Prof- Brush

as had sole charge of the blowpipe department. The pyrognostic
characters have been entirely rewritten by him ; and while he has
£au the works of Plattner and von Kobell always at hand, he
as tor much the larger part of the species, made personal trials

fart VeaCtions before writing them out ; so that, although the

own t are not generally new
>
the7 sti11 are mostly from his

tW obs
1f
rv'

ations. His skill also in analytical chemistry, and his

S?shynowledSe of minerals, have enabled him to removeSts
' aff°rd aid and advice, and furnish new facts on various

Sv* rrougn°ut the progress of the work. Prof. Brush has also
gjVen »*e proofs, while the work was in the press, the benefit of
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Speaking of the enlargement of the work and the changes it had

undergone, Prof. Dana observes that " not a page and scarcely a

paragraph of the preceding edition remains unaltered, and full live-

sixths of -the volume have been printed from manusorigimm
and he adds that, "notwithstanding the impaired state of his health,

this manuscript— the paragraphs on the pyrognostic characters

excepted—was almost solely in his own hand writing, or in that of

a copyist from it, " neither the consultation of original authorities,

the drawing of conclusions, nor the putting of the results on paper,

having been delegated to another."

The preface closes with the announcement (as a sequel to the

statement that the work had been posted up, as far as was possible,

to the date of publication) that "a series of Supplements may lie

looked for, from time to time, in the American Journal of Science.

It is to be hoped that the publishers will have an edition of these

Supplements as they are issued struck off, that they may he acces-

sible to all who have copies of the mineralogy.
2. The Mining and Metallurgy of Gold and Silver;*] I.

Arthur Phillips, Mining Engineer. London, E. & J. N. bpflj,

48 Charing Cross, 1867. 8vo, pp. 532.—This treatise of Mr. PI

lips supplies a want long felt in the literature of the l

metallurgy of the precious metals. The author has fevsj
usual advantages for the task he has taken in hand, and has pro-

duced a volume which contains a great amount of valuable u*

mation, and exhibits fairly the present state ©f knowledge, w»

theoretical and practical, relating to the subjects discussed

first describes the principal gold and. silver-producing cUstw

accompanied by such statistical information as could be ob**rj

respecting their yield and importance ; and follows this van

account of the methods employed for extracting ores, and ia^

with a description of the apparatus and methods made use o

their mechanical and metallurgical treatment. . ^
The author states " that recent observations and exPene^

^

pear to lead to three important conclusions. First, that tn

productive gold bearing rocks are by no means exclusively co

to the Silurian period; secondly, that aqueous agencies &^e

its;

and still are, actively at work in the formation of mineral aej-

and, thirdly, that gold ledges are not more liable than oru^.

metalliferous veins to become impoverished in depth.'

The account of gold mining embraces several

not before discussed in a competent manner in any bj •--- -- q

accessible to English readers. This is especially true ot xu^.

harly American system of hydraulic washing, now oi
^

importance in California and Australia, and likely to "^1*
generations a steady indiMrv. proportioned in import* c ^
great extent of the dorp-lvimr placers. The account ^
mining is ace. f the ^.$0
methods adopted in the most prosperous mines ^/dratf^'
nia, Brazil and Australia, aooompani. I \

and plates. A
mines (commonly called San Juan d'El Rey) and of the m
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(Vth and Xth chapters). These mines are of special metallurgical
interest as well from the peculiar character and great amount of
the ore operated on, as for the methods of extracting the gold
adopted, the carefulness of the management being such that the
whole data needed to present a complete exhibit of all the operations
of mining and metallurgy are collated and exhibited in the most
precise form*
The ore treated at Morro Velho mines is chiefly a mixture of

magnetic, arsenical and common iron pyrites, freely disseminated
in a quartzose gangue. Calcite, dolomite, brown spar, and, very
rarely, copper pyrites are present in the vein. The composition of
what is called " pure ore" maybe taken at about 43 per cent silica,may be taken at about 43 per c

auu 07 per cent pyntous matter. Of these minerals, arsenical
pyrites is usually the most auriferous, although it does not occur
in large quantities. Pure specimens of this substance afford, by
assay, from four to six ounces of gold per ton, and wherever crystals
of this mineral make their appearance the yield of the precious
metal is large. Cubical pyrites is of more frequent occurrence, but
is far less rich in gold, yielding at best but about an ounce and a
half of gold perton by assay. Magnetic pyrites, the most abundant
snlphid, is very slight:. ^ eimens yielding but
about four dwt. per ton. Branches of clay slate are often found in
the principal veins, and this rock, under such circumstances, com-
monly affords, by assay, from five to seven and a half dwt. of gold
per ton. Quartz without any admixture of sulphids has never
been found to be auriferous in these veins, and it is a remarkable
fact, stated on the authority of Mr. director of
the Company, that the smallest speck of gold is rarely seen, pre-
vious to con -he ores from this mine. In some
parts the vein 11 ess close :

fC

others
; but where drusy cavities are frequent, the yield of gold

Jminishes ; the most productive matrix for gold is a compact mix-
of quartz and pyrites with varying quantities of slate. The
I metalliferous deposit called the Cachoeira, Bahu, and Quebra
'Ua, is one continuous, very irregular vein, varying in width

ZT seven to seventy feet, and at one point reaching one hundred

/ifi
The average thickness at t ie nresont depth 176 fathoms

U056 feet) perpendicular on the Cachoeira and 165 fathoms on the

'™ 19 feet
? th-e sloping space extends over 807 square fath-

Jj^
8

- The enclosing rock is a "clay slate of tolerably uniform texture.

,

e ^neral is brought to the surface on tram ways placed on the
sl°pe of the vein, about 45°, in tubs ("kibbles") containing about
a ton each. The ore is freed by hand from unproductive slate and

then reduced to fine powder by wet stamping. All the machin-

ery is moved by water power. The pulverised ore, issuing from
jue stamp coffers through finely perforated copper grates, passes

er oulloek skins and ^then lower down over woolen cloths (blan-
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kets) placed on inclined tables. The skins are washed out in nU
every hour and the blankets at longer intervals. No mercury is

used in the batteries under the stamps, amalgamation being restric-

ted to the concentrated sands from the skins, &c, which are subse-,

quently treated in barrels.

The following table shows the quantity of rock raised and

stamped, the amounts of gold produced, and annual net profits made

since 1848. This company employs upward of 2,400 hands, from

120 to 130 of whom are Europeans. The number of stampheadsat

work, is 135 for reducing the ore in the first instance and 56 for re-

stamping residual sand with quartz and slate ; arrastres are also

used for repulverising the residual sand with good effect.

* Loss, £14,629.

This amount of work was done by 135 stamps striking an aver^

of 55-84 blows per minute ft lie stump when new weighing™

the lifters, &c, 640 lbs.), for 356 '21 days per year, crushing wi

tons of stuff per day, or 2,683 lbs. per day per head.

The total value of the precious metals extracted

to close of 1865 has been - £2,902,48

The total quantity of mineral raised
l,769,0oui

The average yield of ore 4-333 oitav*

per ton, or as nearly as possible, half an ounce Troy, value a<w

32s. 6d* The ores have on the whole been poor, but the yiew

erably uniform. If the labor had been paid for at California "^
of wages the result would have been disastrous. The use oi

power and cheap native labor have made the a<l

satisfactory. The yield for 1866 exceeded £100,000 net pron

The details of the processes developed at these extensive^

and mills are of the greatest practical value to all persons
eng^

ib like operations, but are out of place here. A few general

alone must suffice. .

cr»

Of 1000 parts of ore stamped at Morro Velho, the relative?

portions of slimes and fine sand are found to be thus

:

e

Passing a sieve of 10,000 holes per square inch, 88 to ^ r
Not passing a sieve of 2,500 holes, " " 0'28 " 50

pe

I he stamping is thus seen to be extremely fine. . M
The auriferous material issuing from the stamping rams

ciated with gold in three different states, viz :

* An oitava is 2dwt. 7-343 grains Troy, or 5-67425 oitavas ~ 1 <*• tr0T '
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i
Free gold capable of concentration by washing.

L Free gold in a lamellar form liable to be carried off by
nsion in water.

. 3d. Mechanically combined, gold enclosed in particles of pyrites,
but capable of being liberated by further grinding.
The system of concentration adopted at Morro Velho mines, is

extremely simple, cheap and economical, consisting of a series of
inclined tables or boards 18 inches in width, falling about one inch
in a foot, and covered with bullock skins tanned with the hair on,
for about 30 feet and followed by other inclines covered by baize
or blankets. These inclined sluices are called strakes. The follow-
ing table gives mar
employed at Morro

y important details relating o this system as

IBS >^ -- L

2Cs X|Sa|lK \-'y «£,2L fS
ft. in.

36 ;?i l'ii i,:i«.) 4H-.S3
• :.-w'rtl

1 4^ :'::: 65 5*0
Susannah, 4.S

Herring,.. 24 35 o ?,:,
-

t :':>; 22s 1S-0.I

1 3* 1.-21 27 bo GfJ-10 2;2 28-47

.;; 10 1 5 1.352 :...;,

135 ~I5~ <-~'><j.\ j,im-7h" 1211 910 1 91-72

,

By this system, about 67
]m the ore is obtained i

cent which escapes is ir

gold enclosed in coarser particles of pyrites.
ine first which has been laminated to a great extent by the ac-

tion of the stamps, exposes too great an amount of surface in pro-
portion to its weight to be saved by any known method and floats
on with the slimes. Its quantity is believed to be about 10 per
cent of the original amount of gold in the ore. The second is fine

gold entangled in pyrites the larger part of which is saved by re-

gnncling and by a subsequent system of strokes.
1 he system of amalgamation of the concentrated ores at Morro

2J" described in detail with careful drawings. It depends es-

sentially on the use of revolving barrels containing 16 cubic feet, or
ne and a half tons ofwet sand, with 60 lbs. mercury and a sufficient

quantity of clean water to give the necessary degree of fluidity to
enable the globlui • med to become properly in-

corporated without causing them to become sufficiently mobile to
yit of the settling of Mip ™«™«

thp

lr

r°
ntents are discharged into a washing apparatus t

can !TS from the quicksilver and amalgam, a process which
*nnot be well explained without a diagram. The loss of mercury

"J"
8 Process on an average of the last three years has 1

mmo i*?
n 0f ore stamped. The average cost of extracting the

mineral from the mine and its reduction, including every expense

1 management, etc., for the last ten years has been 25s. per

t 67 per <

i a hiehh

ofgeneral r
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) the writer, and is not quoted from our author.

"The account of the Australian gold mines contains much valu-

able information not elsewhere accessible in a compact or connected

form, but our space limits our extracts to the following interesting

tabular exhibit of the approximate yield, and in lbs. Troy of the

principal gold-producing countries at the commencement of the

t century, and for the years 1850, 1860 and 1865.
_
Thereto

""
rria and the neighl

t somewhat under the truth,

iyeai
• California and the neighboring States and territories for I

is probably somewhat under the truth, since it is exceedingly <

cult to obtain the precise yields of Idaho, Montana, Colorado

Table showing approximate production of the principal gold fields o,

55->; -

The portion of Mr. Phillips's book devoted to silver otters p"

ably more matter which is new to English readers than the P»

we have already considered, although as regards the methow

tion of the

although as regards

aim is simply to present a m*
'"ft,

if the arts therewith connected.
1

cnamcai methods ot treatment of ores which the expeneuvy

mines on the Comstock lode have evoked, will be read by all

ested in such subjects, with satisfaction and instruction.

* The yields of these several States varies considerably from year top*
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reserve for another notice what we have to sav
the subject.

The folluwi :

.

.

.. resting oon
•ted respecting the product of gold.

rnvximate viold in pounds troy, of the princip:

countries of the world, at the '..nnun ... '.,
,

fury, raid for the years 1850 and 1S65. In east-

for the year indicated could not be obtained, t
nearest year for which they could be obtained hi
The .ju.'ted produce <>;' il e \ annus European cc

Hated States of America may be taken in each
•\imation, but the figures iviai'mu-

>

America and South America, must he regarded
A large proportion of the previous metals prodi

be procured is but little to be depended
investigations have been made in Mexico by cor

since the date of the writings of Duport and Chev

nving the approximate yield of the principalsilver-producing cov

1800. 1850. 18(55.

.",':':

Russian Empire,
J5
5$50 " 2o "6"0^0u

T
'-Y~ -7

] i

20^400
Great Britain, 1-7 60.500
Hartz, 31,500 28,000 0-8

Prussia, 21,200
Saxony, 80J000 20
Other German States, 141,000 2', 500 0-1

Austria, 87,000! 3-1

4
Italy,

'

Spain, 125*666 4 :
4

"

55
Australia, New Zealand,

)

British Cora;..

Scotia, "* [
10,000 0-4 9,500 02

S1
' 18,300 238,000

Bolivia, 11-6 130,000
Peru,

401J850 303,150 in -7 2&:<.Mi„

New Granada,
Brazil,

5,000

1,200
';: '•675

15,000
;;:]

Mexico, 1,' -> .< • 68*4

United States, •J.vii

Total, _'..:. <- l.io 1 ^:.i.- 'S\tm Too

V\ e cannot close this notice wit: u
'

1

- and t-

taken, and t in so readable and well I ._

a form, so much information of permanent value norm ti >ul y cts

of which he treats. The book is b< ostrated,
the only regret being that these very excellencies should place if

beyond the reach of a large class of readers. b. s.

I of Sardinia, where i
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3. New Geo-' ' 'hurt.—Prof. James Hall I

engaged upon a geological Map of the United States, which he

informs us, will be essentially a continuation of the large map of

the Canadian Survey, soon to be published. The Northern States

will in fact be printed from the same plates, and the portions

south and west will be continued by Prof. Hall on the same scale.

We understand also that Prof. O. C. Marsh, of Yale College,

has in preparation a pocket geological map of the United States,

designed for general use among students of geology. This map

is intended to be a companion to Dana's Manual of Geology, ui

it will be issued by the same publishers.

A Geological Atlas of North America is also in course of pre-

paration under the direction of Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, of New

York. It will contain a series of maps of the different States and

Territories, as well as of the British Provinces, and will soon be

published in New York.
Prof. A. Winchell, of Ann Arbor, has, moreover, in progress i

Geological Chart, designed to illustrate the more prominent fa>

of geology, which will doubtless prove of great value to teaches

and students of the science.

4. New boratefrom Mine Hill, Franklin, Sussex Go.,NmJ&-

*ey—Si/ss<;,-it, ; by < :. J. Rim ml—A new asbestiform
'

been found at Franklin, wind) 1 propose to describe L
number of this Journal. The specimens were obtained at the local-

ity by Mr. Wm. G. Mixter, of the Sheffield Laboratory.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. TJte Variation of Animals and Plants under Domd*
Hon; by Charles Darwin, M.A., F.R.S., &c. American^
2 vols. 1 868. (Orange Judd & Co., New York).—In his " On

Species" the author promised to give us some of the details «|
changes produced in animals and plants by Man's selection,^

this promise is redeemed in the work before us. The first Pg
devoted to a consideration of breeds and varieties ot^is uevoieu to a consideration ot breeds ana vaneuw v» .-_

domestic animals and plants ; the second relates to the variau

^
ofspecies in nature, the inheritance, crossing, hybridism,

metwx",

selection, &c., the whole concluding with certain hypotheses

speculations.
. ^

The first volume will perhaps be most prized by naturalist
'

treats mostly of unquestioned facts concerning varieties, theff

actenstics, history, &c., but so arranged that they continually-

gest and support the author's theory.
, ^ ty

1 he second volume, it seems to us, will be most v» * I

practical breeders of animals and cultivators of plants, men

professions have made them familiar with the class of Jacw , ,
I

dedmthe first. We will not at this time consider tfo'%1
well known views respecting species, and th<

hypotheses and speculations referred to can hardly be disc* ',
1

even explained, within the narrow limits of the present not*
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present we restrict our attention to some observations recorded
in the first volume.

Naturalists have generally assumed that the different breeds of
domestic cattle constitute but one species ; and the same of dogs,
horses, sheep, &c, while practical breeders of each have as gener-

n.\l the contrary. The author after a careful consider.-!! u -n

of the facts, concludes that cattle, dogs and hugs are each derived
from more than one wild species ; but that horses, rabbits, pigeons,
fowls, &c, have each descended from but one parent species. The
evidences given in favor of these views are rather historical than
in anything indicated by the characteristics of the breeds them-
-' «vos; for there is a greater <!il!'< r-ic .

;
.

• ween extreme breeds of
between the different

breeds of horses, is greater " than between the six or seven other
living species of the genus Equus."

fer that he believes that sheep also have not
descended from a single species. It is certain that by fai

subject,

majonty of successful sheep-breeders are ot this opinio

X the views of various authors upon this i

vhom believe that all the breeds are derived froir

in many, he adds, " under such a
hopeless state of doubt it won! I be u ek-s for my purpose to give
a detailed account of the several breeds." We regret that he did

iation of some breeds within known periods.
The histories of English breeds fir: 3. The hon-
est and careful observer, who will record the experience of American
sheep breeders within the last eighty years, will do a great service

rural History. The changes that have been effected step
by step, in the improvement of the " Infantado" merinos in late
years, the changes wrought in the Saxon and other breeds a few
years ago, the effects of transplant: edfl from the

.& extreme Northern States to the plains of Texas and
v, are not only subjects of immense practical importance

to our industry, but also embrace a ela^ of fuo winch ought not
«> be lost to science. Mr. Darwin treats at some length of domes-
tic rabbits, agreeing with other naturalists, that they are all de-
scended from the wild rabbit of Europe. We are all fan
tne remarkable difference between the breeds, some being four or

as others; in color, habit and disposition, they
sa diverse. Mr. Darwin finds corresponding changes in

Rt 11
y and nervous system. Paleontologists would c

Jtullg of the different breeds to indicate well marked
tney were found fossil. In the half lop-eared breeds the skull has

ban : in most breeds the capacity of the brain cavity

frize of the animal or to the length

olL He gives a curious table of measurement -

lu
}g this. In one breed this decrease is 23 per cent, con-

I. and 54 per cent relatively to the
jength of the skull. He says, " I found on comparing the skulls of

r\?PTes of hares in ti ffered from
dcn otb-er chiefly in the very same points in which dome-
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ary,—namely, in general proportions, in the form and size of the

upraorbital plates, in the form of the free end of the malar bone,

,nd in the line of suture separating the occipital and frontal bones."

Other parts of the skeleton show equal -\

The varieties of domestic pigeons are described in detail; tot

any abstract of these chapters would be unsatisfactory. They con-

stitute an important part of the volume, and must be read entire.

Besides mammals and birds, a few fishes and insects are consid-

ered. If the statements of bee-keepers in this country can be

credited, they have attained a much greater success in breeding

to points, than is here claimed for European experts.

Mr. Darwin's theories have perhaps been more kindly received

by botanists than zoologists, and yet we find in the work before us,

(as in his "Origin of Species.") much more space devoted to the

variations of animals than of plants, in fact, but a fourth of this

volume is devoted to the latter. Perhaps, like the shrewd lawyer,

he elaborates his argument most where it is most wanted. Doubt-

less the facts relating to the geographical distribution of plants

have had great weight with botanists ; but it is equally true that

plants vary much more than animals; whether these variations art

more remarkable or not, they are certainly no less striking.

We are reasonably certain what wild species were the pare

of most of our
I . 1 also of birds. "There is

fact, only one kind of domesticated bird, namely, the Chinese goose

or Anstr cj/f/aoiitcs, of which the parent form is said to be m
unknown or extinct." Far different is it with plants. Theongn*

wild forms of many have either become extinct, or their cultivated

progeny have varied so widely that it is no longer possible to*

cognize their parentage. In 1855, DeCandolle gave a 1m

157 of the most useful cultivated plants. Of these he ben

that 85 are almost certainly known in their wild state, hut on

head other competent judges entertain great doubts. 01 *

them, he admits that the origin is doubtful, and 32 are rauke

quite unknown in their aboriginal condition. This is a largeW
portion. One fifth are admitted to be of unknown origin, &"

nearly one half doubtful. This list does not include ornamen

plants, nor many useful varieties which present ill defined cha»c»

We cannot notice variations of plants further than of ca^J

I >een so extensively mve^by Mr. Naudin, who considers < ;,. ,,>.:>< pqw to be the a

variable plant in the world. " The fruit of one variety exceea-

volume that of another by more than two thousand fold, ana

other variations are as remarkable. Some varieties are ai

vines, others erect, some with tendrils and others without, m
is not an important organ that has not undergone great van

another of the varieties, and to describe all

iea torms is reasonably permanent i i

nbers vary nearly as much. Concerning I

Mr. Darwin pertinently qaot. a Mr. N radii
'- remark, tb*

tn*

traordinary production of races and varieties by a single ^P
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and their permanence when not interfered with by crossing, ai

phenomena well calculated to cause reflection."

Apropo* to this family we notice an unaccountable mistake c

p. 430, where, as on the r»—~
the water-melon is said t<

;ndmg on p.
the squash to which thai

following page, where the " endless varieties of the melon"
(meaning of course musk-melon, Chcuiiuh Md<>) are referred to.

If we rightly remember, an erratum in the first English edition

corrected this wrong name of Cucurbita rnoschata into Citrullus
<mlfjaris, the proper name of the water-melon ; but it seems to
have been overlooked in the reprinting on both sides of the water.
This "authorized" American edition is from the second English
ition, containing the corrections and additions in that, together

"eebythecorrections by the author. It has a preface

of the

i introductory note by Prof. A. Gray,

less than half tl

2. A second critical notice of Alcyonaria in the Museum of
Tale College, etc. ; by A. E. Veebill.—Since the publication of the
"critical remarks" in the last number, the writer has had opportu-
nities for the reexamination of several additional species, including
some in the Collection of the Essex Institute, Salem, Mass., the
Boston Society of Natural History, and the Museum of Comparative
Zoology. Some of the more important points noted are here pre-

sented. JEchino'jt,
;

'
p. ;= ' ,.

,
' - / rfl'ii/i Esper (uon

j~allas). A species belonging to this genus, obtained by Capt. W.
H- A. Putnam at Singapore, and received from the Essex Institute,
is reticulated in a manner precisely similar to Paramuricea cancel-
lata V., from which it can scarcely be distinguished by the axis
alone, unless by its somewhat darker color. It agrees exactly with
me?* Antipatf more likely to be
"us species than the former. Specimens of an Evh in > ,</"/' w &" «n
Ceylon

(?) referred to E. furfuracea (Esper sp.) approach these
specimens and may be the same species. The supposed Ceylon
specimens are accompanied by two other species of Echinogt rgfa.
une is E. s/isappo Koll, the other is an apparently undescribed
species, with rather thick dichotomous branches and large, slightly
aised verrucse, and having large and very rough spicula.

Jr. wra friabm (Lamx.?) Verrill, Proc, Essex Inst, iv, p.

t? J*118 sPecies has very peculiar spicula, quite different from
"lose of any West Indian species. They resemble most the spicula
w some species of Phxaurdlo, and this species will have to be
reierred either to that or a new genus. Whether it be really the
»pecies described by Lamouroux is still somewhat uncertain, but

Jp thls
>
father than any West Indian form, seems most likely to

trae PlZ*m
°n microscoPic

K6U
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Litigorgia stenobrachis V. (Val. sp.). By some unaccountable

mistake in the examination of the spicula, this species, together

with L. fiexilis, L. rigida y., and L. cuspidata v ., were errone-

ously referred to Eugorgia, in the last number of this Journal.

" Gorgonia humilis" Verrill, Memoirs Boston Soc. Natural

History, vol. i, p. 6, 1864 (non Dana). A re-examination of this

species has convinced me that it is identical with Litigoifk

tdus from Panama. Its supposed locality (Charleston, S.C.ii-

probably erroneous, since a Panama species of Astrangia w
found attached to the base of one of the specimens.

Gorgonia albicans Kolliker. The specimen from False Bay

Cape of Good Hope, referred to by me in the Proceedings of the

Essex Institute, vol. iv, p. 187, 1865, as a white variety oilophr

gorgia palma, proves to be the species recently named by Dr

Kolliker. It is Esper's Gorgonia palma, var. alba, Tab. xL

Note.—In the last number of this Journal, p. 417, the name of the new go*

of Starfishes referred to should read Amphiaster instead of Amblyaster.

3. Note on EthmophyUinn <n,d Archeocyathus; byF.B.3lE&

(From a letter to J. D. Dana, dated Springfield, Illinois, June 1L

1868.)—Since preparing my remarks, published in the Journal*

Science (Jan. number, p. 62, 1868) on the curious fossil from Nevada.

for which I proposed the name Ethmophyllum

,

further comparisons, to think it probably not £
from Areheocyathus of Billings.* At any rate, it I

very closely in internal structure with his A. Minganensu J

A. profundus. The Nevada species differ so widely in form a

general appearance, as scarcely to suggest a comparison with -

Billings's species, and besides, I had derived my impressions ot

genus entirely from his typical species, A. Atla
differs so materially in internal structure, that Mr. Billings suspeci

it might be generically distinct from his . I . Mi/>g<u». "-'-
^ ,

types are generically identical, however, I can scarcely entert

doubt but that the Nevada fossil will fall into Mr. Billings sg
which has priority of date. In this case, the names of the JN«

species would become Ar<-h. .-</,///,,<, \\'f,:i,nyi, and Ag*.
Since examining Mr. Billings's figures of the analogous >p*

-eruv.l i

cavity
spaces, m the Nevada species may have been sections o* -
spicula. It is also worthy of note (as may be seen by reiere

my remarks in the January number of this Journal), ^..^
\

strongly impressed with the similarity of some of the

I the Nevada species to some types .."/"..
while Mr. Billings statesf that Prof. Dawson thought ias J

zre with the For,',

group, however, the apparent sp*

a of Lower Silurian Fossils, p. 3, 1861-



r.,/,., r,„/ tiraciPi.thn, &c; by James C. Watson, 8°, pp. 662.

1868. Philad., J. B. Lippincott & Co. London, Trubner & Co.—
In the first chapter of this work the author establishes briefly the
equations of force and motion, and then, neglecting the perturbing
forces, develops from these the various formulas that refer to the
motion of a body in a conic section, first, for its heliocentric and
then for its geocentric coordinates. The equations for the corree-

Aumerical examples also illustrate the formulae and methods
every chapter of the volume, except the sixth and seventh.

_
The second chapter consists of an investigation of the differen-

tial formulas which express the relation between the geocentric, or
heliocentric places of a heavenly body, and the variation of the
elements of its orbit. All the cases that are likely to occur in

practice seem to be fully provided for.

The third, fourth, and fifth chapters give the formulas for the
direct computation of orbits. The third chapter is devoted to
parabolic orbits, and the methods of computing them from three
complete observations. As the six coordinates from three complete
observations are more than sufficient to determine the five elements
of a parabolic orbit, a method for correcting the elements by the
variation of one of the extreme geocentric distances naturally
follows in this chapter. The fourth chapter is devoted to orbits

whose eccentricities are not known, and the determination of then-

elements from three complete observations. The fifth chapter

i problem where four observations are given, of

first and fourth are given, a solution required for o
mediation to the ecliptic, and useful in some other c

Om sixth chapter contains an investigation of various formula
ior the correction of the approximate elements of an orbit. These
are the formulae for computing a circular orbit from two observa-
tions, for correcting an approximate orbit by the variation of two
geocentric distances, for correcting by the variation of the node
and the inclination of the plane of the orbit, for correct
variation ofone geocentric distance, the formulas express!: _
oetween two places in the orbit, and those for correcting the orbit
t>7 the variation of the major axis or of two radii vectous.

lne method of correcting by the variation of one geocentric

S8t^ k Pecu"ar in that it depends upon a comparis*

m

™e differential equations of motion in an undisturbed

:r dlI>ection and curvature of the apparent path of the body in

^e heavens. It is an ingenious application of the method given

J Laplace for the original computation of an orbit.
±x- Join*. Scl-Secosd Semes, Vol. XLYI, No. 136.-Jri,r, 1S6S.
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Among the formulae for the relations of two places in the orbit

those for the chord of an elliptic or hyperpolic arc in terms of tie

extreme radii vectores, and of the time of describing the sector,

cially worthy of attention. The methods derived there-

• correcting elliptic orbits of great eccentricity must be

useful to the computer.

The seventh chapter contains an elementary presentation of the

method of least squares, and a very full explanation of the best

methods and corresponding formulse for applying it in the cor-

rection of the elements of orbits, under the various circumstance

likely to occur in practice.
[ .

The final chapter of 130 pages consists of an investigation ot

the various formulae for computing the special perturbations of a

heavenly body, and has doubtless required more labor from the

author than any other portion of the volume. Four methods we

given of computing perturbations according as we consider the

elements or the coordinates to vary. Special cases of comets ioiloff,

in particular that in which the comet may be regarded as moving

about the common center of gravity of the sun and the disturDi?

planet, and that in which it comes very near to the planet. i»

effect of a resisting medium in space and the methods of compute

it, close the chapter.
.

,

In almost all parts of the volume, but especially in the earn

portions, the author is travelling over beaten paths, yet in era

chapter there are new formulae and methods. The P^PJj^
such a work would be impossible by one who has no>.

bef ^
familiar with the computation of orbits. For its ^^""L
as well as for the elegance of its methods and formula} it «T.

fail to be for a long time a standard work in Astronomy. »

high honor to American Astronomical Science to have proa

two such works as those of Chauvenet and Watson. h.

^
2. Astronomical and Meteorological Observations mam

VnU. i Shii,, y. ,,<<! <>/ ,,- „t , v .///,•< <;, the year 1865.
.

authority of the Secretary of the Navy, Rear Adm. t. **•
;

IT. S. N., Superintend,.,*.' Washington, 1867, 4tO,
pp-.»J

and 550.—Together with the Astronomical observations

during the year by the several instruments, there are give

suiting right ascensions and declinations reduced to 18 <»

with a general catalogue of the 2787 stars obse

ological observations were made every three hours, ana *

are given the mean monthly an. ! annual results. Two ve }

ble appendices are included in the volume. Th<
of the new transit circle and its adjuncts, with them^w
taming their error-, and bese metft "

instrument. The seen ,,; .

sun, and of the elemen pon ^^V^oi
comb. This consists of a discussion of about 300 ohserv

Mars in 1862 at places in the northern and southern nen^
The result is 8"-855±-020 for the value of the solar ^
Combining this result with other accredited deteTtzL$i
this important constant he obtains 8"'848± ,013, corresp
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a mean distance of 92,380,000 statute miles. From this results the

value 326800dbl360 for the mass of the sum, (taking the mass of

tit. earth as unity) and l^(81-44Il=0-33) for the mass of the moon.
Tin- resulting velocity of light would be 185,600 miles per second.

3. Small Planets.—A small planet © was discovered by Dr. Lu-

gether complete the first hundred (?) i

Upon the announcement in the Academy of Sciences at Paris

by Mr. LeVerrier, of the discovery of the planet @, exception was
again taken by Mr. Delaunay to the reprehensible practice of with-

holding the names of the subordinates in the government observa-

e made. He
Mr. Boiylly.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Petroleum Wells in Mexico. (From a letter addressed to

Smithsonian Institute by Benj. Ceowthee, Esq., and communica-
ted to this Journal by Prof. Henry.—Proceeding down the river

Tuxpan in the direction of its mouth emptying into the Gulf of

ad when within a mile and a half of the same, we entered
the mouth of the Lagun Tampamachoco situated on the north side

of Tuxpan river. From thence we steered our course generally in
a north-northwest direction and landed at a point on the west bank
of the Lagun, the whole distance travelled being about 20 miles
from the town of Tuxpan. There is a very short water commu-
nication between this Laguna and the Rio Tampico upon which

ity of that name.
A Mexican friend and guide landed at the point just named and

proceeded to explore the best route by which to conduct us to the

«JJ

' * I Ee returned in about an hour, bringing a bandfull of thick
black tar, of the consistence of putty. He reported the path to
»e over land everywhere swampy, and advised us not to attempt to

Csed, as we would be able to reach the locality only by wading
footed through marshes with very slippery bottom and beset

with prickly and stubble undergrowth. But concluding to finish

&c, were left in the canoe, and with
pants knee high we followed our guide in a northwest direction for

w n
J
t
W0 mileS

" When w1^"1 three-fourths of a mile of the
wells, the surface of the ground was found to be covered with a
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Arrived at the wells, ^

1 the center at intervals. A stick t

into the crust of tar disappeared out of sight. About 150 yards in:

northeast direction another well was found very similar in all res

pects ; also another about 200 yards westerly from the first, am

finally two others in a northeast direction, all of them bearing

:

general resemblance, and probably fed by the same subtemneai

source. Contiguous to the five openings here enumerated, twi

others were descried at no great distance. We concluded that no:

far below the surface of the ground and below the bed of the Laps

and extending into the gulf, (here about 5 miles distant) there ei-

ists a great petroleum deposit. The substance is called Chapapote

by the Mexicans, and is usedfor paving the bottoms of canals, am

painting sea-goi

ns, and is used tor paving the bottoms ol canais,

)ing vessels. In the Gulf of Tampico the petrol*

r coal oil tar boils up in the middle of the Lagun, and large cak»

of this substance in its inspissated form are floated ashore i""

Galveston and the coast of Texas.
2. Americtui A--»< ,.-;,<rt .„. /•-, tti> A < hi<mcement of Science.—-

next meeting of the Association will be held at Chicago, dunng

the week commencing on Wednesday, Aug. 5, 1868, :

'

a. m. A large and interesting meeting is expected. 1

have been made with the railroad companies, by which return

tickets will be furnished free to those who attend the meeting.

Members, and those who wish to become members, are re
4!J

est6

^
on their arrival in Chicago, to register their names at the omctf

the Local Committee, Parlors Nos. 3 and 4, Sherman House, w«J
they will be furnished with all information which may be dear*),

in regard to accommodations, etc. J. Young Scammon is ^m
man, and William Stimpson, Secretary of the Local Committee.

2. Uritlsl, A *.,.„;. it;,,,,—The British Association holds its

meeting at Norwich, commencing Aug. 1 9. Joseph I
will preside.

OBITUARY.

Anton Hosing—Antox Rosing, of Christiania, was w
j" T

1827. A sketch of his life has just been published in the/"

Landmandsbog for 1868 by P. C. Asbjornsen, well ^om^r*
lish literature through translations of his Norse Tales, and to &»

ican Naturalists through the citations of Mr. Marsh. j
Rosing studied in Copenhagen with Oersted, and v***^

for several years chemical manager of the gas works at^^
and editor of the Polytechnic Journal of that city, J* *

rf

was appointed by the Norwegian Government to a nev
_

Agricultural Chemistry, with liberty to travel during &?f*L f
He crossed at once to Germany and studied there assiduous

j

well as in several Parisian laboratories.
fe
^V

\As a scientific investigator, Rosing has done good wot >

>
,

has also written largely. Those who have known him ve/V*
fc

will remember him less for these things than for the bigj

cherished, and for his remarkable power of influencing ws
wu Zj

OfRosing it may be said that, though an earnest student, v> *
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fund of information and his j

and liberal \

of chemists. He was a welcome guest in every laboratory, and a
leading spirit wherever his lot was cast. As a speaker, he was
singularly eloquent, while he showed with many of his countrymen
that power over foreign tongues which sets Babel at defiance.
In Paris, a poor foreign student, supported by no patronage either

of University, church or science,—his influence v
markable degree. One of the founders of the Che

of the
earlier publications of this most distinguished Society. In that
distant future when cosmopolitan journalism shall have become an
accomplished fact, the !l>v •*;,• '< Chimiepure et appliquee will
be remembered as a bold, and, all things considered, a remarkably
successful attempt to associate, in a purely scientific enterprise, the
men of many lands. Torn by internal dissensions, of the home
management in which, let it here be said, the foreign collaborators
had happily no part, the Repertoire was merged, after five or six

years, in the existing "Bulletin" of the Society, and the distinctive

cosmopolitan character which Rosing had imparted to it was lost.

As is well known, the Bulletin is still conducted with great ability,
and takes rank as the best among chemical journals ; but there are
chemists not a few, and the Rklacteur en chef is of them, who
lament the day when its now purely Gallic style and savor was
tempered, if not improved, by an infusion of outer barbarism
From Paris, Rosing passed into England and Scotland, studying

chemistry and agriculture, in the interests ofhis chair, until stricken
with palsy in 1859. He died at Christiania on the 29th of March,

Few chemists,—no matter how highly placed,—have succeeded

selves so large a circle of intimate and devoted friends. Not only

JQ
the Scandinavian capitals, in St. Petersburg, and in many a

German town, but in Paris, Edinburgh, Vienna, Parlermo, Milan

m exerting a stronger personal influence, or in attaching

in the

German town, bi
and in more than one American city,
cnerished, and his untimely death deplored. f. s.

«ot Julius Pltjckrb. the phvsicist, of Bonn, recently died,
aged sixty-seven years.

F

Vr. Charles Grafton Page, well known to all readers of this

»°urnal as an original investigator in electro-magnetism, died in

D. C., May 5, 1868, aged 56 years. A notice of his
*«« will appear in another number of this Journal.

•
i" £ Treatise on Meteorology : with a collection of Meteorolog-

*»* Tables. By Elias Looms. 8vo, 1868. Harper and Bros.,

J»ew York—This work is intended to serve both as a text-book
">r instruction, and at the same time as an exposition of the most
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important results of recent researches in Meteorology. The stu-

dent of this science has hitherto been unable to find in a single

volume its principles developed with reasonable minuteness, and

at the same time a presentation of the latest investigations
.j

present volume adequately supplies their want. The selection and

arrangement of material is judicious, and the statements are lucid.

The special student would probably prefer a more liberal refer-

ence to the names of those to whom we are indebted for recent

acquisitions in tins department of science. If this be a defect in a

volume designed primarily as a class-book, it is in part compensa-

ted by a list of works and memoirs on Meteorology, at the end of

the volume. The last chapter gives the present state of our

knowledge of shooting stars, meteors, and aerolites.

At the end of the volume are thirty six tables of various kinds,

useful both to the observer and to the investigator.
2. The Butterflies of Forth America, with colored drawings and

descriptions; by Wji, II. Edwards. Part I, 4to, with five
"L"

Entomological
36a Pr'

"
82.00 per part.—Hitherto every c

nterested in this atl ract.ive -roup of insects n_

felt the great need of reliable works with accurate colored ill

trations, especially of the critical and rare species. The two

principal illustrated works, hitherl . |»!i!,ii>hed, are not only very

incomplete, but rare and costly, and almost inaccessible in tins

country, except, perhaps in il„. juinripal cit v libraries. .

This new work promises u> (ill t his want *

in a truly admiral

manner and at a price that make* it available for everyone. The

first number contains descriptions and l>.-:iuliful i lustrat ^
Ar.i:il .„;< l,h,„-^ .!. (',i',,h^A.Arhm,Hte, .1. Nohow*,*®-*-
Atlantis. Both surfaces are represented, and, in nearly every spe-

cies, both sexes. The illustrations are life size and drawn
\J»

remarkable accuracy and beauty, and the coloring is verypene*

and life-like. It is proposed to continue the work by issuing*

number every three months, each number containing five piwj

and complete in itself. The species seh . t -1 f r illu>tmti n

be chiefly those not hitherto figured, or only imperfectly oi -

neously represented by previous authors. The letter-press is *

pnnted in large type, on fine paper. The work, when complex
will form an attractive volume. .

h

™Z Y
6^?^ on P(>lyzoa, Suborder PhylactolmrnalthJK

mne plates; by Alpheus Hyatt. From the Proceedings of

J*--
;

Institute, Salem, Mass., 1866 to 1868.—In this country"*

veryinterestln _rr , (

.

fi<
,

' ;,a- hithertoattrag
but little attention, even IV,

,

si s. Dr. lU
\

is the only Am .- v ,vritt,n M
them. In the present extei 1 1 has * **1
very carefully a. . of#S§
'';';;'..

<
•-'

r, . _ :: .

"

^markable clearness, the various ana«.m,i,ai d.-raiN by n.y;
: : !

- !
' l " "i'i'-i'd oi-lm, ,

,
-,, , ,,, ,, .....us an i

varieties are also figured, £ the ***
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: and forms of the colonies. The statohlasts or vinter-budi
of various species are illustrated by wood-cuts in the text and
afford valuable characters for the discrimination of tin- -,„.,.;,..

The last part of the work is devoted to desci
and species observed by the author. These are three species of

lla, four of PlumateUa, one of PectinateUa, and one of
CristateUa. Of these, five are new species.
This monograph really supplies us with a nearly complete man-

ual oi all the known North American species. v.

4. The Workshop: A Monthly Journal devoted to the progress
of the useful arts. Edited by Prof. W. Baumkk, .1. S,-hn.»kh hi 1

others. 4to, Nos. 1—4. (E. Steiger, 17 North William st.. N. V. )—
Ihis beautifully illustrated journal addresses itself especially to
those engaged in the decorative arts. It furnishes carefu 1 1 v < 1

.'

, w „
examples of the best productions in ancient and modern' art, ac-
companied wit! u-oii _ i lans on a larger scale to guide the
artist in reproducing the designs. Original articles on style in
connection with industry, and on a>- its dn raw

roeesses, accompany the descriptions of special
lesion*. TIii> timely journal may be considered an outgrowth of

3 Exhibition of 1 867. It is of peculiar value to the Ameri-
< '

-! art worker in whatever department of art industry he may be
engaged, and is furnished at the moderate cost of * .5.40 per annum.

o. Transactions of the America,, w, PI, Ha-
delphta, vol. i, No. 4.—This number closes the first volume of the
lransactions of this Society. The memoirs of the volume are all
of high merit, and the illustrations, of which there are many plates
besides wood-cuts, excellent. No. 4, finishes the Geotrupes of Boreal
America by G. H. Horn; and includes, after this, Descriptions of

TJ?Can kepidoptera, with two colored plates, by A. R, Grote
and C. T. Robinson ; Notes on the Apple Bark-Louse {Lepi
wnchiformis), with a description of a supposed new Acarus, by
• -^ er; Catalogue of a small collection of Hywenoptera made
m New Mexico in 1867, by E. T. Cresson; Catalogue of works
m the Library of the Society.

Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 15thM at Buffalo, N. Y„ Aug., 1866. 130 pp. 8vo. Cambridge, 1867.

or ]

U
.
8e of the Barometer on Surveys and Reconnaissances: Part I, Mete-

- connection with Hvpsometry. Part II, Barometric Hypsometry.
Major, Corps»»»«> etc. Professional Papers of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army,

Al a
*48pP-4to, with many plates. 1868. (New York, II Van Nostrand.)—

etoy b
8

^f
pei

l
dil t0 **» above

>
Practical Tables in Meteorology and Hypsom-

year lSeT^vS ^5™

Physical Phenomena of the Muscular £Imgthe Dhenon,«na ~* «.. ™.^_.- 1 ^^ by (t

.868. (William Wood & Co.

I Hygiene, a Text Book for Educational Insti-

)., F.E.S., and Wm. Jay Youmans, M.D., with

It, 1868. 12mo, pp. 420. (D. Appleton 1 Co.)
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A Guide to the Study of Insects, i

Salem. Issued in parts. Part I, 60 p
great value. Illustrations 500 or more, and excellent. Subscriptions are desirnL 1

Lessons in Elementary Chemistry : Inorganic and Organic, by Henry E. Roscoe? ^

B.A., F.E.S., Prof, of Chemistry in Owens College, Manchester. New York, 1864

(Wm. Woods & Co., 61 Walker st.

The Magnetism of Ships and the Deviations of the Compass. A series of papen

from the transactions of Foreign Societies, by Poisson Airy, Archibald Smith,

Fredk. John Evans, R.N., W. W. Eundell, &c, reprinted by order of the Secre-
t~f of the Navy, under the direction of Commodore Thornton A. Perkins, U. S-N.

L.LeConte,'M]
r0m

lithogr. plates crowded with figures.' A few copies on ate

section of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia; pr. uncolored

;so,ou; colored, $13.50; with duplicate plates, colored and tinted, p
'

'

plate paper, $20.00. Address I , f Publication C
" a Bahamas' Hurricane of Oct., 1866, with a description ot tl

Nassau, (E. C^oseley.)

VoI.h'no" 1

remarkably beautiful). Published by the K. K. Geoi. Reichsanstalt;
Phoc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xi.—Page 289, <

Magen.—p. 295, Odonata of Hayti ; P. R. Ufder.—p. 301
island; Wymm, Morse.—p. 302, Navicula Carassius; G. Stodder.—V- ™
quity of Man

; L. Agassiz.—v. 306, On the stridulation of some New 1

Orthoptera; S. H. Scudder.-p. 313, On symmetry in leaves, Ac. ; B. G. W-

_

bison and European aurochs ; & Agasste.—V- Mb*
I

UDU1 ^omotion«3

id; J. Wym

habits of the Diatomaceae, and I

3 H. Scudder.-p. 313, On symrm

Fation bSe
8 °f Amencan bison and Europeai

Volcanic Craters
; W. T. Brigham.—ip. 323,

B^Z' K fK^-PP- 327, 403, on the island of Yesso and the AinMf AJjS^more.-p. 337, Animals of she! I ; J. Wyman-1-J*-
On the Red Sandstone of Vermorr /.-p. 355, Stm<*J
flight, and habits of the varieties of the domesticated Pigeon; E. D. B<f*T$

ward,
a
*?« £ the haMts of the Diatomace*, and Desmidiaceae

;

A.*-"

Z?-T?- -

36\ DeTCl°Pment of a A. S. Packard.-^-f

S?t?ftafr n- zZgen.-V . 375, Supplen>eut*j

pSinfhl t£ iposito^andhom

/T^l male insect; A. S Packard.-?. 399, Wingless white Ant from

n%nrFoMl Insecta fn ;•'* ™d ohio; l

* as Infusoria flagellata, or observations on the structure,*

tion ofC;f '« l9lands
-
^ 8
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AMERICAN

JOURNAL OP SCIENCE AND ARTS.

[SECOND SERIES.]

Art. XIV.—A netv Theory of Vision; by Samuel Rowley,
M.A.

My purpose in the following communication is to offer a
theory of vision which I believe has not been heretofore
advanced, and which I venture also to believe to be the true
one. But before entering upon its consideration it mav be
proper briefly to state, with reasons for rejecting them, the the-
ories hitherto advanced.

.
The theory of Aguilonius supposes that all the images,

rmpressed on the retinae at any given instant, are seen in
a Plane perpendicular to the plane of the optic axes at their
point of convergence, and parallel to the line joining the cen-
ters of the two pupils ; and consequently that the two images
ot any object situated in this plane, occupying as they neces-
sary do one and the same place, are seen single with two eyes.

11 any person whom a little practice has fitted to make such

in
P
i!

nin
-

eilts
'

wil1 Place at some short distance, say three
"icnes m a line parallel to the eyes, two Small objects, one
airectly before the central point of the interval between the
eyes, and the other at a distance from this of sav ? of an inch,
and direct his optic axes to the former, he will not see the

t*r
lln

+?es °f tlie latter as one
'
thouSh their obJect is sima-

°- m the plane mentioned, but as two distinct imaj
°ne beyond the other.

a* j

Penments t0 the same effect miSht easily he multiplied.
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But the one given abundantly demonstrates the

the theory of Aguilonius.

The theory of corresponding points, so called (as held on

physiological grounds by Galen, Alhazen and Newton,) can-

not be denominated a theory of vision. It is directed to the

accounting for but one of the phenomena of vision—that of

single sight with two eyes. It does not deal with visibly di-

rection and distance ; whereas these conditions, governing,

as they do, external visible position, include the result of

single sight with two eyes as a necessary consequence.

The theory of vision propounded by Dr. Smith in his Optics,

and that by Dr. Wells, from' which he derives his explana-

tion of the phenomenon of single vision with two eyes, in his

' Essay on single vision with two eyes," are practically (as I

trust will satisfactorily appear hereafter) merely attempts to

formulate the misapprehensions by consciousness of true visi-

ble distance which take place under the influence of habit.

A simple experiment subversive of both these theories may be

made thus. Let two small objects, as pins, in a board, be

placed directly in front of the middle point between the eyes,

the one at some short distance, say six inches, and the other

at some more considerable distance, say -eighteen inches, ana

let other two small objects be placed on opposite sides ot tne

near one in lines between the eyes and the far object, and the

optic axes be directed to the near object. Then the two ima-

ges of the remote object will 1
"

i axis) are seen in the optic i

Light eye's image in the left eye's axis, and vice wr*a^f*"a distance from each other (if located at the same distant
_

irom the eyes as the object)t of 4A inches, whereas the in«^
of the two lateral near objects, since these occupy the hue

named horopter, will be seen in the places of the objects at

distance from each other of 1
c% inch.t M MntAs to the two images of any object more or less

i

distt

n

;

antheconvergenCe of the axes, the theory of Smith p£*
hem in kites drawn from the eyes to the object

somewhere

between the place of the object and the point of convffgng
bu n0t ,eryfarf tW

'

real
I

e the place rfg
object.§ Hence, while the two images of the object on &&*

* Essay upon Single Vision with T™ t?™« n « T ondon. 1818. a
+ lb. page 27.

mm Two Eye9 ' P- 38
- Xmges 5 and 46.

g Smith's complete System of Optics, Art. 137.
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side of the point of convergence will be seen coincident with
their object at a distance of 1 T% inch from the two images
(seen in like manner) of the object on the other side, the two
images of the remote object will be seen at a much less dis-

tance from each other, or, following the proportions of the

construction given us by that author, at a distance of T% or

A inch.

Aguilonius is the only author who, meeting the question in

its full extent, undertakes to assign for each' image both the

line of visible direction and the absolute visible distance from
the retina on the line of visible direction.

t

Sir David Brewster indeed gives both conditions of external

visible position for the images falling on the vertices of the

retina?. But for every other image he merely assigns Kepler*!

line of visible direction, being silent regarding the visible dis-

tance—the essential complement of the former in determining
visible position.

I will now propose and proceed to put to the test of exper-

iment, what I believe to be the true theory of vision
;

pre-

mising the remark that in establishing its existence it will not

render the proof offered less exact if I do not undertake to

determine the precise point where a given ray* strikes
_

the

retina nor the precise point at wl iWe direc-

tion crosses the optic axis, provided we admit, (what I think

*ffl not be disputed) that where the angles with the optic

axes of two rays, falling one on each cornea, are e

distances of the images on the retina? from the extrei

the axes are equal, and provided we admit, (what I also think

*iU not be disputed) that where the angle with the axis of

one of the rays is but very slightly increased, the angle formed
arter decussation is not appreciably wwequally increased

;
ana

further premising that I will neglect any effect of refra b q

and also suppose a coincidence of the line of the ray with the

hne of visible direction.M the component points of the total impression on tl

of either eye, before becoming cognizable mental pi

Point situated, say a I »», referred
outward to a surface, parallel to the impressed surfa
retina conceived to be simply expanded a
wpression as expanded by outward reference and

that eye at the point where it in-

ersects the optic axis of the other eye.

n%Sn aDd Where
Ter in this PaPer *e word raV is used

'

5t iS inteaded t0 sLg"
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Or, to change the form of statement, the entire impression*

on the retinae, before becoming objects of consciousness an pro-

jected in space upon surfaces bisecting each other (at an angle

greater or less according to the distance) in a plane perpendic-

ular to the plane of the axes—the component points of each

impression being simultaneously referred outward in lines pass-

ingfrom them through a point a little behind the center of the

crystalline lens, but, excepting the expansion and the inversion

resultingfrom the crossing in the eye of the directions of'a*

ward reference, undergoing no change of relative posit\m-4M

distance between the planes passing at right angles to the, opw

axis through any two of the successive concentric zones $

points, ivhich make up the retinal impression, continuing m

I do not mean here to assert that an outward projection

actually takes place, but that the effect of such a ProJect1^
produced by an intermediate process of mind, is presen

to the consciousness. n ,
,

fi
i\

, suitable plane surface take two points t, b (ng- h

2 r\ inches apart, and in a line bisecting at right *M ^
joining these points take other two points A, i>,*

^ch*
spectively from the point of bisection six and eignw
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Draw the straight lines C A, C'A, and perpendicular to them
at A the two lines EG, IK. Through the points F, F', taken
in the lines CA, C'A, T\ inch from C, C, draw the lines FB,
F'B, intersecting EG, IK, at b, b'. Through the points F' and
d,—a point in IK where a line passing through b perpendicu-
lar to CC intersects it—draw a line. In this line, where a line

passing through B parallel to G C intersects it, take the point
D. The distance of this point from B will he 4T\ inches.

Now suppose the points C, C, to represent the centers of

the eyes
;
points F, F', the focal centers; A, B, D, the situa-

tions of luminous points ; the lines CA, C'A, the optic axes

produced ; the lines EG, IK, lines of intersection where two
surfaces slightly convex toward the eyes, perpendicular re-

spectively to the optic axes at their point of meeting, (

plane of the axes ; BF, BF', lines of luminous rays
from the point B through the points F, F'; DF'
plane of the axes ; BF, BF', lines of luminous rays passing

_/ "Le points F, F'; DF' the line
--' ray passing from D through F' to the retina; b the
point where the line BF intersects the line EG ; and d, the

point of intersection of DF' with IK. Then, if the above
enunciated proposition be true, to wit: that an impression
made by a luminous point on the retina of the right or left

eye becomes visible and is seen where a line drawn from it

through a point a little behind the center of the crystalline

lens pierces a slightly convex surface perpendicular to the op-
tic axis of that eye at the place of its meeting with the axis
of the other eye, the image of the point at B, will be seen
from the left eye at b, and the image of the point at D from
the right eye at d, both in the same perpendicular of no va-
riation,* or the image of the point at B will be seen by the
left eye a little behind the place in which the image of the
Pomt at D will be seen by the right eye.

fhe experiment may be made thus. Take a thin rule, (as
a plane scale) twelve inches in length with the right hand,
and another rule with the left hand. Hold the rule in the
nght hand with its wide sides perpendicular to the plane of
tne horizon, in a line running away from the middle point be-

; running away from the middle point i

--« tue eyes so tnat the near end shall be distant six inches
and the remote end rest upon a horizontal bar of a well lighted
Window at right angles to the rule, and parallel to the eyes.

J-o obtain the former distance with accuracy it is necessary
to nave two small objects, as two pins, placed equidistantly
°n opposite sides of the point of intersection of the bar by

s^iiT' diatant from each other 4 rV inches, and when these
snail be seen across (or lie in the axes exactly fixed upon)

Tis!m>
^ PefPeil(lieular of no variation is meant a

on
> tor &e definition of which see note, p. ] (
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the near end of the rule, that distance for eyes 2 TV inches

apart will be accurately found. Now fix the axes of the eyes

on the near end. The images of the remote end will appear

as two at the sides, that of the left eye at some unknown dis-

tance on the left, and that of the right eye in like manner on

the right. Holding the rule in the left hand in the same po-

sition with respect to the plane of the horizon as the other,

apply its remote end on the window bar to the left of the re-

mote end of the rule in the right hand, so that the right eyes

image of the former wiU cover the left eye's image of the lat-

ter. Now measure the distance between the far ends on the

bar. If all the conditions of the experiment shall have been

exactly complied with the distance found will be 4T\ inches,

as predetermined in the diagram.

The experiment, then, shows that the geometrical conse-

quence of the principles of the proposition, as illustrated in ti*

diagram, holds good in actual practice, and that when tneas*

are fixed upon the images of an object placed as a luminous

point at A, the left eye's visible image of an object placed as

a point at B in the line FB, is seen a little beyond where iw

"ght eye's- visible image
" an object placed as a

point at D in the line -^
drawn through F' and d
is seen, both in the same

is obvious by the propo-
sition that itought notto
affect the "conjunction"
of the images, whereso-
ever in the line passing
through F' and d the ob-
ject might be placed; and
this will be found to be
the fact. It was placed
opposite B at D merely
for convenience of apply-
ing the diagram in ac-
tual experiment, and to
procure a correct appre-
ciation of the interval
between the images.

Suppose in the second
place, the axes represen-
ted by CB, C'B, fig. 2.

Then by my proposition the left eye's visible i

7



luminous point at A should be seen at T' in a surfaiv

the axis FB at right angles in B (and the plane of the ax<s is

the line EG) and the right eye's image at T.

But if the left eye's image of the point at A is bo

tlun by the same proposition the right eye's ima-
paint at E opposite A in a line between F' and e, a i

m IK, directly beyond T', should be seen in the sanx- line

no variation a little beyond T' at e. If the experiment be

made it will be found that the right eye's visible image of an

object placed as a point at E', nearly l T<v inch from A, will

be seen a little behind the place where the left eye's image of

an object placed as a point at A is seen.

So the two middle images of the pins placed as

distance in the first of these experiments are seen united at

the intersection of the surfaces of vision.

If the surfaces of vision were planes, since their line of in-

tersection would then coincide with the line of intersection

of the vertical planes of the axes, it is evident that the ima-

ges of these pins longitudinally bisected by the latter plan-
would exactly coincide. But owing to the slight curvatu;

of the surfaces of vision, the line of intersection of these sur-

faces immediately begins very gradually to recede from that oi

tii- v. it ical planes of the axes, and the longitudinal axes of

the images of the pins to cross over and fall on opposite sides,

thereby preventing a mathematical coincidence of the images.

This effect of the departure of the intersection of the sur-

faces of vision (supposing the optic axes parallel to the hori-

zon, to which the pins are perpendicular, to be directed to

the bottoms of the images) may be counteracted and a math-
ematical coincidence of the images nearly produced by in-

pin whose image is seen by the left eye a very

I e left and the other duly to the right. Should tins

small inclination be given with such a curve that a line drawn
from any point of the axis of the pin to the focal center of the
eye would intersect the line of intersection of the surfaces of

••am, then an exact mathematical coincidence of the images
*ould be secured.
The approximate result maybe obtained if two rulers or

^e legs of a pair of compassesf be so placed that their longi-

tudinal axes shall lie in the vertical planes of the optical
axes.

It is evident that for the two objects in the vertical planes

°J
the axes, we may put a single object at the intersection oi

these planes.t
J t
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But to make the accurate performance of these experiments

easy, some special instrument must be provided. A piece of

pine board whose opposite great surfaces are rectangles paral-

lel to one another, thirteen inches long and eight inches wide,

with five pins, furnishes the means for obtaining accurate re-

sults, where the distance between the near and far points does

not exceed twelve inches.*

To use this contrivance—supposing the distance from the

middle of the line between the centers of the eyes to the near

objective point to be six inches, and from the near to the far

objective point twelve inches—in the surface SRFC (fig. 3)

i inch from the short side SR, and five inches from the long

side RF, take the point A. Through this point and at right

angles to the side SR, draw a line NO. 3.

In this line, twelve inches from the point
A, take the point B. Through this point,

and at right angles to this line, draw an-
other line PL. In this latter line,* take
the two points T, T', each distant 2 x\
inches from the point B, and 4,\ inches
from the other; and finally 4T% inches from
the point B, take the point D. At each
of the points, so taken, set a pin. Now
place the board in a horizontal position a
little below and parallel to the plane of

e axi >, with the pin at A six inches from
the middle of the line joining the centers *

of the eyes, and, together with the pin at B, in the jertica

plane which bisects this line at right angles ;
which disposi-

tion of the pins is had, when, looking at the images ot tn

pin at A, the left eye's image of the pin at T', and the ngw

eye's image of that at T, are found lying in the axes

When now the axes are fixed upon the images of tne v

at A, the right eye's image of the pin at B will be seen in «•

sam« line of no variation as the left eye's of the one ai ,

and at a point a little beyond where the latter is seen.,

when they are fixed upon the images of the pin at B, the m
eye s image of that at A will be seen in a position a little

fore where the right eye's image of a pin, set nearly ginch directly to the right of A, will be seen, the stance"*

tween these being sensibly less than that between the W*
received from B and D, when the axes were converge"
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A still better instrument, is a small wooden cross consisting
of a slender bar and sliding transverse piece, which may be any
slip of wood, (as a piece of common lath) notched at the cen-
ter so as to receive the longitudinal bar in its full thickness at
right angles, and also capable of being shifted and fixed by
wedging at any point.

For all experiments in which the distance of the remoter of
the two stations designated A and B, figs. 1 and 2, is not greater
than 18 inches, the length of the bar should be 18 inches, and
that of the transverse piece, 12 inches.

To apply this instrument instead of the window bar and
the first of the examples taken, fix the transverse piece

at the distance of 17 inches from one end
of the shaft, and laying the cross on a A
table with its level side upward, draw on p
the upper side of the shaft lengthwise
the bisecting line NO, and lengthwise
on the upper side of the transverse piece,
the bisecting line PL. At B, the point
of intersection of these lines, set a pin,
and at the point A, 12 inches from the
Point B, in the line NO, also one. At
the points T, T', in the line PL, each dis-
tant 2 T% inches from B, set two other pins,
and at D, 4 T% inches from B, another.
J-hen placing the cross so as to lie with
the extremity N, of the shaft against the upper part of the
Qose, and its upper surface a little below and parallel to the
Plane of the axes, and keeping the head fixed, look with each

-d succession at its image of the pin at A. If the
nght eye's image of the pin at T, and the left eye's of that at

* »
be seen in these directions of the axes, the pins at A and

* are 6 and 18 inches distant from the middle point of the

ng the centers of the eyes. But if they should fall

»nin or without the axes thus directed, then the transverse
P»ece, together with the pins at A and B, 12 inches apart,
™jwt be shifted slightly forward or backward, until the requi-
re position is found.
Holding this instrument in the same position with respect to

ne eyes as that just above given to it for ascertaining distance,
UI? it toward a stronglv illuminated white wall or sheet of

:

er or (which is better) the clear sky. If now the axes
"«nxed upon the images of the pin at A, the right eye's im-
SP ot the pin at B, and the left eye's of that at D, will be seen

thM i?
the 8ame line of no variation, the former a little beyond

matter. But if having transferred the transverse piece to the



distance of A, the axes be fixed upon the images of the pin at

B, then the image of the pin at A, seen by the left eye, and

that of a pin placed nearly 1 TV inch directly to the right of A,

seen by the right eye, will be found lying in the same perpen-

dicular of no variation, the latter beyond the former, the dis-

tance between the two images being less than in the first case.

In experimenting with this instrument, the position of the

image of the pin at B seen by the left eye in a surface at right

angles to the optic axis of that eye is visibly realized. Dor

when the axes are fixed toward A (as in the first instance) the

image of the transverse piece seen from the left eye visibly has

a position at right angles to the axis of that eye, and intersects

the corresponding image of the right eye, in a line of common

intersection crossing each image where that image, whether re-

ferred back to the retina or to the distance of the transverse

piece itself, would be pierced by the optic axis.

In making these experiments, care should be taken not to

turn the axes into the oblique directions, to do which there b

always a strong inclination; for then the images, which were

seen, in those directions as described, the one before or behind

the other, would be seen coincident.
. T

i

I will now proceed to answer an apparent objection, in ™

first demonstration, under my proposition, I ixndertake _to s

that the impression on the left eye from B becomes visible au

is seen at b, by showing that it is seen a little behind wherew
impression on the right eye from an object placed at V w

^
by the right eye, arguing that nothing else than a Pr(?J

ect

^ in

the manner described can account for the local relationsu p

which these impressions are seen. The evidence oi _coiisu

^
ness, then, that these impressions are seen in a certain lo

lationship, is made the groundwork of my argument. ^
't may be urged that the evidence of consciousness is *H

trong, that the impression from the object at B on the 1 gstrong, that the impression from the object at B on tn« ^
when seen, lies in the axis of the right eye at the acw

tance of the object itself at B.* . „***.
In the first place, let us determine whether ^nsciou^

when carefully examined, does really continue to find i

^
pression elsewhere than at b. To reveal in conscious^

^ ^
true distance in a lateral direction of the visible ^age

an object at B (fig. 1), employing the pins and board,
p^e *

at b. The left eye's image of the pin at B will not be rec g

nized to the left of the left eye's image of it. AttaCh

Again, take three equal, small rings of pasteboard. _ ,

to each, m the direction of a radius produced, a pin, W
* See Wells, pp. 38 and 27.
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ing with a drop of sealing wax the head of the pin to the edge
of the ring.

At B, lig. 3, (the board duly widened,) a point 4 r
s
„ inches to

the right of B, and a point 4-^ inches to the left, station these

pins, so that the rings shall be parallel to the eyes of the ob-
server. At the points A, T, T', set simple pins. Now on
converging the axes toward A, till the riu'lit eve's image of the
pin at T and the left eye's of the pin at T', are hidden in the
combined images of the pin at A, the images of the rings

will be apprehended in their true visible places.

To make another experiment of the kind to which the last

belongs, on a glass of a window situated at a convenient height,

stick a number of wafers, placing their centers in a horizontal
line and separating the adjacent centers by a distance less than
that between the centers of the eyes, but being extremely care-

ful to make all these distances exactly equal. Direct the axes
through the centers of two adjoining wafers, each axis through
that center lying on its own side, and presently all the viable
images (except usually the left terminal image of the right eye's

series and the right terminal one of the left eye's), will be re-

cognized by consciousness in their true visible positions.

If the adjoining centers of the wafers are very close to each
other (as a little over \ inch, supposing the wafers to be \ inch
in diameter) and the eyes at a short distance, say 4 inches, the

curvature of the surface of vision will be plainly appreciated,
and if the plane of the axes be turned on the line joining the

intersection of the axes to the center of the interval between
the eyes from a coincidence to an angle with the horizontal plane
passing through the centers of the wafers, the curvature ofeach
eyes series will be separately appreciated.
An experiment of the same kind may also be made by means

°f the similar figures lying at equal distances in the surface of
a papered wall.

J-f the experimenter will station himself facing such a wall

^converge his optic axes, so that the axis of his left eye
shall pierce the center of some figure in front of him and that

°j
his right eye the center of the next one to the left of the

other, then shortly each eye's image of the papered wall will,
to his consciousness, take its true visible position at the dis-
ance o:f the convergence of the axes—the images of the figures
appearing smaller or larger according as the distance of the
Pomt of convergence is less or greater. A variation (from the
standard) of the distance between the centers of the figures of

^
e
.^

au
) will produce a seeming elevation or depression of the

jwible images. The cause of this last as well as that of the
Principal phenomenon, will be apparent, when it shall have been
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explained why the lateral images of an object which is at a

greater or less distance than that of the convergence of the

axes, are not apprehended in their true visible positions in the

surfaces of vision.

Why then does consciousness mistake, precisely as we find it

doing, the true place of the visible image of any object, lying

not at the point of intersection of the axes^ nor at any point

equally distant with this from the base of vision ?•

My answer is, that under tendencies resulting from experience,

consciousness apprehends erroneously the distances really pre-

sented for its action according to the laws of vision, and with

respect to each lateral image apprehends the distance of the

surface of vision from the base of vision, and the distance m

the surface from the image at the center for the distances that

would exist between these surfaces and these images, if the

given image, now laterally and obscurely seen, were with its cor-

responding image of the other eye directly and distinctly exam-

ined at the center.

Hence the place in which such an image seems to be

»

seen-

For example, let the' axes be turned to the images ot an od-

ject at B, fig. 2. They will be seen at B, the left eye s m
inches, to the left, from its image at T' of the object at A, ana

the right eye's 2TV inches, to the right, from its image at i o

the object at A, each in a surface of vision, measuring fromw
apex, 18 inches from the base of vision. ,

{

Let now the axes be turned to the images of the object

»

A, fig. 1. These will now be seen at A, that of the left eyes

tV inch to the right, from its image at b of the object at

"" "'"*' mcu, une leiLeye s image ua an w^j^- — ...

ticularly examined, will always be apprehended at the aw
of 2 T\ inches, to the left, from the image at T' of an oDjet

A in the surface of vision 18 inches from the base.
d {0

Hence after due experience will arise a tendency ot m ^
apprehend this image at a distance of 2 T\ inches, to to

^
from the image of the object at A in the surface ot viwu

inches from the base. Therefore, when the axes arei"

toward the images of the object at A, the mind will r
gt

enced by this tendency, with respect to the left eyes ^ c

b of the object at B, to apprehend 6 inches, the
^pe o

the

surface of vision from the base, as 18 inches, and T «

(

* By base of vision I mean a plane cutting perpendicularly at
;

the
,

ce^f^
interval between the eyes, a lit, oint and the po*

vergence of the optic axes.
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distance in the surface from the image at A of the object at
A, as 2 TV inches.

Again, the effect of experience in regarding directly the im-
ages of the object at A will be a habit whereby, when the axes
are directed to the images of the object at B, the mind will be
led to mistake 2 T\ inches—the distance in the surface of the
left eye's image at T' of the object at A to the right of its im-
age at B of the object at B—for r\ inch, and 18 inches—the
distance of the surface of vision from the base—for 6 inches

;
and 2 r% inches—the distance in the surface of the right eye's
image at T of the object at A to the left of its image at B of
the object at B—for r% inch, and 18 inches—the distance of
the surface of vision from the base for 6 inches.
Thus since the more remote parts of a solid object will seem

to be seen at equally more remote distances in the image, and
the entire image at a distance equal to that of the object, the
image will seem to be seen with the same form and magnitude
as really pertain to the object. *
We are now also prepared to explain the cases in which the

visible mage, though the object be situated at a greater or less
distance from the base of vision than the point of convergence

the axes, is accepted by consciousness in its true place,
we experiments with the equidistant pins, with the wafers
uPon glass, and the figures in the papered wall.
in these cases it will be perceived that any two images seen

as one, though proceeding from two different objects, have the
same positions in the surfaces of vision as they would if they
proceeded from a single object placed at the intersection of the
nnes drawn from the two different objects to the eyes,

an r?
r
» ^° ^reat is tne ProPensity to appreciate singly, that

dnp
8

iu
discrePancy between these images and those pro-

ved by one and the same object will not prevent an acceptance

woi l?r
eSDOndence

> and >
since all the equivalent single objects

the In- !?
Et

-

the same distance
>
no naDit caii exist to influence

mmd with respect to any images to locate the surfaces of

the t

at a greater or less distance from the base of vision than

tma • \i Hence a11 the images will be apprehended in their
.

ue visible places. But if the interval between any two ob-

for +£\ ,
a series should differ from the other intervals, then

as on!!
° (

of the four images presented) which are accepted

if th?
eTndin^ or caPable of being seen singly in direct vision,

the n
Uld be lateral

>
or if central, then for all the rest, from

necessary principle of habit above laid down, the surfaces

»2^ ^teral ,
e surfaces ofvirion), I a or the corresponds
complex images at ti - , are appreciated sing
^attention to, or neglect of, one of them.



of vision, measured from the common center, will i

at such a distance from the base of vision as that a

would it these images were directly i

i takes place, because with the eyes fixed toward any

in the same direction all the points of intersection of the li

of direction and consequently all the images in the two surfaces.

So when the axes are made to pass through any two of a senes

of equal and equidistant objects to a point beyond, asm the

case of the experiment with the wafers upon glass, a movement

of the head in one direction will produce a movement of the

images in a contrary direction.

There are other circumstances incident to a lateral image m

the surface of vision, besides distance from its twin, which vvtJ

produce habits operating to defeat a correct appreciation ot tne

two distances.

Such a circumstance is the visible magnitude, .

Thus, whatever the visible magnitude of an aggregate lateral

image, which has been often seen in direct vision, this magni-

tude will be taken for that found on particular examination,

and the visible distance for that corresponding to that magni-

tude. But since lateral images in the surface of vision, not a

tinguishable from each other by consciousness ^ay result ir

objects of very different magnitudes placed at suitably ain^

distances, a given magnitude, of image will not always ex

the same tendency of mind. .
anlj

To illustrate this, take the board with pins placed at a**

B (fig. 3,) depress the far end till the surface is hidden dj-

near end, and, stopping the light flowing from the near p

one of the eyes by interposing near the eye an adequate t
j _

fix the axes of both toward the remote pin. As soon as tne

has ceased its alternations of adjustment (which have beep

formed so rapidly as to keep up a sensibly sustained
distl°

f

of both images), and no longer experiences the sen^^^
focal adjustment to the near pin (which has excited a Um •

of mind to mistake the u '
of

•

tjonfc-
the now shadowy image of this pin will take its V°f

ll

\ ^
side that of the far-pin. This it will generally do slowiy,

cause the image in the surface might have resulted trom ^

ij
of duo dimensions situated at every intermediate point, .

{

continuous succession giving up every intermediate P°B
.jy

will finally come to rest:
i

''<'• ^CC
?
S

\ake"a
owing to the dominancy of some habit, it will seem to

place at a greater or less distance than the true.
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But habits created by magnitude may cause mistakes of vis-

ace involving also the image in the axis.
Thus for example, if the mind has been accustomed to ap-

preciate the images of mountains of moderate magj
thereby tendencies will be impressed upon it to Kppivri'afi.- mod-
erate dimensions with images of this class. Hence when the
image of a mountain of extraordinary magnitude is presented
(in an ordinary state of the atmosphere), consciousness will be
influenced to appreciate the dimensions as less than they really
are, and, in order to this, the distance from the base of vision
as a duly less one. And the effect on any concomitant image*,
as of trees or animals, would be a like seeming diminution «.f

ir risible magnitudes. For it is plain that if consciousness
mistake of distance, then in obedience to the law of

habit it will assign that size which the image would really have
at that distance, or that effect of lateral distance, or r

. which the divergence of the lines of direction would
give at that d" J—
Dr Abercrombie relates the following instance as having oc-

curred in his own experience. " I remember," he says, " once
having occasion to pass along Ludgate Hill, when the great
floor of St. Paul's was open, and several persons were standing
m it. They appeared to be very little children; but, on coming
flp to them, were found to be full grown persons."
.a he theory which I have thus advanced, taken in c

with the mistaking practice of <

furnish a satisfactory explanation of all the phenomena of vis-
ion—some of the more interesting of which phenomena, as
well as the subject of monocular vision, I propose in a future
Paper to consider.

Hastingg-upon-Hudson, N.Y.

bt. XV'.—Fundamental Principles of Molecular Physics ;

by Professor W. A. Norton.

lJfi?
re
^
ent work hJ Joseph Bayma, S. J. Professor of Phi-

of \r 7' Stonyhurst College, England, in which a new theory

A Secular Mechanics is ably set forth, I find a brief critique

S,
m
y theoi7 of Molecular Physics, published, originally, in

^ Journal, and republished in the London and Edinburgh
"uosopnipal Magazine. To this I propose to reply, and at

meTitT
6 time to remark incidentally upon some of the funda-

Th?«
P^Pks of the theory advanced by Professor Bayma.^ can be most briefly and effectively done by taking up the
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different objections urged by him in due order, and commenting

upon them in succession ;—having a care not to dissociate

remarks that should properly be presented together. The

quotations made will be indicated to the eye by being printed

in smaller type.

A great number of scientific men, to give an explanation of

calorific, electric, and luminous phenomena, assume that aether

pervades all ponderable bodies ; whence many of them have come

to the conclusion, that every molecule of a body is surrounded by

an {ethereal atmosphere, the action of which is considered to be the

source of those phenomena. Professor W. A. Norton, m a sene*

of interesting articles published in the American Journal, gives

»

theory of molecular physics, of which the fundamental principle is,

that each molecule is formed by an atom of ponderable matter

surrounded by two aethereal atmospheres of a different kind. I

give his words. .

The established truths and generally received ideas whicbtorm

the basis of the theorv, are as follows

:

, ..

1st. All the phenomena of material nature result from the action

of force upon matter. ,.
ttf0

2nd. All the forces in operation in nature are traceable tow

primary forces, viz : attraction and repulsion. . •.

3rd. All bodies of matter consist of separate indivisible pa*,

called atoms, each of which is conceived to be spherical m ior

4th. Matter exists in three forms essentially dlfferent

wych

each other. These are 1st, ordinary or gross matter, o

all bodies of matter directly detected by our senses either wu

chiefly consist. 2nd. A subtile fluid, or ether, associatea

linarv matter hv t,h« intervpntinn of which all electricsIJJ

iginate, or are produced. This eWw^ asy
is attracted by ordinary matter, while its inoi

\ each other. 3rd. A still more subtile form otj

i

ordinary matter, by the intervention of which

be termed,

atoms repel e»uu uiuer. oru. a »uu ux

which pervades all space and the interstices between tne * ^
bodies. This is the medium by which light is pr°Pa£;

eu
' ^

is called the luminiferous ether, or the universal ewr.

atoms, or "atomettes" of this ether, mutually repel eacn

and it is attracted by ordinary matter, and is consequently

dense in the interior of bodies than in free space. ^eiii

5th. Heat, in all its recognized actions on matter, ma

itself as a force of repulsion. ,
. phenomena

The corner stone of a physical theory of molecula -V^ ^
must consist in the conception that is formed of tne ^
constitution of a single molecule; understanding dv' * &&&
an atom of ordinary matter, i-nduod with tlie

l
,r0Per

tl

^g f attrac-

ted with the arrangements which enable it to exert tor ^ tbe

tion and repulsion upon other molecules. In s
.

ee
f
n
f n.oW °ut !?

most philosophical course that can be pursued is to ^ W
their legitimate conclusions the general principles *T lves

the

down. The conception here formed of a modecule uiv
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idea of the operation of the two forces of attraction and repulsion

:

a force of. attraction is exerted by the atom upon each of the two
atmospheres surrounding it; and a force of mutual repulsion
between the atoms of each atmosphere. These we regard as the
primaryforces of roes are derived.

These are the capital points of Prof. Norton's ingenious theory.
But we think that such a theory contains a great deal of arbitrary
assumption. And indeed on what evidence are we to grant that
matter exists in three forms essentially different from each other ?
Then how can we know the existence of atoms of cross matter
having a spherical form, and therefore extended though indivisible V
Why should we ad i , 1 ,ot h repulsive
and only differ in subtlety? All this the learned Professor assumes
without proof, appan ,

-

:

;.- becau^ ii consists of a established truths
and generally received ideas." But we say that no one has up to
this day established the truth of such propositions. As for "receiv-
ed ideas," every one knows how often questionable notions have been
and are received without serious examination, especially when ex-
pressed by Professors in a very dogmatic style. Are not a thousand
hypotheses received? and do they cease to be hypotheses, although
he who makes use of them for building a theory adorns them with
the high name of principles.

This is all very plausible, but the objections urged are des-
titute of any real force. We will first consider the general
intimation that the theory rests upon "a great deal of arbitrary
assumption.'^ No theory of Molecular Physics can, in the
nature of things, have any other foundation than general prin-
ciples to be regarded as hypotheses that have been rendered
jnore or less probable, either by inductions from observation or

ri \Prnori reasonings. Molecular Physics cannot be erected,
^e Mathematics, upon a foundation known from the first to
°e eternally sure, that of self-evident truths. Mechanical ax-
ioms may exist as mere figments of the mind, and have often

sh \ bubkh3s in the minds of speculative philosophers,

tnt *£ an evanescent splendor, and suddenly burst at the

W ? f.
harcl fact

- 0ur autnor is another instance of a

JS^. Pllllosopher who has faith in such unsubstantialities,

of Mi
t0 sul)stitute tliem as a proper basis for a theory

1 rMolecular Mechanics, in place of the general conceptions to

yicnthe Progress of science leads, and by which alone its

ajf-Z
lnductioii8 find any explanation—regards the latter as

matt
7 assumPtions> and his own mental convictions of what

dat
mU8t be and k°w ii; must act

>
as the only reliable foun-

raon upon which to build. It is true that he takes exception

Uno^vP 3rd and 4th
>
from the inductive point of view.

pon this ground—the only legitimate one to be occupied—

I

•
jour. Sci.-Second Sebies, Vol. XLVI, No. 137,-Sept., 1868.
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am quite ready to meet liim : but I wish, to enter here, at the

outset, a demurrer against the virtual claim of the superiority

of his own a priori method of establishing his fundamental

principles. Such a claim is implied in the intimation that "no

one has up to this day established the truth of such proposi-

tions ;"—as will be best appreciated by those who have read Prof.

Bayma's book. Having proved, as he conceives, his proposi-

tions, and clinched each one of them with a Q. E. D., he insists

that obvious intimations of Nature are to be discarded because

the stamp of infallibility cannot be put upon them at once,

before the test of availability in the explanation of phenomena

has been applied. It was evident from the tenor of my expo-

sition of the subject that the "established truths" referred to

were merely regarded as having been virtually established, or

rendered highly probable, by the inductions of science. Tne

claim implied in Prof. Bayma's criticism, that they requires

higher confirmation, in fact a demonstration of their truth, is

not to be admitted.

On what evidence are we to grant that matter exists in three

forms essentially different from each other ?

A sufficient answer to the critic himself, is that pursuing •

systematic course of deduction from his leading principles, ana

Ins assumptions of the essential nature of matter, he actually

proves to his own satisfaction that matter does in fact exist

in essentially three different forms. He reaches the conem
sion that every primitive molecule consists of an attract^

nucleus surrounded by a repulsive envelop. My own por-

tion is that every primitive molecule consists of an attracti*

atom of gross matter surrounded by a repulsive atmosphere

electric ether. The atom of gross matter answers to his attrat

tive nucleus, the electric ether to his repulsive envelop. *

difference of doctrine, from the present point of view, is

name only. In another connection he elaborately
™derta»

to prove that ether (i. e. the ether of space) is a " sp^*1 V
stance." Thus he makes out that there are three essentia^

different forms of matter. ,
t theBut to reply to others who may be disposed to adopt

objection urged. No one will deny the existence of &&
ponderable matter ; or of something which has ah tne

chanical attributes of matter. That an ether exists mj
tf

and within transparent media, we may certainly rega ^
abundantly established by optical phenomena As *

t

electric ether, the evidence of its existence is that the o

body of electric and magnetic phenomena, it is g
enef
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conceded, admit of satisfactory explanation on the hypothesis

of an electric fluid, or ether, intimately associated with mat-

ter; and that no successful attempt has yet been made to ac-

count for the simplest of these phenomena on any other hy-

pothesis. Some physicists, it is true, are striving to do away
with the supposed electric fluid;—prompted by the conjecture

that Nature must operate by some simpler method, and work
out all her wonderful diversity of phenomena by one, or at

most, two forms of matter. Shall we wait until these physic-

ists have realized their aspirations, at their discouraging rate

r progress ; or, guided by the indications of Nature,

) link all natural phenomena together by a few recc

Jiples. A theory that shall accomplish
desideratum. Even should such a theory not rest upon the

highest and fewest possible mechanical principles, still the

generalizations embodied in it must have their counterparts
in certain physical truths, to the knowledge of which it will

be likely to lead. It is by following the ascending grade of

generalizations that speculative science has hitherto pro-

gressed. Preconceived notions of what matter must be in its

essential nature, or by what form of matter, or varieties of

method, Nature must operate have thus far contributed little to

its advancement : and in fact when we consider that we posi-

tively know and can know nothing, a priori, with regard to the

essential nature and condition of matter, and its means and
mode of operation, such notions are entitled to little credit.

Our author implies in the remarks above quoted that the ex-
istence of an electric ether is not only not an "established truth,"
hut is to be ranked among those questionable notions that
have been received without serious examination. This impli-
cation is obviously unjust. Besides, the serious examination
that he has given the subject only leads him to confirm the

substantial truth of what he would here seem to discredit

—

for, as we have already seen, his " repulsive envelope " is es-

sentially my " electric atmosphere."

Why should we admit two {ethereal fluids which are both re-

pulsive and only differ in subtlety.

"rof. Bayma and myself agree in admitting the existence
ot two kinds of matter,—attractive and repulsive ; and as
*e have seen, threeforms of matter. Is it inherently any less

Probable that two of these should be repulsive and one attrac-
ts, than as he assumes that two should be attractive and one
repulsive :—viz., gross matter and the ether of space attrac-

^Vmd the elements of the
«'

e supposition that the twi
In rh,:
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nothing more is essentially implied than that a considerable

number of atoms of the one occupy the interstices between

the atoms of the other. Prof. Bayma assumes equally great

differences to subsist between his two attractive forms of mat-

ter. He remarks, " the distinction of such a medium " (a me-

dium for the transmission of light) " from any ponderable

substance, is not an hypothesis but a necessary inference

drawn from observed facts ;" and again, " I do not see how

such a fact " (that light can pass undisturbed through air not-

withstanding the immense number of air particles it encoun-

ters) " can be accounted for if asther is not immensely denser

than atmospheric air." The reason for the conclusion is

groundless, but it is the conclusion itself that we have here to

notice. He adds " with this great density ajther possesses also a

very great subtlety."

I might also reply to Prof. Bayma, by asking him why

we should admit, in order to explain electric and optical phe-

nomena, two substances so distinct as the repulsive envelop

of molecules, and the attractive luminiferous ether.
_

The

evidence of their similarity is much greater than of their dis-

similarity.

In speaking of the two ethers as subtle, it was meant tnat

a large number of their atoms occupied the interstices between

the atoms of gross matter. It was also of course recognized

that the velocity of propagation of a wave is much greater

through either *of the ethereal fluids than through a mass101

ordinary matter. The only apparent force in the question

under consideration, is derived from the fact that a vague con-

jecture is apt to be raised by it that a single ether may *

equal to all the duty now assigned to both.
To proceed with our quotations:

What we have said on the constitution of molecules darw*

strates mdwl the necessity of granting to each molecule oi P

derable matter a npuKiv- -••! vl.ieh v« hav. i ^
'.'" >'!'»' '•>">?>T ,. is.itt!-- envelope is not ofa'
'

! ~ not repulsive.

That is, is not of the same substance as his luminife

ether which he regards as attractive. But the " atmospa

which corresponds in its direct operation with Prof.W
-molecular envelope" is composed of electric matter,

this is repulsive. It m true that I conceive the inters

spaces of this electric matter, and the space between rt
\

the central atom to be perva.hd hv t!.< ether of spa<*>

the mechanical part ehieik ph.v.d by this condensed.m
sal ether consu ,.;iium in which pul*»

originated that constitute the force of heat repulsion.
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Had Professor Norton known the impossibility of c

matter, he would have found out that what he calls an atom of

cross matter comprises already not only the central element of a

molecule, but its nuclei and its envelope ; and consequently is al-

ready endued with the properties and invested with the arrange-

ments which enable it to exert forces of attraction and repulsion

upon other molecules; without requiring any new and special

atmosphere of electric or luminiferous aether.

That is, in other words, as already shown. Prof. Bayma's nu-

cleus and envelop are in all outward relations precisely cor-

respondent to my central atom and electric atmosphere. The
only essential point of difference between us lies in the fact

that I conceive that the interstitial luminiferous ether is con-

densed around the central atom, and is concerned in the

production of some of the phenomena. It is not easy to see

how Professor Bayma escapes the conclusion that his inter-

stitial ether, which is attracted by the central nucleus, is

condensed around it : still it is plain that he imagines that

all natural phenomena are produced by the mutual actions^ of

molecules composed of a central nucleus and a single repulsive

envelop, without the intervention of any ether ;
except the

luminiferous, in the case of the phenomena of light and ra-

diant heat. This will appear from the following quotation :

As for the examples, by which he illustrates the theory, they

consist of a series tne explanation

of which does not show that the theory is not at fault. For it

must be remarked ions do not imply the exist-

ence of extended atoms or of two distinct fletherial substances

;

and therefore the theory assumes more than is necessary for, or

guaranteed by, the explanation of phenomena.

When he has shown this to be true of even the ordinary

calorific and electric phenomena, we will admit that his ob-

jection to a second ethereal atmosphere interpenetrating the

first, may have some force. He has given no hint of the gen-

eral manner in which he supposes electric phenomena to be

evolved. Heat he conceives to originate in the vibrations of

the molecules of bodies ; but, it can be proved almost to a

demonstration, that heat cannot originate in this manner.

Our author proceeds as follows :

Tne atoms
tended, aud vtuul
u

.
they were exT j , they would be so many

P^ces of conthm iv proved to N»

^possible.
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is to offer.

every point of matter acts

instantaneously upon every other point, at all distances how-

ever great or small, with a force having the same character at

all distances, and inversely proportional to the square of the

distance. This may seem probable, but is not self-evident

;

and in fact no reason can be assigned why one material point,

having no extent, should act upon another with a force decreas-

ing with the distance, according to any law whatever. The

law of inverse squares is a consequence of wave propagation,

or of radiations along definite lines, received on a molecule

of definite size, and cannot be predicated of a force that acts

instantaneously between two mathematical points. To sup-

pose such a law is an arbitrary assumption.
2. If matter consists of 'material points, as supposed by

Prof. Bayma, it is no more difficult to conceive of an atom

of continuous matter, than of the space coextensive with it.

3. It is not more difficult to conceive of an indivisible

atom acting as a whole upon another atom, with a certain en-

ergy, than of a mere point acting upon another point, ana

causing it to change its place ; at the same time transferring

to a new point all the properties it possesses.

4. If the occult nature of the force of action of one mate-

rial point on another, be such that the intensity becomes inde-

finitely small at indefinitely small distances, instead oi infi-

nitely great as imagined by Prof. Bayma, then a collection

of an infinite number of material points may form one inv
-

riable atom. Since the size of the atom may, in every in

stance, be so inappreciable in comparison with the distanc

between the nearest atoms, that there may never be any »

quality of extraneous action on different points of the saw

atom, imparting different velocities to them, and so tendm
h
g

break up the continuity of the matter. Besides, we D

already seen that no inequality of elementary action, by «*

son of a difference of distance is legitimately deducible rro*

Prof Bayma's premises. .. . ^h »

5. In speaking of atoms of gross matter as "^divisi^

no other ground was intended to be taken than that cacti a*

was indestructible from any possible action of another atom,

and essentially invariable in form. This does not V™clnfL
idea that the atom may be an aggregation of a finite nam*

of material points; for it may be that the mutual *£
of two attractive points passes into a repulsion at «£jsively minute distances, and so that an atom of or^
matter may be a system of material points, in either a sta

or dynamical equilibrium. Indivisibilitv, taken in tne
.
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sense in which the term can properly be used, does not then

necessarily imply continuity, as maintained by Prof. Bayma.
6. The assumption that each atom is " spherical in form,"

was adopted merely as the simplest embodiment of the funda-

mental principles that the action of the atom was equal in all

directions, and that the attractive action upon an atom of ether

was neutralized at minute distances by the resistance developed

at the point of contact. The existence of such a i

necessarily implies that the elementary parts of the I

atom, whether finite or infinite in number, act repulsively

at very minute distances. But another conception may be

formed of the mode of operation of an atom of gross matter,

which involves no other supposition than that it acts equally

outward in all directions from a center, and takes no account

of its geometrical extent. This is, that the effective attraction

of the atomfor the ether of space is due to the existence of a
repulsion less than would be exerted by the one or more atoms

of ether that would naturally occupy its place. The result

would be the condensation of an atmosphere of ether around
the atom, without the exertion of any direct attractive force,

or of any additional force of resistance. We may conceive

the molecular atmosphere of electric ether to originate in a

mg this idea sufficiently has not yet been obtained, I shall

continue to regard the electric ether as directly attracted by
the atom of gross matter, and that the antagonistic force of

resistance is furnished by the repulsion of the luminiferous

ether condensed around the atom.
If, in accordance with these views, we seek for a possible origin

^gravitation, we can find it in a primary attraction subsisting

between atoms of gross matter. This must be excessively fee-

hie in comparison with " molecular forces," and modify the ef-

fect of those forces only by creating a slight additional pressure
of contiguous molecular atmospheres. Should we assume the

primary actions between atoms of all kinds, to be wholly repul-

se, and the effective attraction of the gross atom for both its

etnerial atmospheres to be a mere consequence of inequalities
of

t
repulsion, it is conceivable that the attraction of gravitation

jaight result from ethereal waves, as maintained by Professor

thallis;—these waves having their origin in a dynamical equi-

librium of the atmosphere of universal ether condensed around
each atom.

Another critical remark is the following.
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The principal astronomical fact, here referred to, is that the

planets do not encounter any sensible resistance in their motion

through space. The evidence of an ethereal resistance afforded

by Encke's comet, Prof. Bayma strives to explain away with-

out success. The fact that no sensible resistance is experienced

by the planets does not necessarily imply, as he supposes, that

the ether is not repulsive. For, in the first place, if the mole-

cules of the planetary mass have the constitution I have at-

tributed to them, the impinging ether must take effect upon

either the ethereal or the electric atmospheres of the molecules,

and so may be mostly expended in the generation of heat and

electric currents. I have in fact undertaken to show, in my

paper on Molecular Physics, that the earth may derive its mag-

netic condition, and a certain portion of its heat, from the im-

pactof the ether of space. Again, if the action of gravity be

not instantaneous it will take effect in a direction slightly in-

clined to the radius-vector, apd, in the existing state of the plan-

etary system, the tangential component resulting from this in-

clination may be in equilibrium with the feeble overplus of re-

sistance from the ether. Besides, the supposed difficulty is no

removed by substituting an attractive for a repulsive ether. It

is true that when a molecule of the earth's mass encounters an

atom of the ether on the line of its advance, it will, upon Proi.

Bayma's ideas, pass through it, and leave it behind; but ne

has failed to note the fact that during the approach of the two,

their relative velocity will be equal to the sum of the velocity

of the earth and that due to their mutual attraction, and during

their separation will be equal to the difference of the same veloci-

ties, and hence that the atom of ether will continue to attract tn

molecule during a longer interval of time while the two are sep-

arating than while they are approaching. The molecule wu

therefore on the whole, be retarded by the action of the atom.

If the attractive ether be " immensely denser than atmospheric

air "the resistance should certainly not be less than that o

subtile repulsive ether. If Prof. Bayma should still hold w

the same line of argument, I do not see but he must abous*

the ether of space altogether
He continues

:

Moreover, the writer after having assumed that the electric »*j

lumimferous e 1 1 ,

.

hat repel each ouj-

assumes also t! aiferons arther;

he admits that a molecule
|

m of gross art*

with two atmos|»l,..|vs, „f u-j.j,.?, ,,,, flM (
.

(
,i^istiiii,">t r<" 1,u j

lumimferous aetlu-r is ...,.,,...,
, h . ,,,. ,4!,,.,-, which l

',m ,L
electric aether. X,, u- if t ],

'

lt ,, M ,/ ()t
-', !,../.„

: . tlu-r :>.iv '' !';'^
how can they attract ? S- . •

:
.

! . t h at
Prot *

v
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3 of the talent and learn-

Prof. Bayma has here entirely misunderstood me, and rep-

resented what I threw out as a possible and perhaps probable

conception, to be a fundamental principle of my theory. The
real fundamental principle was that the atoms of electric ether

repelled each other, and it was merely conjectured that this re-

pulsion might be due to atmospheres of luminiferous ether con-

densed around the electric atoms, instead of being a direct re-

pulsive action. It is a little singular that in view of this dis-

tinct statement of the manner in which the repulsion might
result from a possible attraction, that our author should ask the

question, " Now if the atoms of electric ether are repulsive, how
can they attract ?", and thereupon intimate the existence of a

discrepancy fatal to the theory. It is in fact, altogether imma-
terial whether the mutual repulsion of electric atoms is indi-

rect as conjectured, or direct.

_
It has now been made sufficiently apparent that the objec-

tions urged against my theory of molecular physics have no real

force,- and that its fundamental principles have not been dis-

turbed. Whether it will ultimately be " adopted in science
"

or not, must depend upon its availability in rendering a satis-

factory account of phenomena, and its ability to withstand the
test of a detailed comparison with the entire range of physical
facts. If life and health are granted me, I shall endeavor in

good time to show, to the satisfaction of every candid mind,
that the natural phenomena and experimental results, with their

laws and features of diversity, that make up the different de-

partments of Physics, are legitimately deducible from the funda-
mental principles of the theory; and that it presents claims to

acceptance superior to those which can be urged in favor of any
other theory.

The attempt to deduce the existing constitution of things
and prominent phenomena, by Prof. Bayma from his fundamen-

;
al

;
deas

j so far as made, has certainly failed at several impor-
wat pomts. To specify one or two of these. He obtains a
curve of molecular action, that represents a repulsion at the
smallest distances succeeded byan attraction at greater distances.
*ois can only be made to represent the three states of bodies

I C

f
°.5

c
.

eiving the molecules of a gas to be in such a condition
natif it were ent irei v freed from pressure, it would expand in-

,

a Muid. We know that manv gases can be compressed into

on Xv '

but lt ™ !IS t0 suPPose that the
£°uid he brought into a similar condition by a diminution of

P^sure. Experiment has given no indication of such a result
or tendency.
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Heat and light he conceives to originate in vibrations of gross

molecules, hut against this notion, as I shall take another oc-

casion to show, insuperable objections may be urged. If this

be given up, his explanation of the changes of the state of

bodies must also be abandoned.

The doctrine that " transparent bodies transmit rays of light

by the motions of their own molecules " will hardly he accepted

we think, by physicists. It would be a waste of time to argue

against it.

Again the notion that a certain substance radiates light of a

certain color because its molecules are made to vibrate in

unison with the ray of that color, will not stand; for the

results of spectral analysis show that the parts of a body :

which are capable by vibration of giving out any color.

are precisely those which absorb and stifle that color IJus

fact, we may add, also proves conclusively that the rap

cannot be transmitted by the motion of the molecules.
#

Ibougn

so radically at variance with Prof. Bayma's theoretical views,

it is in entire accordance with my own, for according to these,

light originates in certain vibratory movements of the atoms

the electric atmospheres of molecules, and when these
i

vidwi

naturally in unison with the ray of any color that falls upon

them, they take up its vis viva, and so the ray is transform

into a molecular electric current. . ,w
As to the « leading principles " laid down by the author, WJ

may in the main be conceded; but these by no means cover

whole ground upon which his theory is raised. We nn,

example, that he assumes that all elements or material poffl-

of the same form of matter act, under similar ciwum*™
j.

with the same intensity. Now if this principle be ao
.

what theoretical basis have we for the existence oi w

primitive molecules for every different substance;—tne ^
of elements associated together being exactly the same

i

iu

primitive molecule of each substance, and different Ior^
tive molecules of different substances. The natural w

-

would be to a fortuitous association of elements in an
^

variety of numbers, into groups. No controlling pn*»P
j

which uniformity would be evolved from chaotic coniu ^
furnished by the theory. The Hand of the Cream

r ^
supposed to have miraculously interfered, and g*1^ Settle of

ment to its precise plan-, in th« formation of eve^nuM ^
matter. The objection here urged, derives still g*^*^ of

from the consideration that both the nucleus ana e
trical

each specific molecule are assumed to have a regularS^ e0\

form, different for each substance. To assume the ex

such molecules, is to make an incalculable number oi
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assumptions. No such exception can be taken to the views I

have advocated. For primarily each specific atom of gross at-

tractive matter must appropriate to itself from the universally

diffused repulsive ethers, its electric and its ethereal atmosphere,

each of a certain definite extent. Upon the relations of these

specific atmospheres to the central atom and to one another, all

the different proporties of each specific molecule must depend.

We have already seen that the principle that one material

point acts upon another, instantaneously, without the interven-

tion of any medium, is opposed to the fundamental idea that

the force exerted is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance. This law, to say the least, is an arbitrary assumption

in the premises. The author also conceives that the mutual

action of two material points, is in no degree and under no cir-

cumstances intercepted by another intervening point. But we
know that in the case of the molecular forces, the amount of

vis viva expended in imparting motion to one particle is ab-

stracted from the force in action, and according to Prof. Bayma,
the molecular forces are of the same nature as the forces sub-

sisting between the material elements. The force of gravity, it

is true, is not sensibly intercepted, but this does not prove that

a tendency to interception does not exist; for, upon the sup-

position of a wave transmission of the force, the effective at-

traction of any molecule may be the mere differential of the ac-

tual force transmitted, and besides, in the circular revolution

of a planet the distance from the sun remains unchanged.

My own doctrine is, that the molecular forces, including the

heat-repulsion, are dynamical forces, transmitted by wave-prop-

agation and developed by the primary forces of attraction and

primary forces determine the electric and ethereal atmospheres
of molecules, originate the molecular forces proper, and also

Wien an inequality of electric condition is produced on two con-

tiguous molecules or bodies, by molecular actions, gives rise to

tae special forces of electric attraction and repulsion. The
*aves of hei i te in the ethereal atmospheres of

m °lecules, and are developed by vibrations of the atoms of the

Metric atmospheres, toward and from the center of each mole
culeand the region of ethereal disturbance. By reason of the

1 1 q the rate of vibration increases,

JMits intensity or vis viva, decreases, in proportion as the elec-

tee atom is more remote from the center of the molecule. Thus,
°t the different colored rays, the red proceeds from the lowest

°;
ePth in the electro-ethereal atmosphere. The obscure heat

rays originate at a still lower depth. Heat and light may also
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originate in the space between two molecules in the act of com-

bination, or near approach, by reason of the condensation of

the interstitial electric ether toward the line of the centers, re-

sulting from the oblique attractive action of the molecules. In

this condensation of the electric ether between molecules that

are urged nearer to each other, and the expansion of the same

when they are separated, we find the key to the explanation of

"
t modes of ' 'the different modes of electric excitation (that of t

current included) . The secret of the intimate relations between

electricity and heat and light, is obvious in view of what has

been stated.

The ethereal atmospheres of molecules, besides playing the

part already signalized, are the chief determining cause of the

diverse phenomena that attend the transmission of light through

transparent media. Thus refraction is chiefly due to the re-

tardation attending the propagation of the ray around from one

side to the other of the molecular atmospheres ;
dispersion of

the rays in the spectrum, to the fact that the rays of the great-

est intensity, and slowest rate of vibration, penetrate to the

greatest depth in the molecular atmospheres, pass around in

smaller circles, and thus suffer the least retardation; and mum
refraction to the fact that the atmospheres have a spheroidal

form, owing to unequal molecular compression on different sides.

Art. XV.—On Faraday as a Discoverer; by John Tynd^

F.K.S.*

[Continued from page 51.]

Points of Character.

A point highly illustrative of the character of Faraday no*

comes into view. He gave an account of his discovery otiny

neto-electricity in a letter to his friend M. Hachette, of»
who communicated the letter to the Academy ofjfcagj
lne letter was translated and published; and immediately alter

ward two distinguished Italian philosophers took up the ^ject, made numerous experiments, and published &f***before the complete memoirs of Faraday had met the p

M

eye This evidently irritated him. He reprinted the pap^
the learned Italians in the 'Philosophical Magazine/ ac

»

l

PeCLff^PCriticalnotes from himself
-

He alS

°i o^let er dated Dec 1st, 1832, to Gay Lussac, who was then*

of the editors of the ' Annates de Chimie/ in which he analj^

the results of the Italian philosophers, pointing out their err**,

• From the Report of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.
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and defending himself from what he regarded as imputations
on his character. The style of this letter is unexceptionable,

for Faraday could not write otherwise than as a gentleman; but
the letter shows that had he willed it, he could have hit hard.

We have heard much of Faraday's gentleness and sweetness
and tenderness. It is all true, but it is very incomplete. You
cannot resolve a powerful nature into these elements, and Far-
aday's character would have been less admirable than it was,
had it not embraced forces and tendencies to which the silky

adjectives " gentle " and " tender " would by no means apply.

Underneath his sweetness and gentleness was the heat of a vol-

to. He was a man of excitable and fiery nature ; but through
;h self-discipline he had converted the fire into a central glowhi-1

motive power of life, instead of permitting
' slow titself in useless passion. " He that is slow to anger," eaith the

sage, " is greater than the mighty, and he that mleth his own
spirit than he that taketh a city." Faraday was riot slow to

anger, but he completely ruled his own spirit, and thus, though
he took no citi. s, L<- . aptivati d all hearts.

As already intimated, Faraday had contributed many of hifl

minor papers—including his first analysis of caustic lime—to

the ' Quarterly Journal of Science.' In 1832 he collected those

papers and others, together in a small octavo volume, labelled

them, and prefaced them thus:—

"PAPERS, NOTES, NOTICES, &c, &c,
published in octavo,

up to 1832.

M. Fakaday."

Powers of mine published in octavo, in Quarterly Jo»i'rn>.l of

time that Sir H. Davy encouraged
me to write the analysis of caustic lime.
"Some, I think, (at this date) are good; others moderate ;

and
some had. But I have put all into the volume, because of the at Q-

ity they have been of to me,—and none more than the bad,—in

pointing out to me in future, or rather, after times, the faults it

hecame me to watch and to avoid.

,
-as i never looked over one ot my papers a year alter it wab

written, without believing both in philosophy and manner it could
nave been much better done, I still hope the collection may be of

P*tt use to me.
"-1^.18,1832." "M. Faraday.

.
"None more than the bad !" This is a bit of Faraday's

^nennost nature; and as I read these words, I am almost con-

strained to retract what I have said regarding the fire and exci-

tability of his character. But is he not all the more admirable
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through his ability to tone down and subdue that fire and that

excital ility. ^ ;« *.. y. ].<]. r liiu^^lf able to write thus as a lit-

tle child ? I once took the liberty of censuring the conclusion

of a letter of his to the Dean of St. Paul's. He subscribed

himself " humbly yours," and I objected to the adverb. "Well,

but, Tyndall," he said, " I am humble; and still it would be a

great mistake to think that I am not also proud." This duality

ran through his character. A democrat in his defiance of all

authority which unfairly limited his freedom of thought, and

still ready to stoop in reverence to all that was really worthy of

reverence, in the customs of the world or the characters of men.

And here, as well as elsewhere, may be introduced a letter

which bears upon this question of self-control, written long

years subsequent to the period at which we have now arrived.

I had been at Glasgow in 1855, at a meeting of the British

Association. On a certain day, I communicated a paper to the

physical section, which was followed by a brisk discussion. Men

of great distinction took part in it, the late Dr. Whewell among

the number, and it waxed warm on both sides. I was by no

means content mth this discussion; and least of all with my

own part in it. This discontent affected me for several days,

during which I wrote to Faraday, giving him no details, butei-

pressing in a general way my dissatisfaction. I give the Al-

lowing extract from his reply:—

Sydenham, Gth Oct., 1355.

" My deab Tyndall, ,

"These great meetings, of which I think very well altogether.

advance science chiefly by brinjrins s< u ntilie m« n t> _ tk •

making them to know and 1,- fi i, mU ns ith a<-h other; auJ l
.

sorry when that is not the effect in e\ < n wart of th» ir oar- -

know nothing except from what you tell me, for I have not w
looked at the r<

I
let me, as an

man, who ought by this time to have profited by
that when I was younger, I found]
tions of people, and found they did not mean what at thi

.

supposed they meant ; and, further, that as a general rule, it

better to be alittle dull of a. hui-h ... u Ik re phrases seemeu

imply pique, an.
| , on th( contr

seemed to imply kindly feeling The real truth i.«-\ '
•

;

mately to appear; ..mdop,,,^,,- parties if wrung, are sooner

ymcedwheniv;.
I mean to say is, t

h

;i t it i, ! ,,,.; ,,!, Mind t<» the resnii>
;

ti^iiislnp, and cjuick to ^.,. •_-. ,, ,, i will. One ha-
oneself, in end.

, - r, it i ek> tm '

You can hardly in,,
I

I
.

li

when oppose.], percil owji



of the like kind. And I know I have never lost by it. I would
not >ay all this to you did I not esteem you as a true philosopher

" Yours, very truly, M. Faraday."

Identity of Electricities: First Researches on Electro- Chemistry.

I have already once used the word " discomfort " in reference
to the occasional state of Faraday's mind when experimenting.
It was to him a discomfort to reason upon data which admitted
of doubt. He hated what he called " doubtful knowledge,"
and ever tended either to transfer it into the region of undoubt-
ful knowledge, or of certain and definite ignorance. Pretence
of all kinds, whether in life or philosophy, was hateful to him.
He wished to know the reality of our nescience as well as ofour
science. " Be one thing or the other," he seemed to say to an
unproved hypothesis, " come out as a solid truth, or disappear
as a convicted lie." After making the great discovery which I
have attempted to describe, a doubt seemed to beset him as re-

gards the identity of electricities. " Is it right," he seemed to
ask, " to call this agency which I have discovered, electricity

at all ? Are there perfectly conclusive grounds for believing
'* the electricity of the machine, the pile, the gymnotus and

ff

|edo, magneto-electricity and thermo-electricity, are merely
erent manifestations of one and the same agent ?" To an-

swer this question to his own satisfaction, he formally reviewed
the knowledge of that day. He added to it new experiments
of his own, and finally decided in favor of the "Identity of

Electricities." His paper upon this subject was read before the
%al Society on the 10th and 17th of January, 1833.

After he had proved to his own satisfaction the identity of
electricities, he tried to compare them quantitatively together.
J- he terms quantity and intensity, which Faraday constantly

^% need a word of explanation here. He might charge a
B*agle Leyden jar by twenty turns of his machine, or he might
charge a battery of ten jars by the same number of turns. The
quantity in both cases would be sensibly the same, but the in-
tensity of the single jar would be the greatest, for here the elec-
tricity would be less diffused. Faraday first satisfied himself
Jflat the needle of his galvanometer was caused to swing through

j!
e same arc by the same quantity of machine electricity,

Aether it was condensed in a small battery or diffused over a

D
*
J
ara<% would have been rejoiced to learn that, during its last meeting at

- 'rated in a striking manner the function

,1 one. In my own case, a brotherly wel-

fact, the differences of really honorable

torpedo,

differen
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large one. Thus the electricity developed by thirty turns of his

machine produced, under very variable conditions of battery

surface, the same deflection. Hence he inferred the possibility

of comparing, as regards quantity, electricities which differ

greatly from each other in intensity.

His object now is, to compare frictional with voltaic electric-

ity. Moistening bibulous paper with the iodid of potassium

—a favorite test of his—and subjecting it to the action of ma-

chine electricity, he decomposed the iodid, and formed a brows

spot where the iodid was liberated. Then he immersed two

wires, one of zinc, the other of platinum, each J^th of an inch

in diameter, to a depth of fths of an inch in acidulated water

during eight beats of his watch, or ^ths of a second; and

found that the needle of his galvanometer swung through the

same arc, and colored his moistened paper to the same extent,

as thirty turns of his large electrical machine. Twenty-eigkt

turns of the machine produced an effect distinctly less than that

produced by his two wires. Now the quantity of water decom-

posed by the wires in this experiment, totally eluded observation;

it was immeasurably .small; and still that amount of decom-

position involved the d<!v<']</pm< nt of a quantity of electric force

which, if applied in its proper form would kill a rat, andno

man would like to bear it.

In his subsequent researches "on the absolute quantity of

electricity associated with the particles or atoms of matter,

he endeavors to give an idea of the amount of electrical force

involved in the decomposition of a single grain of water. He

is almost afraid to mention it, for he estimates it at 800,01"

discharges of his large Leyden battery. This, if concentrated

in a single discharge, would be equal to a very great flasn

lightning; while the chemical action of a single gram of w
on four grains of zinc would yield electricity equal in quanti y

to a powerful thunderstorm. Thus his mind rises from M*
nute to the vast, expanding involuntarily from the smallest a

oratory fact till it embraces the largest and grandest of w®
phenomena.*

In reality, however, he is at this time only clearing toj*|

and he continues laboriously to clear it for some time atterw

.He is digging the shaft, guided by that instinct toward

Y of electricity associated with one *lUfTeigW of

i quantity of e- J!
Tu8ed ove

» force of 2,268.000 kilograms.-
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mineral lode which was to him a rod of divination. " Er riecht

die Wahrheit," said the lamented Kohlrausch, an eminent Ger-
man, once in my hearing:—" He smells the truth." His eyes

are now steadily fixed on this wonderful voltaic current, and he
must learn more of its mode of transmission.

333, he read a paper
r of Electric Conduction." He found

that though the current passed through water, it did not pass
through ice:—why not, since they are one and the same sub-
stance ? Some years subsequently he answered this question

by saying that the liquid condition enables the molecule of wa-
ter to turn round so as to place itself in the proper line of po-

larization, while the rigidity of the solid condition prevents this

arrangement. This polar arrangement must precede decom-
position, and decomposition is an accompaniment of conduction.
He then passed on to other substances; to oxdys and chlorids,

and iodids, and salts, and sulphurets, and found them all in-

sulators when solid, and conductors when fused. In all cases

moreover, except one—and this exception he thought might be

apparent only—he found the passage of the current across the

fused compound to be accompanied by its decomposition. Is

then the act of decomposition essential to the act of conduc-
tion in these bodies ? Even recently this question was warmly
contested. Faraday was very cautious latterly in expressing

himself upon this subject; but as a matter of fact he held that
an infinitesimal quantity of electricity might pass through a

compound liquid without producing its decomposition. De la

Rive, who has been a great worker on the chemical phenomena
°f the pile, is very emphatic on the other side. Experiment,
according to him and others, establishes in the most conclusive

manner that no trace of electricity can pass through a liquid

compound without producing its equivalent decomposition.*

Faraday has now got fairly entangled amid the chemical phe-
nomena of the pile, and here his previous training under Davy
must have been of the most important service to him. Why,
fie asks, should decomposition thus take place ? what force is

11 tnat wrenches the locked constituent of these compounds
asunder ? On the 20th of June, 1833, he read a paper before
the Royal Society " On Electro-Chemical Decomposition," in
which he seeks to answer these questions. The notion has been
entertained that the poles as they are called, of the decompo-
smgcell, orinotlu] words the surfaces by which the current
eQters and quits the liquid, exercised electric attractions upon

* 'Faraday, sa Tie et ses Travaux,' p. 20.

**• Joc«- Scl-Second Series, Vol. XLVI, No. KJT.-Sept., 1S6S.
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the constituents of the liquid and tore them asunder. Fara-

day combats this notion with extreme vigor. Litmus reveals.
!

as you know, the action of an acid by turning red, turmeric re-

veals the action of an alkali by turning brown. Sulphate of

soda, you know, is a salt compounded of the alkali soda and

sulphuric acid. The voltaic current passing through a solution

of this salt so decomposes it, that sulphuric acid appears at

one pole of the decomposing cell and alkali at the other. Far-

aday steeped a piece of litmus paper and a piece of turmeric

paper in a solution of sulphate of soda; placing each of than

upon a separate plate of glass, he connected them together by

means of a string moistened with the same solution. He then

attached one of them to the positive conductor of an electric

machine, and the other to the gas-pipes of this building. Itose

he called his " discharging train." On turning the machine.

the electricity passed from paper to paper through the string

which might be varied in length from a few inches to seventy

feet without changing the result. The first paper was reddeneo.

declaring the presence ofsulphuric acid; the secondwas browneo,

declaring the presence of the alkali soda. The dis
f

lvf^
therefore, arranged in fins fashion was decomposed by tne ma-

chine exactly as it, would have been by the voltaic current.

When instead of using il.- positive e< >n< lu c tor he usedJhe neg-

ative, the positions of the acid and alkali were reversed. U"»

he satisfied himself that chemical decomposition by the macon*

is obedient to the laws whirl, rule decomposition by the p
w-

And now he gradually abolishes these so-called P°lM ^y_
attraction of which electric decomposition had been ascn

^
He connected a piece of turmeric paper moistened wi

sulphate of soda with the positive conductor of his
i

macuj.

then he placed a metallic point in connection witb *»

charging train opposite the moist paper, so that thirL^
shall discharge through the air toward the point. 1

ne

'

of the machine caused the corners of the piece of tm™™U&
opposite to the point to turn brown, thus declaring tne p ^
of alkali. He changed the turmeric for litmus pape

, ^
placed it not in connection with his conductor, but*

discharging train, a metallic point connected with* ^
ductor being fixed at a couple of inches from the p»F ^
turning the machine, acid was liberated at the

s

edgesj

*

ners nf iha lifmn- rr_ xi i ,i „ nnn'ao of DOim*" r. ,

placed a series ot pom

, being composed of tjof paper, each separate piece being composed of two

one of litmus and the other of turmeric paper, and an
fl

ed with sulphate of soda, in the line of current from m
chine. The pieces of paper were separated from f«" ^
spaces of air. The machine whs tum-d; and it was
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found that at the point where the electricity entered the paper,

litmus was reddened, and at the point where it quitted the paper,

turmeric was browned. " Here," he urges, "the poles are en-

tirely abandoned, but we have still electro-chemical decompo-
sition." It is evident to him that instead of being attracted

by the poles, the bodies separated are ejected by the current.

The effects thus obtained with poles of air he also succeeded in

obtaining with poles of water. The advance in Faraday's own^
ideas made at this time is indicated by the word " ejected."*

He afterwards reiterates this view: the evolved substances are

expelled from the decomposing body and " not drawn out by an

Having abolished this idea of polar attraction, he proceeds

to enunciate and develop a theory of his own. He refers to

Davy's celebrated Bakerian Lecture given in 1806, which he
says " is almost entirely occupied in the consideration of electro-

chemical decompositions." The facts recorded in that lecture

Faraday regards as of the utmost value. But "the mode of

action by which the effects take place is stated very generally;

so generally indeed, that probably a dozen precise schemes of

electro-chemical action might be drawn up, differing essentially

from each other, yet all agreeing with the statement there

given."

It appears to me that these words might with justice be ap-

plied to Faraday's own researches at this time. They furnish
us with results of permanent value; but little help can be found
in the theory advanced to account for them. It would, perhaps,
be more correct to say that the theory itself is hardly present-
able in any tangible form to the intellect. Faraday looks, and
rightly looks, into the heart of the decomposing body itself: he
sees, and rightly sees, active within it the forces which piv-iuc-.?

the decomposition, and he rejects, and rightly rejects, the notion
of external attraction; but beyond the hypothesis of decompo-
sitions and recompositions, enunciated and developed by Gro-
tauss and Davy, he does not, I think, help us to any definite

conception as to how the force reaches the decomposing mass
and acts within it. Nor, indeed, can this be done, until we
know the true physical process which underlies what we call an
electric current.

»y conceives of that current as " an axis of power
laving contraryforces exactly equal in amount in opposite di-
rections:" but this definition, though much quoted and circu-

here can only mean°a dkl
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to commit himself to the notion of a current compounded of

two electricities flowing in two opposite directions; but the

time had not come, nor is it yet come, for the displacement of

this provisional fiction by the true mechanical conception.

Still, however indistinct the theoretic notions of Faraday at

this time may he, the facts which are arising before him and

around him are leading him gradually, but surely, to results of

incalculable importance in relation to the philosophy of the

voltaic pile.

He had always some great object of research in view, but in

the pursuit of it, he frequently alighted on facts of collateral

interest, to examine which he sometimes turned aside from his

direct course. Thus we find the series of his researches on

electro-chemical decomposition interrupted by an inquiry into

" the power of metals and other solids, to induce the combina-

tion of gaseous bodies." This inquiry, which was received oy

the Eoyal Society on the 30th of November, 1833, though not

so important as those which precede and follow it, illustrates

throughout his strength as an experimenter. The power oi

spongy platinum to cause the combination of oxygen and ny-

drogen had been discovered by Ddbereiner in 1823, and m
been applied by him in the construction of his well-known pM;

iosophic lamp. It was shown subsequently by Dulong a

Thenard that even a platinum wire, when perfectly cleansea,

may be raised to incandescence by its action on a jet ot co

hydrogen.

. his experiments on the decomposition of water, Fara
J

found that the positive platinum plate of the decomposing*

possessed in an extraordinary degree, the power of caUS
?Jj. [

gen and hydrogen to combine. He traced the cause oi iw

the perfect cleanness of the positive plate. Against it wa

erated oxygen, which with the powerful affinity of the n

state," swept away all impurity from the surface against

it was liberated. The bubbles of gas liberated on one)<u^
platinum plates or wires of a decomposing cell are *"*?' ^
smaller, and they rise in much more rapid succession tna

.^

from the other. Knowing that oxygen is sixteen times
^^

than hydrogen, I have more than once concluded, an
, ^

led others into the error of concluding, that ihe &»™p.
more quickly rising bubbles must belong to the Jig

, ^ ^
The thing appeared so obvious that 1 did nut give m

,

trouble of looking at the battery, which would aj ou w
told me the nature of the gas But Faraday would nev«
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been satisfied with a deduction if he could have reduced it to

a fact. And he has taught me that the fact here is the direct

reverse of what I supposed it to be. The small bubbles are oxy-

gen, and their smallness is due to the perfect cleanness of the

surface on which they are liberated. The hydrogen adhering

to the other electrode swells into large bubbles, which rise in

much slower succession; but when the current is reversed, the

hydrogen is liberated upon the cleansed wire, and then its bub-

bles also become small.

Laics of Electro- Chemical Decomposition.

In our conceptions and reasonings regarding the forces of

nature, we perpetually make use of symbols which, when they

possess a high representative value, we dignify with the name

of theories. Thus prompted by certain analogies, we ascribe

electrical phenomena to the action of a peculiar fluid, sometimes

flowing, sometimes at rest. Such conceptions have their ad-

vantages and their disadvantages; they afford peaceful lodging

to the intellect for a time, but they also circumscribe it, and by

and by, when the mind has grown too large for its lodging it

often finds difficulty in breaking down the walls of what has

become its prison instead of its home.*
No man ever felt the tyranny of symbols more deeply than

Faraday, and no man was ever more assiduous than he to lib-

erate himself from them and the terms which suggested them.

Calling Dr. Whewell to his aid in 1833, he endeavored to dis-

place by others all terms tainted by a foregone conclusion His

paper on Electro-chemical decomposition, received by the Koyal

Society on the 9th of January, 1834, opens with the proposal

of a new terminology. He would avoid the word " current n
he could.f He does abandon the word " poles " as applied to

the ends of a decomposing cell, because it suggests the idea oi

attraction, substituting for it the perfectly neutral term elec-

trodes. He applied the term electrolyte to every substance

which can be decomposed by the current, and the act ot de-

composition, he calls electrolysis. All these terms have be-

come current in science. He called the positive electrode tne

Anode, and the negative one the Cathode, but these terms,

though frequently used, have not enjoyed the same currency as

printed abstract of a Friday evening lecture

-->, responding to the

t In 1838 he exi
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the others. The terms Anion and Cation, which he applied to

the constituents of the decomposed electrolyte, and the term ton,

which included both anions and cations, are still less frequently

employed.

Faraday now passes from terminology to research; he sees the

necessity of quantitive determinations, and seeks to supply him-

self with a measure of voltaic electricity. This he finds in the

quantity of water decomposed "by the current. He tests this

measure in all possible ways, to assure himself that no error can

arise from its employment. He places in the course of one and

the same current, a series of cells with electrodes of different

sizes, some of them plates of platinum, others merely platinum

wires, and collects the gas liberated on each distinctpair of elec-

trodes. He finds the quantity of gas to be the same for all.

Thus he concludes that when the same quantity of electricity

is caused to pass through a series of cells containing acidulated

water, the electro-chemical action is independent of the size of

the electrodes. He next proves that variations in intensity do

not interfere with this equality of action. Whether his battery

is charged with strong acid or with weak; whether it consists

of five pairs or fifty pairs; in short, whatever be its source,

when the same current is sent through his series of cells, the

same amount of decomposition takes place in all. He next as-

sures himself that the strength or weakness of his dilute acid

does not interfere with this law. Sending the same current

through a series of cells containing mixtures of sulphuric acid

and water of different strengths, he finds, however the propor-

tion of acid to water might vary, the same amount of gas to be

collected in all the cells. A crowd of facts of this character

forced upon Faraday's mind the conclusion that the amount o

electro-chemical decomposition depends, not upon the size ot

the electrodes, not upon the intensity of the current, not upo

the strength of the solution, but solely upon the quantity

electricity which passes through the cell. The quantity ot elec-

tricity, he concludes, is proportional to the amount of cheniic^

action. On this law Faraday based the construction ot W
celebrated voltameter, or measurer of voltaic electricity.

But before he can apply this measure he must clear his grow

of numerous possible sources of error. The decomposition

his acidulated water is certainly a direct result of the cum >

but as the varied and important researches of MM. BecqoenJ

De la Rive, and others had shown, there are also «*»*»
J

actions, which may materially interfere with and compiicaw

pure action of the current. These actions may occur m

ways
: either the liberated ion may seize upon the elec

against which it is set free, formic a chemical compel
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that electrode; or it may seize upon the substance of the elec-

trolyte itself, and thus introduce into the circuit chemical ac-
tions over and above those due to the current. Faraday sub-
jected these secondary actions to an exhaustive examination.
Instructed by his experiments, and rendered competent by them
to distinguish between primary and secondary results, he pro-
ceeds to establish the doctrine of " definite electro-chemical de-
composition."

Into the same circuit he introduced his voltameter, which
consisted of a graduated tube filled with acidulated water and
provided with platinum plates for the decomposition of the
water, and also a cell containing chlorid of tin. Experiments al-

ready referred to had taught him that this substance, though an
insulator when solid, is a conductor when fused, the passage of
the current being always accompanied by the decomposition of
the chlorid. He wished now to ascertain what relation this.

decomposition bore to that of the water in his voltameter.
_

Completing his circuit, he permitted the current to continue
until " a reasonable quantity of gas " was collected in the vol-
tameter. The circuit was then broken, and the quantity of tin

liberated, compared with the quantity of gas. The weight of
the former was 3*2 grains, that of the latter 0-49742 of a grain.
Oxygen, as you know, unites with hydrogen in the proportion
of 8 to 1 to form water. Calling the equivalent, or, as it is

sometimes called, the atomic weight of hydrogen 1, that of oxv-
g«n is 8; that of water is consequently 8+ 1, or 9. Now it

the quantity of water decomposed in Faraday's experiment be
represented by the number 9, or in other words, by the equiva-
lent of water, then the quantity of tin liberated from tfaft fiui d
chlorid is found by an easy calculation to be 57*9, which is al-

most exactly the chemical equivalent of tin. Thus both the
»**« and the chlorid were broken up in proportions expressed
b5'their respective equivalents. The amount of electric ford
which wrenched asunder the constituents of the molecule of
water was competent, and neither more nor less than com-
petent, to wrench asunder the constituents of the molecules of
tae chlorid of tin. This fact is typical. With the indicate mi
"' "^ voltameter he compared the decomposition of other sal-
stances both singly and in series. He submitted his conclusion I

o numberless tests. He purposely introduced secondary actio*

?T
e endeavored to hamper the fulfilment of those laws which

} was
,

the intense desire of his mind to see established. But
om a11

t
hese difficulties, emerged the golden truth, that under

ery variety of circumstances, the decompositions of the v»lrai
nrrent are as definite \

- 1: >se chemical c -a -

"Nations which gave birth to the atomic theory. This law pi



electro-chemical decomposition ranks, in point of importance.

with that of definite combining proportions in chemistry.

Origin of Power in the Voltaic Pile.

In one of the public areas of the town of Como stands 8

statute, with no inscription on its pedestal save that of a single

name, " Volta."
^
The bearer of that name occupies a place for

ever memorable in the history of science. To him we owe the

discovery of the voltaic pile, to which, for a brief interval, we

must now turn our attention.

The objects of scientific thought being the passionless laws

and phenomena of external nature, one might suppose that

their investigation and discussion would be completely with-

drawn from the region of the feelings, and pursued by the cold

dry light of the intellect alone. This, however, is not always

the case. Man carries his heart with him into all his works.

You cannot separate the moral and emotional from the intellec-

tual
; and thus it is that the discussion of a point of science

may rise to the heat of a battle-field. The fight between the

rival optical theories of Emission and Undulation was of this

fierce character
; and scarcely less fierce for many years was tie

contest as to the origin and maintenance of the power of the

voltaic pile. Volta himself supposed it to reside in the con-

tact of different metals. Here was exerted his " electro-motive

force/' which tore the combined electricities asunder and drove

them as currents in opposite directions. To render the circn-

lation of the current possible, it was necessary to connect tbe

metals by a moist conductor ; for when any two metals
J*

connected by a third, their relation to each other was suchtflj

a complete neutralization of the electric motion was the resnK.

V olta's theory of metallic contact was so clear, so beautitm;

and apparently so complete, that the best intellects of Europe

accepted it as the expression of natural law. ,

Volta himself knew nothing of the chemical phenomena 01

the pile
; but as soon as these became known, suggestions an

intimations appeared that chemical action, and not metau

contact, might be the real source of voltaic electricity. *
n

.

idea was expressed by Fabroni in Italy and by WoUfton i

England. It was developed and maintained by those aam^

able electricians," Becquerel, of Paris, and De la J««j

Geneva. The contact theory, on the other hand, receive

chief development and illustration in Germany. I**88,^
the scientific creed of the great chemists and natural pn^
ophers of that country, and to the present hour there m
some of them unable to liberate themselves from the fascin* 1

of their first-love.
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After the researches which I have endeavored to place before

you. it was impossible for Faraday to avoid taking side in

this controversy. He did so in a paper " On the Electricity of
the Voltaic Pile," received by the Koyal Society, on the 7th of
April, 1834. His position in the controversy might have been
predicted. He saw chemical effects going hand-in-hand with
electrical effects, the one being proportional to the other ; and,
in the paper now before us, he proved that when the former
were excluded, the latter were sought for in vain. He pro-
duced a current without metallic contact; he discovered liquids
which, though competent to transmit the feeblest currents

—

competent therefore to allow the electricity of contact to flow
through them if it were able to form a current—were absolutely
powerless when chemically inactive.

One of the very few experimental mistakes of Faraday oc-
curred in this investigation. He thought that with a single
voltaic cell he had obtained the spark before the metals touched,
but he subsequently discovered his error. To enable the voltaic
spark to pass through air before the terminals of the battery

r to exalt the electro-motive force
of the battery by multiplying its elements ; but all the element*
Faraday possessed were unequal to the task of urging the spark
across the shortest measurable space of air. Nor, indeed, could
the action of the battery, the different metals of which were in
contact with each other, decide the point in question. Still as
regards the identity of electricities from various sources, it was
at that day of great importance to determine whether or not
the voltaic current could jump as a spark across an interval
before contact. Faraday's friend, Mr. Gassiot, solved this

problem. He erected a battery of 4000 cells, and with it urged
a stream of sparks from terminal to terminal, when separated
from each other by a measurable space of air.

1 he memoir on the " Electricity of the Voltaic Pile," pub-
lished in 1834, appears to have produced but little impression
upon the supporters of the contact theory. These indeed were
men of too great intellectual weight and'insight lightly to take

HP, or lightly to abandon a theory. Faraday therefore resumed

tif J
ttack m a paper communicated to the Royal Society, on

l&e 6th of February, 1840. In this paper he hampered his

antagonists by a crowd of adverse experiments. He hung
Qimculty after difficulty about the neck of the contact theory,

£ m its efforts to escape from his assaults it so changed its

c&aracter as to become a thing totally different from the theory
Proposed by Volta. The more persistently it was defended,
wever, the more clearly did it show itself to be a congeries c

-nc^.

itiu-al

bearing the stamp of dialectic skill rather than that of
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In conclusion, Faraday brought to bear upon it an argument

which, had its full weight and purport been understood at the

time, would have instantly decided the controversy. "The

contact theory," he urged, " assumes that a force

powerful resistance, as for instance that of the

conductors, good or bad, through which the current passes, and

that again of the electrolytic action where bodies are decom-

posed by it, can arise out of nothing: that without any change

in the acting matter, or the consumption of any generating

force, a current shall be produced which shall go on forever

against a constant resistance, or only be stopped, as in the

voltaic trough, by the ruins which its exertion has heaped up

in its own course. This would indeed be a creation of power,

and is like no other force in nature. We have many processes

by which the form of the power may be so changed, that an

apparent conversion of one into the other takes place. So we

can change chemical force into the electric current, or the cur-

rent into chemical force. The beautiful experiments of Seebeck

and Peltier show the convertibility of heat and electricity ;
and

others by Oersted and myself show the convertibility of elec-

tricity and magnetism. But in no case, not even in those (f

the Gymnotus and Torpedo, is there a pure creation or a pro-

duction of power without a corresponding exhaustion of sonu-

thing to supply it"
These words were published more than two years before either

Mayer printed his brief but celebrated essay on the Forces oi

Inorganic Nature, or Mr. Joule published his first famous ex-

periments on the Mechanical Value of Heat. They illustrate

the fact that before any great scientific principle receives dis-

tinct enunciation by individuals, it dwells more or less clearly

in the general scientific mind. The intellectual Plat€aV;
already high, and our discoverers are those who, like pe»J

above the plateau, rise a little above the general level of though

at the time.

But many years prior, even to the foregoing utterance^

Faraday, a similar argument had been employed. 1 <P

here with equal pleasure and admiration the following
pjJJ

written by Dr. Eoget so far back as 1829. Speaking or

contact theory, he says :—" If there could exist a power M>
J

the property ascribed to it by the hypothesis, namely, tn»

giving continual impulse to a fluid in one constant <«*£

without being exhausted by its own action, it would oidk^

sentially from aU the known powers in nature. All tne p ^
and sources of motion with the operation of which we ai

quainted, when producing these peculiar effects, are «q»

in the same proportion as those, effects are produced;
***
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arises the impossibility of obtaiuiity by their ay,

ual effect; or in other words a ptndmd M4
electro-motive force, ascribed by Volta to the metals when in

contact is a force which, as long as a free course is allowed to

the electricity it sets in motion, is never expended, and contin-
ues to be excited with undiminished power in tin* production
of a never-ceasing effect. Against the truth of such a suppo-
sition the probabilities are all but infinite." When this argu-
ment, which he employed independently, had clearly fixed itself

in his mind, Faraday never cared to experiment further on the
source of electricity in the voltaic pile. The argument appeared
to him "to remove thefoundation itself of the'contact, theory,"
and he afterwards let it crumble down in peace.

the burst of power which had till- 1 the four preceding years
with an amount of experimental work unparalleled in the his-
tory of science partially subsided in 1835, and the only scien-
tific paper contributed by Faraday in that year was a compar-
atively unimportant one, "On an improved Form of the
voltaic Battery." He brooded for a time : his experiments on
electrolysis had long filled his mind ; he looked, as already
stated, into the very heart of the electrolyte, endeavoring to
render the plav of its atoms visible to his mental eve. He had
no doubt that in this case what is called " the electric current"
"^ propagated from particle to particle of the electrolyte ; he
accepted the doctrine of decomposition and recomposition which,
according to Grothuss and Davy, ran from electrode to electrode.
And the thought impressed him more and more that ordinary
electric induction was also transmitted and sustained by the
action of " contiguous particles."

nis first great paper on frictional electricity was sent to theW Society on the 30th of November, 1837. We here find
n m iace to face with an idea which beset his mind throughout

s whole subsequent life,—the idea of action at a distance. It

devised by himself
sure and easy demonstration

; and he a

contact theory, which, while it takes int

•^ ***££?£*
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perplexed and bewildered him. In his attempts to get rid oi

this perplexity he was often unconsciously rebelling against the

limitations of the intellect itself. He loved to quote Newton

upon this point : over and over again he introduces his mem-

orable words, " That gravity should be innate, inherent, and

essential to matter, so that one body may act upon another at

a distance through vacuum and without the mediation of any-

thing else, by and through which this action and force may lie

conveyed from one to another, is to me so great an absurdity,

that I believe no man who has in philosophical matters a com-

petent faculty of thinking can ever fall into it. Gravity must

be caused by an agent acting constantly according t« certain

laws ; but whether this agent be material or immaterial I Lave

left to the consideration of my readers."*

Faraday does not see the same difficulty in his contiguous

particles. And yet by transferring the conception from masses

to particles we simply lessen size and distance, but we do not

alter the quality of the conception. Whatever difficulty the

mind experiences in conceiving of action at sensible distances,

besets it also when it attempts to conceive of action at insensi-

ble distances. Still the investigation of the point whether

electric and magnetic effects were wrought out through tne

intervention of contiguous particles or not, had ajhjm
interest altogether apart from the metaphysical difficulty

Faraday grapples with the subject experimentally. BPimf
intuition he sees that action at a distance must be exerteoi

straight lines. Gravity, he knows, will not turn a corner, om

exerts its pull along a right line ;
hence his aim and etton

ascertain whether electric action ever takes place in curr

lines.
^
This once proved, it would follow tiiat

+

the action^

.pinion,^

» demonstration.
"
He then found that he could electn?

carried on by means of a medium surrounding the
.

el
.

ecu1

^
bodies. His experiments in 1837, reduced, in his opi^o^.

induction an insulated sphere placed completely^

t body which screened it from

the screen, and reuniting on the other side of it ;
ana u^een

that in many cases the augmentation of the distance iw

his insulated sphere and the inducing body, instead 01
^

ing, increased the charge of the sphere. This he af"^
the coalescence of the lines of electric force at some

behind the screen. .

rece
ived

Faraday's theoretic views on this subject have not ^ e|
.

general acceptance, but they drove him to expenmen ,^
Deriment Vfnth \\\m Ttroa olmnnc nrnlififl nf TOSUltS. DJ
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arrangements he places a metallic sphere in the middle of a

large hollow sphere, leaving a space of something more than
half an inch between them. The interior sphere was insulated,

the external one uninsulated. To the former he communicated
a definite charge of electricity. It acted by induction upon
the concave surface of the latter, and he examined how this act

of induction was affected by placing insulators of various kinds
between the two spheres. He tried gases, liquids, and solids,

but the solids alone gave him positive results. He constructed

) foregoing description, equal i

similar in form. The interior sphere of each communicated
with the external air by a brass stem ending in a knob. The
apparatus was virtually a Leyden jar, the two coatings of which
were the two spheres, with a thick and variable insulator

between them. The amount of charge in each jar was deter-

mined by bringing a proof-plane into contact with its knob,
and measuring by a torsion balance the charge taken away.
He first charged one of his instruments, and then dividing the
charge with the other, found that when air intervened in both
cases, the charge was equally divided. But when shell-lac,

sulphur, or spermaceti was interposed between the two spheres
of one jar, while \ rerval in the other, then he
found that the instrument occupied by the " solid dielectric"

took more than half the original charge. A portion of the
charge was absorbed in the dielectric itself. The electricity

took time to penetrate the dielectric. Immediately after the
discharge of the apparatus no trace of electricity was found
upon its knob. But after a time electricity was found there,

the charge having gradually returned from the dielectric in
which it had been lodged. Different insulators posses this

power of permitting the charge to enter them in different

degrees. Faraday figured their particles as polarized, and he
concluded that the force of induction is propagated from par-
ticle to particle of the dielectric from the inner sphere to the
outer one. This power of propagation possessed by insutoters
he calls their " Specific Inductive Capacity:'
Faraday visualizes with the utmost clearness the state of his

contiguous particles ; one after another they become charged,
each succeeding particle depending for its charge upon its

Predecessor. And now he seeks to break down the wall of

partition between conductors and insulators. " Can we not"
ae says, " by a gradual chain of association carry up discharge
trom its occurrence in air through spermaceti and water to

solutions, and then on to chlorids, oxyds, and metals, without
aT"'

""sential change in its character ? " Even copper, he urges,

a resistance to the transmission of electricity. The action



of its particles differs from those of an insulator only in degree.

They are charged like the particles of the insulator, but they

discharge with greater ease and rapidity ; and this rapidity of

molecular discharge is what we call conduction. Conduction

then is always preceded by atomic induction ; and when through

some quality of the body, which Faraday does not define, the

atomic discharge is rendered slow and difficult, conduction

passes into insulation.

Though they are often obscure, a fine vein of philosophic

thought runs through those investigations. The mind of the

philosopher dwells amid those agencies which underlie the

visible phenomena of Induction and Conduction ;
and he tries

by the strong light of his imagination to see the very molecules

of his dielectrics. It would, however, be easy to criticize these

researches, easy to show the looseness, and sometimes the in-

accuracy, of the phraseology employed ; but this critical spurt

will get little good out of Faraday. Rather let those who pon-

der his works seek to realize the object he set before him, not

permitting his occasional vagueness to interfere with their ap-

preciation of his speculations. We may see the ripples, ana

eddies, and vortices of a flowing stream, without being able to

resolve all these motions into their constituent elements
;

ana

so it sometimes strikes me that Faraday clearly saw the play

<J

fluids and ethers and atoms, though his previous training ma

not enable him to resolve what he saw into its constituents, o

describe it in a manner satisfactory to a mind versed mmecM-

ics. And then again occur, I confess, dark sayings, dl"
be understood, which disturb my confidence in this conclun

It must, however, always be remembered that he wort
s
a

very boundaries of our knowledge, and that his nund b*»

allv dwells in the " boundless contiguity of shade by »

knowledge is surrounded.
.

i ^
the researches now under review the ratio oi sVec

v̂
experiment is far higher than in any ot i

Is in the " boundless contiguity

that knowledge is surrounded.

day's previous works. Amid much that is entangled

we have flashes of wondrous insight and utterances^"^
less the product of reasoning than of revelation. 1

$
fine myself here to one example of this divining Powt^hea{.

his most ingenious device of a rapidly rotating mrror' ^ugh
stone had proved that electricity required time to pas ^
a wire, the current reaching the middle of the wire m ^
its two ends. « If," says Faraday, " the two ends ot » ^
in Professor Wheatstonc's experiments were lf

meaZJ^i
nected with two large insulated metallic surfaces e*F

1

the air, so that the primary act of induction, after

contact for discharge,
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nal portion of the wire at the first instance, and disposed for
the moment on its surface jointly with the air and surrounding
conductors, then I venture to anticipate that the middle spark
would be more retarded than before. And if those two plates
were the inner and outer coatings of a large jar or Leyden bat-
tery, then the retardation of the spark would be much greater."
This was only a prediction, for the experiment was not made.
Sixteen years subsequently, however, the proper conditions came
into play, and Faraday was able to show that the observations
of Werner Siemens, and Latimer Clark, on subterraneous and

den jar.

mind su

every
message Bent by such cables.

The meaning of Faraday in these memoirs on Induction and
Conduction is, as I have said, by no means always clear ; and
^difficulty will be most felt by those who are best trained in
ordinary theoretic conceptions. He does not know the reader's
needs, and he therefore does not meet them. For instance, he
speaks over and over again of the impossibility of charging a
body with one electricity, though the impossibility is by no
means evident. The key to the difficulty is this. He looks
upon every insulated conductor as the inner coating of a Ley-

An insulated sphere in the middle of a room is to his

ch a coating ; the walls are the outer coating, while
tne air between both is the insulator, across which the charge

afts by induction. Without this reaction of the walls upon
the sphere you could no more, according to Faraday, charge it

with electricity, than you could charge a Leyden jar, if its

outer coating were removed. Distance with him is immaterial,
ttis strength as a generalizer enables him to dissolve the idea
ot magnitude ; and if you abolished the walls of the room—even
tne earth itself—he would make the sun and planets the outer
coating of his jar. I dare not contend that Faraday in these
memoirs made all his theoretic positions good. But a pure
vem of philosophy runs through these writings ; while his ex-
periments and reasonings on the forms and phenomena of elec-
trical discharge are of imperishable importance.

Best needed— Visit to Switzerland.

An^
ae last of these memoirs was dated from the Koyal Insti-

It concludes the first volume of his
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" Experimental Researches on Electricity." In 1840, as al-

ready stated, he made his final assault on the contact theory,

from which it never recovered.* He was now feeling the effects

of the mental strain to which he had been subjected for so

many years. During these years he repeatedly broke down.

His wife alone witnessed the extent of his prostration, and to

her loving care we, and the world, are indebted for the enjoy-

ment of his presence here so long. He found occasional relief

in a theatre. He frequently quitted London and went to Brigh-

ton and elsewhere, always choosing a situation which com-

manded a view of the sea, or of some other pleasant horizon,

where he could sit and gaze, and feel the gradual revival of the

faith that
" Nature never did betray

The heart that loved her!"

But very often, for some days after his removal into the coun-

try, he would be unable to do more than sit at a window and

look out upon the sea and sky.

In 1841, his state became more serious than it had ever been

before. A published letter to Mr. Richard Taylor, dated Marci

11, 1843, contains an allusion to his previous condition M
are aware," he says, "that considerations regarding healthm
prevented me from working or reading on science for the las

two years." This, at one period or another of their lives, seej

to be the fate of most great investigators. They do notknow^

limits of their constitutional strength until they have tra

gressed them. It is, perliaj ~. ri-l.t that i'"')'^^
them, in order to ascertain where they lie. Faraday, howevtf,

though he went far toward it, did not push his
^
m
f d̂

beyond his power of restitution. In 1841, Mrs.
{
araa%

her

he went to Switzerland, under the affectionate charge o

brother, Mr. George Barnard, the artist. This tune ot m
ing throws fresh light upon his character. I have s»

^
sweetness and gentleness were not its only constituent

, ^
he was also fiery and strong. At the time now reierreu

,

fire was low and his strength distilled away ;
but tM ^

of his life was neither irritability nor discontent. rfe ^ ^.
fit to mingle in society, for conversation was a pain

^
but let us observe the great man-child when alone, xx

at

the village of Interlachen, enjoying Jungfrau sunsets

times watching the Swiss nailers making their nails. ^
a little journal, in which bed-scribe lb- process of nan-

and incidentally throws a l.ii..in.. l is beam upon himseli.

« ,W, „d
' ,,„ -, ,- , D here rather c^j

Aim. j.t, ihi [. ( i<h, |

. ve .
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love a smith's shop, and anything relating to smithery. Mi/ father

From Interlachen he went to the Falls of the Giessbach on
the pleasant Lake of Brientz. And here we have him watch-
ing the shoot of the cataract down its series of precipices. It
is shattered into foam at the base of each, and tossed by its
own recoil as water-dust through the air. The sun is at his
back, shining on the drifting spray, and he thus describes and
muses on what he sees :

"August 12th, 1841. To-day every fall was foaming from the

fadi- and i

; hope. A

Art. XVII.—On Enargitefrom the Horning Star Mine, Cal-
ifornia; by Edward W.' Root, Assistant in the Laboratory
of the School of Mines, Columbia College, New York.

Q+
lN

A?
0vember last * examined a copper ore from the Morning

to h p' l̂0gul District
>
Alpine Co., California, which proved

oe Lnargite. This mineral occurs in a massive state, and
aiso crystallized in small rhombic prisms, whose planes are much

vp l V These CI7Stals are of a grayish black color, possess a
ery brilliant me | ,out a millimeter in length,
the i

;

brittle. Streak black. Hardness about 4.

Sdl^r
4 34

' B
" B-

.
decrePitates quite violently and fuses

an 1 f
*°- a globule, giving off arsenical and sulphurous fumes

the
mS a coating of antimonous acid. With fluxes it gives

off at
PPer reactions

- In a closed tube it fuses readily, giving
'
a gentle heat a yellow sublimate of sulphur, and at an

i hydrochloric acid. Soluble in nitric acid with
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a residue of sulphur and antimonous acid. Soluble in aqua

regia with a separation of sulphur.

Associated with the specimen submitted to analysis, was a

little iron pyrites and quartz, while the magnet extracted a few

small shining particles, which before the blowpipe gave the

reactions for iron and titanic acid.

In the quantitative analysis of the mineral a special portion

was taken for the sulphur determination ; it was decomposed

upon a waterbath with fuming nitric acid, which even in the

presence of antimonous acid readily converted the sulphur into

sulphuric acid, the solution evaporated to dryness, nitric acid

expelled by hydrochloric, and the sulphuric acid precipitated as

Another portion of the mineral was decomposed upon a water-

bath with fuming nitric acid, evaporated to dryness, the residue

dissolved in hydrochloric acid, the solution boiled with a con-

centrated solution of sulphurous acid in water, to reduce the

arsenic to arsenious acid, and copper, arsenic and antimony pre-

cipitated as sulphids by hydr ulplm ic a< id. The moist sul-

phids were digested upon a waterbath with sulphid of potas-

sium, which dissolved out the sulphids of arsenic and antimonv.

The residue, consisting of the sulphid of copper was dissolved

in nitric acid, converted into the sulphate, and the copper pre-

cipitated in the metallic state by hypophosphite of magnesia,

according to Gibbs's method.*
" The solution containing tne

arsenic and antimony as double sulphids with sulphid ot po-

tassium, was diluted with water, treated with a concentrate

solution of sulphurous acid in water to an acid reaction, an

boiled in a large glass flask for several hours. Both tne *

phids of arsenic and antimony were at first precipitated, w

upon boiling, the sulphid of arsenic was converted into artf

ious acid. The sulphid of antimony was filtered oft, an e
_

j
of sulphur removed by repeated treatment with DlsulPn

gt)0 _

carbon, converted into the antimoniate of antimony I
J

Sb0
5 ) by the action of fuming nitric acid, and estimarc

such. The arsenic was precipitated after acidii

.

with dilute hydrochloric acid, as the sulphid, byW™^
acid. The sulphid of arsenic was freed from an exce^

.

| f

phur by bisulphid of carbon, converted into arsenic *•
treating with fuming nitric acid upon a waterbath, ana p

itated as usual by the magnesia mixture.f
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i the following results •*

i analysis No. 2, owing t

lost, but still sum,. tivV
j

tin' iron present is cor

ther with the silica dec!

These numbers give the ratio 1:3:8 between the arsenic, cop-
per and sulphur, corresponding to the formula 3Cu..S4-
(As,Sb)S,, which is that of i-nargirc as di-scrib.-d by Brei-

thaupt, Field and Burton.
This California enargite differs however from those hereto-

fore described in having a much larger proportion of the ar-

t of antimony,
That

That from
and that

senic replaced by an timony. It contains 6 per cent o
while that from Chili analyzed by Field, contained n(

from Peru analyzed by Plattner, 1-61 per cent.f

z'd by Taylor, 1-29 per cent,J
from Colorado, analyzed by Burton, 1-37 per cent.||

' Mines, March 2

Art. XYIIl.—Phy

The following observations were made during a scientific

l««7^^
0n across tne continent of South America, in the year

too7. The instruments used were two mercurial barometers
(one of them short, beginning to mark at 9,000 feet), a Wol-
T'
ston boiling-point apparatus, and Boussingault's ground

thermometer. They were constructed by Mr. James Green of

^w York, and furnished by the Smithsonian Institution.
>,ne barometers perfectly corresponded ; and on returning to

«8w York, it was found that the long barometer (its compan-
loa was broken in the valh-v of Quito,) after a tour often
thousand miles had not varied a hair's breadth. The route

* This Journal. II. xxvii. 52. f Tosg. Ann., tax, 383.

t froc. Acad. ScL Philad., 1S57, 168. 3 This Journal, II, rfr, 34.
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was from Guayaquil to Para via Quito, Kio Napo and the

Amazons. The chief value of these observations is derived

from the fact that they were made with instruments of preci-

sion at many localities whose altitude was hitherto unknown,

or obtained by an aneroid* or boiling apparatus. They also

test the utility of the thermo-barometer, experiments having

been made with it and the standard barometer simultaneously.

It is doubtful if the two were ever carried together to such

elevations and across the breadth of the continent. Indeedl

do not know that any barometer has been taken down the Eio

Napo. It was my desire to throw some light upon that strange

anomaly in the Amazon valley first revealed by Lieut. Hern-

don and theorized upon by Lieut. Maury.f All the calcula-

tions of altitude are based upon the barometric observations

with the Pacific level as a constant. On the Amazons and its

tributary no correction is made for monthly variation as it

is unknown ; the experiments were made in November and

December, and the correction would be therefore additive.

The heights of points on the river are reduced to the level at

the water ; while the barometric pressures are given as ther

were taken, the elevation of the instruments varying from two

to sixty feet. Thus at Guayaquil they were twenty feet above

the river, at Napo, Coca and Para, twenty-five feet, and at

Pebas, sixty feet. The pressures corresponding to tempera-

tures of boiling water are from Guyot's tables after Kegnauit

revised by Moritz. These are placed along side of the baro-

metric observations (reduced to 32°) in order to show tne

agreement between the barometer and boiling apparatus,

obtain the mean annual temperatures of important places, i^

ground thermometer was sunk from two to three feet, an

lowed to remain about six hours. a v .

The first desideratum was the level of the Pacific oti W™
dor. After many careful calculations I fixed upon ^y y

aS-

the barometric pressure at the freezing point. Sernaon

sumes 30-000, and his altitudes are therefore too high, l
^

not Humboldt's ba,<-, but Lis estimates are uniformly mg

Those of Boussingault and Visse I have taken secona-iw «*

and am not sure they are correctly copied. Pentod
g

29-944 as the mean barometer off Peru; Duperrey (
182
^f2d

29-961 at Paita; and Gilliss at sea off Cape Lorenzo, uc*.
jj

found 29-825. Pentland's corrected for latitude wouiu
.

closely agree with mine. . . tw of

The site of Quito is very uneven : my altitude is ww^

* "A Traveler who carries an aneroid alone with him »^»°*3££55
within two or three hi _ «. it is generally higher tuan
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the grand Plaza. It is a singular fact that La Condaniin,-
(L4.V. Humboldt (1802), Boussingault (1831), and Vis>-
16iJ3) give a derrea>iug altitude. One is tempted to believe
that the Andes are sinking. Boussingault contends tliat thi>
is true of some individual mountains.- The mean of all th-
estimates given in the table, excepting that of Caldas which
is manilestly incorrect, is 9,521. Yillavieen, io -i\

1 quote him simply to call attention to the tact that the esti-
mates in his Geograjia de la Republica del Ecuador are m>;
reliable. In a balloon ascent made in January. 18(14, from
V\ -iuieh, Eng., by Glaisher for the British As'soeiation. th-
reading of the barometer at 3 h 16'" p. m., (corrected and iv-
'»"•-I io 32 ,» was 20-951 at the estimated height of 9,500 ft.

I !> minimum noticed in Quito was 21-460. The French sa-
janj

i
give the length of the seconds pendulum at Quito

- it being 3-250588 ft. at sea-level on the equator.
This is a deduction, not the result of experiment, and gives
only 9,166 ft. for the height of Quito. The pendulum experi-
ment at Quito would be verv interesting, but great disturb-
ances would doubtless arise from the proximity of so manv
volcamc mountains.
The observations on Pichincha were taken 80 ft. below the

mghest pinnacle. That in the crater was made at the foot of
the cone of eruption. That on Antisana was taken just above
the average snow-limit; and that on Cotopaxi at the base of
the cone. Cotopaxi s cone is therefore 6,000 ft. high. At
Itulcache begins the series of observations from Quito east-
ward across the continent. The great Amazonian forest com-
mences about ten miles west of Papallacta. Baeza is situ-
ated on a ridge

; thence the path to Napo turns from an
easterly course directly south through Arelmb ma. Chini. hi;*
was our camp on the Rio Cosanga. The heights on the Ama-
:?
n
\
a
f Slven by other travelers ex: iv>> the altitude above

,

lQe Athmtic
; while I have kept the Pacific as a base. The

Barometer and boiling point at the Atlantic level are conipu-

^m ' ,i
e Stance of Para being taken at 95 miles and the

off v
river two inches t0 the mile

'
This makes the Pacific

JJ
Ecuador about two feet higher than the Atlantic. Ought

e not _to expect a difference ? Do not the great volcanic
ountams on the equator exert an attractive power on the

g;\
an at their feet? At Panama, the Pacific and Atlantic

>mmon level, for there the Andes drop down to an
^significant altitude. I must add, however, that the obser-

* See Bull, de la Soe. Geo
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vations at Guayaquil were taken in July, those at Pari in

January with the same instruments. My barometric pressure

at Para may therefore be too high; but the true monthly varia-

tion is unknown. At Havana the mean barometer in January

is -200 in excess of the yearly mean, and the correction at the

equator should be still greater ; but Dewey makes the Janu-

ary variation at Pani -Oil below the mean. His mean in July

is 30*020. We need an extended series of observations at

Guayaquil and Para. If we take Dewey's annual mean at Pari.

29-941 and 35 ft. as the altitude, the barometer at the Atlantic

level would stand 29 '977. But this makes the Atlantic full

40 ft. below the Pacific. Moreover, if Para is 35 ft. above the

Atlantic, the fall of the river is nearly 41 inches per mile, which

is also absurd. The rate cannot be far from two inches. Thi?

would make the fall about fifteen feet and the barometer at the

Atlantic 29 -932.

Slope and current of the Amazons.

Napo village to the Maranon, 600 miles. 21*3 inches per mile.

" " " Para, 2800 " 6 "2 "

Tabatinga " " 2000 " 2*5 "

Azevedo and Pinto made the fall from Tabatinga to Pan.

0-9; Castlenau made it a little more. LaCondamine assigns to

the Amazon in general a slope of 63 in. per mile, which very

closely agrees with my calculation. Herndon, who, trustin

his boiling apparatus, made Ega over 2,000 ft. high, deduced

from this the descent of the Amazons "a little m^ tna
lj

foot per mile, which would about give it a current oi h n^ -

per hour !"* He remarks that the current increases conffla-

erably after the junction of the Madeira. He calls it 2*^
Pebas to Ega in November, and three below Serpa in r**g

ary. But the Peruvian navigators consider it from o m

at Pebas in December (4 at high water). On th<;Nap

i

November I found it 5 below Coca ;
above Santa Kosa w

are rapids. The Brazilian lieutenants make the slope oi

g
Amazons exactly the same between Tabatinga ana J»

^_

as between M. and Para, or 58 ft. per 1,000 miles. its lb

teresting to compare the Amazons with other rivers :

Rhone, fall 24-00 in. per mile; slope? l' 18

Mississippi, " 19*87 " " 1
in

Thames, " if -5
« " °' 5

]„
Nile, « 6-5 « " °

y

2

n"
Amazons, " 6'25 " " °' „<,

Ganges, " 4- " " ° „,.

Ohio, « 4- « « 0'18 ^
* Herndon's calculations are very singular. Compare the one on
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The Mississippi at St. Louis has nearly the same altitude as
the Amazons at the mouth of the Napo : respective distune

•

from the sea, 1,400 and 2,200 miles. Below St, Louis the
fall of the Mississippi is 3 in. per mile.

Accidental variations of the barometer.—These are gene-
rally considered as reduced to nothing at the equator. Hum-
boldt says, the regularity of the ebb and flow of the aerial
ocean is undisturbed by storms, hurricanes, rain and earth-
quakes in the torrid zone of the new continent, on the cast
and at the elevation of 13,000 ft. At Dodahetta, India, (alt.

8,640 ft.) Lieut, Strachey found that the most violent and
variable wind did not affect the range of the barometer. Bat
in the valley of the Amazons strange irregularities have been
noticed in every hypsometric instrument, whether mercurial
barometer, aneroid or boiling apparatus. No two travelers
have noticed the same irregularity ; but all (save Asevedfl and
Pinto), have found a lawless disturbing force. Indeed, the
anomaly is so constant, that I am inclined to suspect the re-

cord of the Brazilian lieutenants, because it discovers no ir-

ularity. Spix and Martius
|

itude of 670 ft., and elevated ]

This makes the fall of the first thousand miles of the river
five times that of the second. Castlenau found Nauta 365 ft.,

Pebas, 399 ft., and Manaos 293 ft. above the sea; and com-
plaining that his barometer got out of order, rejected a part
ot his observations. Herndon, with a boiling apparatus, dis-

covered to his surprise tbat between Nauta and Ega he was
ascending according to tin instrument, though by the river
and his own senses he was descending. At Nauta water
boiled at 21F-3, and at Ega at 208°-2, which would put Nauta
about 400 ft. above the Atlantic, and Ega, 800 miles farther
down stream, at 2,000 ft.! On the Bio Purus, Chandless' ba-
rometer stood higher (29*871) than at Manaos, while the ob-
servations of Spruce and Wallace, one with an aneroid, the
other with a boiling a; p u itus. made Man . s lower than Pani.

J experience was similar, the barometric pressure was very
overly m its increase from the top of Pichincha down to Para,
excepting on the Napo where at one time both the barometer
*na boihng apparatus unanimously declared that our canoes
*ere gliding up stream though we were descending at the rate

five miles an hour, and excepting also on the Amazons be-
tween Tabatinga and Obidos. The boiling point was more
Regular than the height of the mercury. Our rate down the
aP° was full 40 miles a day ; and the record of the boiling
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point for five successive days below the Curarav is as follow*-

210°'8
;
211°1 ; 211°- ; 210°-9

; 211°4.
Similar anomalies have been noticed in other parts of the

world. Erman's observations in Siberia would place Jakuzk

below the level of the sea of Ockozk
;
yet the Lena flows

down from Jakuzk to the sea. Von Buch observed thr |mean pressure on the shores of the Baltic was less than in

France, and imputed the difference to what he calls a raft

atmospherique. The barometric mean at Great St. Bernard

deviate^ by 14 ft. from the true height ascertained by level-

ing
;
this Plantamour attributes to an abnormal depraM

|

the temperature of Geneva owing to the neighborhood of the

lake. The barometer makes the Caspian Sea 250 ft. higher

than the level
; and the Antarctic Ocean, 800 ft. above the

Atlantic.

The cause of the strange phenomena in the Amazon valley.

Herndon (and after him Maury) ascribed to the pressure of

the trade-winds as they are dammed up by the Andes. This

gigantic wall of mountains, regarded as the rocky shore of an

aerial ocean, is equivalent to 14 in. of the barometric column

or $ the weight of the atmosphere. But this theorj km
wholly satisfactory. It is true that the inclination r m
continent to the east would naturally give a higher barometer

than if it were a level table land. " When the atmosphere

is swept en masse from the sea up the gradual slope of the

land surface, we must expect (says Herschel) great discordan-

ces between barometric and trigonometric determipatkai

altitudes." But if the banking up of the trade-winds » the

sole cause of the perturbations, ought we not to expect either

a gradual though inordinate increase of the barometric pres-

sure in ascending the Amazons, or fixed points of maxinii^

intensity
; yet the fluctuations seem to follow no rule, hern-

don found the greatest disturbance above Tabatinga ;
Ijj

it below. Herndon made Ega 2,000 ft. above the sea
;
1*m

it 100. Compare also the various altitudes given to 31a:: •

It is singular that in Herndon's Meteorological Journa
.

find a light breeze, seldom eastward, between the
> HfJI

and Ega, while between Ega and Manaos the pn raffing
•

is east and stronger. The wind theory would lead us »
^

pect just the reverse. It cannot be - id tl it th d - :

the observations is due to the fact that they were t^;;
.

different seasons of the year. Herndon and myseli were

Ega in the same month (December) ; he boiled ware

208°-2; I had to raise it to 211°'9. I was at Pebas ju^

month later than Herndon
;
yet we found the boiling P

exactly the same. The I

.

» have some
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to do with these variations, as also the position of the moon *

But may not owe disturl.iii- We, V found in the presence of
the j:reat Amazonian forest whieh is a powerful condenser of
a.pie-uw vapor ? The vapory winds, fresh from tin- Atlantic,
w.aiM give a low barometer ; after condensation, the mercury

Overlooking the irregularities betw, en Tahatinga and Obidos,
I think my barometrical observations across the continent
faithfully delineate the main features from Guayaquil to Pari.
We s. e a striking ditference between South America and our
own continent in the fact that while Tabuing, the half-w.iv

station, is not over 255 ft. high. Fort Leaven w..n h at ihe sun",-

notice a curious coincidence (it can be nothing

is a rough copy of the line describing the surface fr..m w.->t to

east. In the eastern hemisphere, the eastern contour more
nearly approximates a section from north to south ; and there

sum,- reason for this, for the ocean would eat mod deeply
into the land between the mountain chains. In the ease of
oouth America, the protuberance of Cape St. Roque represents
the swell of the Andes ; the slope thence to Patagonia is

an imitation of the Amazonian vallev ; while the upward
turn of the Tierra del Fuego reminds us of the low Bra-
zilian mountains.
Diurnal variations of the barometer.—These occur with

?J*eat regularity, notwithstanding violent winds, sudden
changes of temperature and humidity. The configuration of
the land in India greatly modify the atmospheric tides; but
at the foot of the Andes the variations attain their extreme

5JJ"
at the same hours (10 a. m. and 4 p. m.) as in the high

J^eys.f The hour of the day may be determined by the
^rometer at Qui g. The mean daily am-
plitude,

A
f
Guayaquil is -091 (Visse, -147; Daroudeau, -145.)

Quito, -084 ( Visse, -000.)
" JVbas, -104
para, -088

ffl

* S
J

inef°undatSt. Helena that the mercury was -004 in. higher when the

i J*38 cfossin? th .• the horizon.

„rI--oU a - Gt. Bear Lake. lat.

SmiSSTs^- U°- Dr- Ha
-
TCS found th

L a. .uernard (S.o

t Capt. Parry notice
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At Port Foulke, lat. 78° 18' N. it is 1*81 in. (Sonntag.)
"Para, 1° 30' S. " -30 " (Wallace.)
" (^uavaquil, 2° 12' S. " -166" (Orton.)

"Quito, 0°13'S. •" '130" (Orton; LaCond*

mine, -133.)

" Ant isana Hacienda, 0° 30' S. " -065 " (Aguirre.)

The diurnal variation decreases with the increase of altitude

as well as with the increase of latitude :

Increase of elevation—

Guayaquil, alt. 10 ft. var. '091

Para, " 15 " "088

Anomalous, Pebas,
" Manaos,

3,300 " -022 (Aguirre.)

120 " -111 (Spruce.).

Increase of latitude

—

Guayaquil, lat. 2° IS var. -091
.

« -060 (computed by Kaemtz.)

Increase of altitude with increase of latitude—

Puis, lat. 48° 50' alt. 200 ft. var. '0315

Geneva, « 46° 12' " 350" " '0354

Faullion, " 10 "0' " 0000" " '0106

Max. fluctuation' al IWt Fo'ulkc is in April; minimum, October.

- - !S;;!!;
hiil!

:!z\ : *U
Throughout Asia ih,

in winter; in Pani, A
monthly variation d.-eivas.-s from the j.

40°
; thence to the equator it increases. At the eqn*

^
know not how it is in high latitudes) it decreases witfl

t«ri range at Port Foulke (04 in.) is
*****

the diurnal ; that of Anti-ana (U-()5) is about tince to*

nal. The annual v in • „ ,. I-
- id-dlv marked in i»

than in tropical Aim-rira
'

Tins is owin^says ?°ve
;, %r

comparatively constant wind .hm.ml...... th- year inJM
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side by side from the sea-level to the top of Pichincha, I con
elude that the boiling apparatus, though very

be depended upon and is the least reliable in high altitudes,

in the Amazonian valley it is certainly useless. The accuracy
of Regnault's Tables of corresponding pressures -was tested on
the Andes by Visse in 1848, and he found the agreement very
satisfactory. But my experiments on the same ground do not
confirm this. At Guayaquil he found a difference of -0092 in.

;

I found -008. At Quito his difference was -015
; mine -045. On

Pichincha, his difference was -0045
; mine, taken at the same

hour of the day, was -008. At Papallacta, the boiling point
indicated a pressure -205 too small, and at Archidona a pres-

sure 364 too great. On Mont Blanc, Saussure found the ba-
rometer 17-136, and the pressure indicated by boiling water,
17-883. At Rochester, they differ by -130.

Mean annual temperature.

Guayaquil, 83° (Boussingault with ground thermometer sunk one
foot found 7s -s -. Hall with si* months obs. with air ther-

mometer found 78° -03. Appleton's Am. Cyclop, gives 88°.)

Quito, 58°-8 (LaCondamine^; Humboldt, 5
7°

'92; Boussingault,
with ground then sunk one foot, 59°-36; Caldas, 59°'; Hall
and Salaza, 59°-6

; Aguirre, 58°'l.)
Archidona 77° •

.

s
; • Uosa, 79°-5

Pebas, 80 °- (Castelnau, 79°-7)
iabatmga, 82°- ( « 79°-34)
la™, 80°-2 (Dewey, 80°-5)

The isothermal line in the United States corresponding to
the mean temperature of the valley of Quito runs through
the state of Tennessee. The temperature of Nashville is

£» '5. The mean temperature at Fort Massachusetts on the
Kocky Mountain plateau (alt. 8400 ft.) is 41°'l. The tempe-
rature of Quito is just 1° less than that of Kome ;

but the

Jpnng months at the two cities have the same mean tempera-
ure The mean temperatures of Antisana Hacienda and
Sluebee are the same, but the seasons are nearly reversed.

Jhe coldest hour at Quito is 6 a. m.; the warmest between 2
ana 3 P. M . The ktter corresponds with that on the east

A
asts. of the United States and Asia ; on the west coast of

p
menca and Europe it is 1 or 1£ p. m. The greatest heat at
ara 0ccurs at 2 p. m.; the hottest month is November and the
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coolest is March. The decrement of temperature in ascending

from Geneva to St. Bernard is 1° for every 487 ft.; between

Quito and Antisana it is 1° for every 340 ft.

Barometrical ,,><:< surcments across South America.

Locality. A1"

29-031

|| Overestimate,

Pacific Ocean, Bar. of Yisse, 2S-904; Bous-

Guayaquil,
asic

20-80:

21-07.

211-05 20-o0l -•008 5. P. of Tisse, 2?l°-8.

Alt. ofVisse, 8,872; Sal

8,928.

Alt. of Visse, 13,917; MArenal, U.25«- 18-12:,

Mocha, 10.0m 20-30:

14,268.

Ambato, --i0« 22 ' 2" Alt. of Visse, 8.541; to
singault, 8,787.

Bar. of Jameson. 22,2IS.

Tacunga, 918] 21 00, Alt. of Visse, 9,180; Boa*

singault, 9,384.

i?ar. of Jameson, 21 oflO.

Tiupullo. 11.002 „,,
Machachi,

052. 105-8 21-485
^HSmbold?t^;' C4^

Visse, 9307; Aguilar.W96;

Bureau des longs. M
Tramblay's inn. »*
Jameson, 9513. Jw-

LaCondamine, 21^»-

Panecillo, 10,101 21-013 J.Z*. of Humboldt. ttW

J?ar. of Jameson, 21-- '-

B. P. of Tisse,_1!».'

Pichincha, top. 15,827 "^ 184-5 17-030 - -008

Pichincha, crater. 13,000 189-2 18-072 4«.' of Visse andW
13

>
600

-
, ,* 13 485;

4«. of Humboldt, ij
Arjtisana H. 13.,000 18-5V-

•

^TguiiefS.'
On Antisana,
Pin.-it ira, 4». of Boussingau"'

Padregal,
I

!.-.'..

Riobamba,
,-.->,<

21-705 4?j! of Boussingault'

w
*

Visse 9157. joo.

Cajabamba, :o.oi. ,,,,: ,1«. of LaCondamme,!'-

Itulcache, *<*r,

!<>.-.]<

Papallacta, 10,51] 20 -.-

;

193-8 20-508 -•208
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Locality Alt. Barom Y-r "/: Other estimates.

Guila, 8622 22-206
7!'l2o 2-751

.: .'
-

Arehidon'a, 2115 l 27-816 2S-1S( + •36

Napo, 1450:28-419 209-4
Santa Rosa, 1100 28-814 210-4

29-127 -t- i„:
' •:'R A-uario ill- •

2 :s; ;

'•
' ::!'<•-.

do. E. Napo, 3s5 20-52(3 211-4 -J .v.. + -04i -1ft. at Nauta by Castelnau,

Pebas, 345 29 510 211-1 29-?.m — 12f AU^of Herndon 537. £ P

Loreto, 2114 29-56(

of Herndon, 211°-1.

^n Antonio,

Tabatinga, 25529-656 211-5 20G25 -•041 Alt. of Spix and Martius

670; Azevedo and Pinto,

Tunantins, isnLno Alt. of Azevedo and Pinto,

Alt. of Herndc.it. 1

Ega, 100? 29-813 211-9 20 S:- + 010
vedo and Pinto, 120; B.P.

199? 29-705

158? i29-752

Alt. of Herndon. 1475: Cns-

Pinto, 92. B. P. of Hern-
don, 209°-3 ; Gibbon,

210°-S7;

Alt. of Azevedo and Pinto,

Obidos, iuL*. Alt. of Azevedo and Pinto,

58; Agassiz, 45.
-antarem,

107 29-808 211-5 20-025 —183 Alt. of Herndon, 846; Aze-

vedo and Pinto, 50. B. P.

Gur^?
re

' sp Alt. of Azevedo and Pinto.

Pari,
15 29-889 •n-o: 29-601 +•002 Alt. of Herndon, 320 ; Aze-

vedo and Pinto, 35 ; Dew-
ey, 35. Bar. of Herndon,

vey, 29-941;

Orton (reduced to level oi

Bar. of Dewey, 29-977.^Ocean, -2 29-932 212-16
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Aet. XIX.—Notes on the Caucasus; by Capt. P. von Kosch-

kull. (Communication addressed to Prof. J. S. Newbebby.

and translated by him for this Journal.)

The interest in science manifested by yon, led me to com-

municate to you some facts concerning the Isthmus of the Cau-

casus; but not satisfied with a verbal recital, you have requested

me to make the same communications in writing. Your cor-

dial hospitality and constant assistance to me, a stranger, com-

pel me to comply with your request even under the unfavorable

circumstances in which I am placed, for at present with the

exception of the little map of the Caucasus lately published by

Petermann, I have neither notes nor books of reference hy me to

enable me to verify the statements I intend to present toyouin

this report, and I am therefore obliged to rely entirely upon my

memory. You are well aware, moreover, that there are many

things easy to be communicated by word of mouth, but

difficult to express in writing, especially, when one is compel

#
to trust to memory alone. For this I beg the indulgence, w
only of yourself, but of every one who may read this arac .

that you will not expect precise accuracy, but accept it as

general description of the Isthmus of the Caucasus, prepa

with the sole object of showing my '

wish of those toward whom I entertain feelings ot t

As I propose to speak also of the geology of the Cauca-

cannot pass by without notice the name of Mr •
Abich, awe

owe nur mermieA knnwlMW „f the country under consiaei^
r increased knowledge of the cyUu,.
' to the labors of this celebrated andindefatigawe*

who for some time past has devoted himself to the i

utirely 1

region. .

t
i.
e i,ioto-

Any communications that I may make concerning
:

i
.

gy and ethnography of this country must be very on
,
r

<

for want of the necessary notes, and partly because, wi

^

erence to these subjects, the Caucasus has not, ll
PJ between

been sufficiently explored, owing to the const

Russia and the mountaineers. But since the terirm ^
hostilities in 1864. a scienter exploration of this ru

^

been conducted by Mr. Raddc, the naturalist, ana i ^
hoped that the labors of this young and enti

will be assuccessful us thnso winch he prosecuted in

portion of Siberia.
. h

• ^ are
*>*

If in this short description there are V^^'w to rtf

quite clear or exact, I trusl it will 1-
;
lt

t
rll

J

u{^fioia^
defective memory, and I once more ask I

readers for the reasons which I have stated above.
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The country which separates the Black sea and the sea of
Azoff from the Caspian, and at the same time connects the
south of Kussia with Asia Minor and the northern part of Per-
sia, is generally called the Isthmus of the Caucasus. It lies
between the parallels of 39° and 46° north latitude, and between
the meridians of 54° and 68° east of Greenwich. This region
resembles an oblique parallelogram, of which the longitudinal
diagonal runs from northwest to southeast, and is about 1200
kilometers long. The transverse diagonal runs from northeast
to southwest and its length is about 625 kilometers. All of
this country is traversed by ranges of mountains called the
Mountains of the Caucasus, and from them the name has passed
to the whole Isthmus.
The internal forces of the earth which elevated these moun-

tain chains were exerted in several directions, forming what
must be classified as principal and subordinate lines of up-
heaval. The directions of the principal lines are, 1st, from
north-northwest to south-southeast. This is the trend of the
great chain of the Caucasus of which the extremities form the
peninsula of Taman on the north-west and Apscheron on the
southeast, the latter extending into the Caspian sea. A line
ot elevation having the same direction in the southern part of
the Isthmus is known as the Little Caucasus.
becond direction, from north-northeast to south-southwest.

A his line is marked by the chain of mountains which bears the
name of Karthlo-Imeritia and connects the principal chain of
We Isthmus with the Little Caucasus between 41° 40' and 42°
*| north latitude, and 60° 40' and 61° 40' east longitude. Axes
°t elevation having this trend are found in the southeast part of
we principal chain of the Caucasus in what is known as the
country of Daghestan, and also in the Little Caucasus.

|
he subordinate lines of elevation are first north and south,

« best seen on the plateau north of Mt. Elbruz, forming the
atershed between the Caspian and the Black sea. Axes with
is trend are also seen in Daghestan and the Little Caucasus,

second, east and west, Ranges having this bearing are seen inw mountains of Abkhazi, Swanethi and Imeritia, the south-

Ofrp
r
^inifications of the Grand Caucasus ; also in the chain

* inalethi which extends from the Karthlo-Imeritia moun-

obf
ea

l

s

1

tvvard t0 tb-e city of Tiflis ; and finally the trend is

Cauc
m the inferior ranSes of Daghestan and the Little

Cof
knowledge of these bearings is not only indispensable to a

able
Uuderstandmg of the structure of the Caucasus, but en-

tain

S one to comprehend the relations which this great moun-

p J
system bears to those on the east and west of the Isthmus,
owing the direction of the principal range of the Caucasus
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from the peninsula of Apscheron, a submarine elevation can be

traced extending southeasterly. The island of Tschelekan is on

this line, and its prolongation forms the axis which connects

with the mountains of Central Asia.

On the peninsula of Taman, formed by the northwest ex-

tremity of the main chain of the Caucasus, is seen the inter-

section of two lines of upheaval ; one, the principal line, run-

ning from southeast to northwest, and the other, that of the

mountains of the Crimea, from southwest to northeast. The

intersection of these two lines mainly determines the configura-

tion of the Isthmus. The northeast and southwest upheaval

has not only united the principal chain with the Little Cauca-

sus but has formed a juncture between the mountains of the

Isthmus and those of Persia and Asia Minor.

The points of intersection of the main lines are of consider-

able altitude, as, for example, Sikara, where the principal range

crosses the mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia, and Ararat, at the

junction of the Persian mountains and those of the Little

Caucasus.

The following table gives the position and altitude of the

most important peaks of the Isthmus on a northwest and south-

east line.*

|lTh
e |lo£U|

Hf^

Oschten, 44 57 40

43 50 57 40

43 45 57 55

43 20 1
60

43
I

60 40

42 45 61 30

42 55 61 40

42 35 61 40

42 40 62 10

42 35 63 15

42 30 ! 63 15

.....
Dykh-tan,

Sikara, .

Kazbek, .

Teboulos-mtha,

Dyklos-mtha,
Murou-dagh,

""

Sary-dagh,
Djulty-dagh,

""'"
"

42 30 ! 63 35
|

HM
41 45 64 10 W
41 50

|

64 20 j^-
g

Alakhoun-dagh,
Sawalat-dagh,
Schalbouz-dagh, ".".'..[".

J.,

41 25 64 40 M

Bazarduzi, 41 10 65 20
1JJJ,

Dybrar, __ 40 55 j

66 20 '
6

>

e longitudes are reckoned from Ferro and the heights (:
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L> the mountains of the Little Caucasus,

40 35

:::::

Little Ararat, 39 40

fit the in- liu ranye northwest of the Osckten

Goitkh, [

feehekh,

p •
' n the Mis. Fi&cht and Schougousch,

' !>; ii the Afts. Schougousch and Elbruz,

Between the Alts. Kazbek and Teboulos-mtha,

Near Lake Goktschai, 40 10

Since the predominant trend northwest of the Elbruz is from
north-northwest to sinitIi-M»uth<'.-Lst, this portion of the Isthmus
range is composed of sever parallel to each
other. Between the Elbruz and the Kazbek, the intervention
w a northeast an 1 ie regularity to

disappear. In Daghestan, southeast of the Teboulos-mtha,
there are no regular lines of upheaval; the interior forces of
the earth havinu lirections, and thrown the

mountains into i
>

i ed masses. The same con-
tusion is found in is, though the general alti-

tude of the mountains is h -

Between the Schougousch -fains, the main
cnam of the fiarmaana twahpti+s an unbroken belt of perpetual

,tv, lVuuu me must remarkable glaeit
toward the peninsulas of Taman and Apscheron, the altitudes

p off to within a few hundred feet above the level of the sea.
*n the Little Caucasus there are also snow-covered summits,
out they are sea; i not present an unbroken
bett of snow like those of the principal range-

-the formation of the valleys is determined altogether by the
arrangement of the mountains. West of the Teboulos-mtha
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mountain there are longitudinal valleys, the most important of

which aie between the Elbruz and the Kazbek; the two valleys

of Swanethi on the upper parts of the rivers Ingur and Tzkhle-

nitz-Tskhale, the valley of Kadscha on the Rion, and gene-

rally those inhabited by the Ossethes in the midst of the main

chain. In Daghestan and the Little Caucasus, there is no reg-

ularity in their form or distribution.

The principal range is bounded on the north and south by

vast plains running parallel to the mountains, that is, north-

northwest and south-southeast. The northern plain merges

insensibly into the southern prairies of Russia, the southern

serve to separate the two Isthmus ranges.

By the north and south and north-northeast and south-south-

west upheavals they are almost equally partitioned. The plat-

eau north of the Elbruz forms, on the northern plain, an east-

ern division, along the valley of the river Terek, which belongs

to the basin of the Caspian sea, and a western division belong-

ing to the Black sea.

The southern plain is divided by the Karthlo-Imeritia moun-

tains into the valley of the Kur, in the Caspian basin, and into

that of the river Rion, in the Black sea basin.

These two plains mav be considered as the remains ol strain

which united the Black sea and the sea of Azoff to the U£

i very (

of level; for the surface of the Caspian is nearly 80 ieet w«g

the level of the Black sea, and the level of the latter musu*

looked for, some distance from the mouths of the rivers ie«

and Kouban. n fl5

The sedimentary formations of the Isthmus of tkeUuw
^

belong to the Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary periods. * ^
the exception of certain Tertiary beds, none of these stra

rich in fossils, but a sufficient number have been founa

tablish the fact that we here have representatives ot
«JJ3|

pean deposits indicated below. The Jurassic of the I

corresponds to that of Germany, and, as a consequence, in

the equivalents of the Oolite and Lias, both of which are w *
*

developed. The Wealden is wanting; the Cretaceous *J
belong to the epochs of the Neocomian, the greensana o & ^
and white chalk. The Tertiary strata may be reierre

^
Eocene, Miocene and Pliocene epochs, all of which are^
fossils. Among the igneous and metamorphic rocks are

gneiss, feldspathic porphyry, diabase, melapbyre, oasvh ^
trachyte, trachytic tufa, obsidian and phonolite. *^
should be added a group of metamorphic schists, viz., ^
talcose, and argillaceous. These latter are most aD"
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ntral part of the principal chain win

mountain chain, associate! with which arc pyr>>:

chytic rocks, which have heen the active agents in

of the metamorphic rocks.

On the southern slope, granite appears at on
chain of Karthlo-Imeritin, and here also ocenpi
position.

The pyroxenic rocks, as melaphyre, pyroxeni
basalt, and all the varieties of feldspathic porphyi

appearance in the different parts of the principal

- are not only the agents c

JB main chain, but they also form the most elev

between Fischt and Teboulos-mtha.
At the northwest of Fischt, in Daghestan, al

by sedimentary deposits i

ness, and such as hare --: In the south-
east portion of the 1 known under the name of
the mountains o\ I

.

lie rocks, diorite and syen-
ite, are found, 1 to I

imation of the
Little Caucasus would seem to have been trachytic rocks, such
as trachytic, trachyte tufa, obsidian, and phonolite. In the
western part of this chain, the rock and strata form great pla-

teaus, which are sometimes deeplv cut bv fissures, in which
the draining streams flow. There are also he)
term depressions, which are now occupied by
*n« of lakes. The most remarkable of the plateaus are those

J*
Wi and Alexandropol, which have an altitude of 4500

teet above the level of the I i Akhalkalaki
and Bajazette, which are 5000 to 609
The largest of the lakes to whi, !. T hav r-i rred are Topo-

^an^at an elevation of 5600, and Goktschai, 5925 feet The
atter is 70 kilometers 1< m i wide.
An the Little C rocks have not only con-

futed to form the plateaus, but compose inanv of the conical
s"mmits, as Mt. Ararat and Mr, Al iir z. Tl e trachytes are far
ess abundant in the main chain of the Caucasus, being there
llQiited to the axis of elevation on which Mt. Elbruz is situated.
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The sedimentary strata which covers the igneous and crys-

talline rocks, and which enter so largely into the composition of

the mountain chains of the Caucasian isthmus, helong to the

Jurassic and Cretaceous formation.

The Tertiary strata are spread over the plains hordering the

G-reat Caucasian chain, both on the north and south, the plains

traversed by the rivers Terek and Kuban on the north, the

Kion, Kur and Araxes on the south.

From the northwestern extremity of the main chain of the

Caucasus, as far east as Mt. Elbruz, the portion of the stratified

rocks is quite regular. They here lie in a series of parallel folds,

which have a northeasterly trend. It results from the regu-

larity in the position of the strata, that on going from the main

chain toward the north, each new element in the geological se-

ries represents a more recent, while on going south from the

axis, more and more ancient strata are successively passed over.

South and east of Mt. Elbruz, the relations of the different

strata become very complicated and obscure, from the intersec-

tion of various lines of elevation. In Daghestan and the Little

Caucasus, this irregularity in the position of the sedimentary

rocks is particularly marked. .

In the Tertiary deposits, the Eocene and Miocene beds ex-

hibit some of the undulations which characterize the underly-

ing rocks ; but the Pliocene and Arabo-Caspian deposits are

almost always quite horizontal. . .

,

The line of contact of the amphibolic and pyroxenic tockn

with the other igneous rocks, as well as with the sedimenrarj

str t is lmost always, throughout the Caucasus, marKeau.

the presence of metallic ores. As regards the number oimiu

eral deposits known and worked, the Little Caucasus should «*

given the first place. , 1U1
.

Argentiferous galena has been found in nearly all the m«

tainous portions of the Caucasian Isthmus. The inhaww

of these districts, warlike in character and devoted.
J

chase, have alwa<-- n. .-d- I 1- id with ui.i./h to form tneii

.

lets, and from this cause the veins of this mineralJ»*>

only been sought and discovered, but in many places toe* ^
been extensively worked. To obtain metallic leaa

"J^y,
ore, this latter is melted in small furnaces, in a very

the silver which it contains being neglected.
northern

The most important veins of lead are found on^ u
Elbraz

slope of the main chain of the Caucasus, between m..

andMt. Kazbi-k. in \\u- vull-vs of the rivers Ard ana

:k. ]

i pyrit

and Mt. Kazbek, in tin- 3 A1U a ~
niedby

tributaries of the Terek. Here the galena is accomw ^
blende, copper and iron pyrites, in veins cutting grams

,

etamorphic slates.
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The mountaineers have had knowledge of these veins for a
very long time, and have worked them somewhat, but in a very
primitive manner. Ten years since, these deposits were pur
chased by the Kussian government, for the purpose of intro-

ducing their improved methods of mining and reduction. Af-
ter some years spent in explorations, the mines were regularly
opened, and smelting works established, whirl) have, up to the
present time, produced about 1600 kilograms of silver, and
1,600,000 kilograms of lead. In the Little Caucasus there
are veins of argentiferous galena, which were worked in an-
cient times by the Greeks of Asia Minor, who were able not
only to obtain the lead, but also to separate the silver from it.

Since the commencement of the present century, these mines
have been entirely abandoned by the Greeks, probably from the

impossibility of following the veins to great depths, with their

imperfect system of mining.
Copper is also found in the Great Caucasus, but in much

the larger quantity in the mountains of the Little Caucasus.
For the most part, the ores of copper found there are sulphids
which occur in veins in erupted masses of diorite. Copper
has been mined on the Caucasus from the remotest antiquity.
The process employed, both of mining and heating the ores,

were of the simplest character, and suck as belong to the
nifancy of the art. The productions of the copper-bearing
districts is doubtless due to the richness and abundance of the
ore. The average richness is from 10 per cent to 15 per cent

cobalt have been found within the past two years. These
are not treated at home, but are exported to Saxony in large

quantities.

The ores of Iron, as specular ore, are found on the southern
slope of the principal chain of the Caucasus, on the upper
part of the valley of the river Rion, and also in great quantity
on the northern slope of the Little Caucasus. Ghenera
ores are found in veins which accompany erupted masses ot

They have been worked for ages in these two lo-

ut in a very rude manner. The iron is produced in

_ <; and in blooms that are snlw t ,,uently tar-

get worked in a kind of blacksmith's forge. Naturally, the

production of iron by this process would not suffice for the
supply of the country ; and the wants of the indispensable
™etal is mainly met by importations from the furnaces of the

Lrals. Only within the last five years, have properly built
and efficient iron works been established in the country under

consideration.

[To be continued.]
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Art. XX.

—

On some points in the Geology of Vermont; by

T. Stebby Hunt, F.B.S., of the Geological Survey of

(Read before the meeting of the American Association at Chicago, August, 1868.)

It is proposed in the present communication, to state some

facts with regard to the distribution of the paleozoic rocks of

western Vermont, but before doing so it will he well to recall

certain points in the geology of the province of Quebec. In this

province, to the southeast of the St. Lawrence, there is dis-

played a great series of rocks to which Sir William Logan has

given the name of the Quebec group. In the geology of Canada,

published in 1863, this group was divided into two parts, an

upper called the Sillery, and a lower the Levis formation, white

some black limestones and shales occurring at the base of the

latter were referred, doubtfully, to the Potsdam formation.

These have, however, since been found to be paleontologicaJiy

connected with the lower and fossiliferous parts of the Levb

formation, as seen in the section on the island of Orleans near

Quebec, the whole forming a natural division, which include

4680 feet at Phillipsburg with the addition of the lower liw

feet of the Orleans section, where the inferior measures ot tne

group, seen at Phillipsburg, are not brought into view. <

this portion of th- Oii.-l» r - ..ii|. it has been found convem

to restrict the name of the Levis formation, while the succeeu

ing part of what was at first called by that name, exten^
upward to the base of the Sillery, is distinguished as theljauzu

formation. .

er

The entire thickness of the Levis, so far as known,
,

w

6,000 feet, and that of the Sillery about 2,000, while the^
zon is extremi ing from a few hundred o

than 2,000 feet in thickness. . fmie#.
This middle division is characterized by two tont

j!
0IS si

sianand metalliferous rocks, one near its base, and tne o

^
its summit. The latter band, for convenience of de

J^
u

'

d is

been united with the succeeding division or format!o , ^
represented on the geological map as forming th

.

e
,

r

*l,. «#>-

Sillery. These two magnesian bands are of considera^

nomic importance, and contain interstratified
depositso^

iron and chrome ores, b !

tite, serpentine, diorite, chloritic and epidotic rocks, ^
with reddish and greenish shales and sandstones, a ^ t(1

of the upper divisions of the Quebec group is as
7f but the

an Obolella and two species of Lingula in the buiery?
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Levis division has yielded a great number of organic forms
which have been carefully studied by Mr. Billings and Prof.
James Hall. The latter has described not less than fifty-one
species of Graptolitideas, which are figured in the second de-
cade of Canadian Fossils, while most of the other species, in-
cluding twenty-*.';-! it brachiopods, forty-two gasteropods, twen-
ty cephalopoda, and seventy-four crustaceans, have been de-
srrihed by Mr. Billings. The whole number of species described
iip to this time from the Levis formation, is 21!> ; ..f th-
rive have been detected in the Chazy and ten in the Calciferous,
all the others being peculiar to the Quebec group, whose posi-
tion is thus, it would seem, clearly defined as intermediate be-
tween the Calciferous and Chazy formations; none of its nu-
merous species having been recognized in higher or lower rocks
than these. The chief localities of these fossils are at Point
Levis and Orleans island near the city of Qiiebt e, and at Phil-
lipsburg and Farnham near Missisquoi bfty; but many of the

• >:ic forms are met with at mum mus points between
these two regions, the graptolites of the division in particular

u recognized among the cupriferous diorites on the
Bfc Francis at Drummondville, and in the plumbaginous slates
near the outlet of Lake Memphramagog.
This group of rocks appears in the province of Quebec along

the southeast side of a great fault which has been traced from
tar below the City of Quebec to the line of Vermont on Missis-
qaoi Bay. By this dislocation it is raised up along side of
the rocks of the Trenton and Hudson river formations, and in
one place is brought in contact with the Medina formation.
These higher strata, which are in some cases inverted along

the line of fault, are often overlaid, and thus made to
pass beneath the Quebec group. A little to the south of the

tk
0V
D
UCe line this same fault brings no a still lower formation,

the Red Sandrock of Vermont. This has been traced continu-

:v to Shoreham, along the east

JWe of the line of fault, while to the west appear the over-
urned and overlaid strata of the various formations from the
Calciferous to the Hudson river formation inclusive. The line
°f fault is somewhat irregular, and where it has been affected
y subsequent denudation, evidences of great overlapping are

g^
n

'
the strata of the Hudson River formation, according to

H" William Logan, passing in some cases not less than a mile
oeneath the nearly horizontal layers of the Red Sandrock, which
hereby the earlic-r observers very naturally referred to the Me-
ina tormation, itself a red sandstone, and next in natural suc-
tion to the Hudson River formation in the New York series.m manner the strata of the Quebec group, whicb, in Can-
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ada, were found overlapping the Trenton limestone were re-

garded as belonging to the Hudson Eiver formation until the

study of their fossils led the way to a knowledge of their true

age and relations.

The late Dr. Emmons supposed the Red Sandrock to include

the Potsdam and Calciferous formations, though he at the same

time completely misunderstood, as will he shown, its strati-

graphical relations. Certain trilobites found in this formation

by Prof. Adams in 1847 were recognized by Prof. Hall as belong-

ing to the European genus Conocephalus, whose geological hor-

izon was then undetermined, but which was afterwards shown

to be a primoul'

1

1

- 1 \A 1 -d Mi Eillii > ^i 1861, to refer this

sandrock to the Potsdam formation. (This Journal, II, xxxii,

232.) Subsequently the Rev. Zadock Thompson discovered in

the slates of G g which were by Emmons de-

scribed as Paradoxides, but by Prof. Hall were recognized as a

new genus Olenellus, of which he described two species, 0. Ver-

montana and 0. Thompsoni. Notwithstanding its designation,

the Red Sandrock of Vermont consists in great part of a red

or mottled granular dolomite associated with beds of fucoidal

sandstone, conglomerate and slates.

This formation is well displayed in a section examined by

Sir William Logan in Swanton, about two miles south of the

boundary line between Quebec and Vermont, and described m

the Geology of Canada, page 281. The thickness of the series

here regarded as belonging to the Potsdam formation is vM
feet, intercalated in which, and about 500 feet from the base,

occur 130 feet of gray and bluish-black slates, containing

the two species bieed above, with Gonocepna-

lites, Obolella, Orthisina. &c. These slates have been trace*

southward to a ' same specie i

Olenellus occur in similar slates. The strata of the 1W
formation in Swanton pass to the ea
and thin-bedded limestones holding the characteristic *«
the Quebec group, and apparently°repr»^'ntin-- the "H"'.

1

tion of the Levis formation. The sup.-rp--i:i'»'-i •! f ,...;• -

seen at Herrick's Mills, besides other places. T
tion may be traced northward around the extremity ot tfi

^
dam rocks till it appears between these on the east, a

strata of the Trenton group on the west, forming a «jg
which becomes narrower and disappears to the southsam ^
the Potsdam comes directly up against the Trenton g1

" "^
little above this point, however, a section from I

eastward takes us from the Trenton across a ft

the Levis forn.: of a^sdam is

eastward by a second dislocation by which the r° l
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brought up against the Levis, and again pastes beneath it to

the east, as in the Swanton section. Bv the s.mnd upthrow, a

tonsrue of the Potsdam is carried northward a IN

ten miles in the midst of the Quebec group. The d.-tails of

thisstracture are fullv «rivt n in tlm map ai.d

region by Sir William iSgan, contained in tl

panying the Geology of Canada. It is to h-r
the lowermost beds"of the Levis formation v.-hi, -1,

westward between the Trenton and th-- Potsdam, do not appear
iilo!i^ tlie eastern limit of the latter, which is overlaid by b ds

MM^ing to the summit of the Levis, from which Sir William
Logan conjectures a want of conformity between th- two for-

mations. The unconformability, in this vicinity, of the over-

lying rocks with the Potsdam is also to be inferred from the en-

tire absence of the Calciferous from its place between the Pots-

dam and Levis formations in this locality, although in New-
foundland it appears in its proper position, and with a thick-

ness of no less than 2.700 ii-.-t. resting up..n more than 5,000
feet of rocks which are referred to the Potsdam group, and
overlaid by the Quebec group, which there appears fully devel-

oped.

It happens then from the facts already set forth, that the
Potsdam formation, which at its outcrop at the foot of the

Adirondacks and Lanrentides, includes only from 300 to 700
feet of sandstone, w miles to the eastward by
not less than 2,000 feet of I a and slates, and
moreover that < . etween the Calciferous and
Chazy formations, which are contiguous at their eastern out-
crop, there becomes intercalated within this short distance, a

Jj^s group, several thousand feet in thickness. Sir

Wiiham Logan explains these remarkable differences between
the two regions in the following manner. At the begin-
ning of the Silurian period, when the nucleus of the present
c"fitment was composed of ' Laurentian and Huronian rocks,
partlv rising into hills and in part forming a region of slight

^evation, there were deposited in th butp >r li

°8siliferous beds of the period. To this succeeded a depression
°'tbebedof the continent, upon the surface of which w. re then

; •^•--jVMly
}a j,| t |10 s }, a ][, nv water deposits, which are known

J?
-yw lorkas the Potsdam sandstone and the Calciferous

fcerized by a similar fauna

-
„.'" T:

*' ,lt bavin- very different lith d >gical character, were
rmed in the deeper waters which surrounded the continental

Pttteau, this being submerged and elevated at intervals, became

?
V

r

e aid with teds which represent onlv in a partial and unra-
^nipted manner, the great succession of strata that were being
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accumulated in the adjacent ocean, and which constitute to the

eastward, the rocks of Quebec and Vermont, and in the west

the great thickness of sediment contemporaneous with those

which form the metalliferous series of Lake Superior.

Already, at this early period, movements were going on in

the earth's crust, folding and dislocating the paleozoic sediments,

within what we may call the oceanic area, while those of the

continental plateau were at the same time left undisturbed.

This Sir William Logan explains by the resistance offered by

the solid continental gneiss. He says, " we may suppose that

if a sufficient lateral pressure were applied to strata thus accu-

mulated, and arranged, there would result a series of folds run-

ning in a direction at right angles to that of the force, wtt

prevailing overturn dips toward the line of resistance, lne

solid crystalline gneiss offering more resistance than the newer

strata, there resulted a break coinciding with the inclined plane

at the junction of these with the gneiss. The lower paleozoi

strata pushed up this slope would then raise and lecturer

formations above, and be ultimately made to overlap the porno

of those resting on the edge of the higher terrace, alter prowr

bly thrusting over to an inverted dip, the broken edge om»

upper formations. The shallow-water strata of the hjg

terrace relieved from the pressure by the
|

J™lk
>
™ „"^!

comparatively undisturbed, and thus the limit
.

o

^

em
?
edeep

lv modify the

degree, the whole senes of paralli

as one of the causes giving a dire-tion to the great;App

chain of mountains." (Geol. of Canada, p. 297.)

In further illustration of this view, I ^e to cwffl^

^

recent discovery which shows the progress ot trie cu ^
the continental to the oceanic area, and demonstrates! ^ of

point where the Potsdam had already assumed «* cm ^
the Red Sand! ^y all

ofthemembefl
R

New York series, „,, ,., t, ilu I- „ M^^toM*

tZ .late, cob**

who in AP^S
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of section passing from Crown Point in New York across the
head of Lake Champlain and through Bridport to Cornwall in
Vermont. Passing from the Laurentian across the various
members of the New York series, we reach the limestones of
the Trenton group of the east shore of the lake and then en-
counter the Chazy formation which is brought up along a gen-
tle anticlinal, and is succeeded by the Trenton, Utica, and Hud-

1 River formation all sloping gently to the eastward until

...3.
rock which is "here seen to overlap the Hudson Rive
dips eastward at a small angle and is overlaid by *

of limestone holding the charactej ilciferous,

hich, as determined by Mr. Billings, are Ophileta com-
planata, Bathyurus conicus, Asaphus canalis, and others too
obscure to be identified. These fossils were first discovered by
the Rev. Mr. Wing in Sudbury. At the summit of the forma-
tion, Mr. Billings was enabled to detect other obscure forms
which resemble those of the Levis formation, and seem to indi-
cate the first appearance of the Quebec group in its place be-
tween the Calciferous and Chazy formations. Next in ascend-

ace, occurs a mass of limestones not less than 2,000
feet in thickness, and probably representing both the Chazy and
the Trenton. From it the following Trenton species were ob-
tained by Mr. Billings in Sudbury: Stenoporafibrosa, Petraia

im, Olyptocrinus ramulosus, Ptilodictya acuta, Lep-
tena sericea, Strophomena alternata, Orthis testudinaria, 0.
pectinetta, Pleurotomat P. rotuloides and Tri-
nudeus concentricus.

To the east these limestones are cut off by a second disloca-
tion, which brings up the Levis formation, with its characteris-
tic fossils against the Trenton. A ravine marks the line of
jault, which has been followed for a distance of more than
twenty mi\es from the soufchern line of Sudbury northward to
vveybridge, where it joins the great western fault. To the
est of this line, fossils of the various divisions of the Trenton

group are found in numerous localities, and to the east, the
!£aractenstic forms of the Leyis format;onj among which Mr.

has detected Pleurotomaria Quebecensis, P. Missis-
Wot, Murchisonia Vesta, Ophileta bella, Maclurea matutina,

lo
P°ndersa, and Bathyurus Saffordi, besides which many

arge Orthoceiatites aie seen in sec timi Th. - t »iN ate found
* many localities in Sudbury, Cornwall, Middlebury, and

• The limestones are for the most part bluish, but
6 close]7 associated with the white marbles quarried in these
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localities. Thus at Brookville, Mr. Billings found Levis fossils

immediately above and below the white marbles, clearly showing

these beds of white crystalline limestone to belong to the lower

„„-*: f+u* r\„~-u~„ mu; c j.1— •
j

LforMay,this Journal for May, 1861, page 392, that these mar-

bles represent a great development of calcareous matter in the

Quebec group and are to be regarded as beds of chemically pre-

cipitated carbonate of lime, and not limestones of organic ori-

gin. Their great purity and crystalline texture depend upon

original conditions of deposition, and not upon any subsequent

alteration.

In this connection it may not be out of place to notice some

of the views of the late Dr. Emmons v hi. h 1 1\ e 1 it h h

suscitated, with certain modifications, by the Rev. J. B. Perry.

"
i to the Boston Society of Ni1 Society c

: December last. Dr. Emmons conceived the Eed Sandrock

to be the base of the Silurian svstem, and to rest upon an older

and unconformable series of rocks, to which he gave the name

of the Taconic system. His views, though rejected byaU Ameri-

can geologists, have bf.cn supported by '"Mr. Jules Marcou, who,

however, differs from Dr. Emmons in including the Red Sand-

rock in tli" Taconic svstem in which he is followed by flj

Perrv. For an exposition of the views of Dr. Emmons and

of Mr. Marcou's .-m-i ,us nuM-onception of them, the reader is

referred to this Journal, II, xxxii, 427, and xxxi i. 13j ^
According to Mr. Perry, the slaty rocks whii

east and west of the Bed Sandrock, belong to two oMj*J5
tions or divisions, which he describes as Lower and MuM

e

W
conic. In the latter he includes the Georgia slate with its

p^

mordial species and the Swanton slate considered to w

lower, with graptolites and Atom trilineatus Emmons,

he refers to the Lower T mestones ana t

glomerates of the Quebec group. This Middle Taconic is «»

up of three distinct series of black and brown shales, i

however, older than the Potsdam : , rr..,!^

1st. His Swanton slates. These are the Utica and i«

River formations whieh „•, ,1 is ti net ly overlapped b7
ttiei^

8 An excel

t
Swanton-
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Conocephalites Teucer Billings, cited by Mr. Perry as charac-
teristic of these supposed lower slates, is, according to Mr. B.,
common to the slates and to the associated Bed Sandrock.

3d. The black slates to the east of the Potsdam which
belong to the Levis formation, and afford its characteristic fos-
sils at various points all along their outcrop. We have seen
that the Levis formation with its graptolitic slates had been
at an early date confounded with the Utica and Hudson River
formations in Canada, and all of these have now been con-
founded with the Georgia slates to make up the Middle Taconie.
Finally, it remains to be said that this view consigns to a still

more remote period, the lower Taconie, the great mass of the
Quebec group which lies between the lines of fault already
alluded to and the Green mountains, including the white mar-
bles or Eolian limestones with their asvueiatecl fossils, the Or-
thoceratites, Maclureas and other fossils already named, which
no paleontologist would think of assigning to a horizon below
the Potsdam.
To sum up in a few words—all the evidence, paleontological

and stratigraphical, as yet brought forward, affords no proof of
the existence in Vermont of any strata (a small spur of Lauren-
tian excepted) lower than the Potsdam formation, which the
present advocates of the Taconie system regard as forming its

summit. The supposed more ancient Middle and Lower Taconie
clearly consists in part of Potsdam, in part of Utica and Hud-
son Biver, and in part of the Quebec group, which also consti-
tutes the Lower Taconie. To the upper portion of the Quebec
group, the Geological Survey of Canada have already referred
ne gneiss of the Green mountains, assigning to this chain a
synchnal structure, nor does there yet seem to be any reason to
believe otherwise.
That strata still older than the Potsdam of New York and

•

erm°nt were deposited in some portions of the oceanic area,

T
fp?

arent fr°m the existence in New Brunswick of the St.
jjonn's slates holding a primordial fauna older than the Pots-

i-

ai°' and it is not impossible that their equivalents may under-
•e the Potsdam formation of Vermont. No such rocks have,
owever, as yet, been detected either in Vermont or Canada, and

ro preserve the name of the Taconie system as the designation

f

a s

?f
es of rocks older than the Potsdam and lying uncon-

wmably beneath it, is simply to perpetuate an unfortunate
juistake which I believe Dr. Emmons, if now living, would, with

fir!A
ntolo

S'ical evidence at present before the world, be the
nrst to acknowledge.
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Art. XXI.—Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of

Yak College. No. XVII.—On Willemite and Tephroite ; by

William G. Mixter, Ph.B., Assistant in the Sheffield

Laboratory.

The willemite occurring in tlie well known franklinite and

zincite veins at Mine Hill and Stirling Hill in Sussex Co., New

Jersey, has been frequently analyzed; but the results obtained

by different chemists vary considerably.* This variation may

be explained in part by the fact that specimens taken from

near the surface are sometimes altered by the oxydation of the

manganese. This is especially true of many specimens of the

so-called troostite which on the exterior of the crystals are

blackened and quite opaque, while the interior is often a trans-

lucent to transparent Imrii-y-ycllow mineral. There is further-

more a great variation in color even of the unaltered mineral,

which is found shading from almost pure white to apple-green

through different tints of yellow and red.

Having recently visited the locality and obtained some re-

markably fresh and unaltered specimens, I have undertaken

their analyses with the following results on three different va-

I. Apple-green Willemite.—This variety is found in consid-

erable abundance on Mine Hill, but is apparently of not so fre-

quent occurrence at tie- St irlin- 11 ill mines. It has a toff

apple-green color, shading in s-.m.-iii-i me.-s aim <' int.'' -

Inmost specimens it is intimatelymixed with franklimte,m
ite and calcite, but the masses are often sufficiently larger

allow of its easy selection free from these minerals. floj>

culty was experienced in obtaining the green mineral pen J

pure for analysis. Specific gravity =416 (at 17° 0.) i^T
=5-5. A qualitative analysis indicated besides zinc ana a

^

a considerable portion of manganese and traces ot tf°

magnesia. The mineral r-a.liiv platinizes with acids ana

the separation of the silica in the usual manner, the qflan

u

tive separation of the iron was effected by precipitatm.

T, zncwasthro^

rate from the«^
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of zinc as ammonio-phosphate and weighed as pyrc-phosphate.
Great care was taken to ensure the complete separation of the
different bases and the purity of the different precipitates.
Two analyses gave:

—

Silica, 27*43 27-36 27'40 14-61 14-61
Zinc-oxyd, 66-83 66-83 13-19)

usoxyd, 5-69 5*78 5-73 1-29
f-

14-49
Ferrousoxyd,... 0-06 0-06 0-06 -01

)
Magnesia, trace trace trace
Ignition, .0-18 0-18 0'18

100*19 100*20

II. Honey-yellow Willemite.—This variety occurs in hexag-
onal crystals with rhombohedral terminations imbedded in the
highly crystalline and cleavable limestone as well as sometimes
intimately associated with the zincite and franklinite. The
specimen selected for analysis was translucent, almost trans-
parent, of a honey-yellow color, and formed the interior of a
crystal an inch or more in diameter, which exteriorly was of a
pale yellowish to flesh-red color. The mineral was entirely free
horn any traces of franklinite or zincite. Specific gravity =4-11.
Hardness=5-5. B.B. same as No. 1. Analyses conducted as
before described, gave

s;i ,
1. 2. Mean. Oxygen.

". Ca
> 27-75 28-09 27"92 14-89 14-89

/Jncoxyd, 58-05 57-62 57'83 11-42")

^anganousoxyd, 12-62 12-57 12*59 2'84 ( . ,

Qfl
Ferrous oxyd,___ -49 0-74 0'62 -14 \

U 8fl

Magnesia, V15 V12 ia4 .46 J
Action, .28 0-28 0-28

100-34 100-42 100-38

III. Ash-gray mineral.—This variety is found at the north
opening on Mine Hill. Some specimens show a distinct cleav-
age in one direction, while on others, little or no cleavage canw observed; and although the mineral was at first suspected

be tephroite, still the decision that it was this species was notW reached until it was analyzed. It occurs in large mases,
"ut contains disseminated through it, minute spangles of zinc-

"?\
Retimes giving it a reddish tinge and rendering it ex-

eeciingly difficult to select pure material for analysis. Specific
gravity=4* Hardness =55. B.B. the mineral is won

ar
* green and honey-yellow willemite, and instead of yielding

aminJk typographical error, the specific gravity of the magnesian tephroites ex-

Ma Journal, II, xxrii, 66),

2 97 and 2-87, instead of 3-97 and 3-87.—a. J. b.
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a white enamel, turns black and gives a black glass o:

Two analyses of the mineral selected with great care t

from the zincite yielded:

Silica, 29-42 29-46 29"44 15'70 1510

Zincoxvd,. 7 '36 7-36 7'36 1-45]

Manganousoxyd, 57-55 57'07 57"31 12-91

Ferrous oxyd,... 0-89 0-84 0'87 *19
^ M

Lime,.. 2*51 2-52 2-51 0'72

Magnesia, 2-49 2*51 2-50 l'OOJ

Ignition, 0-27 0-27 0-27

100-49 100-03 100-26

The method employed in the analyses was essentially the

same as in the other minerals, except that the lime was sepa-

rated from the filtrate from the sulphid of zinc as oxalate pnor

to the precipitation of the magnesia as phosphate.

The results of these analyses prove the three minerals to be

all true unisilicates. In I 'we have the oxygen ratios of bases

to silica as 14-49 : 14-61, in II, I486 : 1489. The green

willemite cuntains .v77 p, m-ni of manganous oxyd whilej

(liiTmn''^ vl'i'v mut'er'iaiiy' iron I the willemite of

•\iiM''-i<-ui . iiiini'V'il
'

Tl i as appears from

the analysis, is .'.mv, ,. L U .".
pin.'.'f.

'

ll U.n> *^"^
nrl'f 1 lit it was first thought that

ilvVniinviei: a portion of the man-

more careful examination ot ™

unifier shows that besides having

mritv it also contains dissemiatea

!,],;„,,.;.„ almost white,*;

blanee to a speeim
Prof. Breithauptb
it differed from this

ganese replaced by
specimen analyzed
zincite as a mechan
through it minute
ite, and it was not
analysis free from t

apt and whicn

alitv It°ccUrf

Vne any
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Art. XXII.—Notices of papers in Physiological Chemisty 7
No. I.—By George F. Barker, M.D.

1. On Hmmatoidiji.

Holm has published* the results of a research upon this
'.v, made in the laboratory of Professor ^tole|er in

Zurich. The investigation was undertaken for the pu
Jung more accurately M m .

\ \ B a
to settle the question of its identity with bilirubin. To this
end Holm 6

, both from gall-stones
and from human bile ; confirming minutely all the properties
previously assigned to it by Stadeler.
The haematoidin was obtained from several sources. Apo-

jlots in the brain were first used; but
obtained was small, permitting merely the feet of tl

color of the chloroform solution and its change to green on
e to light, to be noticed. The yellow masses from the

ovanes of the cow were taken for a final trial. These corpora
wtei contain hamiatoidin crystals, many of those figured by
*unke being from this source. When an ovary is divided
lengthwise, the most recent yellow b »di s, v ]<\ h iipp.-nr upon

1
f fh ore hi ns lai-ii veil iwish-i t n ( d protu-

are found to consist of a soft juicy mass, colored
hades of yellow, and crossed by radiating lines. The

oider bodies are cinnabar-red in color, dry, and granular. Well-
iormed crystals were rarely observed even with a magnifying

300 diameters
; though aggregations of short needles,

dna lrregala
ire noticed, which, especially in

^e younger 1, .dies, were mixed with yellow fat. Nitric acid

g nitric peroxyd tinged the mass greenish-blue, tran-

Both chloroform and carbonic disulphid may be used for the
of ha3matoidin, since both yield it crystallized,

ioims process of preparation was as follows: All the red and
JTO bodies were cut from the ovary with scissors, freed as

to a fi

J a " 1^'^ible from the surrounding tissues, and rubbed

ait ??lpwitl1 pound (1 -lass; this on lp was then placed in

bein ^ cnlor°fomi, and allowed to stand for several days,

sohr«
^^^y agitated. Upon filtration, a deep gold-yellow

aw«^8 obtained, which on spontaneous evaporation, left

soW * yellowish-red fatty mass. The fat was evidently a

<wX t! '

" it( ™8 not until after some
3 ™at crystallization began. As it proceeded, the fat gave

M- Jour. Sci.- -SsPT.,186a
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rly colorless fat drops,
r beautifully defined haematoidin crystal,

formation "
'

pe with a
]

cute three-s

ed. Generally,

If the formation of these crystals be watched under the

microscope with a power of 150 diameters, they will first be

tneir oases, tnus giving the rhombic table, so characteristic oi

haematoidin. Sometimes there is an indentation at the obtuse

angle of the rhomb, into which other pairs of twins may grow

producing tour pointed stars. And these, by the filling in of

their reentering angles, pass into square tables, which increase

in thickness and resemble cubes. The obtuse angle of the

rhomb too, is often rounded.
Haematoidin is one of the most beautiful substances known

to organic chemistry, resembling murexid very closely, ty

reflected light, perfect crystals show a magnificent canthandes-

green color and a metallic luster ; by transmitted light they

appear red. If not too thick, the crystals, as viewed under me

microscope, seem to be a pure magenta red ;
and a number oi

crystals irregularly aggregated together show a rich blue or

The .'mmlrt.' purification of these crystals from the adhering

chole.st.rin and fat, is exceedingly difficult. After removing

the greater part of tin: tinid (at l>v agitation with absoiu

alcohol, a tenacious fatty mass was left which dissolved only w

ether. As the haematoidin is also soluble in this menstxuuj

a great loss was experienced in this process, the quanuj

obtained being insufficient even for an elementary anwj8^ ,

second portion not quite free from fat, was recovered iron.

etherial solution. This was used for the detection of iron, uj

incinerating it on platinum foil. A gray speck remained, w

on being dissolved in chlorhydric acid, gave a slight gn*
,

tint on the addition of potassic fcrrocyanid. On acC°u"

in
,

the small quantity of substance used, and also of its not ^
perfectly pure, Holm is unwilling to decide upon the pre

of iron in haematoidin
tbe

After treatment with ether, the crystals have no long
.

brilliant cautharides-green luster, their surfaces 1*%"*
fcy.^solyent. They now resemble freshly prepared<^
acid. Moistened while in the field of the microscope,

nitric acid containing nitric peroxyd, a bright but trau

blue color is developed
Haematoidin is 5

loroform, g^
^,\1 with a na»»v .,..iuily.«nlul.l" in chloroiomj,

s^-yellow solution; and in , l,,„i di-ulphid with .1

red color, or orange if gp soluble inaw
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ether, not at all in absolute alcohol and water, nor in ammonia,
sodic hydrate, dilute mineral acids (non-oxydizing) or dilute

acetic acid.

From a close comparison of haematoidin with, bilirubin, Holm
concludes :—That these bodies have not only different forms
and colors, but also essentially different chemical properties.

While bilirubin possesses the properties of a weak acid and
combines with bases, haematoidin is quite an indifferent body.
Bilirubin dissolves in carbonic disulphid with a gold-yellow,

.

haematoidin with a flame-red color (orange, if greatly diluted).

Bilirubin is insoluble in ether, haematoidin is easily soluble.

If a bilirubin solution in chloroform be shaken with ammonia,
the bilirubin is completely removed from the chloroform, which
becomes colorless, while the alkaline solution becomes yellow

;

hasmatojdin on the other hand, is not removed from chloroform
by alkaline solutions. Indeed these bodies may thus be perfectly

separated. Bilirubin shows in solutions containing alcohol,
even when only the smallest traces are present, upon adding
nitric acid containing nitric peroxyd, a magnificent play of
colors, green, blue, violet, red and yellow, while a similar solu-
tion of haematoidin is simply decolorized.

2. On the coloring matter of the yolk of eggs.

Stadeler* has made some experiments with the coloring
matter of the yolk of the egg, in order to make a comparison
between it and the bile pigment, to which it had been compared
by Chevreul.

If the fresh yolk be agitated with ether, the coloring matter
and the fat are dissolved, and the solution leaves upon evapo-
ration a yellow fatty mass, which gives a dirty bluish-green
color when mixed with nitric acid containing nitric peroxyd,
or with a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid. If this
egg-oil be heated with a five per cent solution of sodic hydrate

g saponify the fat, an unpleasant odor like that of fish livers,

*8 developed
; and upon agitating the saponified mass with

etfler, it is deprived of all its coloring matter. This behavior
proves the absence of bile-pigment, since the compound of bili-
rubin with sodium, is insoluble in ether. By evaporation, the
etnenal extract leaves a deep gold-yellow difficultly saponifiable
««, which by the he cholesterin, solidifies to

siirn

te
-

r~like mass
-

This fkt
>
rich in Pigmeilt j

possesses great
-nnuarity with the fat containing haematoidin, obtained from
jne

>

ovaries. Nitric acid, when colored, develops a pure blue
"nt

> which is transient. Ether and chloroform dissolve it to a

Si

T

3Tllow. s°lution ; this, mixed with alcohol and treated with
10red nitric acid, is simply decolorized, affording no play of
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colors. With carbonic disulphid an orange-red solution is

obtained. And finally, alkalies do not remove the pigment from

its solution in chloroform.

From these results, Stiideler concludes that the coloring

matter of the yolk of the egg is either haematoidin itself, or 8

body very similar to it in properties.

of the Supra-renal car^ '

-.

Holm has also published* the results of a new examination

of the supra-renal glands. These organs were collected fresh

from the slaughter-house, and, when freed carefully from ad-

hering fat, weighed 650 grams. They were rubbed to a fine

pulp with glass-powder, mixed with twice their volume of strong

alcohol, digested at a gentle heat, pressed out and filtered, the

alcohol distilled off, and the remaining fluid precipitated mtt

neutral plumbic acetate. This lead precipitate was not farther

examined. The color of the filtered fluid was brownish-yellow,

and the edge of the filter in contact with the air acquired

I

violet tint. The fluid was now precipitated with basic plumrac

acetate, and allowed to stand 12 hours. The precipitate was

then collected, and the filtrate treated with cupnc acetate anu

heated to boiling, by which a second precipitate was
i

iormrc,

mixed with a considerable quantity of red cuprous oxya. w
copper precipitate being separated by filtration, leltapurp

colored fluid.
,

tyD

In order to extract completely the uric acid arid the xair

existing in the tissue, the pulpy mass left from the above

^

ment with alcohol, was digested with water at 50 ^.
,
* ^

liquid thus obtained was treated successively with neutr ^
with basic plumbic acetate, and with cupnc acetate,

unite(i

basic lead precipitate and the copper precipitate were

with the similar precipitates obtained in the first
process,

examined together. •.
aCid

(1.) Basic lead precipitate.— This contained no un _
but afforded a considerable quantity of inos^?.;^oH>re-

easily recognized by its sweet taste, easy solu

cipitability by amnionic carbonate, crystalline form, and**

ior with nitric acid, calcic c!ib>ri.l, ami ammonia.
but

(2.) Copperpr^t, ,. This „ * free ^"fflfi
contained considerubb- hv,,.xant bin, cu^ly &olTe

Jl\^
chlorhydrieaci »r 'i-u a salt crystal^

in needles,,!. '^*&2£p
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coming citron-yellow on stronger heating, and giving a splendid
purple color on moistening with sodic hydrate.

(3.) Filtrate.—As already mentioned, the filtrate had a dinoy
purple tint. It was treated with sulphydric acid, the i

sulphids were removed and it was then evaporated on the water-
bath. During this process, the pigment separated as a violet
pellicle. The fluid Altered from this, afforded bv farther treat-
in nt, taurin; and bi side this, a few small rounded masses were

"l : !"-'••!.' examination, whu-h m \ have been
hat these glands, observed during

Bnght's disease afforded him this substance. On the other
hand, however, Seligsohn affirms that the supra-renal capsules
contain no leucin, while Virchow asserts that they contain it
in large amount.
The violet pigment which separated during the evaporation

of the filtrate, was found to be insoluble in alcohol, ether,
chloroform, carbonic disulphid, and benzol. Alkalies took up
only a trace of it, perhaps only an impurity, the filtrate being
yellow, and the undissolved pigment remaining unchanged in
color. Water was found to dissolve it readily when acidulate I

with any mineral acid; it was also dissolved bv moderately di-
lute acetic acid, on boiling. These acid solutions were yellow;
and from them the entire coloring matter separated again in
^olet flocks or the addition of ammonia. This pigment ap-

refore, to be a weak base. Unfortunately, the quanti-
d was too small to allow of a more thorough exam-

ination; a fact which Holm regrets, inasmuch as this coloring
matter as he suggests, appears to be the pigment which pro-
duces the peculiar bronzing of the skin, which is chain
of Addison's disease.
Arnold has stated that the coloring matter of the supra-renal

th
P
t

U

+h
1S PreciPitable by plumbic acetate. Holm maintains

a there is but one chromogen in these glands, which is not
le by the lead salt, and which passes into the pigment

lL°Y i

on
- He supports this view by the fact that the yel-

anS
•

oh°lic extract, which becomes red in contact with lightw air, affords, after precipitation with plumbic acetate, in con-

eve

,Il(\0f the fartner absorption of oxygen, a violet color,
n m the presence of free acids. The complete conversion,
wever, of the chromogen into pigment takes place only when

•T 8oi^on is boiled with cupric acetate; the cupric oxyd giv-

§ up a part of its oxygen and becoming cuprous oxyd.

. On the re

eludes an e

trioxethyh

eintz concludes an exceedingly interesting paper upon the
impounds of f-*

—

**- »-

. Pharm., cxl, 264, Dec, 1866.
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paring the constitution of its amids with that of urea. Having

shown that the formula of cthvlic trioxethylenamate* (triglv-

colamic ether) is ((€ 2H 2e)eEt)' 3N J
it follows that trioxethyl-

enammonamid (triglycolammonamid) prepared from it by the

action of ammonia, is simply ((€ 2H 20)H2 N)' 3
N; being am-

monia in which the three atoms of hydrogen are replaced hj

oxethylenammonium, ((€2H20)H2N)'?
a monad radical. This

amid is a monacid hase; though it contains four nitrogen atoms

which are not directly united to oxygen, hut are saturated odIt

by bonds of hydrogen or other radicals ; from which we might

expect it to be tetracid.

It is a well known fact, however, that when the hydrogen in

ammonia or ammonia-like bodies, is replaced by negative or

oxygenated radicals, the resulting compounds are either not at

all basic, or are only feebly so; indeed, this fact characterizes

the class of substances termed amids. Trioxethylenamic (to-

glycolamic) acid for example, can unite together no more acid

molecules when converted into an amid than it could before.

But, while the compounds formed by the acid its* If with
J

acids, are very feeble, none of them existing in the solid form,

when the hydryl atoms of the acid are replaced by armdogea

atoms, thus forming the amid, the basic power is raised in in-

tensity and the new compound yields well crystallized sub-

stances with acids. Wl.ib- t!un-toiv, no more acid molecw

can be held after tl,»- inirwdm -tim. of nitrogen atoms than be-

fore, yet the same number arc now ln-ld more firmly.

There is a larg, d.tss of l„„li,s whioh contain moremg
atoms than is equal to the number of monobasic acid moiecj

with which the substance can unite. These bodies are w

ureas; and, though they contain two nitrogen atoms 1

1

molecule, they are all monacid. They all contain, too, an
^

genated radical. The composition of these bodies
i

m*.

easily brought into c

* (€2H4 ) being the positive bivalent radical ethylene, ^"f*?^
corresponding to it is (<'

a FI
2 *>) ", oxethylene (formerly glycol ;

«

ethylenio (glycollic) acid is (f'< a ll 2
f*)

j
£{[,

oxethylenamic(gly«>
laIDlc)8C

(€2HaO) |
**j and tri-oxethylenamie (tn-glycolamic) acid is
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In the first place, then, the formula should indicate the mon-

acid character of urea; hence, it may be written N < LT
jj y

C ((<30)HaX)'

a formula recommended by its simplicity; or N-j H

In both cases, ammonium radicals replace the hydrogen of am-
monia. Which of these formulas is the more correct?

The ureas are distinguished: 1st, by their composition; being

ammonia, in which carbonyl (€0) a bivalent negative radical,

has replaced hydrogen; and 2nd, by their monacid character.

Under this definition are included the compound ureas also,

formed from ordinary urea precisely as ethylamine, etc., are

formed from ammonia. Heintz proposes to extend this defini-

tion, and to call any ammonia-like body which contains a biva-

lent acid radical and which is monacid, a urea._ Such a com-
pound for example, containing not carbonyl, it is true, but the

bivalent acid radical oxethylene (€ 2H2^) 7
would be formed by

treating ethylic oxethylenamate (glycolamate), with ammonia.

It would be monacid, and, if urea be written N j kjjf v, would

beN {(N^
2)^'*- li stands in tlie same relation t0 triox_

ethylenammonamid which oxethylenamic acid (glycolamic acid

or glycocoll) does to trioxethylenamic (triglyeolamic) acid. But
it has already been proved above, that in this tertiary amid,

the negative radical replaces hydrogen which is contained with-

in the ammonium group; and hence that its formula is

XT (
((e 2H 20)II 2N)'N

] (€2H 2 eH,N)'. Of course then, the formula of the prim-

( ((<32h 2o)h;n)'
€ 2H 2

0)HaN)
r

_~„j therefore, urea is analogous to this pri-

mary amid, both in composition and formation, (being produced

»7 the action of ammonia upon urethane (ethylic carbamate)),

C ((€0)HaN)'
t follows that the formula of urea is NJH ;

and

that this body is carbammonamid, the amid of carbamic acid,

Wisely as oxeth
*

[ (glycocoll).



G. J. Brush on Sussexite.

Art. XXIII.- i the Sheffield Laboratory of

Yale College. No. XVIII —On Sussexite* a new borate

from Mine Hill, Franklin Furnace, Sussex Co., New Jersey;

by George J. Brush.

In examining a specimen' of a fibrous mineral, obtain

Mine Hill last year, I found that it was a fibrous silic it.- :

zinc, and being desirous of further investigating the i mi

requested my assistant, Mr. Wm. G. Mixter, on his mviu v.-.:

to the locality, to obtain as much of the fibrous substana H Pj
-

sible, so that a in might be made of it. Mr.

Mixter was fortunate in obtaining one specimen of what we at

first sight took to be the fibrous silicate, but on examina-

tion of its pyn >

i r proved to be a new mineral,

a hydrous fusible borate, reacting strongly with the fluxes

for manganese. This interesting discovery led me at once to

revisit the locality, and I there succeeded in obtaining enougii

of the new mineral to give the following characters. « i

found in the franklinite vein at the opening on the north end 01

Mine Hill, ass.

«

• willemite, tepn-

roite, calcite and what appears to be a double car?°°at

d

e

ded
manganese and magnesia occurring implanted on, or imbe .

in, the fibrous mineral in minute hemispherical forms
,

»

also associated with it a black hydrate of manganese, apjw

entlythe speci.-s minimi: . am la pale pink carbona

*

e *

is probably rhodochrosite. The black manganite and.the aou

carbonate have the appearance of being products ot tne .

ation of the borate, since where associated with these ™e

seems exceedingly friable and evidently in process ot aecu i

sition. .
j.

-

t
The pure mineral is whitish with a tinge of yeUo*°*£2i

translucent on the edges and in thin fragments, and po
-

_

a silky to pearly luster. The structure is fibrous,
somen

asbestiform, although in other specimens it seems to ^
much more readily in one direction than in a direction ^
angles to this, yielding flat fibrous fragments, ine ^
occurs m seams in calcite, sometimes with the nD

f\ lleito

transversely, and in other specimens quite long a?" ?*
icite,

the seam. The hardness is slightly above 3, scratching^

but not aragonite. Specific gravity=3'42. . ,j ylr
On heating in the closed tube the mineral darken « B .

m color and yields water which reacts neutral to xe8 ^^th
but if turmeric paper is moistened with this water,

^
JotrSf

di

T4°0

Ver7
°
f tW3 miQ6ral WaS aQn0UnCed lD ^ JUl7 nmDbef
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a drop of dilute chlorhydric acid and afterwards dried, it as-

sumes the red color, characteristic of boric acid, and thus shows
that at least a trace of this acid is driven off with the water.
In the forceps the mineral fuses in the flame of a candle (F.=2)
and B.B. in 0. F. yields a black crystalline mass and colors
the flame intensely yellowish-green. With borax and salt of
phosphorus gives a deep amethystine bead in 0. F., which in
K. F., becomes colorless and transparent. With soda yields a
green manganate.

It is readily dissolved in chlorhydric acid, and most specimens
thus treated give off a minute quantity of chlorine, showing
traces of a slight alteration of the protoxyd of i

• uigueroxya. un evaporation to dryness and resolution in
acid, minute imponderable traces of silica were found. Qual-
itative analysis proved the presence of boric acid, manganese,
magnesia, and war, r, with .pj.-.timuible traces of zinc and soda.
A fragment of the mineral moistened with sulphuric acid and
held m the flame of an ordinary Bunsen burner gave, when ob-
served through the spectroscope, the characteristic spectrum of

The exceedingly simple composition of the mineral rendered
the quantitative determination of the bases comparatively easy.
lhe mineral being dissolved in chlorhydric acid, the excess of
acm was driven off and the manganese was thrown down by
wouune in the presence of an excess of acetate oT soda as
ayorated sesquioxyd; this was re-dissolved and precipitated
as ammonio-phosphate and weighed as pyrophosphate.* The
magnesia was separated from the filtrate from the oxyd of man-

tirTf •

^ftei
** Was first ascertained tnat tms s°mtion wa

!
en~

ie
y free from manganese) as ammonio-phosphate and estima-

Z as Pyro-phosphate. The water was determined by igniting
"e powdered mineral in a glass tube closed at one end, about 10

rv!
eS
i
nlenStnw ninch. The length of the

u
e e

f
e?*ed a complete condensation of the water, which was

2°*w T the interior five or 8ix incnes from the °Pen end
'

suffp a
and contents on beinS weighed proved to have

tv
a loss of less than one mil%ram by tbe ignitlon -

vacu
ater Was tlien dried out at the ordinaiT temperature m

W° °^f
cnlorid of calcium. To make entirely sure that no

mine
a

1

C1Vent off with the water, I ignited a portion of the

five I-
Wnich had previously been thoroughly mixed with about

wi+i,
i

8 its weight of calcined magnesia and then covered
i iayer of pure magnesia. The results of this experiment
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confirmed the water determination made by the above n
The boric acid was determined by Stromeyer's method a

fluoric! of potassium. The results of the analyses are:-

The analysis shows a loss of 1-39 pr. ct. doubtless due chiefly

to the imperfections of the method employed for determining

the boric acid. Calculating the loss as boric acid, the total

amount of the acid is 33-28 pr. ct. and the oxygen ratio for B,

& and B is 22-82 : 15-85 : 8'53 or 3 : 2-08 : 112. The ratio

3:2:1, although not according precisely with the analyses, is

nevertheless probably the true ratio. It requires a change of

but a few tenths of a per cent of water to make this ratio. In

fact, in what appeared to be a fresher and less altered specimen

than that above analyzed, I obtained but 8-93 pr. ct. of water,

which would change the amount of boric acid calculated as loss

to 33-94 pr. ct. Correcting the oxygen to correspond to these,

we have for B, fi, £, 23-27 : 15-85 : 794, or almost exactly

3 2 : 1, or considering the water basic, a ratio of 1 : 1,
™$

bringing out a most interesting relation between this speaies

and native boric acid which has the formula fl
3B. Sussexite

may be regarded an analogous compound in which |
of the

water is replaced by manganese and magnesia, and we may

write for its formula (^n, Mg)+ifl)*B, or if the water he no

considered basic it maybe represented by (3m, Mg^B+H., »
former I believe to be the correct view of the composition oi

the mineral.

In some of its physical and chemical characters sussexite re-

sembles the mineral Szaibelyite from southern Hungary. »
mineral is found imbedded in limestone in needh -lik o P «

has a hardness of over 3, a density of 3, and is a hydrous bora*

of magnesia. One variety analyzed by Stromeyer gave the oxy

gen ratio of B,%a, 17 : 141 : 4, or of acid to bases include

water of 17 : 18-1, or nearly 1 : 1, requiring but a slight chan|

in the determination of water to make this also a mineral an*

r£T ? ^yS ?*™ to boric acid, with which indeed it *

ieady classed by Prof. Dana in the recent edition of h* *»
era ogy.v Another member of the group is

Hydroborac *,

hydrous borate of magnesia and lime with the oxygen rW
a

«r •

:

V \ ' Sussexite is at p«*»

'

rare mineral, but as it occurs in a vein which is
extensive*)

* Dana's Mineralogy, 5th ed., p. 593.
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mined, there is every reason to hope that it may become more

abundant. Its pyrognostic properties are so very characteristic

that it may readily be distinguished from any other mineral

which it resembles in physical characters. In addition to

fibrous willemite, I have also found chrysotile in fine fibers im-

bedded in the calcite of Mine Hill; it, however, requires but

little familiarity with sussexite to distinguish it at a glance

from these species.

New Haven, July 18th, 1868.

Art. XXIV.—On an easy and very effective mode oj showing

the vibrations in Chladni plates, &c, to a large class, by the

use of a calcium or electric lantern; by Jesse S. Cheyney,
A.M.

The lantern is constructed as usual, except that the conden-

sers project some distance in front of the box, which must not

be too broad; and the object-glasses are elevated upon a brass

stand on the end of a sliding bar two and a half inches wide,

which slides smoothly and lio-htly in a groove cut for it under

the bottom of the lantern, and can be clamped in any position

quired. In my earlier experiments, I used a somewhat dif-

ferent arrangement of the object glasses, but the plan above,

which is a modification of one devised by Prof. Albert E. Leeds,

of this city, works most satisfactorily.
The lantern thus constructed, is mounted like the telescope

of a theodolite, on an axis turning in a pair of vertical posts,

*h rise out of a circular disc of wood 22 inches in diameter.

*his disc is fastened loosely at its center, by a bolt with a screw,

w the top of the operating table, and thus can be turned com-
pletely round in a horizontal plane, and clamped by the screw

where required.
On one end of the axis of the lantern, and outside of the

upright post is a circle of brass 8 inches in diameter, by which
t&e lantern can be clamped at any angle of elevation or depression

°y screws set in a pair of brass clamps on the post.
A " square prism," (made either solid of glass or hollow of

brass with glass sides and filled with bisulphid of carbon) is

Runted so that it can be slipped into the front of the object-

giass-mounting and turned upon an axis as usual.

I1 ) To show the vibrations in Chladni plates, a narrow clamp,

^rrying suitable glass plates, is screwed to the upper part of the

trout of the lantern, so that the center of the plate is directly

i condensers. The lantern is now turned
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on its axis until the front is horizontal and the " square prism"

slipped into the front of the objective, so that the light is re-

flected upon the screen. The plate is then foeussed, sprinkled

with sand, and touched as usual with the how.

The sudden appearance of the nodal lines is very beautiful

Any figures which can be formed on glass plates can thus be

shown with great ease to the largest audience.

The retarding influence of a solution of gum on the sand

can he shown in action, and the curves studied in detail.

(2.) " The Magnetic Phantom " can also he most success-

fully shown in the same way, employing a plate coated with al-

bumen to prevent the filings sliding too much in a body. Nu-

merous other similar experiments, which will occur to every op-

erator, can be readily and beautifully performed.

(3.) The waves produced by striking the surface of mercury

in a suitable dish, the colors of thin plates obtained from the

action of oils upon water, &c, can be readily shown by depress-

ing the front of the lantern, without the object-glasses, and

receiving the light reflected from the dish of fluid upon a

proper focussing glass and thus upon the screen.

; (4.) In spectrum analysis, the arrangement gives great ta-

cility, especially by mounting the prism-box described "J'*-?-

Cooke, Jr.,* so as to slide into the front of the object tube.

To keep the edge of the prisms parallel to the slit, a notch

cut in the front of the object tube and a corresponding projec-

tion screwed into the sliding end of the prism-box.

(5.) The arrangement proposed has the advantage of a»j

plicity, and gives the greatest facility in the use of the lame

for ordinary purposes as well as in the class of expenme

described. ,•

Of course the condensers should not be subjected to the vern-

cal current of hot air from the lime or electric light unt11

»J
have been thoroughly warmed. With this precaution tnere

I would remark, in conclusion, that this mode of momriig

the lantern was devised in the spring, and effected, m a

essential features, in the autumn of 1867; and has been -
with great satisfaction in results ever since.

Frankford, Philad., Pa.. June 2S iSfiS
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Alt. XXV.—On new specimens of Eozoon Canadense, loitli a
T(}>h) to the objections of Professors King and Rotvney ; by
J. \V. Dawson, LL.D., and notes by W. B. Carpenter; M.D.
Illustrated by two plates.

'This paper, published in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological
v

;• ;y tor August, 1807, is preceded by an article by Sir Win. E.

Logan, from which the following extracts are made byway of

l—Eds.
a •• most important of these specimens was met with last sum-

*Vy .Mr. G. H. Vennor, one of the assistants on the Canadian
''

• _i'-:il Survey, in the township of Tudor and county of llast-

'-;. Ontario, about forty-five miles inland from the north shore ofW Ontario, west of Kingston. It occuiTed on the surface of a
layer, three inches thick, of dark gray micaceous limestone or

;

iWliixt, near the middle of a -Teat zone of similar rock, which
;
-

;

'

;
"«-.;tratitied with beds of ,ite,gray close

-raim-l siliceous limestone, white coarsely granular limestone, and
bands of dark bluish compact limestone and black pyritiferous

slates, to the whole of which Mr. Vennor skives a thickness of 1,000

fc Beneath this zone arc •_ dtes, hluish and
-ravish mica-slate-, with conglomerates, diorites, and beds of mag-
netite, a red orthoclase gneiss lying at the base. The whole series,

numerous folds than have hitherto been detected, may hereafter
*nder necessary a considerable reduction.

inese measures appear to be arranged in the form of a trough,
«>the eastward of which, and probably beneath them, there are
rocks resembling those of Grenville, from which the former differ

considerably in lithological character : ii 1- tin refore supposed that
<* Hastings series may be somewhat higher in horizon than that

grenville. Fro
^ous limestone, which has been particularly alluded to, runs to

Lt

e

|fyard on one side oi the trough, in a nearly vertical position

: ..;
' '" >r, and on the other side to the northward, through the

:.
^'1' <»f Madof into that of Tu lor, paitiallv and uncontorm-

..'•/•H-rlaid in several places bv horizontal beds of Lower Silu-

,]; i
lmestone, bur _, from a diminution of the

.
•

"
'

'm a breadth of half a mile to one of four miles. Vv here it

;\^:va,ls out ;n Tudor it becomes suddenly interrupted tor a

* !
'

:

:

: '' " part of its breadth by an isolated mass of anorthosite

in, and supposed

t j. at t

°
v
nS tothennconfonnai • tbus showing

::,
Xli{

-\ -peeiinens of // hood, like those

tian , . y disco - : long^to the Lower Lauren-
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The Tudor limestone is comparatively unaltered ; and in the
specimen ohtained from it, the general form or skeleton of the
fossil (consisting of white carbonate of lime) is imbedded in the
limestone, without the presence of serpentine or other silicate, the
color of the skeleton contrasting strongly with that of the rock.
It does not sink deep into the rock, the form having probably been
loose and much abraded on what is now the under part, before
being entombed. * * *
In Dr. Dawson's paper mention is made of specimens from

VY entworth, and others from Long Lake. In both of these local-

ities the rock yielding them belongs to the Grenville band, which
ls t -";;

' PlK-vmo.M ufth. thne -ivat bands of limestone hitherto

described as mterstratified in the Lower Laurentian series. That
at Long Lake, situated about twenty-five miles north of C6te St
.Pierre in the Petite Nation Seigniory, where the best ofthe previous

specimens were
, ni;i ,

,f the limestone there;

and like it the Long Lake n el i- <>f a sorpentinous character. The

locality m Wentworth occur- on Lake Louisa, about sixteen miles

north of east from that of 1

1

miens, from which

Lote St. Pierre is about the same distance north of west, the lines

measuring these distances running across several important undu-

lations in the Grenville band in both directions. The Wentworth
specimens are imbedded in a portion of the Grenville band, which

appears to have escaped any great alteration, and is free from ser-

pentine, though a mixture of serpentine with white crystalline

limestone occurs in the band within a mile of the spot. From this

gray limestone, which has somewhat the aspect of a conglomerate,

specimens have been obtained resembling some of the figures given

by Giimbel in his illustrations of the forms met with by him in the

Laurentian rocks of Bavaria. * * *
It was the general form on weathered surfaces, and its strong

resemblance to S/r ,.,
f

, , u!i ,,, {]v< aUrMUi\ my atn-nn-
:.

to Hozoon; and the persist* nee of it in two distinct miner k py-

roxene and loganite, emboldened me, in 1857, to place before the

meeting of the '

!
,
1 for the Advancement 01

Science specimens of it as probably a Laurentian fossil. * *

rJy •

f
°;[owlnS is from a of the Laurentian

rocks in the county of Hastings, Ontario, by Mr. H. G. Vennor.

i|»^^^ *

thSkn
6 *1

°f ^V^

'

'sometimes vSy^nfl

SSHWSK5 "LK3
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or three feet. Gold occurs in it at the village of Madoc, associated

. argentiferous tetrahedrite and in irregular veins with bitter-spar,

quartz, ana caroonaceous matter.

about sixty feet of yellowish-white dolomite «)«

7. Bluish and grayish' mi d ified with layers of gneiss,

and occasionally holding crystals of magnetite 500
-

< i^ M micaceous quartzites, banded gray and white, with a few

9. Gray micaceous limi »1 iried below

with occasional layers of diorite, and layers of a rusty-weathering gneiss 1,000

li.;- division in Tudor is traversed by numerous N.W. and S.K. vi ins.

holding galena in a gan • The Eozoon from Tador,

- obtained from about the middle of this calcareous di-

vision, which appears to form the summit of the Hastings series.

Total thickness 21,130]

I. SPECIMEN OP EOZOON PROM TUDOR, ONTARIO.

This very interesting specimen, submitted to me for exam-

ination by Sir W. E. Logan, is, in my opinion, of great im-

portance, as furnishing a conclusive answer to all those objec-

tions to the organic nature of Eozoon which have been founded
on comparisons of its structures with the forms of fibrous,

dendritic, or concretionary minerals,—objections which, how-
ever plausible in the case of highly crystalline rocks, in which

organic remains may be simulated by merely mineral appear-

ances readily confounded with them, are wholly inapplicable

to the present specimen.
1. General appearance.—The fossil is of a clavate form, six

and a half inches in length, and about four inches broad._ It

« contained in a slab of dark-colored, coarse, laminated lime-

stone, holding sand, scales of mica, and minute grains and
fibers ©f carbonaceous matter. The surface of the slab shows

leathered section of the fossil (PI. II); and the thickness

remaining in the matrix is scarcely two lines, at least in the

Part exposed. The septa, or plates of the fossil, are m the

state'of white carbonate of lime, which shows their form and
arrangement very distinctly, in contrast to the dark stone fill-

*g the chambers. The specimen lies flat in the plane ol

stratification, and has probably suffered some compression,
^s septa are convex toward the broad end, and somewhat
Adulating. In some places they are continuous half way
across the specimen

; in other places they divide and re-unite

« short distances. A few transverse plates, or connecting
columns, are visible

; and there are also a number of small

fiS
°r cracks passing nearly at right angles to the septa, and

IT*1 ^h carbonate of lime, similar in general appearance to
the septa themselves.
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On one side, the outline of the fossil is well preserved. The

narrow end, which I regard as the basal portion, is rounded

The outline of the side first bends inward, and then outward,

forming a graceful double curve, which extends along the

greater part of the length. Above this is an abrupt projection,

and then a sudden narrowing
; and in the middle of the nar-

row portion, a part has the chambers obliterated by a white

patch of carbonate of lime, below which some of the septa

are bent downward in the middle. This is probably an effect

of mechanical injury, or of the interference of a calc-spar vein.

With the exception of the upper part above referred to, I
septa are seen to curve downward rapidly toward the margin,

and to coalesce into a lateral wall, which forms the denned

edge or limit of the fossil, and in which there are some indi-

cations of lateral orifices opening into the chambers. It is

worthy of remark that, in this respect, the present specimen

corresponds exactly with that which was originallv figured by

Sir W. E. Logan in the < Geology of Canada/ p. 49, and winch

is the only other specimen that has exhibited the lateral limit

of the form.

On the side next the matrix, the septa terminate in blunt

edges, and do not coalesce; as if the organism had been attached

by that surface, or had been broken before being imbedded.

2. Microscopic characters.—Under the microscope, with a

low power, the margins of the septa appear uneven, as ii ero-

ded or tending to an acervuline mode of growth ; but occa-

sionally the septa show a distinct and regular margin.
Jjthe most part merely traces of structure are presented, consist-

ing of small parts of canals, filled with the dark colonnj-

matter of the limestone. In a few places (PL M, ng-

ghowever, these appear as distinct bundles, similar to taw* *•-

the Grenville specimens, but of fine texture.
[In fig. 2 is represented a portion of the canal-system m

Grrenville specimen, in which the canals, which arc fcraMl
Jin one side (being infiltrated with carbonate of lime onl}

>

•

seen on the other to be partially filled with black matter, pg
ably a carbonaceous residuum of the sarcode wlncn m
originally contained.—w. b. c]

' ra™ instances only can I detect, with a higher

t? i.\. .

V1 LUt5 proper uunmuw-»«» ~-
,

For the most part this seems to have been obliterated to

nitration of the tubuli with colorless carbonate oi u

similar to that of the skeleton
+1 ,In comparing the structure of this specimen with tw
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those found elsewhere, it would appear that the chambers are
more continuous, and wider in proportion to the thickness of
the septa, and that the canal-system is more delicate and in-
distinct than usual. In the two former respects the specimens
from the Calumet and from Burgess approach that now under
consideration more nearly than do those from Grenville and
Petite Nation ; hut it would be easy, even in the latter, to
find occasional instances of a proportion of parts similar to
that in the present example. General form is of little value as
a character in such organisms; and so far as can be ascertained,
this may have been the same in the present specimen and in
that originally obtained from the Calumet, while in the speci-
mens from G-renville a massive and aggregative mode of growth
seems to have obliterated all distinctness of individual shape.
Without additional specimens, and in the case of creatures so
variable as the Forarninifera, it would be rash to decide
jnether the differences above noticed are of specific value, or
depend on age, variability, or state of preservation. For this
reason I refer the specimen for the present to Eozoon Cana-
wtvse, merely distinguishing it as the Tudor variety.

* rom the state of preservation of the fossil, there are no crys-
"ujme structures present which can mislead any ordinarily
s&lrol microscopist, except the minute veins of calcareous
gtt traversing the septa, and the cleavage-planes which have
wen developed in some portions of the latter.

a would remark that, as it seemed desirable not to injure

vaf n°
re tllan Was absolutely necessary a unique and very

mable specimen, my observations of the microscopic struc-
ture nave been made on a few slices of small size—and that,
^ne microscopic structures are nearly the same in kind with

thoi? U •
sPecimens figured in former papers, I have not

whfT u!
U necessai7 to prepare numerous drawings of them

;

bv if x?
admiraWe photograph executed for Sir W. K Logan

aL JNotman illustrates sufficientlv the general form and
a"?ngemeilt f parts (see PI. II).

dmt^Cll

i
ding T<™arhs.— In a letter to Dr. Carpenter,

Lj!t >l nim in tne ' Quarterly Journal of the Geological

2 pj tor August, J866, p. 228, I referred to the occurrence

me^?1 ^served simply in carbonate of lime. The speci-

al MaT
enaWe me to make that statement were obtained

rentian

00
' ?

ear Tudor
> this region being one in which the Lau-

pW?Il of Canada appear to be less highly metamor-

**~m 1
1S U8ual The specimens from Madoc, however,

lere fragments, imbedded in the limestone, and incapa-
•
J<*B. Scr.—Secoxd Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 137.—Sept., 1868.
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ble of showing the general form. I may explain, in reference

to this, that long practice in the examination of these lime-

stones has enabled me to detect the smallest fragments vi

Eozoon when present, and that in this way I had ascertained

the existence of this fossil in one of the limestones of Madoc

before the discovery of the fine specimen now under conside-

I am disposed to regard the present specimen as a young in-

dividual, broken from its attachment and imbedded in a sandy

calcareous mud. Its discovery affords the hope that the com-

paratively unaltered sediments in which it has been preserved,

and which also contain the worm-burrows described by me in

the * Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society ' for Novem-

ber,* will hereafter still more largely illustrate the Laurentian

Specimens from Long Lake, in the collection of the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, exhibit white crystalline limestone

with light green compact or septariiformf serpentine, ana

much resemble some of the serpentine-limestones of Grennlfc

Under the microscope the calcareous matter presents a^deli-

cate areolated appearance, without
example of acervuline Eozoon but rather of fragments o^

such a structure, confusedly aggregated together, and having

the interstices and cell-cavities filled with serpentine. 1
JJJ

not found in any of these fragments a canal-system snjiu

to that of Eozoon Canadense, though there are casts ot

JJ
stolons, and, under a high power, the calcareous m

shows in many places the peculiar granular or cellular i

pearance which is one of the characters of the suppler

skeleton of that species. In a few places a tubulated ceu-

is preserved, with structure similar to that of Eozoon

dense. , •

tne

Specimens of Laurentian limestone from Wentwortn,

collection of the Geological Survey, exhibit many ro

jg
siliceous bodies, some of which are apparently f

ufLm tbe

or small pebbles
; but others, especially when freed i ^

calcareous matter by a dilute acid, appear as roundeu
or

with rough surfaces, either separate or aggregated in .,

groups, and having minute vermicular processes FJ .^
from their surfaces (PI. Ill, fig. 3). At first sight tn <- ^
gest the idea of spicules ; but I think it on the wm»

3 CMrdfe<*
appeal* ,

often P*-
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likely that they are casts of cavities and tubes beloncrinc to
some calcareous Foraminiferal organism which has disappeared
Similar bodies, found in the limestone of Bavaria, have

been described by Gtimbel, who interprets them in the same
way.* They may also be compared with the siliceous bodies
mentioned m a former paper as occurring in the loganite fill-
ing the chambers of specimens of Eozoon from Burgess.

III. SPECIMENS FKOM MADOC
I have already referred to fragments of Eozoon occurring in

the limestone at Madoc, one of which, found several years ago,
i did not then venture to describe as a fossil. It projected
from the surface of the limestone, being composed of a yel-
lowish dolomite, and looking like a fragment of a thick shell.
Wjen sliced, it presents interiorly a crystalline dolomite, lim-
bed and separated from the enclosing rock by a thin wall hav-

g a granular or porous structure, and excavated into rounded
recesses in the manner of Eozoon. It lies obliquely to the bed-

*7iW i

®vldently represents a hollowed flattened calcareous

JW tiled by infiltration. The limestone which afforded this
orm

i

was near the beds holding the worm-burrows described in

r^ J oumal for Nov - 1866 -

icall

sectl011 of this body, carefully examined microscop-

J,
presents numerous and verv characteristic examples of

brL v JStem of Eoz(>on, exhibiting both the large widely

hte J.1?gTtems of canals and the smaUer and more penicil-

selnf-
( l IJI

» %s
-
4

>
5

)
sllown in tne most Perfect of tne

<%m£T™ specimens—but with this difference, that the

similA + 2? ed ****** a material either identical with or verv
"^*r to that of the substance in which they are excavated,

manl!
railSparent as only t0 be brought into view by careful

dement of the light—w. b. c]
** OBJECTIONS TO THE OBGAKIC NATUBE OF EOZOON.

^LfBC

°TJ of the specimen from Tudor, above described,

rate atte V° render ^necessary any reference to the elabo-

important points,

ful purpose shortly t

feils w^i!
iae more essential respects in which this comparison

u
g the discussion from matti from matters irrelevant
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fixing more exactly the limits of crystalline and organic forms

in the serpentine-limestones and similar rocks.
The fundamental error of Messrs. King and Rownej a:N

jfrom defective observation—in failing to distinguish, in :':,

Canadian limestones themselves, between organic and erplkfc

line forms. This is naturally followed by the
all these forms, whether mineral or organic, «

i

purely crystalline arrangements occurring in other rocks. Im
ing to their attaching the term ' Eozoonal ' to any rock which

shows any of the characters, wh ;

:
i r mi t.-ral or "organic, thu«

arbitrarily attached to the Canadian Eozoon. This is ohu-

ously a process by which the structure of any fossil might k
proved to be a mere lusus naturce.
A notable illustration of this is afforded by their regtrfig

the veins of fibrous serpentine, or chrysotile, which OOCIB |
the Canadian specimens, as identical with tl

wall of Eozoon,—although they admit thai
all the structures indifferently, and do not conform to the

walls of the chambers. But any microscopic
specimens of Eozoon containing these chrysotile veins ig
readily satisfy himself that, under a high pow
themselves into prismat:.
each other; whereas, under a similar power, the true cell-*w*

is seen to consist of slender, undulating,
serpentine, penetrating a matrix of carbonate •

polarized light, more especially, the difference i

apparent. It is true that, in many specimens and I*f*J
specimens, the cell-wall of Eozoon is badly
to show its structure

; but in no instance does

appearance of chrysotile, or of any other fibrous mineral. "^
examined with care under sufficiently high

|

original examination of Sir William L-.^a::'-

Grenville and the Calumet, I did not detect the finely tnw-

lated cell-wall which is very imperfectly preserved in Hjg

specimens
; but the veins of fibrous serpentine

'

to me; and when Dr. Carpenter discovered the tu
T
bulatK

\njthe cell-wall in the specimens from Petite Nati
this structure with that of these veins, and sati-
ns distinctness before acceding to his conclusions on wm_

It would also appear that the radiating and sheaf-like bo-
dies of crystals of tremolite, or similar prismatic nus

.

which occur in the Canadian serpentines, and also abound
those of Connemara, have been confounded wi
turn of Eozoon; but these crystals have no definite reW*»^
the forms of that fossil, and often occur where these are
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ml in any case they arc distinguished by their

•tr;ii_'ht prismatic shape and their angular divergence from
'•! nil use has also been made of the amorphoni

masses of opaque serpentinous matter which appear in BOOM
I
:'< of the structure of Eozoon. These I regard as, in mott

cases, simply results of alteration or defective preservation,

tii -iiirh they might also arise from the presence of foreign mat-
ter- in the chambers, or from an incrustation of mineral mat-

final filling up of the cells. Generally their

forms are purely inorganic ; but in some cases they retain in-

dications of the structures of Eozoon.
W ith reference to the canal-system of Eozoon, no value can

loose comparisons of a structure so definite with
the forms of dendritic silver and the filaments of moss-agates;

resemblancebe established between the canal-

•ptem and vermicular crystals of mica. These occur abun-

] \H ^
SOme serPentmes fr°m tne Calumet, and might read-

er be mistaken for organic forms ; but their rhombic or hex-
agonal outline when seen in cross section, their transverse cleav-

Jp
planes, and their want of any definite arrangement or re-

ckon to any general organic form, are sufficient to undeceive

"V practised observer. I have not seen specimens of the me-
«*ite from Reichenstein referred to bv Messrs. King and Row-
^y; but it is evident, from the description and figure given of

j
that, whether organic or otherwise, it is not similar to the

J&oals of Eozoon Canadense. But all these and similar com-

{J

08
?
118 are evidently worthless when it is considered that

JL •
t0 account for definite, ramifying, cvlindrical forms,

* d « -

tmg a 8keleton or matrix of limestone, which has itself

gjnmte arrangement and structure, and, further, when we

u
tQat these forms are represented by substances so diverse

Thi^^l???,
6
.' Pyroxene, limestone, and carbonaceousjr""a:

^ »s intelligible on the supposition of tubes filled with for-

^ matters, but not on that of dendritic crystallization.

a au specimens of *7n*nn», were of the acervuline character,

ule* m^P
1

!
80118 of the chamber-casts with concretionary gran-

thatS!
g

i
-

e 6ome plausibility. But it is to be observed

g^^^aminated arrangement is the typical one; and the

W b °r
e larger specimens, cut under the direction of Sir

provn
gan

' SQ0WS that these laminated forms must have

•Sti °\certain strata-planes before the deposition of the

the bnV
g l% and that the beds are

>
in Part >

composed of

ther
" ? fragments of similar laminated structures. Fur-

Posi n? °/ the apparently acervuline Eozoon rock is eom-

Sotid
8Uch broken fragments the interstices between which

a flot be confounded with the chambers; while the fact
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that the serpentine fills such interstices as well as the chambers
shows that its arrangement is not concretionary.* Again,
these chambers are filled, in different specimens, with serpen-

tine, pyroxene, loganite, calcareous spar, chondrodite, or even

with arenaceous limestone. It is also to be observed that the

examination of a number of limestones, other than Canadian,
by Messrs. King and Kowney, has obliged them to admit that

the laminated forms in combination with the canal-system are

' essentially Canadian/ and that the only instances 'of struc-

tures clearly resembling the Canadian specimens are afforded

by limestones Laurentian in age, and in some of which (as.

for instance, in those of Bavaria and Scandinavia) Car-

penter and Giimbel have actually found the structure 4
Eozoon. The other serpentine-limestones examined (tor

example, that of Skye) are admitted to fail in essential points

of structure
; and the only serpentine believed to he of erup-

tive origin examined by them is confessedly destitute of all sem-

blance of Eozoon. Similar results have been attained by the

more careful researches of Prof Giimbel, whose paper is well

deserving of study by all who have any doubts on this subject

In the above remarks I have not referred to the disputed

case of the Connemara limestones ; but I may state that I

have not been able to satisfy myself of the occurrence of the

structures of Eozoon in such specimens as I have had the op-

portunity to examine.f It is perhaps necessary to add that

there exists in Canada abundance of Laurentian limestone

which shows no indication of the structures of Eozoon. w
some cases it is evident that such structures have not been

present. In other cases they have been obliterated by pro-

cesses of crystallization. As in the case of other fossils, it »

only in certain beds, and in certain parts of those beds, tna

well-characterized specimens can be found. I may also repf*

nf?«^
at

T
in the oriSinal examination of Eozoon, in the ggoi l8o4, I wa8 furnished by Sir W. E. Logan with specimen

of all these limestones, and also with serpentine-limestones
bilunan age and that, while aU possible care was taken t

compare with the specimens of Eozoon, it was not though

necessary tc.publish notices of the crystalline and concrete*

affordT^Vf' ma^ of which a*><™Y ™rious
>

andS
fnrt T ml8 for othej! PaPers of the nature of that criti^m the above remarks.

commo
d
n°-

n0^n1Ude berethe
' septariiform ' structure referred to above, wW*J

chambers
Lanadia* serpentine and has no connection with the tot**

^mJytST1^ °f SerP^- Intone as I have seen,
appear

»»<*

mgm7 crystalline than tl„ ntaiu Eozoon.
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[The examination of a large number of sections of a spe-

cimen of Eozoon, recently placed in my hands by Sir William

Logan, in which the canal-system is extraordinarily well pre-

served, enables me to supply a most unexpected confirmation

of Dr. Dawson's statements in regard to the occurrence of den-

dritic and other forms of this system, which cannot be accoun-

ted for by the intrusion of any foreign mineral ; for many
parts of the calcareous lamellae in these sections, which, when
viewed by ordinary transmitted light, appear quite homoge-
neous and structureless, are found, when the light is reduced

by Collin's ' graduating diaphragm/ to exhibit a most beauti-

ful development of various forms of canal-system (often re-

sembling those of Dr. Dawson's Madoc specimen, represented

in PL III, figs. 4, 5), which cross the cleavage planes of the

shell-substance in every direction. Now these parts, when
subjected to decalcification, show no trace of canal-system ;

so

that it is obvious, both from their optical and from their chem-
ical reactions, that the substance filling the canals must have
been carbonate of lime, which has thus completely solidified

the shell layer, having been deposited in the canals previously

excavated in its interior, just as crystalline carbonate of lime

nils up the reticular spaces of the skeleton of Echinodermata
fossilized in a calcareous matrix. This fact affords conclusive

evidence of organic structure, since no conceivable process of

crystallization could give origin to dendritic extensions of car-

bonate of lime disposed on exactly the same crystalline sys-

tem with the calcite which includes it, the two substances
being mineralogically homogeneous, and onlv structurally dis-

tlnguishable by the effect of their junction-surfaces on the

course of faint rays of light transmitted through them.—

Explanation op the Plates.

B
.

Plate II.
" PeClni

8to

°f E°MOn
-
Canadense

, imbedded in a dark-colored homogeneous lime-

thirds of the nltural Im*?™ ^^^ S6neS "

j, Plate III.
«• «• Section of one of the calcareous layers of the Tudor specimen (Plate II),

snowmg canal-system imperf & (carbonaceous .)

matter; magnified 120 diameters.
* .Section of the shelly layer of a specimen of Eozoon from Grenvffle, show-
ing a minute form of canal- rith black matter, and
Partly with serpentine ; magnified 120 diameters. „ _ ,j™ u3 bodies (internal casts ?) from a specimen of Eozoon from V» ent-

worth; magnified 50 diameters. , .4
> 5 Sections of a fragment of Eozoon from the Madoc limestone, showing
various forms i;h carbonate of lime; magnified



C. U. Shepard on Aquacreptite.

Art. XXVI.

—

On Aquacreptite, a new mineral, and on Co-

rundophilite of Chester; by Charles Upham Shepard.

1. Aquacreptite.—The substance here named aquacreptitt.

on account of the crackling sound it emits when thrown into

water, was sent me last autumn by Mr. W. W. Jefferis, ot

West Chester, Pa., with the remark that it was found at that

place in a narrow seam in serpentine. The specimens are in

little polyhedral fragments of the size of hazel-nuts, with flat

or concave surfaces, somewhat resembling in shape themie-

mite from Miemo in Tuscany. Whether the mineral is an

original compound, or an oxydated hydration of another sub-

stance, and if so, of what species, it is difficult to say. At

present, however, it is entirely homogeneous in aspect, and pos-

sessed of much uniformity of composition. It possesses the

following characters :

Massive. H.=25. Gr.=208 (Shep.), 2-05 (Eaton). Color

yellowish brown. Streak orange yellow. Dull. Brittle. Fracture

small conchoidal. Adheres rather feebly to the tongue. Falls

asunder in water with a crackling (decrepitating) noise. The

decrepitation lasts only for a moment, and is more striking u

the water is warm. It does not wholly fall to powder in water;

but a portion of the mass still retains a feeble degree of co-

Ignited in powder, it loses 23 p. c. without change of color.

• Previous to ignition it is taken up by aqua regia, with excep-

tion of the silica, which separates in flocks.
Three analyses were made ; 1, by Prof. James H. Eaton ot

Beloit College, Wisconsin ; 2, by Mr. Henry C. Humphrey, a

student of Amherst College, and the third by myself.

l 2 3 -

Silica, 43-03 41-56 41-00

Magnesia, 19-58 (not determined) 17 -60

Peroxydiron, ... 12-30 12-45 I 3
'30

Alumina, 5 -56 6 '71 ^Water, 17 .40 16 -00 23'00

1. Oorundophilite.—As there had existed some perple*-

reference to this mineral as found at Chester, Mass., as tfl

'undant associate of the emery and a constituent also % *

Icose slates embracing the emery vein, I requested W
rf»n (then m charge of the Amherst College kboraWjJ.
alyze the two eading varieties of the corundophuit^
that in crystals accompanied by diaspore, rutile and sapp

talcose
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tals, and (2) the more common variety which occurs in
(slightly columnar), forming a narrow seam on two sides

vein of finely granular indianite. The latter variety, as
ms for some distance in proximity to the eastern wall of
>mery, has heen called the "fringe rock " hy the workmen,
ar. 1, is the same as that analyzed by Pisani, to whom also
iii-iird the specimens upon which he operated, and whose
Its I here introduce for comparison with those obtained by

t of crystallized variety as determined by Eaton =2-83.

(Eaton.) (Pisani.) Eaton.

Silica, 24-77 24-0 24-69
Alumina, 25'52 25'9 28'52
Magnesia, 21-88 22-7 21-86
Arotoxyd iron, 15-19 14*8 16-38
>>ater, n .98 1 1-9 (not determined.)

99-34 99-3

It is Very noticeable that wherever at this locality the corun-"^ enters into the talcose c
"

peters easily distinguishing the compound from all the
own varieties of chlorite slate, producing in fact a new rock,
"W appropriate designation will be corundophilite slate.
A^erst College, July 22, 1868.

Art.XXVII.-^

by Charles Upham Shepard.

cockWw bted t0 the kmdness of Prof. Charles H. Hitch-

assistT •
a knowledge of the present meteorite and for

Prietor t?
the Purcnase of the same from its original pro-

Michap'l Q,,
Was Ploughed up in April last on the farm of Mr.

Cherntl
1Van

'
two and a half miles southwest of Losttown,

It w -lr
U?ty

'
GeorSia -

the forS J
8i

,

x Pounds and ten ounces, and has very strikingly

aod is wfcu r
man foot Its color is almost perfectly black,

<W to 7, •

ree from stains of iron-rust. It evinces no ten-

^tL e

w-i
atl0n

;
nor is {t uniformly covered by a fused

Won ^.^nnstattian figures are visible directly in one

si*lW +£ ? surface
- The indentations are broad and

A thin v
Ug

°? the whole
'
wel1 pronounced,

^teelpnnn)7ei&ning twenty-seven grams was sawn from
.A„^ proved uniform, no py-
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rites having been encountered in the section. The specific gra-

vity of the fragment is 752. On being etched with a dilute

nitric acid, very beautiful Widmannstattian figures were presen-

ted, not quite identical with any with which I am acquainted, but

most nearly resembling those of the Seneca Lake iron—the

diflPerence between the two consisting mainly in a less breadth

to the bars by about one-third, in the former of these irons.

I have thus far found time only to examine the filings (or

rather sawings) of this iron for sulphur and nickel. The first

is wholly wanting, while the latter is abundantly present.

Amherst College, July 21, 1868.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTEY AND PHYSICS.

IfuirMis's Atom M,rhanir$—That the readers of this Jour-

nal may judge of the estimation in which Prof. Hinrichs's work

Atom-mechanics is held abroad, we translate from the German oj

Professor H. Fleck, of Dresden, the following notice, the ^original

of which will be found in the Jahrbuchfur Mine)-alo>jh .

' "

etc., 1868, p. 333. J-J
Under the title of "Atom-mechanics, or C/«>mhtr>/ a J/^"'

'

icsofthe Pan-atoms," Mr. Gustav Hinrichs, Professor otng
ics, Chemistry n the University of Iowa, in

United States, has published and multiplied by metaUograW?

monograph, in which chemical processes are based upon

L

mee°T
r

cal principles, and according to which an attempt is made to re

the atomic groupings of the elements to mechanical pbeno

ena of motion. The solution of this important problem, n

whkh the author has been busied for twelve yt

the hypothesis of an atomic system entirely new in its ^ ,':

starting point of which is 7.,/,',/,../. ,/, the fundamental pnn«p ^
all chemical elements. The chemically active atoms 01 in.
ments, by the association of which chemical compounds »"TJ
produced, are formed by the grouping of these pantogen-aw ^
pan-atoms This hypothesis it is true is not new.
damental idea it was employed by Leibnitz, Lotze v. ww > ^
bart and others, and has recently received fromFechner J» gflf

tionso solid andphilosoi.hi.alK roiicivte, that serious Q« ^
the existence of primary material atoms, whether wetenu ^
monads or pan-atoms, can scarcely again be r^J?T

<0*mode of conceiving the gr ^- ^Ihe^them to our consideration, with the added introduction
into

fc

eolations of the atomic weights adopted in < ( -ionce, isne*
ole

every respect peculiar, f, bwbijg
their r^

essence of the phenomena of chemical change, and *f atation

cognition Mr. Hinrichs will unquestionably obtain the m
of a second Kepler.
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The reader will have no difficulty in judging how far Mr. Hin-
richs's mode of conception deserves such a recognition if we en-

deavor in what follows to elucidate the Atom-mechanics from the
Man.ling point of the exact sciences. After presenting the pan-
: 'in- a> probably existing in a free state in the extreme outer
atmosphere of the sun and thus as producing light, and considering

J.V'ir-^eii as standing nearest to pantogen, Mr. Hinrichs expresses

: nil as follows: There are but two possible modes of combina-
tion tor equal material points in one plane, i. e., as angle-points of
- • I'iilatiral triangle or of a square.

A.v..r,lingly there are but two kinds of pantogen-compounds or
< •'_ :

:

;'iit-, trigonoids and tetragonoids.
This expression requires in the first place an explanation; by it

Mr. Hinrichs represents the pantogen atoms as points which take
their places at the angles of triangles or squares, by the association
oi which panatomic surfaces or atomic areas are formed, which
.Mm wWn superposed upon each other in number proportioned to

R i?
mic wei8ut of the element form the atom of an element.

aJ this however we are involuntarily brought to the following
questions, no answer to which is offered:

i- iJoes not Mr. Hinrichs know that the square itself may be
made UP of two 1 1

i ^equently his tetragonoids

^y he referred to trigonoids?
- H the pantogen elements form angle points in a plane, what

°"s up the plane and the intermediate spaces formed by the super-
position of the planes ? But admitting that these questions in

th/n"

SWers do not tel1 to the disadvantage of Mr. Hinrichs's ideas,

p.
e

!°J
lowing considerations present insuperable objections :

Mr.

1* S mtroduces in his calculations the atomic weights of the
«nents, taken double or quadruple according to the necessity of

tL?^'
Under the name of Hinrichs's atomic weights, by saying

om •
at0mic wei£ht corresponds to the number of pantogen at-

ment ^ eIementary atom, so that if we have for instance an ele-

sarrfi the at°mic weight 100, 100 pantogen atoms are neces-

triL i

the formation of this element. These 100 atoms are dis-

ced upon m-surfaces, in each of which there are «-pantogen

Yn '
8° at mXn must be tne atomic weight of the element.

WntJ
aS the author considers the trigonoids (non-metallic de-

duce «
as ansing fr°m triangles which by their juxtaposition pro-

while a.
omic surface and by their superposition a trigonoid atom,

the ! tetragonoid atoms (metals) are assumed to arise from

weaU Perp^ition of square surfaces, he fails to see the trifling

Sfe-°
f makinS f™» the atomi° ™ght of fluorine = ?Vf

bronZ
= 5 surfaces with 7 points ; from the atomic weight ot

atomT
6 = 160, the number 156 = 12 surfaces each with 13 pan-

£ 8 s'rf
r°m the atomic weight of arsenic r=150 the number 152

bitrarilv^
eS

?ach with 19 pan-atoms, &c, and consequently of ar-

Which I
a
[
tenng, increasing or diminishing, as suits the figures

biW £* f inXt of liis hypothesis, the com-

8 eights of the elements fixed by the most precise scientific
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labors. If however, for the sake of a good idea we allow thi> :>: ,

trary treatment of tested and recognized numerical values to pass

unchallenged, we must aban faith in it wlion w<r

come to the hydrogen-atom. This element, which with its lom-st at-

omic weight can consist at the utmost of only 4 pan-atoma, bA
1

1

to the tetragonoids and furnishes therefore only a surface but no

body. Hydrogen is therefore, as the normal magnitude of Hin-

richs's atomic weights mosl . and moves about in

the world as a surface and without bodily attributes. This reduc-

tion of his system to a surface suggests a great superfk I
'.

its treatment, and removes from the mind of the critic all further

doubts as to the signification and value of Hinrichs's atom-median-

nished with an array of chemical atomic weights, these <!im
.

true scientific treatment; though adorned with physical phrases,

correct ideas of the relations of space and force are entirely want-

ing. Science will consequently, have nothing to expect from
.

rrot

Hinrichs's work in its present form, and like a still-born child it wUi

be neither mourned nor missed. Every one who has seen from tie

above the weak foundation upon which the fantastic aiw ri

this idea of pantogen is erected, will think it most advisable to w

silent as to the further development of Prof. Hinrichs's monograph

in the application his ideas. T,

2. On Vortex-rings in Air; by Professor Robert Baix.--^

production of vortex-rin^s in air is experimentally shown t>y

interesting phenomena produced by Professor fait. Vy
described by Sir William Thompson! i

for July 1867. i oeriments with the kind aic

Dr. Emerson Reynolds; in doing so an iate.vMin- ^--'

them presented itself which r, n lers tin air-rings actual'} \

*

While engaged on this subject, Mr. Yeates suggested tom^

_

try the effect of discharging an air-ring at a column oi '

this was done, and a most curious and unexpected appearanee^
«

the result. The box employed was a 2-feet cube, and aad •<

.

inches in diameter, the side opposite havinir a i'hee .
>r;!

;

!t

strained over it. A blow on the sacki
from the hole. Two large flasks conl
chloric sioi.l and ammonia wen- arranged with their mouths

>a

c

proximity and I ;
from the

J^i

their vapors a dense column of the fumes of chlorid oi **&~
^

ascended. This apparatus was placed about eight or ten ^
front of the box. An air-

<

'

box **1
J he <een

invisible
; when it reached the column of smoke it <

'

l ". .

.

to force its way through it ; but when it left the column ana ^
its subsequent existence its appearance was very r

"
" J

~i suggested itself that the single air-ring naG

two concentnc smoke-rings- but closer examination <» The

proved column of smoke showed what had rea

air-rmg had penetrated the smoke quite uninjured;
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W .mntly left any of its particles behind, nor had it admitted an
atom of smoke into it; but it had drawn with ir sufficient of the
smoke to form a complete shell, which enclosed it, and thus ren-

fend the air visible. The phenomenon is quite in accordance
that conservative tendency which theory shows must belong to a
vortex-filament. The appearance is one of great beauty, and sug-
gested the name " negative smoke-ring."

It was considered desirable to make these experiments before an
evening scientific meet ing of the ib>yal Publin Society. Smoke-
::..'* i:v -ecu to greatest perfection when directed along a sunbeam
admitted into an otherwise darkened room; and though they can
:
-

•

vvn beautifully in ordinary diffused sunlight, by gaslight they
make a very poor show ; special ; ; on are therefore
:

;

*>;iry. The f< : is found to succeed admir-
;•• By a simple optical cor i n from a brilliant

: -'-'ht is concentrated into a slightly conical beam, all other
"got in the room being extinguished. The box is placed in the
^am, the orifice facing the lamp, and from twenty to thirty feet
•,-•'•- from it

; at the box the diameter of the circular section of
we luminous cone is from 3 to 4 feet. A smoke-ring driven from
the

f

box will, if suitably -lii-r.-ird, trawr-f tin- beam, through its

.'
•

'

"iiu'th until it readies the lamp; and as it is brilliantly illu-

' '•' .ted thrtmghnut it- pith, •nted is of great
fcauty. A second box can be placed at the lamp end of the beam,

t ^aI
sIlow tne l

'

' !1]
'

S

8, Tlie fomes P10-

1 i

by buming a small piece of phosphorus develops an ample
nPPly of smoke in the interior of the box. This mode of produ-

sbV
m0ke was suggestecl to me by Dr. William Barker; it is

foS-
t0 manage inside the box than the apparatus necessary for

tnonitun. By the :'

;
" - various pleasing effects can be t

be very lightly attached to a

nriki

eam
' * T1g°rously sent smoke-ring will sweep it away in a

- < xhihit the air-rings, the column of smoke already described

box th

8
?
aS to ascen^ through t n. beam, and rather nearer the

bletill

-

D lamp
- An air"rmg from the box is, of course, invisi-

. ..
" - reaches the column, while in its passage from the column

beauHfiii
mi\tbe CtJ !ltioned is m0St

wUr 7? y
-?
hown

- The negative smoke-rings are much better seen

dimen •
llluminated than by ordinary daylight. A box of the

ineh~7
aS Piously given, viz : a 2-foot cube with a hole of 8

asoml ?meter' was foun(1 to answer better for this purpose than

%
What smaller box with a hole of 6 inches aperture.

«nce nf"1 of smoke may perhaps serve as a test for the exist-

^inviJ^^8 m other cases, when, produced in air, they

tnck tQ i
bk This to» tried in one instance. It is a common

P»a whpr,
°Ut a candle hV the puff of air from the muzzle of a

Ptobahll
a Percussion-cap is exploded on the nipple. This puff is

y a vortex-ring. Owin f
with which it
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i distance of fifteen or twenty feet from the flasks
i

upon the column, and another watching against a dark l>:i< k-r

a distinct ring was occasionally seen to dart from the eolui:n.

the percussion of a cap ; but whether these were " m^ativr
as was expected, or ordinary "smoke-rings," was not easy t".

Royal College of Science for Ireland, Dublin, May 28, 1868.

P. S.—Since writing the foregoing, it occurred to me to ri

box with ammoniacal gas and to discharge rings from this

column of the vapor of hydrochloric acid. In this case th.

before reaching the column, is perfectly invisible, andtheexisi

of the column is only seen by slight traces of partially con«le

vapor. As was expected, a beautiful ring appeared, from the

bination of the two gases, when the ammonical ring reache<

column.—Phil. Mag., IV, xxxvi, 12, July, 1868.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Twentieth Annual Report of the Regents of the &
of the State ofMw York on the condition of the St.it.: < -

X,n„r.i> IT;*!.,?'/ ,i„,l th, ff;.f!.,ri-al a,i»l A „f«V i,i ,-'><
• C-

<i,.,.,„.l th,,-,!.,. Transmitted totlie Leiri-lature. April I"

410 pp. 8vo, with 20 plates. Albany. 1868.—This Stott

Report for 1867 is mainly occupied by the refi

logical researches of Prof. Hall. A large number of ne^

—" species are described, along with much that r ~ i- *"

; h1 the relations of geiregard to the structure and the relations of genera, ire.. •

has here reproduced his very important memoir on wapto -

published by the Canadian Survey, with some additional OW*

In connection with a statement of his observations on the *
structure of soi fera, on p. 256, Prof. Hall '

a

m

occasion to complain of Mr. F. B. Meek who has puj-li-"- '

the same subject. Mr. M in tins J"'"";-;,,.

stated, in May, 1866. Mr. Hall, in a letter written ftfgffc
to one of the editors of this Journal, claimed that he had U»JJ
same views for some time in print, and to show this sent on

pages of his unpubUshed 4th volume. In reply, it was ***

If t,, tJ without publish, , « „ no h —- f" i «
l;UU1 v

'

the American Philosophical Su-h-rv. hut issr-^-^nt the J

est allusion to Mr. y "
V, 1367, i

urges thai his article in the Proceedings
paper presented to the Philosophical Sooietv. but

:;VnV
from a 'volume printed and not yet published
therefore he was under no obligations to allude to 8fc **
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tdds" that the Journal of Science professes to deal fairly and
:«*thj in all scientific matters, and one of its editors was in posses-
v ;! "i 'all the tacts and could have prevented all cause of ill feeling
"ii the part of any one." But the editors of the Journal cannot
;
•:• think that if Mr. Hall had dealt fairly in the first ease, and al-

vl-d. in connection with the article in the Proceedings of the Phi-
losophical Society, to Mr. Meek's prior publication, as he ought to
have done, there would have been no occasion for any ill-feeling on
'•'' part of any one. An article published by a Society is a paper
1

- *' nttd for publication, whatever may have been its previous his-
torv, and comes under the ordinary rule of courtesy among authors.
1 1 may add that there is no man of science in the country who,
';'>>'• opinion, aims to be more strictly just to others, and is more

'•
: - ; il in research, than Mr. Meek.
2. On a neic large Enaliosaur; by Prof. E. D. Cope.—Prof.

toi* exhibited to the Academy several fragments of a large Ena-
•

:r. dwoovered by the Academy's correspondent at Fort Wal-1 '-': i hvthe Academy's correspon
4, Dr. Theophilus H. Turner. Porti

east by Dr. LeConte :
-nveyofthe

ilroad route, had previously indicated to the speaker the
>f an animal related to the Plesiosaurus ; and the

r part of the reptile had confirmed this affinity.
me remains consisted of over one hundred vertebra?, with nu-

merous portions of ribs, the greater part of the pelvic and scapular
arches, with two long bones somewhat like femora. Part of a
•nozzle, with teeth, belonged to the same animal.
ine species represented a genus differing in important features

diT i
eS10Saurus and its near allies - These were the absence of

»Popfayse» on the caudal vertebra?, and the presence of inferiorly

ch/v
Plate4lke parapophyses, which took the place of the usual

<aWm nf ^ the same position; also in the presence of

fiirtW-
e bones on the inferior surfaces of the cervical vertebrse

;

ponh
m 8°me details of the scapular and pelvic arches. The dia-

norfr
8
^
f the dorsal vertebra? originated from the centrum, and

noj*rom the neural arch.

mo£,
genen

£ features ^ is related to the Cimoliosaurus and Bri-

tbmTS. ^¥idy» 8° far as the latter are yet known. It differed

Tho
m in Peking diapophyses on the lumbar vertebra?.

mou ,^
eneral form was different from Plesiosaurus in the enor-

The tot fi
°f the tai1

' and the relatively shorter cervical region,

ten \nnv
length of the vertebral column sent was thirty-one feet

^eervf'l
ded

-

aS follows : caudals 18 ft
'
10 in

''
dorsals

.

9 ft
-

8

Wst 2 ft -

3 ft
' i *n* ' ad(iing for missing cervicals and cranium a

• .
-*; '• ni., we have a total of '

'

^the llVCCUrred between the c

" was •°m wllich they were excavated, which if, as is probaoie,

th^v-S??
ed h} ial

'
would give a leDgth °f

a°d eW* j* The caudal vertebra? had very compressed centra,

gate form x?
eural and haemal lamina, and were of unusually elon-

"^ -Neural arches everywhere on the column co-ossified.
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All the vertebra? considerably more constricted medially thai

Brimosaurus or Cimoliosaurus, and none except cervicals with si

small anteroposterior diameter as the latter possess.
The general characters of the species are to be presented i

He called it Elasmosaurus platyurus Cope, -

1

and pel

large!

special essay.
T
Ie called it M,casmosaitrus ptatyu
,
and the great plate bones of the sternal and pelvic rami

The teeth and muzzle showed it to be an ally of tfeaflNJ
The former were cylindric, implanted in very deep alveoli .

furnished with a very small pulp cavity. The exposed Mirth

closely and sharply striate to the narrowly acuminate tip.

The beds were argillaceous, with much gypsum ; the latter min-

eral coating the bones. The age was Cretaceous
;
perhaps, accord-

ing to LeConte, the upper middle. The matrix beneath the dorsal

vertebrae contained remains of perhaps six species of fishes, MM
Ctenoid, among them a known Enchodus, and a Sphyraa?a, to be

called Sph. carina,, (/,,,„.._/>,...-. 1. -./.'. > /. /%/W.," l-\ -

3. Bone caves of Brazil and thtir animal remain*; by Pro*,

Reinhardt.—An important though popular paper by Prof. Bern-

hardt, on the bone caves of Brazil, closes with the following general

conclusions

:

"1. During the Post-pliocene epoch, Brazil was inhabited by a

very rich Mammalian Fauna, of which the recent one might dH
be said to be a mere fraction or a crippl. d remnant, as many of &
genera, even families and sub-orders, have vanished, and very tew

have been added in more recent times.

#
2. During the whole Post-pliocene epoch the Brazilian Mj*

Han Fauna had the same peculiar character \\ hieh now <li-tw.J

the South American Fauna. »f the oH »

the extinct genera belonging to groups and families, that to tws

very day are peculiarly c] b America, m
two of its genera, the one extinct (Mastodon), the other >till

(the Horse), belong to families that in our epoch are limited to im

Eastern Hemisphe
All the Mammalian orders were not in the same degree:

i in former times than now. The Bruta, Ungulata,

ber perha
4. The

orders, for instance the Chiroptera and Sumaf,

v^en more genera now than formerly. . jg
- - ^t-pliocene Mammalian Fauna of South :

much more from the modern one, and was es]

of ti"ss&jr* now extinct
'
than the corresp

]
5 The scantiness of great Mammalia-one might say the g*

hke stamp impressed upon the South American ?
:

of our days, when compared with thai
was much less observable, or rather did not exist in the pre^°
Fauna. The Post-pliocene Mastodonts, Macrauehenitf, and l»
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.lontsof Brazil its many gigantic Armadillos and Sloths could
well rival the Elepl,

i Hippopotami which dur-
!ii' tin- same period roamed the soil of Europe—ThUohrift f <-,

honstdlh^r of Nat., 18Q7.—The <;,<:/,„,.;,,,/ j/„ ff;f:.f„'/
'[,',.

'//, p. 227.
^l£'"ZotcEatOi-nostmca.—YTof. T. Rupert Jones and Dr

M. B. Holl, publish No. VIII of notes on the Paleozoic IJivalved"
.'i't"!ii<.>tr:iea, in the Annals and Magazine of Nat. llistorv I\'

;

-
^''ily, isr.R), deseriluno. some Lower Silurian species tV,,m

'

"J

,

'

ha,r ot Kddare, Ireland.
•'• O,, the itiwwtrn/ of a new PulmonaU Molhtxl' \Zn,,it-i

3in £5 CARPEJfTER
»
M-D-» (0- J- Geol. Soc, Nov. 1867,

7'JZ I*
mem01" describes a shell found last summer in the e, ,urse

I he direction of Dr. Dawson in the bed

LvAT^T111
°,
fthe Joggins Section, between coals No. 37

• ^ ot Logan s sectioua
i 1 in previ.

bers of shells of Pupa ,;(,
which Pupa vetusta was origin

Siuilhuia?, and about 42 feet be-

*bA^J*°' l
7tl °r nearlv in the ™iddle of the band of reddish

V and Nb
SS

38
DeS "^ ShaleS interveninS between coals No.

werefe? i"

g
}
n
\°.

the bed
>
h was found that the shells of Pupa

^tSSydTsed in nosts
>
and were in some sP°ts very *>**-

othernC
yii

V
: 1! dulaT Parts>

while in

none^m
8

'
i

esPecia% in the more carbonaceous portions,

Serous h
In the last-mentioned parts of the bed there are

fe.Ufw!
bs

J

cu
?e vegetable remains, especially leaves of Corda-

^^^T\ apparently ofthe

^ inthL
{T

\
^Uarke) found with Pupa3 in the original reposi-

Ctt^ Sillarife
' The aPPearances were such a- T ..\,:i-

vere drifl*3if
S101

1

'
' the land-shells

V>«it<vl !>

a
l°
ng with veSeta luiet stream, and

One obi?
D
* •

mudd^ bottom of shallow water/
. s , f'V V

1 e
^cavating the bed was to ascertain if any other

*> and in tfc

ad
;
ammal than Pupa vetusta could be obtained from

eX(*Pt in thV ^stance, the result appeared purely negative,

^M Wf K
Pre?Ce of minute fragments of bone, and of what

*
Conui

chitinous integument of insects. On a more
l

^-P^fJatualllv^rochiscm Held
<
1837

>
non S1^-; =^ftw«» Beck,

??*% to Mellt
';

I ™* Leach. Graj),

S°»* Chen"
«

S' Ada
T' ' Gene ;i

- P 116
>

and their

»T Cai« to entUw ,
de Conch

- '
;

- t; -«W> v '-
'
*

'

^^aZoalte? he m°dern ,; "*. ma7 <luote ^
* ^'rectWat ;

!

1366, p. 121.

18

t in the paper last mentioned.
^ Sekies, Vol. XLVI, No. 137.-Sept., 1868.
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careful examination of the large quantity of fragments of Pupi

obtained, I was able to select a few small specimens, all of them

more or less crushed, which seemed to differ materially from the

young of Pupa vetusta in form and surface-marking. On submit-

ting these to Dr. Philip P. Carpenter he at once recognised tlu ir

distinctness from Pupa ctdi'Ma. Dr. Carpenter names the species

Zonites (Conulux) priscus Cpr.

After the description of it he adds " It is probable that there is

a third species among the fragments which have been found, pre-

senting ii shape more resembling the //. <<>// >'Ius, and other trochi-

form snails. It would be premature however, to venture on a de-

scription until more perfect specimens have been obtained."

6. Notes on Hetch-Hetchy Valley; by C. F. Hoffmasx, (Froc.

Ac. Sci. Cal., iii, 368.)—Tuolumne Valley, or Hetch-Hetchy, as it

is called by the Indians (the meaning of this word I was unable

to ascertain) is situated on Tuolumne river about fifteen mm
a straight line below Tuolumu. M.-adows and Soda Springs aiM

about twelve miles north of Yosemite Valley. Its elevation above

the sea is from 3,800 to 3,900 feet, a little less than that »i»
mite. The valley is three tearly east and

I

vest,

with but little fall in this distance. Near its center it is i uj u-
.

by a low spur of shelving granite coming from the south. I I

lower part forms a large"open meadow with excellent Srassj"°

mile in length, a j fr< »m ten chains to a t

over half a mile in width, and only timbered along the edge*.

The lower part of this meadow terminates in a very narrow cay,

the hills sloping down to the river at an angle of from 40 w
'

only leaving a channel from six to ten feet wide ;
the nver in

^
valley having an average width of about fifty feet, lM*

principal cause of the overflow in spring time of the lower pan

the valley, and probably also has given rise to the report ot tn

being a large lake in the valley? Below this canon is anoW

small meadow, with a pond. The upper part of Hetch-Hetcnv, •

of the granite spur, forms a meadow one and three-fourthsj

miw

length, varying from ten to thirty chains in width, well tun

and affording good grazing. The scenery resembles verj

that of the Yosemite, although the bluffs are not as high.

they extend as far. On the north side ot the \ all. >, "1"; ;!

,'

granite spur we first have a perpei
1,800 feet above the valley; the
hundred feet above the valley, leaving
feet. In the spring when the snows I

precipitates itself over the western part ... -.

that this fail is one of the grandest features of the valley, ^
]

its spray all over its lower portion. It was dry, h'^'T-V
time of my visit. The fall is 1,000 feet perpendicular'

Al"„t thirty
it strikes the debris and loses itself anion- the rocks.

_

A'"' 1

chains farther east we come to the Hetch-Hetchy &UjJ^3fc
»J?

ve *h? valle7 is UOO feet. This fall is not perpen^ ^
although it appears so from the front, as may be seen rro
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|
Mtograph by Mr. Harris. It falls in a series of cascades at an

angle of about 70°. At the time of my visit the volume of water

'• the spring its roarings can be heard tor miles.
Nill farther east we have two peaks, shaped very much like "The

rhroe Brothers," in the Yosemite. Their base forms a large, nakedd doping granite wall on the north side of the valley, broken
I'.vt wo timbered shelves, wb the whole length
"t the wall. Up to the lower shelf or bend, about eight hundred
'•'t high, the wall, which slopes at an angle of from 45 to To is

polished by glaciers, and probably these marking! extend ^t ill

higher up, as on entering the valley the trail followed back of and
• *g moraine for several miles, the height of which was .about,
!.'>' feet above the valley. The same polish shows itself in fhuvs
all along the bluffs on both sides, and particularly fine on the
-'ruiiitf spur crossing the valley. There is no doubt that the lar-

PJ "ranch of the great glacier which originated near Mt. Dana
and Mount Lyell, made its way by Soda Springs to this vallev.
A singular feature of this valley is the total absence of talus or

t 7
S
„
at the base of the bluffs

>
excepting at one place in front of

tne alls. Another remarkable rock, corresponding with Cathedral
Jock in the Yosemite, stands on the south side of the valley,

2.270 feet above

this rock
7

"
The phot°graPh by Mr-

Harris wU1 Sive some idea of

v* Acadian Geology. The Geological structure, Organic re-

y'i
E'.bnrM }Jl ,'i/7bv'j,mv \ViujaV DawIox, LL.U,

•«•»., etc. 2nd ed., revised and enlarged. 094 pp. 8vo, witha geo-

:

- li; 'i map and numerous illustrations. London, 1868, (Maeiml-

ecent labors, although lie ae

various other sources. AVI

gW to all the van i

of general interest A

ft) The Preddsto,

,nth«se subjects-
'""lx

" ^pechllv whli
/ i'

,la»ts. and*tb..; ,
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wick
; (5.) The Land Animals of the Carboniferous and Devc

periods, of which Acadia has afforded so many example

;

Hie peculiarities in the nature and age of the Auriferous \\\
of Nova Scotia; (7.) Tin i markabh Primordial Fauna oi>
ern New Brunswick, - iopment of the L<

Silurian in the eastern slope of North America.
The work, while full of instruction, is therefore a treat

w

many of the deeper principles of the science. The stiuU-i

American Geology should study it for the new light it tlir..u

the history of the rocks imd iit'i of tin American Continent

:

f'll interested in geological discussions will hud it valuaMt- i

and caution, and. h aice Jus < onelusions always merit consi li i .

The work, besides containing a colored geological map >

'

region, is illustr m d with nunu rons figures of fossils; ani«>ng
'

several of new carl oniti ous -eptih - (tin ir hones and foot-pri

i:;sect<, and
;i large variety of coal plf

both of the Devonian and Carboniferous, many of them n

f-i-nx. bi^idi^ var:..u- -|.ecie. illustrating the Post-pliocene

and the life of other periods.
8. On Subaeri'fl 1h: ,r,ul„thrlU oral on Cliffy and E*>nrr

<>f the rhnlk oudthc Lower Tertiary BoU,hv Wm. Wiiit.w

F.G.S. 28 pp. 8vo. (From the Geological Magazine, iv.

483, 18G7.)—T; ,t paper M ft"

All geologists know that rivers have made great depots. :

-

instance the We: Id . \h Is, : ud In refor. I do not see hovrt

can avoid allowing that rive--, etc., have been the agent- in *

mg a great amount of denudation. The solid matter .-t

Wealden Beds must have existed somewhere before, and n

streams (the sea being quite out of the question) :
more t<

i away than was deposited afterward bythern

would be i

fresh-water beds i

ed, uvv proportion ths

-
'

.

v.. -
;

.
,

:

-

han they now are in these islands. Great change in**»
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lie times; the felling of forests,

- rorks to I'll t'uUt escarpmeiits,vall.^

, that the > ..,,!.> : i.i.l. loes such i

i be done, ii

In.-ii

ir.,l..l »ser\ rion-, but In- \l:u<\^rork and s

ith us. bin : with our opponents , lies the

•vms, F.G.S., 22nd Regiment.-

straX
Unng a heavy Sale from tne west

>
impinging almost

cove
°n t0 tne entrance °f the Lagoon known as Anderson's

the !j
0rmous numbers of fish were observed floating dead upon

On
8

t£
ace

.

of the ^»*er, an :

I ies by the waves.

banU g SUD8idin
2:, the whole surface of the lagoon and its

place!

W6
T
re COvered with dead fish, to the depth of a foot in some

• It was evil. Hv ground to

the rocks by the force of the waves. In oonclnaon,

the ik.
an

.
0ther strata

, which suggested catastrophes allied tv

« above incident.—Proc. Geol. SoZ PhiL Mag., July, 1868.
••

,,-tnr S„„t/,, ;,X.> ,.;„,. rij.r^nHngtlu flk.

l!!-
hor re

.
ferred to the vast quantities of fossil fish found

is. iivi

•t
,'!*.',,, <i

:
K.ikh

the int

1 beau
ts. It

id.:

lf and Tellef
ior oftheRoval

' -"-'map has a special
" ;;^sts, and those o
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11. Hevue de GioU'jle -povr I,;s annees 1865 et 1866, par M. De-
lesse et M. de Lappaeent. Vol. V. Paris, 1868. (Duno^.-
Another of the valuable Annual Reports on tlie pi-ogres* et' «;
ology, by Delesse and Lapparent.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

York. Orange Judd & Co. pp. 435, 12mo.—This 1 k i

wanted, is creditably execute >. an 1 is likely to be "widely p(

i Hum i !- ,i \\ 1 ( , , , , j ,, ,„, .;,! ,| tu _ 1

pains have been taken to mention, if not to describe all th<

fers known to be anywhere in cultivation, even the tende

which can only be kept in conservatories ; and all the finer s

of more favored climes which promise any chance of sued

in this country are favor notice, in the ho]

they may somewhere in our broad land secure establisl

s here treated of con amove, by c

ows them well, in a practi '

After such general commendation, 1

dghtbeg- '

mical, an
tions. But many of the points to be noticed have probably
the author's eye before this. For instance, that if he nuw >•'

refer Sequoia, the genus of our famous Redwoods of California,
Jthe Pine Family proper, or M>;,t;,, ,/. he should at least modny

the character of the group so as to receive it. We were at I - I

to know why a genus so entirely Cupress'meous as .Vy"."' >
:: ,

ever have been referred to Abietinew; but we find that Ewgg
was misled by Sir Wm. Honker", figure of some foliage which ne

guessed might belong to the great tree of which Douglas anat "U

(f

ter had spoken, though it is now evident that the trees the}
-•

were of the common 'Redw 1 i \ > <•<>< ,>s\ and thebrancne

Hooker figured, belonged to a Fir. So Endlicher, who m his «

ter days only compiled, mixing up in his new genus a Kea*<*

with a Fir, attri
, it, and referred the mixture u

the Afatinea
; and bo in -resent author, *£

although aware that Ku-llirh.-r^ >• ,>.,,;.> „;>/miteato a nonenn

and a blunder, did not work his way clear of the consequent
_

At length, when Endlicher's genus really got its second r\
and Torrey and Decaine. • .ut the Ba^g

"/>' »,tUcy only followed the ruh of nomenclature mt ^

t begin, and various things be pointed out.
•

tanical, and literary, which may suggest amendment in future eJi-

ruleofnome:
ram- L,n,lley s < ]n^,. na ,m .

, if tf ;l/((ntea frotn
'

quota, the homonym of Endlicher/taken from Hooker, having

obhteratedi
.-error. .. •

n tfWe must com that m his compilation

the popular ace,
, 00 much.&* n

—we of Bayard Taylor, and too little from the *

Or, J. M. Bigelow, and still more for his iterate
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;hat, " according to tlie annual rings,

3,100 years" ; and this in the very face of

before him. of two actual countings of the

layers^reducing this age more than half If further evidence he

required, we would refer to the account of a third and very precise

measurement and counting, by Mr. De la Rue, which is referred to

in this Journal for July, 1866. Notorious as is the incorrectness cf

the long-current popular statement, it seems impossible to arrest it.

In Prof Brewer's account ofthe Mariposa Grove, printed by Sir Wil-

liam Hooker, the name wTas accidentally given as "Maipula";

and so it reads in Mr. Hoopes' extract. Since Mr. Median is

thanked for constant aid rendered, we could wish that he had in-

formed our author, that Pint's j.iintjvHS inhabits his own state of

Pennsylvania as far north as Reading. "Nubiginean Pilocar-

pus," as the English of P. nubigena, may set some readers in search

of a country whence the species comes, and which they may rightly

conclude is in nubihus. Imperfections and little mistakes are un-

avoidable in a first essay even of an experienced writer; but good

success at length rewards faithful endeavors. a. g.

•-'. Th, Misr,ll,meous Botanical Works of Robert Brown,
[edited by J. J. Bennett, for the Ray Society], vol. n. contfunmg

3, Systematic Memoirs, and 4, Contributions to Systematic \\ orks.

1847. 8vo, pp. 786.—Referring to our former notice of the first

volume for some account of this excellent undertaking, we may
here barely state that the systematic memoirs, here given, begin

^th that onProt.i.:,,. followed bv the memoir on J *••?. r ,,nh:
,<-

and the Apoeinece, published in 1811 bv the ^ ernenan Society ot

Edinburgh, copies of which are very rare, and end with the paper
"

!l Limnanthece, 1833.
In the part entitled contributions to scientific works, we have all

that Mr. Brown w< i aes of the Scrim A- mm nsu,

tor Richardson's Botanical Appendix, Wallich's Plant« A*t<it,r„

Jtariores, BennettV / V. ./. , ,.. . /<. A'. „/, .,-. . u i 1 1 1
extracts from hot

fag., Bot. Reg., etc., etc. The whole concludes with a capital

Index of Subjects to vol. 2, by the Editor, and an Index of Barnes

°1 Plants to both volumes, by Mr. Carruthers. a. g.

\. Tim Journal of tin Lrrunan Sorirfg, B»t<nnj, numbers -t- ami
43just received, interest us chiefly in the paper entitled^W< * <>n

Myrtacece, by George Bentham, the President ofthe Society.— VV[e

jave here an elm •

i

•

p Lee according to which t his

amilywas revised in tin n,« r, , ,-a AY,,.^,^,, and the Aus-

tralian species worked up in the Flora Australia, along with some
recent corrections. Among the latter is the announcement that

- it was supposed
toheA^=BecaspemmmFoTSteT),hut the Rubiaeeou- Tim >»"*,

^ ascertained by [ rs ago. In view of the un-

Jumgness of the authors of otarum to recog-

^ genera proposed by tbe predecessors and contemporaries ot

^n*us, it mav not be superfluous to claim that the now estab-

•«*ecljiame of Timonius ougbt not to be superseded simply be-
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cause Linmeus happened to overlook the genus altogether. That
was the fault of Linnams, not of Rumphius.
We read wit

h

the convincing arguments by

which Mr. Bentham vindicates the orthodox view of the calyx-tube

of the Rose, of various Myrtwoi ami the like, as against the notion

lately threatening to prevail, that the consolidated lower part is a

hollow receptacle or axis. Finally, as a general term for leaves

and their homologues is wanted, one which may play its part in

botanical description equally in Latin or any modern vernacular

(which "leaf organs," suggested by Mr. Bentham, will hardly do),

we propose the , . .
//. •, as every way conven-

ient and serviceable,—in this following the analogy ofphj/tm al-

ready appropriated for the integer of the ashphta the pAyfl

bears.

At this moment we receive Nos. 44 to 47 inclusive. The most

interesting an.! i -. f Mr. Berkeley and Dr.

Curtis, which, under the title of FtDn/l ('themes, describe Mr.

Charles Wright' m of Fkmgi of that island,

consisting of 888 species, of r cent are peculiar

to Cuba, and the greater part new. Also Mr. Darwin's paper on

the Hybrid-like
of dimorphic and trimorphic plants; and on the specific differences

between the primrose and the cowslip, with proof of the hybnd

nature of the common oxlip. A - &
.

4. Theorie de ht FutW; par M. Casimir De Caxdolle.-A
short, very interesting article in the Arrives des Sciences of the

BibliotUque TTniverselle of Geneva for May, 1868, and separately

issued. A new study of the development and arrangement oi the

vascular bundles or woody system of the leaf, with a view to a bet-

ter comprehension of the morphology of the organ. The author

concludes that, as a matter undies are^\,
on the same general plan in leaf and axis, and theoretically thai

the leaf is a bra

i

i. thus stopped from con-

tinued extension, and with posterior (upper) side atrophia
.-

shown in the ordinary deficiency of vascular bundle- in th rt

Jg jbut that manv 1 a tendency to complete tnea

velopment of that side. All t his will not be generally comprehen-

ded without some details, which we cannot now enter into. * .

should prefer to formulate these ideas somewhat differently,
ana

identify the leaf, not with a branch or secondary axis, nor pr< 1

'.

with axis at all, but to i
mded UmW***

or free portion, of each integer of axis (internode), i. e., the tree

part of tphyton.
The provision in the vascular svstems for very various *#**%

developments,p.- '» i°*SlfCworked out and applied to i*i», «• ;--. V

d:c_-i

pphed to deduplication or chorisis. wliuh

• stamen and carpe^

interesting.
^
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o. Ohitmtry announfement,—It should here be recorded that two
veteran hotanist^ h:^ i i, i i i I l< - d in Great Britain, both of

whom had many friends in this country to deplore the loss ; viz.

:

Naihaniel B. Ward, of Clapham Rise, near London, the inventor

of the Ward Case, and Prof. George A. Walker Arororr of

Glasgow, formerly much associated in botanical work with the late

Sir Wm. Hooker, and of late very high authority upon Diatoma-
<w. Being unable at present to prepare fitting biographical

~-

tiees, we hope to do so at the '

» the Polymorphic
of the Tubiporw ; by A. Kolliker.—The polymorphism 01 indi-

viduals, so remarkable among t! A< . h pi .'.
I as had nothing cor-

res]>ondmg to it among the other Ceelenterata ; it is therefore a
very unexpected discovery that M. Kolliker has lately made, of a
true polymorphism in various genera of Anthozoa Aleyonaria,
This polymorphism consists in the existence, besides the large in-

dividuals capable of taking nourishment and furnished with gene-

rative organs, of other, smaller, asexual individuals, which appear
essentially to preside over the introduction of sea-water into the

"-iM-m. and then over its expulsion, and which arc perhaps at

the same time the seat of an excrementitial secretion. Like the

, these asexual individuals po^css a body-cavity div id. d mto
>ers by eight septa, and a pyril siom: i ith two orifices.

?JJ'
B^pported°upon two o, incentive septa. The cavity of the

^y of these individuals is alwavs in comiuui icatiou with that of
«» sexual individuals ; but the mode in which this communication

effected is liable to vary with the genera.
, m ,W e may distinguish two types in the mode of distribution ot the

**mal individuals upon the polyparies. In the first they are dis-

puted m great abundance over the whole polypigerous region of
' !'."'ypary, anion- the sex - is the case in

«"am Alcyonids « rs to the genus .S..o-<-. phy-

.

'-and also in Verttnin,,; Utwn-hi, (Jurem'doria, and Sareobe-

ry*». "* the seci I individuals are restricted

ZmSE* Perf̂ ctl- Mi, however, arc variable

JWing to the genera. Thus in certain species of Ptt >•<><>< ' * t hey

hw°n the lower surface of the pennate leaves of the region serv-

er!
attacbment, in the form of a larger or smaller plate

;
in

** species of the g&me us are ais0 found at the apex of

re2°J
pary 5

in
'

I '
the trunk CT

P«m- ,

t0the P^ces where the asexual individuals are seated;

. .
'."'"7" "7/v„ 7 ,//,„.;A d.ow- tli, iii arrai^vd in longitudinal

preint v ?^
n the *

/"" ;" ;JwayS

row!?
ehmd each lamella, upon their trunk, a simple transverse

T f asexual individuals. '

pfcm.
P

,

able that all the Pennatulid* present a similar dimor-

poC'
at

]
east

' ;; <^en the fnUy developedm rudimentary bodies which seem to be individuals of a art-
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ferent form. On the other hand, with the sole exception of the

genus Sarcophyton, M. Kolliker has sought in vain for dimorphism

in the Alcyonidae and Gorgonidre. It must not he forgotten, how-

ever, that there seem to exist some relations between the buds of

the sexual and asexual individuals in the polymorphic polyparie;.;

for, in Veretillum at least, the asexual individuals seem, under cer-

tain conditions, capable of being transformed into sexual individ-

M. Kolliker has also been able to investigate a polyparj of I

pora, still enveloped by the soft parts, obtained from' the Fiji :*r

pelago. Notwithstanding the great resemblance of the polyparies

of the Tubiporm to those of the Madripores, the author considers

that in their whole structure and development these polyps are

Alcyonaria which must occupy a place by the side of the genus

Clavularia. Both the tentacles and the body of the polyps ot

Tubipora contain spicules.— ! I

'< ;.'' -,<; r '/.• < m\fj, January 4, 1868;

abstract by E. Claparede in Bill. Univ. February 15, 1868, BvtL

Sci. p. m.—From flu: A, u>. JA/y. Not. Hist., IV, i, 227.
> ,

1. A Guide to th, stud,/ ,,f fax'.rt*, a„d ,i
'/'

rious and beneficial to Crops, for the use « .f
(

". dh jn -. Farm-
and Agriculturists

; by A. S. Pa. kaki>, Jr., M.D. With upvaN;

of 500 engravings. Salem, 1868. Part I, June ; II, July. ™\

other parts to appear for the present, monthly.—A work"! re*

scientific merit, combining an aeeount of the structure vt < --.
"•

with facts of practical and popular interest, and abundantly ..
-

-

ted, by one of the best entomologists of the country.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Notice of new Planets (98), (99) and (101); by JamksC-

Watso-v, of the Observatory at Ann Arbor, Michigan. (Commu-

nicated for this Journal. )—

!

vered by 1W V
H. F. Peters at Clinton, N. Y., on the 18th of April, in the Mo*

April 18, ll h 45m 13 s ll h l7m 30 s '89 -1° 38 12 <

Planet (99) was discovered by M. Borelli at Marseilles on the *
of May. His observation was

:

May 28, 10h 26'" 51" 13h 24» l 7 S '92 -9° 5'
^

'\The planet was then of the 13th magnitude. The notice oM
discovery of (loo) by me on July 11th has already been ^
2Sl-fi

01
}
°n the 15th in8t - The following places were obtain

with difhculty through passing breaks in the clouds

:

1868. Aug. 15, 12* 7m 38* 23" 53m 39-61 -0e
48 W .

15
, 14 13 27 23 53 36 '43 °

*J .;,, |
15, 14 46 54 23 53 35 '68 °

JJ
J. j

20, 13 13 55 23 50 30 '99 -0 3<

Ihe planet shines like a star of the 10th magnitude.
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covery of another new Planet by Br. Peters.—The Utica
m.-fiiu'iit, dated Aug. 24th, that

. F. Peters discovered at the Observatory of Hamilton
riinton, X. V., another new planet on Saturday night, the

i of Pisces, and had at 3 o'clock' of that

ascension, and 12° 54' declination, nioviii

[t is now equal to a star of about the elevent

mentary Lessons in Astronomy; by J. Norman Lock-
I pp. 16mo, wil lions. London. 1868.

an & Co).—Mr. Lockyer has prepared a very convenient

:ion in the elements of

y. The arrangement is different from usual, as the vol-

ts with the fixed stars and the general system of the um-
I afterwards tak < up the special case of the solar system;

is it has some marked advantages. After chapters on the

, solar system, it takes up the apparent movements of the

bodies
; measurements of time, etc.; telescopic and spec-

of the apparent places of the

.._ nTd
?al gravitation. T i superior style. The front-

Jjpieee contains the colored spectra of the sun, stars and nebula?,

ihe beautiful steel plates, one of them a view of a lunar volcano,
vere furnished the author by W. de la Rue.
4 Tablesfor tht Sw* n

'

l] f, " lf
»

fj
Edward Lang, F.R.S.E. 32G pp. 12mo. Edinburgh, 1868.

(
vv m. Blackwood & Sons).—These tables will prove a great con-

venience in astronomical computations. The values are given for

each tenth second -

i may thence be
*aduy obtained to of a second. Moreover,
ables for the values of each hundredth part up to ten seconds are

Kenxed, and still f

.

e the astronomer, the values

J*
given for each solar and sidereal day during the year. The type

iarge and clear, and the volume is handsomely printed.

V MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

Mxfntq of the American Association for the

- •/,„,.,', /„/,/ /„ Chian/o, Illinois, Avf/'tSt 5-12,

the
•

Chicag° meeting of the American Association, under
e presidency of B. A. GorLD, was in many respects one of the

;;:'"
*

: > T ^act«>rv lance was large,
ver two hundred members a ..while about as
any more were added from (

'hi. ;
- and it < s icinity. The list oi

Renter. I exceeded one hundred and fifty titles, covering a

and vVanety of objects in all departments of physical science

annm,^1 History. If few new or startling discoveries *veiv

varim
nCf?

the evidence offe iceeM labor in

anous
fields of research was most satisfactory. The spirit of the
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occasion was that of work and an earnest pu
science. But little

or offered.

A number of papers were entered touching more or less directly

the question of the antiquity of the human race. Of these by fer

the most important was that of Prof. J. D. Whitney on the fossil hu-

man skull of Calaveras county, California. The evidence as to this

alleged discovery has already been given sub>tanti;ill\

the miner who owns the 'claim' and who says he himself

out,) in a shaft sunk in the auriferous gravel of Bald Mountain,

far from Angels Camp in Calaveras' Co.. Cal. in Sept. 1866,

depth of about 130 feet and beneath several beds of volcanic i

ter interstrati; gold. Its true character was

n Bog rized at the time it was thrown out, a nearly shapeless d

from the agglutination of calcareous matter and gravel impa<

especially at the base of the skull. As soon as its true nature

i became the object of attention, and was, by Mr. Mattesoni

curious. This collector s<

Geological Survey. This
by the original discov

cated it to the office of the

a reported to sei

ally the r"" J

shaft meantime was filled with water almost immediately after the

skull was thrown out, and has never since been pumped out or ei-

humed, and stands to-day as it was at the date of the alleged dis-

The important point in Prof. Whitney's communication of these

facts at Chicago was the statement of the results obtained mm
Jeffries Wyman, of Cambridge in the critical examination ot to *

skull. On clearing away the mass of calcareous tufa which n
'

the cavity of the zygomatic arch, there were taken out two me
,

tarsal bones, the lower end of a left fibula, part of the ulna ena

a sternum bone, all of which may have belonged to the WB* »
ton with the skull; also a fragment of a human tibia ' " "

:

this skeleton, and a shell of Helix mor„><„„ „>;** There w--
.

associated with them a piece of shell fiishioned to a flat di*
•

•

bored at the center, and a fragment of charcoal. ,, j

The gravel was also cleared away from the base of the sknu,

the lower jaw isolated and cleaned. The skull had 1 «W> »Jby violence, with the loss of the left frontal and posterior r , _.

Ihe teeth and alveolar processes indicated ittob
son. The frontal region was lar^e ; but whether the skU"

.

long or broad is not certain. The orbits of the eyes were*
_

metrical, due, as was believed, to the absorption of the^
>»«^ of the left jaw producing a depressio

,' shouU
•'
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Prof. Silliman exhibited to the Association
one of four molar teeth of Mastodon found in the same, or nearly
the same, geological horizon as the alleged Calaveras skull. These
teeth, of the origin and position of which there is no doubt, are the
MM mentioned in an article in this Journal by Prof. S. for May
k mil. xlv, p. 378.) They carry the Mastodon down to a lower
horizon than has before been assigned to this mammal in California.
It has been the belief hitherto that the great catastrophe of the
paw outpourings which buried the Table mountains of Cala-
> an-

1 Tuolumne counties in California had extinguished all the
preexisting races, and that the Mastodon had never been certainly
discovered below that horizon. This view is no longer tenable,
• : ' ne Mastodon is here conclusively shown to reach quite to the
base of the deep-lying gold placers; and if the Calaveras skull

Mi the test of subsequent investigation man was his companion

Prof. W. P. Blake, in the same connection, exhibited drawings
w stone implements, and stated facts of their alleged coex-

>nth fragments of human crania in the deep-lying gold
•

l

;\
r\ All Prof. Blake's statements were based on specimens

and information obtained from Dr. Snell, of Sonora in California,
who imparted them to Prof. B., who had not in person obtained
em. Here again we lack the evidence so essential to establish

^questionable authenticity.

iij
0n£ tne eyening proceedings should be specially noticed the

*Mress of Pres. F. A. P. Barnard, the presiding officer at the
raaio meeting, which, owing to the absence of the author in
^nS last year, was not delivered at Burlington in due course, and

It *a°Tquently Siven on the evening of the opening at Chicago.

int«i J?
ctemed ^y that encyclopedic comprehensiveness and

Wwn lhaVe renderedDr. Barnard's addresses so favorably

B A r
Ul<

$yon Ale*ander Dallas Bache, by the President, Dr.

Hall rT '
Was delivered on the evening of Aug. 6th, at Library

• -
,

'.'
::

;'
'

u
;

ls W! '1'thy < >f the r •. It was a noble

than L fe and servic ' J
' ltht

>
who

'

more

*ondpSi
m
^
n °f his time in tne United States, combined with

and wh
adrmmstrative ability the highest scientific attainments,

*ienr>I
se

,
na

;

me and memory are cherished by all who cultivate

To th
W

!

h
?
her in ^erica or abroad,

tion i, ?V\bor of the Local Committee at Chicago, the Associa-

^emS^S*6? for the enjoyment of an occasion which will be long

°f the ,11 1
Wlth deliSht by a11 those had the privilege ofpartaking

<WorT •
umversal hospitalities, which left no moment of the

lecLi
e

7mn« ^employed by the most agreeable social and intel-

comforfr j
SXIres

* ^ot content with providing for the personal
and entertainment of their numerous guests while within



tee arranged for a number of excursions, after the adjournment, t

various, and even very disl ific interest,—* I

coal-fields of Illinois—the lead mines of Galena and Dubuque—tl

copper regions of Lake Superior, and, more than all, to the Rock

mountains and the present terminus of the great Pacific Rafl

not less than 1,250 miles from Chicago, on the path to Sn i

ciaco. Return tickets were also provided for all who had to pa:

over most of the long routes of 1,000 miles to the Atlantic. Sure!

the members of the American Associati a tor the Advancement.

Science, and their ladies who were so fortunate as to aeeonij r.

them, have good occasion to remember with pleasure the moi

than princely entertainment and magniluTiu hospitalinc- <

:

•

The next meeting of the Association will be held in the city <

Salem, Massachusetts, commencing August 18, 1869, under I

Presidency of Col. J. W. Foster, of Chicago.

The following is a list of the papers read at the meeting

:

1. In General Session.

1. On the Application of Electricity to tl

the Tuning-fork ; and of the Tuning-fork
Cords and Threads ; Joseph Lovebing.

issigned for their Explosion..

xated by Facts, Drawings and Experiments ; Joseph A. Miller. mJM

>r American Continent by Maritime People of Distinct Nationalities bewrc

Modern Era ; J. H. Gibbon.
4. Vestiges of Pre-historic Races in California; W. P. Blake.

5. The Antiquity of Man in North America; J. W. Foster.

6. The Fossil Human Skull of Calaveras County, California; J. u- " n

2. In Section A.

Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry.

1. On the Theory of Luminous Hydrocarbon Flames; El
2. The Statics of the Four Types of Modern Chemistry, with sk-

;he Water Type § 1
; Gustavus Hinriohs.

3. A New and General Law, determining the Atomic Volume and Boiling

af a great number n W :acHS. _ na y";-

4. TheC
trates, Sulphates, Perchlors
tionAB 3 C, or AB 4G; Gustavus Hinsichs. . T

5. A New Physio-Geographical Explanation of the Tides, etc.; a

6. Some Experiments on the Influence of the Physical Condition u;

sonal Equation, mTr:: \. ROGERS.
. ^aVA

Reduction c

8. On the Chemieo-Geological Relations of the Metals ; T. S. Hcsx.

?n %l
aeT °f **? Moon UP™ *e Weather; Elias LoomH-

10. The Recent Contribu Lrts of Dyeing «"

11. Meteorolites from Mexico and Poland; Lours FeucbWANGEB.

analogous to £HS^Z «» Observe
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Physical Constitution of the Moon; Simon-

Cleveland Abbe.
; Iv N. HOBS-

of the Metamorphoses of the Phosphates to Waste and Repair

;

in the Conversion of Beef into Pood; E. K Horsford.

ic Acid a Constituent of Butter; K. X. HoRSFORD.

i Constituent of the Brain; E. N. Horsford.

Term of July, 1868; 0. N. Stoddard.

:iples of Statistics as h B. Hough.

on the Galvanic Battery ; G.W. Hough.

osed new Mechanism for the study of Galvanic Batteries
;
u. vv .

on the total Disturbance of the Barometrical Column; G. W.

. e Constructor

_e; WlLLIA
«. un a r • -

ClUCYEXET.

29. On the Laws of Ocean Currents ; J. S. Grimes.
_

30. Hough's Barometrograph as applied to the Investigate
"Q

-
T T

l. Coffin.

Bla

Jtric Discharge ; 0. K
i Power of the Sun n

-

ation Between the Atomic Value of Different Metals, a

1 Diamagnetic Properties; P. H. Vander Wetde
-

it. and Method o

.
McDermott.

«. un the Tides of Lake Michigan; W. Ferrel.

!,' 5
otes on the Defects of Lightning Rods ; Jam

Tr *°me New Facts and Views concerning Alum

T b™?6 -Application of Carbonic Acid Gas, in the

: George A. Leakin.

Sillou-
thoda of Amalgamation in the Treatment of G-

*>S
0a^e^mption Periods of Monetary Values which i

Elliott.

U p^6 Metrical Unification of International Coinage ;

AuEs
a New Method of Measurement Map Drawing f

52
- Xote on Epitrochoidal Teeth; William Watson.



3. Ix Section B.

Geology and Natural History.

1. On the Genua of extinct Sea-Saurians, Elasmosaurus ; Edward D. Cope.

2. Phases of Gla the Close of the Dritt Period; V, T

3. Bibliography of Entomology in the United States and Canada, since 1862;

4. Oat
6. On

. Chadbourne.
I. On the Boulder Field in Cedar County, Iowa; Rush Emery.
8. On the Upper Silurian and Devonian Rocks of Ontarii

9. On Gold in the Laurentian Rocks of Canada ; T. S. Hunt.
10. On the Gold i T. S. Hunt.
II. Origin of Prairies ; J."' "

e Crania of Bootherium and Castoroides, '

m and their Livinj

Meal Relations c

logical Position and their Living Analogues ; J. W. Foster.

new, Vermont; James Hyatt.
15. The Habitable Features of the North American Con

the Line of 85° P(

Conclusions derived from a Review of its Aboriginal Population and Aararai

I. Parry. . ,

t
..

16. Description of a New Species of Protichnites from the Potsdam bandstow

of New York; 0. C. Marsh. ^t

11. Notice of some new Vertebrate remains from the Tertiary of NewJersej,

0. C. Marsh.
. G

i preservation of color in fossils from Paleozoic formations; i*

a of the Geological Survey of California,

J. D. WHITNEY.
20. The YosemiteYalley; J. D.Whitney. tA lnierican
21. Some points m the Surface Geology of the western side of tae aw

Continent; J. D. Whitney
22. The Quebec Group in Northern New Hampshire; C. H. Hitchcock.

2 . The supposed Triassic Foot-marks in Kai,
24. On the Geological age and equivalents of the Marshall Group

,

*•

^Experiment illustrating the Flow of Glaciers; Edward p^SfGraTe
26. On the Pk.- of the so-called bra

o^
e
^
lates of Califomia; W. P. Blake. , America: V-

27. On the gradual Desiccation of the western portion of Norm

"--: :
'

'

.'
,

30. On the surface geology of the Basin
Mississippi Yalley; J.S.Newberry.

..

Fishes, Insects, Crustacea, etc.,
Illinois; A. H. Woethen.

33. Geological section of Ohio; E. B. Ai

ent of North 1
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' '"
a cranium a Quinary one; 1

e Topography, Geology and Antiquities of the Caucasus

i the formation of shells and Belemnites, and Phosphates of Iron

K.VGSTEOM.

f-
®? certain physical features of the Mississippi River; G. K. waebet.

«. The Darwinian theory of Development; Chaeles Mohan.
44. On the Interpretation of Fossils ; B. Waterhouse Hawkins.

The titles of 49 other papers were handed to the Standing Com-
mittee, hut for want of time, a \-v . f i! in .>nl\- were read by
title, and most of them not at all. This makes the whole number

2. i} t!„ f„n ,
,• i: , ,, „.< , ii Moo,,;* by Flint

Aable Chase,—The discussion of the Moon's influence on the
weather has been recently revived by European meteorologists, and
*n article by George Dines, Esq., in the Proceedings of the Meteo-
rological Society, No. 36, contains some valuable tables, which
seem to me worthy of special attention. Mr. Dines was entrusted
JKh the Journal i I leswortn, of Cobham Lodge,
Jarrey, from which he was "

,

rain which fell
jwing each day of the moon's ao-e, for a period extending (with

onL
lntemiptions

) over forty years." From these extracts he has
wajaensed synopses for five years, ten years, twenty years, and

aorp
J

-

e
i
TS

>
arranged accord i

'

. a of the moon's

of 4
tW° SUDordinate tables, one of which contains " groups

mo " ? f°Ur day
.

s PrececIinS :!!, < 1 t; ,]i -
,lv in - *

acn cnange of the

sno!a' .
theotncr gives the proportionate amounts of rain in the

jccessive quarter- also statements

all ,t !l
Umber of daYs on which -01 inches or more of rain fell,

Zl- he numl)er of<% s on more fell, during

J'
entlre period.

. data on which

of if"
6

- -

Sed
' lead the author to the " decided opinion that the fall

rt« moon'T
nVmy influencedh the changes of the moon, or by

ofrt!
i

?
fluence of the moon on the ocean tides, on the fluctuations

""* barometer and ]

irresWu^^V1 » »umiar innnence on ttie rainiau -> ;u> ;

!v startled at Mr. Din. '-
<

s his evident impartialitv forbade any doubts of

of kTI °i
h
,

ls results
>
I was led to examine into the correct

than? ?r
0d

' The observati
! of a little more

fect 8 of °ti?
nic cvcles>and by the tabular arrangement the ef-

§
lfie revolution of the moon's nodes, as well as those of va-

in Jo
thC Proceedlngs of the American Philosophical Society, June 19, 186S.

"*• Sci—Second Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 137.-Sept., 1868.
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rying latitude and declination, are almost entirely eliminated.* The
station is in a hig le, and within the influence of

the Gulf Stream, therefore the lunar modifications of the climate,

"ally when those modifications are estimated merely from their

equatorial i are comparatively
;
the four

quarters, each embracing an entire'interval between a spring and

a neap tide, are precisely the divisions which, when the periods are

sufficiently extended, would eliminate most of the remaining evi-

dences of lunar disturbance. Still, if we examine the half-cycles,

or ten-year periods, we may observe that the half-months of lunar

conjunction present a rainfall alternately greater and less than the

half-months of opposition, a fact which suggests a possible depend-

ence on the alteri og north and south latitude.

It is impossible, from the tables, to determine the extent of such

', dependence. Mr. Dines, who has the necessary materials ** v, °

3 pp. 136-7 {loc.

to correspond, more nearly with the times of presumable maximum

and minimum disturbance. If we regard the day of each change

of phase as the middle day of a week, (counting the half-sum ot

the 5th and 12th days in the first quarter, and the half-sum of the

20th and 27th davs'in the third quarter), the seven days' aggi

gates in Table 1, and in the two st

will furnish the following results

:

1- :•

I

i-*
;-.:.-

:- i

;•-,::

::

:-.-
^^. '-'.'.'.'." '".['".

oi i sr more

.

p -"«' trans., 1841

: r

trie elevation of nearly -1 inch for 1 <

^rei.

,ears to hare been lea vj ^
. "on a cycle of eighteen years m the mean^ y

e climate of London." Clm. of *£*»£ f the

p. 277, seq. See also Zengers discus» ^
affected by the revolution of the moon s »
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It may thus be seen that, notwithstanding the complete veiling
• fnilthi <i;*t,irh< i,,c,x n'},;,-h „„t,i I,, ,l,i. in t]„ „!,,„„ ',s- r,ta'"Me
!;>(.,„,, ,/„,/ ,l,rj;„ati»„, f!,<r, ,>-os ,, ,,,,1,-k,,! r, ,,./, ,,. ,/ /,, !,,,,; a*,,

l<"i'!,;itun and to (Icc-c/s, at *>/;>/<;,/, l<>tl, i„ th<- amount of
-'hi th, nun.htr of rain;/ .to,//.

' This tendency, which be-
'•"iii.-s evident even in the majoritv of the five wars' J-roupimrs, is
uniformly shown in all the groups of ten years* twenty years'? and
forty years, as well as in the number of rainy days and" in the num-
ber ot heavy rams during the entire period.
In a future communication I propose to discuss the observations

at Pennsylvania Hospital, which demonstrate the existence of sim-
ilar tides at Philadelphia. The forty years' a-trre-ates (ls25 to
1 °

',

l»«'lusivo, at each stal lowing ratios of
weekly rainfall

:

The tide is so stronerlv marked
™geof the Himalaya -Mouni ins is to b. strikinirU shown bv 13
gars observations (1854-1866) on the days of change. (See Mr.

'—'
n, Proc. Roy. Soc, v, 16, December 12,

supposed connection between the a

Jwithe changes of the Moon, being

mVr^ i"o
*ESSKV

- I---1-- y^ .distant ontne trreat ingono-

iCi^y of India, to General Sabine, R.A., Pres. R.S.,

conne' f
7'

-

0C
-> Xvi '

213-)—Allow me now to say a few words in

belief™
Wltl

!
the incl°sed paper. There appears to prevail a

l4 Jef more or less popular, to the effect that more rain falls at

lnnatio

h

n
an^°

T
f the moon ''than on the intermediate days of a

office nf rt c haPPened to possess a record of the rainfall at the

oOlnsV •

buPenntendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey

CoionelW n
ex

,

tendinS over thirteen consecutive years, I obtained

,

k(T v permission to make use of the Register, in con-^^thia popular belief.

ac«4/
e

Sfiibulate? have been obtained h? emPi0^ t
n

ehaZs" y â11 as the means for comparing the fall at -the

ealcuiflt ^

Wlt that at intermediate intervals. The method of

The anmS
adoPted is explained in the foot-note to the Table.

M I

Ual a™rage result may be stated thus :—

^een'JfW " of «"» moon the mean daily fall of rain is oS
*hi h

* •

CbanSes " of the moon the mean daily fall is 0-525

^setht? °PPosition to the popular belief on the subject. I in-

to he notii
ab

'
°n the chance of its Proving sufficiently interesting
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- . > f ;

^_i_: <a @ * ' I) DtoC o w; CD

•87! •512

456 •800 918 3.:,<; •783

745 •397 5>s

1857...

.

i«
819

•4>5

l-oi:; 521
5 IS

•13 6

"58 57ii >i;

..

•(,:-5

J>
i-MU 872 V832

•295

2S7 57! "55

W-2._._ •G20 •5i:i •051

IJG3 ... 848 •342 SG2
::*;;;

•511

394
595

•852

•44 3

1866.... •135 •a GO •402 •6s0 •C8G •809 [>o

~7~~

•608 •402 •573 -535 •533 399 •483 •529

a of • U 1

iVbte.—The rainfall during the preceding twenty-four hour. W -

measured daily at mean noon. Suppose m „ m2 ,
w 3 ,

w*) »' .£

*»r, me , m 9 , to denote nine such consecutive measurements of dag

rainfall, registered at Mussoorie mean noon, respectively on

1st, 2d, . . . 9th of the month, and that the moon fterea

first quarter at an hour nearer to noon of the 1st than to the>F*

ceding or sue< < . dins noons. In this case the arithmetical

of m
1
and m has been entered in column J) as 1

fall at the firs-t quarter. Similarly, if full moon occurred

to noon of the 8th, the quantity Hhi^ has been reckoned as

average daily fall at full moon ; and

—

"g '

" *ge daily Mlfrom? toO. '^iSSSS
ed under thesemeonditions by Baboo

bribed a**
liiisil/. I"" 8 deSC"

riasiMeteorite.

, handed to him
Pastor Number- ar Schmolln,
burg, who found it about a foot below the surface ot tiie *>

m digging a ditch near his dwelling. It was irr

nal in shape, and appeared to be a portion of a n

In its longest diameter it measured 10-5 centinw
centimeters, in thickness from 2-5 centimeters. Its biu
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covered with the characteristic black, sometimes dark brown cm.
of feme oxyd and hydrate, with here and there traces of tile ore

1 "nil 1 m The entire mas. weigh 1 i 1 <,4
I

', im s; wit)
; 'givatest d.thVulty it \, , -

,.. ,}, c rar„vst ,,

I', weighing 976 grams, was, together with some smaller f, ...

ments, retained by Pastor N. , a second piece, 163-75 grama u
w«'i-lit, was deposited in the Royal Museum in Dresden. Tin
Nurture ot this iragmoni is compart, il is divided only with dini-

'• i- >\\\z\i\\\ mall, able, strongly magnetic, and possesses i

i:s a light str.-l-
gray color. The hardness is from 5-6

;
gravity of the interior

j >or-

"j
'*06

'

,

a™ of fragments with the crust, 6*75 and 5-8 (Fleck).
lne analysis was made by Dr. Fleck. After removing a trace

> recognized, the fresh int.

-

"material afforded:

8s£
.88-125

1-340

T321
Cobalt and Chromium, traces.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGBAPHY.

Mv "{'h'
:,f

'-'" Ww'o*: A Hand-hook of Rutwul Philosophy:
Cambrid'cr tJt

FE and J> A
-
G " Hi»h School

>

^Thig
if!'
™-

. Boston, 1868, (Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co.)

cle»of tr^v- ,
Text"book, based on the freshest authorities,

c^ory P
™

•
n
?
i rubbish. and piwntin- - we judge from a

of the sew?
11

? M
tlon

'
more ex< defects than any

0r
Parts lv?

PhllosoPhies in use. It consists of two distinct works,
'
D0und together: the first, the elements of Natural Phi-
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losophy under the three heads, Pressure, Motion, and Machines
and Sources of Mechanical Power; the second, Sound, Licrht, ami

Heat, with an appendix on Energy. Electricity and Magnetism
are omitted, because embraced in another volume of the same se-

ries on chemistry.

Full explanations of difficult points are not to be expected in an

elementary work; yet, if art, n pt. 1 at all. they should not, in our

view, be so dot: ite as is that of the difference

between Newton's theoretical and the observed velocity of sound,

p. 8, part II.

The book is well furnished with illustrations, problems, ques-

tions, and indexes. c. s. l.

2. BraitMcaite's Retrospect of Practical Medicine and $,ir>j>r
:
i.

PartLVI, January, 1868. New York. (W.A.Townsend&Adams.i
Banking's Half- Yearly Abstract of tin Ihdical »/».,„•,,•. \

XLVI, from July to December, 1867. Philadelphia. (H«y«
Lea).—These semi-:iimi.:il ,li--.--t- . .f tin- current medical literature

of the world, reprinted from the London editions, come to us at ir-

regular intrevals. The former contains a hundred and fourteen ar-

ticles, the latter, two hundred and sixty eight
;
presenting in a small

compass, and for a small price, an abstract of the most important

papers published within the last six months, in the various depart-

ments of the medical sciences. , .

,

We know of but one valid objection to these publications, wnicn

have become so indispensable to the busy practitioner,—their con-

tents are so valuable and complete, and conveniently arranged, t a

in many cases the temptation to depend entirely upon them, to

exclusion of a w dies! authors, may not bes

cessfully resisted. ,

S. Archives du Musee Teyler, vol. I, Fascicule 1, 2, 3,
*J

an
m

1866, 1867, 1868. Roy. 8vo.—The Archives of the Teyler «*
are issued by the Directors of the Teyler foundation, WjfJL
appear from time to time as memoirs maybe ready for publication.

The papers in rl i^ue.l. an eh.] '' '•

pertain to questions in Physics and Chemistrv ; th<

following: On the detenu": - pfthewg*
Solar Spectrum, by M. 8 ! j

On the retrac

and dispersion of flint glass, by the same ; On the detern^t

of the indices of refraction and on the dispersion of mixti n-

^

sulphuric acid and water, by the same ; On a case of exp*«J
illuminating gas, by the same ; On the indices of refraction ou
saline solutions and two other liquids of feeble dispersion, by

same
;
On the refraction of water, by the same. The Arcniv*.^

tain also a continuation of the catalogue of the library ami o

museum. e

4. The American Naturalist, Vol. IT, No. 5, July- J ""y
number. Salem. M,,..-_ T , , m i,!s„mmer number of this exce

magazine is very appropriately devoted exclusively ^ff^^ogy and Botany which will make it a very useful and^
work for those who visit the sea-side summer resorts. It c°ul^
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rine Aquarium ; A few Sea-Worms, by A. S. Packard (illustrate -1)

;

Good Books for the Sea-side ; Insects living in the Sea, by A. S.

Packard (illustrated) ; Directions for Collecting Marine Animals,

5. Reliquiee Aquitanicec; being contributions to the Areha?oh>

gy and Palaeontology of Perigord and the adjoining Provinces of

Southern France, by E. Lartet and II. Christy: edited by

Thomas Rupert Jones. Part V. Pages 33-52, and 73-80. Plates

A. xv, xviii, and Sketches of the Vezere, Nos. 1 and 2. London,

April, 1868. (H. Bailliere).—This new part, like the preceding, con-

tains numerous excellent figures of fimt arrow heads, Hupping,
ftc, besides a page of cuts representing North American Imple-

ments of stone, metal and bone, for comparison with the more an-

'
' 'it implements of Europe.
6. A treatise on concentration of all kind* of ores, inchidurj

>?" '-hlorhtation process for gold-bearing svlplnmts, orseninr>tx,

and gold and silver ores generally: by Guido Kustkl, Alining En-

gineer and Metallurgist, 'author of "Nevada and California Pro-

cesses of Silver and Gold Extraction." 260 pp. 8vo, with 120 Dia-

grams on 7 plates. San Francisco, 1868. (Office of the Mining
and Scientific Press.) We defer a notice of this important work
to another number.

7. Catalogue de Mneraux, Roches, Fossiles, Modeles en Pbitre

it Modeles en Bois ./. < <-ri<t„u.r h r. ,ulr< d„„s I. < '.>u,rt-»r M„,
;

-

P •';/» Rhman, (a Bonn) du Auguste Keaotz, Dr. der Sci. ix

ed., 1868.—A new edition of Dr. Krantz's Catalogue, showing ex-

tensrrecollections of minerals, rocks, fossils, casts, etc., the largest

In fact in the world, and also very reasonable charges.

Proceedings of the American Association for the advancement of Science, 16th-ryceeaingsofth- • iment oi waenw, *<.«.

mwting held at Burlington, Vermont, Aug. 1867. H8 pp. 8vo. Cambridge.
1S <>«. Published by Joseph Lovering, Permanent Secretary.

•J^*6"1 of instruction in the practical use of the Blowpipe
•ppendix and index, by G, W. Plympton, A.M. 288 pp. 12mo. New York

:

(D.

3re B. P. Sands", TJ.Yn.V Superintendent U. S. N. Observatory, 1

3. X. 18 pp. with a map. 8vo, Washington,

J

the "West India Cycloi

V*tts, BA
'W

vu ' Jl
- v Lonaon, 1000 .

^uvu^^,-
.

etcr%T
n? der M 5

'

] rich Naumann, Prov. XJmv. Lei]

iSSA!8*!** • «* Leipzig. (WEngelman)

^Mrith
Phj :raU
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Catalogo degli Uranatmi (ossia stille Cadenti) Ac; catalogue of shooting
observed at Eome in the year tte Caterina ScarpeUii
l'J !'•. Rome, 1868.

• .nomischen Gesellsehaft, I and II, Jahrgang, 3
3

.

r Storungen, enthaltend die rechti

irten Korpers unatt,

i .. 1866.
II Lesser. Dr. ( >u .. Tafelnder Metis, mit Beriicksichtigung der Stonmgen

i

das Problem der drei Kbrper in Allgeraeineni

- liner Anwendung auf die Theorie des Mondes. 1866.
IV. Hoiiel, Dr. G. J., Tables pour la reduel

ujour. 1866.

v. Auwers, Arth., Reduction der Beobachtungen der F
:.

i Rectascensionen
Kechtwi k. lig. uud I'olnr. . rdin iten .1 s Jupiter (nach Bouvard's T;

fte, rait denen Jupiter auf die Sonne

i'i
•

:.
'

.
....

. .,

nomischen Nachrichten Band 1—

i

fur die Epoche 1855 hergeleitet v

Travaux Publies et cnnsLrnr>t;on=
par ordre de son Excellence M. de

t des Tra

ling year are stated as follows: President,
; •' - ^ !". T.Bouvk; Correspond!':^-

504, Age of the Porphyry Hi!
Week's notes on his preliminary Report of the Geolog

^1867; WTislizenus^-p. 532,
cumulation.

. aures of the ,

ors; Hayes.—p. 5*2, On tl

, Remarks i

SOF theAmeric:
:

r.,-

J, JNew Goleoptera collected h fit,w««n Kunaiu

J«ChneUm0Qida3
°f Nor* America wTi descriptions ,

IslS^T EssexI*St, Vol. v, No. vii.-Page 233, F.
-

«w»ites, and additional names in the departments already reviewed.







AMERICAN

JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

[SECOND SERIES.]

Art. XXVIII.

—

On the molecular structure of Uric Acid and
Jto derivatives; by Wolcott G-ibbs, M.D., Eumford Pro-
lessor in Harvard University.

tt the following memoir I shall endeavor to show that uric

t

ei(1 an^ its derivatives are members of series the limiting
erms of which are on the one side polymeric forms of cyanic

jcici, and on the other alcohols or the corresponding hydrocar-
«». I shall adopt with some slight modifications the nota-

^ °; Frankland, and shall throughout consider carbon as the
P^cipal determinant.

lo tlle molecule of free cyanic acid I give the formula

• N=€-Ho
om, i°

h aU the bonds are saturated.
t0"nula may become in combination

cvanrT

1 C^bination I give the body, N€Ho, the name of
I J*. If we replace the hydroxyl by hydrogen we have

*V h
• N=€-H

acii
m
J
th

1

e isolated state represents a molecule of cyanhydric
a<H and whch by metastasis gives

N=€-H, and N-€-H.

. No. 138.—Nov.,
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In a state of combination the body, N£H, may be termed

With these preliminaries it is easy to see that cyanyl

5 derivatives must possess a remarkable aptitude f<

olymeric bodie

of any compound may develop at least 1

formation of polymeric bodies., since the first and last I

bining power. Thus dicyanic acid when free or saturated marM
N=€-Ho or N-€-Ho
N=€-Ho K-€-Ho,

but when combined may be

N=€-Ho N-€-Ho N~€-Ho N-€-Ho

N_€-IIo, N-€-Ho, ls
T -€-Ho, K-fe-IIo.

In like manner tricyanic or cyanuric acid has in the free state

structure represented by the formula

may have by metastasis either

N_€_Ho or • N=€-Hc
N-€-Ho N-€-H<
N-€-Ho isr-€-H<

From this it is easily seen that there is no limit, theoretical!}

to the polymeric f. >rm i of cvan , 1. Of these cyamelid is doufc-

less one of the highest as indicated by its remai

In the acids polymeric wit! vani icid c\ yl l

garded as the acidifying term. Its quantity tb i -i <

mines the basicity of the acid, and its function is the saimy.

that of oxatyl, O—€)—Ho, in organic acids not contaim |

nitrogen.
. ,t

Taking cyanic acid, the lowest term in the series, as

starting point, I propose for urea the formula *

N=€-Ho
II N=H2 ,

which affords a better explanation both of the formatio

urea from cyanic acid and ammonia, and of its ^com^ ^
into cyanic acid, biuret, cyanuric acid, &c, thanr

}̂ v J,

received view which makes urea carbamid K2 |

(

h4
.

°

this view biuret becomes
* Since the above was written I find that this formula has been P«*P°

S

Wanklyn and Gamgee. Jo \ i. p. 31.
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H N=H2 .

Its formation from urea and relations to cyanic acid are thus
early shown. No higher terms in this series are known, hut
eoughUo obtain hereafter triuret, tetruret, &c, correspond-
i? to tricyaniCj tetracyanic acids, &c, just as biuret corres-

)nds to dicyanic acid. Thus triuret w-ould he

N=€-Ho
N_<3-Ho
N-<3-Ho
H N=H 2 ,

id might perhaps he formed by heating together one molecule

: dicyanic acid, or two of cyanic acid, and one of urea.

Guanidin and methyluramin appear also to belong to the

mple cyanic acid type, their formulas being taken respec-

NH=€=(NH2)2 and N(€H 3
)=€=(XIT2 ) 2

truauidin. Methyluramin.

,

Dicyanic acid upon my view forms the first or completely
fc -* i-izvd term of the following series :

=€-Ho ^=€-Ho O =€-Ho H2
=€-IIo H2

=€-H
jgUHq e=€J~Ho Ha=€!-Ho H2=€~Ho H2=€-H
:<7anie acid. Oxalic acid. Glycolic acid. Glycol. Hydrocarbon.

« we replace hydroxyl in dicyanic acid by hydrogen and its

B**thn -s. we have the following possible compounds :

X=€-Ho N=€-H O=r€-Ho 0=€-H
x=e_n x=€-h e=h-n e=fe-H
Unknown. Unknown. Glyoxalic acid. Glyoxal.

To these I may be permitted to add the following which,

"hough, with the exception of glycocoll, not derivatives of uric
"' may 1),- iv-ird.4 ;! < co-uate'bodies :

MI =€-H N(€H 3
)=€-Ho NH =€-(€ rH60)

H
?
=€-.Ho H 2 =€-Ho H2

=€- Ho
Glycocoll. Sarkosin. Hippurie acid.

*H)-€=NH (NH )-€=NHNH -fcNH Nil -f'=NH
S
'

H -€-H N(€H
3 )-€-Ho NH -€\e N(€H 3

)-€V.e
M-Ho Ha =<3~Ho H2r€j/ H2 ==€/
EW*mn. Kreatin. Glycocyamidin. Ivreatimn.

fneyanic or C
]

ie first term of the follow-
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N=€-Ho N=e-Ho N=G-Ho N=€-NH,

N-G-Ho N_€-Ho N-G-NH, N-€-NH,

N=G-Ho N=€-NH2 N=G-NH2
N=€-XII

2

Cyanuric acid. Melanurie acid. Ammelin. Melamin.

Ste=€~Ho N=G-(GH 3 )o N=G- Ho N=€-&
N_G-Ho N-G-(GH 3 )o N-G-Ho N-€- NIL

e-G=e g-g=g e—e=(Ho) 2
e-€=(iH

Parabanic acid. Cholestrophane. Oxaluric acid. Oxaluramnl

H H"
&—-b—Ho N=G-Ho G-G-NH NT=€-Ho

K—€—Ho N-4=Ho N-G-Ho X-t'-H

G=G—

H

2 G—G=H2 iT=G-Ho 0-€=H
3

Glyeomric acid. Lantanuric acid. Fulminuric acid. Hydaut. »

.

Of these bodies melanurie acid, ammelin and melamin wei

first derived from cyanuric acid by Kekule.*

e=€J—Ho e=G-Ho O =€-Ho NTO-€-no

G=G II-G-IIo H2=G ^'-H

g=g—Ho e=€-iio e =fj-iio e=€"H
;

1

c

M« o\ilc\ I, Tartronic acid. Malonic acid. Xitrosomalomc |

XH2
—G—Ho G =€—Ho H 2

=€—Ho H
2=f~~.

-i_H H —€3—Ho H -G-Ho H =tJ-*

G =€—Ho H2r=G~Ho H,=G—Ho Jff^
Amidomalonic acid. Glyceric acid. Glycerin. Hydrocaw

Tetracyanic acid, G4N 4H4G4 , bas not yet been obtained.^

consider its existence as at least probable, and take » a*

first term of the following series : U

N=€-Ho N=G-Ho N=G-Ho N=€-Ho fcs«-?

if~-G-.Uo N-G-Ho N-G-Ho N-G-Ho ^"y
^-G-Ho N-G-H X-G-Ho iT-G-H M£J
N=G-IIo it=£-ll N-G-H 1S

T-G-H ^-f

;

Tetracyanicacid.Mycomelicacid.il II H H l
\ zLgi

\Ilantoin filvcoluril. Hy<«

N=G-Ho H=G-Ho N-G-Ho N=<3-Ho tf=*-

X_fj_Ho N-G-Ho N-_G-Ho N-G-H *-*""*

<j>-€ G-€-H G-G-IIo e-€-H Mjj
G=G e=€-H e=G-H G-G-H ^STtu.

Alloxan. Dialuric arid All™?„ «*M Rnrbituricacid.Bromo^
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X=€-Ho N=€—Ho X=€-Ho o=€-h.
X~^_H 3ST—G—II X-€—Ho e—k—ih
e-€—h e—b—n e-c—n e—€_iic

e=b~xn 2 &=b—NO Or=€—NO
c Uramil or Dialur- Dialuric acid. Dilituric acid.

a=-e_k„

H-£—Ho II --6-Ho H —i-II
H-€—IIo H —€—Ho II —€—II

0=-e—Ho iT
2=£—Ho II2=€-II

Tartaric acid. Erythrite. Hydrocarbon.

From the hypothetical pentacyanic acid we may derive the
following bodies :

N'=€-II N=€—Ho N=€—NO N=rG—Ho X=€- IIo

N'-^-Ho X--fc-H X-€-Ho k-h-Ho X—fc- H
*-€-Ho iL-fc-H llr--fe-Ho X-€-Ho X-€- II

K-€-Ho X_€—II X—G-H X—C-H X—€— II

g^fo Li^H X=€-H e-4=H, &-&=(Ho)a
cyanic acid - GuaniQ- Urocyanic acid.* Uroxanic acid. Pseudo-uric acid.

X=€_H N =€- Ho X=-G-Ho X-U-II

J*~H iT —€—

H

X--&—Ho X—C-H
N ~<'-H X —G-H X-€-Ho X-€-H
N'~^-n (xii)—|-_h x—b x—€—h
^-€=~e H_^-(-GH8)a

Nfc-H vt=o
Aanthin.

Caffeidin. Uric acid. Hypoxanthm.

O=€-H H3=-G-Ho H2
=€-H

H~€-Ho H -€-Ho II -b-ll

H-i^H h —

€

1-Ho H -k—H
H—i-Ho H —i-Ho H -i—

H

fc=-fc-Ho H2=-G—Ho H2=£—

H

Aposorbic acid. Unknown alcohol. Hydrocarbon.

rom hexacyanic acid we may derive the following :
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X=£!-Ho
^-A-Ho

X=£!-H X=€-H N=€- II

X-A-H X-A-H A-A- II

N-€-Ho N—A-H X-A-H X--C- II

A-A-Ho A-A-a X-A- II A-A- II

A—A—Ho A-A-H 4.-A— H A-A-(€H,
X=A—Ho e=A-H 6:=A-(£!H

3 )
e=^-(€H

s
Hcxaoyamc acid.

X=€-Ho
A—A—Ho

N=€—Ho X=€—Ho N=rG-Ho

x~A-Ho A—A—Ho A-A-Ho
X-A-II X-A-Ho A—A—Ho A-A-Hfl

X—A— II A-A—

H

A—A-H A-A-H
o-A-h A-A-h A—

A

A-A
e=A-H O^H e=A—h e=A

Oxalantin. Leucoturic acid.

H
2=€_Ho 0=€!—Ho H2=€—Ho II,=€-H

H -A-Ho H-A-Ho H -A—Ho H-A-H
ii _A-n H-A-IIo A-Ho H-A-H
H -A-Ho H-A-Ho A-Ho H-A-H
H -A-Ho H-A-IIo H —A-Ho II -€-H

H =A-IIo e=A—Ho H2=A-Ho H8
=A-H

So far as I am aware no substance derived from uric a

contains 7 atoms of carbon, and it is therefore unnecessary

the present state of our knowledge to assume the existence

heptacyanie acid. The derivatives of octocyanic acid are

the contrary, though not very numerous, of much inter*

They are as follows :

N=€—Ho N=€—(NHJo X^-G—XO tf=€-Ho N=|-]

X—e-Ho A-A- Ho A—A—Ho A-A-Uo N-^- :

X-€_H 1ST—.6— Ho A-A-Ho A-A-IIo *-*H
X-€-Ho A-A- Ho A-A-Ho A=A *-*H
A-A-h A-A- H A-A-Ho e=A e~fJ

x-A-Ho A-A 4-A-ho e=A M
x-A-n A e__£ e=i e*f

=A-B
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the theory of the molecular structure of the members of
ic acid series which I have here presented, it may he
objected that it is to a certain extent arbitrary, since it

many cases the elements admit of a

,
yet

. [ think, upon examination, that there is less
room for variation in the arrangements than might at first be

JVPJted. Moreover, I have been guided as far as possible by
the known syntheses of some substances and products of de-
composition of others. Thus in the case of uric acid, Strecker

p recently found that by the action of iodhydric acid it is

resolved into one molecule of glycocoll, three of carbonic acid
ind three of ammonia, so that it may be regarded as derived
from cyanuric acid and glycocoll in the same sense in which
uppunc acid is derived from glycocoll and benzoic acid. The
structural formula which I have given explains the decompo-
:ition effected by Strecker very simply, for we have

N=€—Ho

A-4
V€-H.

N=€-Ho( +3lI2
Oz=3€0^+3NH a

n f+2H 2
0=€JI 5

N0 2V-G-Hf^ 2
Glyc^oll.

is easily shown that uroxanic acid is de-

]S
T=€—Ho

=H"H0 ^H+H*°=U-^H 2

X—€-H
e—c=h 2

I have here taken uroxanic acid with, the formula

a+^1
*H6e*+2IJ2^ instead of € 5N.H 10O 6 which is usually

attnbuted to it.
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2sl—€—Ho+0+H2 = llr—^—Ho
£3
Uric acid.

Here also the action
ment of the uric acid, si

vfe_H+e+H 2e = ^ A
+«*>,.

In the formation of dialuric acid from uric acid an atom of

cyanyl also enters into the reaction :

N=€—Ho N=£J—Ho
JT—h—Ho llr-€—IIo

^—^—Ho+2H 9 = O—€-H +N=-G-Ho

N-b e=k-H pi iT=H2V€—Ho Dialuric acid. Urea.

N=
l H+2H°^A~W+NII 3 and (^€-Ho)+NH3=
t, ±± e=-t>—

H

rtf=i>-*

Li ^Hr

In the oxydation of uric acid to form alloxan an atom of cy-

anyl is involved ; thus

N=€—Ho N=€—Ho
*JT—&-.Ho • i—k—Ko
K^€=Ho-fe-r-H,0 = &_£ +tf=€-Ho

V^~H Alloxan. Urea.

Here

In the case of mycomelic acid we have
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N=£J—Ho N=€—Ho
A—k—Ho N—-G—Ho
JZJZho = N-^-H +«>

lU*/ X=€-H
V€—II Mycomelic acid,

explain all the transformations oi the members of the

sid series would require an inordinate extension of this

The reactions indicated by the following equations

rtoine to find a ready explanation in the fonnnbis which

I given above, and will serve to facilitate comparison •

ffi"°»+H, == <:\X.J
DialuriJ»2fiL

2€ 4 II,N
Alloxan

2 e.i+H2 =, € 8
n 4N 4e 7

+n2e
Alloxantin.

V:
l

:l
„ e

t+€ tN,t
n.e4 == € 8

ii4 is
T
4
e.

: + ":
2
e

Dialuric acid. Alloxantin.

<;'
4
II

2X B e.i4-Hae = € 4H
ABoi

iN8 6

v.n.,x »<*<i+e = €3H,N 2
e 3-f€e 2

One transformation deserves especial notice from its hearing
upon the theory. Bv the action of evanie acid upon dialur-
amid Baeyer obta i id, the equation expressing
toe reaction being

^4H
5N 3e 3-f€XHe = -G 5

ii
6
x 4
e 4 .

Kow in this case we have a direct passage from a lower to a

^ner series by simple addition of one molecule of cyanyl. It

^s at least pr,
«r kind are possible, and that the discovery of pseudo-uric acid

"fishes a clue to a great number of syntheses by one or more
^litions ot cyanyl, prussvl and cyanamid. An attentive ex-

amination of the structural formulas which I have given will

'
ow that in each series many intermediate terms remain to be

discovered.

The views which I have here developed in regard to the mo-
dular structure of the uric acid s< ri« > appear to me to afford

satisfactory explanation of certain peculiarities which have

SB attracted the attention of chemists. The first to which I

ftp
1S tae remarkable mobility of the constituents, and

sinJTeat
-
numDer of compounds which may be derived from a

«inf i
primitive bv the addition, subtraction or replacement of

*mW radicals such as hydrogen, hydroxyl, &c, and by the
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metastases of the combining bonds. Cases of isomerism are

common among the nitrogenous members of the series, but

theory clearly points to their possible existence and simple

planation. That there is a very close connection between

nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous terms of the several gn

can hardly I think be denied, and no theory which has hith

been proposed offers any explanation of this connection. ]

disposed to lay some stress upon this point, believing as

that it contains the key to the explanation of chemical cha

occurring within the animal economy, and gives hints

may hereafter be of service in the rational system of "

peutics to which organic chemistry in connection with pi

ology will ultimately lead.

The attentive study of the polymeric forms of cyanyl

also I think serve to show that a number of derival

still remain to be formed from each primitive type, f

clear that hydrogen and hydroxyl may i '
""

change places so as to produce new compounds, but may M

replaced by (NH
2 ) and by other residues. I may here state

my conviction that every hydrocarbon is one term of a sent*

which may be considered as derived iroin another term con-

taining prussyl, cyanyl, or polymeric forms of these bodiw.

and one problem of organic chemistry, not yet solved or even

attempted, is the systematic passage from the completely mtro-

genized terms : :ug ht:ig«*» t«> the ^ux\

drocarbons, or from these back to the highest nitrogen a«P'

tives. In the simplest known case this has been done

;

\tt»

prussyl in the form of cyanhydric acid we pass to methywg
from methylamin to methylic alcohol, and from this to m -

gas. Conversely we pass from marsh gas to cyaanyono ""j

but in the cases of the higher terms in the series no BOCl g
tematic transformation is possible in the present state or

knowledge.
In conclusion I may remark that in place of cyanyl an

jj

multiples cyanogen and its multiples might have be n a-

as primitives.
&
I am disposed to think, however, that *

method of presenting the subject which I have chosen w r

the whole better and simpler for the purpose which I u

Cambridge, Aug. 15th, 1868.
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Fi »r several years past the appendix to the American Ephe-
mrris and Nautical Almanac has contained a list of occulta-

I !!-. visible in the limits of the United States, west of the

Mississippi river, calculated by aid of an instrument invented

t| me. in the summer of 1842. Having been requested, by
one of the editors, to furnish a description of the instrument
for the American Journal, I will endeavor to give it in as few-

possible.

From observations on the moon, taken from stations on the

surface of the earth, astronomers have, with incredible labor,

computed the moon's actual orbit, and predicted, several years

in advance, her apparent path in the sky, as it would fo seen

from the center of the earth, were such observations possible
;

that is, as it would be seen by an observer, flying with great

velocity over the earth, with such speed, and in such a path,

as to keep the moon always in his zenith.
The problem in calculating an eclipse, or an occultation, is

to find from this position of the moon among the stars, as seen
oy an observer to whom she is in the zenith, where she will

appear to an observer in some other position.
The mode in which I solved this problem mechanically will,

Perhaps, best be understood by following the actual process of

?y thought in inventing the instrument. A straight wire of

jnnmte length, passing through the centers of the earth and
we moon, would mark in the sky, with one end, the moon's
r
fal geocentric place, with the other, its opposite pole. A sim-

j»
r^ passing through the moon's center and the place of

toe observer, would mark out, with one end her apparent

Place, with the other its pole These poles would have the
same relative position as the places. Moreover, if the moon be
»*en as the center of the celestial sphere, these places and

B" Would keep their right position on a smaller concentric

we. Let us then take a sphere of about sixty feet radius, or

j^all portion of its surface, as a chart. Vertically over it, at

tb i

ance of 8ixty feet we place an ideal moon, while upon

^ chart we will place a model of the earth with a ten-inch
^tos. The projection of the center on the chart being the

; lls r'-al place (or mther its pole), the projection of the ob-

; ; ,
^ oe the apparent place (that is, its pole)

;
provided

reli*
e stars instead of the moon's hour angles, &c, whicn

«*es us of the awkward necessity of projecting from the ideal
uon and allows us to project vertically.
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Of course our model of the earth need he but a skeleton
model, and such is " the Occultator." It consists essentially
of five parts. I. The moon's meridian, aa, standing vvti I

upon two feet, and readily arranged by means of a projecting

point on one foot and a cross scratch in mica in the other, to

stand parallel to the meridians of A.R. in the chart. In the

cut the projecting point in the hind foot is out of sight,

II. The equal; >r. it.

which by means of its

(axial or polar) arm.

i, and the

limb of a, is set to the

declination of the moon

(in the cut about 12
:

)

the observer, xx, vhicn

by the graduated limb

ofthe equator is readily

set to the hour angle.

IV. A steel radius

ding in and out oia

brass socket, k. w. •

slides on th

meridian, xx, to tne

latitude of the place of observation, in the cut 45°.

v. Some contrivance, two specimens of which are seen?

the side of the instrument, for finding the projection ot m
point of the rod. The one most used is the ruder one at

left, a silk thread stretched on a brass bow which is set on

triangular base, and made normal to the chart by screws in

base The modes of using the instrument are various.

(a) We may draw our chart on a fixed scale of 1 men »

and m that case, have fixed meridians drawn, and plot a

path of the moon for each occupation, and take new mea^*
tor the semi-diameter, and for the horizontal parallax, rq

86D
,i^by the 8teel radi™ IV.

, n •„ .ht,
(b) Or we may fix the length of the steel radius at 10m^

draw one meridian as an axis, and use Bessel's
coordinate,

plot the moon's path #.
(c) But the best practical method yet tried is to plot

£fully and permanently the moon's path on the chart wim
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hourly motion of 56234 inches,—and calculate the proper

values for semi-diameter and parallax, and direction of the

((/) Other modes have been tried, but are not worth describing.

It will be observed that the mode a is naturally suggested
by the train of thought which led to the invention, b by the

calculation and publication of Bessel's coordinates. The mode
c, requiring a modification of Bessel's coordinates, was invented
by my son, H. B. Hill, who has calculated the occupations for

the American Ephemeris. Its advantage is, that it saves the
labor of dividing the moon's hourly motion into minutes, which
under the other forms is the most tedious part of the process.

With the practice which he has had, he is now able to compute
by this instrument the times of immersion and emersion, and
the angle of emersion for sixteen different places of observation,
in less than one hour. The times are supposed to be accurate
to the nearest minute, unless the occultation is little more than
an appulse.

The instrument was made by J. H. Temple, of Boston, who
deserves great credit for his solution of a very difficult mechan-
ical problem,—the adjustment of three motions (declination,

hour angle and latitude, I might add a fourth, parallax) on
axes passing through a common point, the center of the model
earth.

*

The above description of the process of invention sufficiently

demonstrates the principle of the instrument, but it may be

demonstrated it way.
bet P be the elevated pole, z the zenith, S a star, and C the

point of upper culmination, let s be a fictitious star, and p a
Pomt in the meridian below C, such that p C=P z. Make the
jagle ps=z p S and p8=p a The two triangles, zps,

"j8j ^e evidently symmetrical, so that sz=Sz and the
angle s zp= z g p. That is to say, the altitudes of s and S are

gual, and the azimuth of s equals the parallactic angle of S.

f^nce, if over a horizontal chart a rod, equal in length to the
horizontal parallax of S, be elevated to point at s, the projec-

nf°JL
e rod wil1 Sive botn the magnitude and the direction

°j Jj|e parallax of S. But it is evident from the construction
the instrument that the steel rod points at s.
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Art. XXX.—On the Amiens Gravel; by Alfred Tylok,

Esq., F.G.S. Plates III and IV.

The exact position, character, and equivalents of the Qua-

ternary deposits of the valley of the Somme have been fre-

quently discussed. On the authority of certain sections and

plans of Amiens and Abbeville, the correctness of which will he

examined hereafter, theoretical views concerning the relative

ages of different parts of the gravel and of diflerenl pan|

the valley of the Somme have been promulgated by Mr. Prest-

wich, and repeated by Sir C. Lyell and others.

These geologists have asserted :

—

First, that there were two valley-gravels of distinct age at

Amiens and Abbeville, one named by them the upper and tne

other the lower valley-gravel

;

Secondly, that the upper gravel was the older of the two

.

Thirdly, that the valley of the Somme was excavated tH

depth of 40 or 50 feet since the deposition of the upper va e

gravel, and previously to the deposition of the lower vaiiey-

, and bones
Fourthly, that both gravels were fossiliferous, and contained

tne remains of man, or rather human implements and do^»

of extinct mammalia, the lower gravels having the g:

«

number of species of moUusca, the higher gravels conwi
|

the greater number of flint implements
; TffM

Fifthly, that the height of 70 feet, at which fossil^

gravels now stand above the level of the Somme, is mutu ^
yond the limit of floods, and therefore, that these gPve^ ei

only have been deposited at St.-Acheul before the nver-cu

was cut down to its present level. , JtfM
The general. '\ rt1

;'

of man found in St.-Acheul ; k i Q
'

rated from the Historical period by an interval during

valleys were excavated or deepened 40 or 50 feet

In a paper read before this Society in April, &W ^
gested that there was evidence of verj lit

mospheric action since the date of the drift contains ^ ^
remains, and that the age of these deposits was cl -

Historical period,—also that the upper and lower ^m. r

in the Somme were continuous and of one period.

* From the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for May,

f Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc, vol. xxu, p. 4G3.
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I afterward read, in June, 1866, a statement of what I be-
lieved to be the correct interpretation of the Amiens and Abbe-
viilr -rtinns, reasserting the continuity of the gravel-deposits
on gradual slopes from the higher to the lower levels in the
valley, except in rare cases or isolated spots, where the conti-
nuity was interrupted or prevented by some upstanding piece
of the original rock out of which the valley had been cut, in
which case the gravel wraps round the base of the upstanding
knoll of chalk. I quoted the section at Montiers as one that
shows a direct sequence of gravel from above the railway to the
Somme, notwithstanding the version of that locality published
by Mr. Prestwich, in which chalk is represented in a position
u'i'"iv I could only find gravel.
At the same time attention was drawn by me to the proba-

bility of the brick-earth terrace sloping down to the Lea
Pttahea at Clapton being of the same age as the similarly
tormed Loess terrace sloping down to the Somme at Amiens.
i IJM asserted that there was good evidence in the direction
and gradient of the terrace, in the configuration of the gravel
and brick-earth and of the London-clay surface at Clapton, of
the water having occupied the whole valley of the Lea at the
tune of the formation of this Clapton terrace, and also of the
^ater of the river Lea or other riv< r< havim; reached very much
wgher levels in the vicinity at that period, while the Stoke-
Jewmgton and Highbury i irth were being
deposited.

S J °

I still hold these opinions, and am prepared to demonstrate
their truth

; and I ask the attention of the Societv to a re-

ft ement of the exact geological facts to be seen in the S, >mme
j^ey, and to evidence quite independent of that which has
^n previously s ;, tv, although to a certain
extent going over the same ground.

a He conclusions that I arrive at are extremely dissimilar to
'"-:' "i Mr. Prestwich and Sir C. Lvell, and are as follows :—

Son Y
tlle surface of the clialk in tn0 v;:1!r

-

v " r
!

il0

' ime had assumed its present form prior to the deposition

rp(
.

an
^ *ne gravel or loess now to be seen there, and in this

pect corresponded with all other valleys in which Quaternary

fcer are met with.

fnif ?. '
that the whole of the Amiens-vallev gravel is of one

Ration and of similar . and contains

andiTllar or£anic contents, the La Neuville, Montiers,

^t.-Acheul gravels being of the same age, and capped with

whT^ of loess also of one age and mineral character, the

torical -

Sit being of a date not much antecedent t0 the His"
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Third, that the gravel in the valley of the Somme at

Amiens is partly derived from debris brought down by the

River Somme and by the two rivers, the Celle and the Arve,

and partly consists of material from the adjoining higher

grounds, washed in by land-floods,—the immense quantity
|

chalk present in the gravel having been derived from the latter

source. It is where the surface of the chalk is concave that

the gravel is thickest.

Fourth, that the Quaternary gravels of the Somme are not

separated into two divisions by an escarpment of chalk parallel

to the river as has been stated. They would have formed an

exception to other river-gravels if this had been the case. The

St.-Achcul gravels thin out gradually as they slope from the

high land down to the Somme, and they pass away into the

Loess formation,—and so also at Montiers.

The Loess deposit, on the contrary, forms a distinct escarp-

ment for many miles along the Somme ; and this, I believe. I

the bank of the ancient river whose floods produced the St.-

Acheul and Montiers gravels.

Fifth, that the existence of river-floods, extending to a

height of at least eighty feet above the present level ot tne

Somme, is perfectly proved by the gradual slope and con 1-

nuity of the gravels deposited by those floods upon the slopi^

sides of the valley toward the Somme, and also by the Loess

or warp, of similar mineral composition and color, externum

continuously over the whole series of gravels, and nmsnm,,

with a well-defined bank near the present stream.

Beds of gravel, brick-earth, and loess, having an even slopuj,

surface from the escarpment of the sides of the valley dow

the terrace near the river-bank, are often to be observed near

other rivers whose channels bear the same proportion to

valleys that the Somme river bears to its valley,^ana *

gravel- and loess-deposits reach to a height of 100 tee

the present river-levels.

Sixth, that many of the Quaternary deposits in all cou

clearly posterior to the formation of the valleys in wm ^
lie, are of such great dimensions and elevation ™*tluJ

t ftoD1

have been formed under physical conditions very ditterm
^^

our own. They indicate a Pluvial
northern drift indicates a Glacial period. This 5

mvl'V
d

must have imm< he true Historical pen° -^

Since June 1866, I have visited Amiens eev<

compared the gravels as accurately as I could, ^Vj^ j have

ation and character, with those of other rivers, ot wn ^
had surveys made; and I hoped to have brougni f
subject of valley-gravels before the Society in the e j a
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Thee

juuls first, in order to have the advantage of ]

tho meeting, reserving my account of other river-gravels and
niparison to a luture paper.

Tin- plan and sections of the Quaternary deposits at Amiens
illustrating this paper will, I hope, make the actual geographi-
cal and geological positions of the Amiens beds quite clear.

-
It should he mentioned that, in August, 18C6, after examin-

ing the levels myself, I called at the railway office at Amiens
to obtain the precise height of the different points on the rail-
way above the sea, and to get the name of a competent survev-
<T. and was referred to the chief en-ineer, 31. Guillom. That
^•ntleman only saw me for a few minutes, hut kindly promised
that if all the points on which I required information were laid
down on a plan, he would have the section! carefully taken for
me in a few weeks. This plan was accordingly sent* to him by
me a tew days afterward, with the lines marked on which I
Wished the levels.

The work was more tedious than was expected bv M. Guillom.

T f dld not send me the m -a-ir. d .-• li-n, until Mav, 1867.
^e levels of these sections have been taken with the greatest
jare, and, I believe, are as precis- as any that have been taken
;.,\-'." ,,l,,^'-'l

i

purposes; and I am therefore indebted to Mr.
^Uiiiijin ior tlie means of drawim- an exact picture of the sur-
** ot the chalk prior, as I believe, to the deposition of any of
;"' \ahL

:
y-gvaVei or loess at Amiens. The value of this com-

- Ration therefore much depends on Mr. Guillom's survey.
i!* heights on the nun in English feet,

r]!n Pi
mliUeljehl '

J !,: '

!i:i tid
' ^ Havre. The scale of the

Plat tv^ **"^' ** 3} illclu
''

s to a nule - The vertical scale in

scale Th
1S

~
2 incl1 t0 55 feet

'
and is threetimes the horizontal

Bw*i" T^?ottefl 'i i - ; ''
'

] ian show the position of five
uions, I K, R S, L M, N P, N Q, nearly at right angles to

the s m
me °f them exten<lmg to a height of 200 feet above

Hi ami TV
llG 1Ine A B is al°n° the ImPerial Road '

See Piates

H. Description- of tlie Longitudinal Section.

on ^ is also a longitudinal section, divided into three parts

Con«n
Dt

,
0f th "

I
il! '• l-rMin- at M.-A"!n ui preventing

^tuauous levels being taken. The divisions are C D, E F,

-'ill be treated sometimes in this paper

Plate IV, fig
"

'

• T̂o'
8ee Plate IV

> % 3
>
4

>
and 5 -
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It passes through the celebrated pits of St. Acheul, and

bounded by the river Arve, a tributary of the Somme, at

eastern point, C, and by the escarpment of chalk in the I

de Cagny (700 yards west of the railway-station, Amiens;

its western extremity, point H.
C H is near the Imperial Koad, and is parallel to that ro

to the railway, and to the river Somme.
Section G H.—The length of G H is 1400 feet. See PI

IV, fig. 5. The highest point is 157 feet above the sea, 79

1

above the river Arve, 3 feet over the highest part of the I

perial road, 61 feet above the rails, and 84 feet above the ri

Somme at Neuville. The gradient, commencing at point

129 feet above the sea, Rue de Cagny, rises to the east 1 in

then 1 in 33, 1 in 35, 1 in 61, and 1 in 100, reaching the i
known section of St.-Acheul Pit, with Eoman graves, Iossl

erous sand, and wavy marls, ai a height of 152? feet above I

sea. A portion of this is shown in Plate IV, fig. 12.

The loess in this section is four feet at the highest, and m<

easterly point, ("I. gradually thinning to the west, and ceasi

when it reaches H.
The gravel is sixteen feet thick at its most easterly point,

thinning out as it passes to the west a little before the 1*

disappears.

The surface of the chalk is 133 feet above the sea at (j, &

128 feet at H. The surface falls 1 in 280 to the west.

Section E F.—The surface gradient commences attl
,

*'

height of 156 feet above the sea, and it passes the Ceniete

road on the level, and ri to the east ot oni

in 700, then falls to the east at 1 in 165 and 1 in 7ul. «•»

the point E at a height of 154 feet above the sea (t^e

°The loess is 4 feet at F, thickening to 5 feet at the sinn^

level of the whole section C H, and then thinning out to *

at E. The regularity of the loess is a very important »•

The gravel is 17 feet thick at F, and 15 feet at fi.

*"J
face of the chalk is 133 feet above the sea at both &

<_
~

showing a perfectly horizontal line, while there is only a *

tion in the level of the surface-loess of 3 feet m this

which is 1586 feet long.
Section CD (Plate IV, fig 3).—Section CD comm^,

T> with an elevation of 1531 feet above the sea; ana m
dient falls east at 1 in 157, then rises to the east 1 **Jj|g
falls to the east 1 in 40 and 1 in 300. Here the tramwaH .

IV, fig. 1) crosses the Imperial Road, and some very

gravel pits are now being worked for ballast.
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T • -radient continues falling oast 1 in 88, 1 in 180, 1 in

H 1 in 41, 1 in 33, and rising 1 in 200 to the east, whore it

. PN tiir escarpment at a height of 1421 feet above the. sea.

ie loess is here 5 feet thick, and the gravel 2 feet, accord-

- h) Ifr, Guillom's survey; but I found only two or three
-t where I observed it. The loess is 5 feet thick near the
luuay, and 4 feet at the point D. The gravel is 13 feet

ick at D, and 10 feet thick at the tramway, thinning out as

ij'l roaches the escarpment on the oast, as it did on the west.

»e .surface of chalk is horizontal throughout this section also

rpment.
At the escarpment, the chalk falls to the east 521 feet in a dis-

ice of 106, or at an angle of 45° and gradient of 1 in 2
lr
jy- The line of slope of this escarpment is remarkably
-: t in many places, and quite free from gravel or loess.

'H there follows a Hat terrace of loess, 60 feet wide, then a
pe toward the river, of 1 in 30, and then 1 in 4, until we
* the marsh at a height of 76 1 feet above the sea,

III. Descriptions of the Transverse Sections.

Section IK (Plate IV, fig. 6).—This section commences at
' Rue de Cagny, point I, at a height of 200 feet above the

• and falls to the river and the north at a gradient of 1 in
1 in 28, 1 in 22, 1 in 18, 1 in 54. It then rises to the north

»j 162, and crosses the tramway ballast-pit at a level of 1531
' above the sea, and the Imperial Eoad at a height of 153
[above the sea; it then rises to the north at a gradient of 1

-"• reaching 156 feet above the sea, then falls toward the
^r at 1 jn 42) i in 100; rises 1 in 87, falls 1 in 67, 1 in 65,

fplt u
Until in reaches the railway-cu bin .. ftt a height of 138

«*t above the sea. The cutting happens to be in the escarp-

ha?£
the ancient chalk valleF> in which the valle5'-"ravel

ennt
dePosite<l; and the surface of the gravel follows the

.

ntour of the ground, and falls at a gradient of 1 in 8, and

22 ? 7
>
d,c: ^tance of 36° feet

-

The
^rface then falls more gently to the river at 1 in 36, 1 in 34,

At the point I in the Kue de Cagny the loess is 3 feet thick,

er«H,T the ImPerial Road it is 8 feet thick; at one point it

^«y thins out toward the river and railway, and at the

th* S'?uttinS the loess is only 2 feet thick. I do not know

^wS11688 on the north side of the railway; but as the

EuLX!*8 °ut rapidly, the loess is no doubt from 10 to 12

thicl •
-

m some P°ints -
The gravel at the Point Iis5 teet

rialtf

lt
,
lncrea8es t0 10 feet hes the Impe-

^ ^oad, and after passing that at a height of 148 feet above
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the sea, it gradually thins away until it is only 3 feet ti

utting, and soon merges i

loess on the steep incline on the north side of the railwi

The surface of the chalk at the Eue de Cagny near tl

I is 195 feet ahove the sea; it falls to 136 feet above

where it passes under the Imperial Eoad, and then I

nearly horizontal, only falling 3 feet until it reaches t

way-cutting.

Fig. 1.—Section at La Neuville, sliowinn ike Luiu mtiup im;.

The slope then becomes rapid again, and
a gradient of 1 in 4 for some distance, and then become*

zontal again at the river Somme.
The loess is clearly seen in th

cellar (Plate III, C)« in Neuville (fig. 1), resting on

without an

v

\ C on the plan; Dai J

left the junction b hv< -n lb- i ess an 1 •_

lower part of the section IK, as I could not put the ju

in accurately.

If a straight line be drawn from point I on the Ruede

to K on the Somme, it will pass 32 feel
:

railw .--cutting al ng tin line 1 K, and i will
I'

1

"

chalk at the Imperial Eoad at a height of 17 fe t, W m*

the surface of the chalk between those two points is com

Section, L 31.—(Plate IV, fig. 7.)—This section com*

at the point beyond the Eue de Cagny, at a height ot L<-

above the sea ; the gradient dips northward
and falls 1 in 37, until it passes the Eue de Cagny ataW
160 feet above the sea. It passes through a

J

Acheul pit, with a gradient of '. ' "

130. Here it cross* ""

with a gradient of 1 m u,
to the LaNiMivllh- Rs.ilv ^ I.: 1: -'-; :

workshops, where it n

1 is uuamul < ) ut: but th su

north at a gradient < f 1 in 12, tlu'ii o>

7, horizons 5
at a aeigs

feet, 111 feet above the rails.
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1 ground then falls north, at a gradient of 1 in 21, form-
ing the top of the loess terrace, at 95 feet above the sea. The
escarpment of the loess terrace is here at a very steep angle,

falling: 12 feet in a horizontal distance of 14 f-et, then at a gra-
ii :it of 1 in 71 to the first brook, then level to the Somme.
The loess is 4 f<-. : . in the section

L M and the same thickness at the Imperial Eoad. At the
escarpment of the chalk it is only 2 feet thick, and seems to

ncss, at a height

ve the sea.

Tii- gravel is 13 feet thick at the Eue de Cagny, nearly 20
';£ thick in the St.-Acheal pit, and runs out to 6 feet at the

Wwtjr-worka ballast- and chalk-pit at the escarpment. I

i this pit.

It a straight line be drawn from the Eue de Cagny to the
Somme, along the line L M, it passes the Imperial Eoad on the
l-Tel. and is 15 feet .below the surface at the Railway-works

: so the surface is convex at that point.
The convexity of the chalk on the same line is 14 feet at the

'''•Hast pit.

Section N P.—Plate IV, fig. 8.)—This section commences
« the Ferme de Grace, point N, at a height of 201 feet above
toe sea, and goes Montiers by the line NOP
^ ar as 0. The first gradient is 1 in 33, north; 1 in 90, 1 in
WO,

1 in 105, 1 in 110, 1 in 110, 1 in 110, 1 in 57, 1 in 60, 1 in
' u

> 1 in 60. Here it crosses the junction of two roads at a
*eight of 155 feet above the sea Then follow on north 1 in 60,

Y
n LUin 40, 1 in GO, to the point 0, at a height of 120 feet

titi? t
sea; then 1 in 30 and x m 75 to the railway, 1 in 33

'toe Imperial Eoad, then 1 in 56, 1 in 50, 1 in 231, and it

ahf
eS

?e top of tne es°arpment of loess at a height of 81 feet

18f
e

i

Rea
" Tlien tne *"ace of escarpment falls 161 feet in

*«S then is horizontal to the river.

alon

a

i

be drawn from the Point N to the river Somme

J2 l
le lme N P, it will pass under the junction of two

thorn i
a i^ght of 142 feet above the sea, or 15 feet under

the Im
lt wiU Pasa 10 feet above the rails, and 2 feet abov"

Road
; so that the extreme convexity of the i

_

is in^Jfy P°int of the line of 7458 feet is only 15 feet. This

coaJv' as tne section has been represented as enormously

Sxby Previous writers.

feet fl^
Surface oi chalk at the junction of the two roads is 142

line <)*
the sea

> and is therefore only 6 feet above a straight

raUWa
aWn

oo
throu-h K ° P - Tne surface of the chalk at the

6racP 9mi3leetbelowa ^- itheFermede
^iteet above the sea to the Somme (at a height of 61
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feet above the sea) ; a straight line from the Ferme de Grace,

201 feet above the sea to the Somme, 61 feet above the sea.

passes over the railway 8 feet above the rails, and 23 feet above

the surface of the chalk at that point, so that the surface of the

chalk is concave to the extent of 23 feet. At the Imperial

road the surface of the chalk is concave to the extent of '-- t

although on the upper part it is convex to the extent of 15

feet.

IV. Characters of the Chalk, Gravel, and LosaB.

I will not trouble the Society with the details of Section >'Q

(Plate IV, fig. 8), but will now proceed to describe the charac-

ters of the chalk, the gravel, and the loess, as I have obftM

them near Amiens.
1. The Chalk.—The condition of the chalk itselfnear Amiens

is remarkable in some places.

In a railway section near Pont de Metz, about three mile*

from Amiens and M< nfirrs, ths chalk surface slopes northward

at an angle of 20°, and is overlain by 20 feet of drift tf
j

dipping 10° N. where they touch the chalk, but filling
J

concavities of the chalk, and having their upper surface sloj-iiu

northward at an angle of 3°. „ J
At Pont de Metz the chalk is covered with a drift chalk-man.

and with beds of chalk rubble and chalk pellets, with very m-

tle mixture of sand or clay, 15 to 20 feet thick.

Near Guigencourt, a quarry in the chalk on theP^f
U

p

four miles south of Montiers, the chalk is very mucli spin t

by joints lying at an angle of eighty degrees, or very n

vertical, and also nearly at right angles to the planes oi

ding of the chalk. (Fig. 2.)

Fig. 2.—Section exposed in a Chalk-quarry near G»4-*-°

These joints are now in many cases fissures
^

inches wide, and extendi n<_- r . a ,'..ii:-
: d.-ml>le depth,

are filled up with a fine brown loess, which seems
s

as n
^

into them ; for I observed in one or two cases tna

two or three inches thick had entered a horizontal J
^

passed along that in a horizontal direction, tinning

half an inch. I give a sketch of this chalk-quarry.
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tern of joints would very much facilitate the formation, or

rather the separation, of the chalk into rectangular and imper-

fect spheroids, such as are seen in the quarries behind St.-

Acheul and Longueau, where some decomposing agency has

. tod npon the chalk itself with considerable effect.

hi the drawing (fig. 3) made of the condition of the surface

le chalk very close together, and rilh-d with brmvn

gravel. There are some large pipes in the eastern

it in M. Dailli's garden, close to the road; but they

oward Cagny on the escarpment of chalk trending

I there exposed, and also in the escarpment of chalk

lorthward. (See fig. 4.) I did not observe any de-

Sictlon hi Jf. D till'ti G , •./• n .-/nwinff decomposed Chalk.

composed chalk in the railway-cutting or quarry between
L°ngueaU and La Neuville, nor at the ballast-pit in the chalk

]!«"• La Neuville at the railway workshops, Amiens. The sur-

!
ace °f the chalk, however, is irregular, and covered with gravel,
but without deep pipes.

1 he drawings of the chalk-quarry, fig. 2, and in M. Dailli's

SWden, nQTt^ of C, fig 4, will explain the remarkable character

j*
the decomposition that has affected the chalk. Not only

T8 *« been removed by the chemical action which bores

£Pe8 in it, but the loess appears to have followed closely, pene-

/^'Qg through the mass for manv feet, occupying the vacant
Pace made by the destruction of the calcareous matter in many
Places, or uniting with it, and making a kind of Combe Bock,

form/
harder Pieces of chalk are left

>
often in a boulder-like

ttwTi??,
drawn

)> witb- sHghtly rounded or abraded corners
ue chalk between large pieces then being loose and friable, and
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marly in color, often mixed with loess, and with ferruginous

stains. When the chalk is quarried, the large masses ....

clown like boulders, and are used for purposes of masonry,

untouched by the quarryman. The hard pieces of chalk y: -

ject beyond the soft matrix in which they are inclosed, like the

flints upon the Brighton cliff, making a serrated face. The

largest piece that has fallen out is only about three feet long,

according to M. Dailli, who has quarried thousands of tons of

chalk without iir in _ >
I

'. n iarger mass. There is a pipe

ten feet in diameter, in M. Dailli's garden, and the dquvssi -.

in the chalk at the north-east corner has a pipe-like form.

The lines of large flints which traverse the whole of the

escarpment horizontally are perfectly in situ.

_
That this decomposition of the chalk in situ has some rela-

tion to the physical circumstances following the deposition of

gravel at St.-Acheul is, I think, probable, as some part of the

drainage from above St.-Acheul would pass through the escarp-

ment in question in order to get to the marshes, and the action

which has caused the removal <>i' tin- chalk must have acteu

with great intensity on the high land adjoining, so that the

current was from above downward. About one-eighth M !
St.-Acheul gravel consists of chalk in the form of large pieces

averaging 4 inches diameter, of chalk pellets from fto 1]
-

diameter, and of chalk thick divided and mixed with clay.
.

Where we can see the chalk near C, it is so perfoiw

pipes and separa*. d into small pieces that it s. ems \mv^ d

[

a rapid denudation if attacked by water with any vigor; <

a

if this was the condition of the chalk ul> > at hi-h rh v.
-

St.-Acheul and Montiers, we can account for the large qiw

tity of chalk contained in the Amiens gravels. .

The fall of the Somme from Longueau to M
feet, the river flowing from southeast to northwest «

x

a gradient of only 1 in 1520. The rails are 96 feet at La -

ville, and 99 feet at Montiers, above the sea-leveL ,

By referring to the sections, CD, EF, GE wbcha»

lei with the river Somme and the Imperial road, it

seen that on a line from east to west, 1644 yan s :
'-

the eastern escarpment of the chalk east of St-Ae*m

u

western escarpment of the chalk near the northern

.

tel\ k
of the Kue de Cagny, the surface of the chalk is

regular and horizontal. — . nn ir three-

The highest point of the chalk on the line C H is ou

.

feet higher than the lowest point on that hue.
ueau.oi

There is a steep escarpment, 50 feet high,

bare chalk facing the east, and an escarpment 30ieei a
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the Rue de Cagny, of bare chalk facing the west. 1

crop of chalk is marked on the plan, in order to be w<
The contrary is the case with the sections from

north. The escarpment of the chalk facing the river

Fig. 5.

—

Section of decomposed Chalk exposed in a quarry in i

men) near C, with bank of Loess at the base.

The dope ot the chalk from south to north is considerable

^compared with the al nos; perfect horizontality of the

<« in an east and west direction.
Ahus we have a slope or gradient of 1 in 33, or of 2f°,

^ginning at the point L on the line L M. 175 feet above them to M on the Somtne, at a height of 76 feet above the sea.

*&e distance is 3342 feet between L and M. These escarp-

ments are evidently the sides of lateral valleys, and are not
*l

J

e to the action of the riv. v S.mmc but to that of smaller
ateral and more r.i Li ., ,< i,. ninning into the Somme. The
nver Arve still approaches closely to the eastern escarpment
° T

kt;-Acheul. The \v ( -st< :n - irpment of St.-Acheul is the

irll 2
a vaDey now drY

>
but wnich evidently contained a rap-

J flowing stream when the western escarpment was formed
J- he gradient of the river Arve is much steeper than that of

^e bomme
; but the valley at the west of St.-Acheul formerly

^Warned a stream which must have fallen with great velocity,
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of the chalk itself at St.-Acheul, which is 1 in 33. This river

is now dry.

I ask particular attention to the position and level of this

dry valley, which is similar in character to those occurring on

all chalk-downs and plateaus.

The chalk surface at St.-Acheul is also hollowed out into a

valley situated north of the Imperial Road, widening out as it

approaches the Somme, after the ordinary manner of valleys.

By the sections through the St.-Acheul pits, we know this

valley did not extend south of the Imperial Road ; but the

eastern boundary of this small valley, only 400 or 500 yards

long, is well seen at the La Neuville Eastern Bridge, where the

chalk is well exposed in the railway cutting, at a height of 20

feet above the rails, and slopes westward, passing under the

rails near the point C in the map, between the lines of section

I K and L M.
The surface of chalk is shown in a very clear section on the

railway here, covered with twenty feet of loess (fig. 11). The

chalk is nowhere naturally exposed. The force of water from

St.-Acheul originally hollowed out this small valley in the

chalk, which has been partly filled up with gravel and loess;

and the surface-drainage of St.-Acheul flows to the nver

Somme down this valley, over a bed of gravel and loess ot

some thickness.

There is a very small lateral valley in the chalk, running

from St.-Acheul into the now dry valley at the western escarp-

ment, also covered with loess and gravel. The slope of tlie

side of this valley is as much as 6°.

Crossing over from the east of Amiens to the west, we com

to the section NOP, which gives us a correct view ot tne

surface of the chalk at Montiers, where fossiliferous
grave*

were discovered by Mr. Prestwich. (Plate IV, fig. ?•) -
The gradients have been already described. Be*^° *

and O the surface of the chalk is slightly convex ;
but Den*

O, a point 120 feet above the Somme, and the SommeW
the surface of the chalk is concave.

, noav[ts
In an elevation of 60 feet, between O and P, the

'

"""S
of the chalk is as much as 20 feet, or one-third of thew

height. It is in this basin of the chalk that the g* al P

beds of Montiers may be seen, in which 30 feet ot -nn - .

loess is well exposed, south of and close to the Impenat*

The fossiliferous grave] extends above the railway , «\ 50
Prestwich found shells in a pit which appears to be aw>"

feet above the river at Montiers. „ .
m Higtance

The chalk is nearly horizontal beneath the rails tor a m
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of 1077 yards between the line of the section NOP, and N Q:
at least it is 15 feet below the rails on the line N I\ and 9
feet below the rails at N Q (fig. 12, p. 123). As at St. Acheul,
the slope of the surface follows the chalk to some extent, and
falls toward the river. The average gradient is 21°, or 1 in
43, along the line N Q, against a gradient of 2f°, or 1 in
33, at St.-Acheul, along the line LM; but th.> ehalk is convex on
the average at L M, and concave on the average at NQ. This,
however, requires more explanation.
The surface of the chalk between the line of 200 feet and of

12! I feet above the sea is convex on the line NOP, at the max-
imum to the extent of 14 feet out of 80 feet perpendicular
height; and we see very little gravel reposing on the convex sur-
face. On the contrary, in LM, between the 200-feet and 135-feet
levels, the maximum concavity is 15 feet; and the great mass
of the St.-Acheul gravel is deposited in this hollow.
But when we examine the surface of the chalk between and

r, between the 120-feet and 60-feet levels, we find the chalk
surface is concave to the extent of a maximum of 29 feet, out
of a total of 60 feet; and, singularly enough, this 29 feet is

almost exactly the maximum thickness of gravel and loess in

kpit at Montiers, where a section several hundred yards
tong is exposed.
On the contrary, between the 130-feet and 76-feet levels on

Jhe hues LM and IK, where the surface of the chalk is convex,
taere is no gravel of any importance.
In the section (Plate IV, fig. 1), between L M and IK the

a on
S nearly a straight line, falling 21° between the 130-feet

ivli,- J
eet levels; we have 9 feet of S™™1 and loesS exPosed

wl
8 favorable position for its accumulation.

v\ hen we see the gradual slope of the surface from the point
Vjo the river Somme at P, we are indeed surprised to find the
«Wden change in grad i -hward from O to Ke-
ancourt, across the now dry valley leading from Ferrieres,

by Saveuse) to Amiens, a distance of four or five

eSl These escarpments commence near Ferrieres, and ia*
"ease as the bottom of the valley falls in a northeasterly di-
ection toward the river Cette I measured a section near the

JTQ
*t Grace

> where the side of the dry valley slopes at an
aQgk of 20° to the bottom.

^nese escarpments are better shown in a section taken from

30* ?°wv>
0, toward Renancourt, and giving gradients from

shari - V ^presenting flood-lines of former periods, but so

ter (p-
finition that iheJ look like the work of the k9t Wm"
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across the Save

dry Saveuse valley, which is only a type of hundreds of other

dry valleys, which formerly were filled with water fulling ol

the Somme and swelling it into a river capable of overflowing

St.-Acheul.

In the same way no argument can be satisfactorily applied

to the formation of the Somme valley, without considering the

relation of the chalk-valleys generally, which resemble each

other in so many important respects, and are alike in general

features as well as in the mineral composition of their strata

and their superficial contents.
On some other occasion, after the Society has heard my ac-

count of some other valleys, and seen my measured sections, 1

shall venture to lay before them the views of the formation ot

the Somme valley which I hold. I shall now only rema*»
the bottom of the valley of Saveuse opens into the vahey I
the Cette, between Montiers and Eenancourt, at a height ot

92 feet above the sea, and is 140 feet high above the sea near

the Ferme de Grace, and 187 feet above the sea near Saveuse.

and that there are continuous terraces of loess, varvingiQ i°™

and elevation, sometimes with the configuration of thechaik-

valley on which they repose from one end to the other, but eu-

dently the consequence of water filling the Saveuse valley on

from Ferrieres to Montiers. . M„
2 The Gravel and Loess.—From the fine or coarse cnaracte

of the gravel, and from the thickness of the loess, we may in-

ter some of the physical circumstances which occurred ai

period of deposition. The loess is in some places sandy, an

m others is a fine loam, but it varies little in coarseness.
A

the same height iiav0 observed great discr^

anciesmthe thickness of the true loess: thus, at a J*
-

yards east of the line N Q, 15 feet of loess was well^^anew pit from which a good qualitv ,i l,ri,-k-.-:irm/'; M .;
removed and carried a In,, ^;i— - .

tiers; and I was informed there was a depth of 16 feet mo*
fore the gravel was reached. There was a gravel pit <* 1
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same level, a little to the west. On the edge of the Saveuse
valley, 400 yards south of 0, the loess was only from 1 to 2 feet
thick. At St-Acheul it was only 5 or 6 feet thick; but there
were intermediate beds of marl and sand between the true loess
ami the true gravel there.

There seems to be a line of thicker brick-earth or loess run-
ning south and north between the lines P and N Q. This
would indicate that the water was more tranquil at that point.
kuch differences in currents are very apparent in rivers at the
present time; and the warp of our rivers approaches vcrv n.-arlv

to the character of loess. The {'ossiferous gravels at St.-Acheul
extend to a height of 70 feet above the river, or much higher
than the correspond in- f >si!il -..us gravels in the vallev of the
Thames. The shells are found in false-bedded fine Band, and
not in clay, at St.-Acheul, and in preciselv the same condition
asatCrayford.

The Cyrena shell-bed at Cravford, however, is only 38 feet
above the sea; but both the St-Acheul and Cravford gravels
extend upward and join the plateau beds, while they pass
downward as for as the river in both cases.
The chalk is capped in some places with Tertiary sands at

tiayford; but the gravel lies on the concavities of chalk and
sand quite indifferently.
The river Cray falls into the Thames much as the river

Arve falls into the Somme. The Crayford gravel is 100 feet
toick, and confined to a space between two valleys, the eastern
^a ley occupied by the river Cray, and the other and western
a (try valley, like that southwest of St.-Acheul.
founded by valleys east and west, the Crayford and St.-

Acheul gravels lie against escarpments of the chalk parallel to

t /
lvers Thames and Somme.

:
l

.

have n°t presented more than a few varieties of the gravel

hv i*o

t0 **e 0Dserved in Amiens, for want of room (Plate IV,

tan ,

anc^ ^> an(l %• 8 below), and I propose to make some
"narks upon the peculiarities of deposition to be observed
owe at some future time. I will now only observe that the
aracter of the secti ms, i think. 1 1< arh si' >ws us that a large

quantity of the gravel material now exposed in the quarries
opened for ballast near Amiens had its source in the hills or

in-
^^tely adjoining and above St.-Acheul and Mon-

tinw
Was waslled into the valley of the Somme in a direc-

brc X°
m S°Utn to north

>
ancl mingled with the materials

^ght down by the Somme. flowing from east to west.
J- ie quantity of chalk-detritus is about one-eighth of the

$Z Y^
asS of Sravel and loess, and makes the Amiens deposit

ona ln importance to the Brighton gravel, as far as thepres-
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ence of chalk is concerned. The unrolled condition in which

the large pieces of chalk in the gravel generally occur proves

the local origin of the chalk, and that it has been brought

down from the high lands and not thrown up by the river.

We might expect an important difference in mineral charac-

ter between the gravel and loess at the respective heights of 150

and 75 feet above the sea. I have compared the gravel of St.-

Acheul, 140 feet above the sea, with that at Montiers, from 70

to 80 feet above the sea, as carefully as I could, in order to find

some marked distinctions, but up to the present time without

success. I have sketched a piece of gravel at St.-Acheul, 140

IV, fig. 12), and a piece in La Neu-

There is a great deal of variation between these two sections;

but there is still more variety in the gravel section of apartot

St.-Acheul, 200 yards to the east, at a height of 145 feet above

the sea (Plate IV, fig. 13). Similar species of shells have been

discovered and named by Mr. Prestwich and others at Montiers

and St.-Acheul, at very different levels; but there are none

characteristic ofany particular elevation above the river. Bones

and flint implements are said to be foundthroughout the Amiens

gravels; but as I have never found any myself, nor seen any

found, I cannot speak on this point from observation; and i

does not appear that these remains, any more than the sne *>

would enable as 1 level. , .

The large stones of Gr dl the quarries.

made notes of the numbers and sizes of all I observed, am

found that they are also distributed as much in &*$**
above the railway as below it, and range up to ^*J"H5
There are as many and as large blocks of Gres in the Monu

northern pits as in those at St.-Acheul. I observed one w
at La Neuville partly covered by loess, the rest of «r"~jj
being on gravel; but elsewhere the Gres stones were alwap

the gravel.
, h at

I have mentioned the loess being a very good brick-ear

a point 120 feet above the sea in Metiers. The color and
m

tenal of the loess is generally a dull brown, varying m P r
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tions of clay and sand and in the amount of angular flints con-
tained in it throughout the whole area. I have, however,
remarked a reddish friable brick-earth on the terraces fringing

the Somme at Longueau, ninety feet ahove the sea. This is

probably of the same character as that in the similar terrace at

Neuville and Montiers. This brick-earth is very similar to that
of the river Lea; indeed at Clapton there is a well-marked
terrace of brick-earth bounding the marshes, which are com-
posed of gravel. The Clapton terrace is higher than that of
the Somme at Amiens, and reposes on London clay, instead of
chalk as at Amiens.

This low escarpment of loess is to he seen for a great many
miles eastward along the Somme; and, from the angle at which
it laces the river, with its flat top, it so resembles a military

earthwork that it is often regarded as artificial. I have meas-
ured the escarpment at five or six points; and the angles vary
from 20 3

to 40°, the average being 35° (figs. 9 and 10.)

In the Saveuse valley the angles are also various. I have
often remarked similar escarpments in England. I made a note

*'=• 9.

—

Section near Cagny, in the valley of the Arve. Loess Terrace

just above the level of Marsh.

.3 of terraces, seven in number, one over the other, on
the chalk hills, on the north side of the Somme valley, about
nine miles from Amiens, on the Paris line; and, indeed, in the
space of ten miles you may see twenty small lateral valleys

opening into the Somme, with escarpments as distinct and well

arked as those drawn of the Saveuse valley.

hv i!
ese were 8tePs cut in the brick-earth of the Saveuse valley

7 tne peasants to enable them to get up the steep sides; but
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that was the only information I was enahled to get as to the

structure of parts of these terraces, except at Longueau, where

a pit was open and good brick-earth visible ; so I do not know

their relation to the chalk. At Camilla Lucy House, West

Humble, near Dorking, I saw a terrace cut into, sloping to the

valley at 25°. The gravel was 5 feet thick on the face of chalk.

and 7 feet thick 30 yards from the escarpment.

These terraces are of great importance to any one investiga-

ting the geology of the Somme, but are not noticed by any other

writer as far as I am aware.

V. Conclusion.

What the sections described in this paper plainly tell us |
that the chalk valley of the Somme was excavati d < x;i<

:

its present form prior to the deposition of any of the gravel

now lying in it. Perhaps many layers of gravel may haw I

deposited and removed again in this ancient chalk valley 1 :
:

the present gravel was deposited; but of this we cannot be cer-

tain; so that we must take the first layer of gravel covering

'

chalk from the higher part of the section to the lower as the

oldest in the section, and infer that the remainder of the gravel-

eeries was deposited in regular sequence. The most delicate

shells are fossilized in tie- river-ami of St.-Acheul and Mon-

tiers, just as they have been in that of Crayford and Enth.

This is a proof of the peaceful character of the deposing

of some part of the Amiens beds, just as the large flintsm
blocks of Gres, which are so abundant among the gravel;

proof of the power of the floods which brought t^he «g
gravel from the plateau, or down the rivers. If the BWWf

r Amiens show the valley-gravel continuous f~~

heul and theof 200 feet, at St.-Acheul and the Ferme de Grace,

Somme (coated over by a nearly uniform warp of loess

laid at a low gra"
chalk, but rathe]

L over by a nearly umiorm warp ui »£*m
radient not exactlv parallel to the surlace oi

ner in its concavities, then we must necess

admit that the water of the Somme has at times flowed
'

the whole surface in question from top to bottom m one n

This is not an exceptional case at all, as I should W
able to demonstrate, had I been able to bring
tions of other river-gravels this evening. V
that a state of meteorological phenomena existed dunn.

glacial period very different from any now to be met w

lb..- latitudes; thrr-toiv tli.-r.- is m. /</•'"<

r range in n

the glacial epoch.
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The existence of such a pluvial period is demonstrated by
the size, constitution, and level of the fluviatile gravel and
loess deposits at Amiens and other well-known localities.
Large rivers certainly existed to a later date than the glacial

pH M they formed such large terraces of loess over the gla-
cial gravels. If we were to judge of the age of these later de-
posits, such as the loess escarpments at Amiens and Clapton,
by their modern appearance and by their being unaltered bv
weather and not cut into by streams, we should place them al-
most in the historical period. The Amiens sections of loess
accord with those of the Rhine and other rivers. The differ-
ence between this loess deposit at Amiens and the present warp
of the Somme ought to be an index of the rainfall in the plu-
ral penod, when the loess was deposited, as compared with
that falling at the present time; and we may look at these
gravels and loess beds as registeiing rain-gauges.

In the same manner, the comparative rainfall at the epoch of
the deposition of gravels might be estimated approximated by
comparing the dimensions ofthe blocks of Gres and large flints
moved by fresh water in the gravel-period with the size of the
materials moved in the same valleys at the present time.
Ihe existence of a glacial period almost necessitates that of a

pluvial period, commencing prior to the glacial, and continu-

ke IT
**' occuPyinS a region south of that occupied by the

We should have had no cause for surprise if, when the theory

?,
a Per

j
od of ice and snow in these latitudes was first broached,

*, Probability of a rainy period south of the Thames had been

jZ
de<*uced from a consideration of the effects of so large a

onth'
1Cean(i 8now on tne country and atmosphere bordering

he ice-land, but possessing a warmer climate.
we have the evidence in almost all wet valleys of the river

erely occupying a small groove cut in the ancient valleys,

ticm*
Val1^8 l believe, were shaped to their present configura-

,
n in such a rainy period as I have inferred. Every wet valley

mat
n
?
mDer of dry valleys opening into it, which bear the

«ra of having been shaped by water and continual showers
du£*g the pluvial period.

f Qe pomts of difference between other authors who have
mten respecting the Somme Valley and myself are as fol-

a the height <

^a iNeuville as 83 feet above the mean tide a. _.
purvey made for me by M. G-uillom, Principal engineer <

J°TO. Sci.-SECoND Sekies, Vol. XLVI, No. 18&—Nov., I86&
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the Chemin de Fer du Nord, the height is 96 feet. (Mr. Prest-

wich has marked this same level as 76, in his drawing, plate

10. Phil. Trans. I860.)* This is just 13 feet below the real

height. Again, in Mr. Prestwich's section, page 257, Phil

Trans. 1864, the height of the rails at Montiers is marked 130

feet; it should he 99 feet, according to M. Guillom.

It is to he regretted that Mr. Prestwich was supplied with

incorrect figures of the relative levels of the ground about

Amiens, as the introduction of such errors in the section must

have materially affected Mr. Prestwich's theoretical views, as he

says, " The upper section at Montiers, which I discovered in

1861, was conclusive as to the relative ages of the gravel"

(p. 248, Phil. Trans. 1864.)
In the plan, Plate V, Phil. Trans. 1864. accompanying Mr.

Prestwich's memoir, the bare chalk is shown as invariably sep-

arating the upper and lower gravels all the way from Amiens

to Abbeville; but I have never seen a case of the kind.

It must be remembered that so much gravel has been re-

moved during the last four years, that the sections are no*

much clearer; and, with the assistance of the accurate meas-

urements of M. G-uillom, present examiners have a great ad-

vantage over their predecessors, in examining the structure ot

the gravel near Amiens. ,

I cannot suppose that Mr. Prestwich would now separate the

Montiers gravels, seen in and above the railway-cutting »

Montiers, from those in the Great Montiers pit, and into w>

horizons, as there is only a difference of twenty-two feet be-

tween the height of the gravel on the top of the ra
^
wa^"c

^
ting and that in the Imperial road. As nearly the whole Sj

between these two points has now been excavated, the contin

ity of the gravel is now proved. .

u5When Mr. Prestwich supposed that there was a contimu
;

bare band of chalk separating the gravel in the railway-ca
t
"¥

at Montiers from the gravel near the Imperial road, and

the top of the railway-cutting was (according to the meas
j

ment in his section, page 257, Phil. Trans. 1864) nxj?

'

above the Imperial Koad, he very naturally took a diJfr

j

view of the relations of the gravels from what we must w»
the present time, with the additional information we po*-

^

The section on Plate IV, therefore, appears to dest
J?J. ion

Prestwich's argument, on which he has constructed a <u

of the gravels at St.-Acheul and at Montiers into uppei
"^

gravels and lower valley-gravels, of different ages, and bi

f

on different horizons, separated as he supposed, by » ^
bare chalk from each other,—the upper valley-gravel

* This is calculated from the mean tide at St. Valeiy, which differs 7
ee
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supposed to have been deposited before the excavation of the
h< fifty feet of the Somme valley, which excavation, he con-
sidered, preceded the deposition of the gravels near the Im-
perial road, Montiers.
The character of the surface of the chalk at Montiers has

been discussed at full length in this paper, and shown to be
concave at the pits; while it is represented as highly convex at
Montiers by Mr. Prestwich and Sir C. Lyell.

In the long section C D (Plate IV, fig. 3,) the St.-Acheul
gravel, at a height of 140 feet above the sea, is shown to be
separated from the loess at Longueau, at a heightof ninety feet,
by an escarpment of bare chalk. The tramway (Plate IV, fig.

1), passing from the Imperial road to the railway, crosses one
of the supposed bands of chalk marked by Mr. Prestwich.
But, instead of chalk, there were nine feet of good gravel and
loess exposed in this cutting. The La Neuville ballast-pit,
exposing ten feet of gravel and loess, is also on the supposed
outcrop of bare chalk (Plate IV, fig. 2: E S on the Plan).
The outline of the sections C D and I K would at first sight

1 seem to confirm the opinions advanced by Mr. Prestwich, that
the gravel at the 140-feet level might be of a different age to
that 50 feet below it.

The loess, also, at Longueau, at the 90-feet level, near C, can
be traced to La Neuville, and then up to the St.-Acheul pits
continuously. The railway-cutting in La Neuville for half a
jule is in loess, with veins of gravel (fig. 12); and this is seen
to be continuous with the St.-Acheul gravel to the north, by a
number of old pits, and in the tramway. The surface of the
cnalk is concave in this part of the La Neuville valley, between
band IK, so that gravel and loess would be retained on it;

TOUe along the lines C D and I K there is a very steep escarp-

ment, on which no gravel would lie. This escarpment would
j>ewept by the stream of the river Arve and the Somme, now-
ise at its base, when swollen by large floods, such as must have
happened in the gravel-period.

a he only inference, I believe, that can be fairly drawn from
we sections on Plate IV, is, that all the gravel and loess of St.-
^neul and La Neuville is of one period, and that it remained
Fead over the valley of the Somme where the ground was
J°ncave enough to retain it. The absence of gravel on the

Jr?
®8CarPments and near the river channels is a proof of

great floods and rapid currents during the Quaternary period.
i saw the railway-cutting at Montiers, soon after Mr. Prest-

J^h s visit
; it was sloped and very much in the state it is at

Present. (Fig . i2).

*

rail

Y
v
L Guillom's section the depth of the chalk below the

^ has been accurately determined at two points, where the
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sections N Q and N P cross the railway (see figs. 8 and 9,

Plate IV). In fig. 8, M. G-uillom found the chalk 8 feet below
therails; in fig. 9, 14 feet below the rails. Mr. Prestwichhas
represented this railway-cutting as on one of his bands of chalk,

dividing the valley-gravels into two horizons; and in conse-

quence, I had the section NOP taken, as nearly as I could, on
the same line as Mr. Prestwich, because I had always remarked
gravel in the Montiers railway-cutting, and not chalk. I also

give a section along this railway (see fig. 12, page 324). By
the French survey, the chalk is 14 feet below the rails. In Mr.
Prestwich's section of the same place, it is 20 feet above the

rails. This difference of 34 feet added to the error in the height
of rails, before mentioned, of 31 feet, makes a total difference

of 65 feet in the height of the chalk between Mr. Prestwich
and M. Guillom, supposing I am correct in placing Mr. Prest-

wich's section on the line NOP.
Mr. Prestwich has recently informed me that he considers

his section was intermediate between the lines N P and N Q.
As the railway-cutting ceases at the ballast-pit (fig. 12,) and
there is an embankment to the west of that point for some dis-

tance, it is difficult to place Mr. Prestwich's section at any
other point than where I supposed it was taken, on account of
the configuration of the ground. Whether there was chalk, or

jot, at any one point, is quite immaterial to my argument. I

J>
not find the Montiers section at all as represented by Mr.

ttestwich and Sir C. Lyell. (See fig. 12, p. 324.)
1 he Montiers section appears to be the one adopted as a type

j» the Somme district, first by Mr. Prestwich and afterward

,7
8* C. Lyell. Both authors represent, in several sections of

jae komme, a great extent of chalk, separating highly inclined

oeasof gravel, which they have distinguished in age by its po-
sition above or below this outcrop of chalk, as upper- and lower-

J
togh- and low-level gravels. The sections which I place be-

p the Society appear to me, on the contrary, to show that
«us distinction is not a real one, but that the deposit of gravel is

°ne and continuous, deposited in concavities of an ancient chalk

m i?d i8 not hiS% inclined as represented in the ' Antiq-
l

y of Man ' and the ' Philosophical Transactions/

J? Page 264, Phil. Trans. 1864, Mr. Prestwich gives a the-
uretical account of the view he takes of the deposition of the

^els. part f the upper-level gravels are represented as re-

naming untouched, while the valley is cut down 50 feet, and a

tw«!
6t of gravela dep°sited at lower levels

;
m^ sectl0n8 show

* there is no evidence of any such action.

J^ same views are extended by Mr. Prestwich to the loess

S?5i the loe88 of St.-Acheul is considered a much older de-

P081t than the loess at Montiers.
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Mr. Prestwichlays great stress, in his paper in the Society's

Journal, p. 500, on the valley being too large to admit of the

possibility of its being filled with water up to a height of 100

feet above the present water-level.

I have already submitted the argument that we ought to

judge of the height of a flood by means of the debris it has

left, and not by any theoretical notions of our own.

In 1866, twenty inches of rain fell in Scinde in twenty-four

hours, in a flat country intersected by rivers. Nine girders,

weighing nearly eighty tons each, were washed off the piers by

the Mulleer river from the Railway bridge, situated sixteen

miles above Kurrachee (fig. 13). This bridge consisted of eight-

een girders (see Plate IV, fig. 10). They were not box girders,

but made of wrought iron on Warren's system. The bottoms

of these girders were sixty-five feet above high-water mark,

spring tides, Kurrachee harbor, and seventy-four feet above low-

water spring tides. They fell in the course of six hours; and

one girder of the weight of eighty tons was carried two miles

down the river and nearly buried in sand.* The section of

the river bridge is represented (Plate IV, fig 10). The fall of

the Mulleer river only averaged ten feet per mile for fifteen miles

above the bridge; and as rain rarely falls, there is generally lea

than a foot of water in the river-bed. This bed was nearlydry

Fig. 13.

—

Map of the district

the day after, as well as the day
.

excess ;ve
rainfall-

Other "instances of the same kind have been reported from
^

dia. The river first banked up wood and grass »fJ t
w

bridge and then threw the girders over. The weight oi

girders moved in a river-bed of the dimensions giv.
en

.\„ tu
IV, fig. ll)f is an index of the rainfall in Scinde, F*»

^

* Mr. John Branton, F.G.S., Chief Engineer of the Scinde B"^JJvJl*&
at the Meeting, and confirmed this

!
i
)re

u w A-
Brua

"

f Figs. 10 and 11, Plate IV, are from drawings supplied by Mr.
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fluviatile beds at Amiens are an index of the current of the

Sonime, of its flood-level, and the force of its stream. We
cannot determine the rainfall at Amiens in the Quaternary

Period except by its results in the form of gravel-deposits; and
these appear to give as good indications as the fall of the Mul-
leer bridge girders does of the flood in that river.

Art. XXXI.—On the Artificial Formation of Organic Sub-

stances; by C. G-reville Williams, Esq., F.R.S.°

Chemical researches are liable at various epochs to take

special directions. Before 1830 organic chemistry was compar-

atively little studied. The simplification of the methods of

organic analysis by Liebig took place at a most opportune mo-
ment, and gave an extraordinary impetus to the study of car-

bon compounds. So great was this influence that proximate

and ultimate analysis made a progress, the rapidity of which
was unexampled in the history of science.

But chemists soon became dissatisfied with merely determin-

ing the composition of substances, and they very soon began

eagerly to study their products of decomposition, and in this

manner get a clue to the way in which nature had put them
together.

The successful attack on this problem led to a much grander

one suggesting itself. This was to utilize the insight analysis

tad given them into the constitution of substances, and to en-

deavor to build them up without the assistance of life. The
speaker showed that we thus arrive at the two great engines ot

chemical research, analysis and synthesis.
He then proceeded to define and illustrate experimentally

these terms.

In organic chemistry the information supplied by the analysis

°f a substance often renders its synthesis easy. Water was de-

composed by a battery, and its properties and quantitative re-

lations shown. The mixed gases were then introduced into a

soap-bubble, so prepared as to last a considerable time. It was
b
J
a simple contrivance attached to a thread, and the lightness

°t the enclosed gases was shown by the fact that the bubble

£as able to raise the thread and a disc of paper into the air.

lhe energy with which the mixed- gases combine to form water

*aa then shown by applying a light to the bubble, when it burst

^th a loud report. The quantitative synthesis of water was
I report. _

experimentally shown by passing hydrogen
an apparatus which allowed of the collection of the

* from the Proceedings of the Koyal Institution of Great Britain,
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was then shown that in organic chemistry the molecules are

too complex to be put together so easily; and this statement

was proved by reference to the constitution of methylamine,

the simplest of the organic alkaloids.

The speaker then went somewhat fully into the question of

the propriety of the use of the terms "organic" and "inor-

ganic." He shewed also that all the attempts hitherto made at

separating chemistry into two distinct branches had failed

Liebig's definition of organic chemistry as the "chemistry of

compound radicals " being obviously inadequate, inasmuch as

some compound radicals (such as sulphurylandphosphoryl)are

certainly inorganic.

Laurent's definition, " chemistry of carbon," is equally in-

sufficient, inasmuch as carbonic anhydrid and carbonic tetra-

chlorid are as dearly inorganic as sulphuric anhydrid or sodic

chloric!. He then proceeded to argue that chemistry was " one

and indivisible," and stated that one of the chief aims of his

discourse was to prove that assertion.

It was shown that until within the last few years, all the

specific attempts made to break the apparently natural barriers

between organic and inorganic chemistry had proved failures.

It was true that in the course of innumerable researches and

experiments made by chemists, one or two of the simple organic

bodies had presented themselves; but, like urea and cyanogen,

they were substances which, as it were, hovered on the connnes

of inorganic chemistry, and would have been called inorganic

had they not contained carbon. ,

The grand problem, which consisted in taking the elemen

themselves, and building them u^gradatim into the proximo

principles existing in the tissues of plants and- animal un-

til lately appeared almost hopeless. This apparent .dimcuir/

was shown to arise from the mistake of supposing the pros

mate principles of animals and vegetables to result from an -

cult power vaguely termed the " vital force." It was at o

time supposed that the laws which regulate combination *

either suspended or modified in the tissues of living cre»tu

,

but the speaker urged that whenever the proper reagents w

made to act upon each other under the proper conditiops,

same substances were produced which at one time were sur
posed to require the aid of vitality for their formation.

The problem of the " synthesis," or building up of
;

tne

called organic substances, was then shown to present «s
Jj* ^

the present state of chemistry) under two aspects :—1& v

Ires

they are prepared by the aid of reagents, which have them^
g

been produced directly or indirectly from animals or ve^
2nd. Where the synthesis was effected from the free eienie

themselves, from hydrogen and pure carbon.
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The speaker then proceeded to enumerate some of the prin-

cipal instances where substances originally derived from animals

or vegetables had been formed synthetically. Wohler's synthe-

sis of urea was shown to be one of the earliest in point of date,

and his method was described, and also Kolbe's new process by
the mere heating of amnionic carbonate to a point just below

that at which urea is decomposed.
One of the next most important steps in the history of

synthesis was shown to be the conversion of carbonic disulphid

into carbonic tetrachlorid or perchlorinated marsh gas._ Inas-

much as carbonic disulphid is a i mvly inorganic body, it is evi-

dent that any substance which can be formed from it is a case

of true synthesis.

Ths following equations represent the steps by which acetic

acid may be produced from carbonic disulphid :—

*

CS2 + 6C1 2
- CC1

4 + 2(SC1 4 )

2(CC1 4 ) = C 2 C1 4 + 2C1 3

tet

S?cT
4

' + cia
=»c,ca,

C 2 C1 6 +T(H aO)'= C
3
H°ci

C

3 3 + 3(H01)

«
^g£Y* + 3H !L

1Cq"|™ "

+ 3HG1

This important series of reactions, then, result in the pro-

duction of acetic acid, one of the most marked of the so-called

organic acids, from purely inorganic materials.
The synthesis of oxalic acid by the direct union of carbonic

a%drid with sodium, as recently accomplished by Dr. Drech-
sel

> was next described, and it was shown that as oxalic acid, by
^ere distillation, yields formic acid, the synthesis of the first

^id leads directly to a new synthesis of the second.
g

Ahe other modes of effecting the synthesis of formic acid

*ere then pointed out, viz :—Berthelot's process, which consist

* Seating potassic hydrate in an atmosphere of carbonic oxyd;
*Q(l Kolbe and Schmidt's methods, by exposing potassium to a

*arm moist atmosphere of carbonic anhydrid.
. ,

A he speaker, in the course of his remarks on the constitution

? tormic acid, showed that the quantity of oxygen in it was so

ZS.
that ** omT required one atom more to convert it into

"tfbonic acid and water. Its easy oxydation was illustrated by

[* 0=18, 0=16, S=32, etc]
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letting it fall on plumbic dioxyd in an apparatus which caused

the evolved gas to pass into a solution of baric hydrate, the re-

sult being a copious precipitation of baric carbonate.

Having shown that acetic acid can be formed from carbonic

disulphid and the chlorids of carbon, and oxalic and formic

acids from the oxyds of carbon, the speaker proceeded to indicate

the modes in which complex bodies," hitherto obtained from an-

imal and vegetable sources, can be built up from elemental car-

bon and hydrogen.
If carbon can only be made to combine directly with hydro-

gen, no matter how simple the resulting compound may be. it

becomes possible to effect the synthesis of a vast number of the

most characteristic substances found in animals and vegetables.

This brilliant result has been accomplished through the

agency of acetylene, a most remarkable hydrocarbon which was

first noticed by Edmund Davy as long ago as 1836.

There are two methods by which acetylene can be formed

from inorganic materials—one devised by Berthelot, and the

other by the speaker. The first consists in passing a stream ot

hydrogen through a globe in which the voltaic arc (from ty or

80 cells of a Grove's battery) is produced between carbon points.

At this tremendous temperature the carbon unites directly yitn

the hydrogen. The experiment was made, and the production

of acetylene shown, by the formation of a precipitate in a solu-

tion of ammoniacal cuprous chlorid. .

The speaker then showed, experimentally, that much Wff

quantities of acetylene can be formed by the decomposition

the induction spark of carbonic tetrachlorid in presence ot n.-

drogen, in accordance with the equation:

—

2(CC1
4 ) + 5H 2

= C 2
H 2 + 8(HC1).

The experiment succeeded perfectly, and a large quantity of t e

cuprous acetylid was rapidly produced.
.

,

ne
But the most simple and ready means of preparing acet)

was shown to be by drawing air through the flame of acoin^

glass spirit-lamp, by means of an aspirator. So reaaiiv »

cuprous precipitate obtained by this means, that it i

piling

draw a few cubic centimeters through the solution of am*

acal cuprous chlorid to obtain evidence of the presence ot at

lene m the flame. The experiment was then made, and

lew seconds the solution became thick with the suspend
cipitate.

Ie
.

The speaker had ascertained that all the homologies ^
liant gas give acetylene in abundance when subjected

b
induction spark. Amylene does it readily in accordance

the annexed equation-—
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2(C
S
H 10 ) » 5(0A) + fig,.

That the spark acted only in consequence of its high tempera-

ture, the speaker said, is rendered probable by the fact that if

hydrogen be passed through carbonic tetrachlorid, and then

into a globe containing a platinum spiral, when the latter was

heated to dull redness by three cells of a Grove's battery, no

acetylene was produced; but when five cells were used, and the

spiral became white hot, the cuprous precipitate was obtained

readily. The same result was stated to occur with amylene.

Simple as the formula of acetylene is, almost all the animal

and vegetable substances which have been formed hy pure syn-

thesis may be obtained from it.
, t , .

The following equations represent the steps by which alcohol

may be " synthesised." It is proper to premise that the con-

version of acetylene into defiant gas is accomplished by treat-

ing the cuprous acetylid with zinc and ammonia, so as to ob-

tain nascent hydrogen :

—

H, C 2H 5
S0

4
4- H 2

= C 2
H

6
+ H

2
S0 4

.
The synthesis "of'succinic acid from acetylene was next shown

i? accordance with the annexed equations, omitting the synthe-

sis of ethylene, which has been already given:—

C
2
H

4 + Br
2
= C 2

H
4
Br

2

C
2H 4

Br
3 +

h

2(KCN) = C 2
H

4
(CN) 3 + 2(KBr)

C,H,(CN)7+ 2(KHO) + 2(H
2
0)=

Q1

C
4
H

4
K 2 4

+2(NH) 3

This mode of effecting the synthesis of succinic acid is due

t0 the researches of Maxwell Simpson.
/he beautiful appearance of succinic acid under the influence

2f.
Polarized light was shown by the aid of the electric lamp.

Li* specimen used had been artificially prepared.

The speaker then proceeded to show that the synthesis of

^cinic acid was a direct step to that of tartaric acid. 1 £fl

ktter reaction is due to the researches of Perkin and L>uppa.
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The artificial formation of succinic acid, starting with acety-

lene, having been proved, it is only necessary to start with

that acid to prove the synthesis of tartaric acid from acetylene:—

C dH fi
O A + 2Bt 9 = C dH a Br,0 4 + 2HBr

C
4
H

2
Ag

2
Br

2 4 + 2(H 2 0) = C
4
H

6 6
+ 2(AgBr)

The speaker then proceeded to show how the synthesis of the

alkaloids could he effected from inorganic materials.

In the first place the fact that cyanids can he produced k
heating carbon in presence of nitrogen and an albfii. i-

known. The next step is to procure prussic acid by c&tnl
; j

cyanids with acids. From pure prussic acid, methylamine. the

simplest of the primary monamines, can easily be obtained.

either by the aid of nascent hydrogen, or free hydrogen in the

presence of spongy platinum.

CHN + 2H 2 = CH
5
K

This equation has been realized by both the methods given

above, the first by Mendius, the second by Debus.

It is also evident that as alcohol can be obtained from acety-

lene, that all the ethylic, primary, secondary, and tertiary Di-
amines of Hofmann can now be synthetically formed, ije

steps being, (1) conversion of acetylene into olefiant gas; W
passage of olefiant gas into alcohol; (3) alcohol into wdia

ethyl; (4) action of iodid of ethyl on ammonia.
Again, acetic acid it has been shown, can be prepared^

carbonic disulphid. Now acetic acid, by the action ol a m
heat, can be made to yield a number of the homologues or

fiant gas. The latter by treatment with excessively f°fQ]; i

driodic acid, become converted into the iodids of the a

radicals (Berthelot). By following up this last reaction.*

pentylene, heptylene, octylene, and nonylene, the speaK

ceeded in obtaining pentylamine, heptylamine, octylamme.

nonylamine. ^
The direct ascent from acetylene to the coal tar colors

then shown according to the following equations:—
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C
6
H

s
N0

3 + 6(FeO) + H 2
= C

6
H

7
N + 3(Fe 2 0,)

C
6
H

7
N + 2(0^*0 = C 20H iyN 3

+ 3H
2

These transformations were all described at length. In effect

acetylene passed through a red hot tube becomes polymerized
into benzol.

The passage of toluol into nitro-toluol and toluidine is omit-
ted in the above equations, because the reactions are identical
in kind with those of benzol into aniline.
In describing benzol, experiments were shown illustrating

the density of its vapor as compared with air. In one of these,

benzol was poured into a large beaker containing a hot iron
;

at first the benzol assumed the spheroidal form, but, as the

temperature fell, it became converted into vapor, which filled

the beaker. A glass syphon was then introduced into the

peaker, and the vapor drawn off as if it had been a liquid, and
inflamed. The vapor descending through the syphon was then

reived into a warm beaker, from which it was decanted into

another beaker in which it was inflamed.
The speaker then proceeded to show the way in which the

synthesis of zinc-ethyl could be effected ; it is, however, un-
necessary to follow the equations in detail, because, having al-

ready explained the manner in which alcohol can be syn-

thesised from acetylene, it is obvious that zinc-ethyl can be

Meetly derived from that fluid.

Wanklyn's interesting synthesis of acetic acid from sodium-
methyl was then shown to take place in accordance with the

expression

:

CH
3
Na+CO a =C 2

H 3
NaO a ,

The method appears to be general, inasmuch as the same
demist has effected the synthesis of propionic acid :

C 2H s
Na+CO

a
=C 3

H
5
NaO s

^ substituting carbonic oxyd for carbonic anhydrid, we

2(CH
3Na) +C0=C 3

H 6
0+2Na
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; of the

synthesis recently accomplished was that L
Mr. W. H. Perkin had succeeded in producing artificially the

odoriferous principle of new hay and the tonquin Dean.

The delicious fragrance of new hay is entirely due to the

presence of the sweet-scented vernal grass, anthoxanthm odo-

ratum. It is the same substance ^tiich is the cause of the

sweet smell of the woodruff, asperula odorata ; and the meli-

lot, melilotos officinalis. It is also the flavoring ingredient

in the mai wein of the Germans, which is perfumed with

woodruff.

Until lately, nothing was known about coumarin, except

that it was a colorless crystalline body, having the formula—

C
9
H

6 2 -

The crystals of coumarin appear very beautiful under the

influence of polarized light. The image of some artificial

coumarin, which had been fused and allowed to crystallize in a

plate of glass, was then thrown upon the screen, and the light

being polarized by the aid of Nicol's prisms, the crystals as

sumed the most gorgeous and varying colors as the prism'

were rotated.

The clue to its constitution was shown to be the circum-

stance that when heated with potassic hydrate it yields sa-

licylic and acetic acids. The production of salicylic acid from

coumarin was then shown experimentally, the presence of the

acid being proved by its yielding a deep purple coloration*^

Artificial coumarin was obtained from the hydrid of salicil-

By treatment with sodium it yielded hydrid of sodium-sab^'

this substance, heated with acetic anhydrid, gave hydrid

«

aceto-salicyl. This last substance was then distilled with acetic

S™ an(l sodic acetate, and when the temperature reacnw

^0
, the distillate solidified to a mass of crystals of p^

coumarin, having all the fragrance and beautv of that obtain**

from the tonquin bean. _ u

a , f^
e 8Peaker *en submitted that the assertion he had b*«

at an early period of his discourse that there was no natm*

barrier between organic and inorganic chemistry, had b*»

3Ti,P
,

r0rd ^ the ^stances he had brought forward.
*

wW \
th^ had sidled together that evening several

^where starting from inorganic matter, they had **£
nH?„S 1?P.untl1 they had reached some of the most c^

hesad co"tl
8eCreted ^ animal8 and vegetab?VeoV-

bnn W d be more distinctlv inorganic than nitrogen, fbon, and oxygen ? What more distinctly an animal a***
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than urea ? What more completely inorganic than acetylene?
What more distinctly vegetable in origin than coumarin ?
Chemists have then, so far, done what a very few years ago

would have been regarded as possible only by aid of the vital
force. A true organized substance, he said, is so definite that
we can almost invariably determine its molecular weight, and
it is generally crystalline. But when we come to the tissues we
are dealing no longer with organic substances, but with organ-
ized beings, and feel that we are approaching the barriers
which separate the study of life from the study of matter.
The bonds which unite them are so close that we cannot ima-
gine life without matter, and it is equally difficult to conceive
the assumption of vitality by matter ; but we must never cease
to look anxiously for the solution of the problem. The im-
possible is a horizon which recedes as we advance, and the
terra incognita of to-day will to-morrow be boldly mapped
upon every schoolboy's chart !

Aet. XXXII.

—

Notes on the Caucasus ; by Capt. F. von
Koschkull. (Communication addressed to Prof. J S.

Dewberry, and translated by him for this Journal.)

(Continued from page 222.)

Aside from the ores which have been mentioned and which
are associated with the igneous and crystalline rocks, the sedi-
me
mf

aiT formations also contain minerals of value.
1 he inferior strata of the Jurassic formation include impor-

T* beds of coal, which are found on both slopes of the main
cnam of the Caucasus, the richest deposits being in the north-
western portion of the belt between Mt. Elbruz and Mt. Tisent.

:
n tne northern part of this area, coal has been discovered in
be valleys of the Kuban and its affluents, Maraukle, Zelen-
w*buk, TJrup, Laba and Belaya. During the last ten years

4 iwV a
8 been mined on the Kuban to the amount of about

*WO0O kilograms per annum.
Un the southern slope of the fountains, the beds of coal cropm on the banks of the upper Rion and its tributaries from

«* north, and have an aggregate thickness of about 28 feet,

of 2/ ?
n insignificant quantity of a peculiar quality of coal,

bm v.

the ^habitants make ornaments, rosaries, buttons,

abnnl '

etC
''

the coal of the Rion is not jet mined
'

the

wanfi^
6 of wood in *hat region fully supplying the present

*2hS
Uel

; but ^h ^e construction of the proposed rail-

ing ,
the Black sea to the Caspian these rich deposits will

undoubtedly be brought into use.
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The Jurassic strata of the Caucasus also contain rich depos-

its of sulphur. These' are found in the eastern part of the

mountain belt on the river Sulak. During the war with

Eussia the mountaineers obtained from this locality sulphur

for the manufacture of gunpowder
; but since their submission

the mines have been entirely unworked.
Salt, alum, petroleum and asphaltum are met with in the

Tertiary formation. The salt occurs in two forms, viz: that oi

rock salt, of which thick and wide-spread strata have been

found, and that dissolved in or deposited from the water of salt

lakes. The principal beds of rock salt are in the valley of the

Araxis, both east and west of Mt. Ararat, and geologically are

lower Tertiary. These deposits of rock salt ha\ e evidently •

known and worked from the most remote period ; as among:

the modern mines are numerous and extensive ancient work-

ings of which no historical record exists.

In 1865, when engaged in a survey of the salt district, my

attention was attracted by some of these old mines, which were

regarded by the inhabitants as natural caves. .

I soon satisfied myself, however, that they were the work *

man, and resolved to explore them. My guides would tain

have dissuaded me from carrying the plan into execution. M

their imagination had peopled all these Bubterran< an \
-

'

with evil spirits, of which they stood in great fear. Di< -
'

ing their superstitions, I penetrated one of the ancient adits.

and partially explored what proved to be a very extensive ana

fairly well wrought mine, evidently of great antiquity. Attn

remote end of some of the galleries I found heaps of rsm

salt and hundreds of tools of various forms and sizes, either

perfect or more or less worn and broken. These implement

were for the most part picks or pick and hammer wmWW
varying from 5 to 15 inches in length, wrought with great Jaw

and considerable skill out of a tough hornblendic rock. Bm
of these tools were pierced for the insertion of handles, ibut

^were encircled by grooves for the reception of withes or ttoov

In this respect, as in the character of the material oi

»Jthey were formed, resembling many of the stone implant -

jEurope, and being apparentlythe product oi f

fa\
accurately speaking, of the same stage of B**"

"

The salt lakes of which I have spoken occur on the
pJJ^J

las of Taman and Apscheron, and on the plains tord©^,
rivers 1 erek and Kuban. From the concentration of tne .

solutions of these lakes in summer on many of them a Wg
of salt forms, which attains a thickness of from three to

inches. This crust is collected by the inhabitants tor »*
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The total production of salt in the Caucasus is about
24,000,000 kilograms of rock-salt, and 16,000,000 kilograms of
lake-salt per annum.
Aside from the salt lakes to which I have referred, there are

others in the valley of the Kur and Araxes, of which the
waters contain large quantities of sulphate of magnesia and
carbonate of soda.

Alum stone, which is very rich in alum, occurs on the
northern slope of the Little Caucasus, and there is produced
from it a yearly product of about 16,000 kilograms of alum.

j

Of the minerals of the Tertiary formation, by far the most
important are petroleum and asphaltum. All the accumula-
tions of these substances are in the upper Tertiary strata, and
are distributed geographically in several districts, of which the
most important are the extremities of the great Caucasian chain,
which form the peninsulas of Taman and Abscheron ; on the
flanks of the mountains on the north, in the valleys of the trib-

utaries of the Kuban, and of the river Saundga (Sundscha);
on the southern slope, in the valleys of the Eion and Kur.

' A considerable degree of system is noticeable in the distribu-
tion of the springs of petroleum in each of these districts, and
™ey are found to bear certain relations to the principal lines

J*
upheaval which traverse them. Sometimes the springs issue

irom the summits of the anticlinal axes, and sometimes in par-
allel hues along the slopes of the upturned strata. The petro-
leum of the Caucasus consists of two well marked varieties; one,
v?y fluid, of a light yellow color, found only on the peninsula
of Abscheron; the other, dark brown in color, varying in density
jrom that which is very thin to mineral tar and asphaltum.Urburetted hydrogen gas issues from all the petroleum springs,
and is most abundant where the petroleum is lightest,

oil n
0il sPrings of the Caucasus have been known and the

u collected from them for ages. Upon the peninsula of Ab-
^ueron, and on the banks of the Saundga and Kur, the petro-
eum is collected in pits of greater or less depth excavated in

T^y stra*a of the Tertiary age. The deepest of these pits
uwscend from 70 to 100 feet from the surface, while the shallo^v-

\
m

,
°uly two feet.

in these pits the oil is accompanied by water, from which it

wV t
Xt

f.
0Usly separated by skimming. The instrument by

cled

1

-

S effected ia a sack of green hide
>
the mouth encir"

J
by an iron ring, the sack being suspended by a cord.

Q
*s * general rule the wells are skimmed once a day. The

yaS S j oi Petroleum obtained from the different pits is very
dr*abie, but is nearly constant for the same pit. The opening
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of new wells in the vicinity of old ones seems not to affect the

yield of the latter, so that the productiveness of a given area

depends directly on the number of wells which it contains.

This fact has determined the method pursued in the collection

of petroleum on the island of Tschelaken and on the eastern

shore of the Caspian, where to obtain a large quantity of oil

20,000 wells have been sunk, but none to any great depth.

The Persians, who were the first to collect the oil of the penin-

sula of Abscheron, seem to have followed the same system of

exploitation.

The number of wells dug there is very great, and they are

very closely approximated. In 1863, a new well was sunk.by

the side of one which had for centuries yielded about 1,600

kilograms of petroleum per day. The new one now produces

19,200 kilograms every twenty-four hours without affecting in

the least the yield of the old well.

In 1865, the method pursued with so much success in

America in the exploitation of petroleum was introduced into

the Caucasus and with complete success. In a locality selected

by myself, near some oil springs in the valley of one ortw

tributaries of the Kuban, a well was commenced in the above

mentioned year. At the depth of 40 feet encouraging Hgns
*J"

met with, and in Feb., 1866, when the boring had MM*

depth of 242 feet, the petroleum burst out in a jet whicn

maintained at a height of 42 feet until controlled.

At first the production of this fountain well was^^^
grams per day, but the yield gradually diminished to abouu

half that amount. There have since been
]

flow was entirely arrested, but apparently in consequence o

clogging of the well, as when cleaned out, the normal now

resumed. . gi
During 57 days in 1866 during which the flow^om

>
well was carefully measured, the production was 88U,uw

grams of petroleum, with one-tenth of that quantity ot
•

and during 196 days of service this well has pr

2,160,000 kilograms of oil. . n fa 7

The temperature of the oil as it flows from this w(
?

*

Reaumur, that is to say, 3° less than it should be
^
cc

f^|e t

the geothermic law for a liquid drawn from a depth <*j*
t-

below the surface. Can this depression of temperature

tnbuted to the absorption of heat in the conversion ot a y

of the petroleum into gas ?
us that

I learn by a letter recently received from the Caucas

a new well sunk in the vicinity of that just describea,
%

reached in November last the depth of 258 feet, oF
jet

fissure from which the oil issued with such force as to io
^

60 feet in height, and yielding 64,800 kilograms ot on a
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In addition to the petroleum produced by tlie wel
Bprings in the valley of the Kuban, of which no a<

measurement has yet been made, the total annual yield

oil region of the Caucasus may be estimated as follows :

In all the oil districts of the Caucasus in the vicinity of the
springs, deposits of asphaltum and ozokerite have been

discovered. Not long since a beginning was made in the use
of these substances for the manufacture of paraffine, and the
amount now obtained from this source is 100,000 kilograms
per annum.
No sketch of the physical geography of the Isthmus of the

Caucasus can be considered complete which does not include
some notice of the action of subterranean forces which even
now are producing many striking phenomena. The continued
activity of the causes which in former periods so completely
changed the topography of this region, is manifested by fre-

quent earthquakes, by eruptions of mud volcanoes, and by
numerous thermal springs.
As regards the earthquakes, the Isthmus of the Caucasus

may be divided into several sections, each of which has its

center of action. On the northern slope of the great Caucasian
?ange, one of these shaken districts lies north of Mt. Elbruz,
including the area drained by the tributaries of the rivers

£nban, Kuma and Malka, with its center near Pjatigorsk.
ine other northern district includes all the space on the south-
east of the river Terek, with its center at Grognaga. On the
south side of the Great Caucasus one district is formed by the
lower valley of the Kur, with
wnemakha. The second district includes the middle portion
ot the valley of the Kur, with its center at Tiflis ;

while the

Jju-d district comprises the northern part of Persia and Asia
^nor, having its center in Mt. Ararat. Earthquakes are so
common in the Caucasus that they may be almost said, like

inh ^
nrise

'
to form Part of the dail7 experience of the

feS?
se7erity of these earthquakes varies greatly ;

some are

*friMy destructive, as was that which a few years since de-

coyed the fortress of Nazrau on the north side of the Cau-

S' l
nd that 0ther which nearly demolished the city of

The mud volcanoes now, or recently in action, are for the

JJ°st part confined to the extremities of the great Caucasian
^n, that is, to the peninsulas of Abscheron and Taman.
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These mud volcanoes generally form conical hills from 200 to

1,000 feet in height, on the summits of which are craters with

many cones of eruption. The diameter of the craters is some-

times considerable (as much as 700 feet).

The ordinary and moderate action of these volcanoes is

sometimes interrupted by paroxysms of great violence, attended

by copious eruptions and by earthquakes. The phenomena
displayed by one of these volcanoes when in vigorous action

was first described by the famous naturalist and traveler, Pal-

las, in 1793. This was situated on the peninsula of Taman,

where precisely similar exhibitions may be now observed.

New cones are also produced now, as formerly, and it has been

observed that they are formed along certain well denned lines

which correspond accurately with the principal axes of eleva-

tion which traverse the Isthmus.
On the peninsula of Taman the ejections from the mud vol-

canoes are found covering many of the mounds which contain

the tombs of the ancient Greek colonists who inhabited this

region. At the other extremity of the Caucasus in May, 1861,

an island was formed by volcanic eruptions in the Caspian Sea,

between the peninsula of Abscheron and the mouth of the

Kur. In the course of a few months this island was washed

away by the waves.
The thermal springs to which I have alluded, are for the

most part confined to the flanks of the main chain and of the

Little Caucasus. Yet they are sometimes found in the moun-

tains at a considerable elevation. All these springs form cer-

tain groups disposed in lines parallel with the great axesot

elevation. The water of the hot springs sometimes reaches W
temperature of 72° Reaumur, but in this respect as ^eU asm

regard to the matters held in solution, there are marked differ-

ences between the different springs even when closely approxi-

mated.
r h

,
The most remarkable groups of springs are on the northern.

?T
de

°l
the Palpal chain of mountains. 1st. Those north ot

Mt. Elbruz, near the city of Piatieorsk, interesting from*

n

number of the springs, and the peculiarity and divers^
their waters. 2nd. On the river Sound j a. These are^springs, and some ofthem very hot (72° Reaumur). 3rd. am
tne river Saulak, also sulphurous, with a temperature oi *•

Eeaumur. 4th. On the Kuban ; like the last sulphur spring

ana navmg the same temperature (42° Reaumur). , ,

tSouth of the Great Caucasian chain are three gro^A
springs one m the city of Tiflis, sulphurous water £*
irfwvff Reaumar

J
an°ther *ear the C

T
ity

•2 takha; the third in the mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia ,

w
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latter group is remarkable for the diverisity of character ex-
hibited by the different springs.

Even in this brief description of the Isthmus of the Cau-
casus, it seems necessary that something should be said of the
relations which exist between the orography and the climate,
population and productions.
The principal chain of the Caucasus divides the country

into two districts, which present marked difference* of climate.
The plain drained by the rivers Terek and Kuban passes

imperceptibly on the north into the steppes of Southern
Russia. The southeastern portion of this plain bordering on
the Caspian Sea is represented by broad sandy surfaces and
extensive " salt-pans ;" while the interior and western portions
consist of low prairies, marshes and mud flats. In consequence
of these conditions this plain is entirely abandoned, during the
winter, to the cold and snows brought by the north winds
from the plateaus of Southern Eussia and from the Ural
Mountains. The proximity of the Black Sea scarcely serves
to moderate the severity of this season, and on the banks of
the Kuban and Terek the snows of winter are deep and the
mercury often falls to - 20° Reaumur. During the summer, on
the contrary, fair weather prevails, and in this portion of the
year the surface of this plain, destitute of forests, is heated to

f?
a™ost insupportable degree. At times refreshing winds

Wow from the south and southeast, coming from the mountains
°rtrom the Caspian, bringing rain storms and cooling the earth
and air. The summer is, however, generallv excessively hot,
me mercury rising to 30° Reaumur.

,
-J ,

e southern portions of the Caucasian Isthmus are com-
pletely sheltered from the north winds by the great mountain
mer to which reference has been so frequently made. On
e east and west this region is open to the influences of the

mi"? and Black Seas
>
while its climate is somewhat influ-

enced by the wall of mountains which in Northern Persia and
Asia Minor bound it on the south. In consequence of these

^instances no considerable degree of cold is felt here,
ais is specially true of the valleys of the Rion and Kur,

bel
^ i

0St8 are very rare
>
and wnere the mercul7 never falls

wh°
W

- j>
^' Snow almost never covers the country, and

wS
n ^

•
remains but a few hours. The winter is short as

Ubs mild, and generally consists of but a brief rainy season.

iU Te °ther hand the summer is long and warm, and but for

«nbear b
enCe

°f the neighborinS seas the heat WOxdd **

thPr mountains of Karthlo-Imeritia exert a
' a

* curate of the vaUeys of the Rion and Kur y

*" oe noticftd Tr1™™ ,•+„ *—„„„««« ^v^,-™ an
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valley—if such it may be called—drained by the Kion and

Kur, it forms a barrier limiting the influence of the Black

Sea on the east, and of the prevailing southeast winds which

sweep the valley of the Kur. To the protection afforded by

this chain the luxuriance and humidity of the valley of the

Eion must be ascribed, as but for this obstacle the southeast

winds of summer, having parted with their moisture in the

lower part of the valley of the Kur, would cany their d< ti si-

ting influence even to the shores of the Black Sea. The climate

valleys of the Kion and Kur; but in summer it is perhaps as hot.

The proximity of the Isthmus of the Caucasus to the cradle

of the human race, its clhn.it--. ;!. richness of its flora and

fauna, its mineral resources, and finally the beauty of its

scenery, have made it the favorite abode of many nations.

Not only do the writings of the ancient historians, Herodotus

and Strabo, prove that this country was inhabited at a time

very remote from the present, but the traces of human occupa-

tion of still eariii i- duto sc; i u-n d overall portions of it, indicate

that anterior to the historic period it was possessed by various

races greatly differing in their degree of civilization.

Stone implements are frequently found in the valley of the

Araxes, and in the old salt mines of the same region ;
mines

which are regarded as the most ancient known, and as probably

the oldest monuments of human industry that now exist.

In the mountains of K, excavated (' tret

lodyte ") houses, and an entire city has been discovered wrojgw

out of the rocky walls which border the narrow valley

river Ljokhwa, an affluent of the Kur. North of Mi Anmu,

on the summit of a hill, are to be seen the mine of t»

Armawyr, which, according to historical records, **5*T !

capital of Armenia, more than 2,000 years B. C. This oj

was then situated on the banks of the Araxes, but the ri e

now passes at the distance of seven or eight kilometers.

of my colleagues, M. Guileff, has lately found in the nam

valleys of the Caucasus, not far from the eastern shore tf»

P u- f
a

'
clrtain graves known in Europe under the

J*»
.;

cat
tlC

X°
mK AmonS the inhabitants of this part of

Jjjgcasus the tradition exists "that these so-called torn*
> *fhabitations of a people who lived here, and that they «£

SS t°T
them by their neiShbor8 the Siants " °

Din-sula of Taman an embankment or rampart exists, *»*
ent

tnbuted to the Cimmerians, who, according to the^
chronicle, inhabited the shores of the Euxine sea.

Scr^m
.

remains are found throughout southern Russia, ana

south as the base of the Great Caucasus.
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Well marked traces of the presence in this country of a

people far advanced in civilization have remained to us from

the time of the early Greek colonies. These colonics occupied

all the valley of the Rion (the ancient Phasis), the penitmnlw

of Taman and Kertsch, and a portion of the course of the

Knban (the ancient Hypcmi*). That these won- rich and

flourishing colonies we learn not only from the narrative ofOB
expedition of the Argonauts, hut mm-h move conclusively irom

the relies which they have left behind th m. and which clearly

indicate wealth and a cultivated taste. These relics are usually

found in tombs, and the tombs in sepulchral mounds. They

consist of pottery, implements, arms, ornaments in gold or

silver, coins, statues, etc.

In the year 1864, I had occasion to assist in the opening 01

two royal' tombs which had been found in one of two tumuli,

called the twin tumuli, situated upon the peninsula of Taman.

When by boring a mass of masonry had been detected in one

of these tumuli, two horizontal galleries were carried through

it, crossing each other at right angles, by means of which two

separate tombs were discovered. These tombs contained the^

following relics : In the middle of each was a sarcophagus of

cypress-wood, in the form of an oblong box without cover, and

standing upon small feet. The external surfaces of these sar-

cophagi were covered with a carved and gilded ornamentation.

In each was a skeleton which crumbled into dust at the slightest

touch, also the remains of clothing and sandals, and various gold-

en ornaments. Among these were masks made of thin plates ot

gold, which had been molded to the features so as to represent

the physiognomy of the wearers. Above them were two crowns,

which with the masks were indicative of a difference of sex in

the persons buried. One of these crowns represented a garland

of oak and laurel branches. The second also formed a garland,

out composed of ears of wheat, and flowers. The golden orna-

ments found in the sarcophagus of the female were richest and

most numerous
; as for example, beneath her mask was a

collar formed of several rows of chains interlaced. To these

chains were suspended charms representing divinities, animals

and other fantastic figures. In the same sarcophagus were

found bracelets for the arms and limbs. The combined weight

of the golden ornaments it contained was 32 kilograms. In

the sarcophagus of the male, besides the mask and crown, the

°nly ornament found was a girdle also of gold. The other

°ojects contained in the tomb clearly indicated the difference

of sex which has been alluded to. In one there were placed

found the sarcophagus and along the walls urns, vases, per-

™me bottles, lacrymatories, metallic mirrors, and shells con-
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taming pigments. There were also statues in terra-cotta rep-
resenting the following divinities : Cupid, the Three Graces
and Venus besides a large statue in white marble of the god-
dess Aphrodite. In the other there were amphora, vases plat-
ters of different sizes of black pottery ornamented with red
figures, arms eaten up by rust, and small figures in terra-cotta
representing the goddess Diana. Both the tombs in which
these relics were found were built of dressed stone, the material
having been obtained from the quarries of Tertiary limestone
on the peninsula of Kertsch. They were not arched above,

but the ceilings were composed of courses of stone which over-

lapped till they met in the center. These tombs were placed a

little above the base of the tumulus, which was of a conical

form, from 35 to 45 feet in height and 70 feet in diameter, and

composed of successive layers of carbonaceous soil, of sand and

fragments of broken vases, mixed with ashes and charcoal.

Among the fragments of pottery were many which seemed to

have formed part of a large and complicated design. This ex-

cited a desire to reunite them, and since they were scattered

throughout the whole mound, to accomplish this end it became

necessary to sift the entire mass. This gigantic labor occupied

150 men for several months, and resulted in complete success.

From the broken fragments were reconstructed a large vase and

a flat dish bearing different designs, but referring to one epi-

sode in the history of Greece. Upon the dish was portrayed

the meeting of Paris and Helen, and upon the vase the abduc-

tion of the beautiful wife of Menelaus. From their size, the

beauty of the conception and the c

The mounds containing tombs similar to those described are

mostly found on the peninsula of Kertsch, in the suburbs oi

the town of the same name, which was formerly the site o

i'anticapamm, and on the peninsula of Taman, near the sites'"

the ancient cities of Corocondama and Phanagoria, of wbien

almost no other traces remain. a ^
/f?? ^e remains of the Greek colonization come those

wnicn belong to the propagation of Christianity. Of this epo

we have traces in nearly all parts of the Caucasus. The G£
oese occupied not only the oeninsula of the Crimea, hut TO
were scattered through the valley of the Rion, wd °nT

f il
t

northern slope of the Great Caucasian chain north oi *;
Elbruz. The pass of Moroukh served them as a route ot

tercommunication between the colonies north and south on

mountains. Along this route, and in general in all the *****

portions of the Isthmus are found ruins of churches and*

nastenes, sometimes with paintings on the walls,
sepulcJ^
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monuments, inscriptions, ornaments and utensils. The most
remarkable remains of the period of the propagation of Chris-
tianity among the Armenians and Georgians are the ruins of
the city of Ani, the ancient capital of Armenia, situated on the
backs of the river Arpa-tschai.
Nearly all the ancient remains found in the eastern part of

the Caucasus belong to the epoch of the domain of the Persians
and consist of ruins of mosques and caravanseras, palaces and
fortifications, aqueducts, and canals.
The height of the mountains, and the isolated and enclosed

character of the valleys of the Isthmus of the Caucasus may
be considered as the principal cause of the diversity in the
population of the Caucasus and of the tenacity with which
national characteristics have been maintained.
The northwest part of the Caucasian chain, as far east as

Jit. Elbruz, is inhabited on the north side by the Netokhasch,
ighes, and Abadzek: on the southern slope by the

Oubjiskh and Abkhaz.

i$tei
tei

i.

the sub
Jugati°n of this portion of the Caucasus, in

«?V &reater part of these tribes, except the Abkhaz, quit-
ted the country, and it has since been occupied only by the Rus-
"Mifs. AU the tribes mentioned speak different languages.
Judging from certain customs which are retained by these peo-

P«, ^e are led to believe that during the time of the Gennis
colonies Christianity spread widely among the inhabitants of
1118 Part of the Caucasus, but now they are all Mohammedans,
and belong to the sect of the Sunnites.
between the meridians of Elbruz and Tebaulas-mtha, on the

northern slope of the mountains, and along the river Terek and
"s tributaries are some Russians who form military colonies;
ne original population consisting of the inhabitants of Ka-
oarda and Tschetschnia. The valleys among the mountains in

ToJsS
1"* °fthechain are habited D7 the Ossethes and the

tli? t
in tne basin of the Rion are found the Mingrelians and

fiiHiT
meretniail8

»
in the valley of the Kur

>
the Georgian8 >

and

Litti n
80uth in the mountains of Kathlo-Imeritia and the

"tie Caucasus, the Gourians and Armenians. All these speak

KftvT
6
5* lanSllages J

and are Christians, except the inhabitants of

3 and Tschetschnia, who are Mohammedans. The south-

t^
en

? portion of the Isthmus of the Caucasus is occupied, m
und+i^

°*' tne Sreat mountain chain by a population known
uer the general name of the inhabitants of Daghestan.

rathp
^P^tion scarcely represents a single nation, but is

SDfat j?
mP°sed of several tribes who inhabit different valleys,

WT ^rent dialects of one language, and who are all Mo-
aa"aedans of the Sunnite sect. The southern slope of the
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eastern part of the Caucasian chain and the Little Caucasus

are inhabited by a people descended from the Persians, who

speak one language, are Mussulmans of the sect Slhiite. In

addition to the indigenous tribes which have been enumerated,

there are in the Caucasus many Russians and Germans who

form communities scattered through all parts of the country.

The occupation of the Isthmus of the Caucasus for ages by

so many nationalities, has made it the scene of incessant strife,

by which its productiveness and prosperity, so highly favored

by nature, have been greatly impeded.

Except the working of mines and the manufacture of metals,

the industry of the country is absorbed in agriculture, stock

raising, fishing, rearing of silkworms, horticulture and the man-

ufacture of wine.

At the north, on the plains drained by the Terek and Kuban

which are without forest, and have a dark, rich soil, wheat is

generally cultivated—rye sparingly, and barley, oats, and buck-

wheat are grown. ,

,

Along the rivers when irrigation is easy, fruit and vegetable

are raised; but only in the vicinity of the cities Pjotigorsfc ana

Kyzljar is the vine cultivated and wine made.

As the vast plains bordering on the Terek and Kuban con-

sist largely of prairies, the raising of horned cattle and hors« *

there extensively followed.
f t[ie

In the Great and Little Caucasus, in consequence w

physical conditions which prevail there, the inh

themselves to the raising of sheep, and the cultivation

soil is of secondary importance. • ii
r \n

In the southern portions of the Isthmus, and especu

the valleys of the Rion, Kur and Araxis, where natu ^
been more generous in her gifts, the range of Pr°

ductl
7

the „,;;

try is much extended. As the climate is mild, mm '

good, it may be said that the productiveness oi

dependent simply on the amount of water available ^
tion. Beside wheat, barley and buckwheat, rice c° ^
maize are raised here. Horticulture is also tysWV for

.

and the cultivation of the vine assumes great imporu ^
merly the principal occupation of the Cakhethn who

the Alazan, one of the tributaries of the Kur.
aDdsaf-

The cultivation of tinctorial plants such as intti

fron is followed on the western shore of the Caspian-
fr^

In the localities most favorable to the cultivation.t> ^
much attention is also given to the rearing °* 8llK

!Jj f &*
most important centers of this industry are the cm

makha and Naukha. n<l* 5e*

Upon the shores of the Caspain and Black seas,
ftt

the

of AzotT, especially on the peninsula of Tainan, »
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mouths of the Terek and Kur are important fisheries, which
compensate in some degree the inhabitants of these districts

!
: ih marshy ami unproductive nature of the surface.

Since the Russians have gained control of the '

Government has taken great pains to foster all forms of pro-

diietive industry, but its ciinrls have b -n much impeded, and
often completely thwarted by the perpetual war which the
::: 'untaint-crs have maintained. In 18d4, however, the last of
tin' opposing forces were overcome and with the general resto-

ration of p,We it is hoped that the development <>f the re-

;;'ih-,s ,,f tlie country will advance with more rapid strides.

Tiiis may be the more confidently expect d since alt the power
of the government hitherto absorbed by war is now directed

t'wanl the organization of soc'u-tv. and the amelioration of the

condition of the country. Within the last few years J be Bus-
man authorities have been engaged in the emancipation of the

oiguujzanon 01 a system of public

and constructing canals for irrigatk

Among these provisions ft 'a- the public good, one of the most
important is the proposed rail road from the Black Sea to the

Caspian. This will give a new impetus to the intellectual and
industrial development of the country, hitherto so much re-

tarded by the want of unity and harmony among its hetero-

geneous population.

jioally, of the slope of the Caucasus, north ftoi

*».XXXIII.—Notes on Mr. Charles Stodder's paper entitled

Robert's Ted-plate and modem Microscopes," ^bth/^d in

the American Naturalist, April, 1868; by W. S. Sullivaxt.

Mr. Stodder's paper above cited is full of interest to the

^croscopist. In it is announced the resolution of lines on the

Robert Test-plate* which are as close together as the TTJ\Z^
f

an English inch, and much exceed in fineness those hereto-
ZOre seen by other observers.

a Pi,- r
and incr ' aed W &e TiFW

«w uae 0r t0 the Ti
j
6? B

of an English inch.
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From Mr. Stodder's brief sketch of what had been previously

done in the separation of lines under the microscope, it appears

that Koss, De la Hue, and Sullivant and Wormley after exten-

ded and exhaustive experiments on the Nobert test plate, failed

to resolve lines closer together than about the T?,V V? of an inch.

It appears also that Nobert himself has never been able, with

the highest powers, to see lines on his own test-plates closer

together than the „ i^ of an inch.

On the other hand', the late Professor J. W. Bailey claimed

to have seen lines the Tvv\vv s of an inch apart ;
and &$

Harrison and Sollitt claim 'to have measured striae on the dia-

tom AmpMpleura pellucida having an interval of the nA,»

to the T¥,Vtt of an incn, and gaye it as their opinion that

There is no reason to question the results, such is their close

accordance, obtained by the observers first mentioned, but in

reference to the claims made by Prof. Bailey and Messrs. Har-

rison and Sollitt, it may be remarked that Prof. Bailey, though

one of the most accomplished physicists of his day, was, owing

doubtless to defects in the apparatus used, quote inaccurate m

some of his micrometrical measurements ;• and with regara

the alleged measurements of the s

cida by Messrs. Harrison and Solli

fai iil

striae of AmpMpleura pf'
is suffiei

seen on its frustules.f

From the foregoing it is not an unwarrantable inferenee u

anterior to the experiments reported in the paper under n

no satisfactory evidence is on record that lines closer than a

the „V*t of an inch, either on Nobert's test-plate or anyoi

object,' have been resolved. This being the limit, reacnw ?

previous observers, the skill in manipulation and ra u» ^
agement of the illumination, &c, that brings to view,

^ ^
tinctly and palpably, lines ruled to the rTJ\^ f

aVLDdto
they have actually been counted and measured and w«

_
* He assigned to Fleurosigma Spmcerii a striation of

, ST^^^nal, i>sr

1850). Theatric ""a^IS. (tS*1*
2?n>V5Tr of an inch apart instead of about TrL-o, the true distan

,

f Mr. Sobb, (Carpenter on the Microscope, 3d ed., p. 193) claii
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correspond with the registration on the test-plate (p. 100),

challenges the admiration of all interested in microscopy, and

proves by the inexorable test of experiment, that the resolution

of such lines is not incompatible with the physical properties

of light, as has been asserted by Fraunhofer and other writers

of authority on optics.

The grade of some of the objectives with which these reso-

lutions were made is scarcely less remarkable than the resolu-

tions themselves. Keliance was placed, not so much on those

beautiful achievements in optical art, the 5
'

T and the ,'„ lately

6ent out by Powell and Lealand, as on objectives of a medium
grade, such as a £ immersion and a { dry by Tolles. Mr. Stodder

says " these trials show conclusively that it is not the great

1".'\v..t of the objective that is important, for in many of the

trials here reported, the lower powers have given the best re-

sults, but the skill of the opticians in making the instrument."

The objectives of Mr. Tolles unquestionably rank among the

best, but it may be doubted if evidence exists, unless it be these

trials reported by Mr. Stodder, of their superiority to those

made by Spencer in this country, and by Powell and Lealand

and others in England. Hence it is a fair inference that the

failure of previous efforts on the highest bands of the Nobert

tes'-plate is attributable to causes other than an incapacity in

eptahle service to those

*ho may hereafter attempt such investigations, ha J. he gone

somewhat into detail as to the system of illumination, the aux-

ftary apparatus, &c, adopted by himself and other gentlemen

whose experiments he reports.
ouch success in carrying up the resolvability of lines so tar

beyond the point at which well-directed efforts, sustained by

Jjeory, had placed it, will doubtless attract other observers to

this field of research, where, amon^ other sources of deception,

none will be found more prolific than the spurious or spectral

hnes always shown by the objective working with oblique light

and under a strain; for it may well be supposed that any ob-

jective, especially one so low as a £th would be strained in the

Solution of lines ruled to the rTT
»
T„ of an inch.

.

.
At is well known to all familiar with this subject, that it is

^possible to distinguish, by their mere visual appearance the

8Parious from the true lines on the highest bands of the Nobert

Pla te. No lines, therefore, should be entitled to full confidence

?
s being the true lines, unless verified by the micrometer, that

J
counted, measured, and found to correspond with the regis-

^tion on the test-plate.* M t
,.

* Inhere assumed that the lines are ruled on the test-plate as inchcatedby

0Dert
i Qo error having yet been found on any of his plates.
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Mr. Stodder remarks " it lias been said that the resolution

of lines to the eye, implies the ability to count them, but this,

I think, is a fa 1

1

- his remark by the difficulty

of counting the pickets on a fence, at a given distance. The

difficulty in both cases could perhaps be surmounted to the ex-

tent necessary, by enlarging the visual angle under xdiv:\r..

lines and pickets
'

n\ p« ai t the eye, viz: b. a kling to t

plification of the microscope, and shortening the distance to

the fence.

Among the highest bands of the Nobert plate, owing '.

want of perfect flatness of field inseparable from the be* -

jectives, a portion only of the width can at one time be brought

into exact focus. If that portion, however, is measured and its

lines resolved under a suitable amplification, the data are

+.ninprt fnr the solution of the problem in hand, namely, ?

thus separated.

counting lines of such exquisite fineness, either the mj»w*jj

or the stage must be moved, and it is next to impossible to
ob-

struct apparatus that can be moved at once T „^n - <-'t - _

and no more." This rei o » Le °ne
,

a
?°!UI

in which the supposed ability to count lines resolved to »f
is deemed a falla- * . su<-< - th • inquiry, li v, y^

j

r '
;

torily ascertained that the true lines on the 19th

were seen (page 99) with a -} objective and under an amp

tion of 550 diameters ?

Besides the low grade of the objective,^ notewortnyi^

in this performance, is the low amplification em

tofore it has been found no easy task to confirm by cou

measurement, lines „V„ of an in.

grade objectives, under an amplification of 6,000 ^J^.
Mr. Stodder very correctly remarks that an e?

a" ^
trollable motion in the micrometer or the stage

of counting the lines of the highest bands, is i

ble. But in the mere countin| of lines, a^"^**
important requisite, not the micrometer, the office u

.^

simply to measure that portion of the width of ajand m

the lines can be counted. Motion in

—the cobweb-micrometer, for instance—is re1uire
^b7ac"e

pose mainly of setting the spider-lines so as to e
<

rately, and thus measure the portion of the bana ^
tioned, not for the purpose of measuring off, line j

at a time, the Nobert lines, as Mr. Stodd.

this, indeed, as before said, would be next to impN*
ft j

But there are other methods of measure]

safely asserted that whatever lines the objective
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amplification with illumination for counting them, and appara-

tus for measuring the space in which they are counted, are all

within the reach of the microscopist.

Mr. Stodder's views on the micrometry of the Nobert lines,

are certainly untenable. He invests the subject with insurmount-

able difficulties, and thus seems to ignore the only certain and
reliable means of determining the nature, whether real or spec-

tral, of any lines that may be seen on the high Nobert bands.

His paper, nevertheless, will form an interesting part of the

literature of a subject that has long attracted much attention,

namely, the limit of the resolvability of lines under the micro-

scope. The experiments recorded by Mr. Stodder go far toward

determining this limit. They show that there was an error in

fixing it among lines about the n,{5 z of an inch apart. They
also show that lines as close as the ttt.Vti °f an mcn can ^e
separated. These are the finest lines ever yet ruled on any
test-plate. How much narrower an interval lines may have
and still be resolved, cannot probably be determined with nu-

merical precision, until the ingenuity of Nobert adds finer ruled

bands to his test-plates.
In the meantime, microscopists will doubtless find " pleasant

divertisement" b Ir iths and ^ths, the lines

of the four or five highest bands of the present test plate; and
they would do well in dealing with even these bands to bear in

mind that " no other sense approaches in power of self-decep-

tion to that of sight; and that, espf-cially when the eye is

strained by an eager observer, and the imagination perhaps,

plays under the pressure of a theory, it is quite possible, after

a little, to see almost anything that is expected."

A-bk._sLuce the above was in type the writer has been kindly presented by Dr.

! nndphotograDhinEr such extraordinarily fine

remarkable skill

CiWw!
•

i, and l'Jth bands

-
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1

Test-pkU 4
Nobert ; by J. J. Woodward, Asst. Surgeon, and Brevet

Lieutenant-Colonel U. S. Army.

The January number of this Journal for 1861 contains an

interesting article on the thirty-band test-plate of Nobert, by

W. S. Sullivant and T. G. Wormley.
In this test-plate the lines of the first band are ruled rfM

those of the thirtieth band the j^tti of a Paris line apart,

measuring from the center of one line to that of the next.

Sullivant and Wormley resolved the first twenty-six of these

bands, partly resolved the twenty-seventh, but failed to rmlw

satisfactorily the last three bands.

Nobert has since prepared a test-plate of nineteen bands,

«

which the lines of the first are the T o'ootn)
tnose of ^e 8ecor

the T?Voth, of the third the „VA and so on, those of the

nineteenth band being the TTtVTvth of a Paris line apart.

In this new plate the fifteenth band corresponds V™Jp
with the last band of the thirty-band plate, the lines beiM

the goVotb of a Paris line apart.

On one of these new plates Max Schultze * has succeeded
I

ib

resolving the fourteenth band, Eulenstein of Stutgard hu

done the same, and Nobert himself has gone no further.! w
j

so far as I know, has any other European microscopist.

Under these circumstances, Mr. Charles Stodder of 3m
teUs us that he and Mr. Greenleaf "saw the nineteenth im

satisfactorily" with a Tolles' }th immersion of 17U «„«,

magnifying 550 diameters. . <>y
They did not count the lines, an operation which Mr. B

der thinks is quite impossible.? ,
•

For myself, having also seen lines which I thought real u

nineteenth band, with several objectives, and having f

myself \

what I

lines, I am quite Uu»u
and Greenleaf have seen are of the same nature, and nop

gentlemen will attempt to count the lines they see in e

•r mysen, navmg also seen lines wmcu j. ^r' " •

eenth band, with several objectives, and having sa

If both by counting and by having photographs tai

I saw, that these were spectral or spurious, and no

,
I am quite convinced that those which Messrs. m

3 from a letter of Eulenstein in the paper c

_•. Barnard also bassj"

! ' ..,.. •

.::•
f writes me that his opinions in me *"°
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A. P. Barnard, whi

eivwith a full set of these photon:
Journal.

photographs the lines count as folio

graphs were t;iken with the ,Uh of Pow,

a distance sufficient to magnify 1000 dil

slide was illuminated by direct sunlight

lotion of sulphate of copper in amnion

f Ross, a ,i-thof Tolles. a>"
r K-rtmck. an ' rh. ,-' th and immersion

r
',tl

sulfa w i t h the ¥\ th. The rVth of Powell and
^aiand did not do quite so well as the ^th, apparently on

amount of the thickness of cover.

th-
^urtis nas als0 made tw0 photographs of the twelfth.

"lrteenth arid fourteenth hands, in which the resolution being
A*-<J0CB.Sci •' No. !.-.—Nov.. 1S6S.
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imperfect, spurious lines are shown. The thirteent

example, shows 25 lines in one photograph, and
other, the real number being 40.

These two photographs agree closely in character

of the sixteenth, mm nteenth, eighteenth and ninete

The foregoing results lead me" to believe that the

that with greater defining* power the title lines'emi

They also compel me to doubt the accuracy of the

of those who think they have seen the true lines iu

beyond the fifteenth, and especially if the lines see

been counted.

I may here mention that the first i

graphs 'represented the

Curtis some months ago. Both he and I sup]

that the lines shown on the sixteenth and seventeenth band a

this photograph were real. We accounted for their being
jjj

few in number (those of the sixteenth counting

seventeenth, 40 lines), by supposing that the whole of each bw
was not to be seen in any one position of the focal adjBIM I

Subsequent experience has, however, convinced us that the*

also are spurious lines. I learn from Dr. Barnard that w
photograph was sent by Eulen stein to Nobert, who a*"01"??*

for the small number of lines by supposing Dr. Curtis hadjjr

mistake copied the twelfrh. thirteenth, fourteenth and fifo*

bands ! We had, however, made no such error, of wiucft I

doubt not Nobert will be convinced on recti

series of photographs, copies of which I have -

In conclusion, I may mention briefly two m
ly counting the lines in the highest bands thai

If a cobweb micrometer is used, the mid

th.- e\v-pi. ve is elose to the end of the microscope w*

outdoes not touch it, a piece of black velvet Uwz^ >^;

complete the connection. The motion of the i

now communicates no tremor to 1

1

culty in counting the lines seen
disappears. Still better than this is the l

The microscope being set up in a dark room
a photograph, and the eye-piece being remove

the band to be counted is received on a sh

the plate holder, and viewed with a focussu

field lens of which a black point is marked. As them *

glass is moved on the plate from side to side, the w^rf
is moved from line to line. The lines may thus w ^^
with as much ease and precision as if they were i& e

to be touched by the finger.



1
:

'

;

^tem end of Lake Erie.

* James HalL ia Foster & Whitney's Geology o
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There exists in southwestern Ontario, along the River St

Clair, an area of several hundred square miles underlaid h
black shales, in the counties of Lambton and Kent, of 31
only the lower part belongs to the Hamilton group. The*

strata are exposed in very few localities, but the lower beds an

seen in Warwick, where they were, many years since, examinee

by Mr. Hall, in company with Mr. Alexander Murray of tin

Geological Survey of Canada, and were by the forme: i jfi

titled with the Genesee slate forming the summit of the Ham-

ilton group. They are in this place, however, overlaid by :

arenaceous beds, in which Prof. Hall at the same time detected

the fish remains of the Portage formation. The thickness 1

these black strata, as appears from a boring in the UBOMM
vicinity, is fifty feet, beneath which are met the gray Hamate
shales. A similar section occurs at Cape Ipperwas'h or Kettle

Point in Bosanquet, on Lake Huron, where bands of alterna-

ting greenish and black arenaceous shales, holding Gala* I
'

met with. These strata also were recognized by Mr. Hall,m
examined them, as belonging to the Portage formation

j

jjl

abound in the large spherical calcareous concretions *m
occur at the same horizon in New York. The entire tin H I

of the black shales at this point has not been determined.

in numerous borings throughout the region under notice.M
are easily distinguished, both by color and hardness, from M
soft gray Hamilton shales which underlie them. At Cornnm,

near Sarnia, a thickness of not less than 213 feet of hard btatf

shales, interstratified toward the top with greenish sandstone.

were met with. In the northern part of Enniskillen. gWyoming, they are about fifty feet in thickness; at Ah;;-'

eighty feet ; in Sombra, on the Sydenham river, 100 I '•

j

in two borings in Camden, 146 and 200 feet, A little m m
north of Bothwell, on the Thames, their thickness was M|
to be seventy-seven feet, while southward, along the Bjgfcfl

Lake Erie, about sixty feet of the hard black slate overlif

soft gray Hamilton shales.
From these, and a great many similar observation*)

are detailed at length in the Keport of the G
of Canada, published in 1866, it has been possi

with considerable accuracy the distribution of these Macs *

beneath the thick coverino- of clay which conceals them
tnr<

.

•

the greater part of the region. It being impossible, unae

circumstances, to distinguish between that lower portionm.

black strata which belongs to the Hamilton group or IJJ
Devonian, and the overlying Portage formation, tn\*L a*
these strata, down to the summit of the soft gray m

t froi

included with the Portage. In Michigan, according i

WincheU, the whole thickness of the Portage (Huron)
gro i
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fined, including twenty feet of black

4 feet, which are represented in Ont
l.-nhum river, iin.l hv 213 feet at Co
et Prof. Winchell, for some reason, d

ie Portage formation in Ontario,

unilton shale, which in sonic part*; >

dckness of 1,000 feet, but is reduce

rn part of the state, consists in o

From the record of numerous mill u the

rtion, it appears that the entire thickness o(

*Jtt strata between the Corniferous limestone below and the

Wk shale above, varies from 275 to 230 loot, while along thf

*kore of Lake Erie it is not more than 200 feet. I1 urther

«, in Bosanquet, beneath the Wacl
gray shale were traversed in boring, without reaching the hen,

rock beneath, while in the adjacent township of Warwick, ni

a similar boring, the underlving limestone was attained 3%
:*-t fr.»m the base of the black shal ^_ l/_ thus app< irs that

.Hamilton shale (including the insignificant representative

[> tli- Marcellus shale at ir< base) augm nts in v ,lum, '< lr" ni

h the thickening of the Cornifei

D ronian in Ontario is

. for tie- so-called < hwndag
- mdstone, alwav* ri

;

!n -

"in some places entirely wanting. The thickness <>t the 0>r-

-rern New York is about ninety f.^t.jm-l in

Michigan is said to be not more than ^xt\
-J

1

^
*J°URh it increases in going n »rthv ml. md -

^kinac. In the townships of Woodlnmse and Tnwnsemt.

Jfcmt seventy miles west from Buffalo, its thickness has_ been

J?

Und to be 1G0 f t. bur. for a great portion of the region

^

.
••

J** underlaid by this formation, it is r

th-rc

thing distinctive to mark Ihe separation between
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it and the limestone beds which form the upper part of the

Onondaga salt group or Salina formation of Dana, which con-

sists of dolomites, alternating with beds of a pure limestone,

like that of the Corniferous formation. The saliferous and

gypsiferous magnesian marls, which form the lower part of the

Salina formation are, however, at once recognized by the I 1
and lead to important conclusions regarding this formation in

Ontario. In Wayne county, New York, the Salina formation

has a thickness of from 700 to 1000 feet, which, to the west-

ward, is believed to be reduced to less than 300 feet, where the

outcrop of this formation, crossing the Niagara river, enters

Ontario.

west, it is overlaid by a few feet of soft shales, probably

marking the base of the Hamilton. From a depth of 100 feet

in the limestone, at Tilsonburg, a flowing well waa obfca •

yielding an abundance of water, and a considerable quantity

of petroleum. This boring was subsequently carried SJ4 :
:

in the rock, which at that depth was a dolomite. Numerous

specimens from the upper 196 feet were pure non-magnesian

limestone ; but below that depth dolomites, alternating with

pure limestones, were met with to the depth of 854 feet, from

which salt water was raised, marking, it is said, from 35
J
to

50° of the salometer. The well was tie a abandon* i W<

here a boring traversing 854 feet of solid strata, from what

was, probably, near the summit of the Corniferous, without

reaching the marls which form the lower part of the S*f
formation.

In a boring at London, where the presence of the base 1

the Hamilton was marked by about twenty feet of grar
jjgj

including a band of black pyroschist, overlying the Conu
_

rous, 600 feet of hard rock were passed through before *

marls, which were penetrated to the »?r**

seventy-five feet. Specimens of the borings from this w
and from another near by, carried 300 feet from the ton oi

Corniferous, show that pure limestones are interstratinea
*

the dolomites to a depth of 400 feet. At Tilsonburg a f

limestone was met with at 524 feet from the top. . .,,

At St. Mary's, 700 feet, and at Oil Springs in f^Zut
595 feet of limestone and dolomite were penetrated, * ^
encountering shales, while in another well near ™er\ip0f
shaly strata were met with at about 600 feet from tner

the Corniferous limestone, there overlaid by th%*?
e (>-

shales. It thus appears that the united thickness oi ™ ^
niferous formation and the solid limestones which comp
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upper part of the Salina formation, is about 600 feet in Lon-
don and Enniskillen, and farther eastward, in Tilsonburg and
St. Marys, considerably greater, exceeding by an unknown
amount, in these localities, 854 and 700 feet." The Cornife-

rous at its outcrop in Woodhouse, twenty-five miles to tie-

east of Tilsonburg, measures only 160 feet thick, so that there

is evidently, in the localities just mentioned, a great increase

in the volume of the Salina formation from the 300 ie.-t ol>-

served in western New York. At Goderich, on Lake Huron,
the thickness of this formation is much greater. Here are

found non-fossiliferous strata, having the character of the to-

talled Water-lime beds, which belong to the summit of the

Salina formation, and are immediately overlaid by fossil it'emus

strata belonging to the Corniierous formation. At this point

a boring in search of petroleum penetrated not tan than 775
feet of solid white, gray and blue limestones, rliiotly nia-n-
sian, with occasional thin beds of sandstone. Below this depth

the strata consisted chiefly of reddish and bluish shales, with

"Uerstratiried beds of gypsum, sometimes ten feet in thickness.

After the 164 feet of these, rock salt was met with, interstrat-

ified with clay, through a distance of forty-on

which the boring was earned five feet in a Bolid white lime-

-t Goderich, 980 feet, of which the upper 775 are hard s«—

,

Aiefly magnesian limestones, and 205 feet gypsiferous and

sahferous shales. Several wells since sunk in this vicinity, one

of them twelve miles to the southwestward, have given almost

Identical results, including the mass of rock salt at the base^

•These borings now vield, by pumping, a copious supply ot

toine, nearly saturated and of great purity, so that this newly

discovered saliferous deposit has already attracted the atten-

tlon of salt manufacturers, both in Ontario and New York.

A detailed description of the first well, with an analysis ol the

bnne, will be found in the Geological Keport for 1866, already

referred to.

Brines are said to have been met with at this horizon in

Michigan, where the formation will probably be found to have

a much greater thickness than that hitherto assigned to it

It thus appears that the Salina formation, after being re-

duced to less than 300 feet at the Niagara river, again assumes,

w the northwestward, a thickness of nearlv 1,000 feet, and be-

comes once more salt-bearing, as in the State of New \orlz.

x he increased thickness of the formation in these two regions,

connected with accumulations of salt at its base, would seem

to point to ancient basins, or geographical depressions in tne
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surface of the underlying formation, in which were deposited
these thicker portions. The existence of these
nan salt lakes whose evaporation gave rise to th<
gypsum and dolomite of the Salina formation shows a cli-

mate of great dryness to have then prevailed in this region.A similar conclusion is to be drawn from the more o- T— -

siferous dolomites of the Calciferous and Niagara 1_
the magnesian limestones at other horizons, and the & ,„ou
and salt deposits of the Carboniferous period,—leading us to

mfer a very limited rain-fall over the northeastern portion of
this continent, throughout the Paleozoic period.

In this connection a few remarks with regard to the horizon
ot the petroleum which issues from the Devonian rocks of On-
tario, may not beout of place. In opposition to the generally

received view. ;„-. |[ to originate from a slow

destructive distillation of the black pyroschists belonging to

the middle and upper divisions of the Devonian, I have 1*1
tamed that it exists, readyformed, in the limestones below.

8

In addition to the well known fact of its frequent occurrence

m the Corniferous limestone, I have cited the observations of

Eaton, Hall and myself, as to the existence of both solid and

liquid bitumen in the Niagara limestone, and even in the mas-

sive beds of the Hamilton. A remarkable example ifl atf :

in the oleiferous beds of the Niagara formation in the vicinity

of Chicago,f and still another in similar strata belon-iu:

:

the Lower Helderberg period, in Gaspe. The deep boring

already mentioned in Tilsonburg, St. Mary's and Enniskillen,

showed in each case small quantities of petroleum in strata ot

the Salina formation, and the same was observed at considera-

ble depths in the Goderich ... M ah ly described.
Apart from the chemical objections to the view which sup-

poses the oil to be derived from the pyroschists above the Cor-

niferous limestone, it is to be remarked, that all the oil wells

of Ontario have been sunk along denuded anticlinals, where,

with the exception f the tnia Mack band sometimes met wiw

at_the base of the Hamilton formation, these so-called bitu-

minous shales are entirely wanting. The Hamilton formation,

moreover, is never oleiferous except in the case o{ the ™K
limestone beds already refi M *aIIy*J]

j

stratified. Reservoirs of petroleum are met with, both m tw

overlying quaternary gravels and in the fissures and cM**"?
the Hamilton shales, but in some cas tl I »rimrs ai •

entirely through these strata, into tl- (' .rnif r..u* hm^ ,

before getting oil. Among other instances cited in my W01
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gical Report for 1866, may be mentioned a well at Oil Springs,
in Enniskillen, which was sunk to a depth of 456 feet from
the surface, and seventy feet in the solid limestone beneath the
Hamilton shales, before meeting oil, while in adjacent wells
supplies of petroleum are generally met with at varying depths
in the shales. In a well at Bothwell, oil was first met with at
420 feet from the surface, and 120 feet in the Corniferouj lime-
me, while ;i boring at Thamesville was carried 332 feet, of
piea the last thirty-two feet were in the Corniferous lime-
stone. This well yielded no oil, until, at a depth of sixteen feet
in this rock, a fissure was encountered, from which, at the time
of my visit, thirty barrels of petroleum had been extracted.
At Chatham, in like manner, after sinking through 294 feel of
shales, oil was met with at a depth of fifty-eight feet in the
ui'l'Tlymg Corniferous limestone.
We also find oil-producing wells sunk in districts where the

Hamilton shale is entirely wanting, as in Maidstone, on the
shore of Lake St. Clair, 'where, beneath 109 feet of clay, a
wring was carried through 209 feet of limestone, of which the
pater part consisted of the Water-lime beds of the Salina
formation overlaid by a portion of the Corniferous. At a dis-
tance of six feet in the rock a fissure was struck, yielding sev-
eral barrels of petroleum. Again at Tilsonburg, where the
Corniferous limestone is covered only by quaternary clays, nat-
ural oil springs are frequent, and, by boring, fissures yielding
petroleum were found at various depths in the limestone, down
? WO feet, at which point a flowing well was obtained, yield

-

Sjj
au abundance of water, with some forty gallons of oil daily.

iQe supplies of oil from wells in the Corniferous limestone are
ess abundant than those in the overlying shales, and even in

T ^ternary gravels, for the obvious reason that both of

;.
ese °"er conditions favorable to the retention and accumula-

tion of the petroleum escaping from the limestones beneath.
I he presence of petroleum in the Lower Silurian limestones,

JM their probable importance as sources of petroleum, was
nrst pointed out by me in 1861. The conditions under which

•
0ccurs in these limestones in Ontario, are worthy of notice,

wasmuch as they present grave difficulties to those who main-

ces ?
a
l P8troleilm has been generated by an unexplained pro-

1 distillation going on in some underlying hydrocarbona-

JJjms rock. Numerous borings in search of oil on Manitoulin
*,an4, have been carried down through the Utica and Lorame

«*ki
8

' ^
Ut Petroleum has been found only in fissures at consid-

«*We depths in the underlying limestones of the Trenton

JP"P- The buP] . m have not hitherto been
ab*ndant, yet from one of the wells just mentioned, 120 bar-
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rels of petroleum were obtained. The limestone here rests on

the white unfossiliferous Chazy sandstone, beneath which are

found only ancient crystalline rocks, so that it is difficult to

avoid the conclusion that this limestone of the Trenton group

is, like those of Upper Silurian and Devonian age already no-

ticed, a true oil-bearing rock.

In concluding these observations on the geology of Ontario,

it may be remarked that throughout the southwestern counties

the distribution of the middle and upper Devonian rocks has

been determined almost wholly from the results of borings un-

dertaken in search of petroleum. From these it appears that

the wide spread of these rocks in this region is connected, first,

with a tranverse north and south synclinal depression, which

traverses the peninsula, and has been noticed in the Geology

oj Canada, p. 363, and secondly, with several small undula-

tions, running nor
"

of the anticlinal <

that]
main anticlinal of the great a

coal field of Pennsvlvania from that of Michigan.

The Devonian rocks are found in the region under considera-

tion, at depths not only far beneath the water-level of th<
i

ad-

jacent lakes of Erie and St. Clair, but actually below the hori-

zon of the bottom of those shallow lakes. Thus at Vienna,

in Bayham, at a point said to be about forty feet above m
level of Lake Erie, the underlying rock was met wlt\

beDe
*L

240 feet of clay, while at Port Stanley, twenty feet abovem
lake, the Hamilton shale was struck beneath 172 ieet olm
and at the Rondeau, just above the level of Lake Erie, tne a

was 104 feet thick. A similar condition of things esu>«>

the south side of the lake, at Cleveland, where no rocK isi.

countered at a depth of 100 feet below the water-level. £o

in Sombra, on the banks of the Sydenham river, wJuc ^
very little above the level of Lake St. Clair, a well w

above the river passed through 100 feet of clay ^fore
»* on

the black shales of the Portage group, while in Maid**
> ,

the shore of Lake St. Clair, and a very few feet above us

109 feet of clay were found overlying the Corniterons

stone. The greatest depth of Lake St. Clair is scarcely ^
feet, and that of the southwestern half of Lake JWieu ^
exceed sixty or seventy feet, so that it would seem in^
present lake basins have been excavated from tne q ^
clays which, in this region, fill a great ancient »aSl\ s0ttth-

out of the paleozoic rocks, and including in its area

western part of the peninsula of Ontario.
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Art. XXXVI.—On the action of Sunlight on Buvlphid >f
Carbon; by 0. Loew, Chemical assistant in the College of

the City of New York.

Pure bisulphid of carbon, when exposed to the sunlight for

a considerable time becomes somewhat yellow. To study the

changes thus produced, a large quantity of the bisulphid was
enclosed in sealed tubes and exposed to the action of the sun.

sition took place gradually, and a brown insoluble sub-

stance was formed, v to the inner surface

of the tubes that it could not be detached by vigorous shaking.

i ins substance prevented the farther action of the sun's rays,

and consequently the decomposition ceased.

If water be present in the tubes, this adherence is prevented

and a larger quantity of the brown substance is obtained.

After an exposure of two or three months the tubes were opened.

The water was slightly acid in its reaction, and. after being neu-

tralized and concentrated, it showed a disti;

upon salts of silver and mercury. Evidently there I

offormic acid was produced, according to the following equation

:

CS2+2H2oScH20 2+H2S+s-*

On filtration, the newly formed brown compound remain d 00
the filter, while the filtrate contained free sulphur dissolved in

hid of carbon. On examination, this compound cor-

responded in every particular to the sesquisulph id of < arh n, the

substance discovered by me two vea; s agi >. 1 1 was i

*ater, alcohol, ether, chloroform, bisulphid of carbon,

but soluble with decomposition in a boiling solution of caustic

potassa. On heating it in a glass tube, it \

mto its components : ;

.

d and the carbon re-

mained.

If sulpho-carbonate of potassa, in concentrated solution, be

exposed to the sunlight, the decomposition is so slight as hardly

«> be noticed; when/ the solution is treated with sodium amal-

gam, however, a redud is takes place.

In view of the fact that direct sunlight reduces free bMUl-

Phid of carbon, it might be supposed that the cow a

b°dy, carbonic acid, would, in presence of water, be reduced in

J
similar manner: alb ^direction. h-.v.>wer,

jave thus far been unsuccessful. Nevertheless, since t i

"on takes place very readily in the tissues of plants under the

influence of sunlight, I am not without hope that this process

wdl yet be imitated in the laboratory.
Sew York, Sept. 20, 1868.

* C=12; 0=16; S=32, etc.
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Art. XXXVII.

—

Observations on the Metamorphosis of Sin-

don into Amblystoma ; by O. C. Marsh, Professor of Pa-

leontology in Yale College. With a plate.

While on a geological excursion to the Kocky Mountains,

during the past summer vacation, the writer obtained at Lake

Como, in Wyoming Territory, a number of specimens of Sire-

don lichenoides Baird, one of the most interesting forms of

the Urodcla, or tailed Batrachians, and one hitherto but little

studied. This lake is a small shallow sheet of water, distinctly

brackish, or " alkaline," apparently from the salts of soda. It

lies near the Union Pacific Railroad, about 640 miles west of

Omaha, and at an elevation of about 7,000 feet above the sea.

The surrounding region is an arid desert, with little or no vege-

tation except cactus and wild sage.

The Siredons obtained at this locality, where the species,

known as the " Fish with legs," is quite abundant, showed at

first no differences except those of age and sex. They were

from five to ten inches in length, of a uniform dark olive, or

pistachio-green color above, and a light olive below. The vas-

cular fimbrise of the external branchial appendages, or guls,

were black. In form and general appearance all the speci-

mens corresponded essentially with the one represented in

figures 1 and la, in the accompanying plate. They were

brought to New Haven alive, apparently without sutteriD8

much inconvenience, either from a transfer to fresh water,

or from the long journey. They all fed readily uPon.Tu
and insects, and occasionally came to the surface and innai

air. More rarely an exhalation occurred, usually under water

On being removed from their native element they soon stw^

the same signs of distress as fishes under similar circumstance*,

although in a much less degree. e ,ho -.

The account recently published by Prof. Dumeril ot tne

markable metamorphosis of the second generation ot AXV
le

(Siredon Mexicanus) from the table lands of Mexico,
^

kept in the Museum d'Histoire naturelle, in Pans - mam
point of no little interest to determine whether tms i

also would undergo a similar change when placed under uu-

<nt physical conditions, and hence the specimens were w

with considerable care. ,.
one oi

The first indications of any change were observed m ^
the smaller specimens, about six inches in ty&V .

urnev

metamorphosis had apparently commenced during tn«3j ^
from Luke Como to New Haven, which lasted about » ^
Small round spots of dark brown were first noticed on i

* Comptoa Rendus, torn© lxi, p. 775, 1865, and tome Ixv, p- * '
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the entire

jroad thin

back, and above and below the tail, gradually began to di-

minish by absorption, the external branchial appendages soon

became similarly affected, especially at the ends, and the ani-

mal came more frequently to the surface of the water for air.

As the change went on, the dark spots increased in number and
size, and gradually extended over the whole upper part of the

body. The membrane on the back and tail entirely disap-

peared, leaving in its place in the dorsal region a sharp groove.

The branchiaj also continued to diminish, and at the same
time the internal branchial arches began to be absorbed, and
shortly after the openings on the neck closed up. In the mean-
time the head became more rounded above, and more oval in

outline, the muzzle narrower and more pointed, and the eyes

more convex and prominent. The body also decreased in bulk,

and the costal grooves became more distinct. The thin exter-

nal skin was shed, and the secretion of mucus from the surface

sensibly diminished. During these changes the animal showed
an increasing desire to leave the water, often remaining tor some'

time with its external nostrils above the surface, and occasion-

ally making violent struggles to escape. Aided by a heavy
rain at night it at last succeeded, and thus put an end to fur-

ther observations, just at a time when it had lost the generic

characters of Siredon, and become a true Amblystoma, two
forms of Batrachians usually regarded hitherto as belonging to

distinct families.

;
Fortunately, a few days later, several other specimens of va-

rious sizes began, nearly at the same time, to show unmistaka-
ble indications of a similar transformation, and this afforded an

opportunity of noting the si be change more
My, as well as of observing the physical conditions which
seemed to promote or retard it. Two* of the specimens were

placed in a glass jar, and left in a strong light, and five others

were kept in a cooler place in the shade, the temperature of the

two, however, differing but a few degrees. At the end of three

weeks those in the glass vessel had apparently completed their

metamorphosis, while of the others less favorably situated three

only were partially altered, and at the present time, or nearly

three weeks later, they still retain tubercular remnants of the

external branchiae, although in most other respects the change

appears to be complete. The two remaining specimens, how-
ever, which had throughout been kept with the three last,

showed no distinct signs of changing, although the probability

Jf their doing so, and the importance of retaining some tangi-

ble evidence of the original condition, led to the transfer of one
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of them to a jar of alcohol after the first week, a precaution, as

the result showed, quite unnecessary in the case of the other,

which at the time of writing (Oct. 5th) still remains a typical

Siredon, with no alteration more important than a single ap-

pearance in a new epidermis.

The changes observed in the five specimens that underwent

the complete metamorphosis were essentially the same as those

noticed in the one already described, although in no two indi-

viduals were the successive phases quite contemporaneous or

identical. The most marked differences observed were in the

color, both during the transformation, and after its completion.

This was very noticeable even in specimens exposed to the same

physical conditions. In the siredon state all were apparently

precisely alike in this respect, and the first indications of

change detected in each case was the appearance of the small

dark spots along the sides of the tail. From this stage onward

the variation in color in different individuals became very

marked. Of the two specimens exposed to a strong light in

the glass vessel, one rapidly became covered with dark spots,

especially on the back and sides, until finally these predomi-

nated, and the grayish yellow of the ground color only re-

mained in vertical and irregular patches (figure 3), the rest

being a greenish black. The companion of this specimen,

however, although apparently equally advanced in develop-

ment, retained for some time nearly the original siredon color,

the only difference being some irregular blotches on the sides,

to which the specific name lichenoides would very appropn-

ately apply. These were the extremes of coloring after m
change, the other specimens showing various ™^?®Z
grades, one individual, represented in fig. 2, having dark wo

spots on a light olive ground. All the altered specimen*,'

should be stated, apparently belonged to the species A ?>
ml

toma mavortium Baird, as recently defined by Prof UP
his able Keview of the Amblystomidas ;* and it is an m ere

ing fact that among the six specimens that have aire*^

changed, the present coloration appears to indicate two, i

three, of the forms which he there regards as v

previously considered as species by other eminent aT
Jr° 3

The two types best represented are shown m &?
,

and 3. In this connection should perhaps be mention*

remarkable change of color which took place in one °^
Siredons before any indications of metamorphosis na

detected. The animal had been in the dark for several

and was then placed in a white porcelain vessel, ana v
^

several hours in a strong light, while an attempt was m

* Proceedings Philadelphia Acad., xlx, P- 166
>

1867-
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photograph it. During this time it changed from the dark
siredon color to a very light yellow. The next morning the
original color had returned, but a second exposure produced
the same change, which was as speedily reversed on returning
the animal to the dark, although it evidently suffered consid-
erably from the treatment. Even a moderately strong light
appeared to be distasteful to all the Siredons, and they usually
sought the darkest part of the space in which they WCN

The second distinct phase in the metamorphosis, which, how-
ever, commenced in every instance before the change in color

had made much progress, was the absorption of the dona) ami
caudal membranes. This began on the lower margin of the
tail, and soon after could be detected in the dorsal region, and
then farther back, the last portion remaining being usually on
the upper part of the tail. The absorption extended below the
dorsal surface, leaving at first a groove along the back, marking
the position of the membrane; and as this disappeared the light

colored specimens retained in its place a narrow black line,

which extended also to the end of the tail.

The absorption of the external branchia? was the next marked
feature in the transformation, although this also commenced
before the changes just mentioned were completed. The atro-
phy apparently began at the extremities of the branchial pro-
cesses, and when these had diminished to about half their nat-
ural size, and the fimbrias had disappeared, the ends rolled up
underneath, leaving the remnants as rounded tubercles, which,
in some of the specimens remained long after all the other
stages of the transformation were passed (figure 2). The ab-
sorption, moreover, did not always proceed with equal rapidity
°u the two sides of the same animal, but in one instance stumps
of the processes were retained on one side some time after those
on the other had disappeared. During the diminution of the
external branchiae, the internal vascular arches which support
the external processes also became absorbed. As these disap-
peared, the orifices on either side of the neck, and the open
told of the throat became closed by the adhesion of the oper-
cular flap to the surface below, leaving, especially in the gular
region, a deep cicatrix. These changes, which were in each
case apparently completed before the remnants of the external
branchire had disappeared, were evidently the main cause of a
parked alteration in the shape of the head, which occurred
about the same time. In the siredon state the head is broad-

est at the base, and comparatively flat above (figures 1 and 1 a),

but after the loss of the branchial arches, its greatest breadth
was a little back of the eyes, while it was much more rounded
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above, and in outline more oval. The neck also diminished

in size, and the snout became more pointed. The change in

the eyes, already alluded to, likewise altered the appearance of

the head materially. The flat, fish-like eye of the Sirofci

projected very slightly above the surface of the head, bat

during the transformation this organ became more convex, and

also much more prominent (figures 2 and 3). This change in

the eye was apparently indicated also in the habits of the' ani-

mal. The Siredons seldom missed their aim in catching a

worm or insect, but when under water after the metamorphosis

they often made several ineffectual attempts to seize objects

quite near them.
One of the most interesting features of the transformation

occurred in connection with the mouth of the animal. The

opening, or gape, increased considerably in size, one half at

least ; the internal and external nostrils became perceptibly

more distended, and the tongue, which was at first small H
larged so as nearly to cover the entire floor of the mouth. An

important change also took place in the teeth. In the Bjfojj

the palatine series on the vomerine and pterygoid bones formed

an arch nearly concentric with the maxillary row, and extending

forward between and beyond the inner nostrils. The arch is

interrupted in front, and to some extent on the sides, as repre-

sented in figure 16, which shows the position of these teeth,

but not their exact number or size. After the metamorphosis,

the palatine series project farther from the roof of the mouth,

and become much more tranverse, forming an obtuse angle

instead of an arch, with the interspaces nearly or quite unit

(figure 3 a). The maxillary series also form a somewhat nar-

rower arch, corresponding to the more pointed snout trig

Amblystoma, and the splenial teeth of the lower jaw bav

gradually disappeared. These changes in the d< at J - :

should be stated, were not in all cases perfectly uniform
i

in <w

ferent individuals that had apparently passed through the so-

external phases of transformation, although th

all in the same direction ; and hence it is not unlikely tw» "

palatine teeth of some, at least, of the specimens exann ?

may eventually become still more transverse than thoie rep P

sented in the figure.
. ^Among the other more important changes which occ

^
during the metamorphosis may be mentioned the dec

r̂iye

the size of the entire body, which was very marked, a perc P^
increase in the distinctness of the costal grooves f

nes
l ^

to the vertebra, and the gradual ossification of the
>
c*F»^

tarsus. The feet also became less palmate, and theJ
depressed. During the transformation, moreover, an
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after its completion, all the specimens shed the

parent epidermis, some of them very frequently ; 01

(figure 3), which had been kept in a strong light, I<

iug three times in the ten days immediately iollowii

e change in the habits of the Siredon in passing in

ysUima stare, was scarcely less marked than the alte

cially in cool weather, much h'ss inclination to desert their na-

tive element, apparently suffering little or no inconvenience
from remaining under water, it allowed to come to the surlac;

about once in five minutes. The pugnacious propensities of

the Siredons, which at first led to occasional assaults on one

another, a])peared to diminish as the change progressed, and
tliemore sluggish nature of Salamanders at last "predomina-

ted
; although the altered forms at times showed no little

celerity of movement, and when irritated, especially when held

dv the tail, would often turn and snap at the hand with a ra-

pidity that would have done no discredit to a reptile of much
higher organization.
The effect on the metamorphosis of a variation in light and

temperature has already been alluded to. Durin
ot very warm days, about the first of Septemb
progressed with "great rapidity, but it appar
*j»de very slight progress, in the cool week
While, moreover, the two specimens 6
tight and warmth passed apparently through the

formation in about twenty days, those which commenced az

the same time, but were ! d, required at

teast twice that tiuv for its • ,m .1 tion.' The onlv living speci-

men still remain igures 1 and la) has twice

shown slight indications of an approaching metamorphosis, but

J?th the exception of some spots, these have apparently soon

^appeared after a transfer to a dark and cooler place.

inasmuch as this species of Amblystoma appears to have
n^er before bee - • »»d especially

48 its larva (hitherto known only as Siredon lichenoides Baird)

^ Joua. Scr.—Secoxd Series, Vol. XLVI, No. 133.—Nov. ,
188&
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has but very rarely been met with, it may be well to mention

some of the more important characters noticed in the individu-

als just described, in addition to those given in the original de-

scription of the two forms, when the connection between t'

was unknown. It should, perhaps, be first stated that, afte

the observations here recorded, it becomes at once evident on

examining Prof. Baird's excellent, description and figures of

Siredon lichenoides* that the specimen on which the >;•• *

was founded cannot be regarded as a typical larva, as it hid

already made considerable progress in its metamorphosis. This

appears to be distinctly shown in the color markings, which

suggested the specific name, and likewise in the dorsal and

caudal membranes, which have apparently
minished by absorption. The evidence of pari

tion seems to be equally strong, also, in the case of the#
men from Nebraska, subsequently figured and
Prof. Baird under the name Siredon melanostidu. wtiJ

j
possibly only a variety of 8. lichenoides.^ Thi
irregular outline of the membranes, the rounded extremiw
the branchial processes, as well as the arrangement of thej.u-

tine teeth, all indicate that the animal figured had already en-

tered upon the preliminary stages of metamorphosis. In
jj

of these cases, however, it is not improbable that the alteration

may have been temporarily, or possibly even permanently, sus-

pended, before the animal was captured. Aside from the fea-

tures which maybe the result of partial transformation, the

^
redons from Lake Como do not differ essentially from Bf
Baird's original figures of 8. lichenoides, except in having

»

somewhat broader head, and in not having the dorsal membra*

extend to the occiput, differences which may be due merelL
]

locality, as the type specimen came from a point about

miles farther south.

The Siredons obtained at' Lake Como, as aJretjf *
were from five to ten inches in length. The color of the m

is a very dark olive above, and a light olive below, *hl 'c
. /

fimbria? of the external branchia) are nearly

On either side of the body are twelve costal grooves, noti

eluding the inguinal. The skin is smooth
and shows beneath it the ends of innumerable glands. WJ
crowded together. In specimens preserved in alconot

^

^

glands project, making the surface appear granular. l S^ '.(

sal membrane commences a short distance froi

the head, and both this and the lower membrane '

-

* Stanbury's Exped. to the Great Salt Lake, p. 336, 1855 ^ . f

t Pacitic Railroad Report. voL x. nlate xliv. fieure 1, and voL xn,P*
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I end of the tail, thus

to. Tln> carpus ml
t>ad at til-- MM, 'Iri

g measurement:
^nn„sin,l ( ,ns ; No. 1 is th-

u vt"*= wiween outstrewnea toe?
if«ght of tail including irembraues where greates

ct^
efore the transformation was entirely c

aaractera of Amblystoma had become unr
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in each instance—as not unfrequently occurs in nature—some

of the characters which distinguish the species had already

preceded them. Among the altered forms, developed from lar-

vae apparently identical, the two types of coloration, shown

respectively in figures 3 and 2, have each at present two repre-

sentatives, and are sufficiently distinct to merit a more particu-

lar description. The former has a ground color of greenish

hlack, on which are bands or patches of grayish yellow, more

or less confluent, especially along the back. The abdomen is

dusky olive, with a darker medial band. The latter type

(figure 2) clearly corresponds to Amblijstoma maculo.tu* II:..-

lowell, which is regarded by Prof. Cope as a variety of A. -

vadium Baird. In this form the ground color is light olive.

on which are scattered numerous small brown spots. In each

specimen, a few of these first appeared on the tail, and next

four of larger .size on either shoulder, and subsequently others

on the sides. The specimens of this type are also larger, and

more sluggish in habit than the other variety, and until very

recently would have been considered distinct species by; ail

herpetologists. In most other respects, however, there is little

or no difference between the two forms, and both of them, with

one other specimen n'|>ivHi'nting mi intermediate grade, mast

apparently all be regarded as belonging to Prof. Bands spe-

cies Amblystoma mavortium* . •
.

At the time the Siredons here described were obtained a

Lake Como, several others also were secured by Prof Eristic

Harvard College. All were brought to New York together,^

'there separated. - ,
where tj

since been carefully observed by Professors Wyman and&m
and the rest brought to New Haven by the writer. The Wgj

specimens, however, strange to say, have shown but very

inclination to i
'/commenced so "°inS,

tt>

after several of the latter had fully developed into A^gJJ
mata, and only the smallest, about five inches in ength. w »

just completed its metamorphosis. T
man informs the writer, seems still to prefer remaining i

water—doubtless owing in part to the cool autumnal
weatfte.

although it is there exposed to attacks from th<

one of which has twice attempted to swallow it-au:^.- - ;

fact illustrating the habits of the species. Two of the q '

»

kept by Prof. Eustis escaped during a rain storm, ^,°£*gl
afterward one of them was found still alive, although sum ^
up, and the branchiae partially gone. On being^ place

ter, it refused food, and soon died. That Siredons oMJH^
ently this species are occasionally found in wet gras
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water, especially after thunder showers, had already been no-

ticed by Dr. Buckley,* but that they can remain out of water
i'>r s veral days is a new and important fact, showing that oven
btbre metamorphosis the lungs are sufficiently developed to

sustain life without the aid of branchial or dermal respiration.

Whether this species of Siredon ever changes at Lake ComO.

one that cannot, perhaps, at present, be answered with cer-

tainty. That it does so occasionally, however, under favorable

circumstances, especially wdien young, several facts known to

the writer would seem to indicate, although Dr. Suckley, one

<>f the few observers who have hitherto examined it in its habi-

''> regards it as probably permanently nquatic.f In the . 1
-

rated region where Lake Como is situated, although tic

and the changes of temperature often sudden ami wry gnat :

hence the metamorphosis, if it began, would probably proceed

slowly, and be liable to suspensions during iti

That the species, however, breeds in the siredon state, like ih-

Mexican Axolotl, there can be little doubt.;.
evidence on this point appears to be wanting. The oheerta-

tions of Dumt'ril, <-ilri adv allud d to. and other similar facts,

render it probable thai hi production the power of com-
plete development would be lost : although alterations in color

and other minor changes might still occur.

The near approximation in many Batrachians of the periods

of reproduction
1

. and the effects, especially

u i'"n the later, of, wn >I:u-h: ditt ivnces of physical conditions,

as shown in the preceding instances, are known to produce
when combined remarkable variations in the -

well as other results until recently quite urn :;

bearing of these and similar facts on a theory of development.

reasons be discussed i

this direction lies a rich field for further investigation. The

observations here recorded, however, when taken in connection

with those of Dumeril on the Mexican Axolotl, render it ex-

tremely probable—as Cuvier long ago seems to have sus-

pected+—that all Siredons are merely larval Salamanders, and
also suggests a doubt whether some, at least, of the other so-

called Perennibranchiates (bv no means a natural division of

«W BtOrackia) may not prove eventually to be the undevel-

oped young of well known species.
In addition to the acknowledgments already made, the writer

* Pacific R. R. Reoort, vol. xii, part 2, p. 306. t ]

t Rochorches
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desires, in concluding, to express his thanks to Gen. W. Snyder,

Superintendent of the Union Pacific Railroad, for his 'kind

assistance in securing the Siredons at Lake Como in August

last ; to his friend Prof. E. D. Cope, of Philadelphia, for vari-

ous suggestions in regard to the subject here treated of, and

likewise to his friend, Prof. George F. Barker, of Yale College,

for careful observations on the specimens while he was tempo-

rarily absent from New Haven.
Tale College, Oct. 10th, 1868.

Explanation op '

Undeveloped li

Hum Baird, (variety A. v

developed from Siredon J > </- V> iinl. iwili r,

Figure 3. Arnblysioma mavortium Baird, developed from I

Figure 3a. Maxillary au<l palatine serifs of tcelh of Amblystom

Aet. XXXVIII.—Notice of a new
fossil Horse (Equus p i,

:r-it«^. ?); > the Tertiary oj Af

braska; by Prof. 0. C. Maksh, of Yale College.

In a small collection of fossil vertebrate remains, obtame

by the writer during the past summer in the Tertiary d
\

-

of Nebraska, there are several specimens of no little interest^

they indicate a new species of fossil horse, very much

than any hitherto known. These remains were collected a

telope statiou on the Union Pacific Railroad, about 4W .

west ofOmaha, where a few weeks before, during theexcav <_

of a well, they had been thrown out from a depth o
:

w
eight feet. This locality has since attained consideraDw^
riety, from the fact that" the remains then found were V ^
ced to be human by those who first examined them, ant

accounts of the discovery have been published in theW ^ v
-

This, in fact, induced the writer, when in the ™^A
e b as

amine the locality and its fossils, an account ot whic

already given elsewhere.

* National Academy of Sciences. Northampton Meeting, An*
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The equine remains now to be noticed consist mainly of bones

of the limbs, and among them is a hoof-phalanx, a coronary or

second phalanx, parts of the first phalanx and metacarpals, as

well as some of the smaller carpal and tarsal bones, and frag-

ments, apparently from other parts of the skeleton. All are in

an excellent state of preservation, and part of them are so

characteristic that they clearly indicate the near affinities of

the animal to which they belonged.

The ungual or hoof-phalanx differs in form from that of the
' horse only in being somewhat more depressed, and in

ger, or transverse, ten lines. The coronary, or middle phalanx,

is proportionally more elongated than in the living species, and

its proximal end rather m u re t ri ; i ngular. Its length along the

axis in front is nine lines, the width of the articular face of the

proximal end ten lines, and that of the distal end nine lines.

The dimensions of all, or nearly all, of the remaining bones ren-

der it very probable that they belonged to the same individual,

or at least to one of similar size, and specifically identical.

They indicate an equine animal scarcely more than two feet, or

possibly two and one-half feet in height, although lull grown,

as the ossification of the various bones clearly proves. Ad-

ditional parts of the skeleton, especially the teeth, would per-

haps show gene:-. T from those of the living

horse, but in the absence of these, as the remains are evidently

distinct from any I the species may be named

Equus parvulus. This makes seventeen species of fossil horses

now known to have lived in North America, although until

quite recently it was very generally believed that there was none

is to the continent.
The bones abov ,1. - ,i- ! v.ir in a stratum of gray arena-

ceous clay, lying nearly horizontally, and apparently ot later

Tertiary age. The large number of vertebrate remains found

together in the space of a few feet indicates a remarkable local-

ity, which unforl - iin De cached except by

deep excavation
; and hence it is greatly to be regretted that

so many of the specimens should have been lost to science by

being carried away as human relics. Among those secured by

the writer, in addition to the equine fossils, were the remains ot

several species of ruminants, a phalanx of a carnivorous animal

Jfcout the size of a lynx, and fragments of a land turtle resem-

bling somewhat the Testudo neobrarensis Leidy, all olwmcn
*ill be more fully described in this Journal at an early day.

Yale College, Oct. 5th, 1868.



jS. Newcomb on Hansen's Theory of

The great reputation of the author has given extensive cur-

rency to the hypothesis put forth by Prof. Hansen some years

since, that the center of gravity of the moon is considerably

farther removed from us than the center of figure. The conse-

quences of this ; ioped in an elaborate mathe-

matical memoir to be found in the twenty-fourth volume of the

Memoirs of the Koyal Astronomical Society. But the recep-

tion of the doctrine seems to have been based rather on faith in

its author, than on any critical examination of its logical

foundation.* Such an examination it is proposed to give it.

An indispensable preliminary to this examination is a clear

understanding of what the basis of the doctrine is. Let us

tin n < asider these three propositions :

1. The moon revolves on her axis with a uniform motion

equal to her mean motion around the earth.

2. Her motion around the earth is not uniform, but she is

sometimes ahead of and sometimes behind her mean place,

owing both to the elliptic inequality of her motions and to

perturbations.

3. Suppose her center of gravity to be farther removed trom

us than her center of figure, and so placed that when the moon

is in her mean position 'in her orbit, the line joining these cen-

ters passes through the center of the earth.

Let us also conceive that these two centers are visible to.

observer on the earth. Then a consideration of the ge»
me

J""
cal arrangements of the problem will make it clear that wa

the moon is ahead of her mean place, the observer f
[l

f*\
two centers separated, the one nearest him h
vanced in the orbit, while, when the moon is behind her mea

place, the nearest center will be behind the other.
_

1WV
parent oscillation of the two centers is, indeed, an immeu

effect of the moon's libration in longitude. ,

^mNow the inequalities in the moon's motion, conxpu
t

rf

the theory of gravitation, are those of a supposed ctu

gravity. But the inequalities given by observation are

of the center of figure. Hence, in the case ^PPose
Ytheory.

qualities of observation will be greater than those oi ^
•

.

:
.

.
;

- " -
"

:

'

!
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Also, their ratio will be inversely as that of the distances of
:':. centers which they represent.

;
tii'-is of a separation of the centers of gravity and figure, be

thence inferred that the hypothesis was true. But the result

cannot be entirely accounted for in this way, because the
largest inequality of theory (evection) has a factor (eccentricity)

which can only be determined from observation, and therefore
even the theoretical evection is that of the center of figure, and
not of the center of gravity. It must not be forgotten that

"y, which is not given by theory, is subject to lie

i same factor that multiplies the other ine-

! more explicit,

Let e be the true eccentricity of the orbit described by the
moon's center of gravity. Then the true < \ ; cti.ni in the same
orbit will be eXA;
A being a factor depending principally on the mean motions
1 * the sun and moon. And on Hansen's hvpothesis, the ap-
parent evection, or that of the center of figure, will be

exAx 1-0001544.
On the same hypothesis, the eccentricity derived from observa-
tion, being half the coefficient of the principal term of the

equation of the center, will be

exl-0001544,
and the theoretical evection computed with this eccentricity

JgJ" exl-0001544xA,
*nich is the same with that derived from observation. Hence,
The theoretical evection will agree with that of obm

of the centers of gravity and
M«re of the moon.

That Hansen overlooked this point is to be attributed to his

method of determining the lunar perrurbatinns. by numerical

computation from the various !• m. uts of the moon's motion,
So that the manner in whi h tli in >\u il v d >\h n I- on the ele-

ments does not appear. It is only when we determine the per-

turbations in algebraic form that this dependence appears.

Massing, now, from the evection, the next great perturbation
ot the moon's motion is the variation. But the value of this

rately determined from observa-
tlQn, because, attaining its maxima'and minima in the moon's
°ctants, it i8 complicated with the moon's semi-diameter and
Parallactic inequality. Even if the semi-diameter is known,
tne two inequalities in question cannot be determined sepa-
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rately with precision, because their coefficients have the same
sign in that part of the moon's orbit where nearly all the me-
ridian observations are made. From this cause Airy's value of

the parallactical inequality from all the Greenwich observations
from 1750 to 1830 was 3" in error. And when, in his last in-

vestigation,* Airy rejected the observations previous to 1811.

owing to some uncertainty as to what semi-diameter should be

employed, the result was still a second too small. It is there-

fore interesting to find what value of the variation will result

if we substitute the known value of the parallactic inequality

in Airy's equations for the determination of that element

Neglecting those unknowns which have small coefficients, these

equations are, from 1806 to 1851,

1806—15 10-66W+ 28-14V = + 172
16—24 9-45 + 30-92 + 249
25-33 9-43 + 29"26 + 421
34—42 9-29 + 27-28 + 108
43—51 9-05 + 23-36 4- 7'9

Sum, 47-88W+138-96V = +102-9

In these equations Wx0"73 represents the correction to -

coefficient of variation, and Vx3"-77 that to the coefficient of

parallactic inequality. We now know from recent a

vestigations that the latter coefficient is very near 125 J"

Airy's provisional one was 122"-10, whence,

_ 125-50-122' -10 _
3"77

The sum of the preceding equations gives

W = 2-15-2-90V = -0-46.
_ ^

.

The resulting correction to the provision variation (2

therefore -0-46x0"-73 = -0"-34, making the van

rived from observation -

while Hansen's theoretical value is -

and Delaunay's, _ __ 2«>by

The differences are too minute to found any theory upon-

Leaving the evection and variation, the other inequalities

so minute that their product by Hansen's coefficient is »

gether insensible. ,

t jD
Summing up the results of our inquiry, it aPPearsAween

the case of the evection the supposed discordance w
theory and observation would not follow from Hansen

»

^

pothesis, and therefore, even if it exists, cannot be attr

to that hypothesis as a cause. In the case of the ™**%
such discordance has been proved. In the case ot tue

inequalities the discordance would be insensible.

The hypothesis is therefore devoid of logical
foundation-

* Memoirs Royal 1
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(1.) In November, 1848, Bernard and BABBMWH an-

nounced to the French Academy-' the discovert ad • sugar

similar to glucose, as a normal constituent of the liver, and
exhibited a specimen of alcohol which they had prepared from

it This sugar, they maintained, could nut h

any other organ, although it was constantly present in the

liver, even of animals whose food had been for a long time

exclusively animal.

(2.) In a second communication, made to the Academy in

October, 1850,f Bernard claimed to have demonstrated exper-

imentally, during the two previous years, 1st, the constant

presence of sugar in the liver, as a necessary condition of nutri-

tion; 2d, the production of sugar as an especial function of the

Hver, independent of the particular food taken; and 3d, the

dependence of the sugar-forming function upon nerroui stim-

ulus. The universality of this saccharine condition of the liver

*as established by experiments upon the principal elass-s ol

vertebrate animals, including man, as well as upon themollusca

among invertebrates. And his conclusion is that the blood

which issues from the liver by the hepatic veins during dip sti< >n
;

M invariably saccharine, whatever the nature of the food. 1 he

amount of sugar, moreover, which is poured into the general

circulation by°th'e hepatic veins, diminishes with the activity

°f the digestive process; so that after a longer or shorter time,

po sugar can be detected, either in the blood of these reina or

» the tissue of the liver itself. The second point, the produc-

tion of sugar by the liver, Bernard proved by feeding animals

uPon a diet exclusively animal, for four, five, or even eight

months; at the end of this time, while no sugar could be de-

tected either in the intestines, or in the blood ot the pnrtal vein,

the blood of the hepatic veins was strongly saccharine. It

therefore, the blood which enters the liver be free from sugar,

and that which flows from it be rich in saccharine matter, it is

efident that the su^ar thus found has been supplied to it by

"je liver; and hence that this organ has the peculiar function

°f forming sugar This sugar has been detected even in foetal

5*J»J beside I

,,' We, its solution is browned
on being heated • ! l7 reduces aika-

hQe solutions of copper. Finally, the necessity ot nervous
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stimulus to the production of sugar by the liver, was demon-

strated by showi i inceased entirely on dividing

the pneumogastric nerves of both sides in the vicinity of the

(3.) The same year, C. Gr. Lehmann published* the results

of an extended research on the relative composition of portal

and hepatic blood, made in order to elucidate the function of

the liver. The experiments were made with horses; their food

consisted of 2i lbs. nv-braii, '1 lbs. chopped straw and 2 lbs.

hay, and they W the jugular win.

5 or 10 hours after eating. The blood was collected witi«l

admixture, and mi nuteh xami i i cd. After describing the phys-

ical and morphological characters of the two varieties of blood,

their chemical differences are considered. Portal blood contains

fibrin, normal in amount and in properties; hepatic blood con-

tains none. As to sugar, tii-uuli abundant in the intestinal

canal during the digestion of a mixed diet, Lehmann found

that often it could not be detected in portal blood, though

sometimes traces were present, and twice he was able to estimate

it quantitatively. To examine for it, the alcoholic extract ot

the residue of the blood, was precipitated by a freshly prepared

alcoholic solution of potassic hydrate, the precipitab ui— v
•

in water containi

mentation or a oipp.-i-h-st. Tn portal blood 0'055 percent

(calculated on the dry residue) of sugar was found, and m tne

serum -0052 per cent. In 1 »n the other hand,

sugar is not only uniformly present, but in larger amount tnan

in the blood of any other vein. In three experiments, tne

dried residue of I 15, 0-893, and 0-776 per cent

of sugar. In the hepatic blood of a dog fed on flesh, O'bib pei

cent of sugar was found. Since therefore, the hepatic vein co

tains so much more saccharine matter than the p -uT.il. t.i
»

'',;

scarcely be a doubt of the formation of sugar by the hver. *

remarkable disappearance of fibrin from the portal blood, m

here find an explanation; sinca the protein bodies may, 1

salicin and similar substances, split into sugar and some o

body containing their nitrogen. .
n1in

.

e
.

(4.) In a paper published in 1851,f Baumbbt, ^rjfiSS
rating the intimate relations which exist between the cun«

carbo-hydrates, and allu lin- to th if r in- occurrence in to «

imal organism, notices B i «*> ar
\

d
f fresb

them by experiments of his own. From 6 pounds oi

sheep's livers, he obtained 3£ scruples of 70 per cent ait
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(sp. gr. 0-892); and from the liver of a fox fed for six weeks
on flesh, and killed with strychnia, be obtained sufficient alco-

hol to recognize all its properties. He controverts the opinion
that the hepatic sugar is simply retained there from a previous
starchy food, since were this the case, the quantity of this sugar
found in the herbivorous liver should be much greater than it

is. Nor can glucose be carried to the liver during a meat diet,

by the portal vein, since he was unable to detect it in portal
blood, though his experiments were made with great care.

Baumertalso confirms Bernard's statement that sugar exists in
the blood of the right ventricle, and considers it probable that
it s. sydiz d in the lungs; th »ugh he was unable to demon-
strate experimentally any of the intermediate products of this
oxydation.

(5.) Dessaignes in 1854,* showed that the aqueous extract
from the liver of the calf contained sugar, because, when mixed
with chalk, and kept at a temperature of 25° to 35° C, it ac-
tively fermented, and yielded lactic acid, of the same kind as
that produced from milk.

(6.) In January, 1855, Figuier presented a paper to the
Academyf in which he sought to prove the existence normally
of sugar in the blood of animals fed on a mixed diet, in amount
equal to about one-half that found by Bernard in the liver;
and, since the meat on which Bernard's animals were fed, came
Jom the herbivora the blood of which contains sugar, he argues
tnat the liver is an organ designed simply for storing up the
sugar which reaches it by the portal vein. The amount of glu-
cose which he found in the lit; r . f rabbits v as 13 per cent, and
<* cattle 1-4 per cent. In the blood of rabbits he found 057, in
«»at of an ox 0-48, and in that of man 0"5S per cent. He also
jails attention to the fact that the product of the action of the

festive fluids upon the albuminates, called albuminose, pre-
ents the detection of sugar by the copper-tests.
('•) In February, Longet published^ the results of some

areful experiments upon the influence exerted by albuminose
P<m the detection of sugar. He was never able to detect
"gar m portal blood hj the copper_test, even of animals

tL ?
§
?
U a mixe(1 diet - -A-nd he concludes from his research,

f/\ ^
hen the product of the transformation of a nitrogenous

"*a by the gastric juice exists in the hlood in considerable
^ount, and at the same time glucose in small amount, neither

3j

e
,

C0PPer-test, boiling with potassic hydrate, polarimetry,

can i

fermentation, nor in a word, any other method in use,

matt
D8trate directty the existence there of the saccharine
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(8.) In March, Lehmann communicated to the Academy* the

results already mentioned, together with some new facts. He

found not a trace of sugar in the portal blood of dogs, either

when fasting or fed on meat; when fed on boiled potatoes,

however, traces were detected. In the hepatic blood, on the

other hand, of three dogs fed on meat, 0'814, 0'799, 0-946 per

cent of sugar was found; of three others, fasting for two days,

0-764, 0-638, 0804 per cent; and of two others fed with pota-

toes, 0-981, 0-854 per cent. In arterial blood, sugar is rarely

found. Lehmann was unable to detect it in that of horses fed

on starch or oats, or of rabbits fed on sugar, or given a large

quantity of beets or carrots.

(9.) To this paper, Bernard added a note,f in which he

says that the meat on which his animals were fed, was proved

by analysis to be free from sugar; asserts that the sugar found

in the general circulation is liver-sugar which has escaped oxy-

dation in the lungs; controverts Schmidt's idea that sugar, like

urea, is formed throughout the body and is simply excreted by

the liver; remarks that the formation of sugar by the liver can

no longer be disputed; and concludes that the only question

remaining is, from what materials is this sugar formed. Since

his researches have shown that the ingestion of fat diminishes

the production of sugar, he is disposed to agree with Lehmann

that it is formed from nitrogenous materials.

(10.) On the 26th of March, Figuier communicated; ne£

experiments to prove the existence of sugar in portal hloo

A young dog, large and vigorous, was fed, after three days last-

ing, with raw beef for eight days, then allowed to fast tort

hours, and then given 2 1 pounds of raw beef. Two hours atter

an incision was made in the right side of the animal, the m^
finger introduced through the opening along the miermr bora

of the liver, and the portal vein seized and ligated. 1 hen m
abdomen was opened and the blood from the engorged porfc

vein collected. By opening the thoracic cavity, blood was

tained from the right ventricle and from the inferior vena ca

The portal blood weighed 102 grams; it was coagulated i

the addition of three times its volume of alcohol, and «j>

strained liquid acidulated slightly with acetic acid, was evap^

rated to dryness, dissolved in water and again evaporated,

residue weighed 1 -07 grams. Its solution reacted readily ^
the copper-test; and by this means the sugar V^^J^ooi
termined to be 0-248 per cent of the entire blood *-™™

&e
taken above the liver, which weighed 25 grams, left alter

above treatment, 0-15 grams, and afforded only traces oi so,

On repeating the experiment with another dog fed tor i^

* C. R.
;
xl, 585.

f lb., p. 589. X Ib ' P"
®L
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with raw beef, and examined four hours after taking food, the
portal blood contained 0-231 per cent of sugar, the hepatic,
0-304 per cent. Hence the liver simply accumulates the sugar!
He contends that his method of operating prevents regurgita-
tion; and to prove it, he examined the portal blood 36 hours
after eating, when it contained no sugar, while the liver was de-

•harine.

(11.) In a note to the Academy, presented on the second of
April,* Bernakd says:

"' i^> plus habiles.

"Lantern- qui a emis cette negation est arrive non seulenient a
lliro

<l
ue cliez lcs animai ix carnivores, a certains periodes de la di-

gestion, ll y a du sucre dans le sang de la veine porte aussi Lien
.'•'• -lans eelui des veines hepatiques, mais il n'a pas craint d'avan-
cer que deux heures apres le repas, on trouve chez un cliien qui a
mange de la viande de boeuf crue une plus forte proportion de
sucre dans le sang de la veine porte que dans le sang pris au-dessus

"^'assurance avec laquelle une pareille assertion a ete avaneee,
9£nA peut-Gtre en imposer a certaines personnes. C'est pour-'

qioi je crois de mon devoir de venir declarer ici que ces resultats
sont entierement inexacts." **** " Or je declare de nouveau
V1",! ai toujour* obtenu le requital que j'avais an nonce, a savoirque
cnez un chien en digestion de viande cuite mi crue il n'y a pas

Je
sucre dans la veine porte, ni une heure, ni deux heures, ni trois

TOs, etc., apres le repas, et qu'il y en a au contrahv dans les
kernes circonstan. proportion dans
1» ^ng des veines hepatiques."

(12.) At the same session, Bernard presented a note from
Leumann,f confirming his view that the hzematin which dis-
appears from the blood in considerable quantity in passing
trough the liver, is converted into sugar. He finds, 1st, that
11 dry distillation, hasmatin crystals yield at first an acid va-
P°r

,
like the carbo-hydrates; and 2d, that on reducing the hze-

Jj«m dissolved in alcohol by nitrous ether, it yields a product

no
1°

.

redllces the copper-tests, and which ferments, giving
**onic acid and alcohol.

jj«.) On the 16th of April,J Poggiale gave the results of

experiments made to decide the sugar-forming power of the

(U x

ich in the main confirm Bernard's views,

sist
^ tllis sessi°n also

?
Leconte, one of Majendie's as-

nif,Q

a
.

nt
f

'
w^o had aided Bernard in his investigations, commu-

«ated§ the method adopted at the College de France, for de-
«n8tratmg the sugar-forming function. The animals expen-
C'*.iUl6. fib-, p. 1U. % lb., p. 887. § lb., p. 903.
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merited on were all killed by a section of the medulla; the por-

tal vein was then ligated through an incision on the right side,

the abdomen opened, and the inferior vena cava tied below the

diaphragm. By cutting through this muscle, a second ligature

was placed upon the vena cava, just above it. It was then

easy to collect the hepatic blood without admixture, by intro-

ducing a glass tube into that portion of the vena cava inclu.k >1

between the ligatures. The portal blood was obtained by m i$i

of a second tube introduced below the portal ligature. Exper-

iment has shown that blood taken between this ligature and the

liver always contains sugar, from regurgitation. The blood to

be examined is mixed with three times its weight of strong

alcohol, strained through linen, pressi-d out, the residues and

vessels washed with alcohol, the whole filtered, acidulated with

a few drops of acetic acid and evaporated on the water bath.

The residue is mixed with water, a gram of fresh yeast is added,

and the whole is introduced into a graduated bell-jar over m r-

curv, standing in a warm place. A like quantity of the same

yeast mixed with distilled water is used as a blank test, lor

comparison. After from 18 to 24 hours, the gas evolved I
' measured, the necessary corrections are made, and the amount

of sugar calculated. Three careful quantitative examinations

made in this way, showed no sugar in the portal blood ot ani-

mals fed on meat, either raw or cooked; while under the same

conditions the hepatic blood contained from one to four thou-

sandths of its weight of sugar. ,

(15.) In May, 1855, F. W. Pavt communicated to toe

Koyal Society* the results of his researches upon the disap-

pearance of the liver-sugar from the circulation. By fopCT
the course of the arterial blood through the capillaries in

the veins, he proved exp i
lual disappearanc

of the sugar throughout this course, though not with gW
rapidity at all points; the capillaries of the chylopoietic viscera

accomplishing it so perfed blood is njjjjjg

bly free from sugar, while that of the other large venous tjOTj

as the jugular and femoral, is considerably saccharine. »Fg
investigation showed that the destruction of sugar, whicn a

place principally in the lungs, is not dependent upon the amuu^

of oxygen supplied there ; and farther, that sugar does

disappear unless fibrin be present in the blood, both norm

oxygen being necessary, apparently, for its destruction.
-

inasmuch as the direct oxydation of glucose is not easy,
,

•

suggests that under the influence of fibrin acting as a Ie""
tb.

the sugar is split into lactic acid; an opinion which is streuD

ened by numerous ingenious experiments.

* Proc. Roy. Soc, vii, 371.
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(16.) On the 18th of June, the Commission of the Academy,
consisting of Pelotjze, Bayer, and Dumas, to whom had been
referred the papers of Figuier, Poggiale, and Leconte, made
their report* Confining themselves to a verification of facts,

they state that since the universal presence of sugar in the
liver, as the evidence of an important function of this organ,
has never been contested, the questions to be settled, are its ori-

gin in this viscus, its use there, and its final disappearance.
After enumerating the views of the authors named, the Report
says that Bernard's view rests upon four data: 1st, the constant
presence of sugar in the liver of all animals ; 2d, the presence
no less constant, of sugar in the hepatic veins ; 3d, the absence
of sugar in the portal blood of animals fed on animal food;
and 4th, the temporary appearance of sugar in portal blood,
when the food is amylaceous or saccharine. Of these points,
two, the 1st and 4; a, •• re i : it therefore re-

mains only to ascertain if the portal blood of animals fed on
meat, contains sugar. The Commission were unable to find a
trace of sugar in their experiments. And on comparing the
portal and the hepatic blood of the same animal, they found
that while the portal blood contained not a trace of sugar,
that of the hepatic veins <• iable quantity.
They therefore re :

"k doctrine profesae*e

Par notre confrere parait intacte."
(17.) On the 27th -i Aii -u^ . Fiwcier replied to this Report,f

oj asserting that the reason why sugar was not detected in
the portal blood, was the presence there of some substance

fhich prevented fermentation. He took a large dog which had
°een fed on horse-flesh for 8 days, supplied it with some of the

^e meat cooked, and 6| hours afterward, ligated the portal
Vei

.

n as already described. The blood drawn from this vein,

weighed when defibrinated, 700 grams; 600 grams of this were
seated with 2£ volumes alcohol, strained from the coagulum,

nd evaporated on the water-
bath. The residue wc s dissolved in water, the solution strained
aQd divided into two portions; one of these was mixed with
yeast under suitable conditions for fermentation, but with no
™t; the other p ,rti,.n w,-ts b >ih d for five minutes with a few
<»ops of nitric acid, the clear yellow liquid exactly neutralized

j^sodie carbonate and mixed with well washed yeast. In
5 mmutes, fermentation be^an and continued several hours;

JJfigas evolved was absorbed entirely by potassic hydrate, and
"n ^illation, alcohol, recognizable by its odor and its reduc-
mn oi potassic the odor of aldehyd, was

t. Sci.—Seccxnd Series,
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(18.) In a communication presented by Bernard* on the

24th of September, he recapitulates the grounds on which he

bases his new function of the liver, and reviews Figuier some-

what sharply, accusing him of shifting his ground in each of

his three papers; he had himself repeated the experiments

given in the last one with no result, no fermentation occurring

even after boiling with acid\ If, however, sugar be present in

the portal blood, fermentation readily takes place, without pre-

liminary treatment. Bernard then passes to the subject of his

paper, " the mechanism of the glycogenic function of the liver."

After alluding to the view of Schmidt (1849), that sugar is

formed in the general circulation, of Lehmann that it is formed

in the liver from fibrin or haematin, and of Frerichs that ni-

trogenous matters break up in the liver into urea and sugar—

blood,- opimon
the tissue of the liver itself. This view he sus-

tains by the following experiment: a vigorous and healthy dog,

fed for many days exclusively upon meat, was killed by section

of the medulla, seven hours after a full meal of tripe. The

abdomen was immediately opened, the liver carefully removed,

and while yet warm, before coagulation of the blood had taken

place, the portal vein was connected with the laborat

by means of a rubber tube, and water allowed to flow through

the organ, escaping from the hepatic veins in a si

Gradually the tissue of the liver became paler, and in 15 min-

utes the water was colorless. After 40 minutes, the

water contained not a trace either of sugar or of

matter; and on macerating a fragment of the viseus,

was detected in the tissue. The liver was then allowed to re-

main exposed to the air for 24 hours, after
isted in it abundantly; even alii
gave the reactions; and on injecting water into the ]»

it issued strongly saccharine. ' The liver must therefoi

normally two substances: first sugar, very soluble in w

easily removed by washing; and second, another body, b a

insoluble to remain after 40 minutes washing. This i t if

when the liver is left to itself, changes into sugar. T
is prevented by cooking, and facilitated by chopping
fine; it is generally completed within 24 hours, the

containing as much sugar as at first; but a second fermentatw

is not possible, the material being exhausted. Bernard, more-

over, proved the insolubility of this sugar-forming si

in alcohol and ether; and showed that it is confined strictly
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er, not being recognizable in portal or in any other blood,

bsent from this viscus, whenever the conditions are such
aterfere with the production of sugar. This substance

ntly under the influence of nutrition, is contin-

ually being transformed
uul-1i rq.laees iu tin livei that which is constantly removed by
flow of blood, into the hepatic veins. After death, the change
continues until the material is exhausted; but then as the sugar
is not removed, it accumulates in the liver-tissue; this is so

charged with it, that it contains a considerably larger proportion
of sugar the next day, than is found when the animal is killed.

(19, 20.) A second research by Lehmann upon " theconsti-

the blood of various vessels, with especial reference to

the sugar it contains," v. .' a portion

of which was presented to the Academy Oct. 22d,f by Bernard.
The experiments were made on the blood of five horses, by the

methods already given, the analysis being made in du
In the blood of the inferior vena cava, in three trials, 0-346,

0-311 and 0-492 per cent of sugar was found; but none could be

detected in that of the jugular, external abdominal, or cephalic

veins, nor in that of anv am rv. Though the uniformity of the

analytical results ought to settle the question of the production
of sugar by the liver, yet, as it has been strenuously denied,

hehmann thinks it of importance to examine the methods both
chemical and physiological, which have been used. Of the i r-

mer, the copper-test, either of Trommer, or as modified by Feh-
ung, even when the materials used are pure, cannot be relied

jn for the detection of minute quantities of glucose in mixed
fluids, since the precise action of all the buI
Dot known. Hence Figuier's results, obtained with Fehling's

solution in an alcoholic extract of portal blood, were not sus-

tained by the Academy Commission, using the fermentation
test Longet's statement that albuminose (the peptone of Leh-
mann) prevents the copper reaction, is only partially true; since

yhen sugar and album

i

*- th" t--u\-rn: ' x >' 1

J
reduced, the blue solution changing to yellow, but with the

: no
j re n irate. Tin ! albuminose hinders fermen-

true only when the solution is so strong, that a simi-

w solution of sugar would do the same. No true chemist, how-
e[er, would think of testing directly a fluid containing much
aibuminose. German chemists, at least, use alcoholic extracts
ot these fluids, in which but a trace of albuminose exists. But,

aces which
:

^u precipitated from the alcoholic extract for examination by

* Ber
- i K. S. Ges. d. Wiss. in Leipzig; J. pr. Ch., lxvii, 321. f 0- *« *1L G L
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alcoholic potash. No substance which can interfere with the

tests is thus thrown down, so that the copper-test ni;i y
;

used, or the solution, slightly a<

be at once fermented. This method is one of great ddic.n-v';

sugar has been detected by it in urine, to which only T
- '-,

was added
; and in many fluids where the reaction, as ordina-

rily applied, was doubtful or failed entirely, such as the urine

of arthritis and tuberculosis, sugar was readily detect
process. Moreover, glucose has thus been discovered in egg-

aibmniii. ies, and sometimes in mixed ve-

nous blood
; but never in the bile or the saliva. As to the

physiological method, it is evident that it should furnish blood

such as flows in the veins during life. This is especially acces-

sary with portal blood, as at death there is a stasis of blood in

the^ liver ; and, since the nutrient arteries of the liver pour

their blood, not into the hepatic vein, but directly into the

portal capillaries, there may easily be regurgitation of blood

containing sug^ar. Though F

1

:

:is source of

error, he ha her ; it needs no deep insight into

the distribution of the blood to perceive that the 400 grams

of portal blood which he took is far more than the normal

content of that vein, even in a very large dog. According to

the analysis of Bischoff and Welker, the blood cons-

more than TV of the bodily weight of an animal ; in a dog of

24 kilograms, there cannot be more than 2 kilograms of blood.

To suppose that the 400 to 700 grams taken from the portal

vein of such an animal is pure portal blood, is to make the ab-

surd assumption that ! of all the blood is found in the portal

system. To avoid these errors, Lehmann proceeds as follows

:

The clog is killed by a blow on the head, the portal vein n i

i small opening, as Bernard suggests, the abdominal

cavity opened quickly, a noose placed 10 or 15 m.m. below the

the blood pressed toward the mesenteric and splenic

veins, an opening into the empty vein made with -

be bent twice at right anodes inserted, the n<< 9

tight about the tube, and the blood allowed to flow thr agh

In this way, 213 grams of blood were collected ; but tl uM s

too much, as analysis proved. Within four months, 32 » g8

were operated on in

were fed with raw horse-flesh, and killed 3, 4, 5, or 6 hours

'%• In 16 of these, from whom from 35 to 81

grams of portal blood were taken not a trac< >'f Miliar wa< de-

tected. In order to see whether any difference won
from taking a larger quantity from the living animal, *u

grams were taken from a do«: • ,211 &*?»
from one of 115 kilos., and 263 grams from a third weighing
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145 kilos. ; and in all of these specimens, as in that of 213

above mentioned, sugar was found ; thus proving foreign

admixture in the blood examined by Figuier. Lest it be said

that the quantity examined was insufficient, Lehmann united

the blood of six dogs in two portions ; that of the first three

weighed 217'5 grams ; that of the second three, 1927 grams
;

the result was the same. Experiments made to ascertain

whether the portal vein contained any substance capable of

yielding sugar, were entirely without result ; as also were those

made to discover the presence of any material which prevented

the reactions for sugar.

(21.) At the conclusion of this paper, Bernard remarked that

the glycogenic function of the liver, as at first enunciated by
him, was now incontestibly proven.

(22.) In a paper published by Hensen,* he confirmed Ber-

nard's view that the liver contains an insoluble body which is

converted into sugar by the action of a ferment, by acting on
the substance of the boiled liver by the salivary and pancreatic

ferments, and thus producing sugar ; he also converted starch

into sugar by means of the liver ferment.

(23.) Poggiale, in a communication to the Academy in Feb.

1856,1 contests the opinion that the presence of an alkaline

carbonate in the blood is necessary to the destruction of sugar,

and hence that it i is due to a de-

ficiency in this respect ; since he finds that the addition of

nydro-sodic carbonate to the food of dogs produces no effect on
foe amount of sugar in the blood ; and that sugar when in-

jected into the blood, appears equally in the urine whether

Wived in pure water or mixed with twice its weight of the

carbonate.

(24.) On the 26th of May, 1856, Chauyeatt published J the

following results : 1st, during very prolonged abstinence, sugar

JPrjSsappears from the general circulation ; 4 horses and 4
«°gs fasting from 12 hours to 6 days, had in their venous blood

J"*
-066 to 080 per cent I

aer, and '029 to

Jgjper cent for the latter ; in the arterial blood, from -073 to

J*
d Per cent for the horses, and '035 to -053 for the dogs

:

2> .
8?ga* is more abundant in the arteries than in the corres-

ponding veins : 3d, arterial blood wherever taken, contains the
^aie amount of glucose that examined was from the coccy-

JJQ,
femoral and carotid arteries, and from the left ventricle :

lp
venous blocx I

,

ing the digestion of starchy

saccharine matters, hepatic, and that of the inferior vena
va above the diaphragm, shows no appreciable variations m

Jerh. d. phys.-med. Gea. zu Wiirzburg, vii, 219; Jahresb., ix, 705.

'
L

- B-, xia, 198. | lb., p. 1008.
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the amount of glucose : 5th, with animals fasting or fed on

meat, hepatic blood is more saccharine than any other:

6th, the quantity of sugar is the same in both sides of the

heart : 7th, pure lymph is always saccharine, even after pro-

longed abstinence : and 8th, this sugar is not absorbed from the

tissue^ by the lymphatics, since no tissue except the liver con-

tains it. His conclusions are as follows : 1st, herbivorous

blood contains more sugar than carnivorous : 2d, the sugar in

the right side of the heart is not destroyed in the lungs and

hence appears in the left sld- : 3d. a certain quantity disap-

pears in the capillaries, the returning blood containing less

than the issuing : 4th, the sugar is not fixed by the solids of

the body ; a part filters to the lymphatics, and a part is meta-

morphosed ; 5th, the blood approaching the right side of the

heart has its sugar increased by that in the chyle : 6th, sugar

is re-supplied to the blood by the hepatic veins : 7th, the sugar

thus furnished does not exist in the portal blood of animals,

either fasting or fed with meat ; it comes from the liver, which

is therefore a true producer of sugar.

[To be continued.}

Art. XLL—Observations of the Auroras of Sept. 5th and 15th,

1868, at Mt. Desert Island, Maine (lat. 44° 20' N., long-

68° 15' W.) ; by W. S. Gilman, Jr.

On the evening of Sept. 5th, 1868, there was a fine aurora

here. At 8 p. m. streamers shot up in the north and M.E. J

one large ray attained an altitude of about 50°. These

streamers moved toward the west. At 9h 15™ a long thin

cloud-like arc spanned the heavens from east to west, passing

to the north of : Pegasi, and « Opuiucto.

Near the meridian its breadth was about a degree, and it was

broken into short parallel bands of light.
At 9* 30- the arc of light was more to the south, bordering

on the Dolphin and Arrow At 10 1' 30m aurora faintly visioie

under Polaris.

On the evening of Sept. 15th, from 7b until ll h 30™, there

was a remarkably fine display of the aurora here. On tnc

14th from 9 to 10 a. m, I had noticed dusky beams ii
i

t

W

N.N.E. not unlike those proceeding from a very regular mght

aurora. They did not appear further west than the north

point, and rose above the horizon about 10°. No aurora m»

marked during the evening of the 14th.
,

w«jOn the 15th, at 7 p. m., several short beams in the rwj^
moving slowly

5 an aUroral arc from &v



o Capella less than a degree broad, quite bright, and shaped
ike a whale's rib. The right end curves downward toward the
lorizon, as shown in the accompanying sketch.

At 7h 35 ra a second luminous arc formed about halfway to

Algol.

At 7h 42m brilliant beams between Capella and Polaris.

7h 55m . Brightest part of arc has shifted to westward, and is

directly under the Bear's head. Sheets of light going up from
Polaris west.

8h 15®. The arc is curiously shaped ; the upper edge is like

the outline of a huge mountain. To the east the arc drops
down toward the horizon and ends in a twisted cloud of light,

§h 55m . Auroral cloud spans the heavens. Origin in east

about 8
3

above horizon, between Jupiter and « Trianguli.

Moved slowly southward.
9h (H The highest part of arch is now at Cygni.
10h 20"i. Streamers in sheets—lower edge foliated like the

plaits in a garment.
M)fc 30m . The north appears covered with great rolls of light

J^e so many huge rolls of cloth. The sheets of light appear to
be rolling and unrolling from E. to W. and from W. to E. To
we west the sheets seem to disappear around the edge of a cir-

cle, as if part of i a of light suspended above
toe pole of the earth. The folds bear a striking resemblance to
a gauze curtain agitated by a strong wind.

10h 45™. The twisted beams began to flicker from the horizon
upward like vast flames from a great conflagration. There
were two or three flashes to a second. The flames passed the
zenith and went over to the western horizon. The heavens
*}°w appeared all afire to the north and up to the zenith, the

James ascending from the entire northern horizon from the E.
totheW. point.
Uh 0". The flickering can be seen to within 8° or 10° of

JWalhaut in the south.Uh 10m. Flashings cover more than half the sky to within
about 20° of southern horizon.
U* 30*. Flashing light still continues but is growing much

fcss distinct. Heavy mass of clouds obscured the northern sky
UD

r

der Polaris.
*

[The preceding notes are extracted from a very minute report
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of these auroras furnished us by Mr. Gilman. If any other ob-

server, favorably situated, has carefully noted the same phe-

nomena, and will communicate his observations to us, we will

institute a comparison of the observations, and make a report

of the results. In order to determine the height of these auro-

ral exhibitions, it is desirable to obtain simultaneous observa-

tions at two places situated near the same magnetic meridian,

and at a distance from each other of about 100 miles.—Eos.]

Art. XLII.—Discoveries of new Planets. (Communicated by

Prof. J. C. Watson of Ann Arbor.)

Planet (ira).—The following are my observations on the new

planet (iS) discovered by me on Sept. 7th :

1868. Sept. 7, 15" 31^ 46 s h 22'" 13 S -1S —3° 49' 5l'*8 9

9, 14 45 42 20 53 '94 4 3 47 "0 1

10, 9 59 59 20 20 "66 —4 9 24 -5 7

The planet is of the 10th magnitude.
New planet (ioi)

;
(communicated Sept. 14th).—I have the

pleasure to send you the following observations of a new planet

which I discovered last night

:

Ann Arbor M. T. a d ComP-

1868. Sept. 13, ll h 35™ 9s h 20™ 25*-61 2 a

13, 12 35 52 20 23 '65 —1° 10' 52"-6 4 t

13, 13 1 33 20 22 '56 1 10 48 -0 - «-'

13,15 55 57 20 17 '38 —1 11 23 '7 10 »

Daily motion, Aa — —45s a8 — -5'.

The planet is of the 11 5 magnitude.
Planets m and m): (communicated Sept. 18th).—On the

23d of August, Dr. C. H. F. Peters of Clinton, N. Y., discov-

ered minor planet (ifi). He proposes to call it Miriam, and has

communicated the following observations :

Clinton M.T. (ioi) a <&* „ n
1868. Sept. 13, 12h 48™ 30* l

h 14™ P"93 +12° 8' 50 *3

14, 13 17 23 1 13 40*13 12 3 57 '1

Planet 11th magnitude.
The discoveries of minor planets (iS) and t$) have already

been communicated to you I have yet to add that I discov-

ered still another planet on the 16 th inst., of which I have ob-

following places :

Ann Arbor M.T. (,6s) a <£»* „ n
186S. Sept. 16, 16 h 3™ 15» O* 13» 47»'42 -f-6

c 12' 4
'»

16,16 33 22 13 46*28 6 H 45
Jj

17,10 29 16 13 10-57 +6 1 7 *
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The planet is somewhat brighter than a star of the twelfth
magnitude.

Discovery of Planet <S), and new observations on uw, (§]l

($, (JS), (ifi), (155) ;
(communicated Oct. 13th).—I have observed

the following places of a new planet discovered by me on the

Ann Arbor M. T. ®« (§)*

1868. Oct. 10, 10h 36m 37 s l
h

lm 21^84 -f
0° 31' 42"'5

11, 11 19 1 34 -33 28 31 "0

12, 10 26 52 59 48 '72 -f 25 31 "2

The planet resembles a star of the tenth magnitude.
The following are my latest observations of the other new

planets

:

Hecate (fro).

Ann Arbor M. T. a 6

1868. Oct. 11, 8h 31™ 5S 8 20h 42m 59 s "68 —21° 0' 32"-4

Oct. 11, 10 12 55 23 5 18 '35 — 24 38 '6

12, 8 2 23 4 50 '75 — 24 2 '4

Minor Planet (*ra), [Peters.]

Oct. 11, 11 54 10 57 22 -67 -f 8 43 46 '4

12, 10 53 37 56 42 "78 -j- 8 35 15 '7

Minor Planet Qm;.

Oct. 11, 14 32 19 23 57 6 '49 — 7 24 29 *6

12, 9 59 13 23 56 36 "69 — 7 27 52 '2

Minor Planet ($).

Oct. 11, 13 1 49 23 59 34 '97 — 3 22 '9

12, 9 2 15 23 59 1 "45 — 3 2 52 "1

Minor Pi<Jnrt (jS;.

Oct. 11, 12 29 56 23 54 45 '95 -f 16 50 '8

12, 8 32 37 23 54 14 -83 -j- 6 2 '3

Elements of qSS) and (m)
;
(communicated Oct, 26 th) —I have

^ermmed the elements of the orbits of two of these planets,

aave obtained the following results :

Xecate(§). I Helena!®.

K^\y Sept.ro WasMu'nM.T !

{

' =- ^ ;;
13-5 Washin'nM. T.

^304 45 -5
) Ecliptic and '^=328 40 51 -0) Ecliptic and

W^128 28 37 -7 UeaE equinox ! £2 = 343 35 -1 Uean equinox
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTKY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the combustion of hydrogen and carhmto o,,->/<7 >,, ,,

vii'hr great pr»^n,'<>.—\\\ a communication made to the
Society in 1861, Dr. Fkankland pointed out the remarkab
that in combustion the di: hg power is- di

proportional to the diminution in atmospheric pressure. The
writer has now renewed the subject, and has presented the r

ot Ins stu ly .t'the inilu m-eof an increase of pressure. Dr. 1

land in the first place calls attention to the fact that the the.

Davy, now commonly u < i '. it tin ill i ii itiiiLi |>ow

flame depends upon the deposition :

the flame, does not hold good for
burns with great brilliancy in oxygen, forming arsenous oxyd, yet

arsenic is volatile at 180' C. and a— n,, u - <>wd at 218° C, while

the temperature of the incandescence of solids is at least 500° C.

A mixture of the vapor of carbonic disulphid with oxygen burns

with an extremely brilliant light, but no presence of solid particles

can be admitted. The result is the same when nitric oxyd is sub-

stituted for oxygen, the flai rich in the" more re-

frangible rays. The comlm in oxygen furnishes

another case in point, since phosphoric anhydrid is volatile at a red

The author's experiments
carbonic oxyd in oxygen were coi
furnished with a thick plate of glas
tion of the flame. The feeble 1^1 it

under the ordinary pressure is well known.
atmospheres pre* hile at a pressure

^ spheres the light of a jet one inch long N
observer to read a newspapi r at ;. distance of two tee

tme. The spectrum of this flame is bright and continu-

al to violet. The flame of carbonic oxyd in o
m

l pressure of t< spheres than the hy«

gen flame under the i

a pressure of fourteen _
brilliant and perfectly ^m
passed through different gases the light is i

a whxch have the greater density, n « P-.TTT2
brilliant when passed through a tube containing /
acid, ltastrea!

. , M p:1
^ i rhreu-n an

densed ma glass tube by a pump,, a marked increase »«***£
will be observed as the pr» increased, and t»

phenomenon occurs in a reverse order when the condensed air

o escape.
The electric arc from fifty Grove's cells is incomparably too*

brilliant m the vapor of mercury than in air. The author reman*
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that these results have a very direct bearing
'

.,i regarding the constitution of the stars and nebulae, a

ises to make the application when his complete memoir is

fore the Royal Society.—Proc. Royal Society, r~ '
'

2. On the rt<h,<-thn> ami s<it»?„th>n ,.f
»,y«>,h- r.„,,r »on/.< hy

-Since the publication of our abstract of Beethelot's

papers on this subject we have received another portion

iplete memoir, from which we extract the following as

the most salient points

:

(1) Complex and polymeric carbids.

1st section—complex carbids. Allyl or allyl propylene, C , 2H , ,

Ldgwea

I hydrocarbon and a gas in small quantity. The forma-

tion of these substances is represented by the equations

C 6H4 (C 6H 6
)+2H 2

= C
6
H 6 (C 6

H
8 )

Allyl. Hydruret of dipropylene.

C 6H,(C 6H 6
)+3H2 = 2C 6H 8

Hydruret of propylene.

2d section—complex carbids of the aromatic series.

Phenyl, C 2 II by I

h:-r the action ot an

i 1 yields hydrid of hexylene as principal

product

:

C 24H 10+9H2 = 2C 12H 14 .

With less iodhydric acid it yield's as chief product benzine

:

C 24H, +Ha
= 2C 12H 6 ,

and as secondary products carbon, hydrid of propylene and free

Hydrogen.

"Styrolene yields hydrid of octylene as chief product

:

C 16H 84-5H2 = C J6H 18 ,

andless abundantly the hydrids of hexylene and ethylene:

C 16H 8+6Ha = C 12H 14+C4H 6 .

sa quantity of the hydracid, styrolene yields hydrid ot

styrolene:

C l6II 8
+H2 = C 16H 10 ,

andless abundantly benzol and hydrid of ethylene:

C 16H 8
+2H2 = C 12H 6

+C 4H 6 .

t
Ethyl benzine, C 1RH 1ft or C l0H 5

(C4H 5 ),
gives as chief product

tydrid of octylene:

fis last being perhaps hydrid ot ethyl-hexylene, C 2
H •

hor obtained also the hydrids ot

ethylei
m

—complex pyrogenic carbids.

. < II.., tiVan-d U h.dhydrh- a.-i

icts: 1st hydrid of nap
& hydrid

(?) C 2ftH,„ diethyl benzine, C 20H 14 ,
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benzine, C H22 ,
ethyl benzine and hydrid of ethylene, (\ JI,

+5>5« ;

Be C H

of hexylene and hydrid oi

dnd of ethylhexylene, the reaction being

CaoCl 8+32HI = C 16H 18 -fdH6+8HCl+16l,.

de^l
t

e

h
n
r

e

a

:

ene
' C28Hl0

' ^^ aS chief Product bydrid" of tetra-

C28H lo+ 10fT2 = C28H30 ;

rt,^
1®?1"1

?
1

?7 °f
hydridof heptylene and smaller quantities of

rin^n T p/es toluene, C 14H8,tra
xylene, and a small quantity of what may!,

/ V'' / ' 'nee of a large excess of hydracid

hydndsor

henfvt n°^
r

C! i6H 6 8 ,
yields as prineinal product hydrid of

the last bemg the normal product!
C

i 6H 6 8 -flOH2
- C 16H 18 +4H,02 .

Terephthalic acid, C 16H 6 8 ,
yields hydrid of neptylene:

„
C 18H 60,+7Ha = C 14H ia + C.04

+2HaOa .

—Bull, cle la Societe Ghh,,'^,,.. ,/. P,,,;,^ ls ,j8, p. 265. w. g.

^ iV
M "/' ' v,/

i"
/
' ; ' / ':"/'//'Av,/.„.-Tio. constitution of persnl-

..' "
" -

'
^
^-. -

.
iv. -.

it^ •

ne
i!

constltutl°n anew, and has succeeded
'

\VwT
m

nat tllere is a Persulphid haying
" : " ' ' -

:

,.,:.;...;

Nation of persulphid of a
• '

.- " -
,

.
i
.- :._ ,-

fbSuil
thej CaU be ^crystallized. Analysis leads to the

€
f
AAe.G, = €21h22n;o2

+h2s 3 .

* with sulphuric acid the crystals are decolor!/

dogous compound,-^-. W
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4. On the compoirmlx <>/ ; '- acids.-—De-

bmt has discovered and partly described a remarkable series of

bodies formed by the combination of phosphoric and molybdic

acids, and closely related in <_• '• silico-tungs-

•:.:- o: Marignac. The yellow precipitate which molybdate of

ammonia forrns in a solutioi • or a phosphate

rendered acid b\ nitric acid, when boiled in nitro-muriatic acid,

gives a yellow liquid which on evaporation yields beautiful doubly

•i-ii'iue prisms containing <>n. equivalent (old style) of anhydrous

phosphoric acid and 20 equivalents of anhydrous molybdic acid,

together with about 13 -8 per cent of water. Two other hydrates

exist, of which one, .ctahedra, con-

•ains 23-4 per cent dizing in rln.m-

1 pirns, contains 19'6 per cent of water. The quantity of phos-

phoric acid in these compounds amounts to only 3-7 to 4*l_per

yet it modifies the properties of the molybdic _aci 1 ma

tash, the oxyds of can

heavy metallic oxyds when t lie solutions are su.n-

The yellow phosphomolybdates of potassium, thal-

onium have the general formula

SRO . P06 . 20MO3.

Tbe pota*.sif and amnionic ^dts° contain 3 equivalents of water.

™ precipitate gradually becomes crystalline and has the lormula

7AgO . P0 5 , 20MO 3-f-24HO.
Dilute nitric acid diss.,h e> this salt ; from the solution crystals are

«wmed having the formula

2AgO . P0 4 . 20MO 3
+7HO.

T^ phosphomolybdates are only stable in the presence of acids

;

.
. ' ^' :'

'
' ' "

'yWates, in which the two acids are united in the ratio ot 1 to o

:

P0
5 , 20MO 3-faq = P0 5

. 5M03 ,
aq-4-15M03 .

^e phosphomo' -.-
. i r nearly so and have a

mm lustre; tl
-ystallize easily.

•|
n -W- <»t .cidbrin^i m bad t .the ( -nditi* n of the yellow

Ptosphomolybda:
i »horic acid

:

4(P0
5 , 5MO

3+10aq = 3(P0 5 ,
3HO)+P0 5 ,

20MO 3
+aq.

Je following arc some of the most beautiful salts of this second

"*» of phosphomolybdates:

6(NH,0), 2P0 5 ,
10MO 3+14HO

6KO . 2PO, . 10MO 3
+14HO

6NaO . 2PO, . 10MO 3
+28HO

^ 6AgO . 2P0l . 10MO 3
+14HO.

^formulas • a* the salts in question

ffVcai. ,'new series of crystalline

ls
>
ha^ng the general formula
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5R0 . 2P0
5 , 103IO 3

+Aq.
A double salt of one of the above acids with potassic nitrate has

the formula

6KO . M0 5
+6KO . 2P0

5 . 10MO 3
+18HO.

In conclusion, the author gives a new method of analysis sulfa! ',

to the above-mentioned compounds, for which, however, wo refer

to the original memoir.— < '<>>,.rt.* II. „/>/.<, Ixvi, 702. w. G.

5. On iodid <>/ x',1',,-,.,; ,,„./ di;,'.,-;.,,!, ,/,„•>„.— FiUKi-i.L ha-
;

1-

tained the iodid of silicon, Sil4> by passing the vapor of io.line

mixed with dry carbonic acid gas over silicon heated to reduce.

After purification the iodid forms colorless tr

crystals, fusing at 120°-5 C, and boiling at about 290° C. Water

decomposes it, forming silicon and iodhydric acid. Tin

its vapor was found to be 19-12, theory requi

acts upon iodid of silicon to form silica and iodid of ethyl accord-

ing to the equation

SiI4+2€ 2H 5 = Sie2+2€ aH 6
I+2HI.

The substance obtained by Buff and Wohler by the action of iod-

hydric acid upon silicon was found, as in the analogous case of the

isist of a mixture of silico-iodoform,

SiHI 3,and iodid of silicon. The former is, when pui

heavy colorless liquid, highly refractive, and boiling

220° C. Its density is 3'362 at 0° C, and 3-314 at 20 (

correction for the dilatation of the glass, so that it ifi

heavy as the thallic alcohol of Lamy.— Comptes Bendtts^ UtO,

p. 98.

6. On thi of calomel—The a

vapor of calomel was determined by Mitscheelich, and more re-

cently by H. Sainte-Claire De villi-: and Tkoost, w
it the number 8*21, which aim > - v, itli the t i< on tieal n imht-r -

which we obtain if we suppose that the formula HgCl c

to 4 vols. (H=l representing 2 vols). Those
sent calomel by the formula Hg

2 CI, suppose that at tl

ture at w!
a mixture of Hg and HgCl, each of which occupies 4

bray ha< found, however, that at the- t« 1

vr]l
'"
'' "

in, a plate of gold pinna

>

vapor preserves its color and luster, and is not amalgam
the

1
rt&ar hand, a plate of gold pi

r ot bl? •! e
of mercury at a temperature near to redness become-
that it may be rubbed to pieces between the fingers. From tw»

'

.
..-, -

1
;- : ,. ... • • '

respond to 8 vols, of vapor.— Comptes liendus, lxvi, p. 1339-
^

7. Connotation* ofMagnetism ; by Plixy Eaele Chas*.-^*
" :

;
-' — :::

.

cepted theory of terrestrial main
cations as seem to be warranted by the fort

Although I can hardly imagine the possibility of essential chan3
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gross of discoverj.
I The earth is an electro-magnet, magnetized by current s which

ire excited by the sun and by the earth's rotation.

2. Terrestrial magnetism is subject to a variety of disturbances,
some of which are periodical, others irregular and occasional.

3. The principal periodical disturbances vary : 1st, with the so-
lar hour; 2d, with the season of the vear; :id, with the relative

l distance of the earth from the sun ; 4th, with the rapidity of the
earth's orbital motion; 5th, with the rapidity of change in solar

lute hour, in reference to magnetic
Ltic oceans; 7th. wdth the lunar

j

hour; 8th, with the lunar declina the position

!

of the principal planets (sun-spot period); 10th, with change of
:

climate (secular variation). All these disturbances (the last, per-

i
tops, excepted) appear to be transmitted with the speed of gra v i t y,

j

tod they niay all be grouped under tw> heads: lst.d.ai ..

y between the disturb-
*"" and the disturbed body.

*• Ihe principal occasional, or irregular dh
dependent upon, ls1 <ns in the light or heat trans-

ited from the sun ; 2d. si nilar \ :i riations in the diathermancy or
transparency of the earth's atmosphere; 3d, local accumulations of
Mat or cold ; 4th, electric and other local meteoric changes

;

oth, atmospheric or terrestrial agitation (cyclones, earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, &c). These disturbances are, of course, trans-
ited with velocities varying from that of light or of electricity

» that of sound-waves, or even to that of still more sluggish
"brations.

u'
"^e periodical and the occasional disturbances are all modified

The phenomena are thus complicated, and

Every disturba n _ ; <etism is accompanied by
a disturb;

simi
kegravitati. its, which are originated

JBHutaneoiisly wi si urbances, become, in their

rbances.

J
However the disturbance is produced, be it primary or sec-

te-yh Periodieai te tend* ncy to

^ttuibnurn, and i direction of the terrestrial

Ration of fluids.

'«abfo

e reffUla

revohino^d ordina:
]
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11. Similar revolving currents must be excited about the sun,

and about every Lai body. Such bodies, there-

fore, may become, like the earth, electro -magnets, or the seats of a

gnetism.
12. If the specific magnetism is to be measured by the intensity

of the exciting disturbance, the sun maybe, relatively, the weakest

magnet in our system; if it is to be measured by the intensity of

the equilibrating force, it is probably proportioned to the force ot

gravitation at the surface of the magnetized orb.

13. It seems probable that the specific cosmical magnetism, ilk

that of a permanent magnet or of an ordinary electro-magnet, reacts

inductively. But I know of no good reasons for supposing that

such induction is other than a comparatively unimportant, sec-

i . ;.

14. The lunar primary disturbances, so far as has hitherto been

ascertained, appear to belong exclusively to the first class of peri-

odical disturbances, those v. tge of relative po-

sition. It seems most !

;

i re may also be lu-

nar periodical disturbances of the second class.

1 5. The resemblance of th< . i tetic curves to the

normal tidal curve indicates a close correspondence between lunar

' iu'ii •-....! m ., gravitation.
10. Magnetism does not seem to be, strictly speaking, a a&jk

or independent force, but, like the central force of an eddy, the

resultant of revolving cum , . a i bag with a speed which is,

probably, at least as great as that of Tight at the surface of the

I body.
17. Terrestrial and cosmical magnetism can be satisfactorily ac-

counted for by the hypothesis that all the magnetic eddu^a*

oy the action of gravity in the restoration of cii-

i. No known force, other tl m _, ivity, I is a

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. On a new Mineral in Cryolite: by Theo. D. ****—'&!
mineral, for which I propose the name / '<////< . from its lo ><i j,

was Krsi ohs, -ved in lsi > been obtained in

•

It occurs disseminated in films and seams through massive cry

lite—sometimes foiming a , la of <af*gg
of iron and the cryolite i aate is imbed^Color, pale yell

,
Structure,

hue

fna-nula^ approaching mi, .
2-2"5. Sp.

f'2-05 B. B. a ton ,, lther eafflly to»

white slag. Wit! v and with etter

vescence to a gra J-dily with
wir

reaction. In miei readily except silica ^
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ton; bead yellow while hot, bluish opalescent when cold. In

id water.

With consider:! 1-! n of the mineral, i'rt e in in

admixture, was obtained and submitted to anlysis with the follow-

ing percentage result

:

100-00

The very small quantity of the mineral which could be procured

prevented a mure satmt'actorv n milt, but from the foregoing char-

acteristics I feel ji ing it a new species, and hope

that a larger quantity may be procured and a correct analysis made.

Pachnolite, besides its usual occurrence in honey-combed cryolite,

nearly or always ii
- -

; - ded Hagemannite,

has been observe,! I on massive cryolite, and

also coating crystals of the 1 a I

r^copic crystals

ofcryolite. The ite are always small, rarely

exceeding the fiftieth ..f a:, i:,,"-!-, in diameter, but those of cryolite

fifteen found <«***• The crys-

tals of carbonate robably never

been excelled for I

rhombohedrons,

:'
=

;

Le ;•.-.—/'

-'. .Vnt.tnn t!< '"hit r
'/:'''/"-' F .,-ti.< ;/ y--'-'''

t

Ai^'rif", ^\th

'>
' <

''

f

'<!nl Tft!",u \- ",t ; -'bV J^Xr i
' -

•
—The iollov,-

V;uv the oVcn r'i ji^ :m tid> ;'>; > r preceding the descriptions

.
It is only within the last ten years that we have obtained any

the vegetation

*Wch clothed the land that represented North Ann ri< inng th,

ll'etaeeous Deriod. Previ- elections ot ios-

S1« had been made from rocks of that a-e «n the Atlantic ami

Wt coast-, but ih b U -

m;1 " ni >L •;"

°ents, and the fossi Is they <
s

!

l
.
v ™°lluscS

Nfett, ^ h,
- of skeletons of Cretaceous

Brians, J/,,.,,, ,
. am! Ueth <! /<';/ ;'"

»'*"'"'

1 ^lachian fish, in tin -v r. m dm there was found a generic cor-

^pondence with those of the middle and upper Cretaceous oeas

/Read April 22d. 1867. Annals of the Lyceum of Natuural Historr in New

A i-il, 1868.
**• Jocr. Sci.-S ..VI, No. 138,-Nov., 1868.
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of the Old World, and 1

found there. In 1855, Dr. F. V. Hayde]
numerous journeys into the country bordering the upper Missouri,

which have resulted in such torn to our knowl-

edge of the geology of the interior of the continent. At this time

he was connected as Geologist and N aturalist with an exploring

party sent out by the War 'Department under command of 1...
•

(now Gen.) G. K. Warren, Corps of Topographical Knuii, •-.

In the great mass of interesting materials brought by Dr. Hay-

l angiospermous leaves, obtained f

sandstone lying at the base of the Cretaceous formation at black-

bird Hill, in Nebraska. Outline sketches of some of these leave*

were sent to the distinguished fossil Botanist, Prof. Oswald Hetr,

of Zurich, Switzerland. By him they were pronounced of Mi" e

age, and referred to the genera /.''.»<. r>-/»ihi$, Lirio<ki>dr» .

etc.; a narrow lanceolate leaf being considered identical w/

Z<turns i>riuugenia Uug. ; a broad rounded one with Popniuf

Zeuce Ung., both found in the Miocene of Europe. At the same

time the fossils themselves were submitted to me for examination.

and regarding the so-called P,,r nin, L, >i, , as generuMK i>li
'

with some large rounded leaves described by Zenker from the fm
taceous sandstone of Blankenburg, Germany, I eonsidcroL I

-

florula as of Cretaceous age—confirming the conclusions <n I* *

Meek and Hayden, who on other evidence had referred the '1
;

•
*

from which they came to that period. The plant called I.
'

primigenia by Prof. Heer I considered a Salix, and tin •'.: •

leaves as representing the genera Platanv.*, P<>/>ul»s, '•
. ;

'
7

xlroii, S<issufr,!s, .1/.,,/,,. ./;,/, etc. I iif.-mii/H' .). '

• had only sketches, and those of but part
e I had the specimens all before me, I had no specif

flora of Europe, but only figures and deserir>ti

ely few leaves up to that time found in this

Dr. Debey, Steihler and others. It was, there:

could then make an intelligent r

the two floras. The genera recognized among these pl^

Prof. Heer and myself were, for the most part, living J"
ests, and largely represented in the Miocene strata ot km- i.

is not surprising, therefore, that Prof. Heer should have eons

them of Tertiary age, and that this opinion should he shar*

many others.

Soon after the discovery of these plants by Dr. llayi^. '\

again to Nebraska and *K;m>a<. :u-c .mpaui' 1 hy Mr. >--\
collected from various exposures of lower Cn
numerous additional specimens of the same and different £ (

Subsequently, I went myself to the region where these were

spent some years in the study of the geology oi

tenor of the continent, exploring a large area oc
ous rocks in Kansas, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and

J-

During these explorations I obtained from the Cretaceous
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all of which are described i

not yet published. In numerous instances, as Dr. llayuen nau

done, I obtained these leaves from the sandstones overlaid by eal-

careous beds containing Gri/ph<m 1'itcluri, l/io<;
•

ramus j>n>hl< >/?-

•<?''•<,
,, and many other unmistakable Cretaceous fossil-. These

leaves I found to be characteristic of the strata in which they were

first discovered, and was able to obtain them at nearly every expo-

sure which I examined. In the end, I had before me, collected by

Dr. Ilayden and myself, at least titty distinct species <>t leaves of

this character from this horizon, with fragment.-, scarcely sulhcient

i, of perhaps as many more.
Though Mr. Meek, \h: Ilayden and myself bad thus demon-

st rated the true position first taken by us in regard to the age ot

the beds which furnish these leaves, the flora they represented was

so modern in its character that the European paleontologists were

still unwilling to admit the po--ibiiitv of its being older than Ter-

tiary; and it was only when, in isG^ M. Matron and Prof Capel-

lini made a special journey to Xcbraska, and collected tossils trom

the same localities that had vielded them to Meek ami Ilayden.

that the fact was admitted that this flora was really of Cretaceous

age.

The plants collected bv Messrs. Marcou and Capellini embraced

-. which have been describ<
s •—

• do la Soeiete llclvetique des Sciences Aaturelies.

l;vi." viz: " P.^Hb't ltt«/io.*i, P. lhh> :/"„•>. >.//,,-

•,',-. r;,..\ j.riuiwUaU*, Pht.:,,,* .

. P. acuta, P. dap)

* <I 'nt.it,,, A,,,!,;,,,,,.!; pa/,f „'<;, /^v.'/'-"' rc-

f altemans, M. Capdlmii and

i Meekii. . _ .

t that of these sixteen Bpei -

\\ itb those obtained before from the same quarries or

I ,re at the same eeolomcal aon-

of the richness of the flora which i

jus prove tins richness still more clearly.

.. outcrops of the lower Cretaceous ro

-t I have detected at least a hundred species <

the

i C'

l angiospermous trees. Of these it rarely happened, t

chance exposure of a cliff or water-washed surface, a
,

a perfect specimen could be detached and brought away. A- a

consequence we have, in the figures and descriptions now published

<* prepared, but a verv inn . i ti ct \ i. w oi the flora of the Cretace-

0Qs period on this continent even as ir has been exhibited to my
that but a small propor-

rm oi us elements have as v.- u
-

, .S.
On the western margin of the continent it is well known that

^ Cretaceous si - ly developed, having been

Cognized in Sonora, California, Oregon, Washington Territory
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and Vancouver's Island. From the latter locality quite a number
of fossil plants have been collected, which have been deserik.l \<\

Prof. Heer, Mr. Lesquereux or myself. The first knowledge wind
we obtained of the Cretaceous beds of \-;inc,uyer's Islan ,1 «> ,1

rived from the descriptions by Mr. Meek (Transactions of the Al-

bany institute, vol. iv, p. 37) of some fossil molluscs collected l»v

Dr. Turner. Subsequently, in 1858, the collections made by the

United States N. • n wore placed in my
hands for examination. Tin plants ffom the coal

beds of Nanaimo.' • :- ,,'
:,.R . associat. -.1 wiri

Inoccranms, Pholaclomya, etc., before described by Mr. Meek, and

whioh plainly h ous age. These planteM)
described by the writer in 1863 (Boston Journal of Natural His-

tory, vol. vii, No. 4). Previous to that time the fossil plants col-

lected by Dr. Evans, United States Geologist for the Territory of

Ore-on. were committed to Mr. L. Lesquereux, the well-known

Botanist, who published descriptions of them in the American

Journal of Science. Of these the following were from Nanaimo.

Pfyulva rhomboiJea Lesqx., Qnercus Benzoin Lesqx, V" '
'

''

mnl(i,<en-is Letqx.. (Ju<r<;,x jJath.a'i'ix Lesqx., SaUx /*/.'//<'<'••"«

Lesqx., Cinnamo>,n,„> Il.rii Lesqx., /• ,-..,,. Lesqx., with which

are enumerated, but not described in full, "a Plata/tusvtih tin

with Sabal Lamanonis Bergh., common in the European 31

a very fine Salisburia, very variable in the outline of its leaves.

and named > dish, , ;,,
/

'
, .

f
/„_ .,;.,, a sma jl ]( ieCe of a fern re-

ferable to the genus Lastrea, and a Sequoia probably identical

Ti«> IJ-llnu-ham Lav plants described by Mr. Lesquereux con-

•'^ed oi species of S i; ,;i.,,% Q„arus, Plain r .

and Acer. By Mr. Lesquereux the ]
hi irin- strata , I. , 1Ld , ,- „| \ , mT's Island wen

regarded as of the sum- nw. and from the resemblance >•
.

species they contain to those found in the Miocene of Ivaroj-.

ed them to be of that date (op. eit., vo
equeni number of the American Journal

Tetter from Prof. lie
xxvni.].. 85) is published a letter from Prof. Heer upon tnese p
cm which sketches had been sent him by Mr. Lesqm-n i.\.

these notes the extinct flora of Vancouver's Island and Wd '

>-'

bay are considered of the same a^e, and bmuuhr -nil "'«'

Miocene of En n
|

. | ,eing regaraea

identical with those found at Oenin^en, etc. _ r BMnye that time a colh <- made by Df-^-P"
Wood at Nanaimo, V. I., and at Buzz,
was sent by Dr. Hooker to Prof. Heer for examination, r i-

coal mine at Nanaimo but a single si.

obtained-a conifer, considered by Prof. Heer as ident£- /
St,,,,,,,,, La,,,,. -....mmon in the M:

;
;

Europe. From these facts it will be seen that the modern aspe
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of Va
is the Cretaceous flora of Nebraska. This, ]

wondered at, and conveys no reproach to tl

who have been misled by it. The identii

and fragmentary specimens, or still w*>

ic flora; and it. contains Ka-t Indian tonus, none of which

I yet been discovered on this continent. There is no more
however, that the plant-bearing strata of Vancouver's Island

>taceous than in regard to those of Nebraska. A very large

r of Cretaceous molluscs have been collected, both in the

ingbeds and those containing the plants, as was stated by
iter in 1863, in the report on the fossils collected by the

i be said to be definitely settled. Mr. Gabb,
paleontologist to the California ii<-.|.._-;.»ii -irvey, who has re-

<*mly visited Bellinghani Bay, has been led by the molluscous
fossils obtained there" to con>< I

mg series of that

pet m Cretaceous. If this be so, there has been some error m
"' labeling of sp< imen^ i have come into my hands proies-

J?ly from "Bellingham Bay." Some of them arc unquestionably
Jbocene, for they "include '(rh/r '>>.-', ••>!,».< l-jn-ofix*, T<(.<y<hu„>

"'I'ltnt'rf-:, and o't strata of Daco-
1

:

:iI1-d Montana. The tnn 1

1

' h formations are

presented at or i V. The coal of Goose Bay
ai>d the fossiliferous >trata at Astoria are knms a to be Miocene, as

** also the plant-In . _ , u : . ; [;,, ;, j;;iv and Ibiz/uf- Inlet,

jna I have lately received a
-' Miocene plants

,-' U-ulit\ not tar -list mi ii the interior.
*rom Orcas Island, which occupies an intermediate position bc-

**''
Bellingh: vor's Island, a collection of

' '"^ib nude 'o\ \b (J.-..!-.-- ^ibbs of the Boundary Commis-

J«>n, m which the species are, with perhaps one exception, different

*»a those obtained from the other two localities mentioned.
A&ese include ferae

.

saved plants described in the

*Port to whieli 1 re they are referred to the

Period.
Combining the contributions thus made to our knowledge ot tne

^etaeeous flora, an 1
:•• :'.,:;:: i to this formation all that we now

k*°* ^ belong there, we have the following list of genera and

species
:
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. Cretaceous Plants now or hitherto described.

Populus rhomboidea Lesqx. Nanaimo.

Quercus Benzoin L^qx
,

Quercus platinervis Lesqx.,

Cinnamomum Heerii Lesqx.,

'.vmorpha Lesqx.,

Aspidium Kemu

3 daplinogenoides Eeer, Nebr.

Sapotacites Haydenii Eeer,

Populus cyclophylla Eeer,

Phyllites obcordatus Eeer,

Populus Debeyana Eeer, J

-\ litigiosa
~

Diospyros primasva Eeer,

mnonae Eeer,

tea dentata Eeer,
'< insignis Eeer,

Ficus primordialis .

Platanus latiloba Newb.,

Populus el

P. e< r lit .li'j Xt b .

. cuneata Newb.,

. membranacea Newb.,

Cupressites Cookii Newb., New Jersey.

Betulites dentieulata Eeer, "

From this list it will be seen that the Cretaceous strata of ti

west coast include some forms not yet discovered in tin KansM

and Nebraska beds. Among these, SalL<I»i ,-;>>. suh.tl, <
>'

'

"

mum, etc., are indicative of a warmer climate. Possi

genera may hereafter be detected in the plant-beds of KanMj
Nebraska and New Mexico, but as yet we have no intimation oi

their existence, and there is nothing now known in the I

flora of that region which gives it a tropical or even sub-tropical

chaiactci

It will be remembered that this vegetation grew upon a broad

the central portion was coi

elevated. This would give us physical cond i

of the continent at the present day : and it would seem to be mel-

table that the isothermal lines should be curved over tl

somewhat as at present. It may very well I

we shall find the palms and cinnamons re^i
margin of the Cretaceous continent. It will be seen by
now given of the Tertiary flora of our com
date palms grew in the same region where these Cretaceous plant*

are found

;

;il plants seem to oe e

tirely wanting in the Tertiary flora of the cenl
tment, while on the west coast both palms and cinnar

the Tertiary period as far north as the British line.
"

have therefore negative evidence from the facts, though it may

reversed at an early day by further observations, that the cluna
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3. On Human remains <<!., „y ,,-ith those of tin MnxtnJon in the

-iff of Citltfomia ; by Dr. C. F. Winslow.—Dr. Winslow, in a

letter dated Baden Baden, Sept. 24, 1868, has called our attention

to the following paragraphs in the Proceedings of the Boston So-

ciety of Natural History for 1857, p. 278, taken from a letter of his

presented to the Society at the meeting of October 7, 1857 (11

vears since), along with a fragment of the human cranium referred

to. Dr. Winslow writes: "I sent by a friend, who was going to

Boston this morning, a precious relic of the human race of earlier

times, found recently in California, 180 feet below the surface of

Table Mountain. As it is th uman existence

preceding or coev , r a general or minor 'deluge,'

that has been found in the ea ! would be inter-

esting: for the scientific gentlemen of Boston to discuss the subject,

and for a portion of 1 he fragment sent to me to be preserved in the

cabinet of your Society of Natural History. My friend Col. Hub be,

whose gold-claims in the mountains s< . m t<> 1 ave given him much

knowledge of this singular l.-ealitv. writes that the fragment was

bought up in 'pay dirt' (the miners' name for the placer geld

drift) of the Columbia <! im and that the various strata passed

through in sinking the shaft ;Ul,,ns vu
'.

in l ?'

Whether his knowledge is accurate touching the volcanic forma-

tions I have some doubt, and have written for more certain inform*

"The mastodon's bones being found in the same deposits points

^ery clearly to the probabiHl « ot ™e
,
huin

.K
race, on the western portions of North America at least, before the

extinction of those huge creatures. As I have fragments of Ma**
<hn and Elephas ,

•. takei
?
W*™5

ten and twenty feet below the surface, among the upper placer gold

^posits of the" same \ i, inii .-. it w. uld seem that man was probably

contemporary, for a certain period, with the closing dynasties ol

these two formidable races of quadrupeds. This discovery oi human
and mastodon remains in the same locality gives also great strengtn

^ the possible trnl
,1 the contenipo-

**Y existence of the mammoth and aboriginals of this region ot the

Hebe."

Dr. WinSlow states in his letter from Baden Baden that this

discovery was made in 1855. He adds also : "I have a fragment

?f a gigantic bone which Leidv examined and ™te me *h™>*

belonged to an extinct Sloth. It came from beneath the most

P°Pulous part of the city, 30 feet, perhaps, below the surface

Another smaller, from anot lv i
.

^tv west, wmc

Jf
a^o pronounced as a Sloth, extinct and undescribed. 1 wo*

fragments of trees and serpentine stones bored by Lithodonu, lying
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pell-mell together from 60 to 90 feet below the surface in a tunnel

not far from the western shore of the peninsula."

4. Meekou th .</><U .-', •n,„; „/,-«„„< sr ;.-;j'n-a—Mr. Meek's

paper on this subjei . ni'in I i>> -"i r .^j, was read before the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in December, 1865,

and published in the Proceedings of the Academy, February, 1866.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Botanical Notices'.—Two
of the Mora Brasiliensis of .
the past summer. ; :ase. 44, containing

the Loranthacew, the work of the indefatigable Kidder, 134pai:^

of letter press and 44 plates, all the analyses by Eichler himself.

The Brazilian Loranthem are all referred to JYithicanthus of Mar-

tins, a genus of undoubted character, and four others, two of them

long ago proposed In Martii s which are conceded to be less dis-

tinct from Loraidlms. The \ 7,w ,/ of Brazil comprise S-> speeie^ot

PhomJenflroH, an IxhUnm, this behur a -.- mis founded In Eidu r

on one Brazilian species and the Cuban Er h i>l* HV////'"7 ot

Grisebach, and an EuhraHunn. In a note we have a n-ii"|^ "'

Eichler's West Indian -enus A lt ,h-orht!,„ra \Arcu,th<Mnti^*;
bach) 6 species. Fasc. 45 contains the Zor/aniacece by Dr. ProgeL

a new collaborator; seven genera, of which only Sphjdh an.

" the Ofeocw and

ites.
' The

> have " semina exalbumino-a," wliieh., as we have i"^

ago indicated, is not the case in the original ChUni'intlm^. i!

fasc. 46, Dr. Seubert describes the Stym-mrc" ,
two species ot /W-

y>A//A' and 22 of >/ /, ..-. i.
; istrab d by five plates.

,

DeCanfhUSs Pr'odro»<u.<, vol. xvi, 'section 2, fasc. 2,
issued a

June last (500 pages), contains the Betulacew by R< w '

l

ht.K, . -.1 • ! / u I. '
,

I »-' >

ciallya^ to the fW/f,-,/. open, a wide ranm- for commentary, «Pon

which we may not here enter. . fAg
No. 2 of the 12th volume of the 7th series of the Memoirs ...

Imperial Acaden iv of Science >oi'St Petersburg!] (1868) is occup

by Fr. Schmidt's Hie* n in Amur4 indt iem ' <">f<
:

<
>' Ll^ '\ ',,..

/m, the botanies plates. / ne P ,00
collected in An;
species) are first ei nneraied ; a. i ihi

'- ^ '> !

>
"

' \" -

interesting Flora .v/,-w;„, „,/,. N„tin._' i i.« !" ,; " r - '"
\ V- : ' 1,1

able as respects t lie t, lations ,,l thi< H..ra with that ot t

^
e

digtinCt

States, we observe that the Japan Trout,-. thr'm \> m> ;
'
"

,.

from the North American
;

ft,),/,,,!!, ia a.-ayi from />• ^
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Cauhphyllumrobustum from C. thaUctrohles; Vitis Thunbrraii
from V.Labrusca (for which a -nod gnosis, not vet published,

has recently been made out by Prof. Braun) ; P>/n<s sinuburifolia
is said to have larger fruit than P. Auevparia, which also occurs
in the islands; Ph\ll„pt, ,-./* Hit,,.;,!;* is adopted in place of Ghhnia
littoruds for the plant called '

'//,//. y/. ,--.•. ? //•'/ „v //.•>; a new Sf, /,an-

thium is described and figured, &c. Ehrharta ravjota of Monro,
rediscovered in Sachalin, becomes the type of a new genus 2&y&

2. Contributions to the 'Fauna of the G»lf Stream at ,jr>at

depths; by L. F. de Pouktvu.*. A-U;. i\ S. Coast Survey,
(from the Bulletin of the Mus. Coinp. Zoi.l., Cambridge).—The au-

thor introduces his ;• p !•. <h seribii g the species observed by him,
with the following remarks.
The study of tin . . >

- tuti.m and of th i 1 bitants of the bot-

tom of the sea is a field of research which has attracted the atten-

tion of naturalists in comparatives i cent times. What Hum-
boldt did with regard to the distri ,utio .

; ii e at different heights
in the atmosphere, was done b v Edward Forbes for the different

depths of the ocean. The former's diagrams of the zones of veg-

every atlas of phv ..ne man could do
where his glance embraced mil. s V.f « . ntn in In ight and breadth
and w hero tin. typi of vegetal im <. 'd \n

|
i. ntly be recognized

Forbes could but sk< ;< h in !»r .ad ' i.-njU 1 :.j-i>ily drawn lines for

Much has been done in this direction since Forbes's death, par-

ticularly in England, where dredging has become a favorite occu-

pation of many nat -. - have also been
;

;^ much more remains to be done in a fiehuch more remains to be done in ;; ileh i in whi

is Jeffreys remarks, be r<

Whilst TheV.
s particularly

>search extends only
,r\T\

sever;, i

', that our kn 'iii

distance fn»n i land, and the outf deep -<

id the means of but few private
itions are geilerally fitted out for ..the-nluti s.

:' ;,:
on generally prevailed, until rectinly, that ai

ninimum with an in

ed to the lowest forms, so that tl:ie in(

v
]
"-x«-ei>tin<r the investigations of Dr. Stimpson on the co

. sbeen as yet ven little usi I

0Qr shores. The character and constituents of the bottoi
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oast Survey, Professor A. D. Bache, who, (

ing his whole administration of that work, required the hydro-

graphical parties to preserve the specimens brought up by the

lead. From eight to nine thousand specimens have thus been ac-

cumulated at the coast survey office, from a region comprised be-

tween the shore and the outer edge of the Gulf Stream, and reach-

y to 1500 fathoms. But, of course, aside from the Foram-

inii't ra and Diatomaceae, for the study of which this material

has proved of high interest, not much was contributed to our

knowledge of the animals of the higher classes, the instrument

used being only adapted to procure a small quantity of sand or

The present Superintendent of the Coast Survey, Professor B.

Peiree, 1 is 1 it ly din ft, «1 the r< sumption of the investigations of

the Gulf Stream, so successfully inaugurated by his pr

bat interrupted for several years by the war. Besides observa-

tions of the depth, velocity, and direction of that current, and the

temperature and density of the * pths, the re-

searches will b. c\Mid'<d to xU Fauna ..f tin bottom, of the -ur-

face, and of the intervening depths. Not only will an insight

be thus obtaint'.l into a world scarcely known heretofon

knowledge will have a direct bearing on many of the phenomena

qf that great current. Thus a new light may be thrown on its

powers of transportation from shallow to de
its bed, ... ttg deposits in particular

or on its possible influence on the growth of coral reefs on its

shores.

The first campaign on this plan was organized in 1867, the field

of research being in a section between Key West and Havana,

incidentally with the purpose of sounding out the line for the tele-

graph cable, sho) ; between these two points

rv , shortly afterwards laid between these

t Survey steamer Corwin was assigned to the work;

here I wish to express my thanks to my colleague, Ass

deal part of the campaign, and to

Captain Piatt and his officers for the interest they showed in my

'i'-alaid. . ,--
The expedition was unfortunately interrupted by the

out of yellow fever on board, so that the dr.

number. However, short as the season's work w as,

'

closed, that anhnol. \ -, h, us '/rent Jm<^J
<i„ >if," ,,,1,1 ,,.-. ,i.i hi shallow water.

t^eThe identifications of th.- -p.-eh-s ha- l»

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambri
i

of every sort were afforded me by Professor Ag
which I wish to express my heartfelt thanks, as also tor w
portunity of prompt publication. . ^.^.-ide
The first dredgings were made on May 17th, on the Florida **
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of the Gulf Stream, about 5 miles S.S.W. of Sand Key, in depths
'

g from 90 to 100 fathoms, on a bottom of c
'

llowing list comprises the animals obtained :

ymg from 90 to 100 fathoms, on a bottom of calcareous mud.
s following list comprises the animals obtained :—
tiadates.—A number of small Crustacea were brought up,

ive not yet been determined. They belong to the follow-
in,- it allied genera; Dromia, Ilia, Mithrax? (a mutilated spe-

cimen ), 7'/;//.v/«, Kiiplmnsin, and Orchestic
The tubes of several species of Annelids were obtained, but

ds were in most cases too defective for identification.

and best pr< mtyc'1 is Moi'j>Jnj*<i jjoriduna, nov. sp.

<>ee description). Theiv are also tubes of one or more species of

The Gephyreans are represented by Sipwicidus corallicola,

Ponrt. (Proc. Am. Assoc, 1851.)
Molluscs not determined specifically. These are mostly imma-

ture specime] _ :.. the t'..l-

i : Mure,? (dead), Turbo? (operculum), Zetfa (li\ ing),

''off (dead). Of Pteropods dead shells of the

- '!.-: II i-il. i /,//./.'//, /!//!.>/ t,-:^unosa, Cuvie-
i'i'i '•obrmdla, Ch.oiJora lanceolate/. The shells of this order are
very common in deep-sea soundings. The Bryozoaare repre-

sented by Viio-n-hirut n><ir>i<iritii<;,i\ nov. sp. (see description).

AW,V,/,,._Of Echinode'nus were obtained an Ophi'tri-tn (an

: a number of specimens of Comatubi //>'.-

genii, nov. sp. (see description).
A Zwiuthus, rather >mall, was obtained also, but not having

been noticed when alive, it would be somewhat uncertain to de-

Hydroids: AntennulaHa triseriatei, nov. sp.; Thoa pidchetta,
nov. sp. ; Th. ceipittaris, nov. sp. (see descriptions).

i ,n n m h ttoi
;

• ;,,-, -t., D'O.; ll,t,ii;.,.i <;,ltmta D'O.;

• •<V' mftra D'O.
The total for thi< locality is therelbiv twentv-nine species, to

few ought to be added for the undetermined fragments of

Annelids.

No dredgings were had in mid-channel; this part has been re-

i trip, but {
ruption of the

iflgewoa

,v obtain fc&oma tmMxy
early as possible on the same spot,

at the first date had given much

The results of the two casts are combined below :

—

Arth-ulxtfs.—The Crustacea are not determined, but ;

| fragments i

KTVe.1
1
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nd Acephala have not yet

od: Jft'tra ?, Fn.su.% Tnr'<-\

vhjlm, all dead;

_„ and a very small

omia, both living. The Ptero la w&n all

dead; they are: /ly/A " ^vV7 «t, ,/jb',,;* D'Orb., glbbosa liana,

and" <•',!,/,. I£:u,^ :
»'

, , < /> ^ '"/V" lian^; (7,»d,>,-i i>;/r<<
•'<-

data Per. and Les.; Sp'wh.dh r<>*ir<d>t Kvd. and Soul; and .1'-

£y»to /',,•„„;; Les. Of Brachiopods we obtained T< f.l„yU„ <
><-

x, and Tenbr<d
''

bundant. Tl

margaritacea, n. sp. ; (ddhporu rdicubdo, n. >\>.

n. sp.; r.ln.^.'fiy >.n.- v . le-naV i'...-).

7,.',///.",////.—Ki-liiimderms are represented by the following sjx

cies; Si„it«n
:
p/s (dead, fragments) ;

Fd.nln,ua (dead) ; Cid'iry *

nulosa Gray (probably, young, living); 7Hpnevxt>* t'adn<^

«??s, at least" th

('<,,,«,/„/,/ /„•*>-;fl •„„,/ n. sp., living; />.„.. tr-.-t/iitti, sp. (fragmenl

of stem, among which some appear quite fresh).

Of Zoantharia the following were brought up: Antipathy •>>

milis, n. sp. ; Antipathy ////>, n. sp. ;
Acmd/iogorgia <i*r y

n sp.; Gorgonia a* rta Ellis; NW/^V, ,.^v ,v',, Ouch. an-O^'-
If/.ihneu,,^ (spicules)

; • ',„•„V

V

7'" /'"' " -", » ^- : .

'f?
•

///"/ 1

/

>

'
/ / , , / , // ^ / , '// n.V:'

1

//

pom? cariuata, n. sp. ; /^"s/ (base of-stem) ;
Sorcodydion r>>j<-

Hydroids: Thoa pulchdl,, n. >p. ;
TM.n-Ut ??',„[*. "• i

Foraminifera: Ln.<p,,<i striata Mont., rare; X<>d<j*<rri.'i />!/<"

D'O., rare; Dmh.n,,., .;>,„ „„.,;, 1 >*<>., nav; />. (,/,/;//"/''»'""

Lingnlina C'.trinat.i. D'O; T^txiina t,'»r}m* D'G., common, ver

large also abundant in shoaler water; 7 7

. tipqUdlnans D 0., ran

-\Wo>>/*«tfiY^A^rare; .\»/-^«/V// n lt,LUir,(tidn Moutg., van

Cristellaria crepidula F. and M., rather common; Orbicuun

adwica D'O., rare and only in a worn state, its proper habitat

in the littoral zone; Am/ddsf, „'>,„* „lhh»»i D'O., rare ami «'»•

young specimens ; it is very common throughout the Gulf ol-W-

ico in deep water ;
GI,J,;u,]>;, )tf ,>,d„'.i D'O., very abundant, fd-ej

the Orbulina form: 67. 1 >,,t, r t,-, ', D'O., common ;
PidleiH' 1

fjnilocidata P. and J., rather common ;
Pulknin cotm+d",*- •

rather common
;
Sp!„t ruhlh,,, d, /,;.«,. „.< \\ and d.. m-t ^j

1

;'..

1

,

common; ifoif. Poeyj D'O., rather common ;
Rot<do>«, two o^

species in single and imperfect specimen-; ll'd-.'->'>, >.
r

']'" '
.

lofHtdnn BroiKinkirtiunajyO.. rare- Quinquelocidwit bi>

D'O., rare.
'

Many of the specimens of Foraminifera are filled up with a ye
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_
The vegetable kingdom was represented in this dredging by a

winch llarvev savs v - ound bundantU it low water mark at

Key West. In its branchlets was entangled a chain of a species

of lliJihilpJiiii. Other Diatoms are rather scarce and have not
yet been determined. We therefore find here, also, a confirmation
of the remark made in European seas, that vegetable life /iocs not

extend to depths as great as are reached by animals, and that,

therefore, the greater number of deep-sea animals must be carai-

The dredge contained also a number of nodules of a very po-

rous limestone, similar in color and texture to the limestone form-
ing the range of low hills along the >

pods were recognized in the stone, and found also in various stages

ition. The interstices h •

- are gen-

erally filled up with Foraminifera.
On Ma-v _-)ti tin dr< !_. was sent down in 30 fathoms, outsido

of the locality occupied on the 24th and 29th. It brought up
- 1- "few dead corals: C<m/<>phi/llia formosa, BeUoeyathua

sponge, forming a regular net-work somewhat like that of Eu-

-

terrace, on which the dredgings of the 24th and
- ' Wer, m d . Tli . c-r i th 2.3tli \\ -pioVbh mad- on the

edge of it, and t ho dredge no doubt touched bottom only for a
short time, ai Into water too deep for

'i ached.
3. Deep-K.nh- t/ ;s i.f/., .;,,;,,,<./ tin <,yf >,: On \ U L Y.

as. (Communicated by the author, to one of thi

1868).—I sent you a few davs a-., a -mall pamphlet* con-

made by me

Purvey. If v of notice in the Joun
. thoughl it W old add to the interest to mention the

ijuchmore eompiet< results ..f this vt-ar's
lta subject of a brief communication I made to the late meeting
of the Kation. 1 A. 1, u\ ..• Northampton. As the specimens
have not all been determined as yet, I can give here but a short

outline.

* The article above noticed.
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The dredgings were made outside of the Florida reef, at the

same time as the deep-sea soundings, in lines extending from the

reef to a depth of about 400 to 500 fathoms, so as to &<

figure of the bottom, its formation and fauna. Six such lines were

sounded out and dredged over, in ihe space comprised between

Sand Key and Coffin's Patches. All ofthem agree nearly in the fl

'

lowing nV. rticnlars ; from the reef to about the hundred i'a<

four or five miles off, the bottom consists chiefly of broken shells

and very few corals, and is rather barren of life. A second region

extends from the neighborhood of I
line to about

i*; the slope is very gradual, parti- utarly between 100

and 200 fathoms ; the bottom is rocky and is inhabited by quite a

rich fauna. The breadth of this band varies from ten to twenty

miles. The third region begins between 250 and 350 fathoms and

is the great bed of Foraminifera so widely extended over the

bottom of the ocean.

The second region is the most interesting, from the variety t

animals inhabiting it. The bottom-rock, of which mai

were brought up, is a limestone, still in progress of formation from

of the shells, corals, etc., growing and dying on its sur-

face. In this fauna the vertebrates are only represented by a very

few small fishes, and those not deeper than 100 fathoms. .But

all the branches of invertebrates are represented ; I will mention

the most characteristic. Of the Molluscs, the most common is it-

rd>i-<if>U<, CAn ,/*/.<, ,..;/,/, and a new species of Wahlfu
'

of large size. Of the former, more than a 1

several hundred of the latter, were collected. Gasten

rarer and mostly small, the largest being the Vol"'

which was obtained living several times, and dead G

Acephala are rather rare and small, but Bryozoa are

Articulates (Crustacea and Annelids) are well represented, riut

the great richness of this region lies in the Radiata. Ot ^ento-

derms, the most common is a Cidarti (nov. sp.), besid

there are several new species of Echinidae and verj

Asteridae and Ophiuridae. Holot i

Psolus. Of corals, I have eighteen new species, belonging princi-

pally to the families of Turbinolidae and Oculinidse; ™s *'

a are also represented by two or three specie-.

gidae (a true Fungia) and the Milleporidse by one each.

reporidaj and Astraudce are entirely absent. There are also t* o

three species of Antipathes, eight or nine of Gorgonida. -

. some of them very abundant, Hydroid polyps,

and Foraminifera. As a general rule, every thing is oi -

There are no seaweeds. Some animal remai
presence is accidental, such as sharks' teeth, bills of Cepnaiop -,

shells of Pteropods, &c, which have evidently come from near i

surface, and also a considerable number of bones of ^eiaf^i
most frequently pieces of ribs ; for the occurrence of the /ai

am not able to account, as the manatee does not inhabit tne^
sea, and there are no currents to bring the floating carcaste.

its usual haunts in the shallow bays.
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From the third region the dredge brought up fewer though no
less interesting specimens, the chief of which is a new Crinoid,

belonging to the gemts // / ,_t> 7 t'
])*<>< igny; it may-

even be the species named by him II IL>t> .<*>'- ./, which occurs fos-

sil in a recent formation in Guadaloupe, but of which only small
pieces of the stem are known. I obtained half a dozen specimens
between 230 and 300 fathoms, unfortunately more or less injured

by the dredge.
The deepest cast made was in 517 fathoms ; it gave a very hand-

some Mopsea, a crab, an Ophiurian, and some annelids.

The difference of the deep-sea fauna? of the opposite coasts of
Cuba and Florida is very marked, although the distance is so small;

of all the corals for, instance, described by me from the coast of
Cuba, only two or three, and those in fragments, were found off the

Florida reef. t

(

The descriptions of the new species, with plates, are in prepare
will be published by the kindness of Prof. Agassiz in the

next number of the illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology of Cambridge.

I am glad, also, to be able to say that Prof. Peirce, Superinten-

dent of the Coast Survey, has directed me to continue these re-

searches during the coming winter.
4. On the genus Zcelaps ; by Edward D. Cope. (Communica-

ted for this Journal.)—As some confusion respecting the name of

i> arisen, it appears best to attempt to correct it at as

early a day as possible. This confusion, as it appears to me, has

by Dr. Jow pi I. i •>.

in the last number of the Proceedings of the Academy,
Jtegalosanrus."

In the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, xi.

hei.lv describes a large carnivorous reptile allied to

- -

u
;
H, with some expression of doubt, teeth of two distinct forms,

viz: some ha crenation

on the two margins in part, and ot 1

li;U' section,

truncate to a greater or less degree, in place of its angles, and

renate on three edges in part.
. ,- -

If Dr. Leidy had left the matter undecided as to which of these

led as the type of the genus Dinod>»
8al practice ofn it \r\ ists w »nl I

nn wlucn

should not be first thereafter discover* d to be di-tiv i

I have been of the opinion that the two forms of teeth included

'. Dr. Leidy under the head of Dl
animals, am i. u opinion. In 1866, in describing

tne genus Zcelaps (Proa Acad., p. 279), I said : "The genus Lor
«JM belongs to the family Dinodontidce, which is characterized

. * by its compressed sabre-shaped teeth. It difters

trom Dinodon in that I

*te edges separated by a posterior plane." T
ge of naturalists, establishes the name of Dinodon lor

l&e truncate teeth, and Ladaps for the two-edged.
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s the species represen
m korridus, Aublysoc

position that Leidv
> which of the two ft

Dinodon. I think,

I e teeth of L eh ps, hoth fr< m X< u Jersoj and Xeh

rt was not to .'i.'nVas i-taU

h of the former chara.'-ter. a-> the practice of descrit

and o-onera, vi-
sual and had one, and on-ht not to he tolerated in

ace.* In descrihi - I)i '•
i, I- id^ says the La

h resemhle those <»! d . n <. md in Jii^r. nt

it may turn out to 1„> the ra^e 'hal in ..<h' r [.art- of thepy [ \

be proved to exi se to he nnytuin:

more than a second specie* of Mi^alosaurus." The truncate h« .

are then the -p.
the species from I, „..- , . , , , { ,, M h.saunis.

Yon Meyer has .... ! --. od ;hi< ! .!_:_. as I have, and has ne-

lieved that* the tee. hnoy, a «- ih<-d hv Lul\ to J"%""'" ;

really characteristic of Dinodon. t'le m\» (Pala ;;; '.--,"'

vii, p. 267) that • ntical wira W"
of Megalosaurus, "the others indicate such peculiarity, that Loi«

.

•

* Falconer says of it: "It assumes a difference on theoretical gro™*\*dop.

the direct evide/ce, so far as it g r; «£» f-^f^
tion would tend to arrest on the threshold the investigation ot tne mea"

n baVe
-which remote geographical forms, presenting common character?, » -

started from a common origin.—(Nat. Hist. Beview, 1863, p. 64)
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who has made the investigation, thought it necessary to charac-

terize the animal as distinct from Megalosaurus, under the name
jf tHnodon horrhhiH.'^

It is therefore evident that the La-laps-like teeth described un-

der Dinodon are really those that require a new name, if any.

I will not give them a name, however, since there is no evidenee

that they differ from either Megalosaurus or Ladaps, though of

course the probability is, that they belong to a species <-t' tin- lat-

Although Attbh/Mxlon would thus be a synonym of Dinodon,

it is not an altogether useless name, since the latter wai given

years ago to a genus of serpents by Dumeril and Bibron, and
may therefore be suppressed. The name of the family ]>;,,,, ,!,,„-

Uill,t also, which I gave in compliment to Dr. Leidy, may also be

IiMhe same way, a genus of extinct reptiles was distingnisht .1

as T<»a<><]<;, it Leidy, a name long since given to a genus of Amer-
ican serpents. Not liking to substitute a generic name given hy

another, by one of my own, I have requested Dr. Leidy to give

me one by which to replace it.

The synonymy of these genera will then be

• Ljelaps Cope.

Dinodon Leidy, 1868, not of 1857.

elative proportions of the phalanges and tihia :
th

ively larger than in the preceding. Some oi th« -•

former in the i

toes were rela

-
•

tinder the head I to Hadwwai
re fullv by me in my forthcomin

Mb* reptiles of North America.

I Leidy.

tePwdon Leidy, 1857, Proc. A. N. Sci. Phil, 1866, p. 19J>, not

I Bibron.
Aublysodox ii.m !y, Trans. Amen

[lulus. Soe., xi, ,, 143. Auhbjsodnn i,>ir<»nbis Leidy, Proe. Acad.

*>at. Sci. Phil., 1866, 198.

.

a. V-iushI. rotlon* <lr<ni-,t /
',-< „ ,///,- .^"</</ ';/" }[<•!• < " > '--V ''.»

Samuel H. Scudder, (from the Proceedings of the Boston Society

°f Natural History, vol. xi, January 22, 1868.)—Mr. S. IT. Scudder

•toted that he had recently been studying the mole crickets wit

* view to their classification, and found that they were naturally

^visible into two groups. For one he retained the name of Gryl-

Malpa, under which all tin species had formerly been grouped,

to* to the other applied that of Scapteriscus. These two groups

*«e separated by the following characteristics.
In ScapterismJ the posterior margin of the sternum of the eighth

**• Joub. Sci.- -Second Series, Vol. XLVI, No.m—Nov., 186a
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abdominal segment of the <J is produced into a stout prominent
central tooth ; in GryU \

- entire.

The mesostemal ridge of Gryllotalpa is prominent, and almost
1

diout; that of Scapteriscus is never prominent on

; of the segment, and is often limited to the pos-

terior half, or is even obsolescent.

The fore trochanter of Scapteriscus is large ; the free portion al-

most always cm]:, ;

). and is of T
same size at the tip as at the base ; that "

'

'

ally small, seldom exceeding half the 1

the form is cultrate or lenticular.

Scapteriscus is furnished with only two fore-tibial dactyls, both

of which are movable ; Gryllotalpa has two movable dactyls be-

sides a second pair which are immovable.
With but low ex.-, prion-, the hind femora of Scapterisoi* more

than equal the pronotum in length, while in Gryllotalpa they are

always shorter than the pronotum.
In Gryllotalpa the length of all the hind tarsal joints taken to

gether seldom exceeds half the width of the pronotum, while they

equal its whole width in Scapteriscus.

The hind tarsal claws of Scapteriscus are clothed with short hairs

nearly to the tip ; those of Gryll>.t„)ra have hairs only at the base.

The tegmina of Scapteriscus, with but few exceptions, cover,

when at rest, two-thirds ..}' the al d.mn n : in GryUotalpa they sel-

dom conceal more than one-half of the abdomen.
The nervures of the middle field of the tegmina in the females

of Gryllotalpa are di>tant and rathor irregular, somewhat resem-

bling those of the males ; in Scapteriscus they are approximate,

regular and straight.

The anal cerci are longer than the pronotum in Gryllotalpa:

Finally, the ninth, and sometimes the eighth abdominal segments

are furnished above, in Gryllotalpa, with two transverse lateral

rows of long hairs directed inward, as if to keep the long tol'U--.

wings in place ; thes r< h-< i \\ n S-a/t f * -us, where the Wings

are equally long and similarly folded. ,

Only one species of Scapteriscus has been found without w
limits of South and Central America, and that—occurring in a sin-

gle instance in Europe—must undoubtedly be considered an em -

grant from the <amc warm r. gi.,ns; the members of the genu*

Gjy'/>>,'al, la, on the contrary, are found throughout the who

America.
Cor

'

Cyli, nz differences--"-

nth those which*;

p
m Trniartylus—the abbreviate. 1 logs titting "*o cavities i^£
body, and the absence of articulated appendages at the extr .

" the abdomen in ry;„ ,/,-,„ /,.<_t be-so characteristics are tai
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important than the sexual sculpture of the abdomen, the ultimate
neuration of the tegraina, the length of the legs, the contour of the
trochanters, or the digitation of the tibia1, which separate Xe<q>hr-
''o-ii* and (irt/Uotulpti.

The facts cited above present two features which bear upon the
motion <>t' the orh/m of species.
First

: these little mole crickets, so unique in their structure as
••i he widely separated from their nearest allies, are spread uniform-
ly over the whole surface of the globe ; but few species occur in
any one place, and at least one is found in every temperate or hot

Now, if species originate or change from physical causes, or by
"Natural Selection," why is ir that under every physical condition
:in'l surrounded by every variety of antagonism possible in their
habitat, this same unique structural form has sprung up all over
the globe?

Again, how can such theories account for another feature—com-
mon, indeed, to all natural groups—that it is not one striking char-
acteristic which separates Sr.irtcnsrux and <? njllotalpa, and which
"Natural Selection *' might have seized upon, with reference to
some special benefit, but a comhinal ion of features which have no

Wn purpose the palm of the tour-Mima rt i in '.< cricket into that of
the two-fingered sp< < i. - in S tth \uu rica ; or, developing in South
America, from some previous synthetic form of mole cricket, both
the present four-fingered and two-fingered species, and in other parts
"/the world the Ibur-lh-i v, ,1 >,„. l -i,., only—destroying at the same
»me the primaval io'-m all o er th surVa "t the globe—at the
same time, place roi of! i- , 1 hind ]

«>i the abdomen of
«e tetradactylate group, and none on that of the didactylate? or
paake the veins of the tegmina of the 9 of one group, distant and
"regular, and th.»^ of the other -tividit an 1 :

pproxiniate? Why
finish the eighth ab ! i. 1

-. gu , nt of the <J of one with a pro-

ofing tooth, and deprive those of the others of such a prominence ?
v?7 give one long and the other sluu-t anal cerci, or clothe the

{IP
11 tarsal nails ,>i ., : , v.:

;

-'
v \ h ro> mid ! ve the other naked ?

J
hat have these ll-atui - t- -f. vs it h th dill', rences of structure

J
e have mentioned in ; h. \, \m imped fore leg, or in the length of

:
on every hand,

*®m to attend evu^ d. h t e theorv of t e ..rigin of species.
6

- Remarks on h'-, ,„,.- f. ,>// /., :. /.« /-, the Carboniferous

^nation in Amrrir-n ; bv S. II. Shudder, (ib., Feb. 26.)—Mr.
judder exhibited two fossil insects from the coal measures. One
*as found in the i n m>is> which have
Previously afforded remain. . "nwets. Th. fragment represents

K

e^ng—apparently an upper one—of a neuropterous insect, which

;**KV--/,//^^*„ : -'"tic in size, very

?r°ad, with distant nervures, simple and slight divarications, and
111 the outer half of the wing, which alone is preserved, a cross
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aposed of most delicate and irregular veinlets. The

wing is also furnished with a large number of larger and smaller

discolored spots, the surfaces of the larger ones irregularly elevated.

The vena mediastina is simple and straight ; the venascapuliri*

sends out two branches from its upper side, the first of which does

not reach the border but loses itself in a congeries of minute veins,

while the second, branching again quite near its origin, supports

the tip of the wing ; the vena est* ,•,<<>.,,*> d/'a occupies the middle

third of the wing, and divides once near the base ; each branch

is straight and forks again, the upper one a little nearer the border

than the second di\ arieatiun of the c . </ $r<i{.»daris, the lower still

nearer to the margin : the <•• ><<> inh r, ><>->,<< dm divides several times,

the uppermost branches forking again just inside of the border;

the vena analis does not appear on the fragment.

There are six larger round or squarish spots ; four of them form

a bent row a little beyond the middle of the wing, the upper three

spots being nearly straight and the lower one turned inward at a

little more than a right angle ; the uppermost spot occurs in the in-

terspace between the vencescaj»d.ar/'« and <xU mo-media; the others

follow in succeeding interspaces. The two other large spots are

found in the same interspaces with the upper two of the inner row,

and are situated about half wav hetween them and the border.

The smaller spots appear to be less regularly distributed; they are

usually round, but sometimes oval or elongated ; there are three at

equal distances from each other in the lower outer interspace ; •

,
:

by the branches of the vena scapidaris, one occurs just within ana

above the inner of the three just mentioned, and one near the angle

of the last divarication of the vena scapidaris; there are two oe-

' the same, and, in the inter-

found close to the margin

;

„v „jger and elongated spots occur in the same interspace witn

the lowest of the four large spots and three equidistant round one

in the next interspace below ; in the succeeding interspace, prow

bly about half wav between the base and the outer border, ithere.

an oval spot ; finally two faint ones are situated upon and beneatu

each of the branches of the r< na • ytvrn <>-ua:dia pear the nuaa

Thawing was probably a little more than three inches in length

its greatest breadth measured by a line at right angles to tn
. -

tal border is 1-8 inch ; from the apex of the wing, where the pi

branch of the vena scapidaris touches it, to the lowest point 01^
lower outer angle 2*1 inches ; from the center of the upp ,

large spot to the outermargin 1-05 inches; greater brea ^ <

-

interspace, '34. This insect, apparently allied to the t
. ,

gidm by the simplicity of its neuration, differs from that fijg

not only in the cross-veining, but in the mode of brancnin ^^
proportion of the wing allotted to each of the TeP8*

Mr"l23to,
has shown me in this wing some resemblances to the rnryj

but I am inclined to believe it is distinct in its family cnar

istics from any known type of Neuroptera.
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The second insect, for which the name of ArchegogrgUus prkom
is proposed, was found by Dr. J. S. Newberry in the lowest coal

beds at Tallniadge, Ohio. In consists of a broken leg of a cricket

and a very small fragment of its wing—apparently a lower one.

There are no determinate characters in the wing. The leg was
broken into fragments from which a femur and tibia could be made
out ; they are quite remarkable, for while the femur is smooth, the

til.ia is furnished with several prominences of large size ; in modern
types, the prominences, if they occur at all, are found only on the

femur; in this specimen therein a slight rounded prominence on
the upper surface at the very base of the tibia and another just

beyond the middle ; opposite the latter, on the upper surface, is a

deeply bifid elevation, its hollow corresponding to the elevation on
the upper surface ; the basal half of the under surface is occupied
by a very broad prominence, abrupt at its edges, of nearly equal

height throughout, but slightly depressed in the middle. Length
of the femur, -28 inches; breadth of the same, -11 inches; length

of the tibia, -26 inches ; breadth of the same, -045 inches.

7. Siredona st, qf AenHyrtoma : by i>.

Sellimak.—Prof. Marsh has given on pp. 364-374 an interesting

account of the traii^foriii.it i>>n >i" Su','l<m into Amblystoma,

by excellent figures.
The very limited time at our command at Como station, did

not allow any opportunity to study the habits and actual condi-

tion of this remarf - native habitat.

Ah the metamorphoses described -> ide.irl\ by Pmf. .M.-irdi ••<-

burred, it will be observed, subsequently to the removal of the

collection of specimens mad', ;'•; us bv th< kindness of Supl. Sny-
<w, to lower and warmer altitudes. This has led to some discus-

sion of the question whether these changes in the animal would
we occurred had these creatures remained in Lake Como.

of the Union Pa-

ll! Railroad to Cheyenne, 120 miles east of Como, I left the party

«* a detour to the Colorado mines. This crave me an opportunity

«>«*, m the possession of a person who had a sort of menagerie at

;'»<\venne, a number ^ A.nhb^to.na which had been developed in

"} '-tal.li.hmenr from s;,;\7. t „. These were living in a large

f'

ass fish-globe, and the proprietor assured me he had obtained
«** some weeks previously from Lake Como, and that when they
jnwed they were H .to"—much larger than at

fwent and provided with 'sills/ as he expressed it, about the
°€ad

- In a short time they »ge, and in about

«)«* weeks all were complete - 'inlanders. Ihey
jere six or eight in number, and when I saw them, they very
Closely resembled N-.v Haven, and described

J ^ro£ Marsh, with a like diversity of color and markings. 1

J~AUlte particular in my inquiries of the owner, and am per-

?
aaedhis account was eutin Iv tr ithful, and he assured me we
jould find 0Ur 5

]

: ne manner, as

^transformation was then unknown to me, and seemed very im-
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, I received the statements with :i measur. of incrod i it .

More than three weeks elapsed before I again heard of our Neu
Haven colony of Siredons, and I was not a little interested ;•

learn, on my return here, that nearly the whole number had al-

ready undergone the transformation into Ambhjstoma.
We know, therefore, in the case of two different colonies of Sin

dons from the same locality, placed under very unlike conditions ..;'

elevation above the sea, but otherwise similarly situated, that both

have undergone the same transformations. We cannot therefore

avoid the e Ld the development I

Amblystoma.
New Haven, Nov. 2d, 18G8.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Earthquake of Aug. 13th—16th, 1868.—We condense from

newspaper accounts written immediately after the event and before

accurate reports from distant points could be received, such a -i.rw

ment as we are able to make of the chief facts of scienti'

connected with this extra- >rdinary convulsion of the earth. In ex-

tent and violence, as well as in destruens enes

it appears to have been one of the most remai
South America since its settlement by Europeans. The whole

western coast from New Granada to Chili

and towns in great numbers were suddenly
the \ iolence of the shocks, or by the subsequent influx of the -e.-t.

or by both. The loss of life is but imperfectly known, the

ranging from 30 to 60 thousand and upwards; some sti

making it over 40,000 in Ecuador alone, where it was prop" r

ally greatest on account of the first shocks occurring in the dea-

of night, while in other regions they took place for the most pan

in the daytime.
The shocks commenced on the 13th of August, about 5 o'eux*

p. m., and were felt throughout the coast provinces of Peru am

Bolivia, the center of disturbance being in southern Peru,

different places the shcck> it-' « d from two to seven minutes,

sea immediately retired to great distances, and returned on

coast at the rate of ten miles an hour, and with a wave full wty

feet high, that covered many towns and swept away in it- n'^
every thing within its power, leaving ships hi Ji and dn '.'

'

land. The places where the convulsion w<- felt most severeiy<

Arequipa about forty miles from the coast, and Moquegoa aw>.

twenty-five miles inland. Arequipa, a city of fifty thousanci
^

habitants, situated but 14 miles from the lofty volcano ;

"Misti," was almost totally destroyed. Though solidly Dun*

stone, not a church is left standing, not a house is habitab^
scarcely one stone left upon another. Some two hundred

inhabitants perished, the rest having had time to escape. ^-^
At this place the earthquake commenced with an

J
11* g

movement, and as the shocks culminated no one couia F
aQlj

feet; the houses rocked like ships in the trough ot tue t*
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came crumbling down. Nineteen minor shocks took place the

same night, and the earth continued to he disturbed for some days.

Openings occurred in tin- plains around the city, and water made

the side toward the north, and
rth earth and ashes; the water which the inhabitants used

insupportable taste.

Another important city almost totally destroyed was Iquhpie,

in southern Peru. A correspondent of the New York Times
writes:—"A few minutes after 5 p. m., on the 13th inst, the in-

hahitants were terrified by loud subterranean noises, presaging the

approach of an earthquake. The shock immediately followed.

Every building was shaken to its foundation. The population

rushed into the streets, and those who were not buried by the fall-

ing walls made their escape into the country with all speed. Had
they remained in the city the entire population must have perished,

as immediately on the passing of the first shock, the sea retired for

some distance, and then returned with a great rush and s
:

sound more terrible than the loudest thunder. The wav<
dreadful height and force, and it swept irresist

the ruin begun by the ea

nt has escaped, nor does a vestige r

opulent and handsome section of the town. Th
belonging to the nil rate merchants, mostly constructed of stone

and lime, have entiivlv disappeared. Buildings constructed ot

timber were swept away at once, leaving nothing to mark the

place where they stood.
"The inroad made by the sea extended to the Pantera, part of

which was covered by the wave, and that section of the town
known by the name of the I

'

'tirely destroyed,

leaving nothing ! •, merable houses.

"It is supposed that over 200 persons were killed by the earth-

quake."

Repeated shocks were felt subsequently to the 13th, although of

a milder nature.
.The establishment of the Tarapaca Nitrate Company at Moih-.

ttght miles south of Iquique, has entirely disappeared, and other

works in the nit rat

,

- !il! y- The works
°f the Peruvian Mining Company of London are entirely destroyed,

Upwards of 400 tons of silver ore, heavy machinery, and large

quantities of quicksilver having been swept away like so much

„ h like manner Arica in Peru, the chief port for the commerce of

f
ohvia, after bei i

arthquake, was obliterated

by the sea. Of five ships that lav at anchor in the hay, all but

one were destroyed with the entire or greater portion ol tneir

crews. The single exception was the United States ^var-steamer

Wateree, which was swept a quarter of a mile inland, and lost but
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Some of the officers of the Wateree have reported the following
facts :—
At 32 minutes past five o'clock, that is, 17 minutes from the ces-

sation of the initiary shock, which lasted ten minutes, the first wave
was experienced. These waves for a short p. n. .1 follow

arity. The experience of those on
the Wateree was peculiar. The water retired from the shore and
then, unlike the regular pulsation or roll of the sea, rose from
beneath, placing the ship, as it were, poised on the apex of a cone-

This wave fell as suddenly as it rose, the steamer mean-
time shaking like a leaf in the wind; and then commenced a series

of tidal rollers, first moving in grand masses toward the shore,

and next retreating until those on the ship could see the ground
of the roadstead almost from their anehora<j;e to the shore. The
vessel was swung and thrown hither a nd thither like a cork, and
finally, on the ninth movement of the waters—the earth trembling
without cessation, while the sky overhead was exceedingly clear

and not a breath of wind stirred—was driven from her
and earned, losing one anchor and chain and taking the others

with her, over the shore line and . the track of

as destroyed, some distai v left on an

!e\ at i on of twelve feet on an otherwise level plain
north of the city, where she now lies apparently but little dam-

aged, and, if she were worth it, in such a position that she can be

moved back to the sea. The Wateree, being flat-bottomed, met

obstruction, while the storeship I

as dashed against the rocks, and on the mor:
mg the disaster, there was not a plank of her left that was whole.

There were shocks of greater or less violence at Arica up to

Aug. 30.

The destruction at Arica was complete. All public and
-. even the fort and the trees were swept away. Of the

inhabitants some 200 perished.
At Callao the damage caused by the shocks was comparatively

hat by the subsequent fire and inundation was i

The Port of Chala, about half-way between Callao and
suffered great damage, the havoc continuing for abom
annates. At the moment the steamship Santiago was about to

anchor, after a shock which was felt very sen-
receded, parting the chain of the vessel, and of the company's hulk,

fifty feet, covering the rocks about the anchorage and in the har-

bor, and sweeping up into the town for the distance of over 1
,000

feet The Custom-house, Steamship Aeenc v.
within range was swept away by three successive seas preceded

and followed by as many as twelve shocks of earthquake, eacb

lasting from three seconds to two m , fThe town of Tambo is entirely washed a
ns have perished. The towns of Tiabaga VS

liendo and Mejia, and all the villages within 150 miles are totally
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destroyed. In the latter place all the materials for the building < £
nipa railroad, which were deposited there, were washed

;..;•.. fcfejillones is completely destroyed.

At Tacna it is said as many as sixty-four distinct shocks of earth-

quake were felt, and they continued up to the last date (16th).

The towns of Sama and Lecomba are nearly destroyed. The earth

opened in many places and vomited forth hot water. The valley

of Lluta is completely ruined.

Owing to the elevation of the port, tin damage done to Islay by
tin- sea was not very great, though the earthquake wave rose to

tli.- height of sixty feet. The French shin Canton, although left

high and dry, succeeded in floating off with the return sea. The

mole is nearly destroyed. In the town every stone or cement

wall is either demolished entirely or badly shaken. Among . .1 her

freaks of the earthquake an entire new quebrada has opened at

Guerreros, with a running spring at the bottom.

AttheChinca Islands the -hocks were so strong as to throw

every one to the ground. For a while after the subsidence ot t h<

.ke the sea remained perfectly quiet, but about !>:*> <> eh-.-k

at night commenced retiring, and when about seventy yard- dis-

tant raised itself in an immense wave, wlii

tn-«w itself with irresistible weight against the mole. 1 he s..|m

fracture was instantly torn away. The inhabitants gave them-

selves up for lost, supposing • '.out to be

The ships were dashed about like cockle--.

. • damage from stril i a \

• A11 th
%

1 small ve-sels .are totally destroyed, the wharves and

tin- mole are so injured that immense sums will have to be ex-

pended on them before thev can be of service.

In Ecuador repeated shocks were felt between the 13th

^th. the most destructive occurring at the latter date.

quil the first shock lasted forty or fi
-non being

from east to west, and the movement regular and slow, lne ex-

act date is not stated. . .

,

At Quito the severest shock, according to a Governm-
! '-."ccurreda little after one o'clock a. M.. of the UV

prolonged a mage to the city, with considerable

> »t litV, Tin gn itest ,1,-t rrban , « is in the province otlm-

babura.
1 ,

1' v !_
vahyandm tiidy urniu. The shockh£

; midnight, and i
n '> time for any one to escape. In Ibar
almost the entire population perished,
now a lake.

1 been felt c the 14th,
KB nau uetjn ici, v." —

Hthe night preceding, an extraordinary wave ^^ the sea 1

8^ptinupontla -^Z 1
. S

a^ight the seal V^Vlrmer^Wkit rose with a swell some 10 or 12 feet above its former

nd dashed upon the beach with an awful i
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From 12 at night until 2 in the morning the I

agitation, retreating and rushing forward by ti

subsiding within its ancient bounds.
In Tome the town was likewise inundated.
In Constitucion the vessels anchored in the

]

Earthquake Ware at the SanJirfrh Jshhah.—The oceanic dis-

turbance caused by this earthquake was not confined to the South
American coast, but extended across the Pacific, even to Japan.

i observed at the Sandwich Islands on the 14th, and

t noticed
of the 13th. A ennvoiondi nt of the Honolulu Commercial Ad-
vertiser, writing on the 15th, states, that from that hour there had

been a constant rise and fall of the oe< -a 1 1 u
|

> t < > da t c, 1 1 ie fall being from

6 to 8 feet on the average, and occumiisri.ncc in an h

the day. The bridge at Waiakea had been lifted bodily from i>

]><'-itioii, and carried up the Waiakea as far as the Hsh-|iond walls.

This was done by the rise of 1 1 o'clock a. m. of the 14th. An-

other correspondent at Hilo states that the influx and reflux of the

sea, as observed by his informants, had been taking place since the

hour of 2 o'clock a. m. of the 14th, rising and receding every nw
minutes; from four to six feet being the '-vneral rise ! _

usual tide. This continued throughout the day and u .

to 4 p. m., the date of writing, on the 15th. A principa
of the phenomenon noticed was its long continuance and regu-

larity, varying little from five minutes in rising or rcc

receding the whole distance, som r " ! "-' "
the distance that it fell at other times.
From Kawaihae Mr. Conway writes, under date of An-. 1 -3th,

that he was awakened between 3 and 4 o'clock on the morning ot

the mh, culi.ii i t , _ i. paivmlvas of stones

f'dl'd il mg the beach; and ,,n -oil c- out! h. miw
'

the beach, for several
minutes the water suddenly rush,

' • :
usual highest tides. After flowi, . itly tor *me
ten minute., *ith c

U o to three feet below the usual tide-marks ; and so it continued

t<> The timed writing, at longer or shorter intervals.
At Kealakekua, the extreme r\-

a tu Jl

been about 10 or 12 feet.

From the Island of Molokai, Captain Fountain wi
*""«•* theMth, that at l«.oV],,,kA. m. on tin- 14th.

'or than usual, and that u

ye times during the next fbur lours. The
,;; '" >ame, but longer between the time -

"" the 16th, it was ,

intend

stdl longer.
°
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the clay, leaving the reef and some rocks

ed

g the day, leaving the reef and
hare. It was judged that the i

lionriv twelve feet. It was highest about 7 ami 11 o'clock a. m.

At places on the lee side of Maui, the rise and fall appears to have

been not so great as at Kahului.

At Honolulu, the tide was first observed rising higher th:m usual

about 9 o'clock p. m. of the 13th. At midnight the sea was re-

ceding, with a noise as of persons wailing, caused by the water

rushing over the reef. At 7 o'clock the sea began to How out

rapidly, until 15 minutes past, when it checked and rapidly re-

turned. The extreme fall, from the highest point, was three feet

and ten inches. At 20 minutes past 8 A. m., the water again re-

ceded, and continued falling for 15 minutes, when it turned and

rose 28 inches in eight minutes. Since that hour it couth ucd

rising and fal - minutes

of 3 r. u., when it readied the highest point, five feet and four

inches above the lowest mark.
At Waimea, Kauai, the ti le rose and fell some -ix feel between

the highest and lowest points observed, between 10 and 1 1
o clock

on the forenoon of the 14th. Xo measurements were taken.

It appears, from these reports, that at the Sandwich Mauds the

m, throughout the croup—that

the tiile rose highest and fell lowest on the windward m east, rn

shores of Maui "and Hawaii—that it commenced nearly si

ouslval midnight, or a little be! ~ V"} ni>

—that the greatest variations occm illG clo°k

'

• '

Vhere observed, the sea rose and
places more rapidly than at others, varying from four to twelve

minute
The earthquakes <,f the same date in Smith Aim rh-a w, ;• pi-

ously the cause of the phenomena observed at the Nmd\\ icii Ist-

: i"ds and in Japan, the earthquake wave having occupied but a

few hours in crossing the entire Pacific.

/w/'.V '"/•<* <i, •'.<>! !.,.-<••!.> ,on-,s in Avth-ilio <> » *" ","

'>>»l—On the morning of August 17 (Aug. 16 as com]-:;

eral points in New Zealand, two occurring at Napier at 9" oo
;

Castle Point, 9^ 56m : L !

-
9" 5 ?m -

, ,.

In eastern Australia there were unusual waves and tidal dis-

turbance. At Sydney it was high water at o h on the 15tn or

Angus,, !tn ,i ;, v .;, vh \Ang fastj when at 8* it suddenly t

great force up the harbor, snapping the warps ot one ot

t! " hn s. ,,„],., ,'_ ,
..,;,..

rose two feet in five minutes. At Newcastle the ship A
was swept from her n rings; the water rose 2j feet in lp™
«tes. Similar disturbances were experienced m Tasmama, Queens
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land and New Zealand. It is stated also that
ke were felt at We:
t whether on the same day

light shocks of earthquake were felt at Wellington, N. S. W.,

is nor quite clear.

2. Earthquake in California, Oct, 21.—On the 21st of October,
:lt '" 50m - il! tlu.' m.M-niiig, an earrhquak -curred, doin- n.nsid-
erable damage to houses, in Sun Francisco and Oakland." At the
corner of Market and First streets, San Francisco, the ground
opened several iuclu-.s wide, for :t distance of 40 or 50 feet. An-

k was felt in the city at 7 p. m.
The earthquake was also severe in the interior. Shocks wen

felt at Sacramento and Stockton; at Redwood City, where tin-

court house is a wreck ; at Marysville, slight ; at Grass Valley,

severe
; at Sonora, light, but continuing nearly all day.

Other shocks are reported as 1
- Fmm-kv

on October 23d, 25th and 27th.
3. List of Popen read at the session of the Xationul Aco'louy

of Sciences in August, 1868, at Norttutmpton.
1. On the Tides and Tidal < 'um-nts of Hell Gate; Henry

Mitchell, Assistant Coast Survey. Read by Prof. Peirce.

§

2. On the Rainfall of the United States; Chas. A. Schott, As-

sistant Coast Survey, from data collected by the Smiths. >
tution

;
paper presented by Prof. Henry.

3. Remarks on Mr. Airy's reduction of Kirchhoffs scale ; Wol-
cott Gibbs.

t of the 103d

6. On an invariable meter ; A. C. Twining.
7. On the Tides and Tidal currents in an estuary or a canal be*

tween two tidal stations ; Benjamin Peirce.
8. Ondeepseadred.
9. On subdivisions of Cretaceous and Marine Tertiary formations

in California ; W. M. Gabb.
10. On the constitution of Uric Acid and its derivatives ; W ol-

cott Gibbs.
11. On new methods in Analytical Chemistry ;

Wolcott Gibbs.

12. On the fossil human skull of Calaveras countv, <

J. D. Whitney.
13. On the distribution of the Forest Vegetation west of the

Rocky Mts.
; W. H. Brewer.

14. On the reported occurrence of human bones at Antelope

station, Union Pacific Railroad ; O. C. Marsh. . r
15. On the motions of a freely suspended pendulum; J- «*

16. Tides and tidal currents in a harbor; Benjamin Peirce.

17. On alphabetic systems as tests of race ; W. D. Whitney.
18. On the estimation of Carbonic acid- S. W. Johnson.
19. On Nitrification; S. W. Johnson.
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20. On a new Borate from Mine Hill, Sussex Co., New Jersey
;

G. J. Brush.

21. Some points in the Surface Geology of the region west of

\h- Rooky Mts.; J. D. Whitney.
22. On the transportation of the materials of the Carhoniferous

Conglomerate ; J. S. Newberry.
23. On the deposits of Sulphate of Strontia on Strontian Is-

land, Lake Erie ; J. S. Newberry.
24. A new and general method of developing the real roots of

an equation, essentially extracted from my algebra, page 512;

Theodore Strong.

25. Remarks on the pendulum and gyroscope as exhibiting IW
rotation of the earth ; J. G. Barnard.

26. On some interesting points in the structural geology of the

Nile Valley; J.P.Lesley.
4. On a Meteorite which exploded over Kansas, June 6,1868;

by Prof. B. F. Mudge, (communicated f..r this Journal.)—At

twenty minutes before noon, June 6th, a most brilliant meteorite

was seen in our western sky. It exhibited a pink flan-

With so vivid it occurred in the night it irould

have obscured the full moon. It descended at an angle of 75 with

the horizon, leaving a streak or sharply defined line of its tract

which continued nearly a minute. When first seen by me, it had

ion of 55°, though others saw v d
eterofthe mui-iis «> iibrnt 1' " '^^' ! >

halt ''"' ^ameter of

the moon. It descended with great velocity, (in less tome

second) and when 12° above the horizon, bearing 10 »• <» ™i
exploded, sending two streams of fire toward the earth. The re-

port of the explosion followed in about four minutes and a halt,

{owing to inadvertence the time was not exactly noted.) The de-

tonation was double but following each other

nearly simultaneous. Here it sounded as loud as a twelve-pounder

a mile distant. Those west of us, who heard it, described it as

more like sharp thunder. A farmer in the Republican valley, nrty

miles from this place, supposed it was the steam boiler of a mill,

and hurried to the spot to learn the damage done. On exploding,

it produced a light blue cloud one and a half degrees long and two-

Awds as wide, which floated in sight seventeen minutes

much diminution in size, when a passing cirro-cumulus cloud ob-

scured it. The report was heard over an area 120 mil.

eter and the meteorite was seen much farther, viz., at lopeKa,

e, Fort Barker, Fort Zarah and intermediate points, its

flight was apparently from south to north, though its motion was

so rapid and nearly perpendicular, that it. was difficult to determine.

The following are its elements, very nearly

:

Height when first seen, - "mile*
" " it exploded, : fL «

Length of the cloud caused by the explosion,..-- V±i
^

Size^f the neucleus or head,. ~ ---"Wri^S? ™\L
Distance from this place when it exploded, about 58 mue»
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It must have exploded over the country about midway between
the Republican and Solomon rivers, which has few inhabitants.

An aerolite must have fallen and I have spent some time in en-

deavoring to find it, but thus far without success.

State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas.

5. Corrigenda for Article XIV on Vision.—in the article on

Vision byS. Rowley in our September number (p. 153), notice of

two omissions in the statement of the proposition was forwarded
by the author, but reached us too late for insertion. The follow-

ing are the corrections to be made

:

In 8th line from bottom of page 155 (counting the lines of the

note), between the words h h I ie words, the center

In 4th line from top of page 156, between the words plane and

perpendicular, insert the words, {
.., :^iug through the middJ. ,>/th>

interval beticee?i the eyes and the point of intersection of the optic

_
6. British Association.—The next meeting of the British Asso-

ciation will be held at Exeter, under the presidency of Prof. G. S.

Stokes, Sec. R. S.

V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGKAPHY.

1. Report of J. Ross Brown on the Mineral Resources of the

St.,.'. ,,,,-J y.'.v/'..,-;.., ,r.,t ,,,-• ;h, I!.»!;g Hoitnta'
iting Office, 1868. 8vo, pp. 674.-We find

t a large mass of important and interesting

* desirable should be accessible in a compact

form for the use of all who wish a resume of the existing s

development as well as of the general nature and extent of the

vast mineral regions of the IT. S. west of the Rocky Mountains
As Mr. Brown is neither a mineralogist, geologist nor miner, we

can fairly look in this document only for such information as an

industrious collector of facts and an experienced traveler may

amass upon almost any subject to which he brings zeal and intel-

ligence. Wee.:- [ips in matters tag"

nical and scientific, in View of the ^Uiai.tial contribution Mr.

Brown has made to our literature upon this subject. The want ot

good maps (or maps of any kind), of plans and sections m Mr.

Brown's Report, we regret the less, now that we know that these

are being supplied in a manner which can hardlv fail to be satislac-

tory by the labors of the pat 1 1 1 e of those experi-

enced topographical and geological explorers, Messrs. King ana

Gardner, whose survey of the 40th parallel covers a zone of country

reaching from tli. •

l<tl .rn slopes ot tin iy \
Mountains, wit •

i

, ,„„.,.,
, t mining district-^

the great interior basin of the continent, it may be two or tnr

years yet before we get the full returns of this large and wea
^gamzed party, but the volume on the mining regions of

*«2w"jMontana, Idaho, Utah, am mbraces the lado

of the mining engineer, Mr. James D. Hague, charged Witn i"
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special department, will, we understand, be in readiness for presen-
" ' -oniing session, to Congress.

ihalf of Mr. Brown's Report is occupied wit li a de-
n. this coming session, to uongress.

>out one half of Mr. Brown's Report is occupied

:1 notice of the gold region of the State of Calif

silver regions of Nevada occupy the next important place; after

which, Arizona, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Washington Territory,

Oregon and Alaska are discussed ; followed by general observa-

tions on the " Pacific Slope ;" general considerations on the pre-

cious metals; foreign States and Territories, and an Appendix, con-

taining various official and leading documents relative to mining.

On the whole, we rise from an examination of Mr. Brown's Re-

port with a feeling that he deserves praise for good sense and

intelligence, which he has brought 1<> hi- dini.ull task. This good

sense lie lias shown in nothing more than in the use he has made

Of the labors of others who have precede<

"y, but not alway
i Sutro Tunnel, tr

,
and that on Loa\

bbrbest nennan
rith Mr. Brow

•Report, we find a' n
•J. Report of James W. Taylor on the" Mineral Reso»r<><.< >>j

tin United & '/Mountains" pp. 71.—A more

never disgraced a <•

_-

of this hotch-potch of" Canadian Mine-." « Nova Scotia, Metal-

ii kw foreign Kau-

•vays, had been omitted, the value of the document would not

:
;;1 „ldKs<avon Artesian Wells, by D.D.

-

- oi Montana, 03 w.
s

. Kevs, M. K. and a long letter from Mr. Gold-Commissioner

ar annexa-

. Taylor's Report fills an important void.

We cannot refrain from expressing our surprise and am

u>es to the study of our geological and mi
and whose , r ample testimony to th

to serve tilth cmnm ml tdvano. - • .

i»
1

'"

^•nand Meeting th\ lullmi of th doe.im. nt bet i

eminent places the country in a false position before the-whoto

.
^orld, and fails utterly in the only object it can have in tfce pro-

duction of such ofiicial Reports.
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3. A treatise on the Concentration of all kinds of Ores, indu-

din;/ tin Chlorinatian Process for Gold bearing 8u.lph»nt*, Ar-

s>nli/,-'t.i a, ( d. (,'n/J and Sih',',- o/v.s- ,/. ,,, mil',/
• liv (il'ino Kl>-

tel. 259 pp. 8vo, with 120 diagrams on 7'plate
"

s - (San Fran-

cisco: office of Mining and Scientific Press. New York: Wafc
ern & Co., office of American Journal of Mining.)—Mr. Kmtel
has already done great service for practical metallurgy by the

' i«>n of his book on the " JVcad,t and California' i>ro*;s.<,s

of trnld and $ilrii-<_;,-tr<i<'tio><" and the present work is one <>t'mu.!i

importance to both miners and metallurgists. It is, we believe,

the only work of the kind in the English language, and besides

original material, gives us the latest results attained abroad, and

»le matter contained in the recent

elaborate work of von Rittinger. It is very systematic ally ar-

ranged—an introductory chapter treats of the general principles

of ore dressing, the separation from the gangue in and on:

mine, ragging, spalling, cobbing, etc.; the different varieties nf

g apparatus, and the various kinds of rotary sizers. The

second division of the snl.ject entitled '- ,-. <hn-t in,,;*' treat- of the

different breakers, crushers, and pans, with a proper consideration

of the theoretical points involved in the const ruction ot these ma-

chines. The third and fourth sections of the book ar

"concentration" and " tperbd oonrtntratinnf under
principles involved in concentration are discussed, with descrip-

tions of the various ji_ Qes, sleeping

and percussion tables ; in short, tie and methods

employed in ore concentration. The fifth division is d<

cess, and is the most complete pre se,.

the subject that has yet been published. As before stated, the work

contains much that till now was m $*h reader,

and we bel i study of the principles contained in it

will be of great service to all interested in this department ot

practical science. G
;
J-
R

4. The American Annual Cyclopedia and Register of I
'"

is of the year 1868. Vol. vii. 8vo, pp. 799. >
1868. (D. Appleton & Co.)—Like its predecessors, this portly an-

nual volume is devoted to bringing down to date all the more

important events of the year 1867 political, civil, military, and

«ocnl athns, public documents, biography, statistics, commerce,

finance, literature, science, agriculture and mechanical
The ample space of these volumes admits a degree of fullness m

articles the character of separate treatises. The articles or
i

scien-

tific subjects are of course not very numerous. Those of mosi

prominence are chemistry, electricity, geographical exploration

and discoveries, French Exposition, magnesi
meteors, sulphur produce of Italy, and test of iron by magneto .

The volume closes by a Me of contents, in au

tion to the usual index of subjects. ^w
b. The

\

lJ>
'':

l«68
of the "Vine Dresser's Manual" 123 pp. 12mo. Cmcinnati, woo.
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(Robert Clarke & Co.)—-This little manual is especially i

us a <_rui.lo to small farmers and others who wi>h to im

mand from the!dass to which it is

chanical product ion of the hook is e:

iters of books on t

Mississippi, seenis to forget that Oi

the American U iiiou. the only™
California is me ntioned, speaks of i

-h tWth, ,>,„,,/.. (Illustrated.) Vols, viii-x. IMdlad.

1868.—The letes this excellent work, the pro-

ve noticed from time to timem former volumes

for fullness, accuracy an I

int. i\ ^ i. v. 11 m lintained to the end. Over 27,000 artn-

department of human knowledge, are m its

l8e subjects which have::

tor \ ,i riea.i^. It. l-i -graphical articles are numerous and em-

brace the livinar as well as the dead.

In ana], , o-thirds of the final voir.

Wri in a manner on the whole pretty sat

>

chemical philosophy, recognizing fully its i

It i, a singular proof of the si;-

U1

,inivAte
, .

..^. ^ ' '
:::: '

-
'

the whole, 3 reader who does not find in cnam

Am. Jour. Sol-Second Series, Vou XLVI, No. 138.-Nov., 1868-
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bers and its supplement more than he can inwardly digest. In the

appendix many of the scientific and mechanical novelties of the

last few years are well treated of, such for example, as the Ga*
En u ine; Electro-magnetic Engine of Wilde ; Blowing nuirhiiH-s

. Root's of the IT. S.; Armorer Plates; Artificial Limhs;

Breech-loading arms (deficient in no mention of important Ahut-

Meteors ; National Education (an elaborate and important pancrh

Xitro-glycerine; Refrigerating Machines; [Here again the Ameri-

rches of Twining reproduced in the English Ettier refrig-

ire of Gerrie described in a series of articles

in this Journal more than 20 years ago, are not mentioned] :
Sani-

tary Science; Thermo Dynamics, are examples of sul

cussed. We do not know if it is the purpose of the pul

maintain the status of the excellent Encyclopedia by tin

of an annual volume as has been done by the Appletons for the

American Encyclopedia,

7. Mitchell's Manual of Prwttntl Is o-,/o,;/. 3<1 edition. K<1-

ite.l by William Ckookes, F.R.S. London. 8vo, pp. « -7- ^ (i

Ivii of tables. London, 1868 (Longmans, Green & Co).—3fitt-h-

a book by
extcnaea notice ; but the appearance i

Crookes's reminds us that it is fourteen vears since the second cau-

tion (1854) was published, and in thai time nninv ino

coveries ami improvements have boon made in the various methods

of oh- • m \>is, whioli are now well brought

up by Mr. Crookes. The volumctYie ami colorimetric methods oi

assay have espeemllv -iven precision ami rapidity of •

many cases of analysis before difficult and a

well as the blowpipe assay by the latest methods of Prof. Kerl,

are found fully set forth in this becomes the

b -1 n nual tdr luaetic in our lamma-e. The use of the old

cessitated b\ *
'

• 1 w ro.piii-in^ i-av re] >rN to b»

derod in the same terms. In the Volumetric assays, however, tne

, mployed.
8. The TV John d denoted to I

nfth, wfnlarh. K. Stoi-u-r
{ W Willi .m -... X. ^ l--,^ ' \

before announced Mr. Steiger's reproduction of this excellentw
man Art Journal, edited by IV
With the completion of the first six months the Worksite
in an i hug 1 form evineimi L lot, n linati n to k 1

the u-rowin- taste for tannine art culture. It is a w
1

'
;
"*ls if>. H to tl! whoso t ist, s or v<

•
' :^

:''

^ ^ \V v

.
:

:

....;... /
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progress of correct ideas and sound principles in art:

J,,;.] ]•>,./-! u din- irtists have had v< \ In itcd

information in t Ids direction. T!

to susn.lv, and \\ e em

9. t'» *»'/,»* SU o-n-H* : 'Tin: Flora «„,l F»,,..i ,./ ft

l\r iuil, irith AJdtntlu (from recent acquisitions); 1.

Im.snv, M.D., F.G.S., formerly British Se-

dary Commission, etc., etc. 214 pp. 4to. London. lsf'e

VooEst.)—This work is a condensed and .

.

the facts in

discussed witl d.ilitv. eAhlcntl < etui -tudy. ai

aid of some of the best paleontologists of England. I I

geologists h; is the work gw ater int erest than tc

10. K>'po.< :e (&u Formatio >,* Q»«t

Eromaxn-. 118pp 8vo,illn

; ;.:.'.• " pour' Pet ran-. is'htrger v</r

-tertiary format
and throw l

and Post-glack
that , f dad

mial'is also' dividedinto two epochs.

beds. The
3 ; 2, that of the

ions are treated of w
in- detail,

besides sect

The quarto atk
~_

deposits, tin3°direc

e

tion

a

of™c

.
11. Prof. S,-fl,>,-<r$ report on tin

Satlnrd wri

12. The American Ento .
Kditedby

of Rock Island, Illinois, and C. V. IllLEY Of s

Vol. I. x . 1, September, 1868. 2

-r of a new Ei
Louis. h< •spectus, is t

terests of h

first nmnhe r holds out exce muse for the i

per year is but one dollar.

o those of Xo

la Sued* : pso
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13. How Crops Grow. A Treatise on the Chemical Composi-
tion, Structure and Life <>f th- Plant, for oil Students of A^rir.d

t">-e, ,riih n ,;>,'* illa,t'r *;,,,,* „„d)ahh , of a,,,,!,,*,*; U Sam-

uel W. JoiIXSON, M.A., Prolv^or of Analyih : I ami
Chemistry in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale CollegeAve
394 pp. 12mo. New York, 1868. (Orange Jmhl & Co.)—Prot.

•

!

in- from his pen carries' with ii tit, preM^c of authority.' This

yolu.no well sustains the anther's established reputation. It is

the result of much study and experience as an instructor, and is

specially adapted to a large class of readers whether interested in

entitled " How Crops Feed," is nearly ready for the printer; the

third volume will he upon Cultivation, or the Improvement <>f

the Soil and the Crop by Tillage and Manures. The closing voi-

mm ofthis import nt series will h< devoted to Stock Feeding
Dairv Produce eolith-red from the point of view of Chemical ami

Physiological Science. It is easy to see how valuable such a series

must he to all who are interested in agriculture in its various de-

partments, and to scientific readers they will furnish a reliable

epitome of the sciences discussed.
14. A Treatise on Opt'n-H ; or Liuht and Siaht tla<-r<

p i
' './/'/ pi, it, t j ,,. art

pursuit*; by E. NUGENT, C.E. With one hundred and three

illustrations. 8vo, pp. xii, 235. New York, 1868. (D.YariV-
trand.)—Mr. Nugent has succeeded in comb
book a targe amount of valuable information. While he has nci

burdem- d its pa-vs with abstruse formulas, he vet ha-

very clearh to demonstrat. t n pin ipl « ..
i t t io refl

ion, etc. The opening chapter- -

tion is give of the Dts, aa tiu-

and others--the ndoros, , po with its -Mm
eoscope, se

ciples are

lithography
, the

book is wed
ce-lv,

I dm,
'

' illustrations":
which it is I

-

15. Part 2 of i:he Butt>r/!i. ./,','/ 'v. A,
ored plates, by Wm. H . Edwaeds, ha
Philadelphi; l.

ri

V
]

(

' ll - ^>''>»<>n (p. -45) we are indebted to the lb

Sir \\ m. Logan
; and for those of the article on the sc<

Ti.il bv.F. P. Stockwelltp. 87),"
Gravel by Tylor (p. 302), and or «

; C Mai>b

(p. 364), to the several authors.—Eds.
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